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Abstract 

Negotiating Stigma: Approaches to lntergenerational Sex deals with the experience of younger parties involved in 
intergenerational sexual relationships with adults. The study is based upon a set of interviews (nineteen in all) with 
people who, while they were under sixteen, were voluntarily involved in such relationships. They all described 
relationships that they regarded as positive experiences. Frank and intriguing verbatim material from the inter
views provides the background and the basis for the analysis. 

The thesis examines the way in which these interviewees validated, explained, and understood their activities 
in the light of a dominant view that prohibits intergenerational sexual contacts and that casts the younger party as 
necessarily the victim of sexual abuse by an adult. Presenting their relationships as positive and voluntary experi
ences, these people could not take up positions as victims of sexual abuse. How did they interpret what had hap
pened? 

A major discovery of the study is that there were a number of ways in which interviewees could minimize the 
extent to which they had transgressed against the prohibition of intergenerational sex. For example, a common 
claim was that they were not really children; although they were under sixteen years of age, they were in all essen
tial respects adults at the time. Alternatively, interviewees made the point that various aspects of full adult sexu
ality were not a part of the relationship. 

Interviewees were also conscious of the fact that they had transgressed against the prohibition of intergener
ational sex, but there were ways in which they directly validated their transgressions. Some claimed a right to 
sexual expression. Alternatively, interviewees indicated that they had regarded .. the experience as an adventurous 
escapade. 

I also looked at the way that interviewees understood what they had done in tem1s of dominant discourses 
about the family, gender, sexuality, and age categorization. For example, female interviewees were aware that 
intergenerational relationships with adult men are seen as transgressive in tenns of dominant views of appropriate 
femininity. The double standard requires that girls in adolescence should be sexually reticent, taking part in 
romantic dating relationships as a preparation for marriage. The interviewees acknowledged the relevance of these 
issues, but they indicated quite different approaches to them. Some said that their relationships were romantic, that 
they in fact embodied popular ideals of femininity. Other interviewees saw their intergenerational contacts specif
ically, and their adolescence more generally, as a rejection of dominant ideals of femininity. 

There are two major conclusions arising from the study. The first is that the most common way in which inter
viewees validate their transgression is to minimize it. The second is that the experience of intergenerational sex 
cannot be disentangled from the way it is positioned within discourses of the family, gender, sexuality, and age cat
egorization. 

!rr If:':f~r~T!C:f;': to t}Jt) <:JITT~nUiterature on positive experiences of intergenerational sex~ my thesis covers quite 
new areas and uses a new approach to this topic. All existing studies of positively experienced intergenerational 
sex deal exclusively with relations between men and boys. To my knowledge, my thesis is the first to additionally 
describe and consider relations between boys and women, between girls and men, and between girls and women. 
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Introduction 

This is a thesis about intergenerational sex and the experiences of those who were the younger party in a voluntary 
intergenerational relationship that they identified as a positive experience. It is concemed with the ways in which 
these younger parties responded to their experiences and made sense of them by reference to a variety of disR 
courses. Interviewees referred to dominant discourses that stigmatized their intergenerational experiences, and 
also made use of dominant discourses to validate these experiences. Some resistant discourses \Vere also employed 
by intervie\vees to validate their experiences. 

My empirical data specifically relate to sexual interactions between people under sixteen-the heterosexual 
age of consent in New South Wales, Australia-and those over sixteen. Any of the usual ways of describing such 
age groups carry with them a theoretical freight; they take part in one or more discourses about age in the society. 
Different sociological analyses and different ethical positions are inevitably joined to words like "child", "adoles
cent", "adult". and "young person", as well to terms for such relationships such as "under-age sex", "child sexual 
abuse", and "pedophilia". In an attempt to construct as neutral a framework as possible to consider these dis
courses. I \Viii make use of the covering phrase "intergenerational sex". A generation is most usually considered 
to be a cohort of peers within an age bracket. Consequently, a relationship between a fifty-year-old and a thirty
year-old could be considered "intergenerational". However. the almost universal use of the term to refer to rela
tionships behveen someone over the age of consent and someone under that age reflects the social force and reality 
of the age categories "adult" and "non-adult". 

More specifically, the data of this study come from nineteen intenriews with the younger partners of intergen
erational sexual relations~ip_s who detin_ed their experiences as po~itive at the_time they \~ere i~tervi~wed._All th_e 
interviewees also identified themselves as v..-illing participants in these sexual contacts. The study has two maii1 
aims. One is to review the empirical data, particularly from the standpoint of some of the insights and meta
theoretical concepts of poststructuralist writing. This fonn of analysis will be adopted to come to some conclu
sions about the ways in which social actors validate and make sense of transgressions against significant and 
dominant discourses. The study is also contextualized \Vi thin another metatheoretical perspective~that of sym~ 
bolic interactionist writings on deviance and social stigma. Accordingly. the study considers the ways in which the 
interviewees negotiated the stigma associated with their involvement in these socially prohibited and stigmatized 
sexual contacts. In each section of the thesis. I review the dominant social discourses that stigmatize these sexual 
experiences and I examine the ways in which the interviewees negotiated these stigmatizing discourses. 

A second aim of the thesis is to uncover and consider a range of social discourses that bear on the issue of 
intergenerational sex. In examining the interview data, it became apparent that experiences of intergenerationat 
sex are positioned in reference to a great variety of dominant and marginalized discourses. It is possible to con
sider the extent to which the positive experiences of the interviewees can be understood in terms of their location 
in reference to dominant and resistant discourses concerning the family, age. gender. and sexuality. The thesis 
argues that these experiences are not \veil conceptualized as mndom and aberrant. as examples of pathologically 
d6\r[fin.t beha~·iOf.· 'They can be mudh better urrde-istdcid 'in t\:Ju.1iS of their con:Sl;tcncy ;-vltli: ·popUlar discourses of 
gender. sexuality, age, and the family, whether these discourses are dominant and hegemonic (e.g. emphasized 
tCmininit)', hegemonic masculinity) or resistant (e.g. feminism, homosexual identity). 

The material has been divided into two parts in reference to the stigmatizing discourses that provide the 
framework for the anal;-·sis. In the first part, Negotiating the Prohibition on lntergenerational Sex, I look at the 
·ways in which interviev·;ees negotiate the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex-----the discourse that charac~ 
terizes all such contacts as an abuse of the younger party. In the second part of the thesis, Approaches to lntergen
erational5'ex, I argue that various other discourses are also implicated in the prohibition of intergenerational sex. 
I suggest that dominant discourses concerning the family and gender also imply prohibitions on specific types of 
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intergenerational relationships. lam specifically interested in the extent to which interviewees took note of these 
stigmatizing discourses. the ways in which they negotiated these discourses, and the alternative discourses 
through which the:y validated their participation in intergenerational sexual contacts. 

Interviev,'s were semiRstructured and recorded on audiotape. As I shall indicate, this approach is appropriate in 
the conteAi of research that deals with a new field of sociological investigation, and in which it is important that 
interviewees felt free to direct the discussion to areas with which they were particularly concerned. The sample 
was obtained by a snowballing technique in \vhich initial inteiV'iewees were acquaintances of the researchers and 
further interviewees were obtained through other referrals from acquaintances. The people who were interviewed 
were aware that the research concerned positively experienced intergenerational relationships, and volunteered 
their interviews in that context. One interviewee \'~>·as included in the study through placing an advertisement in a 
g$.:.-' n-ewsp.z.;-;-er caHing f'Jrp..eople \vho were ."\NHli:f1g to spe.,~k t..0 us ,about .sexmt! experiences w!th f!d!.!lts that th~y 
had had when they were under the age of six'teen. This strategy turned out to be particularly useful since the inter
viewee, Arnold, was much older than the other interviewees. 

Ten of the interviewees \vere women. At the time when they were interviewed, they ranged in age from 
sixteen to the early forties, with most being in their late twenties. The positive experiences they describe involved 
relationships that occurred between the ages of eight and sixteen, and the adult parties that are described ranged 
between seventeen years old and forty-eight years old. Eight of these interviewees talk about relationships with 
men, and three of them talk about relationships with women. One had had relationships with both a man and a 
woman. The nine male interviewees ranged in age between ten years old and more than fifty years old at the time 
they were interviewed. At the time of the positive experiences they describe, they were between eight and sixteen 
years old. The adults referred to were between twenty and fifty years old. All but one of the male interviewees 
described sexual contacts and relationships with men. 

At the time they \vere interviewed, most of the interviewees (thirteen cases) were in occupations that would 
usually be characterized as middle-class. For example, one intendewee was a teacher, another worked as an exec~ 
utive for a Government body concerned with the Arts, another was a Research Officer in a Science Faculty at a 
Ul1iv_eJ1lit¥, orte :ya~ a.~in_.gle p~etl~ \\'ithp~Jt ~im~. ':''or~ a~ a .. f1eal~ ~-~ucat_l)r: se.veraJ \~:ere .s~lf~employ~.~ i_~ :mall 
buSTneSSeS,alld seveTaCWefe-tertlaiY. Stlideflts. -Si:x-C)fthe·illfenliewees were "iii SOCiiilj)oSiHOns-nonnany character~·· 
ized as working--class. For example, one was an unemployed resident at a youth refuge, one was living at home 
with a father who was a factory worker, one was a hairdresser, one was training to become a plumber, one was 
employed as a shop assistant. Of the interviewees whose occupations were middle-class at the time when they 
were interviewed, nine had had parents whose occupations were also middle-class at the time when their intergen
erational sexual contacts had occurred. For example, the parents of one person were both dentists, another's father 
was a shop owner while his mother had no paid work, the father of another was a mining engineer, and so on. Four 
of these middle~class interviewees had parents who would have been classified working-class at the time when the 
relevant events occun-ed. The father of one interviewee was a traveling salesperson and her mother was not a paid 
employee, the father of another was a house painter and the mother worked part time as a shop assistant, another 
was living with his widowed mother who was employed as a nurse's aide, the father of another was a gardener. All 
the interviewees whose occupations were working-class when they were interviewed also had parents whose 
occupations fit the classification of working--class. For example, the father of one interviewee was mostly unemR 
ployed and his mother worked as a cleaner; the mother of another interviewee was unemployed and living on sickM 
ness benefits as a single parent. 

Two researchers, myself and one other person, conducted the interviews. The interviewees and others referred 
to in the interviews have been given pseudonyms to protect their anonymity, and some other details have been 
altered for the same reason. 

This introduction, which sets the scene for the following discussion of the ways in \Vhich interviewees negoR 
tiated discourses relating to intergenerational sex, has four sections. In the first, I shall examine the research 
contexi within which this study can be located. 1 describe and consider the existing sociological literature on the 
topic of intergenerational sex, both in terms of research into negative experiences, and in terms of research that 
deals with the issue of positive experiences. In the second section, I consider the theoretical contexi_, looking first 
at interactionist and Marxist approaches to the topic of"deviance" and stigmatization, and second at insights and 
concepts that may be drawn from poststructuralist writings to deal with such issues. The third section of the introM 
duction considers the methodological context of the study and some of the advantages and disadvantages of a 
small-scale interview study of this type. Finally, I present a plan ofthe topics that are covered in rest ofthis thesis. 
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Introduction 

The Research Context: Negative Experiences-The Study oflntergenerational 
Sex in the Context of Child Abuse 

Existing sociological research on intergenerational sex falls into t\vo broad areas. There is a small body of research 
that deals with voluntary relationships and with instances of intergenerational sex that were experienced positively 
by the younger parties. This will be considered in the next section of the introduction. However. most research on 
the topic can be said to take the sexual abuse of children as its topic of concern. 

This literature treats all cases ofintergenerational sex as the sexual abuse and exploitation of children and 
adolescents. When this literature takes note of positive experiences. these are also argued to be instances of abuse 
and exploitation (for example. Finkelhor 1984, pp. 16-18). The concentration on the issue of sexual abuse also 
takes another form in this literature. Although positive experiences have been discovered within the anonymous 
questionnaire research of child abuse (Finkelhor 1981. Goldman & Goldman l988b ), such experiences are almost 
never actually described in this literature. For example. Finkelhor, who acknowledges that existence of positive 
experiences is revealed in his sunrey data, fails to include any concrete examples of positive experiences in his 
appendix (Finkelhor 1981. pp. 185-214) or, for that matter, anywhere else in either that or his next study (Finkel
hor 1984). The effect is to suggest that the positive experiences revealed in the sunrey are of little importance in 
understanding the topic. 

Within other studies based on intervie,vs, written biographical accounts, or phone-in surveys, the same 
picture is drawn. All these studies claim to give an ovenriew of the topic ofintergenerational sex as a whole (Bass 
& Thornton 1983; Rush 1980; Ward 1984), or, in some cases, narrow the field to the topic of incestuous inter
generational sex (Armstrong 1979; Cranshaw. Low, Rozensteins & Clarkin 1980; Herman & Hirschman 1981 ). 
However, only four cases of positively experienced intergenerational sex are mentioned in this whole literature, 
and all four cases are dismissed as inauthentic in some way (Rush 1980, pp. 176-181: Armstrong 1979, pp. 132-
157; Cranshaw. Low, Rozensteins & Clarkin 1980, pp. 42-43). This literature is. therefore, almost exclusively 
concerned with describing and understanding negative experiences. Although the sunrey data suggest that experi
ences of intergenerational sex are mixed (see the next section of this introduction), this is not the picture drawn in 
those studies. 

Consequently, within the framework set by this thesis-a study of positive experiences-this abuse literature 
is best seen as research into negative(v experienced intergenerational sex. The following review will describe 
some of the findings of this literature from that point of view. and will consider what l take to be some of its limit
ations. I shall also be concerned to consider what this literature may indicate about positive experiences, and some 
of the important contrasts benveen positive experiences of the kind revealed in my study and the negative experi
ences revealed in the abuse literature. 

The intervievv studies within this--literature indicate- that in almost all. cases-the younger parties Jv_ere __ un_willing 
participants. The interviewees describe experiences that were felt to be negative at the time they occurred. 
Although it is perfectly possible that someone might be willingly involved, have a good or ambivalent experience, 
and later come to the conclusion that they were abused, almost none of the intenriewees described in this literature 
give accounts of that type. They almost universally report that they vvere not willingly involved at the time. and 
had experienced these events as an abuse. At the very most some of them acquiesced without making it blatantly 
obvious that the~y vvere umviHing. In almost all cases. the adults involved must have been perfectly aware that the 
younger parties were not willing. In the fe\v cases where apparent acquiescence did not indicate willingness, it is 
fair to say that the adults involved did not try too hard to lind out the true feelings of the younger party. (For inter
view case study examples, see Armstrong 1979; Bass & Thornton 1983; Cranshaw·. Lov., .. , Rozensteins & Clarkin 
1980; Herman & Hirschman 1981; Nava 1984; Rush 1980; Ward 1984.) If the events described in these interviews 
had happened to adults, they \vould unhesitatingly have been described as rapes. That these events were experi
enced as very damaging to self~confidence and esteem. and as a breach of trust when the adult was a known friend 
or family member, is surely related to this fact. 

Within this literature, the attempt to prove that intergenerational sex is necessarily an abuse leads to a certain 
amount of neglect ofthis obvious point For example. in finkelhor's questi()~l)3:ire_~tlldy (J_98l), v;hi_chis quite 
comprehensive on a great range of relevant data, the question of whether the participants were willing parties is 
never asked. Although he correlates the degree of trauma with a great range of other factors, his data allow him no 
way to correlate trauma with unwillingness (see also the discussion of Russell 1984 later in this chapter). In most 
of the interview studies, the lack of willingness is either revealed in the descriptions or assumed to characterize 
intergenerational sex in general--but it is rarely called into account as an independent factor in understanding the 
origins of the trauma that the interviews describe. 

This failure to look at unwillingness as a key cause of the negative experiences that these studies describe is 
related to the ethical argument that is centra! to the studies. When Ward argues that intergenerational sex is in fact 
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Introduction 

"Father-Daughter Rape", she maintains that the use of a child's body by an adult is always rape because of the 
difference of power between the two parties. The ambiguity of this approach is revealed in the following passage: 

I use ·rape· because I believe that the se: .. :ual use of a child's body/being is the same as the phenomenon of 
adult rape. Tenus like 'sexual abuse', 'molestation' and 'interference' are diminutions of ·rape': they 
imply that something less than rape occurred. In the process of cotmseling hundreds of victims of Father~ 
rape, the Sydney Rape Crisis Centre found that the women (of all ages) universally described the experi~ 
ence as 'feeling like rape', no matter what specific form the abuse took. The same is true of the victims 
with whom I talked. (Ward I 984, p. 79) 

What this passage does is firstly to equate "rape" with the mere fact of a sexual connection betv.reen an adult and 

described in this thesis are also rapes. To convey something more than this bald definition, Ward indicates that the 
women she spoke to described the experience as "feeling like rape". Why this might be so is left unsaid. In fact, 
there is ample evidence in this and the other interview studies to indicate that these experiences were felt to be 
"like rape" because they were rapes in the narrowest and most conventional sense of the tenn-they \Vere 
unwanted sexual contacts. In other parts of her study, Ward makes this quite apparent, and she describes this 
unwillingness in detail. However, here, instead of coming out and saying this directly, Ward is reduced to creating 
this impression indirectly. This may be because she does not want to allow a space in her conceptual framework 
for intergenerational sexual contacts that are not experienced as rapes. In fact, although all intergenerational 
sexual contacts involve the "use" of a child's body, they are not all unwanted. What is sacrificed in Ward's maneu
ver is a clear sense of the actual nature of negative experiences. (For a similar critique, see Califia 1981, pp. 137-
138.) 

All of these studies take the issue of infonned consent as crucial in understanding why it is that inter~ 
generational sex is hannful and necessari(v so. It is the fact that a child cannot give or withhold consent freely that 
makes all intergenerational sex hannful. The paradigm case for this position is the child who appears to consent, 
butisreally<lverawed- by·-tlle.power-aadinfluenceol'the.adult(.Finkelhod981,p . .5l; . .Naval984,_p .. 9.0).Jn.other 
words, they consent-in fact, they acquiesce-but they are not willing. Their apparent consent is not real: 

Although Phil cared for Mr Smith and was grateful to him for his support and interest ... he insisted that 
he had not wanted to have sex. However he had agreed to it finally because he had not wanted to jeopardize 
the tiiend~1ip ... (Nava I 984, p. 90). 

However, the argument on infmmed consent goes further than this. It also applies to younger parties who 
really are willing and give consent. Here their consent is taken as invalid because the power of the adult creates a 
context of choice in which they are not free to make an independent decision: 

In this case, the child found the activity unpleasant. But even if she had enjoyed it, it is still impossible to 
see how she could have truly consented to sexual activity \Vith such a powerful authotity in her life [her 
uncle]. (Finkelhor 1981, p. 51~ see also for example Herman& Hirschman 1981, p. 27; Nava 1984, p. 102) 

Given the fact that this argument constitutes a central part of the case for the prohibition of intergenerational 
sex, it is of course relevant to the experience of my interviewees, and it v·.rill be considered in more detail later in 
the thesis. The political issues raised by this argument are also crucial, and they will be considered subsequently 
in the thesis. Here, to begin this discussion, I want to look at the effect that this centrality has on discussions of 
negative experiences. 

Firstly, as indicated above. it leads to a lack of clarity about the exient to which negative experiences of inter~ 
generational sex occur in the context of rape in its most explicit definition as unwanted sexual contact. If interM 
generational sex is always and necessarily '"rape", the actual question of willingness is not given sufficient weight 
in an understanding of the nature of negative experiences. Secondly, there comes to be confusion between the 
moral issue of consent and causal explanations of negative experiences. 

In looking at the latter, it can be reasonably argued that the strategic relationship between an adult and a child 
in a particular context is of the greatest importance in understanding hO\v negative experiences occur. For exam
ple, within modern patriarchy, fathers and stepfathers have an important monopoly of adult power over children in 
their families. This means that if they are d1sposed to hanm their child, they are well placed to do so (Henman & 
Hirschman 1981, p. 4; Ward 1984, p. 95. See also accounts from this study; Part I, Chapter I, and Part 2, Chapter 
4). Explanations of this kind are a key part of any understanding of how it is that sexual abuse of children occurs. 
In other words, they have an essential role in the causal explanation of negative experiences. 
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Hmvever, within the abuse literature, the strategic relationship between the adult and the child is also called 
upon to serve another function within the account. As I have indicated, the central moral ar:gmnent of this literature 
is framed in terms of the issue of consent. Because an adult has more pO\ver than a child, it is argued, the child 
cannot freely give consent to a sexual relationship with an adult. Even if there is a genuine willingness and a dec
laration of willingness. there is no valid consent. The inequality of power bet\veen the two parties constitutes the 
relationship as an exploitation of the younger party regardless of any other consideration. 

In this argument, the same fact that is a central part of the causal explanation of negative experiences becomes 
also a central part of the moral claim that all intergenerational experiences are abusive. It becomes difficult to sep
arate out this moral issue from the causal explanation that revolves around the same point. The causal explanation 
of negative experiences in tenns of the strategic power of the adult comes to serve as evidence for the moral claim 
that all inter:generational experiences are necessarily hannful. 

In fact these two references to the pmver of adults in intergenerational relationships can be seen as quite sep
arate issues. My vie\v is that a particular position of strategic advantage allows an adult to hanna child; it makes 
this possible. This is how negative experiences ofintergenerational sex can (and do) occur. Hmvever. the hann 
itself comes from a constellation of other factors~the experience of rape, the breach of trust the breakdown of 
other supportive family relationships, the experience of stigma associated with incestuous abuse. and so on. 

I have indicated that the central moral position of this literature on intergenerational sex revolves around two 
points. First, it is claimed that intergenerational sex is necessarily hannful, and that it ahvays constitutes an abuse 
of the younger party. Secondly, this position is defended by arguing that the inequality of power between an adult 
and a child means that a child cannot give valid consent to a relationship with an adult. Given the vel)' clear evi
dence of the extent ofhannful experiences ofintergenerational sex, it is understandable that writers on this topic 
have looked to moral arguments that condemn intergenerational sex in all cases. At least it would seem that these 
positions might serve to protect young people from the real danger of sexual abuse by adults. It may well be 
believed that any dilution of this moral position might merely serve as an ideological prop for adults who seek to 
abuse children. Nevertheless. I suggest that this moral argument actually places fetters on the clear understanding 
of the nature of negative experiences. In what follows, I will summarize what l take to be some of the most impor
tant findings of this research into child sexual abuse. 

Intergenerational sex is a lot more common than people had thought prior to Finkelhor's 1981 publication and 
prior to the feminist exposure of child sexual abuse (Rush 1980), although in fact there had been many previous 
studies that had come to similar conclusions (Hennan & Hirschman 1981. p. 12). Finkelhor's detailed survey 
found that 19% of his adult sample of women had experienced "sexual victimization" (Finkelhor's tenn) by an 
adult by the age of 16. Of the men in his sample, 8.6% had had such an experience (Finke1hor 198 I. p. 53). The 
proportions of positive experiences in the male and female samples were quite different. Nine per cent of the 
\vomen's intergenerational experiences \Vere reported as positive as compared to 19% of the men's (Finkelhor 
1981, p. 52). There vvas a gray area vvithin which experiences \\'ere r<iported as rieuirar Outside oftliisgray areiL 
66% of women reported their experiences as negative compared with 38% of the men (Finkelhor 1981, p. 70). In 
other words, fully 62% of his male sample had had a positive or neutral experience. In Finkelhor's sample, only 
6% of the adult parties \vere women \vhen girls were involved, but the figure increased to 16% for boys (Finkelhor 
198 L p. 78). The central conclusion that can be drawn from Finkelhor's study is that most negative intergenera
tional experiences involve sex bet\veen adult men and girls. 

Russell's more recent study (1984) deals only with women, and only includes unwanted sexual contacts, 
except in the case of incest (see below). The methodology is superior to Finkelhor's in that anonymous intenriews 
were conducted with a random sample of women, \Vhereas Finkelhor's study is based on questionnaires handed 
out to tertiai)' students. Russell found even higher proportions ofintergenerational sex involving girls than Finkel
hor, although the figures are hard to compare because she included all experiences to the age of 18. 

Looking at what these surveys reveal about the sexual abuse of girls. it is apparent that a feminist explanation 
relating sexual abuse to patriarchy in modem society fits the data well (Annstrong 1979: Bass & Thornton 1983: 
Cranshaw, Low, Rozensteins & Clarkin 1980: Hennan & Hirschman 1981: Rush 1980: Ward 1984). Men's power 
over women within patriarchy is rationalized and enabled by a widespread misogyny. This makes it possible for 

1981. pp. 55-57). Rape of girls within the family occurs as a ty'pe of sexual mvnership of\vomen, and the threat 
and reality of rape outside the family contributes to the imprisonment of women within patriarchal family stmct
ures (Ward 1984. pp. 5. 81, 87-88, 94, 97: Hennan & Hirschman 1981, pp. 59-63). The sexual interest that most 
men take in adolescent girls or in younger v.;omen can be seen as having its point of social origin in an attempt to 
construct sexual relationships in which there is no danger of a challenge to male pmver through the authority and 
wisdom possessed by a female peer (Ward 1984. p. 177: Hennan & Hirschman 1981. p. 56). Within this thesis. l 
will be arguing that this sexual cathexis does not necessariZr and inevitably cause trouble for the younger \VOmen 
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and girls that are the objects of such desire. However, it is the combination of this sexual cathexis with rnisogyrny 
and patriarchal ownership of girls within kinship structures that is revealed within the abuse literature. 

The rape of girls differs in some significant ways from rape of adult women in its social distribution. Most 
adults who rape girls are known to their victims as friends or relatives. Finkelhor found that 76% of the older 
parties who had had sexual experiences \Vith girls were known to the girls. This compares with 67% of the men 
involved in rape of adult women (recent UK study-Lumby 1991). Forty-three per cent of adult males involved 
with girls were family members (Finkelhor 1981, p. 73). This differs substantially from the figures for rapes of 
adult women. Family members committed only 11% of the rapes of adult women reported in Lumby's UK study 
(1991). The finding that a large proportion of family members are involved in child sexual abuse supports the 
feminist emphasis on the powerlessness of girls within family structures. However, Finkelhor's research also sug
gests that fathers a.,11d st.epf:!thers are iB a smaH m!nofity-1%o_ft!!e :w?m.~n in)liS __ S~fl:lph~.had e~_perienced_ inces
tuous abuse of this type (Finkelhor 1981, p. 88). Looking at these figures in the light of the positive experiences 
revealed in this study, it is possible to suggest that positive experiences are much more likely to involve adults who 
are not family members. Within the nineteen positive experiences described in this study, only t\vo were with 
family members, and both of these were with uncles. 

The degree of trauma experienced by the younger party was found by Finkelhorto be proportional to the age 
difference between the parties (the more age difference, the more trauma), absolute age of the younger party 
(younger children suffered more trauma), and the closeness of family ties (father-daughter incest was by far the 
most traumatic) (Finkelhor 1981, pp. 98-l 02). The factor that correlated most closely with trauma was the use of 
force by the adult partner (Finkelhor 1981, pp. 104). Since no questions were asked about the willingness of 
younger parties, one can only speculate about whether these statistics reflect a patterned distribution of willing and 
unwilling relationships. Certainly the presence of fOrce is a key indication of unwillingness. It may also be that 
girls are more likely to be willingly involved with someone outside of their family, and hence more likely to report 
a less traumatic or positive experience in that context. It may be that adult men are most likely to commit rape on 
girls who are vulnerable because of being placed under their control within family net\vorks. In either case, these 
patterns would tie together particular types of relationship and degrees of trauma through a mediating link in the 
wrmngness-·o·r·uriwnnng·nessort&e);ou·ng·er·pari)~- ·-

The interview data of the feminist studies of child abuse also provide infonnation on these issues. The great 
majority of these interview data concern fathers and stepfathers and, to a lesser extent, other male relatives. Epi~ 
sodes involving acquaintances outside the family or involving strangers are much more rare. In comparison with 
the survey data, the interview material is skewed in the direction of close family relationships. This makes sense 
in tenns of Finkelhor's correlations of degrees of trauma and family ties. The intenriew data represent narratives 
that were volunteered by women in the contex.i of feminist concerns about child sexual abuse. The interviews are 
most likely to have come from women who felt seriously traumatized by these events and who, before this, felt 
unable to discuss their experiences with other people. The distribution of interview narratives suggests that such 
people are primarily the victims of incestuous abuse. 

Ward's and Hennan and Hirschman's analyses give convincing explanations of the traumatizing effects of 
these incidents. The adult family member betrays the daughter. The dominant discourse of the family points to 
these men as the ones who are expected to protect the daughter from the hatm which can come from outside the 
family (Ward 1984, pp. 83, 97, 143). The sense ofbetmyal, together with the experience of rape, creates the injury 
(Ward 1984, pp. 149-161; Herman & Hirschman 1981, p. 99). This is compounded by the way rl1ese events inter
fere with relationships between daughters and their mothers. Hennan and Hirschman and Ward refer to two pat~ 
terns. Daughters may feel they have been let down by mothers who were not able to effectively protect them from 
sexual abuse. Their expectation of being able to go to their mother for emotional support is undennined in this 
context. However inappropriately, they may blame their mother (Ward 1984, pp. 161, 179; Herman & Hirschman 
1981, pp. 88-89). Alternatively, they can have an uncomfortable sense of being placed in the position of a rival to 
their own mother and come to feel contempt on account of her failure as a wife (Hennan and Hirschman 1981, pp. 
80-83). These explanations indicate that the harmfulness of the experiences that are described in these studies can 
be understood without resorting to a moral position in which intergenerational sex is hannful merely on account 
of the power and position of the adult as an adult. 

Feminist analysis of child sexual abuse examines events that have been most frequently conceptualized in 
tenus of a medical model of deviance and pathology. For example, a recent Sydney Morning Herald piece on child 
abuse was entitled "The Mind of a Molester" (Juan 1988). Rejecting the sort of explanations such a title implies, 
feminist analysis suggests that child sexual abuse is best understood in tenns of quite dominant and indeed hege
monic aspects of the construction of the family and sexuality within modem patriarchy. My thesis attempts to 
extend and complement this approach through the study of positive experiences. I have been interested to look at 
the ways i11 which interviewees validated their experiences within common and popular discourses of gender, sex-
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uality, and age categorization. (also consider the extent to which they conceived their transgressions as transgres
sions against dominant discourses of gender and the family. 

The Research Context: Positive Experiences 

Having looked at the relevant studies in tenns of the way that they analyze negative experiences, it is pertinent to 
consider these studies in tenns of the infonnation that they provide in reference to positive experiences. Following 
this. I shall consider other sociological st11dies that directly address the issue of positive experiences. 

Two of the questionnaire surveys ofintergenerational sex are a good point to start considering \Vhat we do and 
do not know about the extent of positive experiences of intergenerational sex. Finkelhor's 1979 study is the major 
attempt to document the ratio between positive and negative experiences for both boys and girls. (For a similar 
study, see Goldman & Goldman 1988b.) The difficulty in taking his results at face value is that his questionnaire 
has the effect of excluding many voluntm}' experiences from his data. However, this is never acknowledged when 
he considers the ratio bet\veen positive and negative experiences or. for that matter, when other writers use his data 
in this way (e.g. Hennan & Hirschman 1981, pp. 28, 33, 263). The following analysis of his data only becomes 
available through a careful reading of the questionnaire that he places in the appendix. 

Concerning experiences before the age of 12. Finkelhor asked his respondents to describe sexual experiences 
with an adult (over 16) including strangers, friends, or family members (Finkelhor 198 L p. 172). In other words, 
sexual contacts with an adult of any type are included. Concerning experiences after the age of 12, he asked his 
respondents to describe experiences with family members or relatives. He also asked them to include experiences 
with guardians or close friends of their parents (Finkelhor 1981, p. 175). This form of question is designed to 
include in his data all cases of incestuous and near incestuous experiences, both where the younger parties were 
willing and where they were unwilling. What are left out are contacts after the age of 12 with adults who were not 
friends of the parents and who were primarily acquaintances of the child. 

Hmvever, it turns out that these contacts were included if they were unwilling experiences. The final question 
that is used to find out whether the respondent experienced sexual contacts with an adult is as follows: 

Finally, we would like you to think of any sexual experience that occurred to you after the age of 12, which 
you did not consent to. That is, a sexual experience which was forced on you, or done against your will, or 
which you didn't want to happen. (Finkelhor 1981, p. 177) 

So there is nothing in Finkelhor 's questionnaire that asks respondents to mention intergenerational sexual 
contacts thuttheywerevoiunlan iy.involvedinafter the age .. of 12.years. old, unlessthey.were withfamilymembers 
or close friends of parents. However, it seems likely that most voluntary and positively experienced intergenera
tional sexual contacts occur after 12 and with people out.c;ide the family circle. This is definitely suggested by my 
study. One can envisage a number of reasons why this might be the case. Younger children are more thoroughly 
supervised by their parents. The prohibition on intergenerational sex is much more marked the younger the age of 
the child, and this must mean that younger children are less likely to be \Villing to be involved in such contacts 
with adults. More could be said on this topic but relevant points are made elsewhere in the thesis. 

The effect of the form of Finkelhor's questionnaire is to seriously compromise all of his statistics that involve 
a comparison of positive and negative experiences of intergenerational sex. In other \vords. Finkelhor's total 
sample of intergenerational incidents is interrogated in terms of the question, "'What percentage were positive 
experiences?" But in collecting this sample_ he had already excluded what must be a very large number of the pos
itive experiences in \Vhich members of his research population were involved. 

Another problem in Finkelhor's study compounds this failing in the questionnaire. It seems highly probable 
that the nature of the questionnaire situation might itself have led to an under-reporting of positive experiences. As 
Taylor points out, it is not eas~y to get people to talk about intergenerational sex in mass anonymous surveys since 
they do not trust guarantees of confidentiali_ty (Tax lor 1981, P. ;xi)_. I SlUU!,_est_ this __ is a _particular oro_ble111 vdth 
Finkeihor's work since his questiomlaires were handed out to -students i~~Iasses in so~iology, psYchology. and 
social work. and were filled in during class time. As he points out, it was considered important that the professors 
handing out the questionnaire could give it a positive endorsement and shmv the connection between the question
naire research and the topics the students were studying at the time (Finkelhor 1981, p. 40). One could have some 
doubts, ho\Vever, about whether students ~ould really feel sure that their confidentiality would be maintained. 
More importantly, it is possible that students studying these very same topics~tl1e problem of child sexual abuse 
and the sociology of the family·-would have already been exposed to academic endorsement of the vie\v that 
intergenerational sexual contacts \Vere alwa,vs abusive to children. ln the light of this, it is quite feasible that stu-
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dents whose experiences did not fit this framework may not have recalled them in this context, or may not have 
reported them if they had (see Part 1. Chapter 4 for relevant infonnation on this point). 

Despite these major problems, Finkelhor's study is still the best available data on the extent of positively 
experienced intergenerational sex and its ratio to negative experiences. As I have indicated, he found that nineteen 
per cent of boys' intergenerational experiences were positive but only nine per cent of girls' (Finkelhor 1981. 
p. 52). The gender difference was also apparent when neutral experiences are added. Sixty-wm per cent of boys' 
experiences were positive or neutral compared with 34% of girls' experiences (Finkelhor 1981, p. 70). 

Within my study, a very different picture emerges on the issue of gender difference and positive intergenera
tional sex. This study does not suggest that positive intergenerational sexual experiences mainly occur to boys. 
The study includes 10 interviews \Vith women/girls and 9 with men/boys. Clearly one cannot use 19 intervie\vS to 

of this study, I found it quite easy to discover cases of positive and voluntary relationships involving girls. Many 
other cases have come to my notice since. 

Another finding of my study also suggests a reason why Finkelhor·s methodology may have led to the exclu
sion of most positive experiences involving girls but not worked in the same way in reference to boys. In the case 
of the \\-'Omen/girls intei\Iiewed for this study, all but two of the experiences of positive intergenerational relation
ships began when the interviewees were 12 or older. The exclusion from Finkelhor's data of voluntary relation
ships involving girls "after the age of 12" is, therefore, an important omission. Moreover, my study found that five 
out of the nine boys and men that we interviewed had begun these contacts before they were twelve years old. It 
may well be that in the population at large, the same pattern occurs. lf boys who are involved in positive experi
ences are beginning at a younger age than girls, then a larger number of positive experiences involving boys would 
be included in Finkelhor's data. 

Finkelhor's conclusions about the extent and distribution of positive experiences have been supported by an 
Australian replication of his study that, unfortunately, also repeats his errors (Goldman & Goldman 1988b). Rus
sell's study is the most recent US attempt to provide survey data on intergenerational sex. Unlike Finkelhor, who 

Jg_<;!.~.4-~-~-.Y9J!!!!!!n'.-.~~p~-~-i-~-l?~e~ _b~ fo ~~ . ~ 2, _ ~usSI:!}l -~ v~::~id~_ ~1e_ ~_tte~~a~t--prg blern_s. ill __ ~~_ali_Il_S __ ~-it.ll_ po~i~i v_~ _ e~peri ~ 
ences by eliminating such eXpe·nence-s altOgether rfOill ffiOSt O'f liCf dati ·Her .. queStiOUs· asi:: the ·resp·oncferltS ·ia .... 
reveal cases of unwanted sexual contact; for example, they were asked if, before the age of 14, anyone had tried 
or succeeded in touching their breasts or genitals ''against your wishes". Another question asked them if in this 
period they had had any other "upsetting sexual experiences'· (Russell 1984, p. 182). In other words, extrafamilial 
child sexual abuse was defined in the study as "unwanted sexual experiences" (Russell 1984, p.l80). In relation
ship to family members, Russell decided to include all cases where a family member had had a sexual contact and 
there was at least a five-year age gap between the parties (Russell 1984, p. 181 ). Accordingly, incestuous intergen
erational contacts were defined as exploitive without questioning whether they were wanted or unwanted. In one 
sense_, this sun~ey is an improvement on Finkelhor's in that the exclusion of most voluntary and positive experi
ences from the data is quite explicit rather than disguised and misrepresented. On the other hand, Russell's defini
tion of sexual abuse ignores the issue of positively experienced intergenerational sex. 

In addition to the above studies that provide infonnation on positive experiences within the context ofbroader 
investigations into intergenerational sex, there are also some studies that deal directly with this issue. TI1ere are 
three major empirical studies of positively experienced intergenerational sex. All involve relationships between 
men and boys. Rossman (1985) accounts for incidences ofman~boy sex in tenus of two general principles. 
Adolescent delinquent subcultures are composed of boys looking for adult guidance and adult acceptance oftheir 
sexuality. This assistance is not forthcoming from sources that are more conventional, and such boys may turn to 
an adult who is open to sexual contact. Sexual contacts can grow out of sexual banter, sexual discussions, and 
horseplay (Rossman 1985, pp. 79-82). Secondly, he argues, men and boys have an innate predisposition to man/ 
boy sex which is related to the needs of the adolescent male for guidance in this difficult period (Rossman 1985, 
p. 17). Rossman's book is based on a huge range of interview data and gives a variety of interesting examples of 
voluntary man/boy relationships. I see the main problem of the book being that the elements of his explanatory 
framework (adolescence, male sexual desire) are conceived as eternal innate aspects of human growth and sexu
ality rather than being placed in a specific social context and understood in tenus of that context. His approach 
leads to a false universalism that assimilates the quite different social contexts in which man/boy sex occurs. 

Wilson's study, The Man they Called a Monster ( 1981 ), is based on the life of Brisbane pedophile Clarence 
Osborne. The main point ofWilson 's book is to demonstrate that stereotyped portrayals of pedophiles as monsters 
do not do justice to the moral complexities of voluntary relationships bet\veen men and boys. Wilson was able to 
inten~iew a number of Osborne's sexual contacts (who, by then, were adults), and without exception they spoke 
positively of their interactions with Osborne. Like Rossman, Wilson is keen to indicate that he does not support 
pedophilic relationships. However, he believes tl1at people need to be made aware that pedophilic relationships are 
not always experienced negatively. In addition, like Rossman he sees the adolescents involved in these relation-
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ships as people looking for sexual guidance and emotional support, and not finding it in any of the more conven
tional adult/child relationships. He lays particular blame on the inadequacy of parents in failing to create 
meaningful emotional connections with their sons (Wilson 198L pp. 58. 86-88. 130). 

Sandfort's book (1982) is the only major piece of research of this kind that does not explicitly endorse the 
usual moral objections to pedophilic relationships. His study was based on interviews with 25 adolescent boys 
( 11-16 years) involved with adults from a pedophile group in the Netherlands. His careful and often statistical 
analysis of the inten;iew data deals with issues of \villingness and consent in these relationships, and has provided 
an important source of ideas for this study. He explores the feelings of the younger parties about the positive and 
negative aspects of the sexual contacts. He considers the extent to which the younger parties felt that they \vere 
under sexual pressure from their adult partners. He investigates the feelings of the interviewees about the social 
stigmatization and prohibition of these types of relationship. He shows that the sexual contacts were generally· 
experienced positively despite some of the problems that the study reveals (Sandfort 1982, pp. 80-83). Sandfort's 
study suffers to some extent from his failure to examine any of his interviews in detail in its o\vn right. He provides 
statistical comparison but does not give any' thorough understanding of how and why the relationships he found 
came about or how the individuals involved experienced them. 

In addition to the interview studies of voluntary man/boy sex, there are a number of vwrks that present a 
sociological and moral defense of voluntary intergenerational relationships (Tsang 1981, O'Carroll 1982). O'Car
roll's Paedophilia: The Radical Case ( 1982), for example, was written by a member of Britain's pedophile group, 
the Paedophile Information Exchange. O'Carroll provides a thoughtful and complex discussion of the ethical 
questions that are relevant to intergenerational sex. His book also includes a number of revealing case studies of 
positive and voluntary relationships. O'Carroll's book is least satisfactory· \Vhen he comes to deal with the issue of 
the effects of intergenerational sexual contacts. In his eagerness to prove that pedophile sex can be morally accept
able. he uncritically accepts studies of the effects ofintergenerational sex that are based on abstract psychological 
questionnaire tests of social adjustment. His optimistic conclusions are that the absence of force means that most 
intergenerational sex is consensual (O'Carroll 1982, p. 57) and that there is rarely any lasting psychological 
damage from intergenerational sex (O'Carroll 1982, p. 64). These results may be accurate representations of his 
sources. However, as I have indicated, the in-depth interviews presented in the feminist literature on child abuse 
massively contradict any such reassuring picture. 

Another problem with O'Carroll's position is the way he defends pedophilia in terms of a model of sexuality 
as an instinctual urge seeking expression in every person (O'Carroll 1982, p. 93-1 05). He argues for pedophilia in 
tenus of the hann done by childhood sexual repression. As I shall argue in later chapters. the concept of an innate 
sexual urge, breaking free in pedophile relationships and festering with anti-social consequences when it is 
repressed, is very problematic. 

The Theoretical Context: Deviance Theory and Pluralism 

In considering the theoretical context of this thesis. f shall begin by discussing sociological studies of deviance. 
Following this I shall go on to look at how some persistent issues \Vithin these studies can be addressed by making 
use of insights drawn from poststructuralist approaches to social analysis. As I have indicated, a central focus of 
this study is to understand how the interviewees conceptualized and dealt vdth their voluntary participation in 
transgressions against a number of dominant discourses. In this conte:\i, a discussion of the existing literature on 
deviance and stigmatization is of obvious relevance. 

Much recent deviance theory begins with a demolition of an older absolutist position and goes on to espouse 
a pluralist or relativist position. However. this recognition of pluralism can often be follmved up by a partial return 
to elements of the discredited absolutist position. A \Vay out of these problems has been to drop. or at least 
deemphasize. the concept of deviance. Instead. dominant ideas that define behavior as deviant are regarded as 
"hegemonic" and the people who \Vou!d formerly have been seen as deviants are now regarded as "in resistance" 
to h~gemo.nic cultural norms. 

It is interactionist-labeiing theory that is generally' credited with undennining absolutist notions of deviance. 
An important work was Becker's Outsiders (1966). Criticizing the functionalist theory that sees deviance in 
analogy to pathology, he argues as follows: 

... it is harder in practice than it appears to be in theory to specify ·what is functional and what dysfunc~ 
tiona! for a society or social group. The question of what the purpose or goal (fLmction) of a e,rroup is and, 
consequently, \vhat things \Vii! help or hinder the achievement of that purpose, is very often a political 
question. Factions vvithin the group disagree and maneuver to have their own definitions of the group's 
functions accepted. (Becker ! 966, p. 6) 
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He goes on to endorse what he refers to as a "more relativistic" theory of deviance. This theory sees deviance 
as that which conflicts with the rules of a particular group. He also argues that \Ve must look at the ways in which 
groups actually apply rules in practice. Finally, he points out: 

.. a society has many groups, each with its own set of rules, and people belonging to many groups simul
taneously. A person may break the rules of one group by the very act of abiding by the rules of another 
group. (Becker I 966, p. 8) 

This conception of deviance can be aptly tied to a pluralistic conception of modern society according to \vhich 
society is made up of a "mosaic" (Hills 1980, p. 9) of groups with different interests and values. Becker uses it 

ve_rycons!ste.l!tly, _8Jguin~ fqr ~xmJ1p1~,_ th_~-~ I11usicia~~- as a.~~<;mpco~sti_tute the r:st o_t~~1e_ poj)ul_ati~_n_ as deviants 
to their set of values, as "outsiders" from their perspective. Matza (1968) expresses a snmlar corrimitment to a plu
ralist perspective. Although working-class delinquents are deviants within the framework of puritanism and 
middle-class morality, that framework is but one perspective within American life. and "'no one has documented 
its continued dominance" (Matza 1968, p. 223). Moreover, he argues. these delinquents receive validation from a 
variety of conventional sources-"moral traditions in a pluralistic America" (Matza 1968, p. 223). 

Such a consistently relativist conception of deviance and its political mapping of modem societies as "plural
ist" has rarely been thoroughly adhered to. Frequently, authors celebrate the achievements of this relativist over· 
turning of absolutism but go on to acknowledge that "society"-taken as a whole--does set down various moral 
principles and categorize offenders as deviants accordingly. For example, Plummer, in an analysis of the stigma
tization of homosexuality. begins \vith a defense of the interactionist model of deviance, but goes on to say that 
extreme relativism can lead to absurdity. Instead, he suggests: 

... a simple distinction must be made between ·societal deviance' and 'situational deviance'. TI1e former 
is that conduct described as deviant in the public, abstract and reified value systems which all societies 
must have--even though individual actors may dissent from them, and even though such systems need not 

---- -- be·-ctear;·non-•contradictory; · or-without--compet-itioU;-'Fhe-latter--is -that--COflduct -which-emerges-as--deviant-in--
interpersonal encounters. (Plummer 1975, p. 26) 

He argues that societal deviance sets constraints on what may be called deviance in any society. In the case of 
homosexuality, he suggests that individuals may like to act as though they see homosexuality as the norm and 
heterosexuality as deviant. This is their ""situational" definition of deviance. However, they also know that the 
societal definition of homosexuality as deviant exists and that they have to take this into account: "In this sense 
societal deviance remains absolute" (Plummer 1975, p. 26). 

Recent attacks on pluralism have been more political. For example, Braithwaite and Wilson point out that the 
term "deviance" is in fact used by sociologists to refer to moral rules that are broken by the less powerful members 
of society. Nixon was never referred to as a "deviant" after Watergate, whatever a fonnal adherence to relativism 
might imply. They argue that the de facto sociological use of the tenn "deviant" is itself implicated in the control 
of ideology that is achieved by the rich and powerful (Braitl1waite & Wilson 1978; pp. 1-5; see also Hills 1980). 
This critique is acknowledged in recent Marxist studies of topics fonnerly addressed within the discourse of devi
ance. In a new introduction to Folk Devils and Moral Panics. Cohen compares the old functionalist subcultural 
theory of deviance to ne\v Marxist versions. The frustrated social climber of Merton's functionalist analysis has 
become the member of a resistant \vorking-class subculture within the new analysis (Cohen 1982, p. iv). As he 
points out. both theories take it that there is a dominam cultural order and that working-class adolescents are in 
opposition to it (Cohen 1982, pp. v, vi). 

As 1 have been suggesting, the Marxist analysis of"'deviance" in tenus of hegemony and resistance shares a 
rejection of pluralism with the older absolutist and functionalist theories. Like them, it addresses the issue of 
groups or types ofbehaviorthat are seen as deviant within the conte:\.i of a dominam moral and cultural consensus. 
The difference is that Marxists see this hegemony as socially constructed to serve the interests of the powerful, 
while earlier functionalists and absolutists view these dominant cultural positions less critically. 

This thesis is situated in the midst of these debates and necessarily deals with many of the issues raised by 
these differing perspectives. In another context, such as working-class adolescence and schooling, one might have 
no hesitation in making use of a Marxist model of hegemony and resistance. Here this does not readily apply for 
a number of reasons. There is no doubt that the prohibition on intergenerational sex is part of the dominam culture 
of modem Western societies. However. apart from a miniscule minority subculture of pedophile organizations, 
one cannot speak of a "subcultural" resistance to this social nann. More importantly·, within this research the inter~ 
viewees were not, at the time of their experiences, members of any such resistant subculture of those opposed to 
the prohibition. Nor, with a few exceptions, were they aware, at the time, of any articulated opposition to this dom~ 
inant social nann. 
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The other problem lies in the concept of hegemony. As Connell remarks in reference to hegemonic masculin
ity, hegemony is defined in tenns of aspects of cultural practice that go to support the rule of a dominant group 
(Connell 1987, pp. 183-185). Here, one may wonder what powerful group in society the prohibition on intergen
erational sex supports. In one \vay, the prohibition is part of a social structure in which adults define and control 
the lives of children and adolescents. The "protection" of children from intergenerational sex is partly a restriction 
on children's choices by adults. Yet at the same time, opposition to the prohibition is not necessarily any different. 
It may merely· represent the interests of a different set of adults \Vith a different idea about how children's lives 
should be organized. In particular, it can be the case that some adults who find themselves in opposition to the pro
hibition are in fact motivated by a desire to sexually assault children and exercise power over them. 

Support for the prohibition on intergenerational sex undoubtedly comes from some people who believe that it 
is advisable to support the prohibition as the most likely way' of protecting children from abuse within the current 
contexi. Many children and adolescents undoubtedly take this view, and this thesis does not intend to suggest that 
they are all victims of a hegemonic plot by a powerful section of the adult community. Nor do I want to argue the 
opposite. In order to leave these issues open, I \vould like to suggest that the prohibition on intergenerational sex 
is best seen as a dominant discourse, and that support for this discourse is fed from a variety of sources. It cannot 
be simply seen as "hegemonic" with the interested party identified and the oppressed party equally obvious. 

To identifY the prohibition on intergenerational sex as "dominant" in this sense gives the thesis some affinities 
to older theories of deviance in which deviance is defined as the infringement of moral rules laid down by society 
as a whole. Certainly it will be argued that most of the respondents were aware that their actions contravened the 
dominant discourse on intergenerational sex and that they could be regarded as victims of sexual exploitation by 
an adult. In that sense, the.y saw themselves as stigmatized \vithin the tem1s of the dominant discourse. 

However, the thesis also \vorks from within various insights that I have characterized as "relativist" or ''plu
ralist". Like Becker and Matza, I have been concerned to look at the way the individuals involved in "deviant" 
activities themselves define and give meaning to their deviance. I have not wanted to assume that individuals 
involved in deviant activities necessarily give preeminence to the fact that a particular activity is deviant when 
they present it in tenns of the way that the_v understand it themselves. Nor have I found this to be the case. 

I have also been concerned with the way individuals explain and create a moral place for their actions that is 
an alternative to that created for them \Vithin the dominant discourse. Whereas many studies of deviance have used 
the tenn "rationalization" or "neutralization" for these points of view (e.g. Becker 1966, p. 74; Sykes & Matza 
1968), I have declined to use these tenns. To begin with, they suggest that the points of view implicit in a rational
ization are false and merely serve to justify behavior that the rest of society condemns. More importantly, they 
foreground the rationalization as a response to the nonn \Vhich establishes the deviance. TI1ey imply that the ratio
nalization or neutralization occurs because the deviant has the dominant nonn in mind and is thinking of a reply. 
Within this thesis I would like to argue that the pluralist position. in \Vhich there are in fact alternative value stand
points. is also usefuL Consequently. the terril "validate"is used. Ilookatlhe discourseslhat stigmatize and negate 
the conduct of the interviewees and the discourses that were available to validate their conduct. 

The concept of a moral career comes from within the framework of the symbolic interactionist approach to 
deviance, and it has been found useful in explicating the processes by which the interviewees validated their par
ticipation in these stigmatized relationships. It makes explicit some of the ideas that are present in Becker's and 
Matza's analyses of deviance. Marsh, Rosser and Harre ( 1978) explicate the use of this term. which they attribute 
to Goffman. 

An individual's life in society can be described in a variety of ways. economic, ecological etc. For our pur
poses the most apposite is the description of a course of life in tenns of the growth of reputation or the loss 
of public standing undergone by an indi\·idual as he or she meets this or that social hazard. A hazard is an 
occasion on \vhich an individual can gain the respect or risk the contempt of his fellows. (Marsh, Rosser & 
Harre 1978. 18-19) 

It is possible to examine interview material with this in mind, seeing accounts as reconstructions in which 
people present a defense of their actions~ and, in_so dning, conslJ:lJJ;t f! momt c~:tr~e-r for themselves \"j.thin the inte-r
view situation. In addition, 'it is frequently the case that the events are themselves described in terms of their rele
vance to the individual's moral career at the time when they happened. 
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The Theoretical Context: The Impasse in Deviance Studies and the 
Poststructura/ist Position 

I have suggested in the preceding discussion that pluralist accounts of deviance fail to adequately represent cases 
in which moral positions have achieved a dominant or hegemonic status. On the other hand, pluralist interactionist 
approaches are useful in focusing on the way that individuals make sense of their own actions in the context of 
broader social nonns. To achieve a synthesis of an absolutist/Marxist conception of dominant moral values and a 
pluralist conception of a mosaic of situationally determined value positions, I have made use of some insights 
available within poststructuralist approaches. Although the tenn "stigma" occurs within the thesis, I rarely make 
use of the concept of deviance explicitly. This is because all these issues can very well be addressed within a 

Poststructuralists argue that we make sense of our lives and take action within the frameworks laid down by 
various socially constructed and socially available discourses. This fonn of social analysis has been pioneered in 
Foucault's historical writings (esp. Foucault 1975; 1977a; 1977b; 1980). Within these writings the tenn "dis
course" refers to a linked set of meanings and interpretations; a field oftenns and explanatory hypotheses estabM 
lished both in written texts and localized in conversations and self-understanding (see also Smith l988a). 
According to poststructuralist theory, we take up subject positions within discourses. A discursive field offers 
various possible subject positions, and people take up these positions. More importantly, we are not consistent in 
our use of discourses; we take up different and often contradictory discourses on different occasions (Foucault 
1980; Weedon 1988; Smith !988a; Davies 1989; Davies and Harre 1990). 

It is this feature ofpoststructuralism that allows the kind of reconciliation of absolutism and pluralism that is 
attempted in the thesis. 1 show that the interviewees were both aware of a dominant discourse on intergenerational 
sex, and that they also often ignored it. They did not have just one position in relation to that discourse. Frequently 
they validated their behavior from within alternative discourses that were quite independent of discourses con
cerning intergenerational sex. At different points in the interview and in the intetviewees' experiences, different 
discourses-were--salient- .. __ . --··--···-. 

A second feature ofpoststructuralist thinking has also been useful in this project. Poststructuralists have often 
made it clear that discourses and their political meanings are not fixed and immutable (e.g. Foucault 1980; Smith 
1988a; Davies and Harre 1990). They are also available to be altered by people in their daily life. They restrict the 
likely options that people have available to them, but they also offer various possibilities for change and adapta
tion. One example is that a discourse may be "reversed". Another example is that a discourse can be wrested from 
its original context and made to do duty in an unfamiliar and novel context. 

An understanding of the mutability of discourse helps us to theorize some of the familiar problems of devi
ance theory in a new way. It can be taken that a dominant stigmatizing discourse is both a central tool ofunderM 
standing for the social actor and also a discourse that can be reversed to suggest less stigmatizing conclusions
hence both an absolutist faith in the relevance of dominant nonns and a pluralist recognition of their circumstantial 
adaptation in different situational contexts. Similarly, a deviant act within one discourse can be interpreted from 
within another popular discourse wrested from its usual context. The alternative appropriated discourse may be as 
much a part of the dominant cultural order as the ignored stigmatizing discourse. Hence a real pluralism of 
conduct may be validated by selective appropriations from within a range of dominant systems of evaluation. Nor 
does this approach rule out the insights of Marxist theories of hegemony and resistance. Interviewees were also 
seen as taking up subject positions within available marginalized discourses working in resistance to hegemonic 
value systems. 

The Theoretical Context: Discourses and Positioning 

I have outlined in general the way in which postbtructuralist insights are made use of in this thesis. I shall now go 
on to eA'J)licate some key concepts in more detail. 

In Foucault's historical writing (e.g. 1975, 1977a; 1977b; 1980), the term "discourse" is used to refer to a 
socially constructed system of thought; a linked set oftenns, interpretations, meanings, evaluations, and causal 
analy·ses. There is no clear and automatic relationship between a discourse and social practices. On the one hand, 
it is clear that Foucault suggests that all social practices are infonned by discourses. However. the relationship is 
not one in which a social practice implements the ideas contained theoretically in the discourse (Smart 1983, pp. 
96, 115-116). In fuct, a key argument of Foucault's his1llrical writing is that there is often a contradictory relation
ship between discourse and practices. For example. in The History of Sexuality he argues that the discourse of 
sexual repression and sexual liberation acts as a prop for systems of surveillance and social power over the body 
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(Foucault 1980). Within this study I have been interested in the relationships between discourses and social prac
tice quite directly. In examining the intervie\v data, I have traced the discourses that were available to interviewees 
and the ways in which they made use of these discourses to validate specific social practices. 

Using the term "discourse", one intentionally makes fewer claims than are made in using the term ''ideology". 
To speak of something as an ideology· implies that the set of ideas in question stands as a rationale for the interests 
of a specific social group. Capitalist ideology is a set of ideas that supports the rule of the capitalist class. These 
implications are not present in the use of the term "discourse". One can speak of a "medical discourse" and the 
practices "informed" by it without at any time implying that a specific group-capitalists, doctors, or whatever
promotes these ideas and these practices in tenns of their interests. This does not preclude a discussion of the inter~ 
ests involved, but these are not a necessary aspect of discourse analysis. 

A second relevant concept from poststmcturalist approaches is the concept of positioning. This concept has 
often been related to Althusser's understanding of the "appellation" of subjects within ideology (Aithusser 1971, 
pp. 162-163; see also Williamson 1978, pp. 50-55; Weedon 1988, pp. 29-32; Bonney & Wilson 1983, pp. 163-172; 
Silverman 1985, pp. 36-39). Althusser argues that ideologies operate by a process of appellation or "hailing". An 
individual recognizes herself/himself as the kind of subject that is taken for granted in the ideology, and in doing 
so becomes subjected to the constraints of the system of meaning laid down in the ideology (Althusser 1971, pp. 
162-163). 

Within poststructuralist approaches, this concept is taken up and enunciated as the positioning of subjects 
within discourses. For example, Weedon argues that when we think, \Ve inevitably place ourselves within one or 
other of a number of possible historically created discourses. Furthermore, in doing this we take on a "subject 
position", and this subject position is offered to us within a discourse as part of the overall discursive field. Our 
sense of ourselves, our subjectivity, is in fact constituted through the adoption of these subject positions within 
discourses (Weedon 1988, p. 32). These subject positions are tied to particular discourses: 

Language, in the fotm of an historically specific range of ways of giving meaning to social reality, offers 
us various discursive positions, including modes of femininity and masculinity, through \Vhich we conw 
sciously live ow· lives. (Weedon 1988, pp. 25·26) 

A key difference betweenAlthusser's concept of appellation and the concept of positioning in much post
structuralist writing revolves around the issue of agency. Althusser treats the subjection of individuals to ideology 
as an inevitable and uncontrollable process (Silverman 1985. pp. 36-37). Subjection to ideology takes place; it is 
a mistake to think that individuals have any role or agency in relation to these social structures. Many writers who 
make use of some aspects of a broadly poststructuralist framework reject this denial of agency (e.g. Weedon 1988; 
Smith l988a; Silvem1an 1985; Davies and Harre 1990). Instead they suggest that people as agents take up subject 
positions within-discourses. A discourse constrains the-range-of subject positions- that-are-available, ·but-individuals 
can also choose between discourses and choose from a variety of possible subject positions within a particular dis
course. It is this approach to the concept of positioning that is followed in this thesis. 

This concept of positioning makes reference to many of the insights developed by Foucault in his historical 
studies. There is not just one \vay of approaching a discourse, and discourses continually change and develop. 
Weedon, \Vriting within this approach, suggests that individuals are the "'site" for "conflicting forms of subjectiv
ity" (Weedon 1988. p. 33; see also Silverman 1985, 37).ln otl1erwords: 

... poststructuralism proposes a subjectivity which is precmious, contradictol)' and in process, constantly 
being reconstituted in discourse each time we think or speak (Weedon 1988, p. 33) 

Individuals are both the site and suNects of discursive struggle for their identity. Yet the interpe!lation of 
individuals as subjects within particular discourses is never final. tt is always open to challenge. The indi~ 
vidual is constantly subjected to discourse. In thought, speech or writing individuals of necessity commit 
themselves to specific subject positions and embrace quite contradictory modes of subjectivity at different 
moments. (Weedon, 1988, p. 97) 

As I have indicated, it has been this metatheoretical position that has infonned the analysis of the inten'iew 
data in this thesis. I have been concerned to look firstly at the socially created discourses that define intergenera
tional sex as improper. These are both the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex (Part 1 ), and also various 
discourses concerning age. the tllinily. gender, and sexuality (Parts I and 2). f have also been concerned to look at 
the subject positions that were taken up by the intervie\vees in relation to these stigmatizing discourses. Did they 
express any awareness of these discourses and, if so, hmv did they respond to them? This has led to my third ques
tion: Through \vhat discursive frameworks did the interviewees validate these relationships? As indicated above, 
this question is concerned vvith the \vays in which interviev,rees constructed a "moral career'· for themselves. 
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As l have indicated, this thesis makes use of poststructuralist metatheoretical concepts in the context of the 
view that individuals are agenlic subjects who create their lives continually, taking into account the possibilities 
which their personal history and, more generally, social history allows them. While Weedon says that a poststruc~ 
turalist approach implies that there is no "essence at the heart of the individual" and that \Ve are "constituted" by 
discourses (Weedon 1988, p. 33), this is not the position taken in this thesis. Nor, in fact, does it seem consistent 
with Weedon's own view that individuals can choose between discourses (Weedon 1988, p. 33). The agentic 
subject making choices is postulated in this thesis as an inner essence of individuality. On the other hand, the 
social actor is also constrained by discourses in the sense that they must make use of socially available discourses 
to understand and think their lives and every experience within their lives. An apt summary of the relationship 
between agency and social structure is suggested by Connell, and can readily be applied to the relationship 

Since human action involves free invention (if 'invention \Vithin limits', to use Bourdieu's phrase) and 
human knowledge is reflexive, practice can be ttuned against what constrains it; so structure can deliber~ 
ately be the object of practice. But practice cannot escape structure, float free from its circumstances (any 
more than social actors are simply 'bearers' of the structure). It is always obliged to reckon with the con~ 
straints that are the precipitate ofhistOl}'. (Connell1987 p. 95; see also Davies 1989, pp. 12~13) 

The Methodological Context 

ln this section of the introduction, I shall briefly indicate the methodological approach that was employed in the 
study, and I \Viii situate this approach within the more general context of social investigation. In addition, I shall 
consider the problem of the factual reliability of interview accounts of past events. 

As I have indicated in the sections on sociological research on intergenerational sex (page 5 onwards), there 
__ is_a_paucity _ ofsocio1ogical.stud): _ofpqsttiYely _ t::.NP~-rj~p.q::_r:t~m~rg~_q~ra_!i_q_l)_a_Lst;:_~_, __ _Qg __ !h~ _ _(,)I_!~ __ h-J!!l:4~--~~-i-~_!i_P:g_~-~!Y.~Y 

studies give a glimpse of the extent of this phenomenon, but have given very little sense of the nature of the phe~ 
nomenon as those involved experience it. At the same time, interview data is extremely patchy. The studies of 
Wilson ( 1981) and Rossman ( 1985) are quite unsystematic. Sandfort's study (1982) is more rigorous, but his pop
ulation is restricted to young people involved with adults that identify as pedophiles, and cannot be taken as a 
guide to other situations. Further, existing research on positive experiences involves man/boy relationships. To 
gain any intellectual purchase on the topic, it was deemed necessary to embark on a broad exploratory study of the 
field. What was needed was an examination of a variety of different types of positive relationship if a beginning 
was to be made in the task of understanding the ways in which these relationships are experienced. 

As I was considering hmv to approach this research task and discussing the issue with acquaintances, a 
number of people began to reveal experiences of positively experienced intergenerational sex in which they had 
been involved. They indicated their willingness to be interviewed for a study of the topic. It became clear that the 
method of snmvballing could be used to increase the number of people prepared to offer interviews and so to gen
erate a sample of interviewees, albeit a sample that is small, self-selected and, therefore, unrepresentative. How
ever, in the context of an introductory study, it did seem that this sample would provide a useful starting point, and 
I believe that this has proved to be the case. 

The interviews were semi-structured and recorded on audiotape. This methodology has often been seen as 
appropriate in the context of an explomtory study of this type (Hamlambos 1986, pp. 507-508). To begin with, 
such an approach is considered appropriate when interviewees are likely to reveal a complex range of responses 
to a situation. Opening up the range of possible responses prevents the complexity of response from being nar
rowed by the preconceptions of the researcher. Secondly, such an approach is considered appropriate when the 
issues to be investigated are heavily invested with emotion. Again, interviewees are more likely to be open about 
their emotional responses if they feel they have a considerable degree of control over the interview situation, and 
that a wide range of possible opinions and responses will be validated in the interviev.,, (see also Dowsett 1986). 
Finally, such an interview approach is considered particularly appropriate in cases where social research is break~ 
ing new ground and it is not possible to readily schematize a priori the most likely responses that will be offered. 

The interviews were designed to elicit the fullest possible account of the positive intergenerational sexual 
experiences of the interviewees and also to allow for frank discussion of negative aspects of these events. The aim 
was also to gather additional infonnation that might provide a contex1 for these events. Within this broad fonnat 
there were some structured elements. Typically the interview was initiated by asking interviewees about their 
social location in their childhood and going on to ask them to talk about any sexual experiences or feelings that 
they could remember from the period prior to their intergenerational sexual contacts. After this they were invited 
to give an account of their intergenerational sexual contacts and the relationships in which they took place. Ques-
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tions were asked to clarify points and to keep the narrative going. Finally, most of the intenriewees were asked a 
number of questions that were designed to find out how they vie\ved their own experiences in light of some 
common objections to intergenerational sex. Usually the material in this last section \Vas a summary and reflection 
on \vhat had been presented in the narmtive. 

As has been indicated, the intenriewees \Vere drawn from within a circle of acquaintances. Both myself and 
the other researcher were either directly or indirectly knovm to the interviewees. This conferred certain advantages 
in a study of this type. The methodology partakes of some of the benefits frequently claimed for participant obser
vation studies. Cusick describes some of these features as follows: 

As one Jives close to a situation, his [sic] description and explanation of it have a first-person quality which 
other methodologies lack. As he [sic] continues to live close to and moves deeper into that situation his 
perceptions have a validity that is simply unapproachable by any so-called standardized method. (Cusick 
1973,p. 232) 

These advantages \Vere achieved very readily in most of our interviev.,·s \Vhere the intenriev.,·er and interviewee 
\Vere knmvn to each other directly or indirectly as acquaintances. In short, the interview situation did not put the 
researchers in the position of etic anthropologists, wondering whether accounts were accurate, or merely a front to 
confuse outsiders. Since much of the data are quite startling and certainly break new ground. this reassurance is of 
considerable value. 

The second advantage of this methodology is that the contexi of a shared social space and the intimacy that 
can be achieved between members of a linked social network allow for a considerable degree of openness about 
matters that are more usually kept hidden. Making an argument of this kind, Gary Dowsett reports about a study 
of AIDS at Macquarie University in which a decision had been made to use gay men as the interviewers '"on the 
grounds that only in that kind of interaction that takes place within a fairly clear sub-culture are you going to get 
sexual practices exposed and talked about" (Dowsett 1986, p. 52). This research is quite analogous. By working 
through a netvwrk of acquaintances, it was possible for the interview situation to allow a degree of frankness in 
discussing events that are more usually concealed. 

The Methodological Context: The Validity of Memory and Subjective Accounts of 
Past Events 

One of the thorniest problems of the methodology of this study concerns the link I am making between the sub
jective accounts ofthes~_~'lell_!§ ~r1ci.t11e __ ev~_nts tlwrrtse_lve_s. [n p_articu.lar, since .I am. interested in looking at. the w-ay 
these experiences are presented as "positive", the issue arises as to whether these events have been merely recon
stntcted as positive despite being perceived as negative at the time. Or even more problematically, it may be felt 
that a third person, perl1aps someone with psychoanalytic training. would regard the events in question as an 
expression of a negative self-image on the part of the younger party, and would see their positive reinterpretation 
in the interview as a psychic defense mechanism. 

The most general ans\ver to this question is to point out that this study is situated within a tradition of socio
logical research in which the key topic of the research project is to come to understand the meanings that social 
actors bring to their participation in society. This approach was first represented in Weber's verstehende sociology 
(Cuff & Payne 1984. p.ll3) and since then many schools of sociological understanding have emphasized these 
issues: the symbolic interactionists (e.g. Becker 1966), ethnomethodology (e.g. Garfinkel 1967). and recent fem
inist writing on social research (e.g. Smith 1988b). In all such metatheoretical contexts, it is imperative that the 
researcher examines the subjective understandings that people bring to social interaction. A variety of methods of 
analysis may be used to investigate the social meanings that infonn social action (e.g. participant observation, 
textual analysis etc). Interview studies, in which interviewees produce their own interpretations of remembered 
social e_vents, is_ a key methodol?¥Y. within all such ~pproac_~es. 

Lyn Davies presents somt: afguments relevant to this. Looking at various methodologies tOr examining devi
ance in schools, she defends a combination of participant observation with interviews in which pupils interpret 
and give meaning to what happened. From a symbolic interactionist point of vie\-v, she makes the case that events 
in themselves do not have significance unless one can understand the meanings and motivations of the partici
pants. Yet inevitably this aliO\vs the possibility ofthem reconstructing situations in a way that is favorable to them
selves. Nevertheless, she argues that the commentaries are "authentic. if revisable reports of phenomena" (Davies 
1984. p. 236). This applies to the interviewees ofthis study. They undoubtedly give a version of events interpreted 
in such a way as to present and confinn a particular self-image. On another occasion they might present a different 
version. Yet 1 am fairly confident that the events are described more or less as they happened. The reports are also 
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authentic in that the interviewees bring to them the most privileged access that there can be to their own teelings 
at the time, As Marsh, Rosser and Harre remark in a similar context: 

A fm1her corollary which has figmed largely in our studies is the idea that the best, though not necessarily 
the ultimate, autbmities as to what the action 'actually' is, are the actors themselves. In their accounts are 
to be found, prima facie, the best interpretations of what went on,. from the standpoint oft be problem of the 
interpretation of action. This follows almost directly from the fact that the actors \Vere the ones who 
intended the action in the first place . \Ve take it as axiomatic that unless it can be established to the con~ 
trary, the best authotities as to what went on are the actors themselves. Their meanings and their rules have 
priority in the scientific analysis of the phenomena. To say that they have primity is not to say that they 
have absolute hegemony over all other accounts at all other times, but rather that as a practical technique 

Rosser, Han~ 1978, pp. 21-22) 

As Davies goes on to say. an ethogenic method of this kind, in making use of subjective accounts, restores 
humanity to the subjects under discussion. In other words, this study does not presume a professional clinical posi~ 
tion from which to dismiss the views people have of their own ex"Periences. At the same time, it is not denied that 
people construct and present a version of themselves that fits their needs at the time of speaking. Furthermore, this 
study clearly intends to analyze and comment upon the versions of experience and the meanings that are given to 
those experiences by the participants. 

The main research question posed by this thesis is the question of the way in which the inten'iewees validated 
and gave meaning to their own experiences. Within this framework, the question of whether their interpretations 
are accurate is frequently beside the point. Although I have been concerned to present an account of the nature of 
positively experienced intergenerational sex that is as accurate as possible according to the empirical data, the 
primary task of the investigation is not to produce an accurate account per se. Its primary task is to explain the 
meanings that these events have and had tbr participants. At the same time, although the former may be apparent 
andmanifestin.the.interview,_myknowledge oftheJ.~~-<isdependenL9Ponthe.m<:moiY_~nci~cc~ra9YQfthe_inter: 
viewee 's accounts. However, they are not being examined primarily in tenns of what really happened to them, but 
in terms of how they in fact interpreted what they thought was happening at the time. 

Plan of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized into two parts. In the first part, Negotiating the Prohibition on lntergenerational Sex, I shall 
argue that there is a socially constructed prohibition on intergenerational sex and that this is an aspect of dominant 
discourses of age and sexuality. Looking at my sample of interviews, I shall examine the various ways in which 
this prohibition is approached-the subject positions that the interviewees took up in relation to the prohibition. 

The first chapter introduces Part 1 of the thesis and considers the way in which the interviewees distinguish 
their positive experiences from other experiences that are more readily fitted within the framework of the dis
course of child sexual abuse. The second chapter looks at the main strategy that \vas employed by the interviewees 
in validating their experiences. I have called this a strategy of "'minimization" of age category difference. The 
interviewees denied the significance of the age difference within their relationships, and suggested that their rela~ 
tionships did not embody a serious transgression against the discourse of intergenerational sex. The third chapter 
considers another strategy of minimization common in the intervie\vs~ interviewees minimized the sexual aspel.'t 
of their intergenerational contacts and suggested that the events that occurred were not appropriately seen as 
sexual. The fourth chapter examines three minor strategies within the interviews; each was taken up by two inter~ 
viewees. One is a strategy of ambivalence in which interviewees partially embraced a subject position as victim of 
intergenerational sex. Another is a subject position that denies the relevance of the discourse ofintergenerational 
sex to their experiences. TI1e last involves a challenge to the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex by a 
"'reversal" of that discourse. The final chapter of Part 1 looks at those subject positions through \Vhich interviewees 
acknowledged and defended transgression against the dominant discourse. I identify two common positions; a 
subject position as the individual claiming rights to sexual expression, and a subject position as an adventurer, 
overturning and undennining a variety of dominant discourses and social authorities. 

In Part 2 of the thesis, Approaches to Intergenerational Sex, I argue that the prohibition on intergenerational 
sex cannot be considered to operate as a monolithic entity. Instead, when the stories of my interviewees are exam~ 
ined, it becomes clear that there are various dominant discourses that imply this prohibition almost independently 
of each other, and that the real content of the prohibition is quite different in relation to these specific implying dis~ 
courses. In this context l examine the ways in which intervie\vees validated their transgressions against these 
implying discourses. 
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This second part of the thesis begins \vith an analysis of the relevance of the discourse of the nuclear family 
to the issue ofintergenerational sex (Part 2, Chapter 2). I suggest that intergenerational sex is socially constituted 
as a challenge to the privacy of the nuclear family and parental control over children within the family. I examine 
the way this discourse leads to certain common treatments of voluntary intergenerational sex in the media and 
social analysis, and also look at some of the \Vays in \Vhich interviewees responded to this discourse of family life. 
The third chapter argues that the discourse of the moral mother, of mothers as guardians of their children's sexual 
socialization, is relevant to the experiences of all the interviewees in my sample. All understand their voluntary 
participation in an intergenerational relationship in reference to this discourse, and it is possible to examine a 
variety of discursive strategies that address this issue. 

The fourth chapter looks at the \vay voluntary participation in intergenerational sex on the part of girls is con
stituted as a challenge to the discourse of the protective father and the dutiful daughter, and as a challenge to the 
discourse of girlhood purity. I consider some specific conflicts between fathers and daughters that were related to 
these events, and I go on to look at the different \vays in which the female interviewees positioned themselves in 
reference to the discourse of girlhood purity. In the fifth chapter I take up the issue of the relationship between 
femininity and intergenerational sex in a different 'vay, looking at the discursive positions that were available to 
the female interviewees to validate man/girl relationships, both within and in opposition to dominant discourses of 
emphasized femininity. 

The sixth chapter is the first of two on man/boy relationships. It addresses the discourse that stigmatizes these 
relationships as seduction into homosexuality. and examines the ways in which the interviewees who identified as 
gay validated their relationships. I look at the ways that they replied to the discourse of seduction and also, more 
generally, at the way they validated their relationships in the context of the stigmatization of homosexuality. The 
seventh chapter addresses these issues from the point of view of the male interviewees who identified as hetero~ 
sexual. Again. they are placed in the position of having to account for their sexual activities in the context of the 
discourse of seduction and the stigmatization of homosexuality. Unable to draw upon a discourse of gay identity, 
they validate their relationships in tenus of other available discourses of gender and age. 

The eighth chapter considers the lesbian relationships. I identitY two discourses that \Vere perceived as stig
matizing and opposing these relationships; the discourse of women as moral guardians, and the discourse of 
emphasized femininity and compulsory heterosexuality. The discourses through which the interviewees validated 
these relationships are also discussed. The ninth chapter in this part of the thesis examines the one relationship of 
this study that involved a boy and a woman. I suggest that such relationships are problematic \vithin the tenus of 
dominant discourses of hegemonic masculinity and heterosexual romance, and examine the discursive positions 
that the interviewee took up in relation to these discourses. The final chapter of the thesis dra\vs out the key· con
clusions of this study and sketches a framework through which positive experiences ofintergenerational sex may 
be understood. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction to Part I 

TI1is first part of this thesis is concerned with the discursive positions that are taken up in relation to the prohibition 
on intergenerational sex. The relevance of this prohibition was confinned in all the interviews, partly by the readi
ness with ''vhich the interviewees positioned themselves in reference to the dominant discourse of prohibition. 
Some made use ofthe framework oftenns and the causal model of the dominant discourse itself, even while refus
ing to accept the moral categorization that nonnally accompanies it. Many minimized the extent of the transgres
sion in one \Vay or another. When transgression was acknowledged, it was often validated positively. Two 
validating discourses were common: a liberal discourse of sexual rights, and a carnivalesque discourse that 
mocked the prohibition and other dominant discourses. 

I will begin, in this introductory chapter, by sketching the major tenets of the dominant discourse on intergen
erational sex. I will follow this by considering those instances in the intel\liews in which intervie\'vees described 
experiences that they did place \vi thin the framework of this dominant discourse. In these cases, interviewees 
described negative and abusive experiences that they contrasted with the positive experiences that were the central 
topic of the interviews. Lastly, this introduction will outline the subject positions that interviewees took up in rela
tion to their positive ex-periences. I will specify the discursive strategies that were used by the interviewees to posi
tion themselves in relationship to the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex. These different strategies will 
be examined in detail in the following chapters of the first part of the thesis. 

The .Domi11ant Discourse on I11tergenerational Sex 

The following outline indicates some of the most common perceptions that people have ofintergenerational sex, 
that is, the discursive framework that is most often employed when the topic of intergenerational sex is made 
explicit. There are two versions of this discourse on intergenerational sex: a lay version and a social science/fem
inist version. These di·ffer on some key points. What I am calling the lay version is set out in the vast majorit.Y of 
popular media presentations on this topic (for examples. see Coulthart 1987; Holdstock 1988a and 1988b; Juan 
1988; Kurtz 1989; McGuiness 1988; Ofl<prmg 1990; Williams 1987). What I am calling the social scientific/fem
inist version characterizes most of the academic literature on intergenerational sex. Regardless of the nature of the 
experience in question, this literature tends to see intergenerational sex as child sexual abuse. It does not represent 
the feminist position on intergenerational sex, but must be regarded as the most commonly explicated feminist 
position. r have discussed this literature in more detail in the previous chapter. (For examples of the social science/ 
feminist version. see Annstrong 1979; Bass & Thornton 1983; Finkelhor 1981 & 1984; Goldman & Goldman 
l988a & 1988b; Hennan & Hirschman 1981; Rush 1980; Russell 1984; Miller 1985; Nava 1984; Ward 1984. For 
a contrasting feminist position see. for example. Califia 198 L Rubin 1981.) 

The central tenets of the dominant ~iscourse o~ interg~_nerational sex can be expressed as follows: 
i.. fntcrgt::ilt:fational ~ex is always hannful to the younger party. 
2. Intergenerational sex is generally· umvanted and usually-' initiated by the older party. The paradigm case is 

rape or molestation of a child or adolescent. 
3. In exceptional cases where a young person accedes to or initiates intergenerational sex, they are either 

under some kind of emotional pressure from the adult or suffering from deep psychological problems 
related to inadequate parenting. 

4. The people who, as adults. initiate intergenerational sex are emotionally inadequate, mentally deranged, or 
eviL Here. three versions of the discourse diverge. The lay version maintains that such adults are evil and 
abnormal~monsters. One social scientific view has it that they are emotionally disturbed and hence 
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abnormal (for example, Schofield 1965). Tl1e feminist version differs from both, arguing that the psycho
logical inadequacies that such men manifest are a common feature of male psychology within patriarchy
these men are not abnonnal. 

5. The adult involved in an intergenerational relationship is most likely to be a "pedophile"; that is, someone 
who has a generalized erotic attraction to children. Again the feminist view differs, saying that most men 
in modern society are capable of such acts; these acts do not represent some specialized fonn of eroticism 
but are merely one avenue through which patriarchally constituted masculinity is manifested. 

6. The combination of l and 5 means that a sexual assault on a child can be confidently announced to be the 
action of a "pedophile". In other \Vords, the tenn "pedophile" in practice conveys much more than mere 
erotic cathexis of children since it is so often associated with reports of forcible rape or murder of children. 

7. A-dults from outside the child's fa.>nily are the ones most tike!y to engage in a sexual art ~\·ith a ~~hild. The 
feminist view negates this popular conception arguing that men \Vithin the family are most likely to commit 
these acts (for example, Ward 1984). 

8. There is no essential distinction between cases of sexual assault in which the child is an unwilling partici~ 
pant and those events where the child appears to be willing. This is because a child cannot give "informed 
consent" to a sexual relationship with an adult. The power of the adult vis~it-vis the child means that the 
child does not have the option of refusing a sexual initiative from an adult. 

It is important to note that this list represents the discursive position that is typically invoked \\-'hen intergen
erational sex becomes an explicit theme of discussion. There are various ways in which this dominant discourse 
can be evaded if particular events are described \vithout certain key terms such as "pedophilia'' or "child abuse" 
being mentioned. An alternative discourse is sometimes employed in popular media; particular cases of intergen
erational sex can be presented as a scandal more than as a real moral problem. This is the discursive perspective 
manifest in some discussions of Rolling Stone Bill Wyman's marriage to Mandy Smith and his earlier relationship 
\Vith her, initiated when she was thirteen (Branagan 1989). Another example is the treatment of artist Donald 
Friend's relationship with Balinese youths (Hawley 1988). These articles have the common characteristic of being 

vagu_e a~ou_t ~-~e ___ ~Ct]lal s~.:~alal. co~_te11t ()_f the -~ela_tionship~ ___ i_n __ 'lll~-~tio~. --~~-c-~. is __ i~pl_ie~---b~t _l __ ~t~l_e ____ i_~-- ~~-~--~ire_:~.!': 
The~articTe On W},lmln alld-Sffiith's\Veddl11g-refeiS ·baCk to-tile-if-eafiier cOnrledlo'il-iil iliese terms: -- - - -- - -

It set the seal on an affair that caused a scandal when it emerged that the couple first fell in love when 
Mandy was 13. (Branagan 1989, p.13) 

Writing in this vein acknowledges the dominant discourse by not openly contradicting it. It is also much more 
rare than examples of the discourse of prohibition. 

In characterizing the dominant discourse as a whole, it can be said that society prohibits intergenerational 
relationships. When they occur, there has been a transgression of the prohibition by the older party, and the 
younger party is perceived as victim. Here I am speaking of relationships between those under 16 years and those 
over that age. Although there is a great variation in the degree to which the act is prohibited, depending on the 
absolute age of the younger party and the age difference, all such relationships are viewed within the dominant 
discourse as hannful to the younger party. Within the framework of the dominant discourse, it would appear that 
younger parties have no option but to perceive themselves as victims of sexual abuse, and of course many do so 
with every justification. However, there are in fact a range of subject positions that are available, and the question 
posed by this research is to consider the discursive positions taken up by younger parties who regard their experi~ 
ences positively and see themselves as voluntary parties to the sexual contacts. The concept of moral career dis~ 
cussed in the Introduction indicates that such people are likely to find the position of victim and the discourse of 
prohibition unpalatable. 

Descriptions of Negative Experiences Within the Interviews 

ln the course of our interviews, which for the most part concemed positive experiences, five interviewees men
tioned negative experiences in which they felt that the adult had imposed the sexual contact upon them. On the one 
hand, these interviewees were people whose negative experiences fined readily within the framework of the dam~ 
inant discourse of child sexual abuse. Their negative experiences were consonant with the subject position~ 
victim of sexual abuse-which that discourse creates for the younger party in an intergenerational sexual contact. 
However, the positive experiences that they described in other sections of their interview were not readily fitted 
into the framework of the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex. Accounts of negative intergenerational 
experiences were not confined to the female interviewees. Twink in particular describes events in which he was 
bashed by a 16-year-old son of his mother's fiancee and forced to engage in sexual acts. 
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The subject positions that these five interviev.;ees took up in relation to their negative experiences involved a 
partial appropriation of the dominant discourse; selected elements of that discourse were taken up while others 
were rejected. Two respondents, Denise and Bobbie, described sexual abuse at the hands of members of their 
family. In Denise's case the adult was the father: in Bobbie's, the stepfather. Both interviewees described their sit
uations as ones in which they were trapped and powerless to prevent the abuse. The adult made use of his position 
in the family and the daughter's unwillingness to disturb her mother's marriage, 

There's not much to tell really. I mean, he would come home late and drunk, whatever. It started with me 
first. He'd come into the room and just get into bed \Vith us and fuck us and [mean \Ve \vere totally pow
erless, my sister and I, we didn't know \vhat to do. We didn't want to tell our mother. We ·were scared that 
they might get divorcecL we were sort of worried about that. We didn't have anyone to tell. We didn't tell 
our mother until after they did get divorced, so it was never acknmv!edged by my dad. He always stunk of 
garlic, always been out having the businessman's dinners, garlic prawns or whatever. I used to pretend that 
I was asleep. And usually I was half-asleep. It was never discussed-if I heard him coming in I would roll 
over sort of with my front, whatever, to the \Vall-I didn't knmv what to do. (Denise was 13 when this 
occurred.) 

My stepfather started coming up to my room around dawn \Vith my mother still in the house and me in my 
bedroom and he'd come and try and have oral sex with me and do things like that, without any communi
cation at all. He forced me to suck him off basically. Really sort of desperately and it \vas really frighten
ing. I \Vas in a position vvhere I couldn't do anything about the advances of my stepfather at all and didn't 
like him physically apart from anything else. I didn't tell my mother because I kne\v this \vas a really 
important relationship for her and I didn't want that . It was more like I understood that this is what 
happens sometimes to some people and it wouldn't help at all ifi said anything about it. It definitely under
mined my relationship \vith her. I couldn't tell her about what had happened which was really important to 
me and upsetting and stuff. Umm, and I suppose I lost some respect for her that she was living with 
someone v .. ·ho I knew wasn't what they were pretending to be. My trust sexually with men had been 
depleted completely. Now I felt like they \Vere much more capable of tu!TlJng off and being really brutal 
than I'd thought before. (Bobbie was 13 when these events occurred.) 

These accounts describe a complete lack of power and lack of options. The adult is closed off to expressions 
of unwillingness. These stories fit \veil within common frameworks for understanding child/adult sex . 

. in relation with adults, there is no \Vay that a child can be in control or exercise free choice .... Adults 
have more power than children. This is an immutable biological fact. Children are essentially a captive 
population, totally dependent upon their parents or other adults for their basic needs. Thus they will do 
v,rhatever. they-- perceive-to-be- necessary- to- pr-eserve-a- relationship--with their caretakers:·(Hennan ·and Hir- --
schman 198 I, p. 27; see also Nava 1984; Finkelhor 1981 & 1984.) 

Elements of this discourse are clearly present in the subject positions that Denise and Bobbie take up to 
describe these negative experiences. Their parents \Vere their caretakers. and they sought to avoid trouble with 
their caretakers by putting up with the sexual assaults. Being attached to that family and with that father/stepfather 
meant that they had no real choices and that they \vere effectively powerless to prevent what took place. 

Summarizing, the tenets of the dominant discourse retlected in these accounts are the following: 
Tenet 1. These events were hannful. Both intenriewees speak of the short-tenn and Jong-tenn emotional 

damage caused by these events. 
Tenet 2. These events \Vere unwanted. 
Tenets 4 and 5. Both interviewees present their experiences in accord \Vith the feminist understanding of inter· 

generational sex. These men vvere not abnonnal, and their actions reflect typical aspects of male personality \Vithin 
patriarchy. Bobbie sees these experiences as teaching her an unpleasant truth about common male personality' 
structures. 

Tenet 8. The power of the adult meant that_the. child did nQt h_ave tbe, npt!.01...1 nf refhsi.rrg the.se seX1J?J--scnte,ct~. 
Both interviewees relate this to the role of fathers in the nuclear family. 

Hennan and Hirschman (1981) reflect the dominant discourse when they speak of this pattem of events as 
universal \vithin intergenerational sex. By' contrast Denise and Bobbie deny the relevance of this analysis to their 
other positive experiences ofintergenerational sex. Denise made the clearest statement of this denial in describing 
her intergenerational relationships with older boyfriends: 

That was going on at the same time that I \Vas being raped by my father-and the contrast between the 
two ... One \Yhere I had no pov,:er whatsoever, and the other where I could, you know, say "Yes", "No" or 
othenvise, just get up and leave. It was quite different. 
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ln this statement and in other parts of her interview, Denise argues firstly that her experiences with her boy
friends were not hannful or unwanted (against tenets l and 2) and also that there are situations in which a child 
does have a real option of refusing an unwanted sexual relationship with an adult (against tenet 8). Her position on 
these issues is similar to that of all the interviewees from this study who described negative experiences. 

In describing their negative experiences in relation to their father/stepfather, Denise and Bobbie make use of 
that part of the discourse of intergenerational sex which stresses the lack of options available to the younger party; 
the way that the younger party is trapped in the abusive situation by the power of the adult (tenet 8). However, two 
other accounts of sexual imposition in these interviews treat this issue quite differently. In these accounts, the story 
is told in tenus of a discourse of the child as giant killer; the adult is successfully resisted, orthe child laughs at rl1e 
unmasking of the adult that occurs. Sharon describes a situation in which she was forced into oral sex by an old 
-~·· • .,1.. ..... "'''"'" ....... ; ..... ~-. ..... ~h"' '""'"' l.J.· Hi<:i-F yo "V .-,·.-.;;;"" ~~---~.;;;,>~'-'"'"' ,.._~"'"' ,,,...,.- ~ •· 

1 was taken into a room and forcefully had to give oral sex. That was traumatic. lt really was. I hated it so 
much. I hated him. I ended up biting him on the dick. It shocked him so he stopped and l ran. l ran out of 
the place. Fucking no way I'd get him off! God,1 And I was really hoping that I'd injured him for life or 
something. He \vas honible. 

She presents the sexual contact as imposed and harmful to her. These are elements shared with the dominant 
discourse (tenets I and 2). But she does not present herself as without agency in the situation. She is in rebellion 
and her actions are effective. 

Similarly, in Bobbie's interview there are a number ofintergenerational experiences described. As we have 
seen, she characterizes her contacts with her stepfather in tenns of a narrative of child abuse. As we shall see later, 
she also talks about a positive and voluntal)' relationship with an uncle (the second uncle). Between these two 
extremes, she refers to two other connections--one with a grandfather and one with the first uncle. In each case 
she sees it as an imposition by an adult (tenet 2), but the subject position taken up is one that celebrates the agency 
of the child and the subversion and unmasking of adult authority (against tenet 8).1n addition, in relationship to 
these-events; Bobbie also suggests1hatthey-were-notparticularly·harmful (againsttenet+), 

This subject position can be illustrated by referring to her description of the events that occurred when she 
was nine years old, \vith the first uncle. She explained that she was most terrified of his apparent attempts to pen
etrate her. These attempts came to nothing, much to her relief. Her account stresses her fear and his sexual impo
sition. However, the tone of the discourse departs from the theme of the child as victim. 1bere is a celebration of 
her courage in a dangerous situation and laughter at his expense; the humor of this powerful man making such an 
idiot of himself. These departures from the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex become more emphatic as 
the story progresses: 

But there was also an element of trust. Like we went through it a couple of times and it was alright. His 
advance would start off with things I really liked, like he'd stroke me or we'd be having jokes about things 
or leaping around in the gym or ... and all that so1t of thing and all of that I really liked. It was only the pen
etration that tenified me basically. I wasn't particularly penetration obsessed. It was just other things that 
nobody ever thought of trying to cater for. l still really liked him. Because when people-well, umm, when 
people take you into their confidence like that, \vhen they're taking a tisk with you, there's a sort of shared 
trust and eating about it. They are actually doing something intimate with you. I think there is such a gap 
between what men are supposed to be which precludes most, umm sensibilities or anything caring and inti
mate basically and \Vhen it came to being anything se:-..'lilll or sensual it was sort of sissy. I didn't see it as 
sissy, 1 actually saw it as a lot more normal and they ,~,,ere being a Jot more accessible and I enjoyed that 
aspect of it, but it was obviously difficult for them. Also because I then had evidence to undermine their 
Mr. Normal act the rest of the time. One of the things I find remarkable about all these people is that they 
\vere really straight, jolly nice sorts. And one would think that if anyone was going to find the straight 
model accommodating, they would have. 

In this continuation of the account, Bobbie turns away from an emphasis on her fear and lack of power. 
Instead she describes the situation as one in which there was an element of trust. It was also a situation in \vhich 
she gained power through becoming privy to an adult's shameful secret. She emphasizes the more positive aspects 
of their sexual connection. 

In Sharon's and Bobbie's adventure narratives, the topic of the narrative is ostensibly the same as the topic of 
the abuse narratives; namely sexual imposition by adults (tenet 2). HO\vever, it seems that the reality of these 
experiences was quite different, and they are put into discourse in quite different ways. In the abuse narratives, 
what is stressed is the situation of the child as the complete victim of adult power-as someone without any choice 
in the situation (tenet 8). It is this aspect of the dominant discourse that seems to describe these experiences most 
adequatel)r. In the adventure narratives, by contrast. the same topic is treated in tenns of the discourse of the child 
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as a subversive; the child undennines and unmasks adult power. It is a discourse that celebrates the child's agency 
in the situation. Sharon wounds her tonnentor and gets away. Bobbie is amused to uncover the mask of conven
tional adult masculinity, is courageous in a frightening situation, and gains power through the adult's vulnerability' 
to her discretion. 

The dominant discourse on intergenerationaJ sex represents the narrative of sexual abuse as the only appro
priate narrative in which to describe intergenerationaJ sexual contacts. It is this claim that is called into question in 
all these accounts of imposed and negative experiences. In all cases, the younger parties describe these experi
ences in the context of an interview in which there is an explicit rejection of those aspects of the dominant dis
course that claim that all experiences of intergenerational sex are hannful, imposed, and are situations in which a 
child is trapped by the superior power of the adult. On the other hand, in describing incidents of imposed sexual 
contact, the interviewees draw on various elements of the dominant discourse of intergenemtional sex, and they 
position themselves in tenns of this discourse to some extent. 

Positive Experiences: 
Subject Positions Taken Up in Relation to the Dominant Discourse 

Turning now to the main focus of the research-positive experiences-there are a number of discursive positions 
taken up by the interviewees in relating these experiences to the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex. As 
participants in relationships that they perceived as voluntary and now regard as positive experiences, they· are 
unable to take up the subject position that the dominant discourse nominates for the younger parties in intergener
ational sexual contacts-that of the victim of child sexual abuse. For them to be so regarded is, in fact, to be stig
matized as a double victim of intergenerational sex; as someone who was not only sexually abused. but is also 
unable to admit to themselves that they were abused. In the chapters that follow I shall be looking at the ways in 
which the intervie,vees validated their situation in reference to the dominant discourse ofintergenerational sex; t11e 
\vays in which they were able to create a moral career in reference to these events and this discourse. The subject 
positions that were taken up in negotiating the prohibition can be outlined as follows: 

A) Minimizing the perceived transgression by minimizing the difference between age categories. It was sug
gested that the interviewee was essentially an adult when the events took place. In other words, the dominant dis~ 
course on age categories and sexuality was eluded by a refusal to take age in years as really definitive of 
adulthood. There was no real transgression. There were three fonns of this strategy. In the first, the interviewees 
argued that their relationship with an adult \Vas one of the first occasions in which they were treated as an adult, 
and that recognition and respect for their adult status \Vas embodied in a relationship characterized by an equality 
of authority . .lnthe .second, the.intervie:wees-indicated- that the- relationships- were-part of avrocess·oftransition into-.. 
adulthood. Although there may have been some transgression to begin with, when all was said and done the rela
tionships led into adulthood and the end of the transgression anyway. Finally'. interviewees sometimes emphasized 
their maturity at the time in comparison \vith other people their age. TI1ey argued that they were just as mature as 
the adult in question, or that they had. in many \Vays. already attained adulthood by the time these events occurred. 

B) Minimizing transgression by minimizing the sexual aspect of the intergenerational contacts. Since the 
dominant discourse prohibits sexual contact. various strategies exist for interpreting these events as "not really 
sexual''. In the situation itself, tl1e sexuality of what is taking place can become a tacitly agreed unmentionable. 
Instead, what occurs is scripted as a "game, .. Similarly, in later recollection. the events may be experienced as 
"only a game at the time". Alternatively, within the relationship itself there may have been an agreed upon avoid
ance of certain fonns of contact that are usually taken to represent a "full" or "adult" sexuality. 

C) Ambivalence in relation to the dominant discourse. Several intervie\vees who expressed some ambiva
lence about their experiences invoked this position. They mostly reported their experiences as positive but would 
sometimes describe them as events in \Vhich they felt they \vere abused or did not have much control over the sit
uation. They entertained the possibility that they \Vere victims of child abuse. only to reject it in most parts of their 
interviews. 

D) Den.ving thi! relevance of the dominant discourse. These interviewees argued that the events in question 
were not regarded as transgressive when they took place. The discourse of intergenerational sex did not seem rel
evant at the time. Of course. \vithin the intervie\v itself. the inten'iewee was acknO\vledging the fact that the events 
in question may be seen in tenns of the discourse of intergenerational sex and hence seen as a transgression. But 
these interviewees made the claim that at the time. these events were not experienced in terms of the discourse of 
intergenerational sex. 

E) Reversal oft he dominant discourse. A number ofinterviewees in this study accepted various structural ele
ments from \vithin the dominant discourse but refused to apply' the moral evaluation nonnally associated with the 
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discourse. Following Foucault ( !980: pp. !00-10 I), this can be called a "reversal" of discourse. The stmcture of 
the discourse is retained but its moral direction and political meaning are reversed. Accordingly, in this study some 
intelV'iewees said that the relationship was not equal and that the power and status of the adult dominated the rela
tionship, but at the same time they did not draw the accustomed moral conclusion. They did not conclude that they 
were banned by the inequality. 

F) Claiming the transgression. The transgression \vas defended and the dominant discourse confronted 
directly. The intelV'iewees acknowledged that their actions fell \Vithin the scope of the dominant discourse of inter
generational sex, but they refused the category "victim of abuse" that the discourse assigns them. Following 
Weedon (1988, p. 100) and Davies and Harre (1990, p. 9), this can be described as a "refusal" of the discourse. 
There were t\vo very common positions taken up to defend these transgressions. 

were being suppressed b~i 
an illegitimate authority; what was occurring was what they, as agentic subjects, created, and it \vas not really the 
proper concern of other people. Attempts to prevent or invalidate the relationship were experienced as oppression 
and unfair stigma. The relevant discourse is the liberal discourse of sexual rights and self-expression. 

In the second, the transgression was a subject of humor and animated storytelling in the interview. Laughter 
was directed at the ineffective attempts of authorities to suppress these events; there was a positive delight in the 
adventure and risk associated \Vith transgression. The relevant discourse is the discourse of carnival. 

The tbllowing chapters will look at each of these subject positions in tum.! will show that each of these posi
tions was taken up by some of the intelV'iewees. Often the same interviewees described their experiences in tenns 
of several of these discursive positions at different points in the interview, confinning Weedon's view that people 
experience their lives through a range of different and sometimes contradictory subject positions ( 1988 pp. 33, 
1 06). In the following chapters and in the thesis as a whole, I have used intelV'iew extracts to illustrate the points 
of view and experiences of the interviewees, and I have also attempted to indicate the extent to which the partic
ular extracts are representative of the interview in question and of the intelV'iew data as a whole. Since there are 

Ol!JY_J}~~-~!~.~n.!~~t;!.t:Y!~.~-~-~-~ .. i.n ~e .. sat11.P~~. _i_~ ~-e~()-~-~-s .. P.f:J.~S~b_l_~---~- ~ain ~ fttirix_th_~-~?.~¥~. _1?1d.~_rstan~in!f. ()f ~-e inter
view ~ta th~ough ihe pres~n"il\tiOn -c;r a v-arlet); of eXtraCtS ffi1d s·ummar)·; ffiateflai. . . . .. -. ·-·· . ... . . . . 
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CHAPTER2 

Minimizing the Difference Between Age Categories 

The most common way in which the interviewees negotiated the prohibition on intergenerational sex was to min
imize the transgressive aspect of their intergenerational relationships by denying the existence or significance of 
a relationship across age categories. Twelve of the 19 respondents at some time or other in the interviews made 
remarks of at least one of these three varieties: (i) This was the first occasion in which I was respected and treated 
as an adult and this respect was embodied in a relationship characterized by an equality of power and authority~ (ii) 
The relationship or relationships were part of a process of growing up through which I became an adult; (iii) I \Vas 
unusually mature for my age at the time. 

In these responses, the interviewees evade the prohibition on intergenerational sex by minimizing transgres
sion in tenus of one of its major axes-the age category distinction. They effectively deny that the sexual contact 
was intergenerational. In doing that they refuse a subject position as the victim of intergenerational sex but also 
claim a position from the field of terms that are represented in the discourse ofintergenerational sex~the position 
of an adult. In quite a few cases they take up a position that suggests that the dominant discourse on intergenera
tional sex might well apply to some or most relationships between those over 16 and those under 16, but it did not 
apply to their relationship. Their relationships are the exceptions that prove the rule. 

The discourse of prohibition is derived from various elements of the liberal theory of contract, and replies to 
the discourse of prohibition inevitably take note of this context. Strategies of minimization in respect of age typi
call:y make the claim that the interviewee was mature enough to be a free and independent party and hence capable 
of entering into a contract or sexual relationship. It may also be claimed that the relationship itself\vas character
ized by an equality of power and a mutuality of decision-making. In making this claim. respondents characterize 
theirrelationshipwithinthetennsofliberaltheory~asthekindofsociai··contract·that canbeengagedinby·eqilai 
parties and which sUstains equality within the relationship that the contract sets up. 

Because of the centrality of the notion of a contract, I will begin this chapter by discussing the relevance of the 
liberal theory of contract-particularly the theory of the marriage contract--to the discourse of prohibition. The 
chapter will then go on to consider the three types of response identified above: the claim that the older party was 
the first to recognize the interviewee as an adult, the claim that the interviewee achieved adulthood in the conte~'t 
of the relationship or relationships, and the claim that the interviewee was unusually mature for their age at the 
time of these events. Frequently, more than one of these three positions are presented in the one interview. 

Intergenerational Sex and Liberal Contract Theory 

It might seem that the prohibition on intergenerational sex stands by itself as part of the social construction of sex
uality and age categories, that it acts to regulate the types of contact between age categories and, in this way, 
defines the socially constructed characteristics of each age category. Whil!!_ t_o a c_e_rtain e~1ent this is corre_ct, the 
discourse of hu:ergtmt:raliona1 sex is also defended in tenns of its derivation from a broader and more encompass
ing discursive context. This is the discourse that maintains that sexual contacts should take place between parties 
with equal social power. If social pO\ver is not equal, the less powerful party is not free to give or 'vithhold consent 
(e.g. Hennan & Hirschman !981. p. 27). 

Clearly, the fonn of this moral position is almost universal. It does not just apply to adults and children. but 
makes a geneml claim about the impropriety of sexual contacts in cases \Vhere a difference in pov,'er and status 
exists-especially· if the less powerful party is in some sense dependent on the good will of the more powerful. 
Accordingly, Finkelhor argues that the same argument can be used to demonstrate the immorality of sexual con
tacts between adults when one adult is in a position to exercise some authority over the other~ruling out relation-
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ships betv"·een doctors and patients, teachers and students, and therapists and clients (Finkelhor 1981, p. 52: 
Finkelhor 1984, pp. 18-19). 

This mom! argument is not \Vithout wider implications. What is particularly significant is that the same argu~ 
ment is rarely· applied to heterosexual relationships bet\v·een men and vmmen. It is mostly assumed that men and 
women are essentially equal parties in such relationships, and that women enter marriage and sexual relationships 
with men as free and consenting individuals. These assumptions have been called into question by a great deal of 
feminist writing (for example, Firestone 1972; Rubin 1975; Deevey 1975; Rich 1980; Pateman 1988). Pateman, 
for example, argues that women have not had a great deal of choice but to get married to some man-to achieve 
financial viability within a patriarchal economic order, and as a result of social pressures on women, to marry. She 
sees women's willingness to enter unequal maniages as essential to modern patriarchy (Pateman 1988, pp. 62, 
J 29, 13 L--133), She argu:es thut t.~e marri;!g~ -C·Ontract does net in fa;;:-..t sustain equality~ hu! t.hat it creates a..._l} unequal 
relationship. The husband is guaranteed obedience and legitimate sexual access to his wife; in turn, he offers her 
support or "protection". Consequently, the contract itself sets up a political relationship in \vhich the man is given 
command (Pateman 1988, pp. 8, 118, 121, 123, 129, 136, 159-168). 

Pateman suggests that the supposed equality of women as parties to the maniage contract is a logical require
ment of the modem order of civil society--women as human beings must enter into civil society and must be free 
individuals to do so. Discussing the writings of numerous political philosophers, she suggests that in dominant 
political theory, the marriage contract is both a sign of this equality of status and also denies it. Women freely con
tract entry into a subordinate status. It is assumed that there is natural basis for the sexual subordination that the 
contract establishes; it is presupposed that women are not rational individuals, and that they must be the subordi
natepartyinmarriage(Pateman 1988,pp.5, 11,112,118, 168,171-181). 

This argument casts a new light on the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex. The claim that children 
(and adolescents) are not old enough to give infonned consent to sexual activity implies the converse proposition 
that adults of both sexes are civil equals and free to enter sexual contracts which sustain their equality. It serves to 
draw attention away from the way in which the marriage contract institutes inequality bet\veen husband and wife; 

!:L~~~'{_S -~1:t~-~~-g-~---~~y-~y__f~-~--~-~-_y~_~'--~-~-.<l?~_l_?g,~_:s __ ~etween women and c~_i_~~r~-~-- ~-~--~-~p-~~-~ents on adult men: 

To be a slave or a wife was, so to speak, to be in a perpetual nonage that wives have not yet entirely cast 
off. Adult male slaves were called 'boys' and adult married women were-and still are--called 'girls' 
(Pateman 1988, p. 121 ~ see also Walkerdine 1985; Aries 1973~ Bloch 1978; Jackson 1982) 

As indicated, Pateman argues that the marriage contract is a fonn of civil slavery. Obedience is exchanged for 
protection. The more powerful protects the weaker party·, but the weaker party has to obey, and they give up their 
freedom of action. They give infonned consent to subordination. Tn the case of approved relationships between 
children and adults, the dominant discourse does not justify the subordination of children in tenus of any contract 
between children and adults. Instead, the exchange of obedience for protection is seen as the natural order, and 
parents require no agreement from their children. While women are both part of civil society and not part of it, 
children are definitely excluded. It is generally believed that children must be protected for their own good. Alter
natively, it is seen as inevitable that children will be socialized according to the interests of the more powerful 
adult class. As Pateman puts this position: 

There is good reason to confine the tenn 'political' to relationships among adults. That infants come into 
the world helpless, entirely dependent on their mother, or today, when there are many substitutes for the 
breast, dependent on their parents or other adults, is a natural fact of human existence. [Within liberal 
contract theory] The protection that the parent must afford if the child is to flourish comes to a natural end. 
The child develops, and once out of its nonage, is independent. (Pateman 1988, pp. 91 ~92) 

While there is some truth in the assumption of inevitable childhood dependence, the universality of this claim 
ignores important differences. The degree of autonomy permitted to children differs in different societies. (For 
ethnographic examples of child raising regimes quite different from our own, see Liedloff 1975; Hamilton 1981: 
Shostak 1983.) The extension of childhood dependence into adolescence seems almost unique to this society and 
to recent history (Musgrove 1964; Aries 1973; Davey 1982; Jackson 1982). Moreover, the emphasis in this society 
on the paramount authority of the two biological parents is not common to all social orders. It has been suggested 
that children in other social contexts achieve some measure of autonomy by being able to choose to relate to a 
number of different adults (Aries 1973; Mead 1975; Hoch 1979; Shostak 1983). 

These are the issues that provide the context for the interviewees' accounts of their relationships. The mini
mization of the age category distinction that is to be considered in this chapter is implicitly and at times explicitly 
framed in tenns of the liberal contract theory, and in tenns of the concept of adulthood as equal membership within 
civil society. A common discursive strategy within the interviews was the argument that the interviewee was in all 
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essential respects a rational and infonned agent at the time of these events. They were acting as the free agents, the 
"individuals'' of liberal contract theory, and were capable of giving infonned consent. They claimed that they had 
left their "nonage" behind. 

The Older Party Recognizes and Respects the Adult Status of the Younger Party 

A common strategy in the inteiV'iews was to describe the relationships as ones in \vhich the older partner was one 
of the first adults to recognize and respect the interviewee as an adult. What this strategy also achieved was the 
presentation of these relationships as ones in \vhich the liberal ideal of contract was embodied; they were social 
relationships that expressed and sustained the equality and liberty of the parties in question (Paternan !988. pp. 2-
8). Accounts of this type \vere common in many of the inteiV'iews.This strategy became particularly explicit in ref
erence to some of the female interviewees who were involved in romantic relationships with adult men. I shall 
consider two such accounts. 

Wendy and Bobbie both argue that there was equality in their intergenerational relationships, and that this was 
the result of the respect shown them by the older party. They were treated as adults, so there was a mutuality of 
respect and an understanding of their right to autonomy. In both these interviews, this is linked to another theme: 
the older party was the first to treat them as an adult or as equals. So these relationships are also constituted as an 
entry into adulthood. 

Wendy, \Vho was 12 and 13 during herrelationship\vith Paul, comments on the equality of status she felt in the 
relationship; that both Paul and his friends treated her as an adult. and that this was a novel experience for her: 

Well, the thing that I remember most is that he actua!ly thought I had an opinion about things, you know. 
And he respected what I had to say about them and I just hadn't had that feeling before at all; someone who 
was willing to discuss things and say, "Oh, yeah, I understand what you mean," and not lecture me about it. 

Paul's other friends showed her a similar respect: 

They used to just treat me like I \Vas a grO\vn up, and that what Paul and I did together \Vas our business. 

She denies that Paul's status as an adult Jed her into any sexual or other experiences that she did not really 
want to be involved in. She mentions an incident in which she refused his offer to have a joint: he stonned off, but 
it did not worry her. 

-A number ofarguments··inhere·-tn-wendy's-·apprti'ach to these-Tssues. Fifstiy;· the--·rere·vance 6fth-e age---category 
difference is denied--she was treated like an adult, and Paul respected her opinions. In this, she replies to the dom
inant discourse on intergenerational sex by arguing that the age difference in years did not imply a difference in 
pmver in the relationship. The relationship was not one in which she surrendered her power of control to Paul. She 
argues that she acted as an autonomous adult person within the relationship. Secondly. (and as will be presented 
in more detail in Part 2) she contrasts the lack of respect shown by her parents with the acknmvledgement she 
received from Paul. In this, she argues that a relationship with an adult outside the .fCuni(v can empower a young 
person who suffers from authoritarian control within the family. This argument is a reply to the discourse by which 
intergenerational sex traps the younger party, dependent on the adult with whom they are having a sexual contact. 
The problems of dependence and povverlessness are acknowledged, but the outsider is seen as a counter to depen
dence on parents. Finally, Wendy presents her experience as an initiation into adulthood. It was the first occasion 
in \vhich she was treated as an adult. This minimizes transgression in another \Vay. The relationship might be con
sidered as transgressive if seen as taking place between an adult and a child. However, as a relationship which 
assists in introducing someone to adulthood. it at least ends up as an adult/adult relationship and a stage en route 
to adulthood. 

Bobbie makes a similar denial in her interview of the relevance of age categories. She was asked if she felt 
that her uncle (the second uncle) had used his adult status to persuade her to take part in unwanted sexual contacts: 

I don't think so because T think that he \Vasn 't sure. I don't think he was sure enough. We had a pretty equal 
sort of relationship anyway. He \Vas exceptional in the adults that I knew in that he would consult with me 
about 'vhat we would do and things !ike that It was an open . he had a respect for \vhat f thought and felt 
\Vhich I had never knmvn anyone else to have. I mean no one else had ever even asked v,:hat I thought or 
felt about anything basically 
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Earlier she describes their relationship in tenns of its role in initiating her into adulthood: 

The experiences I had with an tmcle whom I liked a lot and \Vith whom I had a very important intellectual 
relationship were really important in tem1s of the development of my sexuality, like in terms of educating 
me, basically. Telling me what things were and how they worked and what people did.. sort of letting me 
in on the big secrets that nobody else would even acknowledge existed, let alone sit down and tell you what 
was what. 

Adulthood is here treated as a culture rather than simply as an age category, and the implication is that entry 
into it is through knowledge of its practices and cultural nonns. In addition, as in Wendy's interview, adulthood is 
linked to an intellectually founded connection with adults. In both these interviews, the interviewees evade the 
domimtnt'Uiscuursc by sugg~sting·th~tthe older party recogrrizcd thcrri as <irluits. The rc1aticm.sh'ip ;·;ta-s·nct en~ 
between age categories, but \Vas within the age category "adult". This position is also linked to the dominant dis~ 
course on intergenerational sex in another way. That discourse proscribes intergenerational sex on the grounds that 
the young person is not a sufficiently mature, rational, and independent individual to take part in a civil contract. 
Here, both these interviewees characterize their relationships as egalitarian, and as ones in which their own matu
rity and rationality was indicated by the essentially intellectual foundation of the connection between the t\\o"O par
ties. 

Initiation to Adulthood 

Another and related theme common to many interviews was the idea that these relationships were aspects of a 
process of transition to adulthood. The older party helped the younger party to establish themselves as an adult. A 
relationship that may have been transgressive to begin with was actually an introduction to adulthood and to the 

~gd 9.f.~r.apsgfe_s_sion ag.ainst t~~ ~iscou.~s.e .. CI.fi~~-~-rgeneTat~oila! .. s~.?': .. /l:~ .. I .... ~.~y_e _i__I~-~-~-~~t:.~.: .. t.~i_s _ _i_~·-· o~e ... ~.sp~_~t _of 
We~dy's. 8.~d Bobbie-,s· inten;ie~vs:-and it iS alSo .present ill a-·~.-i-cte· viriety of contexts. FUrther eXiinP"!e.s Will.he 
considered in Part 2 of this thesis. This strategy was particularly marked and explicit in most of the gay inteiV'iews; 
in those inteiV'iews, the intergenerational sexual contacts were identified as a means of entr:y into the gay commu
nity, and as the establishment of a gay adult identity. Here I will discuss only one example that typifies this 
approach, since other examples are dealt \vith in Part 2. 

Derek describes a sudden transition at the age of fifteen between an asexual childhood identity and a gay adult 
sexual practice. He sees his gayness as a personality trait exiending well back into his childhood, but its sexual 
expression as a new development. Once he started to feel sexual desire, its expression was inevitable: 

I mean to say, sex is sex, you gotta, you know. Well ... the way I feel, what would you do \Vithout it? 

He explains that sex was available for him through beats, where he was one of the few people his own age; 
most were older. So sex with his age peers was not possible. Jn addition, he argues that he was in fact attracted to 
older men. Admitting that adult men often manipulate boys. he goes on to indicate that relating to adult men is a 
necessary introduction to ga:y sexuality: 

Umm, 1 reckon a lot of kids that get involved with older men for the simple reason they've got problems 
and sometimes if they go out with men like that they can leam all about it and things like that. Get ans\vers 
for their problems and things like that. But sometimes you get men that really kno\v what they're doing and 
they know they can put it over young kids to get them in bed for one night stands and things like that. 
Because they know all about it, you know sort of thing. They could do it their way, they can get you in bed 
by money-all that stuff, the \ovhole lot. But umm, they do---I reckon kids do find out all what's it about 
when they jump in with older men than themselves. Oh, 'cause mostly all my fliends they've done the 
same sort of thing as I've done. It's a bit of both. He's conning you up and things like that and well, I do 
reckon you do have a lot of problems. Like for being gay and things like that. You've just got to figure out 
what you are and things like that. See he's getting his satisfaction and you're getting your satisfaction. 

Jn an earlier part of the interview, he explains that at first he was manipulated in the way described above, but 
that he soon learned how to deal with situations so that he got what he wanted. He learned to be more assertive at 
a beat, to reject someone he was not attracted to, and insist on another partner. He indicates that he began to insist 
on condoms being used and to assert himself in that way. So Derek is arguing that experiences with these older 
men are a school of life in which one learns to take an adult role. He is also more positive about the introduction 
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to adulthood that t11ese relationships provided, claiming that many of these men helped him to accept his gayness 
and helped him by listening to his problems and giving him genuine emotional support. He describes one man in 
particular: 

When I was 15, ·went home to his place and that's it. And I learned through my mistakes and things like 
that. I reatly got to know what life was all about too, you know, from him. I really did get some lectures too 
and things like that. He \vas so good to me you know what [mean? I don't know, because he was more 
older and knew what all life \vas all about I reckon, yeah, he did ... he's told me things about, like guys that 
he's been \Vith and \Ve just sit down and talk about it ... I've learned from him too, an awful lot of things. 
Like I'm not the only gay guy around here and sort of things like that, you knm.v. There's lots of other guys 
like you that are doing that sort of thing too, you kno\v. 

In this and other similar accounts, the model of intergenerational sex that is invoked is one in which the 
younger party is being introduced into adulthood through contacts with adults. It is a necessal)' first step into 
adulthood to make contact with adults. As someone new to adulthood, it is inevitable that old hands will be able 
to help this transition through the benefit of their experience. Crucially, the main issue is not the transgression 
against the discourse of intergenerational sex at all. It is introduction to adulthood. Transgression is minimized by 
presenting the relationship in a contexi where the outcome-adulthood-negates the intergenerational character 
of what has occurred. There is no direct challenge to the dominant discourse on intergenerational relationships. It 
is eluded or set to one side. 

These accounts constitute a reply to the discourse of contract in the following fonn. To become an adult is not 
something that suddenly happens to one as an automatic revelation at a particular chronological age. To become 
the independent rational citizen ofliberal discourse, the kind of person eligible to take part in contracts, one must 
have practice in asserting oneself as an adult in relationship to other adults. No other kind of experience will suf
fice, and such experience inevitably includes the possibility of making mistakes. It is only through such a process 
that one can become a mature and independent adult. 

Claims of Greater than Average Maturity and Rationality 

Claims of greater than average maturity are VCI)' common in the interviews, being made by eight respondents alto
gether. These comments imply the possibility that the discourse prohibiting intergenerational sex is quite sound 
for the vast majority \Vho are "really'' non-adult at a particular age. However, the interviewee's chronological age 
is claimed to be a misleading indicator of their age categoi)1. I shall consider two examples of this strategy in the 
interviews. In-both-cases-,- the-interviewees· constructtheinnaturity in tenns of the intellecruat -abilitfe·s-thafare sTip:-· 
posed to pertain to adults within the liberal discourse of contract. 

Tristan was asked at one point in his interview whether he ever felt threatened by gay men propositioning 
him: 

No. t mean, because f looked at it in the way if I am old enough to say "no'· \vhich f am, then I am old 
enough to say ''yes''. Well I was, back then. You know ... I reckon I had a better head on my shoulders as 
far as maturity goes than eve!)· one else in my class. Because I'd always been among much older people, 
because I'd always preferred their company, which probably helped a lot. If I'd had've had the mentality 
of a fifteen year old, maybe I would've freaked out, even being around it. But, you knO\v, I handled it well. 

Later, in a reflective mood, he generalizes this in a comment that suggests that many or most adolescents are 
too immature to have sex with an adult, but that this did not apply to him: 

Well, I suppose the main moral to it all is that some people, at foWieen or fifteen are into saying ')"es'' and 
bc,vnng i-'/f>at th.::y'n:: doiu6-; 'but ifj-OU';re nut su sw·~ I don·t know. That shOuld be realized by everYone 
out there because that's another stupid thing about the age of consent, especially because at sixteen, you're 
meant to be able to say "yes'' straight a\vay but before that you're not meant to know anything of anything. 
[mean that's ridiculous, that's just like as soon as you tum eighteen you get the keys to the car and start off 
and drive straight av.-ay without any lessons. You've got to, I mean you've got to learn bJ.' experience, not 
by people telling you. It's the same with everything. I mean tbere are even some sixteen year olds who 
aren't ready to say "yes··. But that's everywhere, just like there are some eighteen year olds who aren't 
ready for driving or to get married. 
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Finally, he drives the logic of this position further when asked if he thinks he was ever forced into sex that was 
not appropriate for his age. If he had not been ready, he " ... would have freaked". But he was ready: 

Maybe the next thirteen~ year-old \VOuldn't be, but I \Vas 

He is not in favor of lowering the age of consent but would be" ... more inclined to just abolish it altogether" 
so that when people are ready they can make that decision. 

In these passages, it is the arbitrariness of the link between age categories and chronological age that is con
tested. A legal definition of age category in tenns of chronology is necessarily inexact-as Tristan puts it, some 
people are not ready to drive at eighteen. However, the connection bet\veen ageing, maturation, and the appropri
.!!te!Y:~:ss of sexual .;:ontact with adults is not denied. As one gets oJder. one comes to a point at which one is suffi
ciently mature to be able to say 'yes' or 'no' to sex with an adult. Before th8.t pOint. such a sexuai Coriui.ct wouid 
be inadvisable. When he speaks of"the mentality of a fifteen year old" and the head on his shoulders, Tristan sug
gests an almost biological notion of maturation; just as some people have red hair. so some mature earlier than 
others. At other points, the social origins of this maturity are stressed-he has always spent time with adults. 

As in other interviews, it can be noted that what is particularly stressed as "maturity" is rational intellect-a 
"head on one's shoulders". This argument is dire<..'tly related to the concept ofinfonned consent. Tristan claims he 
was old enough to say yes and to say no because he "knew what he was doing". So in these comments, the domi
nant discourse on age categories and sexuality is not attacked directly but merely adjusted. The main thmst of 
Tristan's argument is an epistemological one. Universalized legal prohibitions based on chronological age imply 
that the state knows how mature one is at a certain age. However, this is not the case, and the only person who can 
really tell whether you are mature enough to have sex at a certain age is yourself. Consequently, the only sensible 
legal approach is to abolish the age of consent and to merely defend young people's right to say "no" if they feel 
that they are too young to make a decision. 

Isabel argues that the age difference between Martin and herself was not significant, and that she was an adult 
iii an e·sse·nttarrespects·anne-urrfe.--

His name was Martin. When I first met him 1 think he was 48 and 1 was 14. Which to me was nothing. It 
didn't matter. Jt was totally insignificant to me that he was 48, but I realize it is quite an age gap. That is the 
sort of situation that people w·ould te1m in the pedophilic. Really, but to mel vv·as C:\.1reme ... 1 think I \Vas 
exu·emely so11 of intellectually developed. I mean I was sort of ... my obsessions ... I was sort of ... I used 
to go to art galleries constantly and my obsessions were in that sort of area. 

Later Isabel was asked whether she was able to give informed consent or whether she may have been unduly 
influenced by Martin's superior status as an adult. She claimed: 

Not really. No not really, even though ... actually even though we might talk about superior status, because 
I've been since a young child .. always had an intellectual connection with people who are adults and that 
sort of thing. In my family, the children were never kept separate and \Vere always at social functions with 
the adults and at dinner pruiies and things like that. 1t \Vas always totally umm ... it was expected that chi!~ 
dren would be there. Umm, I don't really think that the status thing was all that important 'cause I think 
that I was always a\\' are of myself as being quite ... I actually told Mary [a close childhood and adult 
friend] that 1 was going to do this intervie\v with you and she sort of said "Oh, you weren't a child at the 
time", you know. Because she and I both had this idea of ourselves, \Ve were sort of very, we v.--ere quite 
mentally developed at the time. And what do you think about that sort of situation? 

In these comments I so bel argues that adulthood is not a matter of age per se, but is a learned culture and is 
consequently accessible to a person of any age given the right conditions. Her exposure to adult treatment in her 
own family and her familiarity with the adult pursuits of her milieu effectively made her an adult. Secondly, she 
uses this as a basis from \Vhich to defend the idea that she was not too immature to make a reasonable choice in ini
tiating her relationship with Martin. Making use of the dominant discourse of childhood and adulthood, she 
implies that childhood is a period in \vhich the emotions or passions dominate but that, as an adult, one develops 
reasonable control over impulses. As a 14 year old, her connections with adults were "intellectual" and hence 
"adult" connections. She also makes use of the dominant discourse of age categories in separating herself and 
Mary off from other people of the same age at the time, to whom the category "child" could have been appropri
ately applied. 

In taking up this position, lsobel links the assertion that she was in fact an adult to the issues of power and 
consent that feature in the prohibitive discourse on intergenerational sex. Although others might look on the rela~ 
tionship as "pedophilic", and although there was a large gap in age between them, she herself did not see it as sig-
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nificant at the time. This was because she \Vas not a child. She was a mature and intellectual person \vho did not 
have a childlike respect for adult status. Consequently, she was free to make choices about her relationship with 
Martin without being unduly influenced by his status as an adult. By implication, she is arguing that she was 
capable of infonned consent. This defense of her position is given extra force by her current unproblematic status 
as an adult Both she and her friend at the time (who are now indubitably adult) believe that she was not a child at 
the time these events occurred. As Baker has pointed out in her research on adolescence, convention confers on 
adults the power to categorize young people's activities as either adult or non-adult (Baker 1984, p. 304). Isabel 
makes use of this convention to categorize her own status at 14 in her relationship with Martin. 

The Assumption of Adult Status and the Liberal Discourse ofCitizenship 

Summing up this chapter. there are various \Vays in which ditferences in age category can be blurred and mini
mized, and in each of these there is an implication that the sexual contact was not really of the kind proscribed by 
the dominant discourse. 

1. It is argued that the younger party was acknowledged and respected as an adult within the relationship. 
Although other parties. and especially their parents, may have treated them as children at the time. the older parties 
in the intergenerational relationships recognized them as the adults that they truly were. The interviewees indi
cated their own maturity b;' a relationship characterized by mutual respect for intellect and personality. The ratio

nality of the younger party is emphasized in this strategy. By calling attention to that rationality, the intervie\vee 
makes the claim that they were in fact the free rational individual of the kind described in liberal discourse; old 
enough to give informed consent to a sexual contact. Secondly, the relationship is itself described as one in which 
the decision-making power and autonomy of the younger party \vas respected. This too relates to liberal discourse 
by suggesting that the sexual relationship confirmed and sustained the free independence thought appropriate to 
adults within liberal theory. 

2. The younger party often describes the relationship in tenns of a coming of age. Inevitably this means that 
the younger party will begin by being inexperienced in comparison with adults. However, the relationship is part 
of a process by which this inexperience is overcome and adulthood achieved. So \vhat may begin as sex across age 
categories becomes. through this experience, sex bet\veen members of the same age category. In Tristan's meta
phor, it is like learning to drive a car. One cannot be expected to get into the seat and drive off with perfected 
accomplishment. But you have to start somevthere. This argument relates to liberal discourse by suggesting that 
the rationality and independent judgment required in adults is not something that merely happens at a certain chro
nological age. It is acquired over time through a process of experience in which the younger party comes to make 
important decisions and to en_g_age _in __ rel.~_ti()t:t_~_~ip_~_\:Y_i!ll_gtll_~r.~.d~l~_._ I.nt~rgeJp._~_ratipn~l xelationships .. are placed __ in 
this context. 

3. The younger party often argues that they were unusually mature for their age and hence could easily cope 
with a relationship with an adult that might have been inappropriate for most of their age peers. Again the ratio
nality of the younger party is emphasized. Here the relationships betvveen chronological age and the qualities that 
pertain to adulthood are contested. It is argued that rationality and maturity may be acquired by some at an earlier 
than usual age. Tristan suggests an almost organic explanation for this early maturation, while Isobel suggests that 
adulthood is a learned culture to which some young people have early access. 

fn all these approaches, one can see a conservation of the dominant discourse on intergenerational relation
ships. TI1e respondents exempt their own relationship from the tenns of this discourse. I viant to suggest that the 
discourse strategies revealed in this chapter have two essential elements. The first may be called the "refusal" of 
a subject position from v'!'ithin a particular discourse. The interviewees refuse the subject position "child" or "non
adult" within the dominant discourse ofintergenerational sex. The concept of refusal is referred to by Weedon 
(1988. p. 100) and receives a more elaborate explanation in Davies and Harre: 

... refusing the discourse can be understood as ·people· resisting social pressures to confonn to the local 
0U2C.'ffti' and c-0D"-"~ntic-rm of speakmg i.l:nd uctir£g that co•;stitui:<:> a positiOn, ur are ~onsequentlal on. having 
one. (Davies & Harre 1990, p. 9) 

In other v.-ords. the possibility exists that people may be quite aware that their situation places them in a particular 
position \vi thin the framev.-ork of a dominant discourse. However, the)' may refuse to take up that position, to see 
themselves in the Wa)-' that their situation would seem to require. In this chapter. interviewees refuse the position 
''non-adult" and also take up a different position from vvithin the same field of discourse, the position "adult'". 

The second element of these discourse strategies is that they confinn the terms of the dominant discourse by 
validating these relationships \Vithin the framework of that discourse. In other \VOrds. the dominant discourse pro-
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scribes sexual relationships between children and adults because children are not informed, rational or indepen
dent parties. ln validating these relationships, the accounts focused upon in this chapter make the claim that the 
younger parties \\-·ere infonned, rational, and independent, at least in connection with these relationships. Mostly, 
they also claim that these relationships were characterized by' an egalitarianism of decision-making that is consid
ered appropriate to adults within the framework of the liberal discourse of contract from which the prohibition on 
intergenerational sex derives. We may describe this discourse strategy with the phrase "exceptions that prove the 
rule". The strategy' suggests that the transgression against a dominant discourse is more apparent than real. 
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CHAPTER3 

Minimizing the Sexual Aspect 

The strategy of minimization is employed not only in relation to age but also in connection with the sexual aspects 
of these relationships. The strategy conserves the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex by suggesting that 
the transgression against it is fairly minor. Since the dominant discourse prohibits sexual contacts bet\veen adults 
and children, it can be evaded by minimizing the "sexual" aspect of the relationship. 

This strategy has three fonns, which correspond to three different groups in the study: 
I. The events are constituted and experienced as not really sex, either at the time or in recollection. TI1ey are 

constituted as a game, essentially play, and not really sex because ofthat. I will suggest that this strategy was par
ticularly likely for events involving preadolescent children. 

2. These activities are constituted as a type of masculine boyhood obscenity. In relationships between young 
adolescent boys and men, this construction of events is particularly common. The relationships imply a link 
between the boys, who are engaging in a "naughty'' game regarded as typical of boys, and the men, who are re
entering the cultural space of male childhood. 

3. The yollllger party within the relationship ensures that certain types of sexual contact that are widely per
ceived as constituting "real sex" do not occur. Penetration and orgasm are typical, but other types of contact may 
also be avoided. Tn this study, this strategy was particularly likely in the case of adolescent girls involved with 
adults-although it was by no means universal within this category of interviewees. 

The strategy of sexual minimization calls into question the issue of sexuality more generally. and this chapter 
is also concerned with the discourse of childhood asexuality and its relevance to the experience of the respondents. 
It will be argued that intergenerational sex is often viewed as a violation of childhood asexuality. TI1is discourse of 
childhood asexuality. \V.as .. certainly .. experienced--by-the--interviewees -as relevant··in·the--sense· that·a·numberper..; 
ceived their actions as transgressive in tenus of this discourse. There is, as well, another \vay in \vhich the dis
course of childhood asexuality is relevant. I will argue that this discourse is implicated in the social construction 
of a childhood sexual culture. In turn. within positive experiences ofintergenerational sex, this subculture can 
become the vehicle for intergenerational sexual contacts. This links back to the strategy of minimization itself. The 
minimization of explicit or "adult" sexuality is a feature of childhood sexual culture as well as of many of the 
intergenerational sexual contacts described by interviewees in this study. 

As 1 have indicated in the introduction. one wa)' oflooking at the prohibition on intergenerational sex is to see 
it as implied by various other discourses that do not specifically refer to it In the second part of the thesis, this 
issue will be dealt with quite fully in reference to discourses of gender that imply the prohibition. In this chapter, 
three implying discourses will be mentioned. The first is a discourse of childhood and sexuality that defines child
hood as a period vd1en sexual desire is absent or improper. The second is a discourse that sees homoerotic contacts 
as a sign of stigmatized homosexuality. The third is a discourse that specifies that girls are to maintain a childlike 
sexual purity into adolescence. Each of these discourses imply prohibitions on a certain type of intergenerational 
sexual contact. Interviewees who minimized the sexual aspect of their intergenerational contacts also reduced 
their transgressions agains~ one.ofthese _thxee_itnplying_(li.sGQilrs~s, Th~.di.sc.ours.~.af chi!dhcod asexuality w-m be 
reviewed most fully in this chapter. The other two discourses that are referred to in this chapter will be fully dis
cussed in the second part of the thesis. 

The Social Construction of Childhood Asexuality 

The discourse of childhood asexuality has most relevance to intergenerational relationships when the younger 
party is under ten years old. or at the oldest, up to t\velve )'ears old.1bis discourse is a gender-neutral proscription, 
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applying to children of either sex. However, as this discourse is at times also applied to older adolescents, its appli
cation cannot be discussed in abstraction from the social construction of gender. 

The currently dominant definition of children as innately asexual is a social construction but not a universal 
one. By this I mean firstly that cross-cultural evidence does not suggest that children are innately asexual, and 
many societies have existed in which children are encouraged to a degree of sexual expression rare in the West in 
recent centuries (Ford & Beach 1952). Secondly, as this cross-cultural evidence indicates, there is good reason to 
believe that children have a biological capacity tOr sexual desire no different from that of adults, and are quite 
capable of achieving orgasm. This is confirmed in observations and recollections from studies of sexuality in 
modem Western society (Kinsey, Pomeroy & Martin 1949 & Kinsey, Pomeroy & Martin 1953), Thirdly, the origin 
of the social construction of childhood asexuality can be readily traced to the early capitalist period. In other 
words_ historical studv reY<>;rtl<.: _i1 .'-!S ~ sneci:fic ~ocial construction {Aries 1973: Jackson 1982: Foucault 1980. See 
also P~rt 2 Chapter 2.) FinaJ'J;.~ v~rio~s ;ocial mechanisms patently .. operate to e.nsure the maintenance of childhood 
asexuality; for example, conventions that isolate children from sexual knowledge and those that prohibit mastur
bation in childhood (Jackson 1982). 

It has been plausibly argued that this social construction of childhood as asexual is currently under attack. 
Freud was clearly the first of many to attack the view that childhood asexuality is innate. In recent years, some the
mists have argued that this social construction of childhood is rapidly disappearing. Postman in particular atgues 
that children's asexuality is about to vanish along with the whole social construction of childhood as a separate age 
category (Postman 1985), Certainly there is evidence of a diminution in the separation of children and adults as 
age categories and a diminution of the asexuality imposed on children. Postman mentions the following changes. 
There is an easing of prohibitions on adolescent sexual expression in society and, indeed, an encouragement of 
adolescent sexuality in much of the mass media. Prohibitions on children's involvement in sexual language and 
talk have been reduced. Postman argues that the existence of television is of great relevance since children are 
inevitably exposed to what were once the secrets of adult sexual knowledge (Postman 1985, p, 91). Additional 
points can be made in support ofhis view. There has been a change in dress codes. As Aries argues, children have 
been distinguished from adults partly through distinctions in dress. In times more recent, children have begun to 
\vi:ariiiuch offlie -clothmg-stylesfornieily seen:·as«sexual".anareserved Ton\dtilts and adolescertts(Aries 1986, 
pp, 64-69). Prohibitions on childhood masturbation have been eased in some sections of society (Finkelhor 1984, 
pJ 5), 

Despite all this, the discourse of childhood asexuality is still of central importance in socially constructing 
childhood at the present time. Jackson offers a good summary of the current state of affairs: 

The belief that children are aseA'Ual is now rarer and sex itself is less often regarded as sinful, yet the taboo 
on children and sex is still finnly entrenched and sexuality still carries the tag 'for adults only'. (Jackson 
1982, p. 48) 

The currently dominant fonn of the discourse of childhood asexuality is a textually mediated discourse 
(Smith 1988a) and is based around a scientific rationale according to which the stages oflife are defined by a bio
logically innate program of growth: 

... the physical signs of anatomical development are taken to be indications of a social transition, so that 
the realms of the social and the natural tend to be conflated. (Jenks 1982, p. 12) 

The following elements are common: 
1. Sexual desire is not present in children because sexual desire is produced by honnones that appear in ado

lescence, at puberty, (For examples of this approach, see Suehsdorf 1954, pp, 52, 75, 87: Miller 1985, p, 122. For 
commentary on the prevalence of this approach, see Jackson 1982, pp. 9-1 1.) 

2. Puberty represents a stage in growth when sexual honnones appear and sexual desire arrives and seeks 
expression, Wood refers to this as "the ideology of emergence" (Wood 1984, p, 73), 

3. What may appear as sexual activity in children is merely a game, or curiosity. an imitation of adult sexual 
behavior, lt is not really "sexual" since it is not motivated by sexual desire (for example Suehsdorf 1954, p. 36: 
Miller 1985, p. 122) 

4. ln cases where children's behavior is classified as sexual it can be seen in one of two ways: 
It may be considered wrong or immoraL In the popular film The Exorcist, the girl possessed by the 
Devil masturbates with a crucifix. Postman, in a work of popular sociology, identifies children's 
increasing access to sexual knowledge with the breakdown of the civilized social order (Postman 
1985, pp. 85-87) 
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Alternatively, children's sexual behavior may be regarded more medically as "inappropriate'' and 
seen as a sign of an underlying emotional disturbance (for example Suehsdorf 1954, pp. 37-38, 61-
62, 90). 

Up until nO\v, I have been confidently writing about the discourse of childhood asexuality. HO\vever, a quite 
different question arises if one wishes to decide whether children in this society are in fact asexuaL To answer this 
in the negative by saying that children have a biological capacity for sexual desire would be biological essential
ism, analogous to that which defines their asexuality according to the absence of"sex" honnones. Sexuality may 
have a biological aspect, but it is also socially constructed. Consequently, it could be quite reasonably argued that 
children have been socially constructed as asexuaL This is the position taken by Stevi Jackson: 

... the erotic significance of an act or situation lies in the meanings \Ve apply to it, a child who has not yet 
learned these meanings cannot be regarded as fui!y sexual .. a sexually una\vare child can only be 
described as potentially sexual, not actually so. (Jackson 1982, pp. 69~72) 

While this position is attractive, \vhat I find mistaken about it is that it assumes that tl1ere is only one cultural 
definition of"sexuality" available in this society~ and this is the definition made use of by adults. Since children 
do not have full access to this culture of adult sexuality, they are not sexual. It can be argued that the perception of 
children as asexual resembles a number of other attitudes to children in contemporary Western society. They are 
regarded solely in tenns of the absence of adult qualities and behaviors. Socialization is seen as a process through 
which children are inducted into society, and the implication is that as children they are in fact asocial. Waksler 
suggests that typical commonsense views of adults and socialization theor~y itself both see children as "unfinished, 
in process, not anywhere yet"; they are '"not-something' rather than something" (Waksler 1986, pp. 71, 73). But 
as he points out, children are in fact capable of acting in social worlds and creating social worlds on their own 
terms (Waksler 1986, p. 75). Other writers echo Waksler's argument, claiming that the picture of the child as a 
tabula rasa, as asocial and waiting for adults to tum them into social beings, ignores the lived realities of chi!~ 
dren's culture (Jenks 1982, Speier 1976; Goode 1986; Denzin 1982; Opie & Opie 1982). 

These ideas can be readily applied to the issue of children's sexuality. It is mistaken to regard children as 
asexual in this society. There is a sexual culture of childhood that circulates among children and that defines a sex
uality partially distinct from adult sexuality. It is normally hidden from adults who, as Opie and Opie claim for 
children's culture in general, "actively seek to suppress its livelier manifestations" (Opie & Opie 1982, p. 174). 
Childhood experience of sexuality is best conceived as occurring in reference to a hegemonic discourse of child
hood asexuality·. It includes elements of adult sexual knowledge that are available to children despite the isolation 
of children from sexuality. It is a culture fanned in reaction to prohibitions that themselves define certain issues as 
sexual. Haug and her colleagues give a good example of this: 

The·\~·Ofd·-:i~fiiC·k·;~-s' allows us to speak the unspeakable, rather than simply referring to an article of dress. 
In using it, then, we are harnessed at an extremely early stage into what is in fact the adult discourse of sex~ 
ualit:y. We wear underpants from our earliest infancy: equally we know from out infancy of their particular 
status 'down there'. We have an inkling that they are the bearer of a secret, but \Ve do not know the secret 
ourselves. (Haug et aL 1987, p. 136) 

Childhood sexual culture treats sexuality in tenns laid down by other aspects of childhood culture. Fantasy 
play is common (Stone 1982), and as with other childhood friendship connections (Davies 1982, p. 66), sexual 
episodes may occur within group contexts. and not just between individual pairs. Romance is unlikely (Davies 
1982, p. 66). 

Within the interviews, interviewees sometimes spoke of sexual episodes in childhood that \Vere not connected 
to the intergenerational relationships that were the central topic. These examples are a useful guide to the character 
of peer sexual contacts within the childhood sexual culture. The following two examples are similar to others 
described in the intervie\vs. 

T1istan: 

Int: 

T1istan: 

tnt: 

Going back to when I was four, it was with my cousin '.vho \Vas a year younger. And it 
was a game. That's all it was. And that went on regularly until r was about eleven. 

What sort of a game? 

When we first statied it was Superman. And whenever Supennan needed rechaq,r:ing, 
then we'd have sex. 

And as a four year old, what did having sex mean? 
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Ohh ... ummm. Basically touching and kissing. And umm actually we did a bit of oral 
sex. And of course we didn't come. That was it. 

He goes on to say that until they were about ten they kept getting caught by Tristan's parents or his cousins' 
parents, and after that they \vere able to keep their activities better hidden. 

Louise also describes sexual games she played with two female cousins. The first incidents \vere when she 
was between five and seven, and her cousin was about eight to ten. The second set of incidents were when she \Vas 
about ten, and the cousin, a different one, \Vas about twelve. Describing the first set of incidents, she summarizes: 

... \Ve just used to set up house, have a fe\v babies and then stay in bed all the time. We used to just. .. It 
came rea·ii;iililtiira1iy to us, i d0i1't kno\v it just"came'iike .. rhar"s, we'd sran· off with mummies and 
daddies and it was never spoken between us that it \vouldn't end out that \vay, And eveJ)' time she came up, 
I'd really look forward to it. Funnily enough, I can remember now. So it was just fear of people catching 
us. 

Discussing her sexual contacts with the second cousin she speaks about the way they occurred in the context 
of sadomasochistic dramatizations: 

We'd pretend that tunm, she'd captured me, she'd picked me up somewhere and taken me home and .. 
Like it was all really nice in the begirming and you didn't know what was going to happen. The girl didn't, 
but \Vhen you got home they kind of forcibly tied you to the bed ... And you know it was all kind of real 
heavy force stuff and you had to try to escape and stuff like that I think we ... she undressed me but it 
wasn't .. it was. That's all we ever seemed to get to. You know what I mean, and she just ... Like we'd get 
halfway, but we wouldn't go the full way, you know what I mean? We didn't knO\V \"Vhat to do after that .. 
It didn't feel wrong.ltjust didn'tfeel \'>Tong. l mean, 1 never thought about it as wrong but we always knew 
that it wasn't a thing that you show, you know what I mean. 

Summing up the descriptions of these and other interviews, I suggest that sexual contacts within the children's 
sexual culture are most often enacted as fantasy play, not necessarily with an overtly sexual content. Fantasy most 
often follows culturally acceptable heterosexual themes, and does not take an explicitly homoerotic form. SadoM 
masochistic fantasy play seems quite common. The sexual element of what is taking place is understood in some 
sense but not acknowledged verbally by the participants. Deference to the dominant discourse of childhood asex
uality is indicated by this silence about the sexual aspect of the events as well as by the segregation of these activM 
ities from adult perusal. Other culturally defined markers of "sexuality" are also usually absent-penetration and 
orgasm in particular. Various elements of such sexual contacts fit them into the kind of friendship patterns 
described by Davies as typical of children's peer groups ( 1982, p. 66). Sexual contacts do not indicate deep roman
tic affection. They are more likely to be with partners of the same sex and may occur in group contexts. 

As will become clear later in the chapter, this pattern of childhood peer sexuality is replicated in many ways 
by some instances of intergenerational sex described by the interviewees in this study. The minimization of 
explicit or "adult" sexuality is a feature common to childhood sexual culture and some intergenerational sexual 
contacts. 

Childhood Asexuality and lntergenerational Sex 

The prohibition on intergenerational sex is clearly implied by the definition of childhood as asexual. The adult is 
seen as conupting the sexual innocence of the child. What occurs is a transgression of the same kind as an adult 
swearing in front of a child, but with much more serious implications. On the other hand, the definition of childM 
hood as asexual is already contested within tl1e childhood sexual culture that has been described above. It will be 
argued tl1at this study suggests that for children under the age often, and for young adolescent boys involved with 
men, intergenerational sexual contacts are liable to be conceived as play, and fall within the discourse of sexuality 
available within childhood culture. 

As already indicated, the minimization of sexual transgression in intergenerational relations is appropriately 
divided according to three implying discourses that are particularly relevant to a certain set of interviewees, 
namely: 

1. Preadolescent experiences and childhood asexuality; 
2. Boys and men; sex as a boys' game; the avoidance of homosexuality; 
3. Restrictions on sexual contact and the discourse of girlhood purity·. 
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Each of these topics will be dealt with separately before drawing some more general conclusions on the strat
egy of minimization of the sexual aspect ofintergenerational sex. 

Preadolescent Experiences and Childhood Asexuality 

Two interviewees only spoke about intergenerational experiences that occurred before they were ten years old. In 
both cases, the prohibition on childhood sexual expression \Vas relevant, and the sexual contact occurred in the 
context of play and games. Other interviewees. however. also took up a position \Vi thin the discourse of childhood 
asexuality in discussing their experience of intergenerational sex. 

Kane was 10 years old at the time of the interview. There were parts of the intenriew where Kane talked quite 
freely' and with some animation. However. there \vere definite patches of severe awkwardness whenever the topic 
turned to sex, and especially when the topic turned to his sexual activities \Vith Simon specifically: 

lnt: 

Kane: 

tnt: 

Kane: 

lnt: 

Kane: 

lnt: 

Kane: 

lnt: 

Kane: 

-·-·tnt:·--

Int: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane: 

Well, now I'm going to askyoua few questions about some of the sexual stuff, OK, oh 
no not that! 

Oh no, please no ahhhh! (Both laugh.) 

Well first of all r·m going to ask you about.. do you ever remember \Yanking or 
having sex games with other kids before you were nine? 

(Shakes his head) 

No? Some people do, some people don't T never did. Urn, so the first time you ever 
had sex of any kind was \Vhen you met Mick and Simon. 

(Nods) 

And hmv did that happen? Tell me about the first time? 

T don't remember. 

Wei! the second time? Were you by yourself or \Vith the other kids? 

Urn, first me and Peter started to come out together 'cause Robert didn't \vant to but 
after a while he started to come out with us. He still does. I don't do it that much no 
more. 

Yo-u· dcii1 Ydtf\vhat'! 

The sex. Anyway, not much. 

Why's that? 

! don't know. 

You're not mad keen on it 

No. 

But you like coming out here to do other thint,"TS? 

(Nods) 

So what about Robert [his 12 year old brother], what does he think? 

He loves it. 

Later. Kane admits to liking it):l_ bit.h.i!Jlse.lf som~t.i.mes,.a.nd he .g<Jes OJ! t.') a spiriteddef.c::s:;; <:"",fkid:S.' rights_ 
to have sex with adults if they want to. As in the extract quoted above, he \Vas also monosy-'llabic when asked about 
sexual activities outside of this relationship. namely masturbation, PlaJ-·boy magazines. his interest in girls, and 
pornographic videos. From these questions. it appeared that he had been introduced to sexuality and to private 
masturbation through his contact with Simon and Mick. His terse replies to these questions contrast with expan~ 
siveness on other topics unrelated to sexuality. For instance, when asked about vvhether he would tell any school 
thends about what is going on with Simon and Mick (he wouldn't). he changes the topic to talk about school and 
discusses his interactions with the teachers with great fluency and verve. Where he does talk easily about the rei a~ 
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tionship, it is in tenns of the relationship as a friendship, and about the organization of contacts with Simon and 
Mick. He says of Simon and Mick that they· are ·'good friends to have": 

Yeah, sometimes we go to movies, every time I come over here, evel)' night, the first night l come here to 
sleep l stay for movies then go to Timezone [a pinball parlor]. We spent a couple a' hours there last night 
then after that, after we saw Platoon >ve went back to the Timezone. And Simon and Mick have got other 
friends, like Simon knows Brian and Jordan really well, you knmv Jordan's a good friend now, 'cause once 
I've met him, I've been around \:vith him a couple of times ... he's alright. Jordan's a good kid, a good 
friend to have. 

He describes the arrangements by which he and his brothers share time with Simon and Mick. 

Yeah, after RobeJi goes, after Robert has his \Veekend, sometimes I have to miss out on a couple ofweekw 
ends and then it will be my tum again. 'Cause 1 had the first \Veekend then Peter had the second and Robert 
had the third. It just keeps going like that. 

What I want to argue here is that the reluctance of Kane to talk about his sexual activities, his denial of sexual 
appetite in relation to Simon, and his attribution of sexual desire to his brother, are all aspects of a boyhood dis~ 
course on sexuality. In such a discourse, sexuality is never treated seriously, as in an interview, but always as 
banter. Sexual desire is always denied by the speaker and preferably attached to another speaker as a put down, 
usually heterosexual: "You like her. No I don't!" Homosexuality is never admitted, and masturbation is likewise 
never admitted. Both are often attributed as a fonn of abuse. Davies, in an interview with some 10~ and ll~year
old children, reveals some of these conversational nonns in a situation where the children display elements of this 
boys' sexual subculture. Within the interview, the boys only reluctantly admit to girlfriends who are attributed to 
them by other children. Sexual contacts are partly boasted of by the boys in innuendo. but are also attributed by 
other boys as a fonn of joking accusation: 

B.D. 

Roddie: 

Parrick: 

Roddie: 

Listen, so what do you do, do you just talk to her, or do you go out together? 

Nah, don't talk to her. Nah. 

Kiss'er (giggles) Cuddlin' up. 

What about you and Mandy, Patrick? (Davies 1982, p. 106) 

Despite this discursive context of sexual denial, sexual activities may, in fact, occur between children, as 
argued earlier in this chapter. They are not, however, spoken about as they are happening, and certainly not in a 
serious retrospective mode. By asking Kane to talk about his sexual relationship, the interviewer breaks these con
ventions, and the nature of Kane's replies expresses the difficulty of this situation for him; his reluctance to adopt 
the "sociological" discourse that is being used by the interviewer. 

Other comments on the sexual interactions between Kane and Simon suggest that they take place within the 
same framework as the other "play" activities that the interview refers to, such as trips to the amusement park, the 
pinball parlor, spending time at Mick and Simon's eating chocolate, or watching television. As Kane describes it, 
he and Simon could be having sex together while Kane's brother Robert was in the same room reading Playboys. 
His other brother, Peter, might be watching television in another room. Sometimes he, Robert, and Simon might 
get together and have sex in a big heap. He started having sex with Simon after being in the room when Robert and 
Peter were having sex with Mick or Simon. In all this, the model of sexual activity is that of "friends playing". 

Maria .Sis the other intervie\\-' in which the respondent \'.'as under ten at the time of the intergenerational con~ 
tact. She was approximately eight when she began her friendship with her uncle. What follows is a description of 
the sexual contact as she remembers it: 

And he used to take me back to this house and it used to be really nice. It \Vas really country home cooking 
and I used to spend a lot of time with him. l remember playing with him in bed, and always sitting on his 
legs or crutch area. I think he must have had an erection, or he did, from what I can vaguely remember in 
feelings, because I do remember feeling the presence of the cock, although I \Vas not aware of >vhat it 
looked like necessarily. I mean l remember touching him ... under the sheets, not perhaps from my o>vn 
impulse, but rather him offering it, by taking my hand over to his organ if you like, penis. At his house, it 
was more or less like rubbing and sitting on his cock, rather than actually touching it or having intercourse. 
There never was having intercourse, T can't remember it any\vay. He was dressed a lot of the times. I mean 
if he was under the sheets with me he probably would have bad just undeD.vear, or fairly W1dressed. But say 
in other times \vhen we \Vere playing, or .. you know l remember him picking me up and then bringing me 
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dovmc!ose to his body where t could actually feel his cock, if you like. As if you would pick up a child and 
hug them. And in bed, I remember one time particularly, \vhen he ,.,.·as actually lying in bed, and he ;vas 
dressed, and \VC \Vere playing and like it was playing toboggans with his legs where [ was sort of sliding 
down towards his crutch, but always in a sitting position, never sort of going dO\m on him, sucking him or 
anything. 

In the above recollections, several elements conjoin to minimize the "sexuality" of the interaction, both at the 
time and in reflection: 

She has diftkulty remembering what sexual events took place and being sure she is not making them up 
in retrospect. 
She emphasizes what did not happen sexually, and in that sense compares these sexual events with full 
adult sexual contact. 
It appears from her recollections that nothing \Vas said by either party to acknowledge that something 
sexual was taking place. 
He took precautions to prevent her seeing his erect penis and to keep them both dressed. 
As with Kane, the sexual events occurred in the context of"play"; rambunctious games of the kind that 
an tmcle and niece might legitimately enjoy. 

The subject position taken up within the interview is that Maria is now av,.·are that \vhat was going on was 
really "sex", although it \vas not full adult sex. Her uncle disguised the sexual nature of the events and, in doing 
this. he created a situation where she could participate without having to acknowledge the transgression that they 
were engaged in. This was, in addition, not just a disguise. The sexual activities that took place were also games 
and readily absorbed within the subcultural framework of childhood. Maria recalls this as a positive aspect of his 
sexual behavior in itself. regardless of the age categories in which their relationship was situated. I asked her how 
she would compare her sexual relationship with her uncle to heterosexual contacts as an adult: 

I see it vel)' favorably in some cases. I felt that ... when I think about it, I think possibly some men have 
been as gentle as he was, he was never sort of rough or anything, and probably as exciting, making sex 
appear more to be playful than sort of just fucking if you like, or grabbing or whatever. 

As with Kane, Maria's analysis of her relationship stresses the playful and companionate nature of their inter
action outside of the sexual contacts. 

t think that I had a lot of fun and love. Maybe we played marbles. And I used to learn how to play some~ 
thing else which the countl}' people play a lot. It was with him and my grandfather too. They get a couple 
of cow vertebras, and depending on how it fa Us ... ifs all gambling. I love gambling nO\V, that was the main 
influence .. o.n . .gambling..nw .. grandfather. .. so .. f.'d-sort .. ofplay--games hkethaH .. ·suppose;·I .. remembertooking··
at flowers. I don't know if they had a garden, maybe \Ve used to talk about the garden. I remember always 
looking forward anxiously to seeing him anyway, put it that way. 

Despite the minimization of sexuality I have described, other passages in the interview reveal that Maria felt 
quite guilty about her participation in these games with her uncle. and \Vas aware that what they were doing was 
considered wrong: 

I felt in a way that they were wrong, because I didn't have that kind of relationship say, \Vith my father, so 
there tvas nothing I could relate to in a close relationship with another male. l mean men were not relating 
to me in that level, I guess. So I felt that in a way it might have been wrong and also because it was not 
spoken about, or ... my mother never spoke to me about it. So I guess [ felt guilt, and having a Catholic 
upbri.nging and stuff like that. 

These statements make it clear that she was aware of the sexual aspect of their contact even if nothing was 
said about it. Her upbringing \Vas one in which sexuality \vas not a topic to be discussed with children. She was 

Within the framework that I have described earlier, children's social world is taken to be a social and not a 
natural product. This implies that it is perfectly possible for adults to be genuine participants in children's culture 
and to relate to children within the framework of that culture (Goode 1986. pp. 86, 87, 101; Davies 1982, pp. 3, 
171, 172). These interviews and other material to be presented later in this chapter indicate that intergenerational 
sexual relationships can be based around this potential. 

ln both of these interviews, the picture of the relationship that emerges is one in which the adults made them
selves available as companions for the child and in vvhich the;' entered into the child's subculture: a subculture that 
is signified verbally by the tenns "play" and "games'·, and the relationship tenn '"friends". In the sexual contacts, 
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the same children's subculture was ascendant. The discourse of adult sexuality, as something outside of the culture 
of childhood, as something pertaining to the world of adults, was played dmvn. In Kane's case, the sex was pre
sented as an obscene lark, a fit subject for banter but not for serious reflection or acknmvledgement; in Maria's 
case, it was a rambunctious and cuddly game such as an uncle and a niece might well play, along with marbles and 
looking at flowers. 

The discourse of childhood as an asexual period was also relevant to some interviewees who described rela
tionships in adolescence but claimed that their biological immaturity prevented them from being full participants 
in an ''adult" sexual experience. Twink and Louise both make comments of this kind. 

Twink related a change in his intergenerational relationships to the sexual maturity of puberty: 

Int: 

Twink: 

Int: 

Twink: 

Were you sexually attracted to him? 

No .. sex had nothing to do with it. You see I didn't mature until I \Vas into late ll to 
12 years old. 

Did you do it just because he wanted to? 

1 thought, "This is alright". I just didn't WOIT)' about it. I wasn't getting any enjoyment 
as I'm getting now I'm mature. 

Later he describes his sexual maturation in a subsequent affair at 12 years: 

T\vink: 

Int: 

Twink: 

I seemed to enjoy it more because I was just starting to develop. I think that's why. I 
liked him the most because he gave me the enjoyment I'd never had before. Basically 
my body had changed and 1 enjoyed it more. 

So before, when you were fucking, \vas it just that the other blokes were getting off 
and enjoying it and you weren't? 

l was enjoying it I thought it \Vas ... I thought it was nice. I thought this was good. 1 
didn't know. I just thought there was something about it that was nice. People being so 
close to people. 

Louise makes a similar comment related to orgasm. In discussing her affairs with boys of her own age group. 
Louise said that almost all of them were dreadful lovers and that she did not have orgasms in sex with them. When 
she began to speak about her affairs with women, she was enthusiastic about how good the sex was; how they took 
more account of her desires, how they were caring and considerate, how much more understanding they had of her 
sexuality as a woman. This prompted the interviewer to ask whether Louise had had orgasms in these relation
ships. After saying that she had not, Louise went on to make the following comment: 

I mean I suppose I have never ever masturbated. I have never ever. I've never had the interest to and I mean 
I just can't find my clitoris. It hasn't grown enough for me to find it yet I mean I just. .. It doesn't interest 
me at this point in time. Sex is not a main thing and it wasn't then when I was with Roslyn. It was just 
really, umm, I just suppose 1 got off on the touching and stuff. 

In these comments on intergenerational relationships, there is an endorsement of one aspect of the dominant 
discourse on age and sexuality. According to this discourse, children are not biologically capable of orgasm. In 
accepting this position, Louise and Twink indicate that their intergenerational relationships were not "fully 
sexual" in terms of the social construction of sexuality. There is a minimization of the sexual aspect of their inter
generational sexual contacts before a certain age ofbiological maturity. On the other hand, their position also con
tradicts the requirements of childhood asexuality by arguing that children can enjoy sexual contacts even if a 
"fully adult" sexual libido is absent. 

ln the preceding discussion, two different approaches to the discourse of childhood asexuality have been iden
tified. For both Maria and Kane, who were under age ten at the time of their intergenerational sexual experiences, 
the presentation of sexual contact as a game was a strategy that minimized transgressions against the prohibition 
on childhood sexuality and on intergenerational sex. In another approach to this issue, Twink and Louise mini
mized their transgression against the discourse of childhood asexuality by suggesting that they had not reached 
puberty at the time of their first intergenerational experiences. Consequently, they argued, they were not fully sex
ually mature, and were incapable of adult sexual expression in the form of orgasm. 
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Boys and Men: Sex as a Boys' Game and the Avoidance of Homosexuality 

In the little research that has been done on voluntary intergenerational relationships, both Wilson (1981) and 
Rossman ( 1985) provide evidence that boys in early adolescence may find a sexual contact with a man acceptable 
if it is presented as something other than "sexual". Wilson describes a common pattern in the sexual approaches of 
the pedophile Clarence Osborne. Osborne would meet and introduce himself to a boy, then decide whether he 
might be interested in a sexual contact. He would question the boy about his knowledge of sex, and would possibly 
ask specifically for the boy's help in Osborne's study of sexual maturation. As an aspect of his research, he might 
seek to measure the genitals and record the size of the penis, flaccid and erect. This interaction would come to 
include sexual contact as Osborne masturbated the boy to an erection (Wilson 1981, pp. 29-36). In his notes, 
Osborne wrote: 

It \Vas almost invariably a natural development--and by no means a planned maneuver-to jerk off many 
a lad through the sheer strenbrth of his stimulated desire for measuring the erection. Moreover there was a 
mutual interest in the quantity and quality of the ejaculate. (Quoted in Wilson 1981, p. 21) 

The effect of these interactions was to represent the sexual contact as an outcome of a scientific search for 
knowledge. Boys were interested in their sexual development and Osborne provided useful knowledge on this 
topic. He also questioned them as an aid to his own research. Osborne \Vas a sympathetic listener to questions that 
boys may have had about their sexuality. The fact that a sexual interaction bet\veen a man and a boy \Vas occurring 
faded from the center of attention. So did the transgression against hegemonic masculinity and the transgression 
against the discourse of intergenerational sex. 

Rossman, in his research into man/boy sex. also indicates \vays in which sexual interactions may be discur~ 
sively constituted to minimize experience of them as sexuaL homoerotic, or pedophilic. Sexual contacts can occur 
in the context of horseplay and sexual banter between an adult man and adolescent boys (Rossman 1985, pp. 15. 
22-24.80-84. 143-152). Rossman quotes one pedophile. who said: 

The pederast underground is possible because of this secret adolescent world of sex games and dirty jokes, 
which facilitates boys in sex play. (Rossman 1985, p. 83) 

Giving an example of such sex play amongst adolescent boys, Rossman refers to the following incident, 
which occurred at the gym of a private schooL 

Abe came lunging across the room and dived onto Ben's back as if to ride him. Perhaps to demonstrate his 
st_~e~.gth_, .~.e~ .. efl.~_o~r~.fJ.~~--it .lJ!l~il ~-~~ -~-t-~~-r.~ ... tri~~. ~~ .. P.uli .. ~~)'.~'!..l~i.~. ~.h.<:J.~t.s .... ~9 .~P':ll!~ .. hLtn .. PJ~y fgll;: .... J3_eq_ 
ji.uiiped theiTI arld tis they ·v,TestJecfSoffieoiie shOUted: 'The·toSer has to kiss the winner's ass.' A small nevv 
boy arrived and asked 'What's going on?' Someone rep tied: 'They're fighting to see \vho has to kiss ass.' 
The wrestlers fought more intensely. The new boy asked: 'Why ass?' Everyone doubled up with laughter 
as Abe replied: 'Where would you rather be kissed?' Ben shouted at him 'You're a faggot!' 'He's the fag~ 
got,' Abe retorted. 'Hit his head on the floor until he admits it.' The ne\v boy asked: 'How can you tell 
who's a faggot?' Abe replied: 'By taking off his pants to see if it makes him hard to wrestle \Vith a boy. 'In 
the general uproar the boys \Vere grabbing at each other's crotches. (Rossman 1985, p. 152) 

At this point, a teacher intervened and the game stopped. As Rossman points out, the adult who becomes 
involved in such games with boys may not be perceived as homosexual or a pedophile, especially if he displays a 
sporty masculinity, and he speaks about heterosexuality with authority (Rossman 1985. pp. 22-23). 

This analysis is strongly supported by some of the interviews in this study. The construction of sexual epi
sodes as horseplay or as a game provides an alibi against the treatment of such events as a sign of homosexuality. 
The connection between the prohibition on man/boy sex and the stigmatization of homosexuality will be consid
ered at length in the second part of the thesis. What I \Viii argue here is merely that in many such relationships the 
Pre.sentation ofthese_eye.ntsas a game minimizes the s~vs;e qftmnsgressim1)1£J'~in.stJiegemonic_ !!tl!S!:!llin_~.t):, ~A~t the 
same time. it also miriiinizes the perception of these events in tenus of the discourse of intergenerational sex. 

Within this study, discursive strategies of this type are described in t\vo contexts: firstly in descriptions of 
sexual contacts that initiated the interviewee into what was later acknowledged as a sexual relationship. and sec
ondly in descriptions of sexual contacts that occurred in the context of an obscene horseplay. In the latter case. the 
interviewees were often describing situations in which a number of boys were present and in which most identi
fied as heterosexual. I vv"ill give several detailed examples of each type, and summarize other similar cases. 
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Tristan indicates a transition between sex as games and an acknowledgement of his gayness that came later in 
his sexual relationships with adults: 

I \Vas having se,.'Ual experiences when I was four. So I mean, back then it \Vas just like a game sort of thing 
you know. But about thitteen, fourteen, was \vhen I actually knew I was different and that I wasn't inter~ 
ested in girls and that I never would be. 

Earlier in the interview he describes his first sexual experience with an adult when he had just turned 13.lt 
was at a gym that he went to with his father, and resulted from a misunderstanding. A gay man at the gym got the 
impression that Tristan \vas eyeing him off, and he responded with a sexual advance. After this first occasion, 
Tristan went back to the gym for sex on a regular basis. 

Well I was going there before that to relax. And I was still going there after that to relax too, but yes. What 
eventually happened \.Vas that 1 got so much enjoyment out of it that I never used to bother going into the 
gym part V.'ith weights; I'd just stay in the dressing room. (Laughs) 

As he points out above, at first it just seemed like a game, but later, when he \Vas unable to stop going after a 
fevi weeks of abstinence, he decided that he was gay. These events in the gym. conducted as a game and in the 
context of a sporting activity shared by men and boys, seem from my research to be typical of many sexual con
tacts between men and adolescent boys. In Tristan's case, his first serious gay relationship at 14, also with an adult, 
began in a similar way. He met his lover-to-be at the gym. He expressed admiration for his car, a Mazda 929, and 
went for a ride. At this stage, sex was not on Tristan's mind at all. Later he visited him at home and they went to 
the beach together. It was only after this that their sexual relationship began. Here again Tristan is attracted 
through a cultural connection that joins together adolescent boys and men-cars-and one in which the man 
serves as a model of masculine adulthood, the proud owner of a Mazda 929. Again the sexual contact takes place 
in the conte"1 of activities shared by boys and men and regarded as play, namely going to the beach. 

Twink is another interviewee who, like Tristan, came to see himself as homosexual. Like Tristan, he began his 
intergenerational relationships with men in the context of shared activities that link men and boys-going to 
parties and to the pool. 

Michael, an interviewee who describes himself as primarily heterosexual, began his relationship with his 
adult lover, Toby, through a set of playful sexual games. He also perceives their relationship as a friendship, and 
he refers to other activities that they share that take place in the context of adolescent boys' leisure culture. A 
picture of the initial stages of their relationship reveals its construction as a friendship in the context of shared fun 
and games: 

Oh, like Toby was friends with my brothers and when I first met him he was at the movies. We went to see 
Ghostbusters ... Aiiee! And his eyes went that big when he saw me, because he was gay. Haa! Me and my 
brothers were competing for Toby later on, and I came out best. Toby \Vas loving it when we were compet
ing, because then he came in the other room and sort of said, like, '·What are you going to doT. He told me 
that Andrew pissed in his mouth and I Jet him suck me off. No I didn't let him suck me off. I just put it in 
his mouth and that's w·hen he started being my friend and I knew that I had won the battle. And when 
Andrew \vasn 't hanging around and me and Toby were walking do\vn in the park going to the movies or 
something, I think it was the pinball parlor, I said, ·This is the first time that we've ever gone out together 
alone'. And then he goes, ·I hope there's many more to come', and things just went along. 

All the above interviews refer to a pattern ofintergenerational relationships in which sexual contacts began as 
games and later came to be seen as signifying a sexual relationship. They also refer to relationships that take the 
fonn of a friendship in which the man and the boy are involved together in various leisure pursuits typical of male 
adolescence. This also contextualizes the sexual contact as play. 

Another pattern of sex."Ual contacts described in the interviews is that of casual sexual contacts between a man 
and a group of boys. In view of Rossman's analogous findings ( 1985), it seems possible that such interviews 
reveal a common pattern for sexual interactions between men and boys. To outline the social contex.i of this 
pattern, I suggest that within the subculture of boyhood there is a place for obscene games that are recognized as 
transgressive in the sense of being naughty, but which are not "really" sexual. Sex is conceived as necessarily het
erosexual, and its paradigmatic instance is heterosexual penetration. So long as obscene games are played with 
other boys, they are not sex, since it is inconceivable that one could be homosexual. The fact that a munber of boys 
are present at once also distances the events from ''sexualit:y"~both because the hegemonic model of sexuality is 
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that of the couple, and because so many boys could not all be gay at once.ln Rossman's example (quoted above), 
the policing of heterosexuality within the context of a homoerotic interaction is quite patent. 

Here I will look at descriptions of occasions in which sexual contact with adult men was constructed in tenus 
of this discourse of boyhood naughtiness. Interestingly, within this subculture of boyhood, the adult male can be 
viewed as a model of adult masculinity, such as a football coach mentor. His entry into the boyhood sexual sub
culture is no more problematic than, and comes on the same tenus as, his participation in the other sporting activ
ities ofboyhood. 

Arnold is the interviewee \Vho most fully describes a culture of boyhood sexual games that can include men. 
He is also the oldest of the intervie\vees in this study, being in his fifties when intervie\ved: 

Oh yeah, tunm .. I think there's some sort of affinity and particularly \Vith, \Veil .. I'd say swfclubs and 
that sort of thing because they play \Vith one another W1der the showers and football clubs and all that sort 
of thing. And umm, I used to belong to a footba!l club in Perth and umm, I used to play but I used to go to 
the showers and things aftenvards and they had a sauna. It \Vas w1be\ievable the way they'd get off in the 
saunas. Nothing was ever mentioned in the pub or anything. It was something you never talked about. That 
\vas both men and boys. 

Later Arnold gives a similar account of a night he spent at a lifesaving club in Queensland. It is significant 
that, as he says. "nothing was ever mentioned in the pub''. This is an underworld of male sexuality that is not dis
cussed \vith women or even between the men involved. As he points out on t\\'O other occasions in the interview, 
most of the boys involved in events of this kind end up as heterosexual, though he himself did not: 

And I do kno\v a lot of guys that had been off \vith ... They used to play around and then they sort of get 
married and settle down and sort of go back to suburbia. 

The \vay in which men who define their sexuality as gay or who are comfortably bisexual or pedophiles can 
be integrated into this boyhood culture is spelled out more fully in an account of his mvn experiences as a boy. One 
context is the relationship of a '"'camp" swimming instructor to various boys who \vere his pupils: 

There was one guy I didn't particularly care ... because he tended to be a little on the camp side and people 
used to sort of talk about him and that could be trouble. And he used to take people to learn S\Vimming 
down the bogey hole. NO\v the bogey hole is a beat. You know it's a rock. Then again it's quite dark and all 
that sort of thing down there. Aftenvards say on a hot night we'd end up at his place but it \Vas usually kids 
playing \Yith kids and not vel)' satisfactory. He had a double bed and there might be three or fow· kids there 

__ and.he hacLbooks_andJ:hings..IL\vas..mostly..sort-of.playing-withone-another-and--wanking-and--umm-. .-.--The 
kids weren't gay. One or two of them might have been bi's. They all got married and all of this business. 
They used to think this guy was sort of quite ... it \Vas more of a challenge. 

Here the adult is described as "camp'' in his manner, and even to Arnold himselfthis is a problem. [t becomes 
difficult for the boys to distance themselves from the homosexual implications of \vhat is happening. It is conse
quently read as a '"challenge", or in other words as a boyhood adventure and not one in which sexual desire is 
invested. [n addition, as in Kane's story, heterosexual pornography~--"books and things"-provides an alibi so 
that what is happening is construed as boys getting together. excited by women. The group context is very typical 
and also functions to mark the events as a "game" and not really sex. To be alone with a gay man might be sexual 
but to be in a group of friends playing is part of a boyhood subculture of obscene games. 

For Arnold himself, looking back. these events have a quite different significance as an introduction to gay 
sexuality. This is more pronounced in reference to his story of his sexual encounters with Jack, the gym instructor 
at the YMCA, and Jack's adult friends. In these events there is a merging of boyhood subculture and a developing 
gay identity: 

f u:;~d tu go to tht gym and ironiL:a1ly this instructorcs name was Jack and r liked him very much because 
he •vas very well developed, a vel}' athletic person because he \Vas a life saver and very much into sport 
and vel)' active physically. And umm, naturally ... we probably \vouldn 't have all got undressed together 
but \Yhen the thing had finished ·we'd go and have showers. Natw·aJly I enjoyed having a look at his cock 
because he had a vel}' ·vel)' good body. And umm, one night l went to the toilet and wnm, l was standing 
having a pee and umm he said "Don't you shake itT and umm, he was sort of standing there, you know. 
He'd dropped his shorts, and f said, you knmv, "What am I supposed to do?" and he said "Oh well hold it 
like you're having a wank." And [said "ShO\v me how it's done", and so he just sort of started playing with 
his cock. And of course he \'<as standing. He was much taller than 1 was because 1 hadn't finished growing, 
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and umm, because his cock was rubbing near me and umm, when he sort of started playing with it l just 
son of put my hand on it. And umm, then he asked me if I'd been "broken in" and I said "No" and he said 
"Would I like it?" and I said "Yes". 

In this account. Arnold finds Jack attractive because he represents a masculine sporting ideal, and Arnold 
himself participates in the sexual events as an "achievement". that is, as a kind of sporting challenge. On the other 
hand, Jack's gentleness is also mentioned and, later in the interview, his consideration and care are also spoken of. 
In this, Arnold, as a gay adult reviev.,ring these events, does not distance himself from the homosexuality of their 
relationship. 

Keirh is another interviewee who describes events of the kind revealed in Arnold's interview. Keith was in his 
early thirties when interviewed. Until his curtt:nt relationship with Dt:boni.h, he "had cOii.S"id.t:n::d·hitni>dfgay, fuid he 
saw his adolescent sexual contacts with men as a choice for gay sexuality. Although he sees his own sexuality at 
the time as self-aware homoeroticism, he describes the adults involved differently: 

It did appear to me at the time that he was as unfamiliar with this situation as I was, that was the feeling that 
I got from him, and it was more, I think, a situation for him, being in a place [a mining town] where there 
were no vmmen ... or no men. that interested him. I really don't know what his sort of sexuality \vas. We 
did have some SOli of conversation about sexuality. I think he told me he had girlfliends, and he asked me 
if I had a girlfriend and all of this. 

He describes their next encounter on the beach: 

He had actually been taking photographs again and he'd been making these sort of sand sculptures of 
naked women, that I remember, in the sand. And \Vriting strange messages next to them in \Vhatever !an~ 
guage he'd written and taking photographs of them. 

· After--tnis:··Keith meranother-man ·on--the-··beac'h ·with ;;;;;hO'm ·he ·had .. sex·:·Later--tlie .. riian···w·as .. ~irreste·aTor an 
attempted assault after propositioning a woman on the beach. 

The adult men rl>at Keith describes here fit well with Arnold's accounts of football clubs, lifesaving, and the 
YMCA. They are predominantly heterosexual, but treat sex with other men or boys as a pastime in the absence of 
female company. In another part of the interview, Keith describes the relationship between a man, whom heiden
tifies now as a pedophile, and various adolescent boys who used to go to see him: 

There was a man who definitely was aped. And he was vet)' keen on this friend of mine, Tom, and Tom's 
younger brother Scottie. They were always in his room a.T"Jd he used to get pornography to show them. Het
erosexual pornography. I had some sort of knowledge inside me that he was really interested in them, Tom 
and Scottie, because I'd had this experience with other men. I had this feeling he wasn't interested in 
\VOmen at all. I don't kno\v if they ever did anything with him but they were always in his room. I used to 
go to his room sometimes with them. He used to have an erection and things like that in his swimming cos
tume. And 1 suppose they were aware of it. He'd go through all this pornography and was ahvays touching 
them in other ways. We used to go~which was quite a cruel thing-down to the beach and taunt these 
men. 'Cause there were several men on the beach. There was another one who had also propositioned me 
at one time and l hadn't gone \Vith this person. We used to go down the beach and wave to the men from a 
distance so they wouldn't know who it \Vas, then run back into the bush and the man would \Valk up there 
and my friend \Vould be down the other end of the beach and suddenly pop out and wave and we used to 
have these massive runs through the bush with these men 'cause they'd think it was me or somebody inter
ested and want to do something with them. 

The scenario described here closely resembles Arnold's description of the camp swimming instructor at the 
bogey hole. The boys involved are young adolescents who define themselves as heterosexual. They are quite pre
pared to engage in sexual contacts in the context of a naughty game so long as their heterosexuality is not called 
into question. Heterosexual pornography is both bait and alibi. The adult is in an awkward position. He is a friend 
and companion and even a role model of masculinity. Nevertheless, his sexuality is inevitably suspect and his 
gayness cannot be openly admitted. The ambivalence of the boys about being involved in a homosexual activity 
is expressed in hostile teasing and games at the adults' expense. 

What I have been looking at here is the way in which sex as games fits into various subcultural forms of mas
culine sexuality. These cultural fonns allow sex between men and boys to occur with a minimal degree of admis
sion that what is going on is a sexual act. Not being seen as sexual acts, the events are not taken to fall within the 
provenance of relevant dominant discourses. They are not read as signifiers of homosexuality or pedophilia. Con-
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sequently, they are not read as transgressions against dominant ideas about appropriate masculine behavior, as 
transgressions against what Connell refers to as "hegemonic masculinity" (1987. pp. 183-186). Instead they are 
read a..o:; fun and games, as boyish obscenity and naughtiness, as an aspect of the subculture of male childhood. The 
participation of adult men within this subculture can be perceived as a playful return to childhood. As such, it is 
almost always encountered in the context of other activities in which adult men are more legitimately re-involved 
in the pastimes ofboyhood-swimming instruction. trips to movies or pinball parlors. camping trips, gym lessons, 
and so on. 

Within these interviews, these stories are told by participants \Vho \Vent on to exceed the boundary of this 
social construction by defining themselves as gay (Twink. Arnold. Keith. Tristan) or accepting that they were 
involved in a gay relationship even though identified as heterosexual (Michael). In such contexis, these stories 
show us an initial stage of events that was later replaced by a more ackno\vledged gay or bisexual identity. In addi
tion, such stories indicate that the sharing of the subculture of boyhood continued to be maintained as a feature of 
these relationships and of their sexuality. However, this boyhood subculture ultimately ceased to function as a dis
guise of the sexual content of the relationships. 

In the course of revealing this initial context. the respondents also outlined a veritable social institution in 
which, for most boys involved, these playful boyhood sexual contacts with men are later covered over by the pre
sentation of a unified heterosexual persona. Similarly, for some of the men themselves, "nothing \Vas ever men
tioned in the pub". as Arnold put it. 

Restrictions on Sexual Contact and Girlhood Purity 

A comment offered at the beginning ofTsobel's intenriew can \veil introduce this section of the chapter: 

My only thing about it is that my particular circumstance .. , I don't kno·w if it is completely qualified for 
the sort of experience you \Vanted because of it not being of a highly sexual nature. 

As I will argue in the second part of the thesis, intergenerational man/girl sex can be viewed as a transgression 
against girlhood purity. The adult man is seen as corrupting the naturally feminine innocence of the young adoles
cent girl, and as undennining the smooth passage from childhood asexuality to the sexual modesty thought to be 
appropriate in adult women. In the context of this chapter, it appears that a common strategy that has the effect of 
minimizing transgression is the reduction of sexual contact in such relationships. Forms of contact that are seen as 
paradigrnatically "sexual"-penetration, hand-genital contact, and orgasm-are avoided. Instead, sexual contacts 
are restricted to cuddling and petting of various sorts. 

Tii'e··ririlitiitiO"U-·ortiie··~;-exuarcontacfoe·came··il'·topi"c··~+thlii···rour·t-ntet=Vie·;;vs: it··appear·s--tilat--bOth PRrti"es Were· 
involved in this, with the younger party indicating directly or indirectly that they did not want things to go past a 
certain point, and the older party being sensitive to the signs or accepting the refusals easily. These four interviews 
were with women \vhose intergenerational sexual experiences were romantic involvements \Vith an adult male 
over twenty-five that began \Vhen they were between the ages of eleven and fourteen. When I call these relation
ships ''romantic", I mean firstly that the older party \Vas telt to deeply care for the younger party·. Secondly, the 
things that were done together were such that are typical of romance: candle-lit dinners, nude romping in the surf 
(Wendy), cozy evenings at his house looking after the baby. offers of marriage (Joanne), intimate chats about life 
and the universe on the bed (Bobbie). and lengtl1y letters about art and litemture signed with love (Isabel). 

In all of these cases, the younger party was aware at the time that they were transgressing the social norm pro
hibiting intergenerational sex. They could not represent these relationships to themselves as merely "having an 
older boyfriend". [sobeL for example, speaks of her initial difficulty in admitting that she was involved in a rela
tionship. and her later difficulty vvhen awareness of its illicit nature became unavoidable: 

\vhat \Vas r,roing on. 

I can still remember the interactions. Because. I think After a certain stage I ,vas aware totally of the sort 
oflllicitnature of the whole thing. I was aware. [mean I \vanted it and I was in it with him. But I \Vas aware 
that it vvas totally unacceptable 'cause we wou!d have these things together. 

What I \Vant to suggest here is that these relationships \vere experienced as transgression at the time, and that 
limiting the sexual contact minimized the extent of transgression. This suited the younger parties. Of course. there 
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were also pragmatic reasons for the avoidance of penetration. However, this is far from a complete explanation, 
since other fonns of sexual contact were also minimized in three cases. More importantly, in explaining the kind 
of sexual contacts that occurred, these interviewees reveal the relevance of the discourse of childhood asexuality 
and its e:\.'tension into adolescence as girlhood purity. 

Wen«_v was 12 when she became involved with Paul, who was in his twenties. Her interview indicates her 
sense that her actions were seen as sullying her. They constituted a transgression against girlhood purity. She also 
suggests that the restrictions she placed on sexual contact in the relationship reduced her anxiety over this issue. 
Paul's acceptance of them indicated that the relationship was a romance and that Paul was not motivated by a 
narrow sexual self-interest of the kind others ascribed to him: 

We used to cuddle a lot and kiss and things. It got vaguely se\.'Ual for a while. Tongue kissing ... a great \Vel 
beard. He \vas really really really gentle. More gentle than I think anyone else I've known as far as that 
goes. He was obviously being really careful. That \Vas Paul too, because he was that SOli of person anyway, 
it \Vasn 't just because I was ymmg. We had a few vaguely sort of sexual e\.'Periences like, we were in the 
shower once together and it \Vas just after we got back from the beach and \Ve had our swimmers on back 
at Rusty and Johnno 's place and we just jumped into the shower and he whipped my bikini top off and 
started sucking my tits. He \Vas kneeling dmvn on the floor and I \Vas standing in the shower. Yeah, that \\'as 
really fUJU1y because there \Vas a really strange ... I felt, 1 don't know. I felt really detached from it. Like I 
felt like 1 was trying to detach my self so I didn't have to say "no", didn't have to say "yes" and I could just 
be there. 

And there was another night too that he ... oh we used to lie down ne\.1 to one another and cuddle all the 
time, and lie in beds and things. But I remember one night \Ve were all out in the back garage at Rusty and 
Jolmno's place \Vhich had about 8 bunk beds all around and Paul and l were lying on the top one together 
and there were other people around, s011 of playing music, singing songs and things and he just asked me 
if he could lay between my legs and I said, sure, fine-that same air of detachment. 1 don't really know 
what you·mean!·· That··SOrt··of-attitude.-And umm; -wejust--sort·of.stayed there-for-a-while;-just-tal-king. .. He 
just laid on top of me while \Ve talked. I mean there wasn't anything. There \Vasn 't a dry fuck or anything 
like that. 

It is clear that Wendy imposed limits on the relationship hersel!; and that Paul accepted them readily. For a 
start, she points out that at other times before this relationship she had much more genitally specific sexual conR 
tacts with peers whom she describes as having groped her in cinemas, "fingers in vaginas, grasping tits and 
things". Such genitally direct contacts were not part of her relationship with Paul. She also mentions the fact that 
Paul made a comment to the effect that it would be nice to be inside her when they were lying together. She 
ignored this suggestion. 

It becomes apparent that she was concerned by the way society at large interpreted the relationship she was 
having as one in which a young innocent girl was being corrupted. This will be considered at greater length later 
in the thesis. A good example of the contrast between what people thought and what she knew to be the case is the 
story of the surf club party: 

People who saw us like the clubbies and stuff, the old clubbies and their wives and families and the people 
who lived around the area, when they saw us together, they used to soti of ... umm, you know, point and 
''That's a bit \veird", and whisper whisper. But I can remember there \vas a party at the swfclub and they 
had music on and had switched the lights off and they ·were all, sort of getting really drunk and sweruing 
and being coarse and groping at one another and they were the ones who were really sordid and Paul and 
I \Vere sitting in the bunkroom, playing guitar and drinking glasses of port and just singing really nice 
songs and just really enjoying ourselves, you know. And it was just ... Outside was really sordid and they 
thought we were the ones that were really that sott of thing. 

These comments are situated within the discourse of romance. the double standard, and conventional views of 
male sexuality. According to these views, men's sexuality is animalistic. If a woman allows herself to respond to 
this animal sexuality, she is soiled. Ideally, a man shows his respect for femininity by reigning in this sexual appe~ 
tite. Wendy acknowledges the power of this discourse at the time. The limitation of sexual contact and Paul's 
obvious romanticism made it easier for Wendy to cope with her transgression against childhood asexuality and 
girlhood purity. 

Bobbie also describes a minimizing of sexual contact in her relationship with her uncle when she was between 
10 and 12. Their sexual contacts occurred at her instigation, and they involved various kinds of contact \\o"hich she 
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no\V describes as "foreplay activity-rolling round in bed, fondling, and licking and sucking, relaxed-intimate 
sorts of ... ". He never attempted penetrative intercourse, and their sexual contacts always took place in the conteA1 
of Bobbie asking questions and learning about sexual matters. She \vas aware that he did take a sexual interest in 
these contacts, but she argues that he placed his own desire second to her requirements. 

So in this relationship, sexual contact was limited firstly by Bobbie's own lack of sexual intensity, which she 
describes in the interview. Secondly, her uncle limited sexual contact by not asking for penetrative sex and by 
being very undemanding about what they did togetl1er. Finally it was limited by being placed within the context of 
education; she \Vas asking him what people did sexually and he was showing her. So to a degree, the events were 
not the expression oft\vo people coming together out of mutual desire, but \vere a course of practical instruction. 
Again, as in Wendy's case, she experienced his willingness to accept these limitations as affection. He was happy 
to work within the sexual framework that she set and to recognize her needs rather than impose his own. 

Joanne S sexual contacts \Vithin her relationship were not limited to non-orgasmic petting. Additionally, her 
refusal to have penetrative sex expressed a similar strategy of sexual reserve: 

And I can't remember the first time . [ remember the first tlme he played with my clitoris. And I. That 
was my first orgasm. f remember thinking-what thefuck is this? And the kissing and stuff like that. Like 
I can't remember how it happened even. 1 \Yas 12, coming on 13 and I-like I wasn't scared. Like he 
wasn't ... Nothing was ever forced. We never actually had penetration. He would describe to me what his 
experience-the orgasmic experience of penetration-but of course it meant nothing to me 'cause 1 had 
never experienced it. But that \Vas something that I ... I did oral sex and stuff like that, but again I had that 
no~no about penetration and he never forced the issue. He never forced it even as I got older. 

Later in the interviev·l she is not sure whether there was oral-genital sex, and remembers it mainly as mutual 
masturbation and heavy petting to orgasm. Recalling her refusal to have penetrative sex, she remarks: 

And I don't knmv why, a lot of it \Vas t,'llilt, but there \Vas some core of me that said no, that's not on. And 
maybe it was a very mature . 

She says it was not just a fear of pregnancy, since she would have used contraceptives. 

isabel reveals at some length her sense of transgression in the relationship and the \Vay this affected her sexual 
contacts with Martin. her adult lover: 

But he never, never actually fucked \Vith me or anything. I mean it was just ... Kiss. Kissing was one of our 
major.things.-And he-would-also-touch.my-whole-body,But- I--:·:;--- I--don't--think::--And--[-suppose-r-wouJd-atso·
touch him. But. I was sort of physically desperate for him. But because of ... obviously my fear and 
repression. I wasn't I couldn't let myself be totally sexual with him. It \Vas by no means a sort ofumrnm 
... an equal sexual relationship, at all. And I mean I ... He used to do. I wasn't ... In the way that he used 
to do things to me. I didn't really reciprocate with him. (Laughs) That sort of thing. I didn't mind stroking 
and caressing his body as long as it \vasn 'this genital area ... you know, that sort of thing. I used to con~ 
scious\y avoid it. And after all his multiple sexual relationships with \vomen. To have this sot1 ofthing with 
me. 1 don't knO\v how it was very satisfying for him. 

f can remember scenes in the St Gerard Hotel. And, while I was with him up there, I'd often break a\vay 
from our physical interaction. I can remember standing and gazing out the windO\V. Standing gazing out, 
sort of wondering whether I should continue. Like, wondering whether I should quickly pull my clothes on 
and get out of there, then or v,rhether I should just .. The whole thing \Vas just absolutely laden \Vith com~ 
plexity of feelings, which needn't have been a big problem ifi had just given myself to the situation? You 
knmv. 

In these extracts, I so bel attributes her reluctance to go further sex_Il_.(!Uy .t0 her guilt, and to.the- scc.ietakiem::.'1:d 
for asexuality in children and adoiescents. especially girls. She experienced a desire to extend their sexual contact 
but was afraid to pursue this course of action. The particular fears caused by the social prohibition against interM 
generational sex \Vere also relevant. For example. she comments on the connection between his unwillingness to 
acknowledge their relationship in public and her sexual reserve with him: 

f wouldn ·t have cared at all if we'd walked around \Vith our mms around each other, or anything like that, 
but he \Vas fanatical about not doing that and that used to very badly affect me as \vel!. Because I used to 
want it. [ used to find the split bet\veen the private and the public, umm appearances and expression really 
difficult and disturbing. And r think that is partly why J \Vas so umm, repressed with him was because even 
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when l was with him in private l couldn't really let go of a] I this stuff that \vas sort of put onto us in public, 
you know. 

She reserved herself in several ways. firstly by leaving the sexual contacts up to him; he touched her rather 
than vice versa. Secondly by making her anxiety about the sexual contact obvious to him indirectly: ''I'd often 
break a\vay from our physical interaction. I can remember standing and gazing out the windO\v. Standing gazing 
out, sort of wondering whether J should continue". Finally, like Joanne, she drew the line at penetration. "But as 
far as fucking was concerned, I just didn't have that. I think I was really frightened of it." 

In all these relationships, there was a limitation of the sexual contact that was negotiated between the older 
and younger party. The younger party was to some extent uneasy about the transgressive aspect of what was taking 
place, and the limitation of sexual contact relieved this uneasiness. There was an emphasis on romance in the 
W!ilt:Xt' 6ftht:·J.u·ubh; SUiiid:anJ Uf :'lt:Xhitl: "JiiUfii.li"i.)', \Vhidi lt:d iii ":SUiiit: 0ii.St:s· W iii! uppusitimi bt:'i:WC6fi YUiYiiti10C"&.iii.l 

genital sexuality. The emphasis on romance and the minimization of sexual contact undermined the applicability 
of labeling the younger party as a victim of predatol)r adult male sexuality. 

Minimizing Sexual Contact as a Discursive Strategy 

In this chapter, I have considered two types of minimization of the sexual aspect of intergenerational relationships. 
One is the discursive positioning of the younger party as a participant in a game, a situation of play. The sexual 
aspect of what occurs is set to one side, although both participants are in another sense quite well aware of it. The 
second is the minimization and restriction of activities discursively constituted as paradigmatically sexual, the 
restriction of sexual contact to cuddling and petting, and the avoidance of such things as penetration, nakedness. 
orgasm and genital contact. 

These tvm strategies were most marked in three types of situation, each set against a dominant discourse that 

i_J11pJie.~ $_at ___ !}l~se ___ ~~y; ~ e~e tr~n_sg~~s.~_i v~, tg_ .~9~~- t!.?'t~_nt. ~-~~t!P~Il-~~-~tl): __ o f_~~--~-i-~~.9~~~ .. ~f _i~tt!_rg_t?_~-~-J!l~iol}a). ~_ex_: 
1. The first was that ofintergenerational relationships betv.'een adults and children under ten. Maria recalls the 

presentation of the sexual contacts as a game and indicates that neither she nor her uncle acknowledged the sexual 
aspect of these contacts at the time. Kane, interviewed in the midst of such a relationship, is somewhat reluctant 
to acknowledge or discuss the sexual aspect of\"·hat is going on. What he does say suggests that here too, sex 
occurs in the context of a rambW1ctious and childish game. The relationship as a whole is also constituted by sit~ 
uations in which Kane and the others are involved in playful pursuits that link adults and children. 

2. The discursive context of Kane's relationship is illuminated further in the other interviews that consider 
man/boy relationships. These narratives describe two types of situations. 

One is that of a relationship between a man and a boy. Although the sexual contact is quite overt, it is iniiia;ed 
as an obscene game; an exciting and transgressive thing to do that takes place outside of the discourse of sexual 
contacts as relationships. The relationship/friendship that later develops is strongly based around events in which 
men and boys can get together as part of a shared male leisure subculture-the gym, bush walking, bike riding, the 
beach, pinball parlors, the movies, and so on. The sexual contact occurs within this context as an analogous event. 

Arnold and Keith described a second type of situation. An adult man is involved in casual sexual contacts with 
a boy, or more usually a group of boys, who identify as heterosexuaL Often heterosexual pornography is present 
as an alibi, or the adult suggests his heterosexuality in some way. Sex is a rambunctious, obscene game, and boys 
dare each other to take part. There is an ambivalent attitude to the adult participant whose implied homosexuality 
(never admitted by the adult) is a cause of concern, but whose adult sporty masculinity may be admired. 

3. In romantic relationships betvveen adolescent girls and men, there is a minimization of the sexual aspect of 
the relationship through a restriction on the types of sexual contact pennitted within the relationship. The effect is 
to present the relationship as a romantic friendship rather than an intergenerational sexual relationship. At the 
same time, the younger party is very much aware of the stigma carried by such activities and of her own placement 
in dominant discourse as the victim of sexual conuption by a knowing male adult The limitation on sexual activ~ 
ities reassures the younger party that such an interpretation is misplaced and that the adult is motivated by genuine 
concern for their well-being rather than by narrow, self-interested, sexual lust. 

In general, the strategy of minimization works to conserve a powerful and relevant discourse by suggesting 
that the transgression against it is relatively minor and unimportant While this expresses deference to the domi
nant discourse, it occurs in situations where what is actually taking place is undoubtedly transgressive. Within this 
chapter, interviewees describe situations in which intergenerational sexual contacts did take place, however much 
they may have been minimized as sexuaL 

The paradoxical nature of this situation becomes even more obvious when it is realized that the "sexuality" 
that is minimized is defined according to a dominant paradigm of sexual contact. As I have suggested, this domi-
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nant paradigm defines sexuality in tenns of various types of sexual contact validated by adults. and typical of adult 
sexual behavior in modern society. However, intergenerational sexual contacts are, in fact, quite likely to reflect 
aspects of a childhood sexual subculture. This sexual subculture is itself quite subversive of the dominant culture 
of sexuality. For example, children's sexual subculture includes and validates fantasy play, homoerotic contacts. 
group sexual events, and non~rornantic sexual contacts. All these are rare and stigmatized within the dominant def
inition of sexuality current among adults. 

Within intergenerational sexual contacts, these aspects of childhood sexual subculture may be taken as signs 
that there is a minimal degree of transgression against the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex. When boys 
get together with men for an obscene lark, it is the group context and the playfulness that define the situation as not 
really a sexual one. While this discursive position represents deference to the dominant discourse of sexuality, it 
is taken up to validate a fonn of sexual practice in radical opposition to the dominant order of sexuality. An anal
ogous case can be made for the romantic interactions described in this chapter. It has often been argued that the 
hegemony of penetration as the paradigm of sexual contact is related to male control over women (Koedt 1973, 
Bell 1974, Hite 1977), The female interviewees described in this chapter were effectively able to exclude penetra
tion from their intergenerational relationships and, in other ways as well, they set the agenda for the type of sexual 
contacts that occurred according to \vhat the}/ found acceptable. Both of these features of the relationships repre
sent a subversion of patriarchally defined nonns of sexual contact. At the same time, these restrictions on sexual 
contact vvere also seen as defining \vhat occurred as "not really sex". 

The strategy of minimization described in this chapter includes three different strategic moves in negotiating 
the prohibition on intergenerational sex. As with the strategy of minimization described in the previous chapter. 
these accounts begin by rejitsing the position offered within the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex. They 
do this by suggesting that the events in question were not really sexual in some sense. and consequently that the 
interviewee \vas not party to transgression against the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex. Like the other 
strategy of minimization, this can be seen as conserving the dominant discourse by minimizing transgression 
against it. What appears to be transgression was not in fact transgressive. Accordingly, the second strategic move 
is the presentation of these events as exceptions that prove the rule. 

There is a third discursive move that is also relevant to these accounts~ this is a strategy I shall refer to as 
"changing the discourse". Changing the discourse is akin to "changing the subject" in a conversation. The discur
sive position that is found difficult and uncomfortable is abandoned. and another discursive position is taken up. 
However, in contrast to the example of a conversation, the actual events that are being considered may be exactly 
the same. Yet they are approached or understood from within a different discursive framework. This is possible 
because each field of discourse gives meaning to events in a different way. Weedon considers this possibility in 
relation to cases in which people move from one system of interpretation to another more radical one: 

. . ___ Having.gro.wn.up--within-a-pruticular-sy-stem-of. rneanings--and-values;--which-may-weH-be-contradietory;--we
may find ourselves resisting altematives [i.e. \Ve stay within the same discow·se]. Or, as vve move out of 
familiar circles, through education or politics, for example, we may be ex-posed to alternative ways of con
stituting our experience which seem to address our interests more directly. (Weedon 1988, p. 33) 

In other words, our experience-"{)ur personal history-is still the same, but \Ve take up a different subject 
position \vithin it and interpret it from within a different discourse. This understanding of discourse strategy is of 
the most wide-ranging application. 

Within this chapter, the strategy of changing the discourse was employed when interviewees interpreted their 
sexual activities as "play'··. as a game. In this interpretation, an uncomfortable discursive positioning as the 
younger party in an intergenerational sexual contact was abandoned for another discursive position, that of the 
child playing a game. The interviewees positioned themselves as children. or at least as "kids". within a discourse 
of childhood and adolescence. Both those \vho were preadolescent (Maria and Kane) and those \vho were young 
adolescent boys engaging in sexual contacts with men made use of this strategy. I have suggested that this posi
tioning also fits well within the terms of a subculture of childhood sexuality. In that subculture too, sexual activi
ties that transgress against the discourse of childhood asexuality may be understood as play and not real~}' sex in 
the seu:se that adultS undt:rstand it. 
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CHAPTER4 

Ambivalence, Denial and Reversal 

In this chapter, I shall review three strategies which were each relatively minor in tenns of the numbers ofinter
vie\\'ees who took them up, though they are of particular interest in illustrating the variety of discursive positions 
that are possible in relationship to a dominant discourse. ln the strategy of ambivalence, the intervie\vees (Maria 
and Peter) entertained the subject position "victim of abuse" which is offered within the dominant discourse of 
intergenerational sex, but in general rejected that position. In the strategy of denial, the interviewees (Sharon, 
Angela and Denise) indicated that they had not perceived their intergenerational relationships as transgressive at 
the time when they occurred because they had not seen the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex as relevant 
to these relationships. They denied the relevance of the dominant discourse. 

The final strategy involves what has been called a reversal of discourse. The inten;ie\vees (Christopher, 
Denise) took up and accepted various structural elements from the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex 
but refused to apply the moral evaluation associated with those structural elements within the framework of the 
dbtffin·an:r dis-courSe. -I shall treaceach -of these ·pos-itions--irfturh, looking ·a:rthe n·arure ·ofthe·dtscO'tirse·stra:tegylhiit 
is involved. I shall argue that, like the previous strategies I have considered, these positions consen;ed aspects of 
the dominant discourse in one way or another. 

The Strategy of Ambivalence 

As suggested in the Introduction, a common insight within poststructuralist approaches is that the individual is not 
a unified and coherent subject but is instead the site of conflil..'ting discourses. The individual takes up quite difter
ent and even contradictory subject positions at different times (Weedon 1988, p. 97). This analysis is quite apt in 
the case of the strategy of ambivalence. The interviewees on the one hand entertain and to a degree position them
selves within the dominant discourse as victims of sexual abuse. Yet at the same time this subject position is quite 
strongly contradicted both by the \vay in which the position of victim is enunciated and also by the way in which 
other aspects of the inten;iev-is contradict that position. 

David's inten;iew concerns a relationship he had with his history teacher that began when he was 15. Two 
subject positions in the interviev.,r are aptly represented by the follO\ving quotations: 

And she passed me this note which said, "See me on Saturday if you want to". She reckons that \Vas a 
choice of mine, l had a choice. But I never had a choice from the beginning. You don't really have a choice 
in those kind of relationships. The teacher is always "Oh, it was the kid's fault too, because they had the 
opportunity to say 'No"' and stuff. But you don't have an oppmtunity because they, because they mesmer
ize you, you know like where they shine a light at a rabbit before they're going to shoot it, kind of thing .. 
She put her head outside the door and she said, "Are you coming?" I thought, ''Oh, shit, this is it!" What 
you read about in Pix and that So I followed her up the corridor. 

If people ever found out like last year they'd say "Oh that horrible woman, that poor boy", and they'd say 
a lot of horrible things about Diane which weren't true and they'd say a lot of horrible things about me 
which were unttue. They'd say, ''Ahh, she corrupted me'' and she's only using me for sex, but it hasn't been 
like that, it's been a really good, like friendly relationship. Actually 1 am pleased the way OLrr relationship 
has been, not specifically as a youth, but at any time, because she's such a nice person. 
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These two passages are an instance in which "contradictol)' modes of subjectivity" (Weedon 1988, p. 97) are 
taken up at different times. The first quotation refers to David's lack of choice and the power of the teacher. He 
explicitly places this analysis within the dominant discourse of child adult sex by referring to "what you read about 
in Pix", \vhich is a typical source of horror stories about child abuse set forth in the most lurid way. The second 
quotation puts David on an equal footing with Diane, as "friends'' within a "relationship", and this analysis is more 
characteristic of the interview as a whole. 

The first discourse performs various functions within the account and, one might suggest within the situation. 
It absolves David of responsibility for transgression against a powerful social prohibition and it lays this respon~ 
sibility at Diane's feet. Secondly. it is one of a number of statements in the course of the interview that stress the 
danger and excitement involved in the transgression. By emphasizing his lack of power and his fear, it calls atten
tion to the courage displayed on this occasion. This discursive position will be considered in more detail in the 
next chapter. The account places the experiences within a common discourse on romantic love in which the lover 
is transfixed and helpless before their love object. 

Maria created a similar ambivalence in subject positions \Vithin her interview. She describes her relationship 
with an uncle when she \vas about 8 years old. Maria presents the ambivalence in terms of two historical moments. 
At one time Maria perceived the experiences with her uncle as an example of child abuse and had placed this 
abuse within the feminist analysis of male power and male sexuality. However, at the time of the interview, she has 
abandoned this position and sees the events more positively. This abandonment is even further reinforced by a 
suggestion that her original position was to an extent inauthentic: it was taken up as a strategy in a conflict with 
her mother about feminism: 

I felt very passionate about what was happening to a lot of women out there, about them being abused by 
people they really knew we! I, by husbands or fathers or uncles, and it just kind of hit me that that had actuw 
ally happened to me; and regardless of whether it \vas pleasurable or not, he \vas still getting that pleasure 
out of that, if you like, as a man, if you want to intellectualize about it in terms of incest. He was still 
getting that kind of sex1.1al pleasure within his family circle and I guess in a way I could see that, because 
he was probably more m.vare of what sex was all about; he was getting something out of it that I had no idea 
about at all and on the contrary to me it would have been a sin and that was kind of, the guilt that I \vas 
feeling too. So when I spoke to my mother, I felt really angry: at the fact that she was so, ahvays thinking 
that women get raped because they \Vant to be raped and it's all bullshit that men exploit them and 1 just got 
really pissed off and then we got raving about incest and I just had to tell her. 1 just thought, "Well fuck you, 
you're so naive about it, well it happened in your ovm fucking home, and it's about time you know about 
it, because men are not that saint about what they do with their sex''. So, I suppose it was maybe put into 
another context as for the use of the argument, the purpose in the circumstance. So that was another con
Yersation.,_ but.l guess.l used-that-to make. her-aware-that-these--things-do-happen; and -although-+ guess-what-.. -
it shO\vs is that [used it as showing her that it was a detrimental thing to a woman to have that experience, 
where it wasn't for me all that detrimental. 

In this extract, Maria at first explains her previous analysis of these events as child sexual abuse; it was incest, 
he was getting something out of it that she wasn't, she wasn't aware of exactly what was going on, and she was 
guilty about it. This is presented here as a realization. She became aware that she had been the victim of child 
sexual abuse. Then she explains the situation in which she revealed these events to her mother. Looking back, she 
perceives her revelation as strategic and to a degree dishonest She now claims she was speaking as though these 
things were "detrimentar· when they were not. So the passage creates a movement from one discursive position
victim ofabuse~to another. This latter positive reading of the situation is backed up in other sections of the inter~ 
view. For example she was. she says, "a happy recipient" of his initiatives. and that she remembers" ... always 
looking fonvard anxiously to seeing him anpvay, put it that way''. 

In another statement of this ambivalence she says: 

And I think in a way, sometimes [think that I could see it as an abuse, because he was the initiator, but then 
again I Si./Ii: vf qu;;stion thr;:; fa~t that r nt:\'Cf Jt:<tily fdi thai bad about it, you know, that r wanted to pull 
avvay, or certainly there's been that one occasion [when she did pul! away and there was no attempt by him 
to control her] but there \Vas never any force about it, you knO\V \Vhat I mean. I was not lying there thinkw 
ing, "Oh fuck, I'm not into this'', and certainly that has happened later in !ifel 

The ambivalence is characterized according to the fonn, "1 could see it as abuse but actually it \vas ok''. This 
fonn privileges the second part of what is said over the first part~the part presented in a hypothetical mode. 

David's and Maria's accounts are the only ones in this study which present positive experiences yet at the 
same time also describe them in the context of the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex as child abuse. It 
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is likely that this study vastly under-represents the degree to which experiences of intergenerational sex call forth 
contradictory subject positionings in which the discourse of child abuse and other discourses are taken up at dif
ferent times. This is because the implicit framing of this study as "not about child abuse" means that people with 
ambivalent feelings were less likely to approach us. 

These two narratives reflect an ambivalent positioning in reference to the dominant discourse. The inter
viewee describes an experience alternately in tenns of the discourse of child abuse and in tenns of other dis
courses that present the situation more positively. There is genuine ambivalence here, but even so, the discourse of 
child abuse is given second place. In David's narrative it is reduced to a joke. In Maria's narrative it tends to be 
presented as a position that has been transcended in favor of a more accurate perspective. As a strategy for nego
tiating the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex, this approach suggests the possibility of conveying the 
complexities of a.particular situation through an altez:nation of discursive positions. l11is strategy conserves the 
dominant discourse on intergenerational sex to the extent that these intervie\vees position themselves within that 
discourse, \Vhich they' do intennittently and partially. 

Denying the Relevance of the Dominant Discourse 

The next discursive position that I review in this chapter presents an even more drastic denial of transgression than 
those reviewed in the chapters on minimization. It asserts that the relationship was not seen as intergenerational 
sex at the time it occurred. There was no perception of transgression against the dominant discourse of intergen~ 
erational sex because the events were not placed in that context. 

As 1 suggested in the Introduction to this thesis, what has been referred to as "The Observer Paradox" 
(Romaine 1984, pp. 145-16) is of great importance to an interview study such as this. The framing of the topic
positive experiences of intergenerational sex-generates a set of respondents who perceive themselves as having 
been involved in an intergenerational sexual contat,'t. Yet the assumption that all participants in intergenerational 
sexual contacts are .. aw.are .. of.their.experience .in. these terms is-open to. question. In.th.is study,. thr.ee.respondents in 
particular denied such awareness quite definitely, and as I shall show in Part 2, many others indicated that the most 
salient discourse at the time was something other than the discourse of intergenerational sex. 

In terms of perceptions about transgression and stigmatization, this must be seen as quite significant. Even a 
discourse so profoundly hegemonic as the discourse of intergenerational sex does not affix all relevant subjects 
under its provenance. Angela, Sharon and Denise suggest a whole adolescent subcultural milieu in which a partie~ 
ular form ofintergenerational sex is seen as the nonnative or preferred type of sexual relationship, and this type of 
relationship is not perceived as being intergenerational sex. Reviewing their own experiences, they give evidence 
ofworkingwclass adolescent peer groups in which it is considered quite acceptable and even preferable for adoles~ 
cent girls to have relationships with men aged between 18 and 25. 

Sharon reveals this set of expectations by her choice of topic within the interview. She chooses to describe 
some of her sexual contacts as intergenerational; others were merely mentioned to provide background data. In 
doing this, she indicates the criteria by which she assigns the discourse ofintergenerational sex to relationships. 
Within the interview, she focuses her attention on her relationships with Jeffrey, who was 40, and Marianne, who 
was a 25~year-old woman. These are the relationships she considers to be transgressive that she volunteers for the 
interview as examples of intergenerational sex. Her relationships with her two boyfriends during the same period 
are offered only to provide background for these stories. Yet her first boyfriend was 17 when she was I 4. and the 
second was 19 to her 15. She had intercourse with both. She presented these as normal heterosexual relationships 
to which she can compare her transgressive sexual contacts. Not even the illegality of these boyfriend relation
ships becomes a topic in the interview. As I show in more detail in the second part of this thesis, this division also 
corresponds to her understanding of the mores of her milieu. While she speaks at some length of the need to hide 
her "intergenerational" relationships from almost all her friends and family, it is clear that she is quite open about 
her relationships with her "boyfiiends". 

Denise sums up the attitude of her milieu to age diftbrences in relationships between adolescent girls and 
older men by saying that within her peer group in early adolescence, it was considered that having a boyfriend 
who was at least 18 conferred status on a girL Only unpopular girls without style-"dags"-had boyfriends their 
own age. So within her social milieu, this kind of age difference was seen as nonnal and in fact preferable. There 
was no perception of these relationships as transgressive according to a discourse of intergenerational sex. She, 
like Angela and Sharon, used condoms and later the pill as contraceptives, something that in itself suggests a 
social acceptance that these relationships \\'ere a nonnal and accepted part of adolescent life. 
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Angela paints a very similar picture of her affairs with older boyfriends and those that she later had with 
middle-aged men picked up at Wimpy hamburger bars in the U.K. As with Denise, these affairs were not seen as 
transgressive by her peers. When 1 asked her if she had affairs with adults because of the status of adult males she 
said: 

Ohh, mmm, (long pause) I don't know. I never really thought about it I think it's more to do with that \Vas 
sort of accepted, type of t suppose I didn't really see boys of the same age as sexual. They \Vere more into 
thumping arom1d the head or (laughs) you know, pulling your hair, and the most they ever did \'\'as want to 
look at your knickers. 1 think the thing is about older men or boys, or young men-they were usually ·work
ing. I mean you couldn't go out with a boy your O\Vn age because they didn't have any money and you 
didn't have any money. See, when I was at school people \~.rho had boyfriends usually had boyfriends that 
\vere working. They'd generally be in their late teens, early 20s maybe. 

So in Angela's peer group it was completely accepted that girls in their early teens would be romantically 
interested in boys in their late teens and early t\venties. Boys younger than that \vere not seen as attractive. It \vas 
pragmatically preferable to have a boyfriend with a job. which implied someone age 16 at least As girls grew 
older, the age gap would generally narrow. Nevertheless, Angela indicates that this was not always the case. She 
and a friend began the practice of picking up middle-aged men in Wimpy bars. She believes that the men them
selves probably assumed Angela and her friend were 17 or 18 when they were actually 15 and 16. She does not see 
this new sexual pattern as a sudden departure into the realms of intergenerational sex. 

In distinction to Denise and also to Sharon, Angela's mother did not know that she v:as having intercourse, 
and she would have disapproved if she had known. Moreover, Angela sees her mother's position on this as the 
nonn in her mother's peer group. She told Angela about another girl who "laid on her back for men". According 
to Angela, her mother's real concerns \vere with pregnancy: " ... you know that would be the most shameful thing 
that could happen". Angela's mother. on the other hand, in no way objected to there being an age gap between 
Angela and her boyfriends. Tt can be presumed that she expected there would be some sort of sexual contact in 
these relationships, but drew the line at intercourse. So she too can be seen as a member of a subcultural milieu in 
which such an age gap between an adolescent girl and an older boyfriend does not categorize a relationship as 
intergenerational. 

Accordingly, in Angela's account, the relationships she was involved in \Vere in no sense transgressive in 
terms of the nonns of her peer group; on the contrary, they were normatively endorsed. Within her mother's peer 
group they were clearly not perceived as transgressive because of an intergenerational sexual connection. The 
transgression was intercourse before a certain age, or intercourse before marriage, especially if it was one's daugh~ 
ter and especially if a pregnancy resulted. 

What I have described here is a situation in ~,-vhich the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex is con
tested··by·-remoVirt}f"C:ertaitf tYfie·tror·reHitlOtfShTps-rrom-itS·-proVeii'RllCe. "TiiTS ·remOVftl --IS--i10i-~a:ll'TI1CflVtd-Ua1 "SOctar 
construction but reflects the social norms of a whole subcultural milieu. [n Part 2, such milieu will be examined in 
more detail through a discussion of adolescent girl subcultures. Here it is sufficient to note that these three respon
dents are alike in representing a situation in which their intergenerational relationships were not perceived as 
transgressive \Vithin their adolescent milieu. They were morally acceptable within that milieu. Moreover, it 
becomes clear that such relationships were not even viewed as intergenerational. The members of these adolescent 
peer groups did not place these relationships under the provenance of the discourse of intergenerational sex. 

In one way, it \'Wuld be a mistake to make too much of this denial of transgression. In looking only at the issue 
of voluntary intergenerational sexual contacts. it is clear that common understanding grades transgressions 
according to the extent of the age gap, the gender of both parties. and the absolute age in years of the younger 
party. Relationships of the kind just referred to are clearly seen as less problematic than some other types of inter
generational sex. Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that these types of voluntary relationship are still placed by 
some within the provenance of the discourse of intergenerational sex. Typically they are viewed as a corruption of 
youthful feminine innocence by an older knowing man (Hudson 1984, pp. 45-47: Baker 1983, pp. 106-!10). What 
is particularly significant is that the interviev·<ees described in this chapter suggest a subcultural milieu in which 

interviewees, encapsulates this age categOI}' blindness exactly. since the tem1 "boy" is here used to indicate those 
above and below the age of 16, and the tenn "friend" indicates someone of equivalent status. 

The discursive strategy of den;al that has been considered here is quite analogous to the two types of minimi
zation considered in previous chapters. Transgression against the dominant discourse occurs. I1owever, a subject 
position is taken up that evades the dominant discourse rather than confronting it directly. The interviewee re.fUses 
the subject position offered within the discourse ofintergenerational sex by denying the relevance of the discourse 
to these experiences. The reign of the dominant discourse is not so much contested as ignored. In the other mini~ 
mization strategies. the respondents can be taken as making a special case for their relationship that exempts it 
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from the categories established within the dominant discourse; it is the exception that proves the rule. Here the 
exemption is assumed rather than argued. 

Reversing the Discourse 

A useful concept in a poststructuralist analysis of discourse is that of "reversal''. As explained in Foucault's 
HisiOJ}' of Sexuality (1980), a discourse can be preserved in some respects while changing its role \Vithin power 
contlicts. A dominant discourse may be partially appropriated and '"reversed" by being used in an oppositional 
strategy (Foucault 1980, pp. I 0 I- I 02; see also Weedon I 988, p. I I 0). In his History of Sexuality Val I, Foucault 

within opposing strategies in relation to pmver: 

There is not, on the one side, a discourse of power, and opposite it, another discourse that runs counter to 
it. Discourses are tactical elements or blocks operating in the field afforce relations~ there can exist differ~ 
ent and even contradictory discourses within the same strategy; they can, on the contrary, circulate vvithout 
changing their fonn from one strategy to another, opposing strategy. (Foucault 1980, pp. 101-1 02) 

A discourse can be "both an instrument and an effect of power but also a stumbling~block, a point of resis
tance and a starting point for an opposing strategy" (Foucault 1980, pp. 100-101). As an example, he cites the case 
of homosexuality. Initially, the medical, legal, and literary discourse around homosexuality \Vas a strategy of 
power involving the social control of this "perverse" sexuality. However, this 

also made possible the fom1ation of a 'reverse' discourse: homosexuality began to speak in its own 
behalf, to demand that its legitimacy or ·naturality' be acknowledged, often in the same vocabuJary, using 
the same categories by which it was medically disqualified. (Foucault 1980, p. 101) 

According to the medical discourse of homosexuality, the homosexual man was the victim of a pathology of 
their \vhole sexual being, an inversion of sexuality. However. in the reverse discourse, homosexual men made the 
claim that they were not morally responsible for their homosexual condition; it was a natural part of their essential 
being. Their essential difference from other people should be recognized and accepted rather than stigmatized and 
penalized. ln a reversal of discourse, the original dominant discourse is conserved in the sense that there is a 
reform of the discourse. While a great deal of it is retained, some parts are altered and the effect is a major political 
relocation of the original discourse. 

The tenn "reverse" discourse is appropriate to describe the strategy through which some of the interviewees 
(especially Christopher and Denise) negotiate the prohibition on intergenerational sex. It is Denise who, I have 
argued, takes up a position of denial in some parts of her intenriew. The strategy of reversal I am about to discuss 
refers to Denise's approach to these events in hindsight, while the strategy of denial refers to her approach to these 
events at the time they occurred. In looking back, she is motivated to consider her actions in relationship to the dis
course of prohibition, whereas she argues that at the time she did not see this discourse as relevant. 

In this strategy of reversal, some elements of the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex were retained, 
but the discourse was reversed in the sense that its usual moral and political direction was negated. This discourse 
strategy was provoked by questions towards the end of the interviews. Interviewees were invited to comment on 
popular conceptions of the moral issues involved in intergenerational relationships. They were asked about the rel
evance of claims that sexual relationships between children and adults could not be equal, that power differences 
between the age categories meant that adults dominated the relationship and "bought" the sexual favors of the 
younger party. Such questions \Vere designed to elicit responses to the view that a child cannot give genuine 
consent to an intergenerational relationship with an adult because the power of the adult creates a context in which 
they are not free to make an independent decision. 

Instead of denying the charge of inequality, these interviewees were happy to describe their relationship as 
unequal. as ones in which the younger party was seduced by the status, knowledge, and economic power of the 
adult. They argued, however, for a reversal of the moral position of the dominant discourse, claiming that the 
moral soundness of unequal relationships should be accepted, and that the choice of the younger partner to be 
involved in an unequal relationship should be respected by society and not stigmatized or prohibited. Two inter
views in which these strategies of analysis are very marked are those with Christopher and Denise. Christopher 
began a long relationship with a gay man when he was about nine years old. 
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Christopher, tmvards the end of the intenrie·w, \Vas asked a number of specific questions about power inequal
ities in his relationship with George. In response to a question about the adult's economic pmver in such a relation
ship, he jokingly remarked "Yeah, oh yeah~he bought me!" and proceeded to describe some of the gifts and 
entertainments that his adult friend had provided. He made the comment that George's power over money '\vas 
handy". Following these opening remarks, he addressed the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex more 
thoughtfully: 

Sure, you know. I mean !-he did all the things that people complain about, you knmv. He had adult pm.ver, 
he had economic power, he had a t.rreat brain, he was, you kno\V, he could \:VTap me round his little finger 
as far as all those things go, but he chose not to abuse it. I mean that's where his strength was, I suppose. 
Not only strength but where ... I mean he was a good bloke I suppose, lfyou want to call him that, you 
know? 

This statement is a summing up of Christopher's attack on the dominant discourse. It is possible to fit his 
experiences directl)' into the categories provided by the dominant discourse. Adults have more power than chil
dren and inevitably this becomes manifest in intergenerational sexual relationships. HO\vever, \vhether this is bad 
for the younger party or good tbr the younger party depends on the way the adult uses his power. It can be abused, 
which leads to hann to the younger party, or it can be used \veil, in which case the younger party benefits. The 
dominant discourse maintains that adults have more power than children and such a power difference implies that 
such relationships are wrong (for example Finkelhor 1981, pp. 15-17, 50-52: Finkelhor 1984, pp. 16-18; Herman 
& Hirschman 198 L p. 27). Christopher responds to this discourse with a strategy of reversal~the causal model of 
the dominant discourse is retained while its ethical conclusions are rejected. 

Another aspect of the dominant discourse that Christopher addresses is the claim that the power of the adult 
means that the influence of the adult in the relationship is preponderant and amounts to a coercion of the younger 
party: 

In a social context in \Vhich adult men can give or withhold gifts, money, affection, approval, even a home, 
the notion of consent merges imperceptibly into coercion. (Nava 1984, p.102~ see also for example Finkel~ 
hor 1981, pp. 50-52) 

As we have seen above, Christopher accepts that the adult's pO\ver over money and the status of the adult 
meant that George dominated the relationship. In dealing with the effect of this dominance on their sexual con
tacts, he addresses the issue of coercion in intergenerational relationships. He pointed out earlier in the intenriew 
that he himself was a quite keen participant in the sexual contacts within the relationship. HO\vever, he also reveals 
that George almost always initiated the sexual contacts and sometimes would persuade him despite his initial 

.. unwilhrrgnes~r: comnterttln!rcnithese·poiiit~fhtn::ays:-·· ·· ··-· ·· - -

Chris: 

lnt: 

Chris: 

It's a bit like someone who says "no" but really means "yes•·, in that I \vould want to 
but \vould say ''no" out of guilt or out of some fear of umm, maybe a fear of losing 
control even, or I don't know analytically what the reasons would be, but 1 would say 
"no" but \Vould generally as a rule acquiesce in that I would agree and go ahead and 
enjoy it---not, I don't mean in any sot1 of rape sense, l just mean he would be persist
ing and I'd be saying "no'· but I would mean "yes" 

On occasions \Vhen you really didn't want to, ivhat would happen? 

Oh, he never, never forced me, but more, yeah, I \Vas emotionally forced but not, not 
in a sense that's left me feeling anb'T}' or regretting it or anything like that In that umm, 
I suppose I could say to be really simplistic about it, that \Vhat he \Vanted from me was 
sex but \Vhat he gave me back was plenty. It wasn't a one~way relationship. I got as 
much ... it \Vas as much as ... if you \"'ant to see sex in tetms ofnmmal interpersonal 
relationship contracts-someone asking for sex in some terms is no more different 

terms it was for him to ask for his sex. It is quite complicated and I don't 
want to fall into the risk of painting a rosy pictw·e of what wasn't ahvays a rosy situa~ 
tion. 

Here his reply to the dominant discourse begins by acknmvledging that he was sometimes persuaded to have 
sex because of the other bene·fits of the relationship, benefits that ivere related to the power, status and knO\vledge 
that George had as an adult. Following this acknowledgement his reply is in tvvo parts. First!)', he makes the point 
that for him there always \Vas a clear line between ·'persuasion,. and "'coercion''. George "never, never forced me", 
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he claims, and goes on to say that he was "emotionally forced'' but "not in any sort of rape sense". So he takes 
issue with the vie\v ofNava and others that "consent merges imperceptibly into coercion". Secondly, he argues 
that this persuasion occurred within the context of the relationship as a whole. Its ethical implications cannot be 
understood in isolation. He presents the relationship as a kind of contract or exchange. George \vanted and asked 
for sex. What Christopher received in return were the other benefits of the relationship that he describes at length 
in other parts of the interview"--an introduction to the \vorld of culture '\vith a capital C", affection, important dis
cussions about morality and politics that helped him to attain his current perspective, and so fOrth. 

As in the other remarks considered above, Christopher begins this analysis by acknowledging some of the 
claims of the dominant discourse, and he goes on to deny others. Consent does not merge into coercion. For him 
there always was a distinction. On the other hand, the strength of the adult's power of persuasion is accepted. As 
in the dominant discourse, he accepts that this persuasion is a reflection of an inequality of power. However, 
wht:lht:r (as in "i.ht: Lknni·nimt d.bemir~C) 'lhhriuequaiity should be i.ht:: niUi'ai fu~.:us uf <!li.t:ni.ion i::j ehaHeng·eu. Chris
topher sugge&ts that attention is better fOcused on the experience of the younger party. As he said elsewhere, "it 
was a good relationship". In retrospect, he does not regret it. Accordingly, it must have been a good choice within 
the available options. Explaining this, he looks at a balance of pleasures and problems in the relationship as he 
experienced it. There is a "felicific calculus" (Bentham) in which the experience of sexual pressure is weighed 
against the other benefits in the relationship. 

A final argument that Christopher uses in defending the relationship reverses the dominant discourse in a dif~ 
ferent way. Again he agrees that it was not an equal relationship. However, he argues that the dominant discourse 
on intergenerational relationships is itself implicated in the oppression of young people, an oppression that 
socially constructs the powerlessness of the young. The dominant discourse on intergenerational sex here appears 
as but one element in a generalized refusal to penn it young people to make choices or to express their sexuality: 

I was basically passive and to some degree, umm, I wasn't an active pa.tiner in the relationships in that 1 
wouldn't initiate the sexual stuff, not that 1 ever got much time to even think about it, in that George was 
hot off the mark every second (Laughs). It \Vas clandestine and to some degree that \vas possibly part of the 
.thrjJ.l and.excite.ment of itbu~ .. it.wasn'tan .. eqqal relationship .. But then it co.uld.n~vCI:.have been in that 1 was 
too young to know, or to, and existed in a society that didn't encourage me to take an active role in any sort 
of relationship like that I mean even ifi ... at that age I wouldn't have been encouraged at that time to have 
an active heterosexual relationship. In retrospect I'd say it should have been open, it should have been 
allo\vable and so forth and that a lot of the traumas that 90% of people have when they have these soli of 
relationships have to do with the fact, not only are they forced to do it clandestinely, but that the pressure 
on the active partner often probably drives them a bit nutty, you know, and they do nutty things. 

In this passage, Christopher refers to two aspects of his situation that would usually be taken as evidence of 
the unsuitability of intergenerational relationships. As the younger party, he was "basically passive", and the rela
tionship had to be kept secret. In the dominant discourse, these aspects of Christopher's situation are taken to be 
quite general in intergenerational relationships, and are cited as reasons why such relationships are hannful to the 
younger party and should not occur. 

Here these aspects of Christopher's relationship are handled quite differently. The benefit that he derived from 
the relationship is taken for granted, since this is argued for in other sections of the intentiew. The two negative 
aspects are both treated as real problems in the relationship but also as indications of the way society oppresses 
children/adolescents. Society discourages children's sexuality; society would even discourage him from having a 
heterosexual relationship with an age peer. Children are not allowed to become sexually aware. Consequently, it 
is inevitable that in relationship to an adult, a child will take a passive part. However, this is not a biological inev~ 
itability but a socially created aspect of the construction of childhood. Similarly, the clandestine nature of the rela
tionship is treated as a product of society's unreasonable opposition to intergenerational and other sexual 
relationships involving children. Again, this is taken as an aspect of society's repression of children's sexuality. So 
the implication drawn by Christopher is not that society should oppose intergenerational relationships, but that it 
should allow them to happen more freely, and children's sexuality should be accepted rather than discouraged. 

Denise~· intentiew shmvs a similar acceptance of the categories of the dominant discourse combined with an 
attack on its moral conclusions: 

I had my first fuck, so to speak, \vhen I \Vas 13 at high school. I had this marvelous boyji-iend and that 
managed to give me all manner of power a.t1d status. All the dags had boyfriends their own age. But it was 
much better, especially when you lived in the outer suburbs some\vhere and transport was so appalling and 
bad .. it \Vas much better to have a boyfriend who was at least 18 and had a car. That was a real status 
symbol. And I had one who was 18, bad a car, a nice gold Kingswood [a large 6 cylinder Holden of a kind 
favored by yoW1g workingwclass men at the time] and a job. I suppose, looking back on it, I was a cynical 
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little manipulator really because it \Vasn 't love or anything like that. I didn't see it in those terms at all. It 
was just handy. 

The way this strategy proceeds is to accept it as ajGct that adults have more power than children/adolescents 
and then to enumerate the advantages to the younger party of a freely chosen relationship \vith such a person~ 
namely access to adult power and status. So, whereas the dominant discourse looks at the same difference in 
power and declares that the younger party must be disadvantaged by the power relationship, this restructuring of 
the discourse looks at the advantages involved. In addition, the restructuring foregrounds the active choice of the 
younger participant, and the implication is that they made use of what they had to offer in the relationship in order 
to get something out of it. 

The use of the metaphor of exchange and contract is carried through into a discussion of the sex: 

I didn't do it for the sex after the first time because I actually found it quite mundane, quite dull and boring 
really. I did it for-I don't know why I did it, I liked the cuddling and kissing. [t certainly wasn't an 
unpleasant activity but it wasn't exciting-just ho hum really. I just found that once you'd done it then you 
may as well keep on doing it. They wanted to do it, it made them happy. It didn't make me unhappy. 

The same issue surfaces again, with a more ex-plicit analysis, in an answer to this question: 

tnt: 

Denise: 

What would you say about the argwnent that you were prostituting yourself in order to 
get the privileges that, as an adolescent, you should have had anyway? Like a car, 
access to transport, movies and so on. 

I often look back and think about that. I think I was maybe prostituting myself And I 
think well, OK. That's fair enough. It was my choice to do that really. Hmm t mean in 
some respects you could say that. They tended to be sort of'[ used them, they used 
me'Rtype relationships. It \Vas kind of a mutual, \Vhatever, and all parties were 
involved in this. I always hated romanticism, I have never been a romantic. I'm not 
one now. I can't gear myself up to be. So if you take away that air of true love and 
romanticism then what are you left \vith? You are left with something mutually pleas
ant and convenient to both people involved and something that's v.:orking. 

The close analogies bet\veen these comments and Christopher's perspective are striking. Firstly the claim is 
made that a relationship can only be considered disadvantageous if its outcome is damaging. For the younger party 
the outcome is to be detem1ined by whether the pluses and minuses experienced by the younger party add up to an 
overall positive experience. Secondly the claim is made that influence in the relationships was not all "one \Vay". 
Th<>directionofinfluencecannotbedetermined simplybytookingatthesociatweight ofthq>a-rtlcipantS;onehas 
to be aware of what the adult and younger partner wanted from the other party. The relationship is seen as a 
balance in which both parties influence the conduct of the other to the eventual benefit of both. In a paradoxical 
assault on the dominant discourse, the adult's power and status is earmarked as one of the advantages from the 
perspective of the younger party, since what the relationship does is to give the younger party access to that power 
and status. 

Inequality and Exploitation 

This last point can be aptly seen as the fulcrum or turning point through vvhich the dominant discourse is reversed. 
The power of the adult is taken as a given. and it is argued that such power can be used to benefit the younger party. 
This point appears in Denise's claim that her relationship with older boyfriends gave her status. It is present in 
Christopher's claim that George's economic power was '"handy". In a more elaborate version, it appears in his 
argument that the power of the adult can be used to the det:fiment of the c~ild, but this _was not so in his case. This 
is a i:uming point in the sense that it takes up a central claim of the dominant discourse and reverses its implica· 
tions. 

Elucidating this argument in more detail, it is accepted that there are inequalities of power in intergenerational 
relationships. The adult has more power than the child. "Power" is conceived as a generalized capacity to make 
things happen in society (cJ. Weber 1967, p. 180). In a conflict with a more powerful person, the less powerful 
person is at a disadvantage. [tis this disadvantage that is stressed in the dominant discourse on intergenerational 
sex. Hmvever. these respondents argue that such a po\ver, if it is working to the interest of the younger party, can 
provide benefits. The argument works on the commonsense understanding that it is good to have pmverful friends. 
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An associated change in discourse goes with this argument The dominant discourse conceives inequality in 
such relationships in tenus of relative social weight. The older party has more, the younger less. There is a "strat~ 
ificationist" model of social inequality inherent in this analysis (Connell 1977. pp. 4-5. 25-26. 35). Adults and chil
dren are conceived as strata with adults having a larger amount of social weight than children. This situation of 
inequality is taken to imperil children in intergenerational sex. By contrast, Christopher and Denise focus on the 
model of inequality as exploitation, and of equity as .fair exchange. Exploitation is not mere difference in social 
weight but refers to a situation of unequal exchange. There is an exchange in which one party receives more ben~ 
efits than the other. ln the Marxist model of social class as exploitation, the subordinate class produces goods that 
the ruling class appropriates. The ruling class is a class that does not produce anything to offer in return. Tt is an 
"appropriation without compensation" (Mandell970, p. 9). Looking at their own experiences, Christopher and 
Denise fit them within a d_iscourse that contrasts exploitation to fair exchange. They argue that there was an 
exchange that benefited both .Parties. 8.nd it Can be seen as a roughiy· ecjua·I exchallge. They deny that th"ey suttered 
from exploitation, while at the same time conceding that there was an inequality of social weight. As noted above, 
Christopher remarks: 

What he ·wanted from me \.Vas sex but \.Vhat he gave me back was plenty. 

Denise makes a similar claim of equal exchange in her statement: 

They tended to be sort of 'I used them, they used me '·type relationships. It was kind of a mutual, whatever, 
and all parties \Vere involved in this. 

In claiming that these relationships were characterized by a fair exchange between the younger and older par
ties, these respondents make use of an alternative discourse in which to validate their relationships-the discourse 
of fair exchange versus exploitation. They change the discourse, conceding that there \Vas an inequality of power, 
but denying exploitation. 

Reversing the Dominant Discourse 

In this section so far, emphasis has been placed on the play of discourses as strategies and structures-reversal, 
changing the discourse, and so forth. In doing this, the detail of the differences between the dominant position and 
the reply of these interviewees has been neglected. This will be now considered. 

In the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex, moral attention is focused on the power inequality 
between age categories. On the one hand there is an emphasis on the very real harm that is caused by many inter
generational sexual contacts and that is made possible by the power of adults vis-it-vis children (for example 
Finkelhor 1984, p. 16). But as Finkelhor and others argue, this is not the crucial reason given for a universalized 
opposition to intergenerational sex. The claim is made that the inequality in power means that the younger party 
cannot truly consent to such a relationship. Finkelhor makes this position quite explicit: 

ln other words, victimization can take place even if the victim does not necessarily feel victimized and 
damaged, if and when conditions of genuine consent are not possible at the outset. (Finkelhor 1981, 52) 

In a similar argument in a later work, he says that whether intergenerational sex is wrong is not a matter to be 
judged by weighing up the positive and negative outcomes of such relationships in the way one might decide 
whether or not children ought to "be allowed" to ingest caffeine (Finkelhor !984, p. 16). It is like slavery; even if 
large numbers of slaves said they were happy in their condition, it would not wipe out moral objections to slavery. 

Putting the argument on consent very clearly, Finkelhor writes: 

... a child does not have the freedom to say yes or no. This is true in a legal sense and also in a psycholog~ 
ical sense. In a legal sense, a child is under the authority of an adult and has no free will. In a more impor~ 
tant psychological sense, children have a hard time saying 'no' to adults, who control all kinds of resources 
that are essential to them. Food, money, freedom all lie in adult bands. In this sense, the child is like the 
prisoner who volunteers to be a research subject. The child has no freedom to consider the choice ... a 
child is not fully free to say no. (Finkelhor 1984, p. 18) 

There are a number of ways of addressing this argument, and some of these are considered in other chapters 
(see also O'Carroll 1982). Christopher and Denise make three claims in relation to such an argument: 
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1. There is an inequality of pmver in such relationships. In their experience of positive and voluntary relation
ships, they suggest that this imbalance ofpO\ver shapes the relationship in two ways: 

(a) The power of the adult can be a resource that the adult uses to influence the child to behave in certain 
\vays--for example, to provide sexual contacts. The adult has the power to withdraw the rewards of the relation
ship by ending the relationship. This power is ahvays relevant to choices made by the younger party even if there 
is no explicit threat. The rewards of the relationship to the child are partly the product of the adult's power as an 
adult-for example, Christopher's experience of being introduced to a world of culture. 

(b) The power of the adult can benefit the child according to the same structure. The adult has the power to 
provide the child with certain rev.,·ards that make the relationship attractive. 

(a) and (b) are inseparable since the pressures described in (a) are based on the possibility of the withdrawal 
of the rewards described in (b). 

2. There is a difference bet\veen coercion and consent. An inequality of power between the t\vo parties does 
not wipe out the distinction. Being persuaded because of perceived re\vards is not the same thing as being trapped 
by a lack of alternatives or being physically coerced. This argument also appears in Denise's comparison of her 
voluntary relationships with the rapes she endured from her father (see Part l, Chapter I, "Descriptions ofNega
tive Experiences Within the Intervie\vs'' on page 20). 

3. The moral focus should be on the experience of the younger party and the issue that such a focus brings to 
light is the issue of exploitation. Was there a fair exchange bet\veen the two parties? Did the younger party benefit 
from the relationship? 

This third point works explicitly to oppose Finkelhor's position that the benefit or harm to younger parties is 
not the crucial moral issue in intergenerational sex. Christopher and Denise evaluate their relationships from the 
standpoint of their O\vn experience ofbenefit and give this priority in their analysis. 

Ambivalence, Denial and Reversal 

I have suggested that all three of the strategies reviewed in this chapter conserve aspects of the dominant discourse 
on intergenerational sex in one way or another. In the strategy of ambivalence, the interviewee takes up a position 
within the dominant discourse; the position of victim of child sexual abuse. However, at the same time, this is only 
one position within these interviews and is a position that is heavily contradicted by other claims made within the 
same interviews, The strategy of den;al is like other minimization strategies. It poses no direct challenge to the 
dominant discourse, but suggests that certain relationships were not experienced as falling within the provenance 
of the dominant discourse. Like the other strategies of minimization, it suggests that these events are exceptions to 

_tl_~e -~inds of ~e~-~ti~_~s~_ip~_ r~fe_~-~- t(l_ \~:i~i? the. d_()_l11~~~-~.! .. ~-i~~.2_YI§_~.Jj:_o~~~y~_r,Jt~s_:~gt}!~~_!_4.!§ __ ~.K~~JI!jQQ.~L$_t(l.t!Js .. _ .. 
· fallief-tliiin iifguiil£ fOfif F'inall);, nia.Ve .. COrlSidefed the strategy of reversal. This position conserves some key ele

ments from the dominant discourse but rejects the moral positions that are normally considered to be implied by 
those elements of the situations described in the dominant discourse. I have also argued that this strategy is another 
in which a refusal of one discursive position·-the victim of sexual abuse--depends upon changing the discourse 
and upon taking up a JX)Sition within another discourse~ in this case, the discourse of fair exchange versus exploiR 
tation. 
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CHAPTERS 

Claiming the Transgression 

In the preceding chapters, I examined discursive strategies that conserve aspects of the dominant discourse and 
that nevertheless validate the transgression that occurred. At the same time, and often in the same interviews, there 
were acknowledgements and direct validations of transgression. When this occurred, there were two discourses 
that were most likely to be invoked. One was the discourse of individual sexual rights and self-expression. The 
interviewee maintained that the prohibition on voluntary relationships of this type \Vas an illegitimate interference 
in the individual's right to sexual expression, or part of the social repression of sexuality. This discursive strategy 
was particularly common amongst male interviewees, a fact that will be interpreted in the second part of the thesis. 

ln this chapter, what is particularly interesting is that the strategy that validates transgression operates within 
the same discursive field as the prohibition itself. As we have seen in earlier chapters, the prohibition suggests that 
entl)' into a sexual relationship is a type of contract, and it postulates that children are either too young to give 
infonned consent or are not independent agents free to make decisions on their own behalf. The liberal discourse 
·ofcontracts· has it that·contracts·are to be made· bet\veen rational; independent and equaHndividuals, and that con~· 
tacts make no sense when one party is a minor, is a slave, or is mad (Pateman 1988). The replying discourse to be 
described in this chapter works with elements of this dominant discourse by demanding equality and by seeking 
entry to civil society as free citizens. 

The second discursive strategy used to validate transgression was rarely present as an argument or a position. 
lt was manifested in tone, sense of humor, and narrative strategy. It is the discourse of transgression as carnival 
described by Kristeva (1986). Transgression is produced in this discourse as an adventure; a situation in which a 
less powerful person confronts or evades social control by established authority. There is a humorous overturning 
of dominant social conventions. The dominant order is mocked and derided. This becomes a central feature of 
some interviews, and there are none in which it is not present to some degree. Kristeva's notion of a semiotic 
chora, a disorderly insurgence, bubbling up from the pre-oedipal and challenging the symbolic order, is a good 
metaphor for this discursive strategy: 

Magic, shamanism, esoterism, the carnival and '"incomprehensible" poetry all underscore the limits of 
socially useful discourse and attest to what it represses: the process that exceeds the subject and his [sic] 
communicative stmctures. (Kristeva 1984, p. 15) 

... we shall have to represent the semiotic ... as a ·'second" retum of instinctual functioning within the 
symbolic, as a negativity introduced into the symbolic order, and as the transgression of that order. 
(Kristeva !984, p. 69) 

The articulate serious political discourse that dominates the interviews as argument is accompanied by a 
humorous narrative undercurrent that celebrates the transgression. While the articulate rational part of the discus
sion conserves dominant discursive structures in one way or another, this undercurrent subverts without taking on 
the responsibility of articulating a moral position. 

This chapter will give two illustrations of moral defenses of transgression, a topic covered in more detail in 
the second part of the thesis. The second part of the chapter will be given over to the analysis of the camivalesque 
discourse that animates many of the accounts offered in the interviews. 
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The Moral Defense of Intergenerational Sex 

Tristan gives a vet}' clear exposition of the moral detense of intergenerational sex within the framework of liberal 
discourse, a subject position taken up by many of the male interviewees. A good summary of his position is the 
following statement: 

Can you imagine, ifl \Vas forced to have sex \Vith people my o\m age I \vouldn't be happy, I \Vouldn 't be 
who I am. And that's ridiculous, people should be \Yho they are. When I'm at home \vhich is very rarely 
and I vel}' rarely see my parents anymore, but \Vhen I'm at home and with them I'm not me and I'm really 
unhappy because I'm not me. I'm someone else, like till I move out I've stil! got two separate lives and, 
you know, Mum might say, "You should've come down to this party, there \vere beautiful girls there," I 
mean and I just say, "big deal,'' sort of, but I mean I'm two separate people and I don't !ike that other 
person and I'm really miserable whenever I'm at home. And t mean people should realize that if they are 
asking me to be like that all my life that they're asking me to be unhappy and why should I be unhappy. 
Just because they're straight and they're not interested in people older than them that they've got the right 
to be happy. t mean it's ridiculous. 

Tristan starts by speaking of his sexuality as a central aspect of his essential self and who he is. To deny 
expression of this sexuality is virtually forcing him into a sexuality that is not really his, namely heterosexuality. 
It is "'people'' in general who are responsible for this oppression, and later and more particularly, people who are 
straight and not attracted to older people. In other words, the dominant hegemonic majority of straight people and 
adults are restricting the sexual rights of children and those with a different sexual orientation. Another statement 
links his situation to that of gay people more generally and it also comments on its un.fOirness: 

Yeah, it won·ied me in the fact that I couldn't walk dmm the streets \Vith my arm around the person that I 
wanted to whereas other people could. But that \Vas all, you know things like that. I mean simple things, 
like holding hands or cuddling, having a kiss in public, you just can't do. That worried me, that gave me the 
slUts. [t still does. I don't know, l don't think in my lifetime you'f! see the time when you'll be able to do 
that. I wonder even if you ever will be. But that's all. 

These comments are fTamed within the liberal discourse of democracy and freedom. It is no accident that 
Tristan uses the phrase "the right to be happy". This is an example of what Dorothy E. Smith refers to as a '1extu
ally mediated discourse'' (Smith 1988a, pp. 41-43). Classic statement<, or '1exts", such as T. Paine's 'The Rights 
of Man" or 'The Declaration oflndependence" with its reference to rights to "Life. Liberty and the Pursuit of Hap~ 
piness" have become mediators for a liberal political discourse that is available for Tristan's use. He takes up a 
s\lbject_positiotl_\Vi thi!l_thJe cli>"21!I:>~~-asJh~_silizs:n _ilep_t:ived_o f.llis right.1o.happiness.lle is.also.depri¥ed.of.the. 
right to equality with other citizens. They are free to express their sexuality: why isn't he? This deprivation applies 
to him both as a person under the age of consent and also as a gay person. The restriction takes two forms: social 
and legal. In the interview, he mentions, for example, two fonns of social constraint: pressure from his parents. 
and the reasonable fear of being attacked on the street if he displays his gayness openly. He refers to the legal con~ 
straint of the age of consent legislation. Here the liberal political discourse finds its paradigmatic expression-
what is at issue is undue interference by the state in the private affairs of citizens. Again this is a textually mediated 
discourse, and it refers back to J. S. Mill's "On Liberty" and the Wolfenden Report in the UK. which recom
mended against legal prohibitions on homosexuality on the grounds that the state had no right to interfere in peo~ 
pie's private sexual conduct (Weeks 1981, p. 242). This state interference is attacked in the following passage 
from the interviev.r: 

So, you knm:v, the people vvho are having sex ll!egal!y, ninetyvfive percent are doing it because they want 
to do it, just like me. And making it more difficult for us is vvrong. It's nerve wracking. I mean, \vhenever 
I see a cop in the street I think, "Jesus Christ!'. you knmv. Especially, say if I'm with my boyfriend or 
beforehand, if 1 was \Vith John or something. f mean I freak because I don't think I'm doing something 

wrong to be happy? 

These comments ofTristan 's reflect 1-vhat Foucault takes to be key aspects of dominant discourses on sexual
ity in the West at the present time. There is the analysis of sexuality as something oppressed and needing to be 
freed. and there is the identification of sexuality' and sexual preference \Vith one's essential self. Describing what 
he takes to be a dominant discourse on sexual repression. Foucault states: 
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If sex is repressed, that is, condemned to prohibition, nonexistence and silence, then the mere fact that one 
is speaking about it has the appearance of a deliberate transgression. A person \Vho holds forth in such Jan~ 
guage places himself to a certain extent outside the reach ofpo\ver; he upsets established la\v; he somehow 
anticipates the coming freedom. This e:-.plains the solemnity \Vith which one speaks of sex nowadays. 
(Foucault 1980, p. 6) 

What sustains our eagerness to speak of sex in tenns of repression is doubtless this oppOitW1ity to speak 
out against the pmvers that be, to utter truths and promise bliss, to link together enlightenment, liberation, 
and manifold pleasures; to pronoW1ce a discourse that combines the fervor of knowledge, the deterrnina~ 
tion to change the laws, and the longing for the garden of earthly delights. (Foucault 1980, p. 7) 

Cert.~in!y Tristan's reflec.tiO!J.!' embody a!! t..l1e.se preocc_!.!pations: t..l1e sense t..l!at in .a future time se.X!.!al prac~ 
tices that are now prohibited will be freed: the sense that what he did was to upset established law: the character
ization of the prohibition in tetms oflegal structures as well as an injunction to silence; the use of the interview to 
break this injunction. There is the promise ofpleasures~happiness-and the solemnity of which Foucault writes. 
Unlike much of Tristan's interview. which is marked by a wry humor, these comments take the fonn of a serious 
political address. 

As will become clear in the second part of the thesis. a defense of transgression in ten11s of sexual rights was 
very common for the male interviewees. However, several female intervieYvees also articulated a moral defense of 
their intergenerational relationships and, in doing this, made reference to the themes that Foucault identifies in 
current discourse on sexuality. 

Joanne S interview illustrates these points. When Joanne \Vas 12, she began a four-year affair with a single 
man who lived nearby and for \\-'hom she worked as a babysitter. When asked about whether she told any of her 
school friends about the affair, she initiated a long discussion of the guilt she felt from being involved in the rela
tionship: 

No way, 1 can't' recall telling anybody. Not wi.tll it was Over and-even then, even thfm ve1)' few·peOple 
\vould I tell about that episode because I had a lot of guilt a.rmmd it. Even up until the last couple of years, 
in fact, was 1 able to get lid of the guilt enough to feel that I could actually tell people about it and it \Vas 
actually all right. It happened and its OK and I'm not a bastard or a rotten person because 1 did all that. 
had those experiences. But I certainly think the guilt was a conttibuting factor as to why I didn't say any~ 
thing. 

She goes on to talk about how she did not reveal it within the women's movement. Discussions of negative 
experiences were presented in such a way that she was sure that she \vould not be validated in giving an account 
of a positive experience. She mentions one occasion in particular when she broke this silence and told a close 
friend from the women's movement about her experiences: 

She said it sounded like child molestation and I statted to almost choke and I got into \Vhat I see as my real 
victim role. My God I \vas molested and I didn't even know it. But then I started to rethink it through and 
think-no, I don't think I was molested because I could see a difference between consent and molestation 
and I came dO"\\-TI on the side that l ce11ainly wasn't molested because I actually took a lot of the initiative 
in that relationship. 

She also talks in the interview about how she has recently realized that through much of her life she has suf~ 
fered from sexual guilt, and that her feelings about this affair were of a kind with a general inability to express her 
sexuality without guilt. Explaining why she \\-·as unable to tell her mother about the affair, she says: 

l don't know. 1 really don't know-f meanlikethe fear, you knmv, and now I'm at a stage of my life where 
I really do see how fear absolutely controlled my life. Fear I sort of think that had been inculcated in 
convent school and all the other aunts and uncles, blah blah, blah over the years ... that was the thing. It 
\Vas mainly fear, incredibly c1ippling fear, \vhich was almost irrational. 

Speaking about her political positions more recently. she has decided that it is important to break the strangle· 
hold of sexual guilt by defending her sexual preferences and experiences more openly. 

This approach shares some features in common with Tristan's, and it has some important differences. As in 
Tristan's interview. sexuality is seen as a powerful and central part of a person's essence (Foucault 1980, pp. 77-
78). Secondly, again like Tristan, Joanne presents the universally negative attitudes to intergenerational sex within 
the framework of the repressive hypothesis that Foucault describes. Her intergenerational sexual contact is seen as 
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a transgression against social prohibition of sexuality. This is !inked more generally to the prohibition of childhood 
sexuality by other dominant repressive social institutions-the family and the church. 111e effect of this repression 
is guilt, and to break this guilt it is necessary to break the silence covering unacceptable expressions of sexuality·. 
As Foucault indicates, the repressive hypothesis goes along with a political program of freeing sexuality. Since 
sexuality is also seen as part of one's central essence, this program is identified \vith a liberation of the self as a 
whole. In accord with this vie\v, Joanne goes on to say that her sexual guilt has made her an easy victim both in 
sexual relationships and in other social relationships. Consequently, her path to sexual self-liberation is also nec
essary to her general psychological well-being. 

Where Joanne's approach differs from Tristan's is that she does not describe her position in tenns of universal 
human rights-to happiness, to sexual expression, to independence. Instead, her moral position is defended 
through an examination of her particular situation. She emphasizes the emotional damage that sexual repression 
has done to her, and she embodies this emphasis with powerful images of her particular responses-'"! started to 
almost choke". Gilligan, in a study of gender differences in moral perception, argues that women are very likely 
to particularize moral questions by looking at the hann and benefits to the individuals involved in a particular sit
uation, while men are more likely to enunciate general moral principles and to see the particular situation as falling 
under some universal rule (Gilligan 1982). This difference is certainly illustrated in this case. 

The textually mediated discourses that are invoked by Joanne undoubtedly include Foucault's "repressive 
hypothesis" and, by implication, the liberal frame\vork of that hypothesis. However, the discourse of sexual rights 
is merely alluded to, and discourses of feminism and therapy are more salient. She needs to get out of her "victim 
role"; she has to develop her assertiveness and her ability to satisfy her own needs. These statements work within 
a feminist perspective that identifies the personal and political, and that sees a necessity for women to develop 
their political pO\ver through a program of personal assertiveness which breaks with the social construction of 
femininity (see, for example, Friday 1979). 

Claiming Sexual Rights and Changing the Discourse 

The presentations of transgression in tenns of a liberal discourse of democratic rights and the associated discourse 
of sexual repression is a case in \Vhich the interviewees choose bet\veen different discursive positions, two "com
peting discourses, competing ways of giving meaning to the world" (Weedon 1988, p. 24). They change the dis
course, from the discourse of intergenerational sex in which they are nominated a stigmatized position as the 
victim of child sexual abuse, to the liberal discourse of rights and equality· in \Vhich they position themselves as the 
citizen claiming sexual rights. Here. too. the younger party is seen as a victim of a kind. In this case, however, the 
ym~t1~~r per~~m }s_ not_ a :vic~_im ()f s~x-~_al (lblj_~e -~v _an ad~lt __ ~vith _whqm ___ t4e\~ \Vere inv_qlv_~d. ____ b_ut a __ victi1_11 ()f (1_ se_x-_ 

.. _ ua1IJ:-repreSslVe· SOCiet);-ihllt aentes-yOUllg. peOpltthe- free--doll. to-express them-se i~~es~· iD te;ms Oi the-Co;cePtOf ~ 
"moral career", the implications of the tvw discursive positions are quite distinct. 

A moral career, as defined in the Introduction on page 1 Lis "the description of a course oflife in tenns of the 
growth of reputation or the loss of public standing undergone by an individual as he or she meets this or that social 
hazard" (Marsh, Rosser & Harre 1978, pp. 18-19). Within the dominant discourse ofintergenerational sex, the 
interviewees are to be pitied as the victims of an attack on their integrity by the older party. However, within the 
liberal discourse of sexual rights, their moral position is quite different. Their sexual relationship is not imposed 
but chosen by them, and this choice becomes an act of defiance and self-definition against an unjust social order. 
Similarly, within the discourse of sexual repression, they are laying claim to their sexuality despite the powerful 
social forces that \vould seek to repress it. 

In addition to these important differences. there is a curious parallelism in these subject positions. The victim 
of child sexual abuse is someone whose freedom of choice is abrogated by a pO\verful adult. As I have argued, this 
discourse takes its terms from the overarching discourse of liberalism. This is particularly apparent in the claim 
that intergenerational sex can never be morally justified. This position is defended by arguing that the younger 
part;' can never be the free agent of liberal discourse; their choices cannot be free since the adult world has such 
poWer That any· ditiiCe iS riiade b}"Ch665iTig· beriv6'6n· dift~fe1~~f kii:ids· OfSaiii::tfdiit!:d cciriCfUct. 

However, when the interviewees of this study defend their position in tenus of a doctrine of sexual rights, they 
make use of the same liberal discourse, but for a different purpose. They argue that as they are people under the 
age of consent the pO\verful adults of society at large infringe their freedom to choose their sexual conduct. To 
choose a particular adult as a sexual partner is an act for which they claim responsibility. It is adult society as a 

whole that attempts to close off that option. As I have said, this position was particularly likely to be taken up by 
male interviewees. and Tristan's intervie\v provides a very representative example of this strategy. 

In both these treatments of intergenerational sex, the younger party is seen as subordinate. pitted against a 
powerful adult world. but this status is contextualized quite differently. Liberalism as a discourse is the parent of 
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both the hegemonic discourse that opposes all intergenerational relations and also of the discourse of rebellion 
against unjust authority that infonns these defenses of intergenerational relationships. 

Transgression as Adventure and Carnival 

As in accounts of negative and abusive experiences, there are subject positions that can be taken up that do not 
foreground the victim status of the younger part:y but instead stress the active and successful undermining of social 
forces that restrict the subject. Humor at the expense of dominant institutions in society is common in this type of 
presentation. There was an element of this subject position in most of the accounts, and I will focus on three inter-
.,;.,.n,., ,., .+., ... ;,..,.I ,. ..... .,.....,..,.\.,., .A.f1..o.r rl"'""···>I .. ;...,,.. th"'""' n<t.-o:oi·;.,.,.,. r ,.,;J 1 """"";,.J.,.,. ;.'h;<> r1; "'"'"""';""' «f>"<>t"'"'" ;..., t,.......," rvF +h<> 
·~·-··"'""""" "')' P""""~ ... ,..,,_..,.P""'"'· ~ """""" """"""'"'"""'"""~ '"" .... .,.. .. """'""""""~ ...... " P••• ,..~...,---=·---·-·· '"'"""' . .._ . ., ... =.,• ,. ............ ~ ... e., ••• ~ ....... ., ·...-=- ...... _ 

concept of"the camivalesque" developed by Kristeva ( 1986). 

Tristan S interviev.,r is as remarkable for its depiction of transgression as adventure as it is for the very clear 
statement of the liberal position considered above. Tristan's deceit of his parents is a consistent theme. Although 
he likes his mother, he has no affection for his father who, as a fonner military man, represents much that Tristan 
opposes. ln one section of the interview, he describes his evasion of attempts at parental control: 

lnt: 

Tristan: 

Int: 

Tristan: 

Int: 

Tristan: 

Jnt: 

Tristan: 

Well I wonder ifthere's anything more that I should ask you. 

I could keep going forever. There's the one about Mum and Dad finding out about 
John. 

Sure, sw·e. What happened? 

Oh, \vell I used to tell her l v ... ·as going to gym with a friend, Jacko, and one day \Vhen 
I got home, Dad wasn't there and Dad got home about fifteen minutes later and said 
"Which way did you walk home?" And l said, "In the usual way." And Dad said, "You 
couldfl 'f\,e:-·I waS'\:o/ilitiiig fOfyou:·,; Arid-they go oii ·;'We kilow -};Ou'fe seeiflg someone 
older, we know you're seeing a guy." And they threatened me and all and they wanted 
to ring him so they rang him up. And his mum answered the phone and he came over 
and they talked. 

Hovl old \vas John? 

TwentyMthree, no twenty·two, sorry. And I was fourteen. 

And what did they say? 

Oh, they asked him if I \vas in any "moral danger". He said ''No" and they talked and 
after that I was allowed to go out with him. 

Here the humor of Tristan's narrative turns on the last statement. Tristan's parents were so respectable that 
they could not bring themselves to ask John outright whether he was having sex with Tristan. Instead, they used 
the euphemism "moral danger". With a clear conscience, John was able to answer in the negative, not believing 
that their sexual activities were placing Tristan in moral danger. Tristan endorses this sentiment, as elsewhere in 
the interview he commends Jolm for his consideration and long lasting friendship. Tristan also hints here at some· 
thing that is often a theme in his stories--the hidden sexuality beneath the conformist e}..ierior. John was, at the 
time, a respectable middle-class young man living at home with his parents, well spoken, and the kind of person 
who would have instantly seemed acceptable to Tristan's rather snobbish mother and father. The way Tristan tells 
the story marks it instantly as humor. He begins by offering it to the interviewer as "the one about", a fonn of intro
duction instantly associated with humor. As a result, the discursive position taken up in the telling of the story is 
that of the young person playfully evading the very real sanctions through which his behavior might have been 
controlled. 

In other narratives of his sexual encounters with men, Tristan positions himself as a risk-taking adventurer, 
and creates stories in which respectable situations are unmasked to reveal a hidden sexual content: 

Tristan: Well I used to go to the gym \vith my father. A straight gym of course. {Laughs) And 
95% of the men there would have to have been gay. And my first experience with a 
man was a priest. And how it came about was ... I hadn't gone for about a year and the 
previous times f'd gone it \vas acceptable for the guys to \valk around the sal.Ula, the 
spa and the pool naked. And when I v-:alked in there, it wasn't very packed and every 
~:,:ruy that I saw had bathers on. And I thought, maybe it's changed. 
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Ho\v old \Vere you then? 

Probably just on thirteen. And there \Vas this one guy sitting in the spa and I thought, 
I said to myself, 'Til wait and see when he gets up. [fhe's not wearing bathers then I 
won't \Vear any. Jfhe is then ['11 just wear them because it looks as if it's obviously 
changed." So I kept looking at him waiting for him to get up and he thought I \vas 
eyeing him off ... obviously. (Both laugh) And I \vas really innocent in fact. I really 
was. Thafs the only thing I wanted to see. To see if he \vas \Vearing bathers and if the 
rules had been changed. I didn't know. Eventually he got up and he wasn't wearing 
bathers so I thought "Fair enough.'' And still nothing had clicked in my mind whatso
ever so I umm ... got undressed. 

(Laughs). What >vas he thinking? 

Yeah, that's right. What was he thinking? Anyway I, umm got into the spa. He was still 
there and umm ... he kept looking at me and I was looking at him occasionally but still 
nothing was going through my mind .. And from memory he got up and had an erec
tion. And that was vvhen I realized. I'm not 100% sw·e that's the way it happened but 
that's the \vay I remember it. Then r thought, "Hey, this is great fun"' and from then on 
there was no turning back (Laughs). 

In this story, the father, the priest, and the gym are all representations of conservative hegemonic masculinity 
(Connell 1987, pp, 183-186), Within dominant discourse, a father is a moral guardian for his son, a person vested 
\Vith the responsibility of seeing to his sexual development and of protecting him from homosexual seduction. A 
priest is a member of a powerful social institution, a celibate order headed by a man with a religious viewpoint, 
according to which homosexuality is a sin. A gym (a "straight gy·m", as distinct from a "gay gym") is supposedly 
devoted to the worship of hegemonic masculinity as strength and muscular power (Connell 1987, p, 85), 

Tristan enters this space naively, believing its public self presentation, and by a series of accidents undoes the 
facade and carries out an act which subverts hegemonic masculinity, homophobia. and the authority of the church 
at the same time. This narrative of Tristan's first sexual adventure is analogous to a number of other narratives in 
the interview. ln another account of a sexual contact, mentioned earlier (page 42), he discusses a situation in which 
he took an interest in a red Mazda 929 that he saw outside the gym. The owner gave him a lift. Later, and to 
Tristan's surprise, he discovered that the owner of the Mazda had a sexual interest in him. As in the account of his 
first sex'Ual contact at the gym. the story of the Mazda takes an event that is in complete accord with the discourse 
ofhegemonic masculinity--the worship of the sports car-and unveils a hidden homoerotic context in the event. 
The humor resides in the sudden emergence of homoerotic desire \Vhere it is least expected--within institutions 
and cultural fonns devoted to the promotion of hegemonic masculinity. Politically, Tristan's humor is reminiscent 

____ ofthe-butch.-elone--i-mage-of-.gay-men--that--takes-·-icons--ef-hegem-enic-hetero-sexual--mascuHnity--and---appropriates
them to another purpose (Humphries 1985, p, 72), Another narrative, already described in Part I, Chapter 3, on 
page 35, is also an example of the same structure in Tristan's storytelling. As a child, he and another bo)' used to 
play a game in which one party \vould be Superman, another icon of hegemonic masculinity. The other child 
would "re-charge" Supem1an \vith oral sex. 

Lmtise is the daughter of a lesbian mother who is part of a feminist lesbian social network. During her earl;' 
adolescence. Louise had romantic crushes on several women in her mother's social circle. On the first occasion, 
she declared her love to a woman who was just about to become her mother's girlfriend. Later, at about 14. she 
stopped having crushes and had a small affair \Vith a 24-year-old \voman from the same circle. When other 
members of the network discovered this liaison, they were shocked, and the actions of the older party were widely 
regarded as morally indefensible. 

Louise's reactions to all this \vere mixed. On the one hand. she felt that her older friends \Vere merely being 
protective: that although she did not need their concern in this particular case, their behavior \vas part of a gener
alized care for her welfare that she appreciated. On the other hand, she \vas annoyed by the gossip and interference 
in her life. In_this conte~_tofmQml_ -SJtp~_n.ri_s_ion, Louise's RC-t:-OE ... n..!s of her sex'j_al -activities often-position ber<:.s the 
adventurer avoiding disapproving adults. She gives the impression that in taking the sexual initiative, she is chal
lenging the pO\ver of these adults quite intentionally: 

And then one night [\Vas at a party and this friend of mine who I'd known for ages and ages and ages, 
about a year and a half. Well thafs ages to me, umm, we were out in the back alley and we were talking 
about fucking each other and she's 24 and umm. (Laughs) So \Ye decided that we wanted to spend the night 
together so Jan, vvho doesn't believe in any of this kind of stuff, like having affairs with older -women for 
me and stuff like this .. She, umm, went, they ananged for me to stay at Roslyn's but they didn't knO\V 
that her and Thad discussed this totally and decided that \Ve wanted to get offvvith each other. And Jan was 
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originally trying to fend me ofT from this othenvoman, who she didn't want me to sleep \Vith, but she sort 
of threw me into the fire anyway, know what 1 mean. But I ended up having a bit of both worlds, anyway. 
(Both laugh) Being me, I just couldn't help it and decided that I didn't ... ifl couldn't .. I wanted both, so 
I had both. I mean I didn't get off with one of them but \Ve had this long passionate kiss before I left. And 
then 1 \vent home with Roslyn, and umm, it was really good. 

In this story, Jan, a friend of Louise's mother, is standing in loco parentis, and her aim is to protect Louise 
from premature sexual contacts. Louise tricks her, and of course this is partly because Roslyn, a friend of Jan's, is 
secretly arranging a sexual tryst As with Tristan's account, Roslyn positions herself as the adventurer \vho llllder
mines the asexual moral facade of the adult community. The lesbian network as a social institution disapproves of 
intergenerational contacts, but individuals can be seduced. She further evades Jan's control by kissing the other 

an embarrassing outburst by flirting with someone's lover: 

Louise: 

Int: 

Louise: 

Tnt:·· 

Louise: 

lnt: 

Louise: 

While I was on with Roslyn, one of my phases ... Umm, I \Vent out with her one night 
and the woman she lives with, Lucy, and her t,rirlfriend. We went up to Pokies one 
night. And Lucy and l decided we liked each other, so we went up the back and started 
touching each other up and stuff and her girlfriend came around the comer. And I 
mean they were just around the comer. And it was really ... Ohh. Like she's into S&M, 
bondage and all that kind of stuff. And it just really ... She wanted to ask me to go 
home with her. And I thought ... while I really wanted to be tied up. 1 mean I don't 
want I mean that's all my, wnm sexual fantasies about S&M have gone on to, is 
about being tied up on a four poster bed and made luscious love to. But it's not exactly 
that way, so ... Just that kind of ... That kind of had repercussions too. 

Like \vhat? 

Like this girl who saw Lucy and I touching each other up. 

What were the repercussions then? She was ·very angry? 

Well, no, this girl blew up these inflatable tits and threw them at me on the dance floor. 
(Laughs) It was really ... l just stood there and went-Uhllhh! I mean they didn't 
know about it, like that, they knew that Roslyn and this other woman didn't know 
about it. And umm, it 'vas just really, I felt really guilty and like I had to hide it away 
and stuff. I mean it was just really fwmy that I got attracted to that kind of person. 

Was Lucy's girlfriend really annoyed with you about that? 

No, she didn't know, you see she walked up to the bar and we were on the left hand 
side and there's this big column and you usually look straight ahead at the bar in front 
and she looked straight ahead and I saw her, and sort of went Ahhh!, you knmv like 
this, and I mean there was nothing to hide. All \Ve were doing was having a cuddle, but 
it \vas kind of like .. But we both felt really guilty about it and there \vas no point in 
feeling really guilty about it because when you hide it, it just gets worse, and then we 
weren't doing anything wrong, you know \Vhat I mean? 

Here Louise skates around dangers on every side. She is out at night, underage, at a lesbian disco. Her com
panions are her adult lover Roslyn, Lucy who lives with Roslyn, and Lucy's girlfriend. Behind the back of both 
Roslyn and Lucy's girlfriend, who may be considered aggrieved parties, she flirts with Lucy and cuddles and 
kisses her in a public place. These events are especially risky as there is a danger that discovery could lead to Lucy 
and Roslyn falling out and having to break up their domestic arrangement. More dangerous still, Lucy is into sado
masochism and might be considered to be the kind of woman \Vho \vould not take a rejection lightly. Nevertheless, 
Louise knows her own limits and declines the offer to go home. That Lucy is prepared to risk so much is surely a 
sign ofLouise 's powers of attraction, a power that she wields despite the widespread perception of her as underage 
and in need of protection. Finally, these events are almost discovered by Lucy's lover, but fortunately she is lucky, 
saved by a column. Nevertheless, another party sees them together, and in some kind of commentary on Louise's 
actions, makes an oblique and embarrassing scene on the dance floor. Thankfully no-one else is aware of the 
reasons for this strange act. 

The comment '"'being me, I just couldn't help it" sums up Louise's account of herself in these passages. She 
presents herself as someone \vho likes drama, excitement, and adventure. Transgression-in terms of intergener
ational sex, lesbianism, underage appearances at nightclubs, flirtations with S&M, provoking jealousy, and getting 
around attempts to control her actions--provides her with an ideal field of action. 
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David. who was l7 when he was interviewed, began his affair with his history teacher, Diane, when he was 
15. Discussing David's intervie\v. I shall reviev.,· some of the material referred to earlier (Part L Chapter 4, page 
50). He consistently represents his transgression in tetms of excitement and of dangers faced and overcome. His 
account of their first sexual encounter is set forth in this \vay: 

I wanted to stay \vith her, and she said, '"We can't, \Ve can't, we can't, we can't". We \Vent to the beach and 
we had a big pash session, for ·want of a better word or description. And then I thought, ''·Oh, she's going 
to send me horne'', but then she said, "No, I'm not going to send you home, I don't do that to people on the 
beach and then send them home". She took me home. I was sitting on the couch, she was in the kitchen, she 
\Valked past me twning the lights out, walked up the corridor, this long corridor. And I just sat there \Vait~ 
ing. She put her head outside the door and she said "Are you coming?'" I thought ''Oh shit, this is it!'' What 
you read about in Pix and that. So I follotved her up the corridor ... packing death. I walk up there some~ 
times and I think, God, I don't kno\vhow ... that ;.vas the longest walk of my life, you know \Vhat I mean. 
It was so long. And then she got undressed and I \Vas just sitting on the bed. I felt really safe kissing her 
'cause I'd done that before, so !just kissed her, she ripped her clothes offtvithout a slight bit of embarrass~ 
ment, and that never happened to me before, because usually people have been very embarrassed as they 
stripped them off. And [thought, "Shit, this woman is really into if', you know what [mean. She really 
wants to. And then she ... And then tve just had a screw. I \Vas really nervous. I couldn't come and all that 
and didn't really enjoy it l thought . 'cause I'd never really thought about screwing before ... I'd done 
it, but I'd never really thought about it, kind of thing. Like this was probably the first screw that I actually 
thought about. As I was actually doing it, [thought, this is no better than wanking. It's not that much excite· 
ment. It's just like she was going 'Aaaahhh', she was making all these noises and she \Vas screaming her 
head off, and I \Vas thinking, "Shit, what am [doing?" This woman's really getting off on it, and I couldn't 
come because Twas so nervous. She probably thought I was some kind of stallion or something, because I 
just kept going all night. Ha~ 

In the account given above, there is a continuous play with concepts of masculine sexuality. As I \Viii suggest 
subsequently, this humor at the expense of established hegemonic masculinity is one ofthe things that marks 
David's narratives as "camivalesque". On the one hand. men are supposed to be confident and eager in their sex
uality and women are supposed to be reticent and seduced. Here the opposite is the case. Yet on the other hand, this 
tale is also a tale of dangers sunnounted and fear overcome, and in that sense this account fits a masculinist genre. 
In tenns of De Lauretis's analysis, it is a typical Oedipal drama in which the heroic male subordinates the female 
territory (De Lauretis 1984). Here, however. this fonn is both robbed of its masking symbolism (dragons or 
foreign enemies standing in for women), and also satirized as humor. Men's fear of women is both revealed and 
made to look ridiculous. 

The telling of the story plays with standard pornographic conventions for describing sexual interactions of 
this·kindcBoys.,re-supposed tolustafterfemaleteachersand-orcourseDavid··does;·bunhnealityoflii!rpaliii::;nis-· · 
nervousness, and the strange absence of passion in his lovemaking are all absent from standard pornographic treat
ment of this topic. The hegemonic fantasy of the fuck (Zilbergeld 1983, 30-4!) is both realized and denied in the 
account. He appears as a "stallion" and stays erect for hours, but it is not from self-control but from nervousness 
and absence of enthusiasm. "I11e effect of this aspect of the story is literally an "anti-climax" which contradicts the 
narrative structure of hegemonic accounts of masculine sexuality. 

Another way in which the account contradicts and undennines dominant discourses is in the presentation of 
the persona of the teacher. She begins by playing the role ofteacher~'\ve can't''~and then later abandons that 
role completely. taking off her clothes without a bit of embarrassment. Her power as an older woman and an ado
lescent's fantasy object is both confirmed by his nervousness and also overturned in the story in that she reveals 
herself through the sexual encounter. and he hides himself within it. 

A similar play with popular hegemonic accounts occurs in his reference to the dominant discourse of inter
generational sex. He speaks of his fear at the time and of his feeling, "This is it-what you read about in Pix". 
What one reads in hx are stories in which intergenerational sexual contacts are defined within the dominant dis
course ofintergenerational sex-lurid narratives of children abused in sexual contacts with adults. In David's 

it to the interviewer as an interpretive framework. 
Later accounts of the dangers of discovery in their relationship also present transgression as an adventure: 

We talk about the old days, you know the old days at the beginning in the dark ages. We talk about hO\v we 
got by so long, you knmv her being my teacher and all that. Hotv many near escapes we had. We've had 
plenty of them. We were scre\ving on the beach once, and a cop car went past shining its lights on us and 
just missed us by a fraction. We were ... 1 was in the house and this woman came over-this has happened 
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a few times-and we were naked as jaybirds. Umrn, she had to hide me behind one of the doors and she 
just \Valked past. We've had tons of escapades like that. 

He describes similar risky moments at school: 

And a few times we kissed passionately in the library or in the library room while she was doing books. 1 
used to say to the teacher, '"Oh :tviiss March wants to cut that out" ·'Ohh, Miss March wants me to help her 
with some putting up posters" or something. And \Ve used to go over there and klss her breasts up and we 
used to do that all the time, \Ve used to do that in school. 

When questioned directly, David denied that the forbidden nature of these events contributed to their excite~ 
. . ... . ' ·-· 
'l~n;;;uTF;;;;;;,-;;r:.n. >;;;;_ .Bn p;yp_,-;;nu ;;;n-,;.-nn'i-r;-"- -,~·.,-,..,_ ------o-------- -- -- ---------<;;> --· •------ ···--

the constant danger of discovery ever present The use of the phrase ''packing death" to describe his tbelings when 
he was about to go to her bedroom the tirst time is significant. It is a phrase often used by adolescent boys to 
describe their fear in stories of heroism and courage; in reference, for example, to large and dangerous waves 
encountered while surfing. 

The effect of these accounts is to place this sexual transgression in the context of adolescent masculine adven
tures. The dangers to be feared come from a variety of sources. One is David's own fear of sexual contact with a 
powerful adult \Voman, and he is quite willing to admit and even feature this within his accmmt. Another danger 
is legal; the power of the police to prosecute Diane. Another is inherent in their relationship at school-she would 
lose her job and things would be very awkward for him at school. Finally. there is the danger of discovery by her 
friends, who would presumably disapprove. In all these cases, David treats the encountering and vanquishing of 
tl1ese possible threats to their relationship as an adventure. They are described as situations in which the hidden 
nature of their relationship amounts to a joke played against the institutions of respectability. 

The Cctrnivalesquein Discourse 

Looking at these and other similar accounts of transgression in the interviews. it can be said that the discursive 
position taken up by the interviewees is what Kristeva, following Bakhtin. refers to as a "'carnivalesque" or 
"Menippean" (Kristeva 1986). 

Kristeva describes carnivalesque discourse as "a consecration of ambivalence and of 'vice'" (Kristeva 1986, 
p. 50). This is certainly the case in these accounts. with ambivalence in the application of age categories, and 
''vice" in the fonn of intergenerational sex. underage attendance at nightclubs, gay and lesbian sexuality, S&M 
fantasies. sex aids, a teacher seducing her pupil, and trickery and guile used to deceive parents. In the above 
accounts, these practices are endorsed or consecrated, as in Louise's statement that she was thrown "into the fire" 
and its anti~Christian metaphor of sexuality and hell. 

Kristeva also considers the carnivalesque as a discourse in which conventions about social space are under
mined: 

Adventures unfold in brothels, robbers' dens, tavems, fairgrounds and prisons, among erotic orgies and 
during sacred \Vorship, and so forth. (Kristeva 1986, p. 53) 

This transgression of space is a marked feature of the interviews considered in this chapter. On the one hand 
there are respectable venues in which transgression violates spatial respectability: David mentions a school, a 
library room, and the beach where the illicit nature of these activities is hidden by the dark (David) or open to scru
tiny but disguised (David's kissing session with Diane). Tristan sets his seduction scene in the athletic non-sexual 
respectability of the gym. Alternatively, places of disrepute, celebrated as such, are the scenes for these events; a 
lesbian nightclub where Louise and Lucy hide behind a pillar and '~ouch each other up", and a "back alley" where 
Louise arranges her night with Roslyn, unbeknownst to Jan. Spatial respectability is transgressed either through 
violation of a respectable space or through celebration of a disreputable one. 

Kristeva describes the characteristics of the camivalesque in language: 

Menippean discourse tends towards the scandalous and eccentric in language. The "inopportune' expres
sion, with its cynical frankness, its desecration of the sacred and its attack on etiquette is quite character
istic. (Kristeva 1986, p. 53) 

In Tristan's account, a contrast is created between a highly articulate and middle~class style of speech, and a 
conte>..i and content that works against this style. For the most part, although he is talking about casual gay sex in 
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a gym, he avoids swear words and instead uses clinical tenus such as «erection" to convey any necessal)' sexual 
infonnation. Hmvever, dropped in at intervals are phrases that imply an adult consciousness of sexual practices 
\Vithin the gay subculture and that belie the fonnalism of most of the talk. These occasional remarks provide a 
glimpse of the sexuality that Tristan is describing in such remote language. They shock because they reveal the 
possibility that a respectable middle-class boy of 13 may have such earthy feelings: 

So I kept looking at him waiting for him to get up and he thought I was eyeing him off .. obviously. 

Here the phrase "eyeing him o:ff'' surprises through its cynical frankness. It implies a lot more than is said, 
through its structural analogy to phrases such as ')erking him off". It retains the formalism of Tristan's speech; it 
does not appear to be obscene in that no obscene words are used. but it is clearly and profoundly inopportune. 
There is a similar effect when Tristan reports that later on he got "bigger and better things. I don't mean size 
either!'' 

Louise's interview also provides examples of the use of language to create a scandalous effect. For instance. 
in discussing the reaction of the lesbian network to her affair with Roslyn, she remarks: "A lot of women in the 
women's scene found out about it and kind of went 'Hhhmmmm! ', like this. And people started yabbering on 
about it". Louise desecrates as "yabbering" \vhat appears to members of her social network as a serious moral 
issue. Louise is also "cynically frank" in her use of swear words and colloquialisms to describe sexual acts: " ... we 
were out in the back alley and we were talking about fucking each other and she's 24", or "Lucy and I decided we 
liked each other. so we went up the back and started touching each other up and stuff". In comments such as these, 
Louise suggests that she does not regard her transgressive intergenerational relationships as a major moral issue. 
In tenns of the dominant discourse, she is not only offending against proper conduct by engaging in these sexual 
contacts, she is also describing them in language considered inappropriate for a 14-to-15-year-old girL In doing 
this, she suggests that she does not take sexual morality as seriously as dominant moral authorities require. 

Within David's account, there is a proliferation of scandalous and irreverent language. At the beach" ... we 
had a big pash session, for want of a better word or description"-"! thought 'Oh shit, this is it'"-"! thought, this 
is no better than \Vanking"--"She was making all these noises and she was screaming her head off'--'"'We were 
screwing on the beach once"-" ... we were naked as jaybirds"~"we used to go over there and kiss her breasts 
up". This is the coarse language of the adolescent male subculture: the language of sexual conquest and casual 
promiscuity. Its effect is to undennine any lurking suspicion on the part of the listener that David may have been 
the victim of sexual abuse by an adult. On the other hand, this cynical frankness is equally inopportune as it is 
paired with a detailed analysis of their relationship in tenns of friendship, intellectual compatibility, and true love; 
for example: 

__ ._ ... .f.~.QQ.!.~~~:il.l_ . .!hlllk_ili!!tl'.m .. gQ.cxi-1!Lhi_sJ_Ql)'.,Jb..!!C~--wb.aU)n .. .ups~Labout~.he_cause_she:s.a.hi.story..teacheJ:.aruL 
[had a relationship with her, and people will think that I'm so mature because she matured me and it's not 
like that at alL It's myself, with my reaction to the relationship and not her. She \Vasn't even a catalyst or 
anything like that, just my total reaction to situations has made me more independent. She's given me sit~ 
uations, not deliberately, that have matw·ed me. 

This is an instance of what Kristeva takes as another common feature ofMenippean discourse; it is made up 
of contrasts "virtuous courtesans, generous bandits, \vise men that are both free and enslaved and so on" (Kristeva 
1986, p. 53). Here we have David, a rebellious and somewhat macho adolescent. who is also having a serious 
intellectual and emotional relationship with his history teacher. Other examples are easily found in these inter~ 
views: the priest who has sex with a young adolescent in a sauna; the mother's friend, an ideologically sound 
lesbian feminist, who has a sexual affair with the 14 year old daughter: and the articulate middle~class youth of22 
whose mother answers the phone for him and who is also a pedophile having a sexual affair with the fourteen year 
old son of an ex-anny officer. 

The camivalesque is a discourse in which transgression is celebrated rather than justified: 

(Kristeva 1986, p. 49) 

This chamcterization fits much of the interview material of this study \Veil. Within the inten.riews reviewed in 
this chapter, it is not just the authority of the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex that is challenged. Many 
other respected social institutions and discourses are given short shrift. Challenges to all kinds of authority and 
social law are common: the authority of parents, of schools. of adults. of the police. and of the lesbian feminist net~ 
work. Much of the humor of the accounts is built around the undennining of these fonns of authority and social 
power. 
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This rebelliousness can be traced in all three intervie\vs. ln David's interview, the figure ofthe teacher, hege
monically constructed as a non-sexual mentor, is exposed as a sexual figure lusting after a student. The pedagog
ical situation itself~the library, a sign of logos itself~is a site for their sexual interactions. The very fonn of 
asexual authority in the school, the distancing of teachers and students in the tenn "Miss", the deferential requests 
to help the teachers, is undermined by the use David makes of it to arrange liaisons with Diane. As argued above, 
David also plays with the discourse of hegemonic masculinity as sexual conquest, both presenting himself as a 
hero of this discourse, and also satirizing it. He is similarly subversive of the discourse ofintergenerational sex in 
its framing lurid and titillating portrayals of children as victims. 

ln Louise's interview, a camivalesque attack on authority also manifests itself. Not being content with being 
treated as a child, she attempts to seduce various friends of her mother, and she is eventually successful. The moral 
authority of the adults on sexual matters is subverted by the practice that Louise provokes. This is particularly the 
case \Vith Roslyn, who iS se1ected·by Jan as a reliable guardian fbr Louise and protection against a third party. "but 
she sort of threw me into the fire anyway, know what l mean". Louise celebrates her transgressions against the 
dominant discourse of adolescent femininity most obviously through her lesbianism and intergenemtional sexual 
contacts, but also in other ways. She presents herself as someone who snatches sexual moments and who does not 
require a romantic conteA1 for sexual contact. Although she is a fifteen~ year-old girl, she describes her S&M fan
tasies of being tied up and "made luscious love to", and recalls her flirtation with an S&M lesbian with relish. 

In Tristan's interview, transgressions against hegemonic masculinity, the church, and homophobia are cele
brated. He emphasizes situations in which a conservative moral authority could be expected to prevail but is 
instead overturned. He goes to a gym that is straight, but he seduces men there. The nakedness of the spa was hege
monically categorized as athletic and so non-sexual, but it came to function sexually. His first sexual experience 
was with a priest. Tristan absolves himself of responsibility; he was "'really innocent" of any sexual intentions and 
he acted as a child might, but he ended up by inadvertently seducing the priest As a nice young adolescent boy, 
Tristan's "crushes" on sports cars \Vere part of a hegemonic masculinity normally expected to exclude homosex
uality, but in fact this crush led him into a gay affair. 

Kristeva's concept of the "camivalesque" provides a useful framework to summarize the discursive strategies 
of these--interviews. As·has been· shown, the·camivalesque·does not operate·to validate transgression by presenting 
a serious moral position in favor of transgression, rebutting possible counter arguments. Instead, it operates to cel
ebrate transgression through choices of narrative and language. 

The Validation of Transgression and the Conservation of Discourse 

The validation of transgression through the discourse of repression and sexual rights represents a typical example 
of a situation in which a morai career is created through changing the discourse, by making a choice to take up a 
position within one discourse rather than another. A position as the victim of child sexual abuse is refused, and a 
position as the citizen deprived of rights to self-expression is taken up.lronica11y, both these positions work within 
an overarching discourse of liberalism. 

The discourse of the citizen deprived of rights was most marked in interviews where interviewees claimed an 
equality of sexual rights with other individuals whose sexual activities are permitted. A claim was being con
structed in which interviewees presented themselves as the independent rational individuals, the citizens ofliberal 
theory. The discourse that this discursive strategy rejects is the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex. In 
fact, the dominant discourse prohibits intergenerational sexual contacts in tenus of the same overarching liberal 
discourse that infonns the discourse of the citizen deprived of rights. According to the prohibitive discourse, the 
young person is a child and hence is not fit to enter into contracts. They are not the independent individuals who 
can be citizens within liberal discourse. 

Choosing the discourse of freedom of expression, the respondents validate their transgression while at the 
same time conserving the dominant discourse ofliberalism that is the parent of both this discourse and the rejected 
discourse of child abuse. 

The second type of validation of transgression reviewed in this chapter worked to present transgression in 
terms of carnivalesque discourse. This position was invoked in the choice of narrative structure, the sense of 
humor, and the choice of language within the intervie\V. Within this discourse, opposition to the hegemonic dis
course of intergenerational sex is not fonnal and articulate. This opposition appears and manifests itself in the way 
the account is structured. The three interviewees considered in this way were chosen because their narratives 
provide very clear examples of this kind of validation of transgression. However, many other intervie\vs from the 
study support the relevance of such interpretation. 

While much of the first part of the thesis has presented accounts in tenus of the conservation of dominant dis
courses, this chapter demonstrates the presence of an undercurrent, a contradictory camivalesque discourse that 
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celebrates the abandonment of dominant discursive structures. At the same time, this is not an articulated and 
argued opposition to dominant discourses. As Kristeva suggests in her image of the semiotic chora. it bubbles up 
and disrupts the coherence of dominant discourse. It represents a cotmter example to the thesis of the conservation 
of discourse. At the same time, it does not challenge dominant and formalized discourses on the same terrain. 
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CHAPTER6 

Conclusions 

Part 1 has been concerned with the strategies the intervie\vees adopted to negotiate the dominant discourse on 
intergenerational sex-the prohibition ofintergenerational sex. This discourse creates the subject position "victim 
of abuse" as the appropriate subject position for the younger party in an intergenerational sexual contact. In nego
tiating this prohibition, all the interviewees begin from the point at which they refiJse this subject position and 
instead define their O\vn experiences positively. At the same time, however, I have indicated that ali the inter
viewees also took up subject positions in reftrence to this dominant discourse. 

This part of the thesis has revealed a great number of different positions in reference to the discourse of pro
hibition. The concept that can most effectively summarize the greatest number of these strategies is the concept of 
rhe conservation of dominant discourse within transgression. Most inteJViewees, 1 have argued, minimized the 
extent of their transgression against the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex. 1l1e dominant discourse was 
conseJVed in this strategy by suggesting that transgressions against it were only apparent transgressions or were 
relatively minor. 

In addition to this, there \Vere three lesser strategies. The strategy of ambivalence was one in which the inter
viev,rees entertained the subject position nominated for them by the dominant discourse, but also rejected this posi
tion in most of their interview. This conseJVed the dominant discourse by creating a subject position that was 
partially derived from the discourse of prohibition. In the strategy of denial, the inteJViewees denied transgression, 
instead suggesting that the actions in which they \vere involved did not fall within the scope of the dominant dis
course of intergenerational sex. In that way, the dominant discourse was evaded rather than being directly con
fronted. In the strategy of reversal, the interviewees retained some elements of the dominant discourse, conserving 
these aspects of that discourse while refusing other aspects. 

In cases where interviewees validated their transgressions, the strategy of changing the discourse allowed 
interviewees to constitute their actions within the discursive field of an alternative discourse. I have argued that 
these strategies also embodied a conservation of dominant discourses. The interviewees sidestepped the discourse 
against which they had transgressed. instead taking up a subject position that conserved another, alternative (but 
nonetheless dominant) discourse. 

This hypothesis of the conservation of dominant discourses is subject to one major exception in the material 
considered in the first part of the thesis. This is the use of the discourse of carnival to validate transgression. This 
is a discursive position in which interviewees celebrated their agency in overturning dominant social values and 
dominant discourses. As I have argued, however, this celebration does not take on the dominant discourse on the 
same terrain. The discourse of carnival is never articulated in the form of an explicit value position. It is instead 
manifested in the fonn and structure of the narrative. It becomes apparent in the way the interviewees tell their 
stories and in the kinds of humor and language that they use to produce their accounts. 

With the discourse of carnivaL the only significant exception, interviewees dealt with their transgression 
against the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex by conserving a dominant discourse, whether the dis
course of intergenerational sex itself: or another dominant discourse. It may be possible to explain this widespread 
pattern by reference to the way in \Vhich Kristeva has conceived social change and the processes by which domi
nant social structures can be opposed and altered. Authors such as Foucault and Kristeva construe discourse in 
analogy to language. Grosz describes Kristeva's approach to the radicalizing possibilities of the avant-garde in 
terms that can be usefully applied to this issue: 

Radical subversion is essentially reformist: as the order of language, the symbolic can only accommodate 
so much change at any given time. As Saussure pointed out, because the signifying structtn·e (langue) is 
collective, it can adapt to change only within broadly recognizable parameters. Neologisms too far 
removed from the existing structure are not accepted by it. So, too, for K1isteva, the avant-garde questions 
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the limits of language only by pushing them further, not by eliminating them altogether. (Grosz 1989, p. 
60) 

The meanings of tenus within available dominant discourses are tied in with each other. As \vith a language, 
neologisms that are radically outside the nonns of these discourses are simply misunderstood and ineffective. 
Instead, social change occurs by a more partial revision of discourse. 

In applying these considerations to the topic at hand, it is quite correct to regard voluntat}' transgression of the 
prohibition on intergenerational sex as a radical challenge to social nonns. Hmvever, it is unrealistic to expect that 
this challenge will be dramatic and thorough going, or that participants will see it as a challenge to dominant dis
course. They are much more likely to regard their actions in ways which stress their conformity to prohibitions on 
intergenerational sex-"I wasn't a child". "It wasn't sex" -or to validate their actions within another dominant 
discourse-"! am claiming my right to sexual expression". What occurs, then, is a refonnist revision of the dom
inant discourse of sexuality and age categorization. rather than an attempt to demolish it. 

In what follows, I will draw together in more detail the discursive strategies that were discovered in this part 
of the thesis. The most common strategy was the minimization of transgression. This took two fonns: minimizing 
age categot}' difference, and minimizing the sexual aspect of the intergenerational contacts. In minimizing age cat
egory difference, the inteJ\fiewees made three suggestions. Firstly. that the older party in the intergenerational rela
tionship recognized them as an adult; secondly, that the experiences were part of a transition to adulthood; and 
thirdly, that the interviewee was mature for their age at the time these events occurred, and thus they were essen
tially adults despite their chronological age. 

I have argued that these strategies conserve dominant discourse in two ways. Firstly, the interviewees sug
gested that they did not, in fact, transgress against the dominant discourse, or did so only to a minimal degree. 
They effectively took up the subject position "adult" from within the field of terms that are present within the 
dominant discourse. Secondly, in constituting themselves as an adult in this context, they referred to and expressed 
elements of the dominant discourse of prohibition. They represented themselves in tenns of the maturity, rational
ity, and independence that are thought to be lacking in children and thought to be necessary for entry into a sexual 
relationship \vith an adult. 

The second strategy of minimization, which is also the second major strategy for negotiating the prohibition, 
is the strategy of minimizing the sexual aspect of the intergenerational contacts. T indicated that this could take t\vo 
fonns. Either the sexual contacts could be understood as "not really sexual'', as a game, or various fonns of 
conduct that are perceived as paradigmatically sexual could be excluded from the relationship itself. In either case, 
minimizing transgression against the prohibition conserves the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex. In 
addition, these two moves were also associated with situations in which another dominant discourse was used to 
validate the events. In the first case it was the discourse of childhood and games, and in the second case it was the 

. discO!Irs.e ofrom.ance~ ... __ __ _ _ ___ ___ __ __ ___ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
The strategy of ambivalence was one of several that were employed by only a fevv interviewees. In this strat

egy, the t\vo interviewees in question entertained the possibility that they had been the victims of sexual abuse 
while also rejecting this position in a number of ways. In so far as these interviewees regarded themselves as 
victims ofintergenerational sex, or at least suggested this as a possible interpretation, they conseJ\fed the dominant 
discourse on intergenerational sex by interpreting their experiences within that framework. 

Another minor strategy in the interviev.,·s was the strategy of denial. Three interviewees indicated that at the 
time of their intergenerational sexual contacts, they had not regarded \Vhat they were doing as intergenerational 
sex or as coming within the provenance of the discourse of prohibition. They·, in keeping \vith other members of 
their social milieu, sa\\' these heterosexual man/girl relationships as exemplifying the hegemonic discourse ofhet
erosexuality in which it is common for \vomen to take older male partners. By doing this. they conserved the dom
inant discourse on intergenerational sex: firstly by bringing their activities vvithin the provenance of another 
dominant discourse, and secondly by not contesting that discourse: it was merely ignored in this context. 

The strategy of reversal was employed by two interviewees to negotiate the prohibition on intergenerational 
sex. These interviewees retained some key aspects of the dominant discourse ofintergenerational sex but refused 
other aspects. The resulting modificatio11 of the dgminant ~iscourse is aptly se_en as a reversal in that the politit;al 
and morai conclusions of the dominant discourse are reversed. Here the thesis of conservation of dominant dis
course is sustained by the way' in which the interviewees retained some major elements from this discourse. 

These interviewees also changed the discourse, dropping an ethical analysis based on strategic power and vul
nerability, instead taking up an ethical position based on the concept of fair exchange and a felicific calculus of 
outcomes for the younger party. Both of these altemative ethical positions can be seen as originating from within 
dominant systems of thought about ethics in this society. The concept of fair exchange clearly relates to the capi
talist ideology of business transactions, and is often broadened to take in interpersonal relationships. The emphasis 
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on the benefits to the younger party fits a utilitarian ethical framework in which events are evaluated in terms of 
their outcomes for the individuals concerned. 

The final chapter in this part of the thesis examined the way transgression against the discourse of prohibition 
was conceived when it was acknowledged in the interview. The first \vay in which this occurred positioned the 
interviewees as individuals who were defending their rights to sexual expression against a societal repression of 
sexuality or against a state supported paternalism. J have argued that the discourse of individual rights to sexual 
expression is itself an aspect of a dominant liberal discourse of citizenship, freedom, and equality. The inter~ 
viewees were claiming rights of sexual expression equivalent to those of other citizens. 

The discourse of carnival was that which most challenged the thesis of conservation of dominant discourses. 
It was present to some degree in all of the interviews, not just in the three that have been examined as examples. 
This discourse can be considered to be a popular discourse~ in the sense that it is commonly taken up in natural 
conversations and that its popularity is retlected by its appearance in a great many popular media fonns (Docker 
1982; Starn 1988). To the extent that the term "dominant" merely means that a discourse is common and has con
siderable social influence, it may be argued that the discourse of carnival is one of a number of dominant dis
courses. In that sense, it could be considered that the interviewees work totally within the thesis of the 
conservation of discourse by changing from a discursive position as victim, to a position within another dominant 
discourse, the discourse of carnival, in which they are adventurous transgressors against social nonns. To a certain 
extent, this is a fair characterization. 

However, although the discourse of carnival may be considered dominant (in the sense of being popular and 
influential), it could never be seen as hegemonic, since it is defined in terms of its opposition to all hegemonic dis
courses. It celebrates the overthrO\v of hegemonic social institutions and hegemonic powers in society. What I 
have argued, in this context, is that the discourse of carnival does not constitute its opposition to hegemonic dis
courses through an articulated alternative moral position. Its subversion is not patent and apparent, but implicit. In 
that sense it opposes dominant discourse but also evades it. Because of this, it constitutes only a partial exception 
to the conservation of dominant discourses within transgression. 

This section of the research has presented a range of negotiating strategies, all of which have been focused 
directly and explicitly- on- the discourse· of intergenerational sex. To sketch out the picture in more detail, this 
narrow focus needs to be broadened to take in other discourses and positions that are inevitably present in the spe
cific social contexts in \vhich intergenerational relationships take place. l will refer to these various discourses and 
positions as ''approaches to intergenerational sex". They relate most essentially to issues of family and gender. 
Part 2 is devoted to a consideration of the relevance of these broader discourses to an understanding of positively 
valued intergenerational sexual experiences. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction to Part 2 

This part of the thesis is concerned \vith the extent to which the positive experiences of the interviewees can be 
understood in tenus of their location in reference to dominant discourses concerning the family, gender, and sex
uality. Two arguments provide the framework for this discussion. First, I shall argue that various dominant and 
hegemonic discourses of gender and the family imply a prohibition on intergenerational sex. 1l1e prohibition is not 
implied by any one of these discourses taken by itself. Instead, different discourses imply the prohibition in dif
ferent ways and about different types of relationship. For example, aspects of the discourse of hegemonic mascu
linity and sexuality imply the prohibition of man/boy relationships. I shall refer to such discourses as implying 
discourses. 

The second argument which will be considered in this part of the thesis is that the experiences of the inter
viewees can be understood in tenus of the way that the interviewees locate these events in reference to discourses 
of the family and gender. Just as they are called upon to negotiate the prohibition on intergenerational sex, so too 
are they required to negotiate--the stigma 'involved ill'theirtransgressions against these implying discourses. I shall 
examine the kinds of discourse strategy that interviewees used and the particular discourses that were available to 
them to validate their relationships. I shall argue that the interviewees themselves were able to make use of various 
dominant discourses of gender, the family, and sexuality to validate their relationships and to resist the stigmatiz
ing conclusions of the implying discourses. 

As in the first part of the thesis, I shall suggest that the largest part of these responses conserve dominant dis
courses by taking up positions from within one or another available dominant discourse or by modifying the dom
inant discourses against which the interviewees have transgressed. 

Prohibited and Excluded Relationships 

In this part of the thesis, I will make a distinction between types of intergenerational relationships that are prohib
ited within the dominant social construction of gender, and types of relationship that may be seen as excluded by 
the social construction of gender. I will argue that dominant discourses of gender have the effect of dividing inter
generational relationships into those that are encouraged by dominant discourses of gender and those that are dis
couraged by such discourses. All intergenerational relationships are of course seen as immoral, or at least 
inappropriate, but social control of these relationships is effectively split according to this dichotomy. Those rela
tionships that are encouraged by dominant discourses of gender are also prohibited by society. There is a social 
investment in the policing and regulation of these relationships. They become the focus of moral concern about the 
issue of intergenerational sex. By contrast, the types of relationships that are discouraged by the social construe~ 
tion of gender are merely excluded from possibility. They are rarely a focus of moral concern and are generally 
ignored or even humored. The difference betv-,reen prohibited and excluded relationships can best be indicated by 
a list of common assumptions about intergenerational relationships. It is assumed that: 

Adult heterosexual men are likely to find adolescent girls attractive, and girls must be protected from 
adult men because of this. 
Adult gay men are likely to find adolescent boys attractive, and boys must be protected from gay seduc
tion. 
Women are generally attracted to older partners, and the:y wait on the initiative of the older partner. 
Women are protective of young people and hence they are unlikely to initiate a sexual relationship. Con
sequentl:y, relationships between adult women and children are unlikely. 
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These assumptions spell out the split between prohibited and excluded relationships. The social constmction 
of male sexuality, both heterosexual and homosexual. makes intergenerational relationships involving a male 
adult likely: and it is seen as necessary to prohibit these relationships to protect children from sexual exploitation. 
By contrast, the social constmction of female sexuality within emphasized femininity' is seen as excluding these 
intergenerational relationships as a social possibility. 

The social construction of sexual desire so as to favor intergenerational relationships is most obvious in the 
case of man/girl sex, cases of which probably comprise the majority of voluntary relationships (and certainly of 
umvanted sexual contacts-see Introduction). There can be no doubt that society encourages adult men to per
ceive young and adolescent '\.'Wmen as objects of sexual desire. Ward speaks of: 

... the Beautiful YoLmg Woman cultural stereotype which invades evei)' billboard, every second television 
image, all magazines and a huge number of shop windo·ws. The message that evei)' \Voman receives is that 
all the world (men) wants to look at a nubile sex object. (Ward 1984, p. 177) 

In general, an age difference between men and their female partners is expected, and this must be taken to act 
as a support for male pmver as a social institution-a man's pmver as an older person backs up his power as a male 
(Herman & Hirschman 198 L p. 56). The prohibition of man/girl relationships is superimposed on this social con
struction of desire. 

A similar though Jess obvious case can be made for man/boy sex. Boys are encouraged to smv their wild oats 
in adolescence. I have suggested in the first part of this thesis that a kind of bisexuality is quite common for boys 
in early adolescence, and within that framework. same~sex behavior is constructed as a rambunctious game. In 
addition, for both boys and men the stigma against and prohibition of homosexuality goes along vlith the social 
constmction of 'the homosexual' as a personality type. In this context. homosexuality can be taken as a condition 
that precedes pubert)' and finds its inevitable sexual expression in adolescence. For adolescent boys, the acknowl~ 
edgement of an essentially homosexual orientation could reasonably be expected to lead to sexual expression. For 
adult gay men, the view that the young are sexually desirable falls within a construction of male sexuality that 
includes both heterosexual and gay men. As with man/girl sex. the prohibition of these gay relationships is super
imposed on this construction of desire. 

The same is not the case with intergenerational relationships involving adult women. These are profoundly 
unexpected because it is assumed that an adult woman would not desire a younger partner. The social construction 
of vwmen 's sexuality excludes this possibility. Like lesbianism itself, such sexual possibilities are made invisible 
for women. Society does not dramatize and call attention to its opposition to such relationships. Women are 
invited to take up a subject position in which it can be assumed that they are not the sort of people who would 
experience desire for a sexual contact \Vith someone under the age of consent. 

The. e_xclus_io~ of such_ ~~-l-~~_ig~_?EiE~.Xr:2.~.--~~-~i!!~.J?_Q.~~-.!_!:~i.U!Y._.i~---§!!gg~~~-Q. __ i_!!_¢_.s: ___ Q!_~tr_U.~!!-~!Q!LQ_Q!l~~-~ .. 9.ill'_~§_ 
_ .... \Vltlilll·iheStUd)r:There-\Ve.re-only four interviewees who spoke of such experiences, and one of them. Sharon, also 

revealed her intergenerational relationships with men and older boyfriends. As I will suggest \Vhen examining 
these intenriews in detail, it seems that the strong sense of discomfort that the adult women felt in this socially 
unaccustomed role was quite relevant to the experiences of the younger parties. 

Plan of the Second Part 

The next chapter in this part of the thesis will argue that hegemonic discourses of the nuclear family and its role 
in relationship to childhood sexual socialization imply the discourse on intergenerational sex. I shall argue that this 
discourse of the family was relevant to all the intervie'\.vees, and I \viii give several examples of ways in which 
intervie'\.vees negotiated this discourse. Chapter 3 will examine the particular role of mothers in relationship to 
children's sexual conduct and their sexual socialization. I will argue that an intergenerational sexual relationship 
is likely to be construed as a transgression against the discourse of the moral mother. Three different discursive 

side red. 
The fourth chapter considers the particular position of girls \Vi thin discourses of the family and gender. I shall 

argue that voluntary involvement in an intergenerational relationship may be socially constmcted as a transgres~ 
sion against paternal control of a daughter's sexuality-the discourse of protective father and dutiful daughter. A 
number of interviews will be considered in which this transgression became an issue for the intervie\vees. This 
chapter also considers the related discourse of girlhood purity. While arguing that the discourse of girlhood purity 
implies a ban on intergenerational relationships. I also shov•· that the intervie'\.vees each negotiated this transgres~ 
sion differently: some positioned themselves vvithin this discourse and felt stigmatized \vithin the tenns ofthat dis~ 
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course, while others refused the discourse. The fifth chapter considers the positive discursive positions that were 
available to the female interviewees to validate their involvement in man/girl relationships. I consider the dis
course of romance and the discourse of adolescence as alternatives that were available to validate these relation
ships. 

The si:\.lh and seventh chapters look at man/boy relationships. l discuss the \vay in \vhich hegemonic mascu
linity stigmatizes man/boy sex in terms of the discourse of seduction and the stigmatization of homosexuality. In 
the sixth chapter, I consider the ways in which interviewees who defined themselves as gay dealt with these issues. 
The seventh chapter deals with some similar issues in relationship to the male intenriewees who defined them
selves as heterosexual. I argue that for these interviewees also, a slightly different set of implying discourses were 
relevant to their experiences of intergenerational sex. The chapter goes on to consider the discourses that they 
were able to use to validate these relationships. 

The eighth and ninth chapters consider those relationships that I have described as exduded rather ihan pro
hibited within dominant constructions of gender; that is, the lesbian and woman/boy relationships. It has again 
been possible to examine the ways in \vhich these relationships transgress against dominant discourses implicated 
in the social construction of gender, and to look at the ways in which the interviewees negotiated their transgres
sions against these discourses of gender. 
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CHAPTER2 

Privacy and Sexual Control in the Nuclear Family 

Fundamental among the discourses that imply the prohibition on voluntary intergenerational sex is the discourse 
of the nuclear family. This gives parents in the nuclear family the right and obligation to control their children's 
upbringing; the children are the heirs of the parents and they represent a life project for their parents. The nuclear 
family establishes itself by the rejection of the rest of society as outside its circle of intimacy. This means that from 
the point of view of the child, adults are either parents or are outsiders. 

Parents are the ones \vho are supposed to be in charge of the sexual socialization of their children. They· will 
be held responsible if their children are not socialized into dominant sexual codes, and society confers on them the 
authority to control their children's sexual behavior until they reach maturity. The nuclear family also creates 
responsibilities for the child. Parents are expected to love their children, and children are expected to reciprocate 
by demonstrating obedience and loyalty to their parents. 

There are a number of ways in which intergenerational sex can be conceived to be a transgression against this 
discourse of the nuciear family. Such acts are seen as undermining the proper sexual socialization of the child. On 
the one hand, intergenerational sex can be seen as involving the child in activities that challenge the asexuality of 
childhood and adolescence. The adult introduces the child to an adult sexuality before they are ready for it. Alter
natively, these activities are seen as a challenge to the married state as the only fully legitimate expression of sex
uality. For example, in a man/girl relationship. it is feared that the girl's experiences will lead her to promiscuity 
and an inability to form a proper marriage. Parents must clearly tolerate some sexual expression in adolescence as 
a preparation for marriage. but intergenerational sex is regarded as an activity that does not prepare for marriage 
and that vitiates the possibility of a good marriage. 

---- --- -~-------lntergenerational .seX-is-COnsequently--seen-as-interference-in-th.e--parents-'--rights----and-respf>nsi bi!ities-.o.Hexual
socialization. If such a sexual contact occurs with an adult outside the fan1ily, the parents sees this as an invasion 
of the intimate family circle from outside by an adult who has no rights in relation to their child. The parents have 
every reason to feel that "their" children have been violated. Parents can feel that someone \Vith equivalent author
ity to themselves~another adult-has attacked their property rights to their child. 

lfthe child or adolescent is willmgly involved, the parents can be angry that the child has resisted their control 
of its sexual behavior and has compromised their life project. The activities of the child are taken to be an abroga
tion of the child's responsibility to obey their parents and to express loyalty to their family. TI1ey cast doubt on the 
emotional soundness ofthe family itself--a child who felt truly loved by their parents would not challenge paren
tal authority in this way. This leads to another popular discourse on intergenerational sex. It is concluded that the 
child is suffering from an absence of parental love and is looking outside the family for a substitute parent. 

In beginning this chapter, it is useful to examine historians' views of the origin and structure of the modern 
nuclear family. By looking at historians' accounts of the structure of the nuclear family, we can see how the dis
course of the family can be read as prohibiting intergenerational sex with adults both inside and outside the family. 
It will be argued that the discursive basis of the objection to intergenerational sex was laid down at the same time 
as the_ origin of the modem familyJonn. 

FOilmdng this, the chapter \vill anaJyze ways in which this discourse of parental responsibility for sexual 
socialization pervades social analysis of intergenerational sex. In particular, I will be considering common '"etio
logical" accounts of children's voluntary participation in intergenerational sex. These accounts will be examined 
from t\vo perspectives. They can be shown to be expressions of the discourse of the nuclear family considered in 
the tirst section of the chapter. TI1ey also must be assessed on their own merits as explanations of voluntal)· inter
generational sex. 

Finally, this chapter \Viii examine the data from my intervie,vs. 1 will be arguing that in the great majority of 
the intervie\-vS, my respondents saw their activities as something of\-vhich their parents would disapprove, and thus 
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hid them accordingly. In that sense. they were very well aware of the way intergenerational sex is conceived as a 
challenge to the authority of parents 

In a more detailed analysis of two interviews. I will be concerned to present the discursive positions from 
which the respondents legitimated their transgression against the discourse of the nuclear family. This discussion 
will tum again to the etiological account and will suggest that the discourse of the etiological account can be 
reversed to provide a justification for intergenerational sex. However. this is just one method of linking family 
background to intergenerational se~ and the respondents also suggest other discursive connections. 

The Origin of the Bourgeois Family 

Aries ( 1973) and many other authors argue that the bourgeois family was distinguished from previous forms of the 
family by the way the nuclear family isolated itself from society (Bloch 1978: Collier. Rosaldo & Yanagisako 
1982: Poster 1978: Weeks 1981: Barrett & Mcintosh 1982). As Aries puts it: 

In the eighteenth century. the family began to hold society at a distance. to push it back beyond a steadily 
extending zone of private hfe. The orgaruzation of the house altered in conformity with this new desire to 
keep the world at bay. !Aries 1973, p. 385) 

Aries also argues that this new privatized form of the family created a new emphasis on parental supervision 
of children and on parental control over the way children were socialized. He looks at the way schooling replaced 
apprenticeships as the usual form of education for children. In the mediaeval system of education, children often 
left home as early as seven years old to be apprenticed outside their home. What replaced this was a system of 
schooling with schools located close to home and with children returning home every day. Commenting on this. 
Aries writes: 

This evolutiOn corresponded to the pedagogue's desire for moral severity, to a concern to isolate youth 
from the corrupt world of adults, a determination to train it to resist adult temptations. But it also corre
sponded to a desire on the part of the parents to watch more closely over the1r children, to stay nearer to 
them, to avoid abandoning them even temporarily to the care of another family. (Anes 1973, p 357) 

As other writers have suggested. this detailed supervision of children can be seen as love and concern. but 
also as a kind of ownership of children. Poster suggests that the bourgeois family emphasized love as a means of 
controlling children's socialization with the aim of perfecting the child's upbringing, creating a bond "so deep that 
the child's inner life could be shaped to moral perfection'' (Poster 1978, p. 179). Making similar points. Barrett 
and Mcintosh say that this discourse still informs family life today. A child is seen as the "private possession·· of 
the parents. If the child chooses the wrong haircut, the wrong job, or the wrong partner. the parent sees it as a per
sonal attack on their socialization project (Barrett & Mcintosh 1982, p. 50). 

Aries takes it that one of the main changes between the mediaeval attitude to childhood and our own is the 
modem emphasis on the asexuality of childhood. In modem society. children are not expected to have knowledge 
of sexuality, to be exposed to sexual events, or to have any sexuality (see also Part I. Chapter 3). Aries argues that 
this attitude to childhood sexuality was not present in the mediaeval period. Making use of the diaries ofHeroard, 
Henry IV's physician. Aries describes an incident in which the young Louis was party to ribald comments about 
his erection when he was four years old. He was jokingly touched on his genitals. bundled into bed with servants. 
and in such ways introduced to sexual events and sexual knowledge by familiar adults ( 1973, p. 98). Aries argues 
that during the eighteenth century there was an increasing emphasis on the importance of childhood modesty and 
asexuality. As he and others have pointed out, the isolated nuclear family was regarded as a perfect place in which 
to preserve children ·s sexual innocence (Aries 1973, p. 114: Musgrove 1964. pp. 35-36: Donze lot 1980, pp. 16-23: 
Poster 1978, pp. 168-177: Weeks 198 L pp. 32, 48; Bloch 1978. p. 116). 

The attack on childhood sexuality had. as one of its main aims. the separation of children from sexual corrup
tion coming from adults ozlfstde the family. For that reason, the isolation of the nuclear family and the discourse 
prohibiting intergenerational sex can be seen as historically associated from the beginning. Aries makes the 
general point that servants carne increasingly to be seen as a danger to parents' efforts to bring their children up 
according to puritanical codes of virtue. Particular emphasis was placed on the bad influence of servants in sexual 
matters: 
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Nothing is more dangerous for the morals and perhaps also for the health than to leave children too long in 
the care of servants: People take liberties with a child which they would not risk with a young man. 
(Quoted in Aries 1973, p. 114; see also Musgrove 1964, pp. 35~36; Donze lot 1980, p. 20; Bloch 1978, p. 
112.) 

Here we find the lower or servant classes treated as a source of corruption, and the strategy of the puritan 
bourgeoisie is to remove their children from such sources of corruption. 

This new family fotm originated in the upper- and middle-classes and spread throughout society. From the 
mid-eighteenth century on, the socially pO\verful sections of society attempted to impose this bourgeois order of 
family life on other social classes. Foucault (1980, p. 127), Donzelot ( 1980, p. 23), and Flandrin ( 1979) all argue 
that this was effected through various state policies that made it impossible to avoid the bourgeois nuclear family 
and its sexual codes. While Donzelot and Foucault stress the imposition of new family fonns on the working class, 
Zaretsky (1982) and Weeks lay more emphasis on changes coming from within the working class itself(l98l, pp. 
68-75). Along with Lasch ( 1977) and Reiger ( 1985), they also both refer to the influence of middle-class feminists 
on these changes. 

Many accounts suggest that the bourgeois family fonn and its sexual ideology are still far from completely 
dominant among the working class (Bloch 1978, p. 101; Weeks 1981, p. 75; Poster 1978, p. 195; Foucault 1980. 
p. 127). In the context of this thesis, what is particularly important is that it is often argued that the prolongation 
of asexual childhood into adolescence is not given support in working-class families (Willis 1983, p. 47; West 
1979, p. 141). West, in his ethnography of American adolescent subcultures, refers to a working-class adolescent 
group, the "greasers". Members of this group, he ar:gues, claimed adulthood, and this claim was not rejected by 
their parents: 

The 'greasers' rejected adolescent status and precociously demanded adulthood. In contrast \vith straights, 
greasers' parents did not re!:,lUlarly offer continued economic support in the foreseeable future; these 
parents seemed to expect their children to be independent at an early age .. Greasers did not automatically 
defer to parental or school control ... The intervie\VS indicated that the parents generally accepted this 
egalitarian stance. (West 1979, p. 141) 

As West goes on to point out, the "greasers" of his North American study took it for granted that they would 
act sexually as adults, and intercourse for both sexes was assumed as a criterion for membership in their subcul
ture. Willis came to similar conclusions in his British study ( 1983. p. 47). In noting this, it might be expected that 
objections to intergenerational sex would be most pronounced in middle-class families. Working-class adolescents 
are quite likely to assume the sexual rights of adults, and their parents could well endorse this assumption. 

An Objection to the Nuclear Family Thesis 

A common objection to the thesis outlined above is that the nuclear family in modern society is not really inde
pendent; that parents are unable to control the socialization of their children. The strongest statement of this posi~ 
tion is in Lasch's work Haven in a Heartless World: The Family Besieged ( 1977; see also Reiger 1985). Lasch 
agrees with the portrayal ofthe early history of the bourgeois family offered above. The bourgeois family was set 
up to provide a refuge from the rationalization and competitiveness of life under capitalism. It was intended to 
provide a secure base in which children could be socialized by their parents, only later having to face the rigors of 
the outside world. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, hmvever, this family fonn began to collapse, and 
nowadays we see it in disarray. State bureaucracies such as schools, and private interests such as those of adver
tisers, have taken over the role of socializing children that \Vas previously held by parents. In addition, experts 
have imposed their own ideas about socialization upon parents, who have in turn lost their authority to these 
experts. Divorce and feminism have destabilized the family, leading children to mistmst their parents. Children 
rely on their peers for advice, and parental authority has disappeared. Lasch concludes that market forces have 
invaded the family, preventing it from acting as a refuge fl:·om market relationships and as a '"protected space for 
the young" (Lasch 1977. p. !43). 

In general, I do not find Lasch's position convincing. However, it may be tme that the thesis of parental 
control of children's socialization is sometimes overstated in literature on the nuclear family. Within this study, I 
am concerned \Vith a situation in \Vhich children did not, for the most part, obey their parents, instead acting 
against their parents' vvishes. To that extent, the evidence of this study supports Lasch's point of view. At the same 
time, all the interviewees of this study indicated that parental authority over sexual activities was important to 
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them and was relevant to their conduct In addition, for many of the interviewees, guilt about their disloyalty to 
their parents was an important aspect of their experiences. 

One of the main problems with Lasch's view is that he draws a completely exaggerated picture of the isolation 
and power of the nuclear family in the early capitalist period. He uses this model to emphasize the weakness of the 
modem family. In opposition to this view, I would argue that the isolation of the nuclear family is always best seen 
as isolation dependent on the support of other social institutions. There is nothing new about the intrusion of wider 
social forces on the family. 

Foucault ( 1980) and Donze lot ( 1980) suggest a version of the nuclear family thesis that places the family in 
its social context. Both of these authors see the family as a social agency empowered by soc1ety to take authority 
over children's sexual socialization. It would be a mistake to see the jam1ly taking control over children's sexuality 
and keeping society at bay, as Aries sometimes suggests. For example. in a survey of powers relevant to the new 
definition of children's sexuality, Foucault mentions the family along with other authorities such as doctors, edu
cators and psychologists (Foucault 1980, p. 104 ). As indicated above. Foucault and Donze lot stress the 1 mpos1 non 
of bourgeois family forms on the working class, and this too implies that the family is not an independent power 
in society. 

Etiological Approaches to Intergenerational Sex and the Family 

A common point of view both in popular writing and also in the social sciences connects voluntary participation 
in intergenerational sex to family "pathology". This perspective asserts that where intergenerational sex is "pre
cipitated'' by the younger partner. there must be some deficiency in the family that explains the desire for contact 
with an adult outside the family. I will refer to this as the "etiological'' account of intergenerational sex since it 
attempts to discover the causes of intergenerational sex from the family background of the younger party. In this 
chapter I will first outline this theory, going on to consider it as a discourse that derives from the discourse of the 
family that I have just described. Finally, it must also be considered on its own merits since it is a common per
spective on intergenerational sex within the social sciences. 

It is not hard to find examples of this theory in popular sources. A recent article in the Dmly Telegraph 
(Palmer 1990) presents the life of Mandy Smith who began her affair with the much older Bill Wyman from the 
Rolling Stones when she was thirteen, and who has recently married him. Since then, she has suffered from a mys
terious wasting disease. The article indicates that her problems have arisen from a premature exposure to adult 
lifestyles. In tum, the article traces this premature adulthood to failings in her family background. Her mother and 
older sister dominated her childhood-they led while "the naive Mandy dutifully followed" (Palmer 1990, p. 25). 
Her father had separated from her mother when she was still very young. When the two girls were still "young
sters'·. their mother became very ill: 

it was then that the directionless, erratic path of her future life began. Mandy was II and Nicola only 13 
when they began Yisiting nightclubs m the glittering West End (Palmer 1990, p. 25) 

Her affair with Bill Wyman is explained in terms of his parental role: he "s~mbolized the affluent protective 
father-figure she had never had" (Palmer 1990, p. 25). The way in which the adult is seen as a substitute parent has 
the effect of implying that the younger party could not have a romantic or sexual interest in an adult per se; their 
interest is clearly in gaining access to the kind of emotional support that they are not getting from their parents. 

This kind of analysis is also very common in the social science literature on the topic ofintergenerational sex. 
Morris Fraser begins his article on the subject of the child in pedophile relationships by asking whether there is a 
type of child that is particularly "liable to fall prey to sexual encounters'' (Fraser 1981, p. 41 ). He goes on to refer 
to Lindy Burton's work. a study of 20 children who encountered "accidents and misadventures" of a variety of 
types. They regularly came from homes where: 

they were emotionally rejected; the fathers were absent and the mothers illness prone. The children 'felt 
unwanted and sought out substitute relationships'. (Fraser !981, p. 42) 

Fraser backs up this analysis from his own clinical experience with several dozen children involved in sex 
with adults: a preponderant number were from one-parent homes, and there was a "distinct tendency towards 
homosexuality" on the part of the father (Fraser 1981, p. 54). 

There are a number of studies similar to this. Ingram ( 1979). whose examples were also gathered from 
younger partners who were referred to him for counseling, claims that only 9% had satisfactory parents. He sets 
out a list of parental failings-absence of a parent, father violent or drunken. father weak, mother rejecting. 
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mother anxious/depressed, or mother overprotective. Wilson ( 1981 ), in a study of 12 men who as boys had been 
partners of the pedophile Clarence Osborne, comes to similar conclusions: 

... it is quite clear that a substantial proportion of the boys who had !ong·lasting relationships with 
Osborne did so because they lacked intimate and affectionate relationships with their own family ... if the 
older man was a parent substitute, are we to put all the blame onto him or should tve instead consider the 
obvious voids in contemporary family life that alienate so many yotmgsters from their parents? (Wilson 
1981, p. 58) 

Many writers on the topic make similar analyses (Schofield 1965; Powell & Chalkley 1981; Righton 1981; 
Taylor 1981; Nava 1984, Finkelhor 1984), suggesting that studies such as the above are widely accepted. Finkel
hor uses the term "risk factor" to refer to a variable that increases the chance of a child being involved in an inter
generational sexual incident (1984, pp. 28-29, 163), and adds to tl1e above list by mentioning the problems caused 
by "sex punitive mothers". 

The Etiological Account as an Expression of the Discourse of the Nuclear Family 

The etiological theory I referred to is primary amongst both lay and academic accounts of voluntary participation 
in intergenerational relationships. Different varieties of this theory all suppose that the younger party to the rela
tionship has suffered from an insufficiency of parental love and nurture in their childhood. It is the psychological 
damage they have suffered in this way that has led them to take part in an intergenerational relationship. Either this 
is viewed as but one of a number of delinquent and self-destructive activities, or the adult is seen as someone who 
meets various needs that have arisen as a consequence of parental inadequacy. Often such theorizing goes as far as 
to describe the adult as a "substitute parent". 

I consider this theory to be an expression of the more general discourse of the family and intergenerational 
reiationships that I have considered in the first section of this chapter. The theory takes it that parents in the nuclear 
family are responsible for the socialization and moral development of their children. I have argued that this con
ception of the family is not ''natural" or "innate", but was historically produced in Western societies, arising first 
among the bourgeoisie of the eighteenth century, and later becoming dominant throughout society. Alongside this 
construction of the family goes a conception of adults from outside the family as a threat to the parents' control of 
their children's sexual development This is historically manifest in the connection bet\veen the isolation of the 
nuclear family and the protection of children from the supposed bad influence of servants and the working class. 
The same discursive structure is apparent today in the etiological theory. 

-Ihe-etiologicaLtheocy .fits-within thiS-dominant-discourse-of. the.nuclear.-liunilJclt-treatS-Cbildrea's-voluntarr - - - - -- -
participation in intergenerational relationships as an indication that the family has failed in its socializing function. 
The family has been unable to ensure the socialization of its children according to dominant sexual codes. The 
children have instead become vulnerable to influence by an adult outside the family. In tune with the '"psycholo-
gization" ofthe bourgeois model of the family (Donzelot 1980; Foucault 1980; Reiger 1985). the etiological 
theory concludes that a fhilure of socialization has occurred because parents have not provided adequate emo-
tional support to their children. l11is has meant that their child have grown up with damaged personality structures. 
and it is this that explains the child's deviant sexual choices. The failure of the parents to provide emotional 
support has meant that the child has been looking for this emotional support else\vhere. They have found it in a 
liaison with an adult who is seeking a sexual relationship with a child. The psychological \Veakness of the family 
has allmved an adult from outside the family to prey upon it. 

The Etiological Theory as an Explanation for Intergenerational Sex 

viding an argument against it as a causal explanation. It may well be that children \vhose parents tall short of some 
widely accepted model of adequate parenting do tum to other adults for emotional support, and in this way 
become involved in intergenerational sex. However. in what follows I shall present some arguments against this 
explanation of voluntary involvement in intergenerational sex. In tenns of this thesis as a \Vhole, the following dis
cussion departs from the most direct concerns of the thesis: to analyze the perception of these events from the 
point of view of the interviewees. However, in another way, it is important to include this discussion since the eti~ 
ological theOf)' is one of the main forms of sociological understanding of intergenerational sex and it constitutes 
an analysis in opposition to the one created in this study. 
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The evidence that is presented tOr the etiological account usually consists ofinfonnation provided by younger 
parties in interviews and counseling sessions. In many cases it seems likely that the revelations of inadequate 
parenting that are offered in these situations are themselves produced by this research context and by the domi~ 
nance of the etiological theory as a popular variant of the discourse of the nuclear family. 

To begin with, Ingram (1979) and Fraser (1981) were looking at stories told to them by people who were 
referred to them or sought help because of personal difficulties requiring counseling. That such people might 
report problems in their family background is not surprising. However, younger partners who did not see them~ 
selves as having problems requiring counseling would not have been included in such a study. The people 
excluded from their study would be precisely those individuals who would be most likely to refute the etiological 
rotc0ry, '""'""'Yee<>pJ~ ;.~,'-hD were vdunturi1y involved.-as ycuJ:~.,_ger _parties a!1d w_ho._did not see th.eir parents !!S 

unsatisfactory. My own study makes it quite clear that such individuals do exist. Many of my interviewees were 
quite positive about their family background. 

Another problem with the approach of both Fraser and Ingram is that it ignores the extent to which negative 
family experiences are likely to be occasioned by a context in which intergenerational sex is the topic. If, as 1 am 
arguing, the connection bet\veen intergenerational sex and family pathology is a popular discourse anyway, then 
it is not surprising that people explain their participation in intergenerational sex in terms of family inadequacies, 
and reveal family problems in discussing these topics. In some other context, they may not have interpreted their 
family background in such a negative way, or have revealed the negative aspects of their family background so 
readily. The situation weights the evidence to favor the etiological theory. 

Wilson's study was not with people who approached him for counseling, but instead he relied on interviewees 
coming fonvard in response to requests to talk about Clarence Osborne. Here it might be assumed that the respon
dents were not self-selected as people who regarded themselves as having problems. Nevertheless, it could again 
be argued that his interviewees felt a need to explain their willing involvement in a highly stigmatized sexual prac
tice using the tenns of the popular discourse of family emotional inadequacy; in effect such an explanation pro~ 
vides a warrant for their actions. 
- -wh;rt ih~~~ a~ihaf5ai5otencfi01!iliore IsiheiJ05Sillifli)'illaiihe fam!fyprobleiilst:fiefreTer!oare quife- -
nmmal. In other \vords, when speaking about intergenerational sex, it may be that people have occasion to reveal 
problems in their family background. Since popular discourse proclaims the family as a haven of love and emo~ 
tiona! supporl it may be supposed that such people are describing abnormal or pathological families. This impres
sion can be increased ifthe author, as with Ingram, sets out a table giving the percentage of particular problems in 
these families. It may, however, be that a random sample of the population would reveal a similar percentage of 
"unsatisfactory" family backgrounds. 

Looking at my own interview material, I did not fmd the descriptions of family background unusual. They did 
not differ markedly from descriptions of family background given by other people known to me as friends and 
who were consequently fairly open about their experiences of family life. 

The etiological account of intergenerational sex is an example of what Hills describes as "'essentializing" 
deviance: 

The attribute or behavioral act that is singled out as the basic reason for the application of the label is seen 
as pervasive and essential to the person's entire character. (Hills 1980, p. 11) 

In this case, the deviant act is that of being voluntarily involved as the younger partner in an intergenerational 
sexual contact This becomes a "master status" through which the whole personality of the younger party is put 
under scrutiny. It is taken that the younger party, being involved in such a deviant act, must be someone with 
severe personality problems, and that such problems must result from an inadequate family background. As 
Plummer points out in reference to etiological theories ofhomosexuality, such theories presuppose that the deviant 
condition is a failing, and they go on to look for the origin of this failing in some other failure in the person's back~ 
ground (1979, p. 126). 

This leads on to another point As an example of a discourse of the family and correct socialization, these eti
ological accounts are analogous to other accounts of deviation in tenus of family background~ accounts that are 
now generally seen as passe. The obvious example is etiological theories ofhomosex'Uality. These theories looked 
for causes of homosexuality in such supposed risk factors as the over-dominating mother, the weak father, the 
single-parent family, and the like (Plummer 1975, p. 126; Allgeier and Allgeier 1988, p. 498). These theories have 
now been generally discredited (e.g. Allgeier & Allgeier 1988, p. 498). The fact that analogous theories are still 
produced in reference to intergenerational sex says more about the widespread opposition to intergenerational sex 
than about the adequacy of the etiological theory as social science. Fraser makes this analogy patent An unrepen~ 
tant advocate of etiological theories of homosexuality, he argues that the same factors that predispose a boy to par
ticipate in intergenerational sex also predispose him to homosexuality (1981, pp. 56-58)! 
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As Plummer suggests in dealing with etiological theories of homosexuality, human sexuality is not predis~ 
posed in any original innate direction, and \Vhat one needs to consider is the way certain kinds of sexual option are 
closed off, and not to assume that those with "deviant" sexualities are suffering some psychic malaise (1975, pp. 
30-34, 126). In taking this point of view, what is striking about the etiological theories is the way the causal con
nection between family type and intergenerational sex is read in only one way. 

These theories emphasize the inadequacy of family background and conclude by seeing the adult as a parent 
substitute. However, it is equally possible that certain types of family situation are such that the child is not effec
tively supervised, and is thus not prevented from taking sexual options that are closed off to other children. Within 
my own study, it is certainly apparent that, especially for boys, the freedom to leave the house and be absent for 
hours or even days at a time was a key factor in making these relationships possible. 

Another kind of connection that could equally well explain a positive correlation (if one indeed exists), relates 
intergenerational sex to the dominant discourse of family life. It may be that children in families that effectively 
embody the dominant ideals of family life secure the loyalty and obedience of their children. By contrast, when a 
child perceives the family as unsatisfactory, the child is released from obligation to that family. Children from 
such families feel no great disloyalty in doing things that they know their parents v.:ould oppose. This idea is def~ 
initely supported by my research, and several examples will be included in this chapter. 

Finally, it must be noted that the lists of risk factors that these theories produce are also lists of factors 
common to many working~class families. TI1e "absent parent'" that always appears as a risk factor is one example. 
As Rapp (1982, p. 174) has remarked, US studies show that 50% of children from working-class families experi
ence the desertion or divorce of one of their parents during childhood. She also mentions the common occurrence 
of other events in working~class families that end up in the etiological lists of risk factors for intergenerational 
sex-alcoholism and family violence. Finkelhor's list includes family income and mother's education, which are 
also related to class. 

It certainly seems possible that the sociology of risk factors operates by associating various types of family 
deviance that are common in working~class families and that are deviant within the middle class. This sociology 
goes on to analyze these correlations according to a causal model based in a discourse of the nuclear family and 
the sexual socialization that is dominant \vithin the middle class. This type of social science and the policies asso~ 
ciated with it can be viewed as part of a long history of middle~class efforts to moralize the working class (Reiger 
1985, Lasch 1977, Donzelot 1980, Foucault 1980. Weeks 1981). 

The Interview Data 

Many of the issues raised in th~j:Jreceding discussion wiiiiJ'-!he subj~<;t~_Q[!11Jl_r~-d~t<ille.<Lanal~sis_in.!ateu:hap~ _ _ __ _ _ 
---ters. -Within thTSCha[)tef.I.WU! examine the interview data in m·o \vays. Firstly. I shall present a resume of the 

interview accounts, and I then argue that the interviews provide strong evidence for the view that intergenerational 
sex is conceived as a challenge to the authority of parents and as a transgression against the dominant discourse of 
the nuclear family. Following this, I shall devote attention to two interviews and the conflicts between parents and 
children that these interviewees describe. In both these cases. the interviewees refer to a situation that includes one 
or more of the risk factors of the etiological accounts. 

Within the interviews in this study, conflicts over the intergenerational relationship behveen the respondent 
and one or both parents (or step-parents) were extremely common. TI1ese were either explicit in the sense that the 
relationship became a topic and there was overt conflict (Michael, Wendy, Bobbie, Derek) or. more frequently (I 0 
cases), implicit in tl1e sense that the younger party successfully hid the relationship from their parents out of 
awareness that they \vould not have approved had they found out. All but one of the cases of overt conflict 
involved fathers or stepfathers. 

Of the nineteen interviews, there \vere only t\vo where the relevant parent knew of and condoned the relation
ships (Denise, Louise). There was another (Sharon) \Vhere the respondent did not tell her mother, but she was sure 
that her mother would have been supportive. In that case, the father. who was living separately. seemed to have a 
negative reaction, but there was no ~xi.Jiidt conflict. In ali three cases the respondents were girls and the supportive 
parents were mothers. 

Although one may say that all the cases where the relationship was hidden involved an implicir conflict, this 
is more marked in some cases than in others. In a number of the interviews \vith boys and men, the respondents 
report that they did not tell their parents, but they felt no guilt and they expressed little fear of discovery by their 
parents, believing that it was their right to initiate a sex life private from their parents. Six respondents expressed 
their disquiet about the fact that they were hiding these events from their parents or. more often, from their mother 
specifically (Christopher, Derek. Joanne. Kane. Maria. Tristan). 
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There were only four interviewees who expressed the view that various problems in their relationship with 
their parents or in their Hunily situation had led them to take up the intergenerational relationships (Derek, Joanne, 
Michael, Kane). There were other interviewees (such as Bobbie, Christopher and Wendy) who saw the relation
ship as providing something that they could not get from their relationship with their parents, but this was in the 
context of gro\ving up and broadening their experience rather than in the context of an inadequacy in their family. 

Looking at some of the other indices that are taken as "risk factors" in the literature on intergenerational sex, 
it is clear that a considerable number of my respondents had one or more risk factors, and that these were often 
overlapping. There were eleven respondents who had separated parents, an absent parent, a stepfather, or were 
living with a single parent: Arnold, Bobbie, David, Denise, Derek, Joanne, Louise, Michael, Pippa, Sharon, and 
Tw.ink. There .\vere nine. rt,:spo!}dent~~-~?:h9. ~y~p~fr[)~_)yprkin.g_-pl!ls~ __ b_f!~~grgu~~.?.:. 6f1.a .. ~l_a.;_ .pe_n_i_s_~, .J?erek~ Kaneo 
Michael, Sharon, Pippa, Twink, and Wendy. There were four respondimts whose biof0g{cal mothers were ill, men~ 
tally unstable, or absent at some point in the respondent's childhood: Joanne, Michael, Louise, and Pippa. There 
were three respondents whose mothers \vere described in the interview in a way that suggests they could be 
included in Finkelhor's ( 1984, pp. 28-29) category of "sex punitive" mothers: lsobel, Joanne, and Maria. How
ever, neither Joanne nor Maria intended, in the interview, to present their mothers as especially abnormal in this 
regard. Finally, there were two respondents who suffered sexual abuse from a father or stepfather: Bobbie and 
Denise. 

So far, this is all very schematic. ln this and subsequent chapters, more detailed accounts of the interview 
material wi1l enable the reader to see what connection, if any, there may have been between these various risk 
factors and the intergenerational sexual contacts. 

What is immediately apparent, however, is that the respondents were vet)' much aware that parents would not 
approve of these activities and they thus hid them to avoid discovery. In a number of cases, conflict over the rela~ 
tionships became overt, and parents stopped or attempted to stop the relationship. In this sense, the discursive con
stitution of the family as an agency that has the authority and that is given the responsibility to supervise the sexual 
conduct of children and adolescents is quite apparent. So too is the discursive constitution ofintergenerational sex 
aS irlteffefence- in SCX.Ual sodii'izatiollthat' paiCiitSOUgnt to ·prevent. .... ---.... - ... - ... - ... --.... - .... - ... - ....... -...... - ... --... - ..... - ... - ..... -. 

Two Examples 

In the interviews with Isabel and Michael, a subject position is taken up that relates directly to the discourse of the 
nuclear family that this chapter has considered. This subject position involves a reversal of the discourse of family 
loyalty and the prohibition of intergenerational sex. TI1e discourse of family loyalty is turned against the parents. 
As the parents are not providing the kind of nurture and emotional support that is regarded as normal in a family, 
the child has no obligation to respect their authority. It is, instead, legitimate to be involved in intergenerational 
relationships, and to either hide these matters from parents or to defy parents' attempts to prevent the relation
ships. 

Isabel was 14 when she met Martin ( 48), who was an instructor at a sculpture \vorkshop organized by Isabel's 
mother, Marge. In her fourth response in the interview, she refers to the clandestine nature of her relationship with 
Martin: 

I was aware with my ftiend, ifmy parents had found out about it, considering that he was a colleague and 
a friend of theirs, it would have been an absolute-I knew it would have been a scandalous sort of thing. 

In later parts of the interview, lsobel talks about the lengths to which she went to keep her relationship with 
Martin hidden: 

I mean we had to be very careful 'cause 1 couldn't be home too late or anything like this. I couldn't arouse 
any family suspicions. Umm. And we'd have to often sort of ... I'd have to flee back home in taxis . 

Despite this, they had a flourishing correspondence that it must be presumed Marge thought was all about 
sculpture and the arts. In order to arrange their liaisons, Martin would come down from the country and book a 
hotel in the city. They would go out, usually to some cultural function, and return to his hotel room at some point 
of the day. 

Nowhere in the interview does Isabel express any guilt about hiding these matters from her parents. She says 
she did feel guilty, but it was because she knew such relationships were socially unacceptable. She had internal~ 
ized the social condemnation of such behavior; she did not feel that she had wronged her parents. 
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I will argue that \vithin the interview, Isobel provides the interviewer with various reasons to think that her 
deception of her parents \vas quite reasonable under the circumstances, and that her lack of guilt at the time makes 
petfect sense. TI1is is through reversing the discourse on the nuclear family. The nuclear family is supposed to be 
a haven of love and support, and it obligates the child to its restrictions on sexual conduct through this implicit 
contract (Poster 1978, p. 177). When the nuclear family patently fails to provide love and support, the child is 
freed from obligations to comply with parental restrictions on sexual conduct. Within the interview, Isabel charges 
her parents with neglect in three ways. 

The first of these accusations of neglect focuses on her mother's inadequacies during Isabel's childhood. She 
describes her mother as the dominant parent and she attacks her father for his \Veakness: 

And also in the family she was completely the dominating person, entirely did every single thing that she 
ever wanted to. My father is extremely compliant, sort of almost timid and just like her slave. 

In this and later comments, she implies that her mother was an arbitrary and ruthless tyrant, and that her 
father, far from acting to protect his children from this tyranny, was also a victim to it. 

She goes on to say that she did not feel loved as a child, especially by her mother: 

Umm, well with my mother it·s very \Veird because I don't feel t have any sort of emotional bond with her 
at all. I feel she \Vasn't like a mother at all because ... It's hard to ·work out because I don't know if it's 
because she wasn't around .. it wasn'tjust that she worked. ft \vas because aftervvork she \vasn't there for 
us either. Mum would lock herself up and work all weekend. 

These comments must be taken as infonning us about Isabel's choices in her relationship with Martin. Iso~ 
bel's mother never perfonmed her role according to the hegemonically endorsed model of motherhood and femi
ninity. The hegemonic model of the family in which the mother is expected to sacrifice herself for her children and 
demand dutiful obedience in return was contradicted by the mother's pursuit of her own career and hobbies at the 
expense of emotional commitment to her children. As Isabel puts it in the interview, "I feel she wasn't like a 
mother at all ... ". In such a circumstance, Isabel, at 14, felt no guilt in deceiving her mother in order to organize her 
O\vn life according to her own priorities. 

In a second accusation of neglect, Isabel refers to the strange fact that her parents were aware of a vast mass 
of letters and phone calls between the two parties to the relationship. but they did not seem to be aware that there 
was any sexual connection between them: 

I don ·t think she knew but then when I think about the phone calls and the letters they must have been 
really not wanting to know. They never discussed it with me . 

. ·-. -·--·· ·---···---·····~-·-·-·--·------ --·· ···-·····-·-·-·-···~·-··--····- ·------·--·-·~-·---··--··--·-·-··~··-·-~····-····~···-····-·-·--···-···-··----··-···-·····--·-···-·-··---·--·-·--

Here !so bel implies neglect by suggesting that her parents failed to really look at what was happening in tl1eir 
daughter's emotional life. Interestingly, she does not consider another possible explanation----that her parents 
guessed what was happening and decided not to intervene because they approved of the relationship. If they had 
good reasons for suspicion and failed to intervene, it must have been due to avoidance of the issue. 

This is an instance where the reversal of the discourse on family life and intergenerational sex becomes vel}' 
patent. Parents \vho truly love their children protect them from intergenerational sex. That parents might be a\vare 
of such a relationship and not intervene to stop it is prima facie evidence of a lack of parental concern. It is this 
lack of concern that legitimates Jsobel in her deception of her parents. 

The third accusation of neglect actually comes right at the beginning of the interview, even though it concerns 
events that occurred after the relationship with Martin had finished. Its placement at the beginning of the interview 
suggests that Isabel revealed it in order to provide a moral context for her affair with Martin. As she says at the end 
of this introductory narrative: 

Well that's just a bit of background on how hmTific and tumultuous and non-commWlicative the situa

t.i.on" 

The account of this incident portrays her parents as pathologically restrictive in relation to [so bel's sexual 
conduct. By describing her mother as unreasonably restrictive in the later incident, Isabel suggests that her earlier 
affair vdth Martin was one of a number of attempts to assert her sexual independence in the face of parental tyr
anny. 

Her story about this incident follows comments that are more general about the bad relationship she had with 
her mother: 
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So I never felt any bond \Vith her and in fact our relationship took a drastic downhill tum when I became 
involved with the first person moderately near my OV·in age, Clarrie, only 3 years older when I was 17 and 
J moved out of borne. Before this 1 just couldn't get on. My mother virtually made me a prisoner, I couldn't 
ever . . . I couldn't go out at any time. She used to \vant me to study for the higher school certificate and I 
was virtually locked up, locked up ... I think she was suspicious that I was getting into some sort of se;.,.'Ual 
things, and l1vas involved with Clarrie and .. one day a neighbor evidently reported to her that he had 
been seen leaving the house and my mother confronted me with it and 1 wouldn't tell her and she sort of .. 
\Ve had this stone house and she bashed ... she got my head and sort of bashed it into the stone wall, she 
was so angry with me that l wouldn't speak to her about it. And shortly after that I left home ... a fev·i 
weeks later they came to visit me and found me naked with Clarrie in my bedroom and she initiated COU11 

ceedings against me. 

Isobel was charged with prostitution (in 1973) because she \vas sharing a house with three men: 

And my father wouldn't stand up .. he being so weak and following along with her, didn't stand up forme 
against her, but 1 either had to go to court against them or come home. 

Rather than fight the charge, !so bel went home: 

I would have been fighting two respectable members of the commtmity in court and perhaps the magistrate 
\VOuld have sided with them as concerned and respectable parents. 

When she returned home, she was not allowed her old bedroom at the back of the house, but had to take a 
small children's bedroom next to her parents. While she had been away from home, her mother had appropriated 
all the items of value that had been passed on to Isabel by her grandmother. 
- -TntliTs~aS!iHheo1heTtWoaccus1rtiortso!'neglect;isobet'smotherisrepresented mladctng-sociaHy-required
wannth towards her daughter, and the father as lacking his socially expected ability to protect his daughter, in this 
case from her mother. The extremism of her mother's restrictiveness is presented as an absence of maternal 
warmth: 

.. she got my head and soti of bashed it into the stone \Vall ... I had never heard of a parent \Vho had taken 
a court order, who would take legal action against their child and I couldn't live at home ... the charge was 
prostitution because .. you won't believe it ... Not that there was ever anything pat1icularly wild or 
destructive in my behavior. 

In this example, lsobel also creates a discursive link between parental prohibitions on intergenerational sex, 
and parental control over children's sexual conduct in less socially stigmatized sexual relationships. In her case, 
both types of parental intervention come to be presented as examples of parents' ownership of children's sexual
ity; both are to be resisted as parental tyranny over children. 

Altogether, this and the other accusations of neglect senre to present the nuclear family as a tyranny, at least 
in her experience, and her affair with Martin as a rebellion against this control. There is an effective reversal of the 
dominant discourse of the nuclear family, family loyalty, and protection from intergenerational sex. Isobel pro
vides an account of the situation in her family that makes it understandable that she had little guilt in engaging in 
a relationship that her parents \Vould have opposed, in a relationship that reflected badly on her parents. Her 
parents had not acted in such a way as to earn Isabel's loyalty. 

This creates a very different causal scenario from the one envisaged by the etiological accounts considered 
earlier. In those accounts, parental inadequacy creates an emotional need in the child that another adult steps in to 
fill. However. in this interview, Isabel does not give the impression that any explanation of her attraction to Martin 
was required; it was a romantic and exciting relationship and a sexual adventure (see other chapters on this). 
Instead of focusing on her own emotional inadequacies, I so bel looks at the inadequacies of her parents as an 
explanation of why she had few qualms in deceiving them. Her parents' insufficiencies released her from the obli
gations of filial loyalty. The phrase "'non-communicative ... situation" sums up this narrative strategy completely. 
She did not lie to her parents; there was an ongoing situation in which she did not communicate with her parents, 
and in which they did not communicate with her. It was a "situation" that was ultimately the fault of her parents 
in that they had not consistently acted in a loving manner towards her, their daughter. 

In answering direct questions about whether she saw Martin, her adult lover, as a parent substitute, Isabel is 
willing to consider this possibility, but in the end she rejects it. She reveals that she had quite a good relationship 
with her father in some ways. despite the criticisms listed above, mentioning the periods in her adolescence when 
she and her father used to go running or swimming together. She agrees that her mother was inadequate, but she 
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does not see Martin as a mother substitute. She instead refers to times \Vhen she fantasized that the mothers of 
friends were her mother; it is these other mothers who might be realistically seen as mother substitutes. 

MichaeH· relationship with Toby began when he was 11 and. as far as I know, is still going, five years later. 
Michael \vas interviewed when he was 12 and Toby was 26. He \Vas the son of a single mother \Vho had a number 
of sons who came to spend time at a house where Toby and David lived. An incident early in Michael's friendship 
with these men shmvs how Michael's mother tried to supervise Michael's friendship with Toby. The suspicions of 
the mother were roused by something that involved another of her sons and Steven, who was an adult friend of 
Toby and David: 

tvfichael: 

Int: 

rvtichae\: 

Int: 

This is about Steven. Because Andre·w [Michael's younger brother] and his friend 
wrote this story \Vith Steven which \Vas really stupid~ oh, "suck me off' and things like 
that. And my stupid brother, who's the most idiotical person in the country, took it to 
my mum and then it was out that Steven was aped. David and Toby \Vere freaked out 
that it would come out that they're pedophiles. 

What did your mum say? 

My mum told Steven to fuck off and stuff but umm . After she read the story she said 
to Toby, "Oh, I don't mind if my children be gay, but l don't \Vant them to fuck now''. 
But that's just saying that kids don't have a sexuality. My mum can get fucked 'cause 
I can do whatever I want, when [want. 

Presumably you don't tell her? 

Mchae\: I \Vould if I could but she doesn't pay me ... Like \ve're in a pretty big family and she 
doesn't pay much attention to all the kids. Like she's sort of sick a lot and she stays in 
bed. She's got heart trouble and just lies down in bed most of the day. We just moved 
into this house which has got heaps of rooms. And like the lounge room is at the front 
and the kid's lounge room is at the back and the only time we see her is .. We don't 
see her in the morning 'cause she's lying down in bed sleeping and we see her only in 
the night time for five seconds maybe when you just walk past her door to get into the 
TV room and she says to me ... There's a big dispute because she doesn't !ike me 
going around to Toby's house too much, but why shouldn't I? We had this talk once 
and she goes, "Why don't you like coming home?'' and shit like this. We ahvays have 
argwnents about me using the house as a hotel and just coming and sleeping and 
going, but \Ve've always had these arguments. Once she said to me, "Why don't you 
like coming home?" and t said, "You don't pay much attention to us kids", and she 

·---· ........ --·---goes,....::..ThaCs-because-I-:m-siek-J.=.·afld-she-goes;·-''-Well-that-sti-H .. dt~esn2t-matter,wh]do-.. --·-.. -· 
you go to Toby's house?"' and [go, "Umm, because he plays footy with me and stuff 
and gives me undivided attention''. (Laughs) Well now he does. 

As background to this dispute, it is important to be aware that Michael's mother was initially very glad of the 
friendship between her children and Toby and David. She sent Toby a birthday card with a big "thank you" kiss. 
Her growing disquiet was very likely related to two things. Firstly. the incident with Andrew and Steven described 
above must have made her aware of the possibility that Toby, who she knew to be gay. \Vas also pedophilic. In a 
sense, her conversation with Toby was an attempt to warn him off. Secondly, her suspicions must have been con
finned by Michael's continued visits at Toby's house. 

In this situation, her disquiet was at first expressed by conversations \Vith Michael in \Vhich she argued that 
Michael should stop '"'"bothering'' Toby so much. In this, she expresses the ageism that also infonns the prohibition 
on intergenerational sex. It is not customary for children to have contacts with adults outside their family as 
friends (Plummer 1981, p.ll6). It is assumed that no adult would want to have a friendship with a child. 

When these mild reproofs did not prevent Michael's continued visits to Toby's house, she \vent on to the corn
pl~ints ~-~-s-~ribe_d _aboye_. In these. she i~''()k_~_s __ th_e_dis_C_()llrse _ _o{_tp~ J1Ucle_ar familv and_ its hom_e_as the __ orooer_olace 
tOr children arid adolescents to -sPend most of their time.' "fhe t~sue of interg~nerational sex is not c;nfr~nted 
directly·, possibly' because she suspects. correctly, that Michael would lie to her if anything of the kind \Vere taking 
place. 

Although the discourse of the happy family united in their horne is here used a..c.; a cover for the sexual issue, 
it can also be suggested that her argument ties in very well with the way in which intergenerational sexual rela
tionships are socially construed as an invasion of the nuclear family. The outside relationship is regarded as a chal
lenge to the primacy· of the family in the child's emotional life. As I have argued. the discourse of family primacy 
implies that the adult involved is a threat to the parents' influence. 
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Michael's responses to his mother's intervention are oft\\'0 kinds. Firstly, he asserts that he has a right to a sex 
lite; kids are sexual and should have the freedom to express this sexuality. As suggested in the first section of the 
thesis, this is a liberal discourse about sexual rights. Michael's ready adoption of this position ties in with a dis
course of male adolescence as independence from and rebellion against parental controls. It is this discourse that 
exactly captures the flavor of Michael's remarks about his right to a sexuality, whatever his mother's opinion on 
the matter. Remarks of this type are common in the interview. As indicated earlier, Michael looks on the positive 
aspects of his relationship with Toby in tenns of Toby as a friend and companion, an adult who takes an interest 
in him; in tenns of sexual excitement; and, to a degree, in tetms of romance. In these types of remark, Michael sug
gests that it is no surprise that he enjoys his relationship with Toby. Like Isabel, he does not present his relation-

suggested by the etiological account 
Michael's second response to his mother's attempted restrictions addresses the points raised by the etiological 

account directly. In his reported conversation with his mother, he throws the discourse of nuclear family life back 
at her. She is not an adequate mother, so why should he behave in the manner appropriate to a loyal son? This 
becomes most clear in his response to the question about whether he tells his mother what is going on. Like lsobel, 
he blames his mother for his deception. He would tell her "if he could". What follows is an account of his family 
life in which he explains why he could not tell her. His mother is mostly in bed and, during a typical day, he hardly 
speaks to her. There is a situation in which communication has broken down; he rarely speaks to his mother about 
the things that are important to him in his own life. 

This leads Michael on to a discussion of other conflicts with his mother on this issue. He goes on to directly 
charge his mother with showing him a lack of attention, and, in tenns identical to the etiological account, he main
tains that Toby provides him with the kind of attention that he is not receiving from his mother. Interestingly, the 
interviewer is not given any indication of whether Michael regards this as a mere stmtegy in his arguments with 
his mother, or whether he really believes that it is unmet emotional needs that have led to his relationship with 

... TQ.P_):, .. ln-.m~&LP.lacesj!!Jhe inte_rvi~'!'-~.l!~~ty_e_~fl1~y~reas_Qns for his"I_e_~ion_~iP..--:~j!-~}?.Q)~_!!.~~~!.:_Ql_~~~~!?~.~~. 
dependency' needs. Accordingly, it is quite possible to treat this passage as one in which he is merely revealing the 
strategies he uses when he argues with his mother on this topic. He plays on the guilt that he knows his mother 
must feel in order to get her to accept his out-of-the-house adventuring. 

Whatever we make of these alternatives, it is apparent that, like Isabel, Michael makes use of the discourse of 
family loyalty and intergenerational sex by reversing the tenns of the discourse. The loving family obligates its 
children to act according to the sexual codes laid down by the parents. Therefore, a failure of parental love justifies 
the child in disobeying their parents in sexual matters. He would play the part of the loyal child, confessing all to 
his mother "if he could", but his mother's behavior does not allow him to behave in this way. Moreover, his rela
tionship with Toby and his disobedience in this case is merely the most recent in a series of conflicts with his 
mother-"we've always had these arguments". 

Other comments in the interview reveal other points of relevance to an interpretation of the relationship 
between Michael's family situation and his contacts with Toby. The connection between "risk factors" and 
absence of supervision is sustained in this interview. The inability of Michael's mother to play the parental role 
certainly created a situation in which Michael was unsupe!V'ised for much of the time. Michael and his brothers 
met their adult friends while involved in after-school employment. They spent much time out of the house when 
their mother had no real possibility of finding out what they were doing. 

Another comment in the interview suggests an interpretation of intergenemtional sex as an escape from the 
restrictions of the nuclear family. Michael is considering the advantages of having a relationship with an adult: 

Sometimes ... It's better if you're fucking with an adult 'cause you've got a place to fuck for one thing. 
You can escape from him anytime you want back to your home and you can escape from your parems 
anytime you want to his house and if you were just in a kid/kid relationship you couldn't do any of those 
things really. 

Here Michael treats the nuclear family as a social institution that controls and supendses children's sexuality 
and that denies them sexual freedom. The family bans kid/kid sexual activities in addition to adult/kid sexual 
activities. Here again Michael presents his intergenerational sexual activities as an adventure, as something that 
the family would seek to prevent. Here we are led to think that the key question is not "Why do children seek out 
intergenerational relationships?", as the etiological account asks, but "How does the nuclear family usually 
prevent them, and how were our respondents enabled to evade this control?" These are certainly the tenns in 
which Michael poses the question. 
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The Nuclear Family and Society 

As l have indicated, it is misleading to see the nuclear family as, by itself, the institution that has the power to 
control children's sexual activities. Instead. as Donze lot ( 1980) and Foucault ( 1980) point out, the family is 
empowered by other social institutions to take this role. and, in addition, it exists as a powerful institution in its 
own right. In the case of IsabeL the example of what happened to her when she was 17 serves to highlight the 
kinds of social support that parents can muster to control their children's sexual activities. even when they are 
beyond the age of consent. In that case, the parents had the power to threaten Isabel's inheritance-not without 
importance in an upper middle-class family; the power to withdraw financial support during Isabel's studies, and, 
finally, the power to call upon the courts to charge Isabel with prostitution. These are all powers that only make 
sense in the context of a state legal system in \Vhich parents' control of children as heirs is guaranteed by various 
powers over income and inheritance, as well as in the context of state controls over sexual conduct. Even more 
obviously, !so bel's affair with Martin \Vas illegal, and her parents could have called upon various fonns of state 
intervention to terminate it, if it had been discovered. 

The history of Michael's affair with Toby, subsequent to his intervie\v, also serves as an indication of the way 
other social institutions combine to enforce and support parental responsibility over children's sexual conduct. 
Things became increasingly difficult for Michael at home. A neighbor \Vent to Michael's mother to infonn her 
about the sexual relationship between Toby and MichaeL She stoutly defended Toby. and said that the neighbor 
\Vas just prejudiced against gay men. Then the neighbor overheard Michael talking to a school friend about the 
relationship, and the neighbor threatened to go to the police. 

At this point, Michael's mother clearly had to act. If she had let things go on, she could have been charged 
with neglecting her children and could have lost all of them. The combination of police and social welfare officers 
appointed by the state ensure that there are effective sanctions against a mother who allows her child to continue 
an intergenerational relationship. Michael's mother forbade Michael from seeing Toby, resulting in a heated con
flict between them. Michael ran away from home. 

His mother called in youth vwrkers to get him back. Here Michael's mother decided to act within the frame
work of state control that empowered her as the one responsibie for Michael's sexual conduct. Michael \vas forced 
to return home. His mother carried out her role as the person responsible for his sexual conduct by again banning 
Michael from ever seeing Toby again. 

For a few weeks, Michael truanted from school to see Toby during the day. The school then sent a note home 
advising Michael's mother of his absences. Here \ve find the school in league with other social institutions to 
ensure continued supervision of the child's conduct throughout the day. As Aries ( !973) and Donze lot ( 1980) 
point out, the school as a social institution designed to ensure children's moral supervision was created at around 
the same time as the new fonn of family life. 

_ ___ _ _ _ __ _ __ J\:hat:ll'e.can._a!so_s_ee.hereis_a_situation.inwhich the state both..supports..the..parentinher.efforts.to-controL-
Michael and also enforces this control. State authorities became a\vare of her problem. and a failure to act appro~ 
priately' would have been seen as neglect necessitating state intervention at her expense. This is most apparent in 
the crisis that was created when a neighbor threatened to go to the police unless she put an end to Michael's rela
tionship with Toby. 

Interestingly, these combined tOrces of state and family supervision \VCre not ultimately effective. Realizing 
that they were likely to end up before the courts if they continued their relationship under these circumstances, 
Michael and Toby decided to leave and live incognito in another state. This \vas when Michael was 14. 

We can readily relate these events to the analysis provided by Donzelot (1980). The structure of parental 
control of children's sexuality is socially enforced. It is expected that parents will want to control their children's 
sexuality, and that police, \velfare agencies. and schools will assist the parents. However, ultimately the parents' 
control is delegated by society at large and can be socially· enforced. If parents are unable to carry out this role. 
other agencies can be called in. 

This chapter has been in three parts. In the first I outlined the view that the discourse of the nuclear family and 
family loyalty is linked to the discursive portrayal of intergenerational sex. Intergenerational sex is characterized 
as an unwarranted intervention from outside the family that challenges parents in their legitimate control over chil
dren's sexual socialization. In the second, I considered the etiological theory both as an expression of the discourse 
of the nuclear family and as a causal theory based in social research into intergenerational sex. Finally, the chapter 
looked at the interview material from this study in terms of these issues. Revie\ving the etiological theory in the 
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light of my interview data and the analysis of the discourse of the nuclear family, l \Vant to examine the ways in 
which intergenerational sex may be linked to family background. 

We may look at links between family background and intergenerational sex as discourse strategies employed 
by participants in intergenerational sex to create a moral context for their actions. Within my interview material, I 
have identified two discourse strategies of this type: 

1. A younger participant may offer the etiological theory as an explanation precisely because the etiological 
theory is a popular discourse deriving from the discourse of the nuclear family. 

2. The younger party makes a link bet\veen their intergenerational sexual contacts and their inadequate family 
background by reversing the discourse of family loyalty. 

causal links between family background and intergenerational sex. Within the etiological analysis, it is usually 
assumed that the child's background is emotionally inadequate. and that the child looks outside the home for emo
tional support from adults. In responding to this position, I have argued that correlations that are "discovered" 
between risk factors and intergenerational sex can reflect aspects of the methodology of the studies themselves. 
People tend to link selected aspects of their own life to their experiences ofintergenerational sex through the medi
ation of popular versions of the etiological theory. In cases where there may in fact be a genuine connection, 1 have 
argued that the nature of the connection is not necessariZv of the kind specified within the etiological account. In 
what follows, I shall outline various types of connection that may exist. 

To begin with, there may well be cases where the etiological account provides a good analysis of the connec
tion between family background and intergenerational sex. In my own study, there is at least one respondent, 
Joanne, who is quite definite in her support tbr this theory in her own case. She argues that her father was absent 
and her mother schizophrenic during her childhood. and that this caused her a lot of emotional strain. Her adult 
lover was very emotionally supportive, and she maintains that in this he supplied her with the kind of nurturing 
environment that she had been missing at home. 

··-··-·--····- ... There .. ll.ri!~. ho\Yey_er~ .. a 11umber gf pther ~o~_si~le __ C()_tm~c~~ns that are worthw~il~ __ consi_~e_rin¥. ~t may_be_ th~t 
the-p~~~nts '-;;~OtiO~al Tna:dequacy-re/~~~~;-the ch.ifd frOID-the. u-SuaiCODStrallltSOfparelltafioYaltY,-afld allOWs-the 
child to take up intergenerational contact. This possibility is suggested by the interview data described above. 

A second type of connection may be grounded in a much more prosaic explanation of the co-presence of 
intergenerational sex with the "risk factors" of the etiological account. It may be that these risk factors identify 
families where there is a low level of supervision of children and adolescents. One of the most striking examples 
from my research is the case of Kane, who came from a poor family with seven children. He explained that his 
parents were very busy and did not have a lot of time or money to spend on entertaining the children. He and 
several other siblings visited the house of two adult men with whom they were having some sexual contact. His 
parents knew nothing of the sexuai nature of these contacts, but were quite happy to have their children visit and 
stay for weekends with these men on rotation. Kane was far from critical of his parents, and spoke of his mother 
with much affection. It is clear that the family situation was such as to make close supeJ\Iision of the children 
impractical. This is not to say that Kane's parents failed completely to supervise what was going on. They had met 
their children's adult friends, and they had, no doubt, fonmed an impression of their character. The children 
reported to their parents on the non~sexual aspects of their visits. Most importantly, the children were clearly very 
keen to visit and spend weekends with their adult friends. 

Most generally, as we shall see in the next chapter, unsupervised time away from parents is considered a usual 
prerogative of many adolescent boys over l 0 years old, and the correlation of risk factors with intergenerational 
sex may well merely identify families where this lack of supervision is most likely, or where it extends to girls as 
welL 

Finally, I have suggested that the correlation between risk factors and class background (which is rarely 
acknowledged in the etiological accounts) could be due to factors other than the "failure" of working-class fami
lies to provide a nurturing, emotionally supportive environment As ethnographic studies (West 1979; Willis 1983; 
Wilson 1978; Davies 1979; Canington 1986; Griffin 1982) have demonstrated, working-class adolescent subcul
tures are generally resistant to "adolescence" conceived as a prolongation of childhood. Instead, members of these 
subcultures c/ann adult status, usually in resistance to schools and state authorities. As Willis (1983, p. 47) and 
West (1979, pp. 141-146) have pointed out, working-class parents accep~ to a large e"1ent, these claims to adult 
status, and they negotiate relations with their adolescent children rather than expecting to have authority to deterM 
mine their behavior. In such a context, intergenerational sex becomes a possibility in either of two ways. The lack 
of supeJ\Iision consistent with adult status allows such events to occur. This can apply at quite young ages, espe
cially in the case of boys. Alternatively, in claiming adult status, working-class adolescents see no problem in 
involvement in relationships with people legally defined as adults. These working-class adolescents already 
include themselves in the age category "adult". 
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I have subjected the causal analysis of the etiological account to hvo kinds of critique. The first asks whether 
there really is a correlation between risk factors and participation in intergenerational sex. The second suggests 
that there are a number of readings of the kind of connection that may link various ''risk factors" with intergener
ational sex. The etiological account focuses on only one of these. implying that participation in intergenerational 
sex is a fonn of pathological behavior that must be explained by reference to pathology in the family. However, 
other accounts of the connection may focus on the nuclear family' as an institution that nonnally closes off the 
option of intergenerational sex. In such account.;;, "risk factors" may merely identify families in which this social 
role cannot be perfonned. 

This chapter has suggested that, above all other things, the popularity of the etiological account must be read 
as an expression of discourses concerning the nuclear family-the responsibility of the family for sexual social
ization, and the interpretation of intergenerational sex as a threat to the family's supervision of its children. Within 
my study, there \vas no doubting the relevance of this broader discourse to the experience of my respondents. The 
mere fact that these experiences were concealed from parents was a clear indication that intergenerational sex \vas 
perceived as an affront to parental control. In many cases, the intervie\vees provided accounts that validated both 
this concealment and the interviewees' disloyalty to their parents. 

Through an examination ofhvo interviews in detail, it has been possible to show that the reversal of the dis
course of family loyalty is a discourse strategy that can be used to validate participation in intergenerational rela
tionships. This strategy accuses the parents of a failure of love and concern for their children, and explains the 
child's disobedience and disloyalty accordingly. Such a reversal operates within the same field of terms as popular 
discourses that create an opposition behveen intergenerational sex and appropriate family relationships. These 
topics will be addressed again in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER3 

The Moral Mother 

While the previous chapter treated the family in abstraction from gender, this chapter will begin the task of relating 
these issues to discourses concerning gender. While it may be that the family as a whole is considered responsible 
for the sexual socialization of children and adolescents, a special responsibility is vested in mothers. This was 
widely reflected in the interview material; mothers were almost always cited as the parents \vho were or might 
have been concerned about the intergenerational sexual contacts of their children. This chapter will be concerned 
with presenting and considering the relevance of the discourse of maternal responsibility, and with looking at the 
three types of discursive strategies through which this discourse was addressed by my interviewees. 

The first of these replying discourses has been considered in the last chapter, where I referred to it as a rever
sal of the discourse of parental responsibility and filial loyalty. What becomes clear is that this discursive reversal 

j_s __ lf!_Q_§_!l~~~~!!Y_.!_QQI~~~~L!2 .. !!!l:l!!~~-~---~-<i_t~!t_j!_ !l.<?l}!i~~~--~-~-~-~_Slf l!lat~J11al_ wannth _~;tnd __ conc~m. a_s __ the 
contex1 in which the child took part in an intergenerational relationship. It Is p-ariic\.liarlj::llkeJY to be mtroduced-b);
daughters, although some sons make use of it. 

The second replying discourse could be aptly referred to as the discourse of the cutting of apron strings. This 
is an exclusively masculine discourse, and it relates to dominant conceptions about the achievement of masculin
ity. As we shall see, Chodorow ( 1974) argues that boys achieve masculinity by repudiating a feminine identifica
tion associated with their earlier ties to their mothers. In the context of the double standard prevalent in this 
society, this repudiation of femininity comes to include a rebellion against maternal restrictions on sexual conduct. 
This is particularly pronounced in adolescence, when the achievement of masculinity is expected to be at its 
height. 

A third replying discourse involves a collaboration of mothers and daughters. Both reject the discourse that 
implies maternal responsibility for an adolescent daughter's sexual conduct. These interviews present both the 
mothers and their daughters as believing that an adolescent girl has the right to make sexual choices. The mother 
is seen in the role of an experienced and helpful friend, rather than as an arbiter and moral controller of the daugh
ter's conduct. 

The Discourse oft he Moral Mother 

Historians of the family have traced the "rise of the moral mother", as Bloch (1978) calls it, to the period at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. Using literature circulating in America during this period, Bloch identifies a 
change from eighteenth-century conceptions of womanhood to one that was to become dominant in the nineteenth 
century and, as she argues, achieve widespread acceptance in all classes by the mid-twentieth century. This new 
conception of womanhood came to emphasize women's role as mothers. It was as mothers that they were under
stood to have a special role in transmitting religious and moral values; motherhood was regarded as "nurturant, 
empathic, and morally directive" (Bloch 1978, p. I 01 ). 

As other writers have claimed, this new conception of motherhood amounted to a division of functions within 
the bourgeois tllmily structure. It was the mother who was to be responsible for the socialization of children; a role 
that had come to assume great importance within this new family type (Poster 1978; Walkerdine 1985; Summers 
1975; Weeks 1981; Chodorow & Contralto 1982). It was also the mother who was responsible for creating the 
''refuge" that the family was expected to provide. By contrast, it was the husband and father who was to take on 
the role of representing the family in the outside world of work and inevitable moral impurity. 

One result of this division of functions \vithin the family was that women came to be seen as the more moral 
sex (Bloch 1978, p. 116). It was as the more moral sex that they were particularly well fitted to the moral instruc-
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tion and supervision of the young. T11is conception ofwomen as the more moral sex was closely tied to the double 
standard of sexual morality. According to Poster's fonnulation, among the bourgeoise "women \vere viewed as 
asexual beings. as angelic creatures beyond animal lust", \Vhereas for men there was a separation between "'lust'\ 
which was acknowledged as inevitable in men, and "love'', which \vas seen as the source oftheirduty to the family 
(Poster 1978, p. 168). Weeks argues that what was common to a variety of middle-class viewpoints, both in the 
nineteenth century and more recentl:y, was that women's sexuality \Vas interpreted as secondary to their maternal 
role and as ultimately deriving from maternal instinct (Weeks 1981, p. 27). 

Women socially constmcted in this fashion were of course viewed as the ideal guardians of children's sexuw 
alit)', in a role seen as preserving the sexual innocence of children: 

As the person \vho bears the major responsibility for "bringing up' children, the mother is the primary 
agent in their sexual repression. (Swnmers 1975, p. 188) 

If the first requirement of women as moral mothers was that they be morally pure and that they supervise their 
children's morality, the second requirement \Vas that they express love for their children. As both Walkerdine 
( 1985, pp. 207 -209) and Bloch ( 1978) argue, these two requirements are linked within the discourse of moral 
motherhood. 

Around the turn of the century many authors presented tenderness as the primary component of good 
mothering, indeed, as the very quality most essential to the cultivation of morality in children. (Bloch 
!978,p. !16) 

Poster sees a connection bet\veen this love and the sexual repression imposed by the bourgeois family; sexual 
abstinence was presented to the child as a fonn of reciprocity; as a way in which the child could express their love 
to their parents, especially the mother, and return the love that they had received from them (Poster 1978, p. 177). 

Looking at the evolution of this discourse of motherhood since the nineteenth century, authors such as Reiger 
( 1985, pp. 161-163) have argued that earlier moral emphases have been "psychologized'" so that the mental health 
of the child and their future psychological health as an adult have supplanted a more explicit emphasis on the 
child"s moral behavior (see also Chodorow & Contratto 1982, p. 65). The basic framework has remained in that it 
is the mother who is seen as responsible for socializing the child, and a moral agenda infonns the concept of 
mental health. 

Evidence of the current relevance of this discourse to women's conception of themselves as mothers is given 
by interview studies such as that of Wearing ( 1984). Summarizing the responses of her intervie\vees, she says that 
there was a very broad agreement that a good mother was one \Vho \Vas primarily concerned with the physical and 
emotional needs of her children and made every endeavor to satisfY these needs (Wearing 1984, p. 51). More than 
90%ofthe-mothers-in-eaclrofthe-soci:o~""onumi<:groups-mesrocttecd'saillthey-telrgut!ty-,Ennothets-,-hnermsor 

such lapses as "losing one's temper, being impatient unnecessarily smacking or verbally abusing a child" (Wear~ 
ing 1984, p. 53). Wearing also reports on the widespread internalization of the views of childcare experts such as 
Bowlby (1971), who argued that young children need the constant presence of their mother and that working 
mothers of preschool-aged children are endangering their children's future psychological well~being (Wearing 
1984, p. 61). 

R~ferences to Mothers in the Interviews 

Given this discourse of maternal responsibilit)1, it is not surprising that the great majorit)' of references to parents 
in the intel\liews were references to mothers. It was mothers who did or did not find out about the intergenerational 
sexual contacts. When a parent was not told, it was usually the mother who was referred to. When the respondents 
experienced guilt about their deception of their parents, it was almost always in relation to their mothers. When 
respond~!lts explained the deception of their paren!s intenns of parental inadequacies. it was mate mal inadequacy 
that \vas at issue. A quotation fi·om each intervie\v usethiiy documents this emphasis and suggests the wide variety 
of contexts in which the discourse of maternal responsibility was invoked: 

Angela: Well, l just assumed that they [her parents J would have done [disapproved]; I mean, I 
know that they \vould have done nm:v because I remember later on, later on ·when I \Vas 
about 15 my mum had smi of found out that my friend Gretel had been sleeping with 
boys, you knmv and she told me that this was a bad thing and that Gretel laid on her 
back for men and it \Vasn 't the sort of thing you should do 
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Arthur: 

Bobbie: 

Chris: 

David: 

Denise: 

Derek: 

Isabel: 

Joanne: 

Kane: 

Keith: 

Louise: 

Maria: 

Michael: 

Pippa: 

Sharon: 

Tristan: 

The ;\dora! Mother 

I told my mother the story that Jack wanted to see me in town but she \Vas very suspi
cious .. my mother used to drag me off to a Scots Church, there was an old son of a 
bitch, I'll never forget him, he used to get up and screech about the wrath of promis
cuous sex and all this sort of thing. 

That's the thing that's extraordinm)' \Vhen I think 1 was handling people's sexual 
advances and yet my mother and I could not talk about anything. She couldn't give me 
the vaguest clue about it . 

I distinctly remember an occasion where, which was the first time, that umm, he, umm 
asked me to go some\vhere with him ... And umm, my mother went over and asked his 

to go off with him. 

I don't think she t11is mother) understands \vhat 1 try to say to her about concepts and 
stuff like \vhat I'm thinking and stuff I think she tries. I don't tell her anything about 
what I do or where I go, l tell her where I go but most often I lie. 

She was divorced by this time and was tl)'ing to be quite secret about her sex life and 
she wasn't doing a very good job of it so there \Vas this trade off. We won't talk about 
yours if you don't talk about ours [the sexual activities of herself and her sister]~ 
unstated. That's how we'd think of it. 

Well, one night it just really got to me. It bothered me a lot. I'd go to sleep thinking 
about it, wondering what Mum would think and all like that and I thought, no, l've got 
to tell her. 

He, after the \vorkshop, mentioned to this other person, who unfortunately \vas the 
other older person v,rho was in love with me that he had met this person in the \Vork· 
shop and it was blah, blah, blah about their sculpture and everything and this other 

~ -·acrurt'fnenct··-of'mriie·--satd--''150--);ourean:ze·wiio--tn-at·--isTTiiiics--MargFslrsObeTif __ _ 
mother's] daughter!". And then he freaked out 

No, she sort of said,''] 'm concerned you're spending so much time there, what's going 
on? Are you having an affair?" And I would say "No", point blank, red as a beetroot of 
course; I'm not a good liar. 

1 don't know, but Mun1 reckons that if you're good and that then you'll go to heaven 
but if you're bad and that you'll just go down to hell. [talking about his wonies about 
what God's view of his sexual activities might be] 

I told my mother [that some men chased me along the beach] and my mother said, 
''Come with me, we '11 go straight down and I 'II tell these people!" She \Vasn't real 
worried about going dovm and confronting the men and I stopped her. And I think she 
immediately thought something else. I mean she just left it at that I don't think she 
told my father. 

I mean Roslyn (Louise's adult lover) \Vas quite willing not to have an affair if my 
mother said no, you know She didn't agree with it [doing it behind the mother's 
back], 1 mean that. And I told her ... I mean my mother has the attitude of she can't 
stop me from doing anything I want to do. 

Although she did all sotts of things for me in tetms of the general looking after me , 
she \vas also a very disciplinarian type of person, and so my relationship with her was 
not really that close, and I didn't obviously feel that I could have discussed something 
like that. So 1 guess 1 didn't feel that I had the support to really take a stand on any· 
thing. 

After she read the story she said to Toby [Michael's adult lover} "Oh, I don't mind if 
my children be gay but I don't \vant them to fuck now." 

Mum knew about it and she approached me about it and I told her it was a phase 1 was 
going through and she told me "No" it wasn't and that it was OK and that's what she 
thought was best for me. 

Mum was always vet}' open with me .. and I could talk to Mum. I can still talk to her. 
We get along \vell but really I didn't think that they were any of her business any,vay. 

I'm really close to my mwn. But yeah, out of the two, I wouldn't tell Mum but I'd tell 
Dad only because he's open minded about evet)'thing. He doesn't give a stuff about 
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me ... It'd be like saying the guy down the road's gay, sort of thing. Whereas my 
mother \vould ... it'd probably kill her mentally. 

So then I went home ... got the key undid the door and bounced out [of the closet] on 
ever_yone. My mother went "Ahhhh God!'" She fainted ... My dad handled it better 
than my mum. He picked up the paper and started reading it again. 

She realized that you do more damage-like the way my father dealt with the situa~ 
tion, he did more damage than letting the relationship sort of peter out >vhich is what 
would have happened anyway [ suspect. And I think Mum thought he wasn't going to 
do any t.:rreat amount of damage to me and he was that sort of nice person. 

Looking at these quotations as a whole, there is not a single interviev..- that does not reveal in one \vay or 
another the respondents' views about their mother's reactions or possible reactions to the intergenerational con
tacts. The interviewees talk about what their mother might have felt had she known, about what she felt if she did 
knO\v, about her interventions ifthere were any, and about hO\v these events fitted in with broader issues of mater
nal sexual socialization and supervision and the mother's role in the respondent's childhood. The discourse of 
maternal responsibility and the corresponding discourse of filial accountability to one's mother are extremely 
common topics within the interview material. 

When fathers are mentioned, it is mainly in four \Vays. Firstly and most commonly. "parents" as a couple are 
referred to in comments that imply that parents were considered to have a common attitude to these issues. For 
example, Kane and Christopher both refer to concerns that they were deceiving their parents. What is completely 
typical of these remarks is that the actual parent whose interventions or opinions are described within the inter~ 
view. is the mother. Secondly, fathers are referred to as the parents who were not worried by these events, and \vho 
were not personally concerned about their child's sexual development (e.g. Tristan and Twink). A third type ofref
erence to fathers includes all the cases of extreme and traumatic conflict over the intergenerational contacts. These 
are occasions in which fathers discovered, or were thought to have discovered, the sexual nature of the contacts, 
and then intervened to assert control over their daughter's sexual behavior (Bobbie, Wendy, Sharon). Finally, what 
is very often the case is that it is the literal or emotional absence of fathers that is mentioned. 

Replying Discourses: Blaming the Mother 

Under the heading "'blaming the mother", I am grouping eight interviews in which there is some explicit criticism 
of the interviewee's mother. This criticism is in tenns of a discourse of motherhood according to which a mother 

~~~~~-S110ul<Lknurturing_an<Lempathic-and.shoulcLpro¥ideJorthe-physicaLand.emotional-needS-ofh<>rchildrent131ooh- -~ - - - -
1978: Poster 1978; Wearing 1984). I am abstracting one element from the discourse of the moral mother under this 
heading; the element that focuses on maternal love. The other main requirements of the maternal role are that the 
mother socializes her children and that she acts as a moral guardian for them. Within these interviews. these two 
aspects of the discourse are often split \Vith the mother accused of emotional neglect at the same time as she is 
criticized for her implementation of her role as moral guardian. 

I will argue that the discourse of'"blaming the mother" takes three distinct fonns. The first fonn of the dis
course of blaming the mother is apparent only in interviews with girls/women. [tis readily understood in tenns of 
Poster's (l978. p. 177) analysis of the connection between love and socialization in the bourgeois family. He 
writes: 

Stated succinctly, the emotional pattern of the bourgeois family is defined by authority restricted to par
ents, deep parental love for children and a tendency to employ threats of the withdra\val of love rather than 
physical punishment as a sanction. This pattern, applied to the oral, ana! and genital stages, results in a sysw 
tematic exchange on the child's part of bodily gratification for parental love, which in turn, produces a 
deep internalization of the parent of the same sex. (Poster 1978, p. 177) 

Whatever one may make of this analysis as a psychoanalytic picture of family structure. my use of it here 
refers to this portrayal as an accurate rendering of an underlying structure of discourse about family life in modern 
society. The child exchanges bodily: gratification for parental love. These are two sides of a bargain. The inter
viewees are indicating that the tenns of this exchange were not met in their experience of their mothers. They 
never received love from their mothers, and they were not prepared to forego their intergenerational relationships 
(bodily gratitication) to please their mothers. 

In these accounts, problems with the mother are not invoked to explain the attractions of the intergenerational 
relationship. \vhich are seen as obvious. The emphasis lies on the failure oftl1e mother to provide wannth, the con-
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sequent absence of loyalty to the mother, and the way that this justified the daughters in deceiving their mothers 
and in doing something that their mothers would not like. A common tbnnulation is that there was a breakdmv·n 
in communication between mother and daughter that created a context in which the daughter engaged in these 
activities and in which she hid them from her mother. TI1e mother is blamed for this problem of communication 
(see previous chapter). 

The second form of the strategy of blaming the mother follows the etiological account, which is a textually 
mediated popular discourse about intergenerational sex. This discourse, in its nonnal use, defines intergenera
tional sex as pathological and as the product of a pathological family situation-an inadequate mother. Here the 
younger party uses it to defend their intergenerational contacts according to the following position: 'I did not 

Despite the prevalence of the etiological account as a popular discourse, this form of the strategy of blaming the 
mother is quite rare in these interviews, and even when it does appear, it does so ambivalently. 

The third form of the strategy of blaming the mother was apparent in Pippa's and Louise's interviews. Here 
what was stressed was the failure of the mother to create a ''proper" childhood. The child had to become emotion
ally self-sufficient at an early age, and consequently the child was not prepared in adolescence to take a child's role 
and accept restrictions on their sexual conduct. This discourse again operates with elements of the hegemonic dis
course of the moral mother, and it makes use of these to create a defense and justification of the intergenerational 
relationships. 

There are four interviews (Bobbie, lsobel, Maria, Joanne) that display the first of these strategies most fully. 
I have discussed Isabel~, interview in the previous chapter. She describes her mother as cold, neglectful, sexually 
restrictive, possessive, and tyrannical. She indicates that a state of non-communication existed between them, and 
she argues that this was the reason that she had no hesitation in hiding the intergenerational relationship from her 
mother and in engaging in this relationship despite her mother's probable objections to it. She does not present her 

_!)\iy)tR!!fi:!l~IJl§~~~Q§tj!!!l<:Rar!'ntJRj111YS§_n~._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
Bobbie describes her mother as cold. Bobbie's mother failed to talk about sexual issues with her daughter; she 

was more concerned with the opinions of society about her children than with her children's real emotional needs, 
and she submitted in all things to her husband (a stepfather to the children) who dominated her relationships with 
her children. Bobbie claims that she did not feel safe talking to her mother about episodes of sexual molestation 
from relatives, believing that her mother would punish her for causing a fuss. Her mother did not respect her as a 
person with opinions and points of view; her mother and stepfather always treated her "as a child". Bobbie does 
not argue a direct link benveen her intergenerational relationship and these failings of her mother, but she does 
describe the adult partner as the first person who was prepared to talk to her about emotional and sexual matters 
in a serious and respectful way. She definitely believes that her mother's demonstrated incapacity for emotional 
support was the reason that she did not reveal her intergenerational relationship to her mother. 

Maria describes her mother as cold and disciplinarian. She looked after Maria's physical needs but was not 
affectionate. Her sexual advice was directed to creating a fear of sexuality and to instilling sexual guilt. She was 
moralistic about the sexual deviations of women, such as lesbianism and prostitution, presenting women as the 
ones to blame for rape and sexual assault by men. Like Bobbie, Maria believed that her mother could not have 
been relied upon to be supportive if an adult had sexually abused her, and she thought that her mother would have 
been likely to blame her. She hid her intergenerational relationship with her uncle from her mother, partly so as to 
be able to continue her friendship with her uncle, but also out of fear of her mother's reaction. She does not portray 
her uncle as a parent substitute, but as an adult friend. 

Joanne :v account will be presented in more detail later, as it combines the first discursive strategy in which the 
mother's failings e'<plain the child's disloyalty with the second variant in which the failings of the mother lead the 
child to look for emotional support elsewhere. 

What these four accounts have in common is blaming the mother for a breakdown in communication, or for 
a pattern of hostility between mother and daughter. It is this situation that is invoked to justifY the daughter's 
behavior. Because her mother has been so cold, it is understandable that she is engaged in an activity that her 
mother would oppose; it is understandable that she is lying to her mother when a situation of non-communication 
already exists. She does not owe her mother any loyalty. Her mother has already broken the implicit contract ofthe 
bourgeois nuclear family in which filial loyalty is exchanged for maternal love. 

The respondents who present this strategy are all girls, and it may be that this is related to the heavy pressure 
on girls to display filial loyalty and to accept parental restrictions on sexual conduct as expressions of appropriate 
or "emphasized" (Connell1987, p. 187) femininity (McRobbie & Garber 1976; Wilson 1978; Hudson 1984). It is 
only girls who feel they have any explaining to do. As 1 shall argue, most of the male respondents felt that their 
deception of their parents was quite nonnal and unproblematic. 
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There are three interviews that suggest the second strategy, in \vhich the failure of the mother to provide nur
turance is offered as an explanation of the attractions of the intergenerational contacts (Joanne. MichaeL Derek). 
I will begin with a presentation of Joanne's interviev .. · in some detail, looking first at statements that reflect the eti
ological strategy. and then at statements that reflect the emphasis on disloyalty discussed above. 

When Joanne was 12, she began a relationship with a man who lived nearby, for whom she \Vas employed as 
a babysitter. It lasted for four years until her parents moved elsewhere, and in many ways their relationship took 
on some of the features of a de facto marriage, since they would share household chores and spend evenings 
together at his place after the baby had gone to sleep. 

Joanne puts her relationship in the context of problems she had in relationship to her mother: 

We got put in a home, well me and my sister got put in a home when I was about 6 months old. Of course 
I don't remember it. My mother \Vas a sick person mentally. Physically, she was ahvays sick, but mentally 
she was ahvays sick too. You know, always a strain and [was brought up always on the move. being made 
homeless or something, always a latchkey kid I think they call them these days. 

I've come to the conclusion after being in therapy that she was, in fact, schizophrenic. She certainly wasn't 
a drinker but it was very much like living \Vith an alcoholic. In terms of madness and bouts of craziness and 
tears and dramas, not knowing whether you \Vere coming or going. That sort of thing. 

This emotional neglect included complete abandonment for a period of her childhood. When she was four. 
she and her sister spent t\vo years in a convent. Speaking of the period when she \Vas involved in an intergenera
tional relationship. she talks about her father's absence and the way that she. as the eldest daughter. had to take on 
much of the housework and other duties expected of a mother. 

She indicates that her father was absent for most of her childhood. and that he failed to provide any refuge 
from the emotional problems her mother created. For three years while she was living at home. her father was 
away overseas. She has little memory of her father: 

I mean I was just saying to someone yesterday I really have no image of my father's presence except for 
the day they actually took me to the convent when I screamed and cried for three days when I \Vas fow·. 

One of the attractions of her intergenerational relationship was that it got her out of the house and a\vay from 
the strain of being with her mother: 

I used to spend more and more time there and I think part of it was to escape the house. I knew that that 
time I didn't have to be in the house and so the longer I was out of the house, the longer I dido 't have to deal 

--·---------·---------- ------·--------with-th~shit-at-heme,--·------------·-----------·-·-------·----·---·--·-·--··-·----·-·---·---·--·------·-------·--··------ --- -·----- -----------

Joanne certainly suggests in her interview that her relationship provided her with the sort of emotional 
support she was not getting at home. Interestingly, however, she does not see her adult partner as a substitute for 
her mother. \Vith whom she ,vas having most trouble, but as a father substitute: 

And I'm saying quite often I'm sure that he \Vas a father figure to me. I certainly don't think [put him on 
a pedestal and if I did it probably came more from the fact that there was someone caring about me and 
glving me something I certainly \Yasn 't getting at home. As I've said, I would go there quite often just to 
get away from the home situation. 

Another picture of her relationship that is often suggested in the inteJllie\v is that she replaced her family sit
uation with herselfin the role of mother. Within her relationship, especially in its later years, she acted the role of 
the mother; doing shopping. housework. looking after the baby. and taking her on outings. She and her adult 
partner used to have friends over for dinner, sit around in the evenings and smoke, have sex after the child had 
gone to bed, and so on. In other words, far from finding a mother substitute in her adult partner, she substituted for 
hef oWn 'i11olli~r ·a:nd' cr~afeif a ii~~v 'Wid ·s&ti~f'ii~iOi··)· fiiri-iiiy lo replace her urisati'sfactorjr One. 

I mean [ did the housework in terms of looking after the kid and feeding her and a!! that sort of stuff and 
then I started getting into helping with the ·washing ... [ mean real mother stuff, you know. Helping >vith 
the washing and the ironing and taking the kids out for walks. And in fact, as I said, we used to take her out 
in our holidays, we used to go to parks and things all day and the zoo and I'd start cooking meals, doing a 
bit of shopping and then it got to be that she was in pre-sch<..10l, that f would take her to nursery and then 
I'd pick her up after school 
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Joanne speaks in the interview about her love for the child and her enjoyment of the mothering she was doing. 
All tills could be viewed as a replacement of her family with one in which she acted the part in which her mother 
had failed. 

All the above creates a certain piL'ture; that of the girl with the inadequate mother and absent father who seeks 
out another adult for solace and support, who recreates a harmonious and sustaining domestic environment 
missing from her mvn family. This picture is thoroughly congruent with the etiological accounts described in the 
previous chapter; she emphasizes the discourse by which the failings of the mother drive the child into a relation
ship with an adult outside the family. 

However, in other contexts in the interview, Joanne emphasizes the discourse that blames the mother in order 

conflicts with her mother over her relationship. 

When she struied to think that something was going on and J actually was lying, that, that's when I felt a 
tremendous amount of guilt. She obviously had great pain on her face.] remember the time when she asked 
me almost in tears and I kept saying ''No, no, I don't know what you're talking about, I don't know what 
you're talking about, I don't know what makes you think that" .. I was just, you know, and it was, sort of 
didn't help our already fucked relationship any the better, the fact that I was lying. 

ln this passage Joanne reveals the relevance of the discourse of filial loyalty: the sense of her own sorrow at 
causing her mother pain by engaging in this relationship and in lying to her about it. In her next response after this, 
she explains how her bad relationship with her mother created the conditions in which this dishonesty was possi
ble: 

I associated so much pain with stuff l tried to do with my mother. It was the fear. It was the fear not so 
much of hurting her because we hated each other so much at that stage. Well not ... didn't understand each 

·-other,-eoft1:IlRll1icated-.v-ery--.bad~y1-umm,. .. it-.was.-jus.t..the.fear.~..mean .. Lha\1e.no..idea . .whaLshe_would..ha\!'e_. 
done. Ce11ainly it would have come to an end, there's no question about that ... I don't think it came from 
that. It was mainly fear, incredibly crippling fear which was almost irrational. 

Here, as in lsobel's intenriew, the mother is blamed for a situation of non-communication, hostility, and even 
fear on the part of the daughter. lt is this that gives moral legitimacy to the daughter's deception of her mother. 
This is understandable, given the pre-existing problems between them; the problems were ultimately the mother 1· 
responsibility. The discourse of blaming the mother functions as a reply to the discourse of filial loyalty. 

It is difficult to make any comments about the strength of these different accounts within the interview. 
Giving grounds tbr emphasizing the issue of disloyalty over the etiological account are the frequent references in 
the interview to factors that made the intergenerational relationship attractive in its own right. In other words, it 
does not have to be explained in tenus of emotional deprivation seeking satisfaction outside the family. Often 
mentioned are the sexual excitement of the relationship, the adventure of sexual discovety, and the entry to adult 
sexuality. In an early discussion of the relationship, she offers the following comments on it, which could count as 
an explanation of her involvement: 

I remember distinctly when the se:-..ual thing statied, a lot of my going there was for that. I mean 1 guess I 
could say that that was the first relationship I had with anybody that was sexual or that was intimate and the 
fact that he was 28, never, didn't mean anything to me the fact that he was 28 ... I know I was going there 
for the sex because I liked it and it was a very positive expetience and I'd never say it was anything else. 

Recalling the argument of the previous chapter, comments such as the above provide a context for the dis
course of blaming the mother in Joanne's interview. The discourse of blaming the mother is not offered primarily 
to explain the auractions of the intergenerational relationship, although clearly this is partly what it does. Instead, 
it functions within the interview as a whole to provide an account of what it was about the mother-daughter rela
tionship that made the daughter feel jusrified in doing something that was upsetting her mother. lt functions as a 
reply in discourse to the discourse of filial loyalty, and it operates by relating the discourse of filial loyalty to 
requirements on mothers to provide maternal love. 

The interviews with Michael and Derek clearly invoke the discourse of blaming the mother as a means of 
explaining the attractions of the intergenerational contacts. In this sense, they definitely can be seen in tenus of the 
etiological account. However, in different ways, their adoption of this subject position is ambivalent and partial. 

Michael, whose interview is discussed in the previous chapter (see page 89), certainly alleges that he sought, 
in his relationship with Toby, emotional support and attention that he was not getting from his mother. He reports 
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these claims in describing an argument in which he justified himself to his mother. explaining why he was spend
ing so much time at Toby's. He says that his mother's illness prevented her from spending time with her children. 
However, as indicated before, the intervie\v does not reveal whether Michael himself really felt neglected by his 
mother, or whether he merely used this as an argument strategy in talking to his mother about his relationship. Cer
tainly, what is absent completely is the sense of loss and emotional deprivation that characterizes the first four 
interviews described in this chapter. Compared to those intervie\vs. there is only passing reference to his mother's 
failings. 

Derek is another boy· who argues that failings in his relationship with his mother drove him to seek emotional 
support in affairs \Vith men. He describes himself as being lonely at the time and as having "like a part-time mother 
you might as \Veil say". Nevertheless, he does not make any generalized accusation of emotional neglect. On the 
contrary, he often speaks of his mother's support, and is quite warm about her eventual acceptance of his gay 
sexual contacts with men. He also describes the considerable guilt he felt about deceiving his mother. again sug
gesting that there was an intimate emotional connection between them. He explains his mother's neglect at the 
time of his first intergenerational contacts in tenus a particular situation that had developed. She was caught 
between the hostility of her boyfriend to Derek, because Derek was homosexual, and her own love for Derek. It 
was as a result of this conflict that Derek, at age 15, was forced to live separately from his mother, and he did not 
see her in the evenings as much as he would have liked. In that context he found his relationships with men 
helpful in combating his loneliness. 

In the interviews with Michael and Derek it is definitely the etiological variant of"blaming the mother" that 
is aired. The mother's inadequacies drive the child into a sexual relationship with an adult. Nevertheless, these 
interviews do not invest this discourse of blaming the mother with a great deal of emotional intensity. 

The two other interviews (Pippa and Louise) in this eight are with girls/women who represent their early rela~ 
tionships with their mothers in very similar tenns to the first four interviewees described above (Bobbie, Joanne, 
Isabel, and Maria). However, they describe their relationship with their mother at the time of the intergenerational 
sexual episodes quite differently. They adopt the third variant of the discourse of blaming the mother; it is their 
mother's failure to provide a protected childhood in their early years that explains their unwillingness to take a 
child's role in adolescence. 

Louise describes her mother as neglectful in her early childhood, as a drug addict as selfish. and as being 
more concerned with her own needs than those of her daughter. She speaks of herself as not having had a real 
childhood and as having to grow up and take adult responsibilities while still very young. In recent years. however, 
her mother has ceased to be a drug user and she has become a reliable and supportive parent. Nevertheless, Louise 
indicates that in their current relationship her mother does not expect to control her activities, knowing that Louise 
will not accept restraint and that Louise will do what she wants regardless of attempts to stop her. Her mother 

.... __ . .._accepts this situation and th~y_r~.late together as friends. It jB_iJl.1_~JID..§.J.lfthi_s.2.itllil1Lo_nJhJ1t..1o.Yis~-i~q_l!i_t_~_o.p_eJL _ ... _ .. ___ ... __ _ 
about her intergenerational contacts with adult women, and her mother does not object to them. Louise does not 
see the adult women to whom she relates as parent substitutes. and, in fact, she regards her mother as a very satw 
isfactory parent at the present time. 

Pippa is very critical of her mother's behavior during her childhood. From her account, she was sent to an 
orphanage when she was five because her mother could not accept a quite nonnal degree of assertiveness and tom
boyish behavior in her daughter. Pippa proceeded through a chain of unsatisfactory foster homes. and finally, in 
early adolescence, \vas reunited with her father and his new wife. She sees her stepmother as having a realistic and 
supportive attitude to Pippa's lesbianism and to her relationship with an adult woman. Pippa speaks of herself as 
being attracted to adult \vomen because she never really had a childhood. and in adolescence always felt more like 
an adult than a child. 

Within these two interviev,rs, Pippa and Louise link their mothers' failings to their own sexual activities in 
adolescence. but they imply this link rather than make it explicit. The interviews make the point that the inter
viewees were thrown on their O\VD emotional resources at an early age, not really having a childhood because their 
mother could not provide a secure emotional environment. As adolescents, even though their family situation had 
by then improved. they continued using the emotional independence they had been forced by circumstances to 
learn during childhood, COnsequently, they refUsed to accept restrictions on their sexuality that cast them in a 
child-like role. 

All of these eight intervie\vs can be seen as presenting a failure of the mother to embody the hegemonic ideal 
of maternal nurturance, and as making some kind of a link bet\veen this family background and the intergenera
tional relationship. As a discursive strategy, these intervievvs represent a reversal of the discourse of the moral 
mother and filial loyalty. The interviewees call into question the mother's embodiment of the role of moral mother, 
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and in one way or another they justify or explain their participation in the intergenerational sexual contacts in 
tenus of their mother's failure to adopt a nurturing maternal role. 

Replying Discourses: Cutting the Apron Strings 

In the ''cutting the apron strings" reply to the discourse of the moral mother, the male interviewee defends his 
intergenerational contacts and his deception of his mother in tenns of a popular discourse of masculinity. Accord
ing to this discourse, adolescence is a time \Vhen boys enter adulthood by an initiation into adult male sexuality. 
GfV6i1 'the ctfSCOtirSe' Of iriOiii:rJ-U'Othefh06d, 'it Ts' tO"be-expeCfed Uiat -m-others"\vi11 be"oppoS'ed to 'this. 1V1othe'rs'are 
expected to try to keep their sons in the role of children and to supervise their sexuality accordingly. To become a 
man, however, a boy must evade this maternal supervision and claim the sexual freedom accorded to men and 
denied to children. Only by doing this is it possible to get beyond the privatized nuclear family in which a morally 
sanitized environment is preserved for the sake of the children. 

I will introduce this section by considering the pervasiveness of the discourse of cutting the apron strings in 
other contexts. I will go on to look at the structural basis for this discourse in the construction of masculinity and 
in the double standard of sexual morality. Finally, the presence of this discourse within the interviews will be illus
trated. 

In a book of advice to parents, Suehsdordf ( 1954) considered what parents should do about their preadoles
cent son's participation in ''gangs" of boys. Generally, she suggested, gangs are useful to boys in allowing them to 
establish their independence as a part of growing up. However, parents must be aware that there are some conse
quences of this that may not be welcome: 

By its nature, the gang is aggressive and puts a high value on the courage, strength and loyalty of its mem
bers: .. ·A:!though-this"·often .. results-1n·some-rebe1Hon"ilgainst .. ·adult-·rules, .. .fhe .. -gang·oan .. be·-Very--Hnpertant--in·-· 
what it does for a boy's feeling of being male. In showing off their maleness, of course, boys frequently 
place more stock in the attitudes and opinions of their friends than in those of the parents, especially the 
mother, whose influence may be regarded as ''sissy". (Suehsdorf 1954, p. 65) 

That this is not just a legend of wise advice to parents is suggested by some studies of adolescent subcultures. 
Walker describes a relevant interviev,· with some Greek Australian boys: 

J.W. 

A. 

B. 

A,C 

JW. 

B 

c 
A. 

B. 

A. 

B. 

A. 

What do your mothers think of your girlftiends? 

J don't scy I've got f,rirlfriends ... 

My mother reckons that ... when she finds out that I've got a girlfriend she reckons, 
'Don't screw 'em then'. 

Yeah, yeah. 

What would she do if she thought you ,:~,-·ere? 

If she thought I \-Vas fucking girls? Er . 

She would (shrieks in Greek} 

Actually my father (laughter and yelling)~it would be alright, you know. 

Me mum wouJd (waves hand, C cackles) but me dad would say (i.e. to his mother) 
'None of your business'. 

Sure! And you get her pregnant? I don't think so. He'll kill you. 

I don't give a damn mate. She ... he tells me not to get her pregnant? Fuck her all 
night. 

If my mother finds out, she'll be disgusted. (Walker 1988, pp. 103~104) 

In this dialogue, mothers are consistently represented as the ones who are most horrified by the sexual acts of 
their sons. There is some disagreement about the reaction of fathers. A doubts B's confident claim that his father 
is not concerned, and suggests that a father would be very concerned by a pregnancy. Later he amplifies this by 
saying that his own father suggests it is acceptable for him to have intercourse so long as his father does not hear 
about it. In other words, it is a matter of discretion rather than a moral matter 
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In considering events of this kind, it has been claimed that a double standard operates in these matters, with 
fathers actually being proud of the sexual exploits of their sons while also trying to protect their daughters from 
similar behavior by other men's sons (Jackson 1982, p. 117; Summers 1975, p. 189). From the point of view of the 
fathers, these exploits are proof that their sons are becoming men and that they are leaving behind the sexual 
restrictions of childhood. In addition, they are proof that their sons are taking the masculine side of the double 
standard, enjoying the freedom of sexuality allowed to men, and abandoning the moral propriety that is expected 
of women, especially of mothers. 

There are two structures in this society that together combine to occasion the discourse of cutting the apron 
strings. One is the achievement of masculinity by' a process in which men distance themselves from their mothers 
and from femininity more generally. The second is the double standard implied in the discourse of the moral 
mother; femininity in this society is constructed as more sexually puritanical than is masculinity. 

Chodorow (1974) argues that children initially identity with their mother as tl1e parent with whom they have 
a close relationship. At a certain stage, (patriarchal) society requires that a boy's masculine gender identification 
must replace that earlier identification with the mother. However, as the father tends to be a remote figure-an 
"invisible father'·--and does not play a major care~taking role, this identification with the father and masculinity 
is problematic: 

A boy, in his attempt to gain an elusive masculine identification, often comes to define this masculinity 
largely in negative tetms, as that which is not feminine or involved \Vith women. (Chodorow 1974, p. 50) 

Ryan comes to similar conclusions and argues that masculinity can be viewed as ""a defensive construction 
developed over the early years out of a need to emphasize a difference, a separateness from the mother" (Ryan 
1985, p. 26). 

The scope of these authors is quite cross~cultural. Also relevant is the effect of the double standard of sexual 
propriety for men and women. As argued above, this is closely related to the discourse of the moral mother; it is 
women as mothers who are particularly responsible for enforcing sexual purity in society, and their primary means 
of doing this is by placing sexual restrictions on their children. As Summers describes the double standard: 

Men are undeniably afforded more sexual freedom white women inherit the unhappy task of monitoring 
both their O\Vn and their men's sexuality. (Summers 1975, p. 188-189; see also Echols 1984, p. 64) 

It is the combination of these two discourses that creates the discourse of cutting the apron strings. Through~ 
out their lives, men have to establish their masculinity by rejecting their ties to mothers and their identification 
\vitl1 women. This is particularly pronounced in adolescence, a time when boys are expected to achieve adult mas~ 

--··--.. - ... ··-·····-.. ·-· .. ·~- ___E_!:!.!i~t).J"JX~!flancipating_themselves from their parents' control. Since the discourse ofthe.!Uoral mot~er m,eans ··-·-- .. -·--··---.. ·--··~ 
that day~to~day responsibility for this control is vested in women, this emancipation is seen an emancipation from 
mothers. Moreover, adult masculinity in the tenns of the double standard requires that men take on the sexual 
freedom that is expected of tl1em and, in doing this, they must reject the policing of sexuality that is equally 
expected of women. 

The above analysis can be construed as articulating aspects of the social constmction of''hegemonic mascu
linity'' in this society. This tenn. as used by Connell, refers to the "maintenance of practices that institutionalize 
men's dominance over women" (Connell 1987, p. 185). The emancipation of men from the control of mothers and 
from femininity involves a denigration of women as puritanical, and assumes the restriction of women's sexual 
freedom within the double standard. In addition. it involves a stigmatization of boys as less than fully men on 
account of their dependence on \Vomen as mothers. It sets up emancipation from maternal control as a heroic task. 
At the same time, women are not given the social power to actually detennine the activities of their adolescent 
sons; they are required to disapprove ofthose activities, but attempt ineffectually to prevent them. 

This discursive position was widely represented in the boys' interviews. It was almost universal for them to 
hide these events from their mothers and to experience no guilt in doing so. In addition, it was very common for 
them to reveal that it was their mothers who were making some attempt to supervise their sexual behavior. Addi~ 
tioTiii.Uy, it wol:iii:fbe a miStiike to t1.'1ifik that these-boys we:m aff, or o;::--~-en mostiy, ct.Jiitt:ruptuuus oftht:ir motht:rs
v.rhateverthe misogynist implications of this discourse as a social structure. A fe\v examples will help to make 
these points concrete. 

Arnold was in his "fifties when he was interviewed. He was an only· child, and his father had died when he wa.o; 
three years old. From ten years old, he began having sex with men and other boys, mainly through the YMCA he 
attended. Throughout numerous accounts of these events·--his trips away· on camps, his visits to Sydney, his visits 
to the home of his adult boyfriend, his escapades with other boys at the swimming hole-one gets the impression 
that he easily evaded any' maternal supervision and that he had no qualms about doing so. For example. he relates 
an incident where he arranged to see more of a gym instmctor who he was keen on: 
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Not long aftenvards umm, l said to Jack, my mother wouldn't let me go to football or something by myself 
so Jack asked me if 1 wanted to go to the football so I was to go around to his place and we'd go from 
there .. 

Here he made use of his mother's attempts at supervision to arrange a sexual liaison with Jack. On another 
occasion, a friend of Jack's that Arnold was also interested in turned up in a taxi at Arnold's place in his Navy uni
form. Arnold's mother was a bit suspicious, but Arnold told her that they were going into town to see Jack, whom 
she trusted. When Arnold was asked about any guilt he may have felt at the time, he answered in tenns of religious 
viewpoints rather than in terms of his deception of his mother. Clearly, however, it was his mother who endorsed 
and recommended the religion: 

Int: 

Amold: 

Did you ever feel guilty or did you know that what you were doing was what the rest 
of the world regarded as wrong? 

Well, yes and no. Umm, my mother used to drag me off to a Scots chw·ch in town. 
There was an old son of a bitch. I'll never forget him. He used to get up and screech 
about the \\Tath of promiscuous sex and all this sort of thing, but 1 used to regard that 
as being very hypocritical. Umm, because on these camps and things \-ve'd go a\vay 
and we'd all strip off and have nuddy swimming and now looking back on it, it was 
amazing what used to happen. And, wnm, invmiably I'd get a ride home with someone 
and invariably there'd be a hand across and there'd either be some sucking or playing 
around or sex. 

Here the fact that his mother obviously supported the Church's point of view is hardly relevant to the discus
sion. The impression is that it is expected that women will be against sex, and that ministers of the church will be 
against sex. Yet the real culture of men as men is quite different and much more significant from Arnold's point of 
view,-ln"'therwcmls,&<looble standard appliesiG-whichmea--gi¥e-pul>liG--lll1d hypocritical-allegiance-to-a-puritan--
ism that women are expected to take more literally. 

In a similar statement earlier in the interview, Arnold says that he had no sex education except that his mother 
told him '~o be careful of girls and all that sort of thing". In this, he also places his mother in the role of an 
expected guardian of morality, but one that was not to be taken too seriously. 

Tristan S interview provides an analogous representation of maternal attitudes to sexuality and of the different 
attitudes of men, as represented by his father. Tristan describes a constant struggle with his mother over the 
growing evidence that he was gay. His mother worried about his friendships with men, and she had her suspicions. 
She tried to persuade Tristan to attend parties at which girls were present and to take an interest in girls. Tristan 
does not feel guilty about deceiving his mother. On the other hand, he will not tell her because he is concerned that 
she would be mortified to learn about his sexuality. His mother's anxiety about his possible homosexuality is not 
matched by any similar worries on the part of Tristan's father. Tristan attributes this lack of concern to his father's 
greater worldliness and to his father's lack of involvement in his son's affairs: 

Int: 

Tristan: 

lot: 

Tristan: 

I seem to remember you saying that you'd feel much happier telling your dad than 
your mum. 

Yeah, that still stands even though I can't stand my father. 

Why? 

Because he's a creep. No, no, there's no love between us at all. l'm really close to my 
mum. But yeah, out of the two, I wouldn't tell Mum but I'd tell Dad only because he's 
open minded about evetything. He doesn't give a stuff about me. Anyway, it wouldn't 
worry him. It'd be like saying the guy down the road's gay, sort of thing. Whereas my 
mother would ... It'd probably kill her mentally. 

Here Tristan takes it for granted that his mother would feel responsible for his gayness, that she is operating 
according to the discourse of moral motherhood. His response to that is to preserve her innocence, to maintain the 
structure by which v.,romen are protected from sexual knowledge as part of the double standard. It is "men's busi
ness". 

In describing an incident from his childhood, Tristan very clearly sets up the distinction between a concerned 
and moralistic mother and an indifferent and non-moralistic father. Up until the age often, when he became more 
circumspect, he and a boy cousin were often caught playing sexual games: 
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And what sort of reaction did you get? 

Ohh. "Naughty boys! Don't do things like that!"' Especially from my mother. One day 
my dad actually picked me up from school at lunch time to have a talk to me. Because 
Mum had asked him to. She was that wonied about it that, I mean she got me out of 
school early. Which is not like my mum. My mum's the type of parent that would just 
die before you can stay away from school. And umm so he picked me up and we went 
for a drive and nothing was really said. Clever man. It doesn't interest my father. He 
just got me out of school and as far as Mum knew things \Vere said. 

Here Tristan and his father collude as men in opposition to women's moralism. setting up a situation in \Vhich 
Tristan distances himself from femininity by deceiving his mother and expressing masculine fellowship with his 
father. Together they embody the discourse of the double standard by which men's sexual activities are not 
women's business, and yet at the same time women are expected to attempt moral control over men's sexual prac
tices. 

Both Arnold and Tristan felt that their mother's concerns about sexuality were not to be taken too seriously. 
They \vere seen as a result of an expected maternal moralism about sex, combined with a protected lifestyle in 
which the realities of men's sexuality were hidden from them. Tristan says that his mother was "naive" about gay
ness, whereas his father had '"been exposed" to it. Arnold claims that the minister's statements were hypocriticaL 
and this may be understood as making a claim that the minister really knew about the kinds of sexual activities that 
vvere acceptable to men and that were even going on in the YMCA. He does not accuse his mother of being hyp~ 
ocritical, but, by implication, she is naive. 

Similar accounts are given in many of the other interviews. David, who \Vas having an affair \Vith a teacher at 
his school, reports that he never told his mother what he was doing, that he \Vould lie when he was telling her 
where he was going. He reports that his mother questioned him about \Vhere he was going, and "hassled" him 
about his health and welfare, but he just wanted to live his own life and have her live hers. He also talks about a 
range of sexual activities that have been hidden from his mother. He had intercourse when he was 13 with an ll· 
year-old girl \vhile playing "Murder in the Dark" at his house, masturbated with a boy on a beach at the age of 13, 
had sex with other girls at parties, and so forth. The heterosexual activities on this list \vere revealed to an admiring 
circle of male peers \Vho were impressed by his sexual daring. His relationship with Diane, the schoolteacher, was 
hidden from his friends because it was too dangerous to be revealed. He expresses no guilt at all at hiding these 
events from his mother. They are presented as the kind of things that an adolescent boy. establishing an indepen
dent life, does not discuss with his mother. 

What is particularly revealing about all the boy interviews is the almost complete absence of guilt or even 
explanation of the fact that these relationships were hidden from the boys' mothers. The few male interviev,rees 
who do express some disquiet about having deceived tlleirp.Jl@ts_(C::Jll:llitQJl_il,LDerek KanJ<)_are__al.S<Ul.damanL ________ _ 
that they had a right to have these relationships and that such independence from parental controls was a necessary 
aspect of entry into adulthood. The contrast with the interviews with Maria. Isabel, Joanne and Bobbie could not 
be more marked. In those interviews, there is a sense that the deception of the mother is something that requires 
explanation. It is something that suggests a problem in the relationship bet\veen mother and daughter. 

Male intervie\vees. such as Christopher. Arnold. 1\vink. Tristan, David, Kane. and Keith, reveal their decep
tion of their mothers without any sense that this might have indicated a problem in their relationship. On the con
tra!)', these respondents were often quite affectionate in the way they described their mothers. Paradoxically, it 
could be said that mothers were expected to display affection for their sons by attempts to supervise their sexual 
conduct and sons \Vere expected to establish their masculinity by evading these attempts (Arnold, Tristan. Twink. 
Kane, David). It seems as though mothers who found this all rather silly may have coped by giving their sons a lot 
oflatitude and by possibly knowing a lot more than they admitted (Keith. Christopher). 

rt may be reasonably concluded that for boys, the main and mostly unruffied response to the discourse of filial 
loyalty to one's mother is the discourse of cutting the apron strings. For boys in adolescence. there is no more obli
gation to reveal incidents of intergenerational sex than to reveal any other sexual episodes to one's mother. Addi
tionally. it is mothers who are the ones most likely to attempt any supervision of sexual activities and sexual 
soetaHzatiori. 

The Mothers Reply: The Discourse of Companionate Motherhood 

The last set of interviews that I \Vill discuss in this chapter refer firstly to mothers who approved of the intergen
erational relationships of their daughters, or at least thought it was better not to intervene than attempt to prevent 
them (Louise, Pippa, Wendy, Denise). The other interview that I am including in this set is that of Sharon. who did 
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not tell her mother but who believed that her mother would have been supportive if she had been told. What these 
interviews suggest is that the discourse of mother as moral guardian may be rejected by the mother herself as an 
inappropriate framework tbr relating to an adolescent daughter. Before dealing \Vith the interview material, J will 
consider a number of discursive frame\vorks that are available to defend this point of view. 

Firstly, this approach can be understood as a feminist response to the discourse of the moral mother and the 
double standard. It can also be understood in terms of a liberal discourse of parenthood that emphasizes the pos
sibility of parents relating to their children as experienced friends rather than as directors of their children's con
duct. A third perspective is that of some working-class parents who tend to accept their adolescent children's 
claims to adult status. All these perspectives are represented in the narratives produced within the interviews. 

operates to deny to girls the possibilities of independent sexual assertiveness that are open to boys of the same age. 
Lees, in her study Losing Out ( 1986), presents a very thorough analysis from this point of view. Basing her anal
ysis on interviews with adolescent girls, she claims that they are continuously aware of their sexual reputation and 
that they have to make a choice between being known as a "slag" and as not sexually respectable, or as a "drag", 
someone whose sexual purity is so extreme as to make them unattractive to boys (Lees 1986, p. 1 0). She sees this 
emphasis on sexual respectability as part of a society-wide fear of independent women's sexuality, a stigmatizing 
of women's sexuality as unclean, and a concern with women's sexuality getting out of control (Lees 1986, p. 47). 
The sexual constraints on girls as adolescents are related to constraints on adult women whereby their behavior is 
constantly interpreted in tenns of its sexual significance: 

The ultimate consequence of this discourse is the control over girls to the advantage of boys, a form of 
control which steers girls into 'acceptable' forms of seA'Uality and social behavior. (Lees 1986, p. 164) 

In a similar analysis, Jackson argues that in adolescence, boys are expected to move to an active and assertive 
sexuality and to abandon the innocence expected of children. By contrast, girls are not allowed to make any 

-- -SlffiliifChaTig-e.-·ffiey·are·-e,xpecteatOStii)' ·p·assrve--and~--Tna··setiSe~-ase-XtiaJ.Therr--sexuaHty ,s-defiriedCOITipJeteJy--in __ _ 
tenns of being receptive to men or attracting men rather than allowing them to develop any autonomous sexual 
desire. She sees the asexuality of childhood as a good training for women in what is expected of them as adults 
(Jackson 1982, pp. 170-171). 

The implication of these analyses is that sexual assertiveness on the part of adolescent girls should be 
defended as an aspect of a feminist political standpoint. Certainly, girls should not be prohibited from engaging in 
the sorts of sexual adventures that are open to boys in adolescence. Connell ( 1987, p. 269) unproblematically 
includes this position as one of the demands of working-class feminism. What I will be arguing is that the mothers 
referred to above can be seen as \Vorking from such a position. 

Hudson ( 1984), in an article that considers the different perspectives that teachers and social workers bring to 
their work with adolescent girls, talks about the way teachers tend to interpret the girls' activities in terms of prag
matic issues, and generally tend to see what the girls are doing in terms of a discourse of adolescence. They expect 
that the girls, as adolescents, are going through a phase of adventure and experimentation, and that they will settle 
down later on. By contrast, social workers interpretthe girls' activities in terms of a discourse of femininity, exam
ining activities in terms of whether they suggest a departure from proper femininity and, accordingly, thus suggest 
a problem in psychological development with the possibility of serious consequences in adulthood (Hudson 1984, 
pp. 44-4j). For instance, in dealing with the topic of promiscuity, teachers spoke about the dangers of unwanted 
pregnancies, interferences in schooling, and the need for sex education; whereas social workers were worried that 
promiscuity indicated a failure of femininity and an inability to fonn caring relationships, and that it had to be seen 
in tenus of serious personality problems (Hudson 1984, p. 46). The mothers described in this section very much 
tended to adopt the standpoint tlmt Hudson sees as typical of teachers. 

Accordingly, I shall argue that the mothers described in these interviews believed that the particular relation
ships that their daughters were involved in were not a danger to them. The daughters had chosen the relationships, 
and the mothers saw these relationships as typical of the kind of sexual experimentation that could be expected in 
adolescence (see Hollibaugh 1983, p. 3j, and Russ 1986, p. 40, for a more general discussion of a feminist politics 
of sexuality relevant to this section). 

Another basis of "the mother's reply" described here is undoubtedly the liberal discourses on parenthood. 
Lasch ( 1977) is scathing on this subject, seeing arguments for "companionate" parenthood as one of the many 
attacks on the authority of parents that have undermined the family's ability to socialize children at all. While 
rejecting this analysis, we can see him as providing a useful history of the discourse of companionate parenthood. 
Lasch argues that from the 1920s to the present, a strong current in sociological and psychological views of the 
family has recommended what Burgess, in an atticle in 1926, described as the evolution of the family "from insti
tution to companionship" (Lasch 1977, p. 31). Such points of view have promoted friendship as an appropriate 
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basis for relationships between adults and children (Lasch 1977. pp. I 02-l 04) As an example of what Lasch takes 
to be a common perspective of therapists and sociologists of the 1950s. he quotes a writer in Marriage and Fami(v 
Living: 

Today, these [traditional] values are being discarded by those \vho are creating developmental families, 
based on inter~personal relations of mutual affection, companionship and understanding, with a recogni~ 
tion of individual capabilities. desires and needs for the development of each member of the family, be he 
father, mother or child. (Lasch 1977, p. I 08) 

Lasch correctly remarks that these views foreshadowed ideas popularized in the 1960s and 1970s through the 
counterculture. 

This discourse of companionate parenthood can also be seen as an aspect of the response of some mothers to 
these issues. 

A fourth discursive position is that described in West's study of adolescent school resisters and "delinquents". 
He argues, as \Vas indicated earlier, that many working-class parents of adolescents accept their children's claims 
to adult status and negotiate with them as equals (1979. p. 141; see also Willis 1983, pp. 75-76). This working
class version of adolescence is in opposition to a hegemonic middle-class view of adolescence as the prolongation 
of childhood, a view that is implemented by schools and legal authorities (1979, pp. 141-146). While these 
analyses are usefuL I also believe that they are gender-blind; that they do not consider the extent to which 
working-class parents tend to supervise the activities of girls more closely (McRobbie & Garber 1976, p. 213; 
Wilson 1978, pp. 68-72). 

In relation to the discourse of companionate motherhood, I \Vill examine the intervie\vs with Denise and 
Sharon in some detail and describe other examples more briefly. 

Denise, when she was 13, began having sex with her older boyfriends, who \vere initially over 18, and later, 
when she was 15 and 16, in their mid thirties. She was also 13 when her father began to sexually abuse her. She 
emphatically denies that there was any connection betv.reen her intergenerational relationships and her problems 
with her father. Neither she nor her sister, who also experienced sexual abuse from their father, went to their 
mother about these incidents, not wanting to further exacerbate their parents' marital problems. Despite this, their 
parents' marriage broke up, and from about the age of 14, Denise was living with only her mother. Denise argues 
in the intervie\v that her relationships with men over 16 were not regarded as transgressive within her peer group, 
it being quite nonnal for girls of her age to have older boyfriends. Her mother seems to have agreed with this view. 
Denise characterizes the period after her parents separated as a heyday in her relationship with her mother: 

After my parents got divorced and before my mother got married again, we got on fantastically. We \Vere 
·-- ·--·-·---·-·-·-·-~· ··-·-·-··-·-- ··-·1fKe\'er}'1:l:esrrrterlt1"s-anattrfacrmymunranctlwcltllOgo-m.tnt'i11iscos·mgetlieratrdlhings1tk"elllaranoJr-·-··--------·- ··---·-···--

\vas really great. She treated me like her adult friend and companion and then-when she got manied 
again she tried to make me back into a kid. I was 16 years old and t v.·ouldn't be and was really resentful 
of that. 

In the above passage, Denise very clearly articulates the discourse of parenthood that Lasch describes. "Com
panionate" is an apt description of their relationship at this time. They were friends and even did together the kinds 
of things that are nonnally strictly segregated along age lines. 

An incident described by' Denise is her pregnancy and subsequent abortion when she was 15 years old. The 
\va:' her mother approached this event is a good example of a parent acting as a \vise and pO\verful friend rather 
than a moral arbiter and controller of conduct: 

Then I decided I had to tell my mother and she took control over the situation. She told boyfriend that he 
had to pay half which he thought quite reasonable. She told me that f had to learn my lesson and I had to 
pay the otherhalfoutofmy savings. But it \Vas during Medibank times so it wasn't very much. Mum took 
me to the clinic and she \Vas actually fantastic ... just marvelous. So I did get pregnant and after that I made 
8w·e I was or\ tht: pm. 

Denise goes on to say that her mother made no attempt to curtail her sexual activities in the wake of this inci
dent. The implication of these events is that "the lesson" that Denise had to learn \vas that she had to take respon
sibility for the consequences of her sex life. Here we see an opposition to the discourse of the double standard and 
\Vomen as the inevitable victims of sexuality. Instead, Denise was being urged to complete and perfect the path to 
sexual independence that she had initiated. 
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Denise also describes what she sees as a paradoxical attitude to sexual matters on her mother's part. On the 
one hand, her mother was concerned that Denise not appear to be sexually precocious at school, but on the other 
hand she was quite happJ' for Denise to actually engage in sexual activities that were hidden from school author
ities. The objections to sexual display' were blatantly tactical rather than representing any real commitment to the 
discourse of the double standard: 

Looking back no;.v there were tenib!y fmmy morals in our household. There was an incredible fuss over 
wearing correct school uniforms. My mum Vias terribly strict about all that. She ;.vouldn't let my sister and 
I wear colored nail varnish because it was cheap and tarty--·only clear nail polish. But yet when 1 was 13 
,'<h~ Je1 me go out wit~ an 18 y:_a_r ?ld. She_ didfl} mind me.#oi~g .. down to the_ 1{??9' ~-ill_ JZS~ on _ll_~riday 
night, a club to see a band and to have a fev·i drinks. She didn't mind me going to dnve-ms and. lots of other 
things. But \VOe betide me if I brought home a bad rep011 or didn't do my home\vork or wagged school or 
looked tarty. Those were her values. 

Denise presents this as an un-worked-out ambivalence in her mother's attitudes. In her objections to her 
daughters looking "tarty", she embodies the discourse ofthe double standard that Lees (1986, p. 164) and Jackson 
( 1982, p. 171) describe. In allowing her daughter to have considerable sexual freedom and other adult privileges, 
however, she undermines this double standard. 

What provides some explanation of the ambivalence is the reference to her mother's concern about school
work. The attitude of Denise's mother suggests a pragmatic approach to the double standard; an attitude that rec
ognizes its power as a discourse constraining women and that develops stratagems of resistance to it. It has often 
been remarked that attitudes to women's sexuality have the effect of interpreting everything that women do in 
tenns of its sexual significance (Lees 1986, p. 164), and schoolwork is no exception to this. The dominant dis
course of femininity and social class assumes that girls who do well at school embody a passive and compliant 
temininity that includes a "childlike" sexual reticence. The predominant view of many teachers is that success in 

~ -,;chooliS"incompatible-with anftSsertive-seJ<uality{Bavies-l-979;Gnffinl98~-Stanley-1-986i-besko 1988). -
It can be suggested that Denise's mother was quite aware of this attitude on the part of school authorities. Her 

intent was to prevent Denise and her sister from closing off their career options by corning to be viewed as sexu
ally precocious. instead, she recommended to them that they adopt the "chameleon" strategy revealed in Stanley's 
(1986, pp. 282-284) study; a pattern of overt compliance and asexual femininity within the school context, and 
quite different behavior in other contexts. What is implied here is a deconstruction of the discourse of social 
advancement and respectability for girls. The implied message is that adherence to this discourse can be faked and 
that the real avenue to social advancement is in education and certification. In this, Denise's mother worked 
outside the discourse of moral motherhood by acting to create the conditions by which her daughters could evade 
the usual consequences of the double standard and the unpleasant choices implied by it; either sexual e:\:pression 
in adolescence or a career later on-but not both. 

ln another part of the interview (see the quote at the beginning of this chapter), Denise talks about the way that 
she and her sister, when they were 15, used to bring men home to stay the night. Her mother ignored this, and 
Denise believes that there was a reciprocity occasioned here by the fact that the two daughters made no adverse 
comments about her mother's sexual relationships with men at the time. 

It seems from such comments that her mother was tolerant of Denise's departures from feminine respectabil~ 
ity precisely because she herself\vas departing from femininity and respectable motherhood; she had divorced her 
husband and was having affairs. In other \Vords., she could hardly take up a subject position within the discourse 
of the moral mother when so many of her actions contravened that discourse. When she again became respectable, 
by marrying, she tried unsuccessfully to fit Denise into a model of respectable childhood. 

Shmvn Smother had also separated from her tllther, \Vhorn Sharon describes as alcoholic and mentally unsta
ble. At the time when Sharon was involved in her intergenerational relationships, her mother was becoming 
involved in various feminist organizations and had identified herself as feminist. Sharon describes as intergener
ational relationships her relationships with Jeffrey, who was 40, and Marianne, who was in her mid 20s. Both these 
relationships occurred when she was 14. In fact, she also had two other major relationships with boyfriends over 
16 while she was under 16, but as their age was much closer to her O\vn these are not the main topic of her inter
vte\v. 

A clear indication of her mother's rejection of the double standard for adolescent girls is the comment she 
made concerning contraception: 

Mum was always very open with me and she used to say things to me like, ''"Sharon, ifyou're going to start 
fucking around, go on the pill, just tell me and I'll get you on the pill". And I would sort of say ''OK Mum, 
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great, that's really good'", you kno\v. A lot of mothers \vouldn "t do that sort of thing, umm, but she was 
always open like that \Vhich was something t really liked about her and she still has that quality. 

In this reported comment, Sharon's mother firstly acknmvledges that her daughter may want to have the same 
kind of sexual adventures that are expected ofboys-"fucking around''-and in doing this, she explicitly rejects 
the discourse of the double standard in which promiscuity in girls is equated \vith serious emotional problems. 
Secondly, by doing this, she offers a de facto encouragement to Sharon to consider herself as a sexual subject and 
to take sexual initiatives. In addition, she offers her assistance as an adult in making it easy for Sharon to engage 
in sexual activities without unwanted pregnancy. When Sharon characterizes these comments in tenns of her 
mother's "openness", she is suggesting that her mother is not judgmental about the activities of her children, but 
is available to be of assistance according to her children's expressed needs. 

In another statement that suggests a companionate relationship rather than an attempt to control her daughter, 
Sharon generalizes about her mother's attitude to her activities: 

My mother in particular always gave me the right to decide what I felt was right and then if t had chosen 
the \\"TOng whatever, she'd accept me straight away. 

Sharon makes many comments in the intervie'v about her mother's \Visdom and intelligence and of the ease 
of communication between them: 

Mum's always there. She was very supportive all the time, just so supportive and she, I found, like t said, 
you know, I found her easy to speak with, I still speak to Mum ... and I just treasure her for that which was, 
I mean, instead of being judged about something like that or being given guilt trips or whatever, she was, 
she was always there ... I find her very clever ... just the way she goes about things she's really skillful. 
because she gives you, like, first she'll tell you \Yhat your options are or what will you do if that happens 
or whatever. 

The description here suggests that Sharon's mother gives advice by examining situations in tenns of their 
likely consequences and that she pragmatically presents the options. The discourse suggested is the one Hudson 
( 1984) describes as being characteristic of the teachers that she interviewed about adolescent girls. Situations are 
examined in tenns oflikely scenarios and the kinds of trouble that might occur. Again, this reveals an approach to 
parenthood that stresses a companionate rather than a morally directive approach. 

Of course, what becomes puzzling about all of this is the fact that, like most of the other interviewees, Sharon 
did not reveal these intergenerational relationships to her mother. In explaining this, Sharon does not see herself as 
deceiving her mother, but instead claims rights as an autonomous person to keep parts of her life private if she 

------ -- -------- -----wants-t<r.ln-doinl!'t!mc;flharon-work!t'within-tlwdiscourse-ofadulescence-aslf11eriOd-ofexperimentatiorrirrwhicll----
one must necessarily gain independence from one's parents; this is the discourse that is most usually applied to 
male adolescence (Hudson !984, 35). 

T didn't want her to kno\v about it ... I didn"t think that they were any of her business anyway .. Mum I 
think would have been ... level headed about it. But she would have, I don't know, I don't know what Mum 
vvould have done. I didn't come straight out and tell her that I was having these relationships but I think 
maybe she knows, I'm not sure. 1 don't really mind about Mwn finding out the things [do. Because I know 
that she's not going to go right off the deep end or over the edge or anything. I didn't feel any guilt. I don't 
know, I was just ... I guess it was what I wanted to do at the time. It's my decision so I found that I didn't, 
I didn't feel guilty. 

[n other comments vdthin the interview, she grapples with this issue again. In these, she suggests that she did 
not tell people, including her mother, about these relationships because she did not v,:ant to be influenced. She 
wanted to try these unusual sexual options out for herself and to come to her own conclusions about them without 
anyone else having any input into her feelings about it. Such an analysis v.rorks finnly \Vithin the discourse of adoM 
iescence as a time 'when {}r;c gains itH.k:pendenCe from parental infh.terwe and \Vheii uoe engages In a process of 
sexual selfMdiscovery. 

Louise directly describes her mother's acceptance of a relationship she had \Vith an older \.Voman (see quote 
at the beginning of the chapter). Louise's mother is herself lesbian. and she, as part ofher social network, knew the 
vmman involved. Louise's mother identifies as feminist. In explaining her mother's attitude to her intergeneraM 
tional relationship, Louise suggests that her mother treats her as a companion in the sense of negotiating conflicts 
bet\.veen them and respecting Louise's rights to make her own decisions, She argues that her mother has had to 
accept that Louise will do \vhat she wants to do and that her mother cannot stop her. This suggests West's fonnu-
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lation by which some adolescents claim adult status and in which parents mostly accept this claim and negotiate 
as equals (West 1979, p. 141). In other comments on her mother's attitudes to Louise's sexual behavior, she also 
presents their relationship as negotiated and respectful of the needs of each party. Her mother does not allmv her 
to have sex at home. Louise finds this restriction annoying. On the other hand, she recognizes that her mother does 
not find it emotionally easy to come to tenns with her daughter having sex with adult women at age 14, and with 
numbers of boys before that. She does accept it and they do talk about Louise's sexual relationships, but having it 
go on in her own house is another matter. Louise understands that her mother "has to have her space and I have to 
have my space". Louise's space is the freedom to have these relationships and be open about them; her mother's 
space is to avoid having these events occur in her house. 

Pippa, as we have seen already in this chapter, is quite critical of her mother's behavior in the early years of 
her life. However, in considering her relationship with her stepmother in her adolescence, a mixed picture is ere~ 
ated. She speaks of conflicts with her stepmother while she was living at home and the way things have improved 
dramatically since she left home. Despite these conflicts, her stepmother is presented as tolerant of Pippa's rela
tionship, when Pippa was 15, with a woman of 24. She approached Pippa about it and Pippa excused it saying it 
was a phase. Her stepmother rejected this explanation, implying that she believed Pippa really was lesbian and that 
it was best for her to come to tenns with this: 

I want you to know that l don't approve of what you're doing but 1 know that it's making you happy and 
that is \vhat you have to do. 

In other words, she was not prepared to abandon long-held moral beliefs about lesbianism, but at the same 
time had to accept that it was the best solution for Pippa. Pippa relates this to an earlier occasion in which her step
mother encouraged her to watch a television program about homosexuality, and in which she implied a long-tenn 
~\Vllre!le~sQfl'ip]Ja's l<esbjanisJ11. that_]J rececie<J PiP!"'' s_mvniclentificationas lesbiaJ1,PijlpathJnl<s. h"rfatl!er_pr(lb· 
ably also knew about her intergenerational contact but they did not discuss it. Another statement speaks of the way 
her father accepted her decision to join a religious group that he did not approve of, saying that it was her freedom 
of choice to do this. 1t could be assumed that he took a similar standpoint on this occasion, since he did not inter
vene to discourage Pippa's relationship. Again, in this interview, the discourse of companionate parenthood can be 
referred to as making sense of these interactions. Pippa's stepmother advised her in tenns of the stepmother's 
experience as an adult-without her stepmother believing that it was her role to be morally directive and to claim 
that Pippa was too young to be involved in such sexual activities. She interpreted Pippa's behavior in tenns of a 
discourse of adolescence as a period of sexual discovery and entry to adult sexuality. The events can also be inter
preted within the framework suggested by West ( 1979, p. 141) in his discussion of working-class parents and ado
lescent children-the children claim adult status, and the parents mostly accept this claim and negotiate their 
relationship as equals. 

Wendy, in discussing her parents' attitudes to her intergenerational relationship, speaks of a split between her 
parents' views on the matter. A later chapter will refer to her father's disapproval in more detail. Wendy believes 
that her mother would have let the relationship continue and come to its own conclusion if matters had been left 
up to her. When Paul visited her parents' house, he got on very well with Wendy's mother, who obviously liked 
him. Her mother also knew two close friends of Paul's who were young adults, and Wendy believes that she 
trusted them to keep an eye on what was happening and to intervene if necessary. In discussing this, Wendy 
implies that her mother thought the relationship was just a phase Wendy was going through and that it would come 
to a natural conclusion without any intervention by parents. In this, Wendy attributes to her mother an understand~ 
ing of the relationship in tenns of the discourse of adolescence as a period oflearning and discovery about sex and 
relationships. As in the other interviews described in this section, there is an implicit rejection of the double stan~ 
dard by which girls' sexual conduct is closely monitored and controlled in tenns of requirements of sexual propri
ety that do not apply to boys. 

The Replies as Discursive Strategies 

The three replies considered in this chapter all address the discourse of the moral mother in one way or another. 
The discourse of blaming the mother is a discursive strategy that makes use of the tenns and moral evaluations 
implicit in the discourse of the moral mother in order to defend the intergenerational sexual contacts. This is what 
I have referred to as a "'reversal" of discourse. The medical discourse of the moral mother and intergenerational 
sex begins \vith the premise that intergenerational sex is pathological, and it argues that it arises out of a failure of 
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the parents, especially the mother. Here respondents take up a subject position from within this discourse, that of 
the child, and use the claim of maternal pathology to explain and legitimate their intergenerational relationships. 

The second discursive strategy that was adopted \vas the discourse of cutting the apron strings. This discur
sive strategy operates by opposing one hegemonic discourse with another hegemonic discourse. It is an instance 
of what I have referred to as "changing the discourse". The discourse of the moral mother is a discourse that 
implies filial loyalty as an obligation placed upon children. In this study, male respondents and only male respon
dents were vet}' likely to counter this requirement of filial loyalty by invoking the hegemonic discourse of 
"becoming a man" through emancipation from maternal influence. This emancipation was to be achieved by 
taking on the sexual freedom expected of men within the double standard. 

The third discursive strategy that addresses the discourse of the moral mother is aptly characterized as a 
"refusal of the discourse". Mothers refusing the discourse of the moral mother do not act as the positioning 
"mother'' requires within this discourse; they are not morally directive and do not act to prevent or discourage the 
intergenerational sexual contacts. In refusing the discourse in this way. these mothers can be seen as positioning 
themselves within other discourses that can be used to validate their actions. Firstly, they take up a feminist posi~ 
tioning implied within a feminist critique of the double standard. They also validate their actions in tenns of a dis
course of companionate parenting. Finally, I have suggested that their pragmatic approach to adolescence may be 
viewed in tenns of a \Vorking~class discourse of adolescence: adolescents are expected to claim adult status and to 
negotiate relationships with parents. In other words. in a pattern that has become familiar in this thesis, this refusal 
of the discourse of the moral mother operates by drawing on other discourses (feminism, liberal parenting, ado~ 
lescence) and taking subject positions from those discourses to replace and negate the ones offered \vithin the dis
course of the moral mother. In two cases (feminism. liberal parenting), these are marginal and competing 
discourses that challenge the status quo (Weedon 1988, p. 35). In the case of adolescence, the discourse itself is 
quite popular, but certainly not hegemonic since it represents a working-class view. In addition, the extension of 
this discourse to girls implies a resistant feminist use of it. 

I have argued in this chapter that the discourse of moral motherhood was quite relevant to all the interviewees 
in this study. There were a number of strategies that could be used to validate intergenerational relationships in the 
context of this discourse. Firstly, the discourse was reversed in the strategy of blaming the mother. Secondly, the 
other two strategies changed the discourse by opposing the discourse of the moral mother with another discursive 
position. In the case of boys, the discourse of cutting the apron strings was readily available and derived from the 
social construction of hegemonic masculinity. In the case of girls. the use of the discourse of companionate par
enthood involved the appropriation of various fonns of discourse in resistance to dominant discourses of gender 
and the family. 
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CHAPTER4 

Protective Fathers and Dutiful Daughters: 
The Discourse of Girlhood Purity 

One key discourse prohibiting intergenerational sex for girls is the discourse of the protective father and the 
dutiful daughter. This discourse specifies the patriarchal content of the discourse of the nuclear family described 
earlier. Within the discourse of the nuclear family. the family is regarded as a protective space or refuge and the 
outside world as an unprotected competitive environment. Frequently this dichotomy is conceived of in tenus of 
the public world of rationalized business and the economy versus the private space of emotional relationships 
(Chodorow 1979). Here I want to examine this dichotomy from another perspective; the family protects women 
and children from a predatory male sexuality that is conceived of as "outside" the family. As Poster puts this, 
men's sexuality outside the family is conceived of as "lust", a morally unprincipled heterosexuality. A separation 
IS -m-aa~d,--etW-eenthls-1 usrana·-"Jove~·,--·wEtcniscnaniaenz·e-a"DYtenaerana·protecfivere·etmgstow-arcrs·-\:\·o-rne'ii-an-a-
giris (Poster 1978, p. 168). The family is constituted as a space in which \vomen are protected from men's preda
tory sexuality, and the father is constituted as head of the household and the one who protects "his" women from 
other men. 

Ellen Willis characterizes this as a "good cop/bad cop routine". By this, she means that men's control within 
the family is backed up by the threat of a predatory sexuality outside the family: 

The good cops are marriage, motherhood, and that courtly old gentleman, chivalry. Just cooperate, they 
say (crossing their fingers), and we'll go easy on you. You'll never have to eam a living or open a door. 
We'll even get you some romantic love. But you'd better not get stubborn, or you'll have to deal with our 
friend rape, and he's a real terror; we just can't control him. (Willis 1984, p. 82) 

The implications of this structure for the daughter are that she should be grateful to her father for his protec
tion, and obedient to his control. On becoming an adult, she moves from the protected space of her family home 
to the protected space provided by her husband. 

The discourse of girlhood purity can be considered to be the second key discourse prohibiting intergenera
tional sex for adolescent girls. 

ln tenns of the requirements of"ernphasized femininity" (Connell 1987, p. 187), the adolescent daughter is 
supposed to indicate her suitability as a future wife by displaying her obedience to her parents and her submission 
to the requirements of the double standard-the dutifid daughter and girlhood purity. For example. Hudson 
describes the stereotypical female as being seen as "dependent, passive, subjective, not competitive, not adventur
ous, not self-confident, not ambitious, and also as tactful, gentle, aware of the feelings of others, and able to 
express tenderness and emotion easily", and goes on to establish that relevant adults frequently judged adolescent 
girls in tenns of this stereotype (Hudson 1984, pp. 37-42). The double standard also indicates that adolescent girls 
should embody a prolongation of the asexual state of childhood into adolescence and that they should not develop 
an active and assertive sexuality (Jackson 1982, pp. 170-171; Lees 1986; Summers 1975, p. 188). 

Within these two discourses, voluntary intergenerational sex is conceived as a transgression in a number of 
ways. The girl is engaging in an activity that may undennine her suitability as a future wife. The great danger of 
intergenerational sex for girls is seen as promiscuity and a future inability to be a faithful wife (Fraser 1981, p. 56). 
Alternatively, a different use of the same discourses sees intergenerational sex as equivalent to promiscuity and as 
indicating both a failure of femininity and underlying psychological problems (Hudson 1984, 46-47). Finally, 
intergenerational sex is conceived of as a threat to the structure of male authority over female sexuality that is 
institutionalized in the family. The adolescent girl who takes it upon herself to initiate a relationship with an adult 
challenges the father's right to control her sexuality up until the point where she is under the control and protection 
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of her husband within another family. She challenges the structures of the "good cop, bad cop" routine by seeking 
sexual expression outside the protected spaces defined for her. 

The rest of this chapter is in two parts. In accord with the interview material, I will examine two issues that 
can be related to the structures described so far. A number of interviev-.'s in the study suggest cases in \vhich the 
intergenerational sex was seen as a challenge to the father's power. The discourse protective father,dutiful daugh
ter was transgressed by the daughter. In several cases there was an attempt to reassert the father's power by raping 
or harassing the daughter. Alternatively, the father worked to re-impose the tenns of the discourse, emphasizing 
his role as guardian and owner of his daughter's sexuality, and placing the adult partner in the position of predatory 
outsider. 

A second issue is that of the daughter 1· purity within the context of the double standard. In a number of the 
interviews, the interviewees expressed their awareness of the fact that their activities contradicted the require~ 
ments of female purity. Hegemonic discourses of femininity placed them in the position of"damaged goods", or 
girls who had allowed themselves to be exploited by predatory male sexuality. In the manner suggested in Lees's 
(1986) account, they experienced themselves in tenns of this stigma. However, other interviews suggested a very 
different approach. In these accounts, the intervie\vees indicate that they refused a positioning \Vithin the discourse 
of the double standard. They did not themselves experience their actions as stigmatizing and instead they report on 
the ways in which they \Vere able to evade stigmatization by others. 

The Discourse of the Protective Father and the Exchange of Women 

The discourse of the protective father/dutiful daughter can be seen as implied by the institution of the exchange of 
women as it operates in this society. In a feminist reading of Levi-Strauss's work on kinship. the exchange of 
women is seen as a cross-cultural structural feature of patriarchal societies (Rubin 1975: Haug eta/. 1987, p. 14 7; 
lrigaray 1978). The incest taboo precludes sexual relationships between a father and his daughters or sisters, and 
requires that these female relatives be exchanged with other men. As Rubin claims. the term "exchange of 
women 

... is a shorthand for expressing that the social relations of a kinship system specif)' that men have certain 
tights in their female kin, and that women do not have the same rights either to themselves or to their male 
kin. (Rubin 1975, p. 177) 

Intergenerational sex can be seen as violating the system of exchange of women \Vithin our society. The 
daughter makes a choice of sexual partner that is prohibited by her father. In a period of her life when she is sup-

-··""--···-··--·-·- ·-... - .. ·-poseGt015euruier fits· contrOT, she makes a cfiOJCeOTSextu.irexpressiOri .. truifUefias· nofSanctmned. TO·acrcrt~--·-···· ----··-... ~ ... -
injury. she does not engage in a fonn of sexual expression (dating) that is seen as a preparation for marriage 
(moving into another malewheaded household as a \Vife ). A further problem is that the adult is seen as a rival father 
rather than a legitimate future spouse. His status as an age peer of the father means that he can be viewed as a 
threat to the father's control rather than as a legitimate successor. 

This analysis can be explicated in more detaiL In modem societies, one may be able to speak of a system of 
exchange in the sense that the daughter moves from one patriarchal male~headed household to another (Hennan 
and Hirschman 1981, p. 60). However. this "exchange" has no obvious reciprocity-what does the father get in 
return for the daughter? The father does not receive any direct personal benefit from his daughter's marriage, as he 
might in a society where women as daughters from one group were exchanged for the daughters of another group 
as wives-the type of social order considered by Levi~Strauss. ln an ingenious reworking of the theory of 
exchange, Rubin relates the exchange of women to the Oedipal crisis. What she suggests is that the exchange is 
bet\veen generations of men; bet\veen fathers as a group and sons as a group. The benefit to fathers as a group is 
the sons' acceptance of the rules of patriarchy. 

Within modem patriarchal society, the system of kinship allows men a..'i husbands to have sexual control of . . . . . . . . . . . . ms c:~auns on n-m mumer anrnus 
identification with his mother. What he is promised is a \vife of his own in due course (Rubin 1975, p. 193). 
According to Rubin's formulation, the exchange is between the boys, ,,·ho give away their mothers, and the 
fathers, who promise \Vives to the boys when they grmv up. In taking Rubin's fonnula as a basis, it is possible to 
set out the pattern of exchange as follows. The incest taboo as it applies to sons prevents access to mothers who are 
the property of fathers. The incest taboo as it applies to fathers denies access to daughters who are held in trust to 
become the property of other men's sons. These rights are reciprocal and interconnected. The system of exchange 
operates between generations and secures the allegiance of sons to the power of fathers and to patriarchy. 
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Within this structure, intergenerational sexual contact can be seen as a theft by another father at a point in time 
where the daughter's own father still owns her sexuality and has not yet given it to a son. It threatens the exclusiv
ity of the future son's ownership, and consequently it threatens the contract bet\veen fathers and sons. In cases 
where the daughter initiates the intergenerational contact, it threatens the system of exchange because the daughter 
defies the rights of fathers and husbands to own and exchange her sexuality. She challenges her father's ownership 
before it has been legitimately passed on to a son. 

One objection to the application of the theory of exchange to modem society is that the incest taboo is more 
ideal than real. Ward argues that the term "incest taboo" is misleading because it implies that "incestual unions 
between girl-children and adult males within the family are extremely rare and automatically attract widespread 

rape (Ward 1984, p. 79), and it is a prevalent phenomenon supported by a large underground discourse of patriar
chy in modem society (Ward 1984, pp. 83-85; see also Herman and Hirschman 1981, p. 60; Butler 1990, p. 42). 

This is a difficult issue to resolve. Ward includes as adult males in the family all those who are related to the 
girl, including brothers, cousins, brothers-in-law, uncles, and so on. She also includes those from affinity systems, 
meaning close friends, neighbors, and friends of the family (Ward 1984, p. 83). Her argument is that all these adult 
males are in a "father" position in relationship to the girls. In some ways, Ward is quite right. Looking at cases of 
non-consensual assault, her argument is convincing. Males \Vithin affinity systems have a strategic capacity to 
abuse girls and to get away with it (Ward 1984, p. 83). Her figure that 80% of perpetrators in these cases are not 
strangers is backed up by random surveys of adult women (Finkelhor 1981, p. 58; Russe111984, p. 188). 

On the other hand, within the context of the theory of exchange and the incest prohibition, a slightly different 
set of issues comes into focus. It is the father/stepfather who has claims over the daughter within a patriarchy 
based on the nuclear family. It is this person who can legitimately make decisions about his daughter's conduct in 
such diverse contexts as deciding what school she goes to, how late she stays out on a date, where she goes and 
with whom, and so on. Within the theory of exchange, it is undoubtedly the father who would be affected most by 

.. ~_!_1!~.~-~!_P~'-."!!J_i_~~-!i.CI~c _?i.n~e -~e.}~. th~--~~-~-~it?_ ri_~_!l!~ ?Ye.:. t~:. ~au~h~~r._ 
The survey data does not supPort the cOncfusiorl ih"it"there ·;s-no· effe-C1iVe .. ti1CeSt"PffiflibTii6ll"Oi1·fathers·: .. _FiriK.eT: · 

hor, with a college questionnaire sample of 531 women, found 1.3% who had experienced sexual contacts witl1 
their fatl1ers/stepfathers before the age of 16 (Finkelhor 1981, p. 87). This conclusion was backed up by similar 
findings in other anonymous questionnaire surveys (Herman and Hirschman 1981, p. 13; Russell 1984, p. 193). 
Russell's sunrey, which included the most random possible sample, and which also relied on face-to-face inter
views by female interviewers, found that 4.5% of women had had sexual contact with a father/stepfather before 
the age of 18 (Russelll984, p. 186). As she remarks, this figure must be an underestimate to some degree (Russell 
1984, pp. 192-193), as some women would not have revealed such events to the interviewer. These figures are 
high in tenns of a widespread belieftl1at such things hardly ever happen. However, they do not justifY the conclu
sion that the incest taboo does not operate on fathers. 

Another indication of the strength and reality of the incest prohibition on fathers is the concealment of incest 
by fathers. For example, Ward reports that it is widely known by the police that in most cases where fathers kill 
their families and themselves, it is to cover up incest (Ward 1984, p. 90). 

I have considered these points at some length because it seems from my study that fathers who were enraged 
by an intergenerational sexual relationship were partly responding to their perception that their propriety in rela
tionship to their daughters had been rendered ridiculous. Their daughter was in any case engaging in sexual con
tacts with another "father", a rival to their sexual control. ln two cases, the response of the father was to sexually 
harass or rape the daughter. 

Within the interviews, there were three cases where the father appeared to discover the daughter's relationship 
and reacted in ways that can be understood in tenns of the discourse of paternal protection and daughterly duty. I 
will consider the cases of Sharon and Wendy tirst, and go on to look at Bobbie's interview in more detail. 

Sharon was living with her father at the time of her relationship with Jeffrey, who was in his forties. Her 
parents were separated. She believes her father came to find out about her relationship with Jeffrey and that he 
responded by a sort of sexual harassment that had not previously been a feature of their relationship. He started to 
stare at her breasts and genitals, she felt she had to be careful not to appear naked in front of him, and she began 
wearing big jumpers to hide her breasts. He tried to touch her constantly. In addition, he attempted to assert his 
control over her by accompanying her whenever possible and by trying to find out what she was doing at all times. 
She responded to all this by leaving her father's home and then going to live with her mother. In this case, the 
father's actions suggested that Sharon had broken the tenus of the protective father/dutiful daughter contract and 
no longer deserved his protection. His O\vn prior abstinence had not been rewarded by a dutiful and emphasized 
femininity on the part of his daughter. He responded by a low-key attempt to sexualize their relationship. He also 
tried to reassert the control over her that her intergenerational relationship threatened. 
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Wendy S interview also suggests a situation in which the father responded to a perception that his daughter's 
intergenerational relationship undermined his control over her. Her father felt very threatened by her relationship 
with PauL and at first he responded by making comments and implying that Paul was exploiting her sexually. He 
gave her the impression that he saw her as "soiled'' by her contacts with PauL He implied that all men \vere sexual 
predators and that Wendy was naive about Paul. Finally, he banned her from seeing Paul again. Wendy believes 
that part of her father's hostility to Paul resulted from the fact that Paul was middle-class and a bohemian hippy/ 
surfy in her father's eyes. Paul's cultural values were perceived as a challenge to her father's \vorking-class 
respectability. 

In Wendy's interview, a situation is described in which the father responded to the intergenerational sexual 
contacts by seeing the adult as an outsider. Paul was perceived as a rival adult male who was interfering with his 
control over his daughter. Wendy's father responded by an attempt to reinforce the discourse of predatory male 
sexuality· outside the family and of sexual safety within the family. Finally, he used his power as father to enforce 
his control ofWendy's sexual activities. 

When Bobbie was about 10, her mother married again, having been single for the previous 8 years. Bobbie's 
stepfather \Vas quite wealthy and an early conflict between him and Bobbie concerned a decision to send her to a 
private school: 

Then to a private girls school, which I hated with a mad vengeance because I'd qualified to get into Avon
leigh High \vhich \Vas a really big deal in those days, and umm, my mother and this new man had decided 
it vmuld be much "nicer" for me if [went to a private girls' schooL 

She became increasingly alienated from the political perspective of her parents, finding herself at odds with 
the self-righteousness about wealth characteristic of her private school. In the first few years of high school, she 
became involved in protests against the Vietnam War at school, and this led to further conflict with her family: 

She-·~the most dramatic, terrifying discovery for the family was aChe Guevara badge in the \Vashing. That 
sort of led to a discussion about the Soviets being after the youth of the wortd-that sort of stuff, which 
seemed to have her convinced. Basically it was my stepfather that had any sort of awareness or sophistica~ 
tion, I suppose. And, wnm, he didn't like the idea at a!l of nurturing this possible socialist, paying private 
school fees ... and having this radical maniac undermining things. And leaping up from the dinner table in 
tears after one of ow- conversations about Vietnam and that sort of thing. 

In this growing conflict with her family. parental rights of ownership in the daughter were at issue. The step
father. who was the one with the economic pO\ver and income, paid for the daughter. He expected in return that she 

------ -·-·---· --would be "'' ally-pohtically:-Hefeltthat-hi:sinvestmentin-herjustifietthis-po!rticarcnntroti'lel!rntlternrotherbotlr- ---- - --
wanted her to become a middle-class "lady" with the appropriate political beliefs. 

When she was 10 or ll she met an uncle, her biological father's brother, and became friends with him, even
tually having a sexual relationship. He supported her radical politics: 

He was young, long haired, radical, intelligent, had some sort of respect and interest in "the youth", not as 
my mother later said, trying to get them as an arm of the Soviet, but must have been closer to it or some~ 
thing, anytvay basically a Marxist I suppose. 

After several years of this relationship. her parents decided to cut all ties with that side of the family· and they 
made it impossible for Bobbie to see her uncle. Bobbie sees this as directly related to her parents' perception of the 
uncle's political influence. They were not aware of any sexual element, so that cannot have been a factor: 

This guy was, from her point of view ... She was sending me to a private school and t was getting all the 
right ingredients and yet I was still continuing to be subversive or socialist and spent as much time as I 
could at the Third World bookshop despite the trouble I got into about it, and all that sort of stuff. 

After her parents had severed her relationship with the uncle._ her stepfather seems to have attempted to con
solidate his threatened ov.:nership of the daughter by raping her. On a number of occasions he came to her room at 
night and forced her to have oral sex with him. Her mother was not aware of these events and Bobbie did not 
inform her. The rapes stopped after an occasion when the mother got up and was \Valking around the house; her 
stepfi:tther feared discovery. 

Bobbie was asked if she thought these events \vere related to the political conflict between herself and the 
stepfather; \Vhether these assaults could be seen as an attempt to control her. She completely agreed with this view 
and \Vent on to expand on this idea: 
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Yeah. "And 1 can't frighten you any other wa)', 1 can't control you in any other way", because I was being 
really defiant. "'I'll subjugate you like this ... ·· And in the line of breaking somebody's spirit, all that sort 
of stuff. And quite possibly doing it thinking that, tunm, it \Vas a good idea. ln a bent and twisted sm1 of 
\Vay that I was getting out of hand and this \Vould work, this will get me back into line, being slightly ter~ 
rorized and more compliant and stuff. 

She was also asked whether she thought her stepfather was resentful of her friendship with the other uncle. 

I'm sure he \vas! God yes, because what he had before was sort of a difficult nut which he didn't feel very 
threatened by really. [mean he could get me into tears quite easily and, umm, someone who was reason~ 
ably· naive ·Jrther· atgurrft:iti':s· a.flJ·quiTt' ciiil)' tu vurwii'. "Siill a· bit "Lifa·wurry but ;tiihJuit:c ca;y t0 out""' <tild 
it just seemed probably that I was being very stubbom and those sorts of things whereas suddenly I was 
coming out with much more sophisticated political arguments and feeling a lot stronger and a lot more 
defiant in a sort of controlled way, rather than the intuitive instinctive way-actually having some so11 of 
ammunition to use. He probably didn't like that much, because of, because of my mother being there and 
seeing it as well. His authority and power \vas being questioned and undem1ined. 

Although Bobbie did not succumb to his authority as a result of these sexual assaults, she reports that these 
events did have the effect of making her feel much more wary· of men than she had before and of interfering with 
her ease in fanning sexual relationships for many years. She sees it as having undone some of the sexual confi~ 
dence she had developed through her relationship with her uncle. So, these events fit the pattern ofBrownmiller's 
(1976) analysis of rape; rape serves to terrorize women and maintain patriarchy as an institution. 

These events can be analyzed in tenns of the good cop/bad cop routine and the discourse of the protective 
father/dutiful daughter. In tenns of the good cop/bad cop routine, her stepfather's reaction can be seen as remind
ing her of the existence of the bad cop and punishing her assertiveness. The discourse of protective father/dutiful 
<J.aughJerha<J!Jeeri[JroJ<e.!l. bxtl1e_dat1g!Jte~'sre~el~ousness 'fhe fathe_ra~andoned the.role. ofprotective. father 
according to an implicit reversal of discourse~ if you -\Viii not take uP the subject pOsitioll dUiifo(dQliglltiir,· r -\viiC 
not take up the subject position protective farher. ln doing this, he unmasked the latent content of the good cop/bad 
cop stmcture. The bad cops of patriarchy are "fathers" too, and the structure itself is designed to presenre male 
power (Ward I 984, p. 97). 

The Exchange of Women and Girlhood Purity 

Haug eta/., in their book Female Sexualization, make a useful connection between the exchange of women and 
the discourse of girlhood purity. TI1e system of exchange of women means that women have a use value for men 
and an exchange value in relationships between men. Quoting Irigaray, they argue that women have a value as 
merchandise and that they become the caretakers of their own worth (Haug eta/. 1987, p. 147). 1n other passages 
in their study, tlrey link this analysis to the requirements of the discourse of girlhood purity. Girls are exhorted to 
keep themselves sexually pure so as to raise their value as marriageable items: 

.. ideas of the special, the unique, come to be associated \Vith the childlike, the innocent. Girls from bour
geois families have to learn at an early age to be something special. Later, when they enter the marriage 
market, their innocence will be much sought after; it is the source of their value. (Haug 1987, p. 97) 

. it is not only the order of gender into which we inscribe ourselves through bodily posture, but also the 
order of class. The notion of the "ladylike' \-VOman captw·ing a 'suitable' husband is a signal of that dual 
inscription and subordination. (Haug 1987, pp. 160-161) 

Although Haug eta/. speak of this topic in tenns of the requirements placed on the middle-class girls who 
were the subjects of their study, I believe that the connection between girlhood purity and value in marriage is 
made in every social class, but with a different emphasis. To make this connection is in a way to take some popular 
metaphors seriously. The phrase "giving away the bride" expresses the idea that marriage is an exchange in which 
the father gives the husband an object of value. The phrase "damaged goods" indicates that a girl's sexual experi
ence before marriage detennines her value as a marriage object. TI1ere are a number of ways in which the require
ment of girlhood purity is related to \'Wmen 's value as marriage partners within modem patriarchy. 

The first is that an assertive and independent sexuality in adolescence is seen as a sign that a woman cannot 
be relied upon to remain faithful or submissive within marriage. Paul Willis found this to be a common view 
among the working~class British adolescent boys he interviewed: 
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Although they are its object frank and e>..-plicit sexuality is actually denied to \vomen ... in a half-recogni
tion of the human sexuality they have suppressed, there is a fear that once a girl is sexually e:-.'{)erienced and 
has knovmjoy from sex at all, the floodgates of her desire will be opened and she \Vill be completely pro
miscuous. 

The "girlfriend'' is a very different category from an "easy lay" She represents the human Yalue that is 
squandered by promiscuity. She is the loyal domestic partner. She cannot be held to be sexually experi
enced-or at least not with others. (Willis 1983, p. 44) 

This complex of opinion is based on the idea that in marriage, husbands have ovmership of women's sexual
ity. A woman who has an independent and active sexuality cannot be trusted to remain monogamous. As Jackson 
puts it, it is by "keeping children asexual that we prepare the ground for the emergence of the passive, dependent 
style of sexuality expected of adult women" (Jackson 1982, p. 171 ). 

A second strand identifies the role of the wife as the one responsible for children's moral training. The value 
of a wife is measured in terms of her capacity to carry out the role of moral mother. The sexuality of adolescent 
girls is again judged with this in mind. For example, Baker, in an analy'sis of nev·:spaper responses to a proposal to 
lower the age of consent for girls, found that there was frequent concern that early sexual experience by girls 
would undermine the moral rectitude of mothers of the future (Baker 1983, pp. 10 1-l 02). As an example, she cites 
a letter sent to the ~)'dney Morning Herald: 

tfwe destroy the potential mothers of the nation-we destroy it A great part of Australia's national heri
tage has been the direct result of the deep care and real love of its womanhood. (Baker 1983, p. 108) 

This can be related to the power inherent in the roles assigned to men and to \vomen \vithin the discourse of 
the moral mother and the double standard. Given the relevance of\vork in the public \Vorld to power in the family·, 
men's role as provider is guaranteed a degree of power that is absent from women's role as moral mother 
(Chodorow 1979; Hartmann 1979). By displaying a restrained sexuality in adolescence, girls foreshadow their 
willingness to act in the less powerful role within a future marriage. They can be seen to be acting in tenns of an 
emphasized femininity in which "sexuality merely justifies its end \Vhich is motherhood and has little else to 
commend it" (Summers 1975, p. 188). 

A third connection between women's value as marriage partners and the discourse of girlhood purity is the 
one suggested in Haug's examples above. A girl \Vho operdtes within the discourse of girlhood purity is a credit to 
her parents and thus increases her value to her parents. In addition, she is more likely to be able to marry well, to 
achieve social mobility through marriage, and in this \vay also reflect credit on her parents; her value being real
ized in its recognition by a wealthy groom. As far as fathers in this society gain any direct personal benefits from 

-~- - - - -~--~-th~naHge-BHneir-daughtenr,-iliey-gel-it-threttgll-this-meehanisnr.They-gain-status;-antHheir~woohiness-is--~-~- ~~--~-~~

affinned in its recognition by the groom's family. 
Relating these issues to the topic of intergenerational sex, one can see tvm ways in which connections are 

made between intergenerational sex and girlhood purity. In the first, the intergenerational sex is seen as endanger
ing girlhood purity, being an event that is likely to lead to a wholesale abandonment of emphasized femininity and 
to promiscuity as an embodiment of this abandonment (see Fraser 1981, p. 56). The second kind of connection 
sees intergenerational sex as evidence of a departure from girlhood purity and emphasized femininity. It is placed 
alongside promiscuity as indicating a failure of femininity. This is the analysis offered by the social workers that 
Hudson interviewed about relationships between adolescent girls and older boys or men. Social workers were pre
occupied with departures from femininity. which they saw in tenus of deep psychological problems, and were 
"particularly on the lookout for evidence that a girl is spending her time with older men or older boys'· (Hudson 
1984, p. 46). 

The extent to which adolescent girls are in fact subordinated to the discourse of girlhood purity is a matter of 
some debate \Vi thin studies of adolescent girl subcultures. Lees emphasizes the power of the slag/drag dichotomy 
"in constraining and detennining the social existence of girls" (Lees 1986, p. 12) and argues that the girls who 
'.ve.re: the s!Ll)ject of he:Lstudy were, ,CQ!!St~.ntly concen:te~:L?JxJut seXlllll .reputf!tiO!L !Lttd, we.n~- fe-fl~rfiA: ofJ.osing: their 
sexual reputation (Lees 1986, p. 25). Girls interviewed for her study freely used the term "slag" and its equivalent' 
to stigmatize girls both for promiscuity and for other departures from femininity (Lees 1986). As she points out, 
premarital sex in itselfvvas not necessarily seen as damaging to one's reputation, but having sex with anyone other 
than one's steady boyfriend was. Wilson ( 1978) reports a similar set of attitudes, arguing that the working-class 
girls of her study believed that sex \Vas only appropriate in the contexi of a romantic and monogamous relation
ship. Girls vvho did not act according to this prescription were excluded from the group as "whores" (Wilson 1978. 
p. 70; see also Lesko !988, p. 138: Measor 1989. p. 47-48). 
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This perception of adolescent girl subculture has been subjected to a number of criticisms. In Carrington's 
study of girls' toilet graffiti, she reveals something that is also obvious in the details of Lees's study. TI1e tenn 
''slag" or ''slut" is not always used in reference to sexual reputation, however loosely these tetms are defined. In 
Carrington's study, the girl Kathy was condemned as a slut because she betrayed her fiiend Chantel by revealing 
a confidence given to her that Chantel's mother was a prostitute. The tetm "slut" was used as a fonn of moral con
demnation without any real implication in terms of sexual respectability (Carrington 1986, pp. 6-7). Carrington 
argues that nevertheless the use of the tenn must be related to its place in the discourse of the double standard. By 
using it, these girls participate in the policing of women's sexuality (Carrington 1986, p. 8). 

While this may be tme, Lees's belief that such terms always imply a disreputable sexuality is questionable. 
Lees's v~;m .stv.dy rev-e~ls their u~:1 to refer to girls v;ho d!.d not dress .. w::cord!ng to the code ()f s. pfLrtiGular gr~.Y!.lp 
being interviewed, or to girls who were seen as unduly deferential in the company of boys (Lees 1986, pp. 36-44). 
What all this suggests is that the widespread use of such terms within girls' subcultures cannot be unproblemati
cally taken as evidence of the importance of the discourse of girlhood purity in constraining conduct 

A second set of studies can also be seen as addressing this issue. l11ese studies report that in many school sit
uations there is a strong counterculture of girls \Vho are resistant to schooling and who take up an aggressive, 
overtly sexual variety of femininity, wearing what are regarded as "tarty" clothes and make up, cheeking teachers, 
flirting with male teachers, and using sexual language (Lesko 1988, pp. 134-136; Stanley 1986; Davies 1979; 
Griffin 1982; Kessler, Ashenden, Connell & Dowsett 1982). These studies do not argue that these girls are in fact 
promiscuous. Their actual sexual conduct may be no different from that of the girls whose passive childlike fem
ininity is rewarded by the school (Lesko 1988, p. 135). Nevertheless, they are clearly aware of the fact that their 
resistant subculture is labeled as sexually deviant within the discourse of the double standard. Griffin sees the 
actions of such groups as a self-aware rejection of dominant norms of femininity and the pressure to be ''nice girls" 
(Griffin 1982, p. 17). The conduct of such groups does not suggest that they are deeply inhibited by the discourse 
of girlhood purity. 

_!\.~O~~r __ cfitig_~e .. ofLe_~s·~ vi_e~_ ar~u_es -~-mt __ g~~ls_'!:'~? ?.ff~n~_agai~st the di_~_c?u~e.?f ~irlho?d_purity __ an;! ~?t 
necessarily -exc!t}ded from friellilshlpgroups. NiTim:- in-a study -ofgirfs -ina-Sydney se!ectivenlgn schOOl. snows 
that in the group she was studying, the girl Shirsten (14 to 15 years old) was a high-status member of the group 
despite her sexual reputation as promiscuous and precocious (Nilan 1989, pp. 138, 158, 162). Shirsten reported 
herself and was described by others in the group as liking "a lot of boys" (Nilan 1989, p. 144). She had no perma
nent boyfriend, but instead was involved in numerous short-lived affairs (often at the same time), she participated 
in a great variety of social events in the company of adults, and had relationships with men over 18 (Nilan 1989, 
pp. 144M I 57). She was seen as evaluating relationships in terms of sexual pleasure and not in tenns oflongMtenn 
emotional commitment (Nilan 1989, p. 156). In all this, Shirsten was an exception within her friendship group; 
other members of the group had more long-term and mmantically based relationships with boys close in age to 
themselves, or were not involved in relationships with boys at all. Attitudes to her sexual activities were ambiva
lent. Partly she was accorded status because of her sexual experience and adult independence. Partly she was 
pitied for situations where other girls felt boys had used her. Despite this ambivalence about her sexual conduct, 
Shirsten's place within the ftiendship network was quite secure (Nilan 1989, pp. 162-164). 

Nilan argues that the central moral values that determined inclusion and exclusion in the group were to do 
\vith relationships within the group; value was placed on care giving, cooperation, and discretion. Because 
Shirsten succeeded in these terms, her membership was never in doubt (Nilan 1989, pp. 76, 171, 172). 

Nilan uses her study as a basis to question some of the interpretations of interview data made by other 
researchers (e.g. Lesko 1988, p. 138). She suggests that researchers have tended to assume that promiscuity was 
the basis for the exclusion of a particular girl when other factors related to the internal moral order of girls' friend
ship groups may have been more relevant (Nilan 1989. p. 165). Nilan's study, like the research on resistant girls' 
subcultures, throws doubt on the view that the discourse of girlhood purity is always a detennining constraint on 
the activities of girls, and that it acts within girls' peer groups to stigmatize girls who do not confonn to it 

Within my study, there were several female interviewees who revealed that they found their intergenerational 
relationship troubling within the tenus of the discourse of girlhood purity. These interviewees suggest that they 
found it difficult to avoid the sense that what they were doing defiled them; they were suspicious that their adult 
partner was taking advantage of them and was merely pretending a romantic interest in order to prey on them sex~ 
ually. On the other hand, there are also many of the female interviewees who seem to have had no qualms of this 
kind. They were quite confident about the romantic interest of the adult partner or were quite happy to have unro
mantic sexual liaisons. In referring to the requirements of the discourse of girlhood purity, they are likely to talk 
about the ways in which they avoided stigmatization by choosing their friends carefully and by revealing their 
intergenerational relationships only to selected people. 
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I will begin by examining two interviews in which the discourse of girlhood purity was an important influence 
on the \vay the respondents viewed their intergenerational relationship at the time. Several other examples will be 
described more briefly. Following this, I \Viii discuss the interviews that describe a refusal of the discourse of girl
hood purity. 

Wendy s relationship with Paul occasioned much hostility on the part of her father. The focus of this attack 
\Vas always the accusation, direct or implied, that she was "'soiled" by the assumed sexual element of her contact 
\Vith Paul. In a statement that concerns the finish of her relationship \Vith Paul, she credits her father's point of 
view with considerable power to influence her own perception of the relationship. Her father put an end to the 
relationship, making the assumption that there was a sexual element to it. Asked how she felt about this assump
tion, she said: 

Oh, it made me feel really smutty. Really sort of, you know, really dirty. That was the feeling my father 
gave me. And I just thought it was being really unfair. Really, really unfair because he just didn't ask. He 
just made an assumption and said "No, you can't see him any more''. He used to actually laugh and things 
and say things like, "Nnnngghh, that great hairy galoot, what's he want out of you?" 

In these comments, her father clearly conveyed the impression that Wendy's purity would be spoiled by her 
sexual contact with Paul. She was portrayed as a clean object whose value would be damaged by dirt. It was also 
suggested that an older man interested in a younger girl could only be motivated by lust; elements of friendship 
and romance that Wendy perceived in the relationship were merely manipulative ploys behind a deeper animalistic 
purpose, that of a "hairy galoot". In this, Wendy's father called upon a hegemonic discourse of male sexuality as 
a rampaging and irresponsible force. He put her in the position of damaged goods within the discourse of girlhood 
purity. Wendy also reports the similar opinions of other people who were aware of their relationship. Her older 
brother, who was often present when Wendy and Paul were together, saw their intimacy as "disgusting". Wendy 
also believes that members of the surf club also thought her relationship with Paul was "sordid". (See also Part L 
Chapter 3, page 46 on this topic.) 

Wendy points out that her father's prohibition on her seeing Paul did not in tact stop the relationship: she 
would just see him in the context of visiting other friends. Nevertheless, the reasoning behind the prohibition-her 
father's view that she was being exploited-was one of the factors that soured her relationship with Paul: 

From \Vhat my father said, [thought, oh welt, maybe that is true. Maybe he is just a dirty old man, or some
thing, you know. He only likes me 'cause he wants to get into my pants and that, that sort of really killed 
it I think. 

----·--·-·-----·--·-Atthel.ime-rulhe inteiVWW, looking biiCk-:-Werid);COlnpletely rejmdlate5ihi5Vi~:-orPa:UI, but she shows thri.t _________ - ----~-

at the time it had an effect on her. Wendy claims that her father's reaction to her relationship with Paul was quite 
typical of his attitude to her more generally during her adolescence. She vie\vs her father's constant treatment of 
her in tenns of sexual reputation as a significant influence on her perceptions of her sexuality: 

Wendy: 

Int: 

Wendy: 

Yeah, but it v,rasn 'tjust that instance. lt \Vas though my \vhole life. lt was dreadful, that 
feeling of just, of being "damaged goods'·. Dressing up to go out at night, I just 
couldn't bear that walk from my bedroom to the front door having to \valk past my 
father's chair and just see him saying "You slut" 

Would he say that? 

No no. No he'd never say anything like that butjtl'it him really looking at me as if to 
say "Look, you're just gonna get fucked'', you know. I mean "That's just what you 
look like. How dare you dress up like that?" And 1 didn't used to dress up at all. I used 
to be very conservatively dressed. I \vasn 't allowed to wear anything else. But just the 
whole idea that I would dress up and go out. He used to just really~hh l don't know. 
Thdi· i~i:&HY" .'!>it;.:;~riiig 'f0(lk"t :fdflik~ he· '~'as lht= unt= whO iriii-oilllct:d-- t}uli ·tfernen[ of 
sexuality because I just didn't feel like that. I didn't feel like I was putting myself on 
display. He sort of looked at me and said "You're just a . ·· 

In analyzing these passages, I would like to refer to feminist film theory and its use of the tenn "'the gaze" to 
analyze films. ln dominant film genres, it is argued. men own the gaze. Men in the audience are positioned in the 
place of the camera looking at women. They also identify \Vith the male protagonist who looks at women in the 
film. The gaze is a look that sexuall:y objectifies women and that also canies the power of possession and action. 
The sexual objectification of the gaze is not just erotic: from a psychoanalytic point of view it represents an 
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attempt to annihilate the threat of women's sexuality--to control women's sexuality and punish \vomen for their 
sexuality (Kaplan 1983, pp. 30-31 ). We can see the incidents described above from this perspective. 

Wendy's father appropriates the gaze and looks at Wendy. The look is voyeuristic; it presents Wendy as a 
sexual object, and she comes to see herself uncomfortably in that objectification. It is a look of control. This is 
quite literal in the sense that he has and uses the power to detennine her presentation as a sexual object. His deci
sion to dress her conservatively is a message to other men: hands oif, she is still my daughter. He exercises his 
control quite directly in banning her relationship with Paul. 

More effective than actually controlling her movements is the way that his gaze detennines the narrative 
structure within which Wendy positions herself. She comes to see her relationship with Paul as defiling. The 

tives. It is a threat spoken by one man, who is presumed to be an authority on the subject, about what other men 
might do to her-"Look, you're just gonna get fucked". In rl1is, it works within the good cop/bad cop structure 
referred to previously. It is sadistic in working to undem1ine the pleasures his daughter may be getting from these 
relationships, by telling her that she is just being used. 

Both within her relationship with Paul and on other occasions, Wendy's father acted to position Wendy within 
the discourse of girlhood purity and the double standard. She was urged to see her sexuality as an object of value 
that could be cheapened by sexual relationships. She was encouraged to see men as motivated by a desire to gain 
access to this sexual commodity-' without paying for their access through a legitimate marital contract. Wendy 
argues that this positioning was effective in that her father's interpretation of events had a considerable influence 
on ho\v she came to see things. In the case of her intergenerational relationship with Paul, these factors were of 
major significance. Despite considerable evidence of Paul's genuine affection for her, she became uncomfortable 
about his interest in her, and she began to look at their relationship in tenns of the narrative structure suggested by 
her father. 

_l.i~-~. '?/~_n_dy, .!~obe/_reyeals \l~ri.?u.~ __ in_~i_d~~-~s _i_~ lyhic~--~he_ s.~-~Itl? .. to ~~v~ _b_e~_n .. ~_o_n_ce_J?~~ abO]J_t h~r ~epar1;ure_s 
from girlhood puritY In ctesc-rihlng these, she places her experience \viihlnthe ie!ms of a dichotomy that-issetup 
within the discourse of the double standard. According to this discourse, women's sexual expression is justified or 
legitimate if it occurs in a situation in which they are in love and where the man reciprocates that love. The ideal 
fonn of this relationship occurs \Vithin maniage, but in recent times this discourse has been adapted for adoles~ 
cence so that dating and associated sexual activities are considered legitimate if they occur in the context oflove. 
However, if sexual activities occur outside of a loving relationship, they are degrading; to pursue sex for its own 
sake without reasonable assurance of being loved is to be degraded. Given the double standard of sexuality, the 
great danger for an adolescent girl in entering into a relationship is that the male partner may merely pretend to a 
romantic interest that is not genuine. This is a common interpretation ofintergenerational sexual contacts between 
men and girls. 

In Isabel's account of her relationship with Martin, there are several indications that she was concerned that 
she might have been exploited in this way. Several times in the interview she refers to incidents where Martin 
offered to pay her money to get a taxi home, offered her gifts, or paid for joint outings. He would always offer her 
the money as she was leaving after one of their meetings. She refers to this as a "hideous element" that entered into 
their relationship. She refused the money because she did not like the feeling "of being paid for": 

It actually makes me think, '>Vhat did he think ... did he think he was paying me for my se:>..ual presence? 
That's what it \\'as about I think. That's why I rejected it because I realized but it makes me feel really 
weird, you knO\v. Don't you think? 

Isabel also points out that now, looking back on these incidents, she wonders whether this interpretation is 
valid. At the time of their relationship, she was a poor secondary student while he was earning a professional 
salary. His offers to pay for her taxi fare made sense in a situation in which their relationship required I so bel to get 
home quickly so as to allay suspicion. The relationship \Vas costing her money in taxi fares that she could ill 
afford. Hmvever, these more pragmatic interpretations did not occur to her at the time. 

At the time, she viewed these incidents from the perspective of the discourse of girlhood purity. The relation
ship was justified if both parties were involved for the sake of love. If, on the other hand, Martin was merely 
involved for sexual reasons and was even "paying" her for her sexuality, then she was being exploited. In this 
interpretation, Isobel worked within a common discursive construction of intergenerational sex as a defilement of 
girlhood purity by a lustful man. 

Another incident led to similar doubts about the relationship. After lsobel and Martin had been involved for 
several years, lsobel began her relationship with Clarrie, who \Vas only a few years older. When Martin found out 
about this and the fact that she and Clarrie had been having penetratative sex, he was very angry. He demanded 
that she have intercourse with him. She refused; she had always been wary of taking things that far with Martin, 
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and she was certainly not going to be pressured into anything. He accused her ofleading him on, and she ran off. 
In a subsequent letter, he repeated the claim that she had been 'just playing" with him and said she was just like 
"other \Vomen''. TI1at was the end of their relationship. Describing her feelings at the time, Isabel says: 

And after I felt just absolutely he had just negated everything we had, and also then I actually ended up 
feeling that all he'd wanted was to fuck me. That's what I ended up feeling. It made me sort of think that 
all the rest was just a sort of tedious bullshit for him, waiting for the ultimate moment \vhen his cock could 
get inside my body. That's what I felt. And that made me feel really disgusting. 

On this occasion. what Isobel feared was that Martin had no love for her but was merely using her for sexual 
purposes, hiding this ulterior motive in a smoke screen of romance. Looking at things from the perspective of the 
discourse of girlhood purity, she felt '"disgusting" and soiled. The dominance of this discourse meant that she was 
not able to dismiss his comments lightly; she could not just see them as motivated by hurt pride and rivalry with 
Clarrie. 

While lsobel expresses these doubts about the relationship, and indicates their power over her at the time, it 
is clear that within the interview itself she rejects this interpretation on two grounds. One is that she does not 
believe Martin was just feigning a romantic interest. Their active intellectual connection. their frequent long let
ters. and other indications of genuine interest suggested that he must have had more than a merely sexual interest 
in her: 

... some strong connection with each other that \Vas not sexual. It was other than sexual and including 
sexual . 

In saying this, Isabel retrospectively rescues her relationship in tenns of the discourse of girlhood purity. 
In other comments, she approaches this from quite a different perspective, suggesting that even if Martin \vas 

less than honest about his motives, this cannot be the key question in evaluating her experience of the relationship: 

It's strange because T fluctuate between thinking .. When I think about our age difference, I think "Oh my 
God!'' Obviously he had certain power in the relationship because he kne\v \vhat sexuality was all about 
and I didn't. And he knew \Vhat was going on and I was just sort of just exploring, just exploring and sort 
of tlying to work things out. I sort of often think, "What did he really think he \,·as doing with meT but I 
don't really have any bad . [don't really ... for myself I don't have bad feelings about it. 

The question "What did he really think he was doing \Vith me?'' operates within the discourse of the double 
standard. It raises the issues discussed so far: was Martin's romantic interest genuine, or was he exploiting a naive 

__________ __l!l'W)eri;a~.s:_ed girl? In thi~Qll'rnlrJ.so)lel.'s_ansm:_r_refuses.lhe_disrourseJhe_relatinnship..shouklnaLbe_ __ ._ -·~
evaluated in tenns of this dichotomy. Looking back, she is interested in what she herself felt about it, not what 
Martin's real motives might have been. Whether she enjoyed it at the time becomes the key question, and it sug-
gests a discursive position in \Vhich it is legitimate for vwmen to take part in a sexual relationship even when the 
context is not romantic. 

There were hvo other interviews that may be interpreted in tenus of the discourse of girlhood purity. Along 
with Isabel and Wendy. Joanne and Maria are other two interviewees who expressed the view that they had been 
plagued with some degree of sexual guilt in the context of their intergenerational relationship. "fl1ese issues are 
dealt with more fully in Patt l. Chapter 3 of the thesis. Unlike lsobel and Wendy, neither Joanne nor Maria appears 
to have been worried that their adult partner \vas exploiting them sexually. 

In other interviews. female interviewees described their relationship to the discourse of girlhood purity in 
quite different tenns. They speak of their a\vareness of the requirements of the discourse, but they argue that per
sonally they did not position themselves within it. rejecting its requirements. and finding \Vays to avoid stigmati
zation. These inte1Yiewees see themselves as having been members of a friendship network that did not interpret 
\V~at __ th __ ey __ w.~r-~ .. ~oillg __ (t~ d~_g_r_(td_illg: .. Th.ey_ rrte.ll_tioJ1 .. ~it~_er __ a __ g __ r()up __ o.(.frie.tl_ds_,. or. (l_t.J~<i.s! _on.~. or .~Y.oJrieJ1.4s ... who 
shared rhetr adiructes to sexual matters. rnese intervie\vs can be Under.s1:ood in tenns of the sociotog1cat literature 
on girls' resistant subcultures. The interviewees were members of resistant girls' subcultures that rejected the dis
course of girlhood purity. This is particularly evident in Angela's interview, which I will describe in some detail. 
ln several cases what the interviewees describe is a marginal position that both participates within the resistant 
subculture and also exceeds the tenus of that subculture. Sharon's inte1Yiew is typical of that kind of account. 

Angela was from a working-class background in Britain. She began having intercourse when she was 13, with 
an I8~year-old boyfriend. Later on she had sex \vith other boyfriends in their late teens and early twenties. and at 
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parties. In her 15th and 16th year, she and a girlfriend went to a Wimpy bar together and picked up migrant men. 
While she was always a\vare that her actions would have been stigmatized by some sections of society, she never 
seems to have been very concerned by this. Of relevance to her at the time were the attitudes of her parents, par
ticularly her mother, and the attitudes of her peers at school. 

As indicated in Part 1, Chapter 4 (on page 53), Angela was quite aware that her mother disapproved of girls 
having sex before marriage. However, Angela herself\vas not bothered by her mother's opinion, and she merely 
evaded parental supervision. She thinks that at the time she just regarded her mother as old fashioned in her atti
tudes to sexuality. When she began having intercourse at 13, she concealed this fact from her parents, assuming 
they would have disapproved. Asked about this, she said: 

Well, 1 just asswned that they \vould have done, l mean ... I know that they would have done now because 
1 remember later on, later on when I was about 15 my mum had sott of found out that my friend Jenny had 
been sleeping with boys, you know and she told me that tills was a bad thing and that Jenny laid on her 
back for men. It wasn't the sort of thing you should do. It was really to do with pre&rnancy I think. You 
know, that would be the most shameful thing that could happen. 

At the time she says: 

I thought it was pretty silly because by that time I'd discovered other ways than lying on my back so ... but 
I'd known about it anyway. 

She says she felt no guilt lying to her mother about these events, as she knew her mother would be "irrational" 
about it, and she did not feel that she had done anything wrong. When she was 17, her mother discovered her con
traceptive pills. Angela lied and told her mother that they belonged to a friend. Nevertheless, a period of being 
banned from staying out at night followed. This did not bother her because she would go back to the homes of the 
men she-picked up and-be-home by 10 anyway. 

It is clear through all this that her mother's interpretation of sexual activities in terms of the double standard 
did not influence Angela to perceive herself in these terms; she merely evaded her mother's control of her sexual 
contacts. Angela suggests a similar strategy in reference to her peers at the time. She argues firstly that her peers 
were divided into two groups. The group she was part of was supportive of girls' sexual activity in adolescence: 

... most of the girls that I was fliends with were fucking. It seemed to me that there were two sorts of girls 
at school-girls that fucked and girls that didn't. Like girls that didn't were very quiet soti of girls. They 
weren't gossipy girls you know. 

These comments are readily interpreted in terms of the literature on resistant girls' subcultures. Angela was a 
member of a resistant subculture of girls who rejected the discourse of girlhood purity. Within this group, it was 
members of the group who had the power to evaluate sexual conduct, and her conduct was approved. In fact, 
within her group, it would have been stigmatizing not to have sex. The people in the other group were "very quiet 
sort of girls". In other words, this \\'as a group that embodied the discourse of femininity approved by schools. 
However, their very quietness and passivity meant that they did not have social power or any ability to effectively 
stigmatize the conduct of Angela's group. 

On the topic of intergenerational sexual contacts, Angela reports her peer group as supportive of relationships 
between girls and older boyfuends. As I have argued in Part 1, Chapter 4, both Angela and Denise were members 
of an adolescent milieu in which such relationships were not regarded as intergenerational sex and were not stig
matized. Speaking about age gaps between girls and older boyfuends, she remarks: 

It's pretty common. See when I was at school, people who had boyfliends usually had boyfriends that were 
working. They'd generally, they \vouldn't be a lot older. You know like they wouldn't be even say 10 years 
older but they'd be in their late teens, early 20s maybe, you know. 

She says that it was good to have a boytiiend who was older, had a job, and could take you out. She did not 
tind the sex all that exciting, but it was alright, and it was preferable to have older partners who knew more about 
it: 

Well vve found that out quite early on really. That boys yow· own age \Veren 't all that good at it and you 
were much better off with men who'd had a bit of practice. 
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In this passage, the '\ve'' can be taken to refer to the members of her peer group as a whole. As a group, they 
endorsed sexual contacts between young adolescent girls and older boyfriends. So in these relationships, her 
conduct did not deviate from the nonns of her social group. 

Describing boys her own age, she says that she did not regard them as potential sexual partners (See Part I, 
Chapter 4). Other members of her peer group shared this point of view. Interestingly, Griffin's study of resistant 
adolescent girl subcultures reports a similar attitude in the group she studied. These girls, too, saw boys at the 
school as immature and as unfit partners for relationships (Griffin 1982. pp. 15-16). An effect of the resulting 
pattern of relationships is that boys within the school are not aware of the sexual activities of their female peers, 
and do not have the infonnation to make adverse judgments about sexual reputation. Angela comments on this, 
saying that boys at the school were not av·mre of her sexual activities. Denise gives a fuller treatment of this issue. 

While Angela's relationships with older boyfriends are clearly within the parameters of the sexual norms of 
girls' resistant subcultures, it may be wondered whether this also applies to her activities at the Wimpy Bar. When 
she was 15, she and a girlfriend picked up migrant men, aged in their thirties, and went with them to their apart
ments for sex. Angela seems to have hidden these activities from her friends at school. She reports that neither 
boys nor girls knew about these events, as her friend who went with her was not from her school. Here Angela's 
activities possibly broke with the norms of appropriate sexual activities that were present in her peer group. As 
with her parents and the quiet girls referred to above, however, Angela herself did not find this a problem: she 
merely concealed her activities. 

A third possible source of stigma within these encounters was the attitudes of the men themselves. Again, 
Angela reports herself as unconcerned by \Vhat they might have thought about what was happening. She \Vas 
aware that they might well have placed what was going on within the discourse of the double standard, and thus 
considered her as "easy", but this did not concern her: 

You just picked somebody up in the Wimpy bar and go back to their place and probably you would do the 
same person for a couple of weeks. And, you know, they might be gone or you would go off and pick 
someone else. They probably thought it \vas fantastic, you knmv, that they could get easy fucks but I mean 
I don't suppose it bothered us. I don't suppose \VC even thought about it. 

Looking at this intetv'iew, \Vhat becomes clear is that a hegemonic discourse on girlhood purity was available 
to Angela, and that her mother positioned herself within this discourse by attempting to act accordingly to control 
Angela's sexuality. However, neither Angela nor her close female friends took this discourse very seriously. 

Denise.~ account is very similar in its approach to these issues. It \viii be considered at greater length in the 
next chapter as an example of the rejection of the discourse of romance. Like Angela, Denise reports that she had 
a nenvork of friends who approved of her conduct and with whom .. she disc~ssed. he!l~ual activities. There were 
other peers from whom she kept these events secret. In Denise's case, her close peer group was composed of 
friends from outside school; and her sexual activities were not revealed to friends at schooL particularly not to 
boys at school: 

tnt: 

Denise: 

Did you ever talk to your girlfriends about the sex you were having with guys? 

Yes, \Ve used to sit and talk about how it was. "No big deal, was it?" But I never talked 
to girlfriends from school about that. I had school friends and other friends. I was a bit 
funny about this as I picked up a lot of rules from my mother that I imposed upon 
myself. [thought once I began sleeping \Vith these guys there was no reason to stop. It 
\vas a quite pleasant enough thing to do. But I was very fearful of the reputation of slut, 
moll, tart. So I had this rule and would never ever sleep ·with a boy from school and I 
never did. They were usually young and daggy any\vay. 

Here the advantage of having a set of older boyfriends and out-of-school friends is that she is able to separate 
her social life into t\VO social scenes; one in which her sexual activities are known but not condemned. and another 

In detailing the advantages of having an older boyfriend. she speaks of their superior status. Like Angela, she 
reports that her peer group of close friends concurred in approving relationships benveen young adolescent girls 
and older boyfriends. In fact to have a boyfriend of the same age \Vas in itself stigmatizing. Reporting on her 
reasons for being involved with older boyfriends, she mentions their status \vithin her group: 

Yes, I was definitely attracted to them because of the status of them being older. It was status to have an 
older boyfriend and it was status to have one with a car. AI! those things that came \vith age were attractive. 
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In Angela and Denise's interviews, they describe their intergenerational sexual contacts, or at least some of 
them, as accepted within their group, and they locate themselves within girls' subculture, resistant to the discourse 
of girlhood purity. 

Sharon discusses the issue of her sexual reputation in tenns that are somewhat similar to this. Like these inter~ 
viewees, she sees herself as unaffected by the discourse of girlhood purity. She did not regard herself as defiled by 
her intergenerational contacts, nor did she worry about whether someone may have "taken advantage" of her. Like 
Angela and Denise, she was aware that others may have vie\\o'Cd her actions as defiling, but she evaded such judg
ments by concealing her activities from most people. 

However, Sharon- d.o_~s .not d.e.~.!.:.ri.be. herse!f.as.gettigg suppp_rt .for_ her !nterg,~!1~rat!o11~J !H?tivities _fr()n:l a g!rls' 
subculture. She instead sees her sexual activities as going beyond what was acceptable within such a subculture. 
She divides her sexual contacts into tv.;o types in terms of this analysis. On the one hand, her relationships with 
older boyfriends were acceptable to a peer group \Vithin her school, but these relationships were not seen by her as 
intergenerational and were not the topic of the interview. Nevertheless, we can see here the reiteration of the 
pattem revealed in the above interviews. T\vO of her other relationships were acceptable only to a much smaller 
circle. Her relationship with Jeffrey was transgressive partly because Jeffrey was 40 years old and also because 
she and her boyfriend Robbo ( 17) were involved in threesomes with Jeffrey, implicating her as a party to homo
sexuality and group sex. Her relationship with Marianne was transgressive because Marianne was a woman. 

She indicates that her friendship group, her peers, can be divided up into those who would have approved of 
her activities and were mature enough not to stigmatize her behavior, and those who would have judged her neg
atively. The latter group was kept in the dark. By implication, she regards herself as mature for her age, and this 
certainly is an explanation for her preference for older partners. A good statement of her policy on these matters 
is as follows: 

You. ?o~ .. 'tfeel .. alienatedfrom ev~tybody. ~mn;, -~ f~w ~o~~e. yes_a~? ~en .~1~ fe\v tha~ ~o~ r~ally ~ave .. i~
···-thiS cfOseintfm8tecircle-ofTriendS nlake up fOr tlie -amounttllat )'ou-ca~t falldO.Arid ffieri )iOlfliave in· 

behveen who, umm, who you can talk to and get along with and that's fine as long as they don't poke their 
nose into yotrr business and expect you to tell them the ins and outs and carryings on. 

In this statement, she divides the peer group into three-those she does not get on with, the fe\v that she can 
be completely open with, and the rest with whom she gets on quite well but to whom she does not reveal every
thing. She specifically mentions three people that she did talk to very openly. One was her younger sister Meg, 
who was a great support. Another was a girl of her own age that she met on a holiday. It turned out that she too had 
had sexual experiences with older people, but at an even younger age than Sharon. and had been "copping heaps 
from her parents" who found out and intervened. She had been feeling guilty about her actions, but Sharon was 
able to convince her that she had done nothing wrong; their conversation was mutually supportive. The third was 
Matthew, who was very much an individualist at school, and who was stigmatized by pupils and teachers alike for 
his behavior: 

I mean, if a kid dyed his hair, I mean Matthew used to dye his hair different colors every week and 1 used 
to think it was just fantastic that he could be different you know and really stand up and put a fight up to 
the other kids. Because whenever I used to watch him v ... ·ith other kids putting shit on him he always seemed 
to have the upper hand because he was vet)' calm about the whole thing and he \Vas tactful, most of all he 
was tactfuL 

Explaining why she did not say anything to other students at school, she suggests a model of adolescence as 
a period of exploration that she entered before others of her own age: 

Right, well fiiends at school. I never sort of wanted to talk to any of them apart from Matthew because it's 
very difticult to be different umm to them especially with sexual experiences. They think you have to be 
really cracked or whatever and basically they, I don't think that they understand yet about the things that I 
understand or think that I understand. Like I mean you have to be through it to knov..- that. I don't know, I 
never thought I was doing anything wrong. 

In discussing the reasons why she did not reveal her lesbian relationship to her wider peer group at school, she 
talks about their hostility to lesbianism: 

Because there was a teacher at school who I got along \vith well. She was my art teacher and a lot of the 
girls thought she was a lesbian. And she's not, umm, or maybe, but she wasn't vel}'' outward about it if she 
is. And they were all just really 1idiculous. They gave her a hard time and were really stupid and I just 
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thought they were really childish and immature and had to do a bit of growing up so I didn't worry about 
it, telling them. 

In these discussions, Sharon's comments about her wider peer group as being "childish" about sexual matters 
are analogous to the way Angela's peer group regarded boys at school as childish. It seems as though Sharon's 
wider circle of peers represent the adolescent subcultures revealed in research on girls and adolescence. Within 
this subcultural group, Sharon's relationship with older boyfriends would have been regarded as fairly normaL 
However. her relationships \Vith Jeffrey and Marianne are a transgression of the sexual norms of such groups. To 
get support for these, Sharon had to talk to other peers \vho were also marginal in some way. Matthew was such a 
person in that his behavior affronted hegemonic notions of masculinity within the school peer group. Sharon sug~ 
gests her mvn marginality from the resistant subculture in other comments that are not related to sexual relation
ships: 

I missed out on a lot of school \vhich is why I repeated year 9 and this year f'm doing year 10 at tech. The 
school system's fucked. The school system and their ideas are fucked and the teachers, the teachers at 
schools and the kids at schools, and the system, the way the \vhole thing works, you know. High schools, 
there is so much trouble and the teachers, well most of the teachers are so hard to get along with. They put 
themselves in this really high and mighty position ... and so the kids would just s011 of muck around and 
te!l them \Vhere to get off, you knmv ... I was jigging a lot I ended up going to school about half a day a 
week and when I \Vas there it was only trouble anyway. I mean, for instance, periods at school go for 40 
minutes and you'd spend at least 20 minutes outside the classroom \Vith the teacher standing there saying, 
"Look, if you kids don't line up in two straight lines", you knmv "you're not going in". 

In this passage, Sharon firstly endorses the moral perspective of the school counter culture; schools are 
appalling, and it is the fault ofteachers who provoke resistance by their arrogance (see Willis 1983). However, she 
also distances herself from the resistant subculture. She finds their behavior almost as frustrating as that of the 
teachers, since it prevents school from being a learning situation. She regards the teachers and the school counter
cultUie as locked within an unproductive conflict Her own response is to engage in an extreme fonn of resistance 
to schooling. She truants and consequently has a tangential relationship to the school counterculture as a friend
ship network. Now she is older, she makes use ofTAFE with its adult-adult learning paradigm. 

I want to suggest that Sharon's relationship to the sexual norms of the adolescent girls' counterculture has a 
similar structure to her critique of their attitudes to schooling. Like the girls' counterculture, she endorses the cri
tique of the discourse of girlhood purity. However, from her point of vie\v, their critique does not go far enough. 
Their sexual experimentation is contained within heterosexuality and romantic dating with slightly older boy
friends. Consequently, while she views this peer group as her wider circle of friends, it is only with othermargin-

_________ alized people that she discus§!'_, her il)ter~_Qlla!J:clationshi!ls~--,-----·-·-·--------------- ------- -

Louise~· intervie\v has some features in common with Sharon's. Louise talks about disapproval of her sexual 
relationships in two contexts. In her relationships \Vith boys that preceded her intergenerational relationships. she 
acted in a way that might have resulted in her being labeled as a "slut". She changed boyfriends regularly and was 
involved in a number of casual encounters. She attributes her avoidance of this labeling to her power in her friend
ship netv.rork. She became a close thend of the boys in her group, and the standards of sexual reputation that \Vere 
more usually applied to girls \Vere not applied to her. In addition, she thinks it may be that the boys made com~ 
ments about her while she was not present that stigmatized her sexually. However, she herself did not tVOIT)' about 
this, believing that their comments within their peer group were a fonn of status competition bet\veen the boys that 
need not concern her. 

She definitely sees a break with this network occurring \Vhen she began to have relationships with \Vomen. 
The first of these was with an age peer, and it resulted in many angry comments that put Louise in the position of 
the lesbian seducer of an innocent heterosexual girl. She found this very annoying. It was in relation to this period 
that she refers to a close friendship with another girl with whom she used to discuss sexual fantasies and sexuality. 
Like Sharon, she narrO\ved her con~denc_e_~-~0 th?S~ :vllO_ wo_ul_d __ ngt~iS_(lppr()y_e, ~·wJ~ r~tainimut_y;·_id_e_r ___ cir~;;_Ie __ of 
l;Ompanions from the school subculture. in her relationShips with aduii women: she was ~t~affe~ted by the possi
bility that other people may have regarded her as precocious or promiscuous. In fact, if anything, she seems to 
have enjoyed casual flirtations and secret sexual episodes partly because of the excitement of engaging in activi
ties disapproved by many adult women in the lesbian subculture she \Vas now entering (see Part I, Chapter 5). 
Again, these activities were not hidden from selected members of her school friendship network. 

Pippa. describing a lesbian intergenerational relationship, reports her ambivalence; both positioning herself 
within the discourse of girlhood purity and also rejecting that discourse. She believes that she had been brought up 
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to internalize much of the discourse of girlhood purity. She remembers having made a decision not to have inter
course before maniage. In addition, when she began to fall in love with G lenys, an adult from Pippa's church, she 
was at first disgusted by the possibility of any sexual contacts bet\veen them. Hm\-·ever, she sees herself as having 
been increasingly overcome by love and sexual enthusiasm. She found herself having sexual fantasies about 
Glenys, and her first physical contacts with Glenys were very exciting, leading her to abandon any earlier feelings 
of disgust. ln addition she argues that because Glenys was a woman, she did not interpret what she was doing as 
"premarital" sex and she tended not to place herself within a discourse of girlhood purity that was founded upon 
heterosexuality. 

The Construction of Femininity and the Prohibition on lntergenerational Sex 

1 have argued in this chapter that there are two discourses that arise within the social construction of"emphasized 
femininity'' that can be seen as implying a prohibition on intergenerational sex. One of these is the discourse of the 
protective father and the dutiful daughter. Within this discourse, an intergenerational sexual contact initiated by 
the daughter is taken as disloyalty to the father and as challenging the father's authority over his daughter's sexual 
conduct. The other discourse is the discourse of girlhood purity. Within this discourse, the intergenerational sexual 
contact is regarded as diminishing the girl's sexual purity. 

I have suggested that both of these discourses can be seen as having a place within a broader structure that can 
be called "the exchange of women". Within this structure, the father owns the daughter until she is of a marriage
able age, at which time she is given in marriage to another man who, as her husband, becomes the next owner. It 
is argued that this structure is sustained in this society by a protection racket in which men outside the family are 
seen as predators upon women and in which the father/husband is seen as a protector of his daughter/wife. In this 
scenario, the daughter owes her father loyalty in return for the protection he offers. lntergenerational sex initiated 
bythedaughteris-a-betrayal-ofthisloyalty,-anditrepresentsaresistanceto1:hnystemofthe-exchange-ofwomen: 
The adult is neither a father nor a possible legitimate successor. 

Within these interviews, reference to this discourse provides a good framework for understanding three cases 
in which fathers and daughters were involved in a conflict occasioned by the intergenerational contacts. Bobbie's 
father treated her relationship with an uncle as a threat to his power over Bobbie, so he put an end to the relation
ship. He also responded to Bobbie's transgression of the discourse of the dutiful daughter by abandoning his role 
as protective father and by asserting his control over her through rape. When Sharon's father became aware of her 
relationship with Jeffrey, he responded with a fonn of sexual harassment. Like Bobbie's father, he abandoned his 
position as a protector of his daughter's sexuality. Additionally, he made various attempts to reaffirm his control 
over his daughter. In Wendy's case, her father responded to the challenge to his authority by re-emphasizing the 
discourse of good cop/bad cop, positioning Wendy as the innocent victim of predatory sexual assault by a male 
outside the family and acting to protect her from these assaults. 

The discourse of girlhood purity can also be related to the exchange of women as a social process. The value 
of the woman as a marriage object is traditionally enhanced by sexual purity. Girls are encouraged to position 
themselves within this discourse, seeing their sexuality as an object whose value can be diminished by sexual 
encounters before marriage. Studies of adolescent girl subcultures, however, have been divided about the extent to 
which adolescent girls actually do position themselves within this discourse. 

Intergenerational sex is regarded as particularly damaging to girlhood purity. A common reading of man/girl 
sex assumes that the adult is taking advantage of the girl's naivety to obtain access to a sexual commodity and, by 
doing so, he diminishes the girl's value without any intention oflegitirnating his sex"Ual interest through romance 
or marriage. 

Within the interviews, there was a division between intetv'iewees according to whether they reported thernR 
selves as having been deeply affected by the discourse of girlhood purity or not. Jsobel and Wendy revealed that 
they had been considerably affected by this discourse and had been worried about the extent to which their inter
generational relationship had defiled them. Despite much evidence of genuine affection and romantic involve
ment, both of these interviewees had been anxious about whether the adult's professions of romantic interest were 
genuine. They also indicated that they had felt that only a genuine romantic involvement on the part of the adult 
could justizy their participation and that otherwise they had been sullied by the relationship. To a lesser extent, 
both Maria and Joanne also refer to concerns about the propriety of their sexual behavior and to their guilt about 
sexuality in tenus of a discourse of girlhood purity. Pippa also suggests similar concerns, at least at the beginning 
of her relationship with Glenys. 

Other interviewees suggest that they were not deeply affected by the discourse of girlhood purity and that they 
found support for their rejection of this discourse within their peer group. In two cases, the interviewees were par
ticipants within the kind of girlhood subcultures of resistance which have been described in a number of studies. 
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Within their particular friendship group. relationships vdth older boyfriends were not stigmatized but instead had 
high status. While they recognized that other age peers, adult authorities. and parents rna}' have regarded their 
activities as stigmatizing, they were not personally affected by such opinions and they managed to avoid stigma by 
keeping their activities a secret from those who would have disapproved. 

A slightly different pattern of resistance to the discourse of girlhood purity is referred to in the interviews with 
Sharon and Louise. These intervie\vees found a generalized source of support within their wider peer groups for 
their resistance to the requirements of girlhood purity. Nevertheless, particular aspects of their intergenerational 
relationships made them a transgression of the sexual norms of their wider peer group. They avoided stigmatiza
tion by a partial and marginal participation within resistant adolescent subcultures. The intergenerational relation
ships were discussed only with friends \vho had a similar marginal position. 

In terms of discourse strategies, the interviewees reviewed in this chapter represent a variety of positions. In 
the first part of the chapter I examined the way the discourse of the protective father/dutiful daughter impinged on 
a number of the interviewees. In all cases, the interviewees became aware that their intergenerational sexual rela
tionship constituted them as a transgressor within this discourse. ln all three cases, the interviewees had refused 
the subject position "dutiful daughter" and \Vere punished for this transgression. Wendy was the intervie\vee who 
\vas most ambivalent in relationship to this discourse and \Vho had most internalized her father's negative pro
nouncements about her relationship. 

In the second part of this chapter,! discussed the interviewees' positions in relationship to the discourse of 
girlhood purity. In all cases. the interviewees were aware that their intergenerational relationships transgressed 
against this discourse. However, there was a clear division bet\veen the interviewees in terms of \Vhether they took 
up a subject position within this discourse or refused the discourse. Five of the interviewees revealed that they had, 
at least to some degree, taken up a subject position within this discourse as guilty of sexual misconduct or as 
defiled by their relationship. In another four cases, this discursive positioning was refused and the intervie\vees 
described the ways in which they were able to evade stigmatization and social control. 

~-~--~----~----~ 
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CHAPTER 5 

Femininity, Romance and Adolescence 

In the previous chapter, I looked at the discourses implicated in the construction of femininity that prohibited 
intergenerational sex. In this chapter, I will examine the discourses that were available to my female interviewees 
that were used to validate the heterosexual relationships described in this study. The main themes of this chapter 
can be well understood by reference to the following statement by Hudson: 

In matters of sexuality the discourse of adolescence is clearly at variance with the discourse of femininity: 
according to the terms of the adolescence discourse, adolescence is a time of shifting allegiances, rapidly 
changing friendships; \vhereas femininity involves the skill to make lasting relationships, with the ability 
to care VCI)' deeply for very few people. Thus the teenage girl has to tread a narrow line between ''getting 
too serious too soon", and being regarded as promiscuous by her elders and as "a slag" by her peers . 

. Hw.ing . .an ol.d.er_boyfriend..is_considered.a. danger .. signal.by . .most adults~ .y.et .since .. the. exp.ectatiop.s . .of ad.o.:. 
lescence would lead a boy-for whom there are no expectations of femininity to be undennined by behav
ing according to the adolescence standards!-to change girlfriends frequently, having a boyfriend of her 
own age would, presumably, therefore, not afford the girl the opportunity of demonstrating her developing 
feminine skills of making deep and lasting relationships. (Hudson 1984, p. 47) 

This passage suggests that girls might prefer a relationship with an older boyfriend because it allows them to 
develop skills in making deep and lasting relationships. It could also be said that such emotionally intense rela
tionships are more romantic, and that this romanticism is an expression of femininity. The discursive position 
taken up by four of the female interviewees fits this analysis well. They experienced the positive aspects of their 
relationship in tenns of the discourse of romance. Additionally, these interviewees also distanced themselves from 
romanticism. There was a balance between romance and adolescence. Adolescence as a time of experimentation 
was an ever-present discursive alternative to romance within these interviews. 

Other interviewees rejected a romantic interpretation of their intergenerational relationships. They finnly 
placed themselves within the discourse of adolescence and, in doing so, they more or less vehemently opposed the 
discourse of romance and the type of femininity associated with it. As indicated in the previous chapter, such 
responses can be seen in tenns of girls' subcultures of resistance to emphasized femininity and the pressure to be 
"nice girls'·. as Griffin puts it (1982, p. 13). 

Within adolescence, girls are invited to enter relationships with boys within the framework of dating as a fonn 
of mini-romance. As Carrington suggests, they are urged to see each new relationship as lasting, monogamous, 
and forever, whereas practical social knowledge tells them that each ne\\o' boyfriend is transient and replaceable 
(Carrington 1986, p. 9).1n this way, the ideology of romance and marriage is invoked as a discursive position in 
which to interpret adolescent relationships, and girls are prepared ideologically for their later participation in mar
riage (Griffin 1982, p. 3). Participation in an intergenerational relationship may disrupt this positioning. The rela
tionship is secret, and the adult cannot be viewed as a potential husband. Within these interviews, this disruption 
was signaled by the failure ofthe younger party to fully accept the romantic position. 

This chapter is in two parts; the first discusses the more romantic relationships and the second looks at inter
viewees who emphasized the discourse of adolescence. 

The Romantic Narratives 

Romance is a "textuall:y mediated" discourse (Smith l988a, pp. 39-44). There are various texis, especially roman
tic novels. which establish the elements of romantic discourse. However, the lived discourse of romance is consti-
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tuted by the activities of people \vho organize what they' do in relationship to these texts. Women are not just the 
"passive products of socialization" through such texts (Smith 1988a, p. 39). Making a point about codes offemi
ninity, Smith claims that women "use, play with, break with. and oppose them" (Smith 1988a, p. 53). This is the 
approach to romance as a discourse that will be employed here. I will begin by setting out some of the elements of 
romance constituted \Vithin texts, and I will then look at the way the interviewees organized their lives in relation
ship to such elements. 

Many writers have noted the popularity of romantic fiction, both among women in general and amongst ado
lescents in particular (Greer 1972; Coward 1984; Snitow 1984; Modleski 1984; Christian-Smith 1987; Gilbert 
1988). In a survey of Junior High School girls in Canada, it was found that 88% claimed to read romantic novels 
every day (Gilbert 1988, p. 15). Common elements of the romantic narrative have been identified, and what 
follows is a summar~y of romantic themes that have typically been seen as suitable for adolescent girls. 

Greer (1972) provides a useful characterization of the elements of romantic texts. The man is in love and he 
expresses this love by constant displays of emotional support, sympathy, and understanding. and also by making 
use of a set of textually referenced romantic devices: 

... the constant manifestation of tenderness, esteem, flattery and susceptibility by the man tob:rether with 
chivalry· and gallantry in all situations. The hero of romance knmvs how to treat women. Flowers, little 
brifts, love letters, maybe poems to her eyes and hair, candlelit meals on moonlit terraces and muted strings. 
Nothing hasty, physical. (Greer 1972, p. 173) 

Myste!}', magic, champagne, ceremony, tenderness, excitement, adoration, reverence-women never have 
enough of it. (Greer 1972, p. 173) 

In Greer's account of romance, a key feature of the male hero is desire held in check: 

The banked fires of passion bum just below the surface, muted by his tenderness and omnipotent under
standing of the heroine's emotional needs. (Greer 1972, p. 174) 

Romance is not about genital sex, which is resented for marriage. Instead. a romantic situation is one in \Vhich 
the heroine is aware of the man's strong sexual interest. Yet, in deference to her "femininity", he does not pressure 
her into sexual situations. His tendemess and concern for her is revealed by a lack of sexual pressure. 

On the other hand. it is the hero who awakens sexuality in the heroine. Before his kiss, she is not aware of her 
sexual desire. [n this context, it is romance that comes first and that provides a legitimation for sexual desire: 

The first kiss ideally signals rapture, exchange of hearts, and imminent marriage. (Greer 1972, p. 172) 

The hero of romance is superior in power and status to the heroine and he takes a more powerful role in their 
relationship. As Greer puts it, he is: 

. clearly superior to his beloved in at least one respect, usually in several, being older or of higher social 
rank and attainment or more intelligent and at~ fait. He is authoritative but deeply concerned for his lady 
whom he protects and guides in a way that is patently paternal. (Greer 1972, p. 172) 

In an analysis of romantic novels for adolescents published between 1942 and 1982. Christian-Smith discems 
a set of elements of romance fairly similar to those listed above. Romance is an exchange in which the girl offers 
devotion and fidelity in exchange for the support and prestige that goes with being ti1e girlfriend of a popular boy 
(Christian-Smiti1 1987, p. 372). The girl becomes special through romance: 

Romantic recognition contains a certain magic that occurs at the moment when the girl is cherished. 
(Christian~Smith 1987,p. 374) 

By t:tlttring into a romart'dc: idatiortship, the gid &ckrtowleUgts her buyfritnd as ht:r h:::gitimatt: owner; she 
becomes his property. Within the relationship, the only form of power available to her is the "informal system of 
persuasion, fragility and seeming helplessness" (Christian-Smith 1987, p. 374). Because romance involves the 
·'recognition" of the girl, because her importance is established through the romance, "'it ultimately involves the 
construction of feminine identity in terms of a significant other, ti1e boyfriend" (Christian-Smith 1987. p. 375). 
Romance is seen as a transition to womanhood (Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 387-388). 

Christian-Smith notes the prevalence of a sexual code within the novels (Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 376-379). 
Genital sexuality is not encouraged and girls are advised to wait until marriage. Girls are expected to resist pres-
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sures for genital sex coming from boys. The novels do not openly admit that girls might take sexual pleasure from 
their sexual encounters. Girls do not initiate sexual encounters; there is a danger of being seen as too forward. 
Such restrictions on sexuality are only part of the picture since the novels are also concerned with the experience 
of sexual arousal as a transition to adulthood~"heads throb ... stomachs feel fluttery ... faces bum ... and they 
feel tingly all over" (Christian-Smitl1 1987, p. 378). Sexuality must come after love and in the context of love; it 
is awakened in the context of a romantic relationship. Christian-Smith argues that this linking of sex and romance 
confers power on men: 

Through the emphasis on love and commitment to a male as prerequisites to any expression of sexuality, 
sexual control is passed to boyfriends. Boyfriends' control of romance is consolidated through their posi~ 
boD as ·ctefirier.s\)f gift'S"' ·st£X:i.iaiit)-·, that is, their ac"tionS geriera"te""gi"I'1s~ sexliai feelings· in Ihe first place. 
(Christian-Smith 1987, p. 379) 

In making reference to the elements of romance identified in the accounts of Greer and Christian-Smith, it is 
possible to identify the presence and absence of romantic discourse within the interviews. 

The elements of romance that were generally present in these four interviews are the following: 
~fl1e man was in love, and he showed his affection by emotional support and understanding of the girl's 
emotional needs. 
The man demonstrated his romantic involvement by overtly romantic declarations and by textually ref
erenced signs of romantic involvement. 
The man was older and generally of a higher social status. 
The man initiated the girl into sexuality, or at least into the combination of sexuality with romance. 
The girl was aware that the man would have liked to have penetrative sex, but genital sexual contacts 
were muted in response to her wishes. There was no sexual pressure. 

However, there were ways in which the relationships contradicted the discourse of romance outlined above: 
•· -The·man did noT-guide the-girl itraway· that-was "'patently-paternalc'(Greer 1972,-p. -172),-butinstead 

there \vas a large degree of equality and give-and-take in the relationship. Conflicts in which the girl 
opposed the man openly and got her own way did not signal the end of the relationship (c. f. Christian
Smith 1988, p. 375). 
The girl was not in love herself, or she distanced herself from the romantic implications of the relation
ship. She did not conceive of the relationship in terms of the possibility oflife-long fidelity and devotion. 
Instead, she regarded it as a learning experience; as experimental, and as a stage in growing to adulthood. 

I want to argue that these departures from the romantic model can be understood in two ways. Firstly, the dis
course of adolescence balances the discourse of romance in these relationships. In viewing these relationships as 
experimental and as a stage in growing up, the interviewees took up a subject position within the discourse of ado
lescence. A second way to understand the departures from the romantic model is by pointing out that the adult was 
not in a position to present himself as a likely future spouse. The relationship was clandestine, and the disparity in 
age meant that it was very unlikely that it could end in marriage. The younger party entered the relationship 
knowing this and having no illusions about the potential of the relationship to embody the romantic discourse 
fully. In two cases, the interviewee's older partner was already married. 

These departures from a textually mediated discourse of romance represent a creative use of the discourse by 
the interviewees. In the sense suggested by Smith, they are women who used romantic discourse but also played 
with, broke with, and opposed that discourse (Smith 1988a, p. 53).1 will consider Wendy's account in detail and 
then summarize the other more romantic relationships (Isobel, Joanne, Bobbie). 

Wendy met Paul \Vhen he was in his mid twenties. She lived in a small beachside town on the south coast of 
New South Wales, and \Vas introduced to Paul by older friends of her brother. From her account, there is little 
doubt that Paul was in love \Vith Wendy, and he showed this affection by his emotional support and understanding 
of her emotional needs at the time. Describing their initial meetings, Wendy talks about the way Paul was the first 
person she had met who respected her opinions: 

... we used to just go off on drives together and just sit and talk for ages. The thing that I remember most 
is that he actually thought that I had an opinion on things, you know. And he respected what I had to say 
about them and I just hadn't had that feeling before at all, someone who was willing to discuss things and 
say, oh yeah, I understand \Vhat you mean, and not lecture to me about it. He was just really warm as far as 
that goes, just talking all the time. 

This is just one of many places in the interview where she talks about Paul's concern for her and about his 
consideration of her feelings. Another statement that stands as a summary of their relationship is the following: 
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He was just really ... He was much more sensitive than most people I've known. He's much more con-
cerned. He just had ... the cup runneth over \Vith Jove and affection. He was really attentive all the time and 
that sort of attention I've not had from, really from anybody. Just that depth of sensitivity and asking me 
ho\v I felt about things all the time. 

In tenns of the analysis of romantic texts carried out by Christian-Smith, this is an instance of"romantic rec
ognition" accompanied by a feeling of being special. As Christian-Smith argues in reference to the depiction of 
romance in novels for girls, the romantic recognition functions as an entry to womanhood; Paul is the first person 
who respected Wendy's opinions and, in doing this, he validated her as an adult (Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 374. 
375, 387). In the terms of Hudson's discussion, their relationship allowed Wendy to develop her femininity 
through experience of a deep and caring relationship (Hudson 1984, p. 47). 

Paul revealed his love through overt declarations of romantic feeling as well as through textually referenced 
signs of romantic love. 

On her 13th birthday, Paul took her out to dinner: 

Like I remember he \vas the first one to actually take me to a restaurant. He took me for my 13th birthday 
to the Copenhagen Cafe. And it was really funny. {t must have been a Sunday or something because we 
anived there and it was closed and we'd all sort of got dressed up after the beach. Paul was staring in the 
window and this man carne out and Paul started speaking to him in Danish and the man spoke back and 
Paul told him this \Vas such a special occasion because it was my I 3th birthday and the man said "Corne 
in. The restaurant can be yours tonight.'" Just for the two of us. That was really sweet, it was really lovely. 
All of thirteen! 

Paul and his friends played guitars, and Wendy particularly remembers songs they sang together. When he 
went back to Sydney during the week, he sent her Beatrice Potter postcards with the animals picked out as Paul 
and herself. On the back were poems \Vritten to her by him, On another occasion, he sent a photo of a wildflower 
as a postcard. There were letters signed with love: 

He used to write things like, ·•t really miss the wannth of your anns·· and things like that, really touching, 
very close things and also still be quite distant sometimes too. 

He sent Wendy a scented candle. \vhich she kept along with the cards and letters for many years afterwards. 
They went for long trips on the beach in his four-wheel-drive.and watched the sunsets together. 

Paul was considerably older tl1an Wendy and also came from a social group with higher status than Wendy: he 
and his friends were middle-class university students. A common theme of romantic texts is that the hero provides 
the heroine with a point of entry into a higher social status group (Greer 1972. p. 172.;_Snitow 1984. p. 2~'!;_·-·----··---
Coward 1984, pp. 191-192; Christian-Smith 1987. pp. 371-2). Wendy also suggests this, saying that Paul and his 
friends encouraged her to see herself as capable of tmdertaking university study and that this had a major impact 
on her life: 

Yeah, they made me realize that there were lots of other things available to me like being a university 
student and they told me I was smart-those sorts of things. Told me I could do ... they often asked me 
what I wanted to do with my life and told me I could do lots of things if I wanted to and Ijustdidn't get that 
from my parents at all. And the fact that they were university students and I was just like them. I probably 
\Vasn 't but that was how it felt, you know. [ felt like I could be just like them if [ wanted, so it certainly 
helped. And also just that other side of life, like Paul writing poetry, writing songs and stuff. I hadn't come 
across anybody who actually did that and also, took arty photos and Rusty painted and people who did 
those sorts of things t hadn't really come across. 

In a significant departure from the romantic model, Wendy does not attribute all these virtues to Paul but 
instead to the group of which Paul was a member. Nevertheless there is no doubt that Paul's higher status fits the 
ro!l)_antic_.scen_ario. WenQy J;J_lso -~omments 0nJhe w!Jy i_n whkh P:Jnl_:s. great~,r \:\'ealth en~hled hill:t to setth.~ seene 
romantically: 

He had lots of things to offer me, lots of the adult world that I just didn't know about at all, that 1vere just 
day to day things for him, vvere really important to me. Like flagon port ... and just being able to you know, 
go and buy fish and chips \Vhenever you wanted to just on a whim and having the money to do it. 

In retrospect. she makes a link between his economic standing as an adult and his ability to play the romantic 
part: 
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He certainly was very good at setting a romantic setting and getting the 1ight mood together and l guess the 
financial thing has a Jot to do with that too but I didn't see that as directly relating to buying my favors. It 
was all part of an experience, all part of the romantic expetience. 

In a departure from romantic texts, Wendy does not say that Paul introduced her to sexuality. She had already 
had sexual contacts with peers that were more genitally oriented than her sexual encounters with Paul. However, 
in keeping with the discourse of romance, she sees Paul as introducing her to a romantically inflected sexuality: 

No, it didn't change my outlook to sex at all. Oh except that it wasn't .. I guess I had some romantic idea 
after seeing him that it could be wann and wondetful or something instead of just diving into one another's 
P<~Hb iu the· tia.;;k ;~o~v~ ofth.;; rnvvics. 

A final feature of romantic texts that was reflected in Wendy's narrative is the absence of genital sex. 
Christian-Smith reports this in her study of romance novels for girls (Christian-Smith 1987, p. 376), and Greer 
also finds it in adult romantic texts (Greer 1972, p. 174). This aspect of Wendy's account has already been dis
cussed in the first part of the thesis (Part 1, Chapter 3, page 46). To recapitulate, there were only two occasions 
when sexual contact came close to genital sex. One was when Paul touched and kissed Wendy's breasts in the 
shower. Another was when, fully clothed, he lay between her legs while they were on a bunk together. What Chris
tian-Smith also refers to is the fact that the boyfriend in girls' romances takes the sexual initiative (Christian-Smith 
1987, p. 376). This was the case in Wendy's account too. On both these occasions, she did not even make an overt 
response, as she says she found it easier not to take responsibility for what was happening. 

In Christian-Smith's account of girls' novels between 1963 and 1979, she reports that a common theme was 
that girls were in conflict with their boyfriends over pressures to have genital sex (Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 371, 
376). Greer, however, suggests that the ideal romantic hero displays strong sexual desire held in check by tender
ness and an understanding of the heroine's emotional needs (Greer 1972, p. 174). It was certainly this latter pattern 
that.Paul embodiedc-While.hemadeitknown.that be wouldhave.liked.to.hava.interco.urse. witlLWendy~therewas 
never any pressure to this end: 

I mean he did want to. He wanted to be sexual, he wanted to be physically close and I felt that. I remember 
rubbing up against him \Vhen he had a hard on and things like that but most of the time it felt like he just 
wanted to be really close and wann. 

As indicated in Part 1, Chapter 3, Wendy aq;ues that Paul's deep concern for her-"he was obviously really 
careful"-lirnited and restrained his sexual conduct. ln that chapter I pointed out that such sexual restraint is a 
common feature of all four of the romantic relationships described in this study. T have suggested that it vwrks to 
minimize transgression against the discourse of intergenerational sex and the discourse of girlhood purity. 

Although Wendy's relationship embodied all these romantic features, there are several significant ways in 
which it did not develop along the lines laid down in romantic texts. Wendy's narrative is ambivalent about 
whether Paul acted as a paternal, guiding, and protective figure, as Greer suggests ( 1972, p. 172). In some ways, 
Wendy confirms the romantic discourse in her descriptions of Paul. She mentions an incident in which she called 
him her "'King Neptune" in reference to his beard, long hair, and their frequent excursions into the surf. At another 
point in the interview, she speaks of the way he used to carry her around: 

. he used to cany me around but 1 didn't feel intimidated at all. Actually there was an element in that that 
was really nice because . that feeling of protection .. Just that great enom10us anns and body wrapped 
around you, hiding you from the world and that's what I remember most about Paul's physical presence. 
Just being really protective. 

While these comments work within the romantic framework, other descriptions of their relationship imply 
that Wendy did not hesitate to oppose Paul, and that she rejected his suggestions without relying on "persuasion, 
tragility and seeming helplessness" (Christian-Smith 1987, p. 374). A striking example was an incident in which 
Paul attempted to persuade her to try some hash: 

Int: 

Wendy: 

Do you see yourself as being drawn into anything that you weren't particularly keen 
on because of his status and power as an adult? 

No, not really. No, the only time that I felt like l got any pressure at all from him \vas 
that day he offered me some hash and I said no, and he had made this great build up 
that it was really important and hash was wonderful stuff. And they'd all smoked 
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before \Yhen I was around and I didn't and I said no. He didn't \Vithdra\v any favors or 
anything from me for that but he did storm off. 

In the above incident, Wendy did not behave like the heroine of romance in awe of her hero's worldly· expe
rience. Nor was their relationship compromised by her independent judgment in this instance. In another state
ment, Wendy makes the point that she actually had less respect for Paul's opinion because she believed that his 
romantic interest in her affected his judgment: 

Int: 

Wendy: 

Did you look up to him and his friends? 

Umm, oh yeah, yeah I did, because he was an adult, yeah sure. But I sort of .. Oh, this 
is a bit sordid. I felt Iess respect for him because he was so devoted to me than I did for 
Rusty or Makka. I had more respect for what they said. I bruess I felt like Paul-I guess 
[felt whatever he said to me would be covered by how he felt about me. He would be 
saying what I wanted to hear, so what he said while twas around always had some
thing to do \Vith, umm, me being there. So [could never feel like I could trust what he 
was saying all the time. But I still really respected what he had to say and his judg
ments about the \vorld and the fact that he saw certain things as wmih questioning and 
\VOrth talking about. 

The ambivalence of this passage refers to a situation in which the discourse of romance is both embodied and 
also resisted. Unlike the heroine of romance. Wendy remains skeptical. It is not really possible for two hearts to 
beat as one. Although receiving all this attention may nice, there is another level at which Wendy distances herself 
from the discourse. 

In other places in the interview (see page 130), Wendy speaks about the way Paul was the first person to treat 
her as an adult and to have respect for her points of view and opinions. As argued in Part L Chapter 2, page 27, the 
attraction of an intergenerational relationship for many of the interviewees was the sense that they were being 
respected as an equal for the first time in their lives. 

This contradicts a textual model of romance in which the male has power within the relationship. In this and 
the other romantic interviews, what gets emphasized is the way the girl in the relationship had a say in what was 
going on, expressed a point of view, and was respected for her opinions. In these narratives there was an incom
patibility between the attraction of the relationship as an intergenerational relationship and the operation of male 
power within the relationship. 

The second point of departure from romantic texts is in Wendy's attitude to the relationship. It becomes very 
apparent that she did not place herself in the position of the woman in love within the discourse of romance: 

Wendy: 

Int: 

Wendy: 

fnt: 

Wendy: 

-------fiid-he-say-thattteioved you?,~·-·,~ .... ~~--·-·--·---~--·~ .. ---.. --·-·-·--·--·-... - .. _ .. _ ... _ .. _ ... _. __ _ 

Yeah, lots of times. 

Did you reciprocate? 

Yeah. Yeah, not as much. (Laughs) 

How did you feel about all that? 

I felt like ... f don't know. tt's really hard to tell howl felt then because I guess I've 
thought about it so much since. But I guess I felt like he was giving more than I •vas 
and he was being really really nice to me and I really liked him. T really really did. [ 
thought he was just wonderful but [ didn't feel like it \vas that head-over-heels, you 
know, all time love affair. f don't know, it \Vas just, a really nice relationship, a really 
nice feeling and I just felt !ike he \Vas doing more than [ was. 

What becomes clear in other statements around this topic is that Wendy avails herself of the discourse of ado
lescence in accounting for her feelings a~out ~auL Qn !h .. e .. pne hll.n9 .s.he .. 'Y.¥i hJiPPv .. to..,try.out.(l r9.m.antic reiati.on
ship with Paul, but on the other hand her youth Pro~ided her with a ra1iona{e. tb~ ~not a{kmg it too seriously. The 
following passage expresses this understanding of the relationship very well. The comment is initiated by a ques
tion about Paul's desire to have a fuller sexual relationship with her: 

I just think he \Vanted something more than [ had to offer at the time and l think that was really unfair of 
me but I just didn't knO\v, you kno\Y. I just didn't have enough experience to realize that that's what he 
wanted. I guess I half wanted to have sex \Vith him anyv,·ay, just for the experience and just because [ 
thought he'd be a gentle person and umm, yeah. 
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In fact I used to flirt with him all the time sot1 of giving him the come on but stopping when it got a little 
bit too passionate but that was all part of the game too. I could get ve!J' poetic and say he was showing me 
my blossoming womanhood or something. Just the fact that I could attract somebody and how to actually 
do it and have someone respond without them just diving on me which is what would happen if it was 
somebody my ovm age ifl did some of the things that I did to Paul. But in fact, I don't know, perhaps they 
just wouldn't even notice because the communication was much more subtle. He was much more responw 
sive and much more concemed about me than the boys of my own age. 

Here the phrase "something more than I had to offer at the time" could stand on the one hand for something 
sexual, but it also clearly refers to a fully realized romantic relationship in \vhich both parties are deeply' in love 
an.d ·in whlclrfrie sexual ccmtact ·expre·sse·s this. That Hi.ay ha·ve ·been ·v;ihat "F'a:cd war.rted ·vut oftheir re-lationship but, 
from Wendy's point of view, she was finding out "how to actually do it", or how to have a romantic relationship, 
without actually wanting to have one at the time with Paul. It could be said that she was having a romantic rela
tionship while also distancing herself from it. 

This distancing is framed within the discourse of adolescence. Her behavior was experimental; a learning 
experience. She was learning ho\\' to do femininity; "blossoming womanhood". Additionally, she was also escap
ing from a discourse of adolescence that was incompatible with femininity because it was not romantic enough; 
that of her male peers at the time. She argues that her male age-peers were incapable of a deep emotional connec
tion. Her position here is exactly in tune with the logic of Hudson's conjectures. An older boyfriend is preferred 
because of the opportunity to experience a relationship based on deep feeling and emotional intimacy (1984, p. 
47). 

Wendy also situates herself within the discourse of adolescence in accounting for the end of her relationship 
with Paul. She argues that she herself felt that the relationship had exhausted its usefulness to her. Clearly, as the 
last chapter indicates, Wendy was discouraged by her father's attitude to the relationship. However, this was far 
from the only factor: 

... by the time it had ended I had sort oflost feeling for Paul. Decided that he was, you know, \.vasn't all that 
interesting anyway and by the end of it l wasn't really interested in him. I was more interested in seeing all 
his friends and going off in the Landover, going on trips and things. 

Earlier she mentions an occasion when one of Paul's women friends, Rusty, was becoming aware ofWendy's 
casual attitude to the relationship, and Rusty spoke to her about it: 

Oh yeah, and 1 sort of started switching on and off. Sometimes I just wanted to be with the other people and 
Paui wanted to be close, so he'd disappear, jump in his four~wheel~drive and take off. I can remember 
Rusty giving me a hard time one day saying that I had better make up my mind and not to mess Paul around 
and that I should really think about this. I should think about what I'm doing and not just play around with 
him because he'd been hurt by women before ... responsibility. 

Here, another woman makes an attempt to place Wendy more finnly within the discourse of romanticism and 
femininity. Wendy made the choice to end the relationship rather than to strengthen her involvement. In this 
choice, she acted within the discourse of adolescence in that she decided she was more interested in '"'seeing all his 
friends" than in an exclusive and romantic relationship with Paul. 

Three other interviewees give accounts that describe a situation somewhat similar to that of Wendy's. In all 
cases, the concern and care of the older party is emphasized and, at the same time, the intenriewee makes it clear 
that she did not fully position herself within the romantic discourse. 

As has been indicated already, there were many aspects ofJoanne s relationship (during age 12 to 16) that 
fitted the form of romance. The relationship began when she started babysitting for a single father who was a 
neighbor. Their sexual relationship soon followed and she increasingly took on the role of a wife in the relation
ship. She looked after the child, fed her, and took her for walks. Joanne and the father went out together with the 
child, and she started cooking some meals, doing some of the shopping, and doing other housework. In the eve
nings, friends of his would sometimes drop in for dinner or a chat. TI1e child would be put to bed, and Joanne and 
her friend would have a cup of tea and a cigarette. 

Hudson suggests that adolescent girls are expected to seek practice in fonning nurturing relationships as a 
preparation for marriage. Additionally, they are not expected to get "too serious too soon" (Hudson 1984, p. 47). 
Clearly, Joanne's relationship could have been regarded as falling into the latter category and as becoming a quasi 
marriage. 

In tenus of the elements of romance, the first element-the attention and emotional support of the man-\vas 
undoubtedly present. Joanne often speaks of the emotional support she gained in this relationship as a contrast to 
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the bleak situation at home at the time. Although she says her friend \Vas "not the romantic type". he did remember 
her birthdays with presents, and he did give her boxes of chocolates and bunches of roses. He cannot be regarded 
as coming from a higher social status than Joanne. On the other hand, by being an adult and introducing her to his 
adult friends, he certainly acted in terms of a romantic model by which the hero introduces the heroine to a pres~ 
tigious social group. He could also be seen as '"rescuing" her from a difficult family situation. In tenns of sexuality. 
he initiated Joanne into sexual experiences. She had her first orgasm with him. In tenns typical of romance as it is 
constructed for adolescent girls (Christian-Smith 1987, p. 376), there was no penetrative sex. She was aware that 
he would have liked to have intercourse, but she was not keen, and she did not feel under any pressure from him 
in this respect. Nevertheless their sexual relationship clearly \vent further than is envisaged in romantic texts for 
adolescents and in the novels described by Greer; petting to orgasm \Vas the nonnal pattern of their sexual con
tacts. 

As in Wendy's intervie\v, there \Vere two respects in which the relationship did not fit the romantic discourse. 
The first was that he did not exercise a paternal authority over her. For a start, although she did do housework, she 
was paid for her work as a babysitter. She was not expected to do it for nothing, out oflove. In the evenings, he did 
not put his feet up while she worked. They shared tasks. Asked at length about decision-making in the relationship, 
she claims that decisions about where to go and what to do were made together, \vith her having an equal say. 

The second departure from the romantic model was Joanne's lack of romantic feeling, her insistence that she 
\Vas an adolescent at the time. and that she had viewed the relationship from that standpoint. In talking about his 
feelings about the relationship, Joanne said that he did not say he was in love at first but definitely did by the time 
Joanne was 15. When asked whether she felt in love with him, she replied that it was "more of a caring warmth 
than that feeling of love that I have actually had since.·· She goes on to argue that a person of 16 or younger is 
unlikely to experience love. Being in love depends on knowing oneself. and this is very rare in someone of that 
age. As with Wendy, a crucial incident relates to the ending of the relationship. Joanne's parents decided to move 
to another city when she was 16, and her boyfriend asked her to marry him. She did not accept this proposal and 
instead went with her parents. Explaining how she felt about this at the time, she remarks: 

It was quite an attractive proposition at the time, as I'm sure maniage is ivhen you're 16, you know, bliss 
and all that sort of stuff, but [think there \vas something in me said I'm only 16. You know l think I had a 
voice in my head that was going that I was only 16 ... It's out of my control when I man)" you. 

She continues by affinning this decision in retrospect. Her life since then, her lesbianism and independence, 
would have been unlikely if she had been tied to an early· marriage and childcare. When she speaks of a voice in 
her head that said she was only 16, she places herself within the discourse of adolescence. Her relationship was a 
phase in growing up: she was someone with a lot of life in front of her, umvilling to close off her options at this 
early stage. Joanne's construction of this dilemma illustrates very clearly the balancing of the discourse of 
romance, "bffss allcfarrtfiiifS:ort of stuff". wttlilhecfiscciurse o!ad.Ofescence as learning and experimentation. 

Isabel S relationship \Vith Martin has a similar balancing of romance and adolescence. Unlike Wendy and 
Joanne, she claims that she was in love. She does this by describing a friend's viewpoint on the early· stages of her 
involvement \vith Martin: 

She would say it was absolute .. totally obvious that I was just a wreck and totally in love with him. Was 
just obsessed with him. 

In the previous chapter, I discussed the doubts I so bel had over whether Martin was really in love \Vith her, or 
whether he was merely pretending a romantic interest. This· in itself indicates that she positioned herself within a 
romantic discourse. She also explains her reasons for attributing genuine affection to Martin. They wrote to each 
other about three times a \veek; long letters based on their '"mutual obsession with the arts" signed '\vith love". 
She speaks of the way they would find things of interest for each other and \Vould share their enthusiasm for the 
arts by going to exhibitions and galleries together. Although Tsobel and Martin \vere in the same socioeconomic 

speaks of the pleasure she found in attending his lectures and sculpture classes, being in the audience and watching 
him, aware of their relationship even though others did not know about it. 

The sexual aspects of their relationship have been discussed earlier. In summarizing this, it is sufficient to say 
that it fits well \vithin the tenus of romantic discourse. He initiated sexual contacts: she was resenred and avoided 
touching him. She was not interested in having intercourse. but she was a·ware that he wanted it. She did not feel 
any pressure on his part to take their sexual relationship any further and she believes that he respected her desire 
to avoid penetrative sex because of her age. 
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Despite Isabel's romantic engagement in this relationship, she did not regard it as an ultimate once~and~for
all true love. This became particularly obvious on an occasion when Martin seemed to be about to break up his 
maniage to pursue his relationship with Isabel. The:v were together at his hotel room and he was due to meet his 
wife's plane that afternoon. He decided that he would not meet it and this would be the end ofhis marriage: 

And I at that point having any ... having it made av·.rare to me that l was going to be responsible forthe 
break up of their maniage, I freaked out completely and cut off towards him and just insisted that he get 
dressed, have a quick shower and get dressed and then go. 1 virtually forced him to go, wnm, because I 
didn't want to be in that position of being ... It wouldn't have necessarily been anything. Even though I 
no\v think, well God, he could have done anything he wanted to do really. He could have left me and still 
nm gun,;; to get ·h;;;r if·i~· ha\h-/t ·,.:vantcd t6. 

I so bel's behavior in this instance could be taken as a sign that she did not want their relationship to be 
redefined as something more significant than an affair. She was not prepared to commit herself to becoming a 
replacement for Martin's wife. 111e effect of what she did was to maintain the status quo of their relationship, since 
Martin did not leave his wife. Several years after the beginning of her relationship with Martin, she began a rela~ 
tionship with a boyfriend closer in age to herself and it was this that put an end to her friendship with Martin. 

While Isabel's is the most romantic of these four relationships, Bobbie~· is the least. Nevertheless, it shares 
with the others the central feature of embodying a balance between romance and adolescence. Bobbie has no 
doubts about her uncle's genuine fondness for her. However, she did not define the relationship as romantic at the 
time, nor did she think that he was in love with her. Discursively, it was constructed as a "teaching" situation and 
as consequently appropriate to an adolescent learning about sexuality and romance: 

Whereas the experiences 1 had with an uncle who I liked a lot and with who I had a very important intel~ 
lectuaLrelationsbip_ was .r.eally. importantjnJenns _ _ofJlw .. d.eyl!lQJlJ.P:~ntqfmY. --~XW3,li:ty, Ji_k(;!__in,_t~:,rms __ _gf .~9.t1.~----
cating me, basically ... And by giving me the infonnation he actually made me feel like I had some sort of 
involvement and \vould never try and do anything that I didn't understand or want to happen. So that if 
there was any anxiety or query about what was happening, it would just stop and we'd talk about it and not 
do it any more. In some ways it's made it difficult because it was so caring and considerate, I s'pose, which 
most adult sexual relations aren't because there's more of an equal, supposedly there's more of an equal 
power base so you don't ... I've never found that so1t of catering for again but I treasure having been, not 
nm1ured, but having been cared for that much and eased into it slowly and all those sorts of things. Instead 
of just finding someone at 14 who didn't know anything either and sort of fumbling along. 

While Bobbie here uses the discourse of adolescence as ""learning" to summarize their relationship, she also 
indicates that the relationship embodied the discourse of romance in so far as her uncle was someone who gave her 
a great deal of care and attention. 

Greer uses the word '"guide" to refer to the role of the hero in romantic texts. Bobbie describes her uncle as a 
mentor in her inteiView. She claims that he assisted her to develop her political position. Additionally, she rejects 
the conclusion that he imprinted his political ideas on her. She was already thinking along these lines and he 
merely helped her along. In this, she seems to reject a romantic interpretation of his role as mentor; he does not 
"guide" her but encourages her to develop that which is already present. She replaces a discourse of romance with 
a discourse of adolescence in which he has the role of an educator. 

In discussing their sexual contacts, she speaks of her lack of focused sexual intensity as against his clear 
sexual drive, a drive held in check. In this she shows that he embodies the romantic hero that Greer describes-a 
smoldering sexuality held in check (Greer 1972, p. 174): 

We experimented with what I found pleasant but there still wasn't, I didn't feel like there was anything I 
was really after. I mean I wasn't trying to get anything. And 1 could see the glint in his eye that there was 
something he was after but it didn't completely ove11ake him~ it wasn't the be all and end all of our rela~ 
tionship. 

Like Joanne and Wendy, Bobbie argues that she did not experience herself as being in love in the relationship, 
despite its many romantic features. Rejecting a romantic discourse of jealousy and "the other woman", she says 
that she did not feel that her relationship with her uncle was interfering in his maniage in any way. The relation~ 
ships were separate. She felt neither guilty nor jealous. ln this conte-x.1, she was asked if she ever regretted the fact 
that her relationship with him was not more exclusive: 
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No, I felt I would ha\·e liked to see him more than I did and I was really upset when it all finished. Umm. 
But I accepted what was established I suppose and saw that this wasn't something in the same league or the 
same .. It was sort of off the page, it wasn't the usual normal 

Here Bobbie gives a very clear indication of the way she placed herself outside the discourse of romance. It 
was "off the page". In other words, from her point of view this relationship was neither proper romance and fem
ininity, nor was it proper adolescence. It hovered off the page between these two established discourses. 

In all the four relationships discussed in this part of the chapter, there is a balancing of romance and adoles
cence. A number of key elements of romantic discourse are always present in the narratives. but several key ele
ments are missing. To summarize the most important issues, the adult is always seen as someone who showed a 
deep care and consideration for the younger partner. In many cases this was revealed in declarations of love and 
in tokens of romantic interest. However, the younger partner is always portrayed as somewhat ambivalent about 
the romantic significance of their relationship. In most cases the younger partner clearly reveals that they inter
preted their relationship within the discourse of adolescence. It was an experience in which they were learning 
about sexuality and relationships. They never had any intention of becoming involved in a deeply romantic rela
tionship and they rejected any attempts by the adult to make the relationship more than an "affair" or a friendship. 

Additionally. these interviewees contrast the intensity of romantic experience that was possible within these 
relationships with the shallowness of adolescent/adolescent relationships. In doing this. they confirm Hudson's 
suggestion ( 1984. p. 4 7) that girls may seek a relationship with an older boyfriend to realize a discourse of femi
ninity in which relationships express caring and intimacy. 

A significant departure from the discourse of romance within these interviews relates to the disposal of power 
within the relationship. As Greer puts it. the male role in romance is that of someone who "guides·· and has power 
by making decisions in the relationship (Greer 1972, p. 180: see also Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 374-375: Coward 
1984). This is not the picture drawn by these interviewees. Most speak of the mutuality of decision-making in the 
relationship. and of the extent to which the man respected the opinions of the girl and listened to what she had to 
say. In some interviews, particular conflicts are mentioned in which the girl clearly did not act in terms of persua
sion. fragility, and helplessness (c.f Christian-Smith 1987, p. 375). 

Ironically, these interviews present us with a way of seeing this departure from romantic discourse as consis
tent with romantic discourse. There is an emphasis on one element of classic romantic texts at the expense of 
another. If the hero of the romantic tex1: is expected to demonstrate emotional support and understanding. then it 
can be argued that this support and understanding must include respect for the heroine's point of view. Within 
these interviews, this was the interpretation of emotional support adopted. Of course. standard romantic texts 
never expect sympathy and understanding to go that far. To do so would contradict another element of romantic 
texts according to which the man leads and the woman follows. 

This emphasis on equality can also be related to the significance that interviewees placed on the relationship 
as a relationship with an adult. The adult partner was seen as the person who first recognized the interviewee as an 
adult (see Part I. Chapter 2, page 27). The relationship was prized precisely because the older partner did not 
assume the authority typical of an adult in relationship to a child. The older partners were praised for their accep
tance of the younger party as equals. The implication is that the interviewee would not have been keen on a roman
tic relationship if that had meant that she was not regarded as an equal. 

Interviews in which Romantic Discourse is Contested 

Before presenting the interviews that describe the less romantic heterosexual relationships. it is useful to mention 
some studies that have discussed girls' resistance to romance. Gilbert maintains that it is wrong to assume that 
girls passively accept the discourse of romance. despite the fact that they are avid readers of romantic texts. In the 
stories often-year-old girls that she reviewed, she found evidence of resistance to gendered stereotypes of passiv
ity and dependence (Gilbert 1988. pp. 16-18). Brad by comes to similar conclusions looking at the way girls make 
use of Madonna's presentation of self and the lyrics of her songs to support their own resistance to social control 
via the double standard: they see in her lyrics an affirmation of sexual choice and sexual initiative (Brad by 1989. 
p. 14) 

As indicated in the previous chapter, countercultures of girls resistant to schooling are often resistant to dom
inant notions of femininity associated with romance. Griffin summarizes the opinions of the girls she interviewed: 
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Most of the young \vomen \Vith whom I talked 'sa\v through' the dominant presentation of true love as the 
source of their salvation. They had a ]0\v opinion of their male peers, and a pragmatic approach to the role 
of romance in heterosexual relationships (_Griffin 1982, p. 7) 

She argues that white \vorking-class girls' co1.mtercultures actively resisted notions of the "nice girl", Wlder
mining images of the "passive, docile young woman waiting for her 'fella' found in teenage magazines and 
romantic fiction" (Griffin 1982, p. 11). She also makes the point that girls' peer-groups in early adolescence are 
significant sites of women's resistance to patriarchy. As girls move from this supportive girls' subculture into rela
tionships with boys, there is a fragmentation of women's cultures and friendships leading to a final isolation of 
women within heterosexual marriage (Griffin 1982, p. 16). 

This anaiyshr proviile's--iJ. useftd·tJai·ilC\\''Vikin \.v·hkh tv· iriteqJrtti:he ·fuHv\virig p-reseil'llifiuTJs· uf irrtcrgcncra
tional relationships. They are evaluated from an anti-romantic perspective and they are treated pragmatically. Shn
ilarly, intergenerational relationships are praised in tenus of their pragmatic superiority to relationships with peers 
and in terms of an overt and active sexuality. 

Another way to look at the follov.dng interview narratives is to adopt Hudson's suggestion that the discourse 
of adolescence is one that is available to girls even though it is usually invoked in reference to adolescent boys. 
The interviewees in the following discussion can be seen as girls who rejected the discourse of femininity and 
romance to take up a position finnly within the discourse of adolescence. As Hudson claims, popular images of the 
adolescent include the "restless, searching youth, the Hamlet figure; the sower of wild oats, the tester of growing 
powers" (Hudson 1984, p. 35). Ideas of adolescence emphasize the view that it is a phase; that time will ensure 
that the adolescent grows out of it (Hudson 1984, p. 44). Adolescence is a time of "shifting allegiances, rapidly 
changing friendships", and this also applies to sexual matters. The adolescent is expected to change sexual partM 
ners frequently (Hudson 1984, p. 47). Adolescence is a period when it is expected that sexual relationships will be 
engaged in for fun (Hudson 1984, p. 47). 

A third way to treat the following accounts is to see the intelV'iewees as taking up a position from within 
romantk-texts;·-·as-·speaking- a-count-er-discourse-made-available-.fi"em---romantic--narrati-ves-themselv-es,--Coward.-has-
noted the prevalence in romantic texts of a figure who can be referred to as "the other woman". There is a rival for 
the hero's affections who is usually more suitable, by class or temperament. However, the morally superior 
heroine obliterates the rival (Coward 1984, p. 193). Christian-Smith notes a similar phenomenon in romances 
designed for girls. TI1e reader is invited to identify with the character who is the "good girl" and who adheres to 
the codes of romance and femininity promoted in the text (Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 383). This character is con
trasted to the "other girl": 

This girl is characterized in the novel as asse11ive \Vith boys and knows how to handle them. She has 
beauty, poise, self confidence and knows it She knows what she wants and how to go about realizing her 
desires ... These "'other girls" cast aside persuasion and subtlety as means of influencing the course of 
romance. Jane vigorously pursues boys. Devon Merriot makes no emotional commitments, viewing 
romance as an anangement providing for companionship, and as a means of further social enhancement. 
(Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 384-385) 

They are conscious of the power of appearance in attracting men and they take pleasure in their own appear
ance. They are assertive in their romances, ask boys for dates, and have a series of boyfriends. 

They realize that romance is an exchange relationship in which males are primarily providers of entertain· 
ment and females in turn give support and various sexual favors. The "good girl" is oblivious to these 
things, indeed she is elevated to this position precisely because she avoids the previous actions. ''Other 
girls" create a nanative excess which is held in check by the ovetTepresentation of the ·'good girl". (Chris· 
tian-Smith 1987, p. 385) 

Whether this "narrative excess" is always held in check in reality is doubtful. In making sense of the "prag
matic" attitude that Griffin ( 1982) refers to, it may be argued that girls take up a denigrated subject position from 
within romantic texts themselves-that of the "other girl". This analysis provides a further standpoint from which 
to examine the following narratives. 

Denise, like the girls of Griffin's study, did not see romantic love as a "salvation" (Griffin 1982, p. 7). Her cri
tique of romantic relationships is quite explicit and, in tenns of this critique, she defends what she recollects as an 
instmmental approach to the intergenerational relationships she was involved in as an adolescent: 
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I always hated romanticism I have never been a romantic. I'm not one now I can't gear myself up to be. 
So if you take away that air of true love and romanticism then what are you left with'l You are left with 
something mutually pleasant and convenient to both people involved and something that's working. 

She gives a critique of romanticism informed by feminist theory (e.g. Greer 1972: Firestone 1972: Coward 
1984; Griffin 1982; Christian-Smith 1987). Relationships based on mutual convenience are often a lot healthier 
than romantic relationships: 

... than relationships based on incredible romanticism where romanticism can overshadow all else and you 
can hang around and get abused. 

So romanticism creates the danger of a false idealization and the danger of unsuitable dependency. Looking 
back on her adolescence, she sees her behavior as apt in terms of this analysis. She sees her choice of an older first 
boyfriend as pragmatic; his high status. his age (18), his car-"a nice gold Kingswood''-and his job were useful: 

I suppose looking back on it I was a cynical little manipulator really because it wasn't love or anything like 
that. I didn't see it in those terms at all. It was just handy. (See also Part I Chapter 4.) 

Here Denise constitutes herself as "the other girl'' of Christian-Smith's account. She is someone who knew 
what she wanted and who was determined to get it. She was a "manipulator'': someone who consciously influ
enced the course of romantic relationships (Christian-Smith 1987, p. 385). Like the "other girl'' of Christian
Smith's account, she avoided emotional commitments (1987, p. 385). 

Christian-Smith's characterization of the "other girl'' as someone who sees romance as a trade between 
boys-who provide entertainment, companionship, and social advancement, and girls-who provide support and 
sexual favors (1987, p. 385), can be readily applied to Denise's account. In the above passage, she speaks of the 
social status of having an older boyfriend with a job and a car, and also of the real advantages of the car in terms 
of access to entertainment. At another point of the interview, she sums up the benefits ofthese relationships as 
cuddles and kisses. dancing, picnics, and going to the drive in: in other words, entertainment. 

In describing her own side of the exchange, she obliquely mentions emotional support by saying that if she 
liked them a lot, she would go to watch them play football. She speaks about the provision of sexual favors on a 
number of occasions. Discussing the sexual contacts, she says that she did not fmd them intensely exciting after 
the first occasion, although she liked the cuddling and kissing. On the other hand she remarks. "They wanted to do 
it it made them happy. It didn't make me unhappy." When asked directly about whether she thought she was pros
tituting herself by exchanging sexual favors for other services, she is happy to acknowledge this possibility (see 
Part L Chapter 4, page 57). 

As in Griffin's account, Denise was a girl who took a "pragmatic'' attitude to sexual relationships (Griffin 
1982, p. 7). Like the girls described in Griffm's study. she was a member of a girls' peer group that endorsed her 
own viewpoint on romance at the time. The pragmatic evaluation of relationships for what they have to offer 
undoubtedly informed Denise's preference for relationships with older boyfriends, and she argues that this per
spective was common in her peer group. At various points she compares older boyfriends to boys of her own age. 
and she summarizes the advantages of having an older boyfriend: social status, the older boyfriend's ability to pay 
for entertainment, and the older boyfriend's superior knowledge of se:x:ual technique. 

The "other girl" of Christian-Smith's account is someone who is assertive with boys, someone who pursues 
boys, and someone who has a string of boyfriends (Christian-Smith 1987, pp. 384-385) Denise unequivocally 
describes herself in these terms. She describes two kinds of relationships. The first which began when she was 13. 
were relationships with older boyfriends that took the form of dating and entertainment with sexual intercourse. 
The second type of relationship began when she was 15. She and her sister met and picked up migrant men (who 
were in their late 20s) at a disco. The two sisters would meet the men at the disco, arrange a lift home, and invite 
them to stay to have sex. These were casual pick-up relationships that might last for a few weeks at most. Looking 
at her pattern of assertiveness in both these types of relationships, she explains it in terms of the concept of 
exchange set out above: 

rve always been a fairly assertive woman and I was an assertive teenage girl as well. I always used to get 
my own way, what movies we saw, whether we went dancing or went to someone's place and played cards 
or I'd get my own way if I was tired and wanted to go home at 10 instead of when I normally got taken 
home at 12. r d say I want to go home and they· d take me home. If they didn't take me home at I 0 I'd piss 
them off. Simple as that. In those days when I was young and straight and playing games-"Oh, there are 
plenty more fish in the sea'"-so they shaped up or shipped out. And they shaped up They thought it was 
good-they were getting sex. I thought it was good. I was getting what I wanted. 
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In other \vords, she used her awareness of the nature of the exchange relationship to insist that her tenns be 
met. She gives an example of this strategy in reference to a boyfriend who \vas reluctant to drive her home one 
night when she had a headache when a heavy metal band was playing. She dropped him. 

As with the "other girl" of Christian-Smith's account, she pursued men and she had a string ofboyfiiends.ln 
describing the nights when she and her sister picked up men at the disco, she makes it quite clear that she took the 
initiative was effective in getting what she wanted: 

So about l o'clock we vmuld hang around a bit and really check out the talent and move into operation 
mode. We had to pick someone up who could drive us home. And we would always successfully do this. 
This disco was like little Southern Europe, we really liked it there. The guys were ... We had grown out of 
oui ycibbo p"hase·. We like"d nice guys m tight jeans with "Italian leather shoes and rreridy haircuts. Good 
dancers. We liked guys who were uninhibited enough so that they would dance with each other ... We 
\vould observe during the night who was the most likely. We looked for the ones that were also looking. 
Quite a lot of gay guys went there. We observed carefully, \.Ve looked at which men were looking at other 
men. The gay guys \.Vere usually the cutest but \Ve weren't into rejection but into success. To fail meant to 
be stranded in Pan·amatta. So success was the key to the whole operation. We operated as a team. They 
\vere good days actually. 

If, as Hudson argues, adolescence is a discourse normally associated with boys, and romance and femininity 
are required of girls, then it seems possible that girls who work within the framework of adolescence may oppose 
femininity. This is the way Griffin interprets girls' countercultures (Griffin 1982, p. 13). In Denise's account, we 
can see an example of such an anti~feminine discursive position. The sexual objectification of the men, the defi~ 
nition of the activity as a chase, and the use of various tenus that suggest a military analogy-"operation mode", 
"worked as a team"-all situate the occasion in blatant opposition to the discourse of femininity and romance. 

Like the "other girl" of Christian-Smith's account, Denise portrays herself as someone who subverted the 
j>ower.r.,lationssu!TO\lndingwomen .as objects ofn1en's looking''(Christian:Smith.1987,p385) .Shedescribes 
the~strategies that she and 'her Sister USe'd tO pick.Up men at the 'dis-co~ Iri-dolrig thls, 'she· ilnpfieS that tlu!y ·manlpu~ 
lated the male gaze that puts men in the position of actor. Working to subvert the conventions of the gaze, they 
took the initiative themselves: 

Int: 

Denise: 

You would just go up and introduce yourself etc? 

No, smile, bat your eyelids, hang around, look available, flirt. Ahh for the life of me I 
cannot understand how I could be such a successful flirting 16 year old and now I go 
to a lesbian bar and couldn't pick up anybody. 

Here what is presented is a masquerade of feminine passivity. Rather than introducing themselves, \vhich 
would have implied an unfeminine initiative, they would choose a target and appear to be picked up. In a discus~ 
sion of her decision to pick up European men, Denise also speaks pragmatically about the importance of appear~ 
ance within the context of women as an object of the gaze: 

1 was starting to feel a bit self~conscious about being a little chubby by that stage. Or fat as some of the 
Australian men would rather unkindly say. So as the Southern European men had a tendency to like my 
Botticelli looks and my good child~rearing hips, it seemed good to s\vitch to people who liked me as I was 
and thought I was the Goddess reincarnated or something. 

In this instance, she did not take her appearance as a failure of character, a failure to reach an abstract ideal of 
beauty. Instead she recognized that beauty is socially defined and is ultimately cashed in according to what men 
find appealing. 

In Hudson's discussion of the discourse of adolescence, she adumbrates a sex'Ual code considered appropriate 
for adolescent boys, and that is seen as a departure from femininity where girls are concerned. This is the adoles
cent as the sower of wild oats; as someone who is trying out various sexual options without becoming deeply com
mitted within romantic relationships. Adolescents are testing their growing powers; the power to attract sexually 
and to take pleasure from sexual contacts. The adolescent changes sexual partners frequently as an aspect of ado
lescence, as a time of changing social alliances. The adolescent is someone who may become promiscuous for the 
sheer enjoyment of sex as fun (Hudson 1984, pp. 35-47). 

These attitudes to sexuality are present in Denise's interview and are part of her explanation for her preference 
for older boyfiiends. Although she describes sexual intercourse as generally non...argasmic and "'ho-hurn" in these 
relationships, this is not the only way in which she discusses the sexual aspect of these events. In a summal)' of the 
benefits of these relationships, she includes cuddles and kisses as the part of the sexual activity she enjoyed most 
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and nominates these sexual pleasures as entertainments by placing them alongside other fonns of entertainment 
suitable to adolescents. This remark and what follows definitely endorse the vie\v that sex can be pursued for its 
own sake. as "fun''. 

I loved the cuddles and kisses. I loved going out dancing, 1 loved going to picnics, going to the drive-in and 
if I liked them a lot [ \Vould go and watch them play football, whatever. It \Vas good. Do you want to hear 
about when I began to begin enjoying sex. 

In what follows. she describes an incident while camping, when she and her friend met some male travelers. 
She began her relationship with one oftltem, whom she describes as cute but intellectually limited. When she slept 
with him, she had her first orgasm: 

Well this just mysteriously happened and so I was a bit excited about all of that. It took me another year or 
so myself to :figw-e out I could do it by masturbating which was pretty good. So I kept hanging around this 
guy for the whole two weeks and the e:-,:perience repeated itself a couple of times. I don't know hmv he did 
it. 

This narrative is the antithesis of romantic ideology about women and sex: "love and commitment to a male" 
is not here seen as a prerequisite to any "expression of sexuality·" (Christian-Smith 1987, p. 379). She seeks sexual 
pleasure in the absence of men and masturbates herself to achieve it. There is a disjunction between romance and 
sexuality in that sexual awakening is not in the context of romance and is pursued for its own sake even if romance 
is absent. The mythology of sexual awakening is subverted by the suggestion that her orgasm \Vas a lucky accident 
rather than something that could be reliably repeated. Although. as in romantic texts, it is a man who generates 
sexual feeling in the first place (Christian-Smith !987. p. 379), sexual identity as such is not presented as some
thing that men have the power to confer on vwmen. 

An interesting feature of this and the other two intervie\vs in this set is that penetrative intercourse is not with~ 
held. Within romantic texts, and especially those selected for adolescent readership, penetration is reserved for 
marriage or for a fully embraced romantic commitment (Christian-Smith 1987, p. 376). In Denise's interview, her 
positioning within an anti-romantic and adolescent discourse dismantles the meaning of penetration as a sign, 
undermining its romantic significance. Denise speaks of it as an object of exchange. It was something that they 
wanted, and she did not mind. Almost all the sex she had was not orgasmic, and it was certainly not a transcendent 
experience as depicted in romantic discourse. On the other hand, it was enjoyed as sensual intimacy: 

That was a pleasant enough activity especially, as I say, fucking \Vas neither here or there but I loved some
one, you know, in my bed to cuddle up to and to kiss and cuddle and whatever. 

What this achieves is a dethroning of sexuality as a sign of spiritual transcendence. Additionally. she defines 
herself as someone who sought sexual pleasure for fun. 

As Hudson argues, these attitudes to sexuality. which are validated \Vithin the discourse of adolescence. are 
seen as the antithesis of"femininit)'". Within the discourse of femininity, relationships in adolescence are pursued 
as a way of developing feminine skills in making "deep and lasting relationships·· (Hudson !984. p. 47). In other 
\vords. each dating relationship is supposed to be a preparation for marriage and a kind of mini-marriage in itself 
Denise indicates that she did not conceive sexuality in these tenns and did not construe her future as an inevitable 
transition to marriage and maternity. This became an issue \Vhen at 15 she fell pregnant and her boyfriend at the 
time \vanted her to have the baby and to marry him. She was not keen, and she explains her feelings on this occa
sion: 

And I got pregnant with the worst one. He tvas so nice. That was the problem. He tvas terribly nice and he 
\Vanted to marry me. [ wasn't having this at alL I kne\v about abortions and I wanted one. He said. ''Oh no, 
let's have a little kid and get man1ed and \vhatever." But r said, "I \Vant to finish school and go to university 
and be a teacher, I don't want to be a mother." So he did the big romance trip--nuclear families and what
ever. 

Angela :'i account is remarkably similar to Denise's. Like Denise. she speaks of relationships in terms of an 
exchange in which she gave sexual favors and in which she enjoy'ed companionship and access to entertainment. 
Speaking of a period when she and a friend picked up men at a Wimpy bar, she argues that they engaged in this 
practice partly for the sheer adventure and excitement that it oftCred. She describes the air of romance that these 
men created and say's that it was a bit irrelevant in that she and her friend \vere not interested in courtship but 
''wanted to find men to sleep with really." Like Denise, she found the sex non-orgasmic but still enjoyable. 
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Sharon .S· interview is unique. In many ways, Sharon \Vorks within a subject position that is analogous to 
Denise and Angela. As in their interviews, the discourse of adolescence is preferred over the discourse of romance. 
Sharon consistently describes her relationships in this period as learning and experimentation. She never talks 
about being in love, and she never implies that the male partner was in love with her. There are no textually· refer
enced signs of romance. Like the "other girl" of Christian-Smith's article, she sees romance in tenns of compan
ionship ( 1987, p. 385). Like the "other girl", she describes herself as assertive and as making choices about sexual 
expression. However. this is where the similarity ends. 

If Hudson ( 1984, p. 46) is right that girls in adolescence are expected to develop femininity through "caring 
relationships", then Sharon undoubtedly manifests femininity in this sense. All of her relationships, both non
sexmll friendships !:md. sexual relati('nsh!ps" are ev~Juateq a-:I!d present~d in _terms ofth.is mom1orc!efi!}g- Qillig~n 
(I 982) sees a morality based on caring and concern for others as a typical feature of socially constructed feminin
ity. Nilan ( 1989) argues that a moral order constructed around the requirement of care and concern for one's 
friends is central to girls' friendship networks. What Sharon does is to divorce sexual relationships from the dis
course of romance; she instead evaluates sexual relationships as 'friendships", and she uses this tenn to include 
both sexual and non-sexual connections. 

Sharon says that all her sexual partners have been friends: 

People that I had affairs with \vere my friends, umm, and also, I guess, lovers. 

The ordering and the hesitation are indicative. This is a discourse that refuses the romantic dichotomy 
betv.;een true romance and casual sex. The tenn lover, with its sexual connotations, suggests a temporary sexual 
partner, and the tennji-iend implies that these partners are caring and considerate. In answer to a question about 
whether she ever felt that a knowing older person manipulated her into a relationship, she gives a very clear defi
nition of her tetms for relationships explains \vhat she means by the tenn}Nend: 

-- rao-ift -think ·m-arT\\· as- everprores-~iii.'lfiany s~·eet -um.:ed lrit'ti"-iu1Y -,oelatlonsni"pT: -. :-.-: -BecausieT khO\'ithar 
the people that I've had relationships with felt for me as much as I felt for them ... And if, if they don't, if 
people don't feel for you as much as you do for them, it's not really \vorth having a relationship because 
then that's when you're manipulated. 

This discourse is quite distinct from the anti-romantic position of Denise and Angela. Sharon does not 
propose sexual relationships as an exchange between sexual favors and support on the one side and companion
ship and entertainment on the other. Instead she argues that there should be an equivalence of care and concern on 
both sides. In discussing her non-sexual friendships, such as that with her sister or with her school friend Matthew, 
she evaluates them positively in these same tenns, as based on mutual care and consideration. She applies an iden
tical set of criteria in describing her relationship with Robbo, who was 17 when she was 14. She talks about the 
ease with which she and Robbo can talk to each other, the intimacy and openness which was a feature of their 
sexual contacts, and the sharing which characterized their companionship-riding trail bikes, Robbo teaching her 
how to fix cars, going to movies, and smoking marijuana. 

Jeffrey was a bit over 40 when she met him. He had first met Robbo and began having a sexual relationship 
with Robbe. On the first day when Sharon met Jeffrey, she decided to join in, and in this way began her sexual 
contacts with Jeffrey. She evaluates her relationship with Jeffrey as a friendship based on caring. In answer to a 
question about why she liked Jeffrey, she said: 

1 don't kno\v. He was, he wasn't forceful and he came across that be really cared. And he did, I mean he, 
kids, he'd had relationships \Vith other kids, umm I don't kno\v how many but quite a few I \vould say. 

As with Robbe, she describes aspects of their relationship that emphasize the companionship of being \vith 
Jeffrey. The following is an answer to a question about whether she was attracted to him by his ability to provide 
expensive treats that she could not otherwise afford: 

Jeffrey wanted to spoil every kid, you know. But often didn't have enough money to. So he would make it 
up by walking around some place or going some\vhere that was free to go or, you kno\\', he was always 
occupied, he kept ow· minds busy and made sure we were happy which \vas the main thing. I mean he 
didn't go out and spend heaps of money on us, umm, but we'd really do enjoyable things. We went bush 
walking once and to the beach. We'd go to the beach sometimes and just sort of hung around ... Didn't do 
much but, you know it was really good because \Ve were ahvays occupied. It never got boring. I can't stand 
boredom. 
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She makes it clear that this companionship \vas just as important as the sexual elements of the relationship: 

Sometimes we \Youldn't have sex. Sometimes \Ve would. Like it wasn't as if we'd take a trlp out there and 
just to have sex with him. I mean sometimes, I think most of the time we were just there to be with him to 
have his company. It was really good. 

There are, here, two elements. Firstly, Sharon places her relationship with Jeffrey within a discourse of friend~ 
ship, and her discussion is neither romantic nor anti~romantic. The discourse of romance is absent. Secondly. as 
with the '"'other girl" of Christian~Smith 's account, she prizes the relationship with Jeffrey in tenns of entertain~ 
ment-it was never boring. HO\vever, this is not understood as an exchange of entertainment for sexual favors. 
Instead, Jeffrey is seen as someone who provides entertainment as an expression of his affection and friendship for 
Robbe and Sharon. Although this discursive position is very unromantic, it can be construed as feminine in its 
emphasis on caring and friendship. It can also be construed as "adolescent" in its emphasis on the pleasures of 
adventure and entertainment. While Hudson suggests that femininity and adolescence are contradictory discursive 
positions for girls. Sharon manages to combine them. 

The discourse of adolescence as a time of sexual discovery and casually initiated sexual adventures is equally 
present in this interview. In explaining her sexual eneounters at the age of 14 with Robbo (17), Marianne (24). and 
Jeffrey ( 40), she invokes the discourse of adolescence as that of restless, searching youth, the testing of growing 
powers, and the claiming of independence and adult autonomy. She \vas asked if she had had any sexual experi
ences before these: 

No, not really, wnm. Only as I ... when I \Vas 14 is when evel)thing happened. I wanted to try everything. 

Towards the end of the interview, she defends this policy, and she explains why she thinks it \Vas good to do 
this when she was still under the legal age of consent: 

I let my body go to my feelings. Because other people's attitudes a.11d other people's ideas can ma.i(e you 
change your mind and maybe you don't really \vant to change your mind. So rea!ly to let yourself go and 
to really discover because the only way you can find out is by doing it yourself and, and feeling it first 
hand. Like feeling this emotion. 

This passage and numerous other similar remarks in the interview speak from within the discourse of adoles
cence---a period of smving wild oats is also a period of self~discovery. working out \Vho you are as an individual, 
and developing your individuality as you break away from the definitions of selfhood formed in close relation to 
parental influence (Hudson 1984, p. 35). The sense in which this is a phase is also conveyed in answering a ques~ 

-non aboutwhetherhercurrentboyfrienct-Briarrwas-worried-bykrrowledgeoftheseearherrelationships:-

No, he hasn't been wonied at all. I said to him wnm, no matter what you think about it anyway, it's in the 
past f've gained from those experiences and if you don't like it then, it's already happened. It's not going 
to, you know ... probably not going to happen again while I'm with him. Like I don't think that if! found 
another man or another woman I don·t think I'd run out on him. I know I wouldn't anyway. 

Here. the promiscuity of adolescence (14~15) is contrasted \Vith the maturity and monogamy of adulthood 
( 16). In describing her initial encounters with Jeffrey. she also speaks from within the discourse of adolescence in 
the sense that sexual encounters are seen as an adventure and as something to be initiated on the spur of the 
moment: 

When f first met him ... At the first glance of him t was a bit \Val)· because, you knO\v, I was never com
pletely sure about anybody at first glimpse. But then, he drove us from my father"s place to his place and 
in that short ride we just got to talking and really, umm, just got into talking and enjoyed each other's com
pany. He was the same star sie,'Tl as I was. 

Her other reason for taking this course of action was that she felt she was not committing herself to anything 
more permanent 

No I didn't know what sort of, \vhat it could lead into but I never had to see Jeffrey again in my life if I 
didn "t want to that first day so it was just easy come, easy go. 
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In all of this, the discourse of adolescence is manifest as spontaneity, as doing things without taking on a 
heavy responsibility for the consequences. It is equally present in the more detailed description of this first sexual 
encounter \v·ith Jeffrey: 

(Laughs) Well the first time that \Ve had a threesome it occun·ed almost by accident. Robbo and I were sort 
of getting it off in the room when Jeffrey carne in and stmied getting it off \Vith Robbo who was getting it 
off\vith me and then it was just mutual enjoyment. You know it \Vas really good. Everyone was just, didn't 
sort of give a fuck about this that or the other. 

These descriptions contradict a discourse of romanticism and romantic femininity What her story shares with 
Denise·s and Ange1a'·s is a fairly unromantic attitude to s·ex; pe'ndmtiori i:s noi neao::d a:s ·lJ.:re c:rosshtg, of a g,Tt&.t 
divide between childhood and adulthood. Like Denise and Angela. she indicates a pragmatic attitude to contracep
tion. Before 15, she used condoms with spermicidal gel, and after that she took the pill. Unlike Denise and Angela, 
she did enjoy sex a great deal and had orgasms in these relationships. 

Whereas Denise and Angela are quite specific about why they chose older boyfriends, Sharon says nothing 
about this issue specifically. Instead, each case is treated as a particular instance-Robbo was a friend of her older 
brothers, and Jeffrey was introduced by Robbo. TI1ere is no sense in this intervie\v that older boyfriends would 
have been chosen for pragmatic reasons. This is because she does not describe these relationships as an exchange 
in which the older male's access to economic power was an item of exchange. In fact it is clear that Sharon made 
use of Robbo 'sand Jeffrey's economic powers, but she interprets this within the discourse of friendship. This was 
one of the ways in which Jeffrey or Robbo showed that they cared and in which they helped create a situation of 
shared entertainment. 

Aciolescence asanAnticiote 

The first set of interviews described in this chapter involves a "use" of romantic discourse by the interviewees. 
Interviewees took up a subject position in which elements of romance as a textually mediated discourse were 
appropriated. However, the interviewees also distanced themselves from a romantic subject position. The dis~ 
course of adolescence was the means of this distancing. There were a number of strategies. The intenriewees were 
not in love, because they viewed the relationship as an opportunity to learn about love, romance, and sexuality, 
rather than an embodiment of the discourse of romance. The adult may have been seen as a "guide" in some sense, 
but it was argued that this had not compromised the autonomy of the interviewee. This was because the male as an 
adult was offering his services as an educator. So the "guidance'', if there was any, took place within the frame
work of adolescence as a period of learning about adulthood. The element of romantic discourse in which the hero 
has a deep concern for the heroine was played off against the element of romantic discourse in which the hero 
leads and the heroine follows. In these interviews, the man showed his deep concern by respecting the autonomy 
and independence of the girl. Again, this was related to adolescence as an introduction to adulthood. The adult 
partner was the first to accept the interviewee as an adult, and the adult demonstrated this acceptance by a willing
ness to enter the relationship as an equal. 

In the second set of interviews, the discourse of adolescence was preferred to the discourse of romance. On 
the one hand, Angela and Denise took up a subject position as "anti·romantic"; a position that rejected emphasized 
femininity as an ideology of male power. As with the interviewees of Griffin's study ( 1982), they "saw through" 
romance and had a pragmatic attitude to sexual relationships. The interviewees took up a subject position in which 
a degree of power, autonomy, and self~respect was achieved by unmasking the conventions of romance and fern~ 
ininity. Their strategy can also be seen as a reversal of the discourse of romance in the sense that they took up the 
subject position of the "other girl" in romantic texts, the position that represents a "narrative excess" in these texts 
(Christian-Smith 1987, p. 385). They suggest that the subject position of the "other girl" is preferable to that of the 
"nice girl" since it allows one to maximize enjoyments, sexual pleasures, and independence within the context of 
the power relations between the sexes that actually exist. Intergenerational relationships are defended in tenns of 
this approach. 

On the other hand, Sharon takes up a subject position according to which romantic discourse is merely absent 
rather than opposed. She adopts a strategy in which sexual relationships are evaluated according to the notms of 
friendship that are expressed withm girls' subcultures (Griffin 1982; Carrington 1986; Gilligan 1982; Nilan 1989). 
The discourse of adolescence is given priority by presenting relationships as friendships and by demanding that 
sexual relationships \vork according to the moral code found relevant in non~sexual friendships. Her strategy rep~ 
resents dissolution of the opposition between femininity and adolescence that is a characteristic of the other inter~ 
views. Just as Sharon's discursive position obliterates distinctions between non~sexual and sexual relationships, it 
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equally obliterates distinctions bet\veen intergenerational relationships and those with peers; both are to be judged 
in tenns of the expression of caring and by the unique interactions of intimacy· and emotional support bet\veen two 
people. 

What this chapter has revealed is that there are a number of discursive positions available to the younger 
parties in man/girl relationships. Although I have argued in the previous chapter that emphasized femininity con
structs intergenerational relationships as a transgression. these intervie\vees also use discourses of femininity to 
validate such relationships. The most obvious of these is the discourse of romance; the age disparity and other 
aspects of the relationships described by some interviewees fit well with elements of romantic discourse. A less 
obvious positioning within discourses of femininity is Sharon's. In her case. a discourse of femininity that valor
izes emotional support and concern for others is applied to sexual relationships, including intergenerational rela
tionships. 

However. the degree of compatibility bet\veen these relationships and emphasized femininity cannot be exag
gerated. As the last chapter shmvs, intergenerational sex is socially constructed as a departure from girlhood purity 
and from dating \Vith peers as a stage en route to motherhood and marriage. Given this, it is not surprising that dis
cursive positions that contradict the requirements of emphasized femininity were prominent. Primary among these 
is the discourse of adolescence. The discourse of adolescence has an ambivalent application to female subjects. On 
the one hand, the discourse of adolescence is often framed in ways that are gender-neutral. The tenn "adolescent" 
can refer to someone of either sex. As Hudson has shown ( 1984), some adults use the discourse of adolescence in 
reference to girls. Hmvever, as Hudson also argues, much of the discourse of adolescence is more or less blatantly 
a discourse of masculine adolescence. When girls position themselves in tenus of the discourse of adolescence. 
this is considered by many adults to be an affront to femininity. 

Within these interviews, the discourse of adolescence was employed as an antidote to romantic discourse; the 
more romantic narratives were also ones in \Vhich girls said that they were not really in love and that they were 
finding out about relationships and sexuality, exploring the possibilities of adolescence. In the less romantic nar
ratives, there was an explicit discourse of opposition to romance and emphasized femininity. The discourse of ado
lescence was taken up in defiance of the requirements of femininity. This positioning was also a reversal of 
romantic discourse; interviewees took up and validated a position from within romantic texis, but it was the posi
tion that is stigmatized in these texts--that of the "other girr·. These two strategies embody the truth of Hudson's 
claim that femininity and adolescence are opposed discursive positions for girls. Femininity as romance was 
diluted with adolescence or opposed by adolescence. Sharon's interview is unique in the way it ignores romance 
as a requirement of emphasized femininity and it constructs a feminine positioning within the discourse of adoles
cence. 
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CHAPTER6 

Man/Boy Sex and Hegemonic Masculinity: 
The Gay Interviewees 

Four of the male interviewees unambiguously identified themselves as homosexual at the time of their intenriew 
(Derek, Twink, Tristan and Arnold). Derek, Twink and Tristan were between 16 and 18 years old when they were 
intervie\ved. At that time they were quite definite about their gay identity. Amold was the oldest intentiewee in the 
study, aged over 50. He had continued to identify as homosexual since the time of the experiences described in his 
interview. Keith, the fifth person whose experiences are discussed in this chapter, \Vas in his late twenties when he 
was intervie\ved. He identified himself as primarily homosexual in his sexual orientation. However, at the time of 
the interview, he was living with Deborah and their five-year~old son. Before this he had been exclusively 
involved with men. 

The most important feature of contemporary hegemonic masculinity is that it is heterosexual, being closely 
connected to the institution of mmTiage~ and a key fonn of subordinated masculinity is homosexual. This 
subordination involves both direct interactions and a kind of ideological wrufare ... These transactions are 
tied together by the contempt for homosexuality and homosexual men that is pati of the ideological 
package of hegemonic masculinity. (Connell 1987, p. 186) 

To identify as gay is to accordingly take on a stigmatized fonn of masculinity. Homosexuality is perceived as 
a failure to attain either hegemonic masculinity or an opposition to hegemonic masculinity. 

The prohibition of man/boy sex must be understood in this context. A common discourse sees the adult man 
as seducing the boy into a homosexual identity. According to this view, man/boy sex should be opposed as a fonn 
of recruitment into the stigmatized category of homosexuality. Also relevant to man/boy sex are the various dis
courses thatjustif)' and explain the stigmatization of homosexuality itself. Primary among these is the accusation 
that the homosexual man fails to attain full masculinity because he is effeminate; that homosexuality is an inver
sion of gender. Another is the discourse that sees gay male sexuality as sordid on account of its supposed promis
cuity. This chapter examines the way the interviewees placed themselves in tenus of these stigmatizations of 
homosexuality and how they saw their intergenerational relationships in terms of these issues. 

In looking at the discursive replies that were available to interviewees in defending their relationships, it 
becomes apparent that the gay community provides a ready source of discursive positions that were taken up by 
the interviewees. For example. the discourse of gayness as an essential condition was used to rebut the discourse 
of seduction. The discourse that validates homosexuality as a legitimate cathexis of desire was extended to 
describe a cathexis of desire for older or more masculine partners. Effeminacy was proclaimed as evidence of gay 
identity, assumed as a joking critique ofhegemonic masculinity, or validated as alliance with women. In all of this, 
the interviewees \vere making use of discursive positions already present in the adult gay community. 

In addition to this, interviewees \vere able to draw on common discourses of male adolescence to defend and 
to validate their relationships. The relationships were an expression of an awakening adolescent sexuality. Their 
rights to sexual expression were civil and political rights common to adults-restrictions on their activities could 
be viewed as paternalism. The relationships helped to introduce them to adulthood. 

The reader should be reminded that this is a study of relationships and sexual contacts that were experienced 
as voluntary and positive. Opposition to man/boy sex is not just the result of anti-homosexual feeling or the dis
course of gay seduction. It is also based in quite genuine concerns about the dangers of man/boy sex to the younger 
parties. Clearly not all men interested in having sex with boys are benevolent. In addition, unsolicited sexual atten
tions from an adult male can be experienced as sexual assault, however benevolent the intentions of the adult 
might be. For example, Tristan, one of the interviewees of this study, acknowledges that many adolescent boys of 
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13 or 14 might find an approach from a stranger at a toilet to be disturbing, although he personally would not have 
had that reaction. To take another example, Derek, \Vhen 15. was sitting on a s\ving in a park in the evening when 
an adult man began to approach him, stripping off his clothing. Although Derek experienced this action as a sexual 
invitation, another boy of the same age as Derek. or younger, might have experienced it as disturbing or frighten
ing. In addition. such an incident in itself could be a fonn of sexual invitation or it could be a prelude to a sexual 
assault, depending on the motives of the adult in question. Hmvever, within this chapter. what is to be analyzed is 
what Derek made of these events at the time and '"'hat actually happened to him in this circumstance. 

Intergenerational Sex and Homosexual Seduction 

The lay public and professionals alike commonly express the concern that adult gay men will seduce boys and will 
cause them to become homosexual. In a recent letter to the Australian, (Mrs) Doris Martyr replied to Paul Dexter, 
who had asked \vhat other people's lives have to do \vith "crackpot Christians". First on her list of other people 
\Vhose lives "have a lot to do with all Christians and all taxpayers" were homosexual men: 

The homosexual who wants to seduce my children and grandchildren into a homosexual lifestyle is my 
business, as I do all in my pO\ver to protect them from this depravity. (Martyr 1990, p. I 0) 

Bennett quotes a similar point of view expressed in a program on gays and kids hosted by Caroline Jones in 
1979. A typical caller made this comment: 

But everyone naturally in the beginning are (sic) heterosexual--aren't they ... It has been proved that 
some lifestyles do convert people to this ... Young people have been introduced to homosexuality by older 
men who have offered them favors. (Quoted in Bennett 1982, p. 67) 

Survey data reveals the prevalence of concerns about homosexual men as seducers of youth. In a US nation
\vide survey in 1974. 81% of the interviewees felt that homosexual acts bet\veen adults \vere wrong, and 73% in 
the same study believed that homosexual men were dangerous as teachers because they try to become sexually 
involved with children (Allgeier &Allgeier 1988, pp. 503-504; see also Plummer 1975. p. 107). 

Such attitudes are not confined to the general public. In an outline of etiological theories of homosexuality, 
Richardson includes the seduction theor~y as one of a number of explanations of the causes of homosexuality 
( 1981, p. 28). Statements of the seduction theof)' from professionals are somewhat more cautious than the lay ver
sions. A recent edition of the Australian Broadcasing Corporation's program Ojj.~pring considered Margaret 

--- ----- ----- -- -- --- -Court/-s-·-c-lai-m--th-at-·openly-lesbian-tennts-·stars--s-uch--a-s-Ma rti-n-a-N-avratHova-·were--enco u-raging--younger-tenni-s----
players to become lesbian. Tim Watson-Munro. speaking of the possible influence that a homosexual role model 
might have on boys, made this comment: 

I don't think yolillg boys are conservative about sex at all. In fact the)' can't get enough of it from my expe
lience. But I'd probably slightly take issue with what Carla's saying in the setting that ... Certainly a 
number of the people that ['ve assessed over the years have been presented before the court for matters of 
a sexual nature ... When one traces their history there ·soften a history of interference and quite often the 
nature of that first sexual encounter can affect their sexuality, in terms of their se:\.1lal preference and [think 
there's a possible danger in tenns of the factors that you are talking about. if somebody is vulnerable and 
they're looking up to someone that if that adult doesn't handle it in a responsible manner, then the younger 
person may be led astray. (Off.vpring. July 19th, 1990) 

In discussions dealing specifically with intergenerational sex, the same ideas are apparent. Ronald and Juliette 
Goldman, social psychologists researching children's sexuality. make this comment: 

behavior and attitudes to sex are not atiected. We have so far not found a method by \Vhich such results can 
be measured. To give one more example: since most abuse of boys is by males it may well predispose some 
boys to later homosexual practices. While we acknowledge in all our wlitings that homosexuality may be 
a natural disposition for up to 25% of the male population, there is plainly no reason for increasing these 
tendencies in the population with all the difficulties, social tensions and legal complications by a!lowing 
male adults to sexually molest male minors. (Goldman & Goldman 1988a, p. 15: for a similar analysis, see 
Fraser 1981 l 
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The discourse of homosexual seduction and intergenerational sex has a long history. From the very beginning 
of the creation of the category "homosexual" in the late nineteenth century, homosexual males have been seen as 
the corrupters of young people (Weeks !98 L pp. I 07, 241 ). This discourse is often used to whip up hostility to 
homosexual men and to oppose civil rights for gay men and lesbian women (Bennett 1982, pp. 60-67, 96; Califia 
1981; Hart 1981, pp. 43-44; Mitzell980, pp. 13-15, 134; Righton 1981, pp. 34-35: Rubin 1981, pp. 110-113; 
Wilson 1981, pp. 69-100). 

In a summary ofliterature in the social sciences on the etiology of homosexuality, Richardson claims that the
ories that stress early homosexual experiences "attract little serious attention in the more recent literature" (Rich
ardson 1981, p. 28). In looking at the research on intergenerational sex. it is not hard to see why. Wilson 
<mmmari?~"- Tokm.<l 'o;;. thoronoh f'l'llr\v ofth~ ~ff~c:tf' of mfln!hov o;;_ex on_ l_nter sf;xna_l orientation Tnlsm_a trac~d 1. 33 
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men who had had sexual contacts with men when they were children. "All but eight were married and had not con
tinued homosexual practices." Other studies support these conclusions (Wilson 1981, p. I 05: see also Sandfort 
1982, p. 84; O'Carrolll982, pp. 61-62; Powell & Chalkley 1981, pp. 70-71). Small-scale interview studies also 
show that interviewees reject the suggestion that their sexual orientation has been influenced by the experience. 
Wilson summarizes the opinions of his interviewees by saying that none of the men he interviewed believed their 
relationship with Osborne had changed their sexual orientation (Wilson 1981, p. I 04). None of Righton 's inter
viewees believed that their sexual experiences with men had affected a predominantly heterosexual orientation 
(Righton 1981. p. 38). Similarly, in this study, Keith is the only one oftl1e male interviewees who even entertains 
the possibility that his experiences with men affected his sexuality. 

It is possible to examine the way in which the younger parties in man/boy relationships may hear this dis
course. Those who come to identify as gay are placed in the position of a "victim" of seduction. They are seen as 
people whose sexuality \vas in a "confused" state typical of adolescence; they were "vulnerable", and then a more 
experienced and knmvledgeable adult "led them astray". Since my interviewees were positive about their gay 
identity and about their intergenerational relationships, it is not surprising that they rejected the seduction theory. 

Replies to the Discourse of Seduction 

Within the interview material, the most common response to the discourse of seduction was the discourse of 
homosexuality as a condition, an essential identity that is present throughout one's life. Interviewees typically pre
sented a personal history in which their current gay identity was prefigured by manifestations ofhomosexual iden
tity before puberty and before the intergenerational relationships. They identified themselves as essentially gay in 
tenus of typical fonns of sexual fantasy and sexual attraction that were independent of actual sexual relationships. 
Within this framework, they Sa\v the intergenerational relationships as helping them to come to tenns with an 
essential gay identity. 

It has been argued that the idea that homosexuality is a condition appeared and became dominant in Europe 
in the nineteenth century: 

The nineteenth centuty homosexual became a personage, a past, a case history, a childhood, in addition to 
being a type of life, a life fonn, and a morphology, with an indiscreet anatomy and possibly a mysterious 
physiology ... We must not forget that the psychological, psychiatric, medical category of homosexuality 
was constituted from the moment it \Vas characterized ... less by a type of sexual relations than by a ce11ain 
quality of sexual sensibility, a certain way of inve11ing the masculine and the feminine in oneself. (Fou
cault 1980, p. 43) 

Other authors agree with this general analysis, saying that prior to the nineteenth century homosexual acts 
were positioned within other discourses; for example, as one of a number of sinful sexual acts (Plummer 1981: 
Weeks 1981, 1985, 1987). Within the modern social construction of sexual orientation, homosexuality is seen as 
a true essence of one's being (Weeks 1987, p. 31) and as something that is established early in one's life. and 
present throughout one's life (Richardson 1981, p. 5). 

TI1e discourse of homosexuality as a condition constitutes a reply to the discourse of seduction by arguing that 
one cannot be seduced into a homosexual condition; one either is homosexual or one is not. lntergenerational 
sexual experiences may help one to understand one's homosexuality, but they cannot have more influence than 
this. 

A second important discourse relevant to these interviews is the discourse of adolescence as a period of self
discovery and initiation into sexuality. Jackson describes attitudes to the adolescent boy that are appropriate to 
these interviews: 
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For boys the emergence of active sexuality is one sign of their growing matwi.ty, evidence of the break 
with the asexual passivity of childhood. (Jackson 1982, p. 170) 

Hudson speaks of common images of the adolescent, and also relates them to masculinity as a social con
struct: 

All our imat:,res of the adolescent ... the restless searching youth, the Hamlet figure; the sower of\vild oats, 
the tester of t:,:.rowing powers-these are masculine images. (Hudson 1984, p. 35) 

These images mean that adolescence is seen as a particularly appropriate time to discover one's sexual being 
and to express it in sexual contacts. This can become a reply to the discourse ofhomosexual seduction in its attri
bution of agency to the younger party. The younger party· is not constituted as a victim to be seduced or influenced. 
but as an active agent pursuing the blossoming sexual desires of adolescence and discovering his homosexuality. 

Along with this, one can also find in the interviews a discourse of the emergence of male sexuality in adoles
cence and an associated political discourse of"adult male sex right". In a study of a school unit set up for school 
resisters in Britain, Wood ( 1984) found that the boys in the unit assumed that their own lust was naturally strong 
and ever present (Wood 1984, p, 64: see also Zilbergeld 1983, p, 51), Staff at the center endorsed this perspective, 
and Wood characterizes their understanding of male sexuality in adolescence as follows: 

. the very common notion of adolescence as a problem period when sex is bound to raise its head. This 
is what 1 called the ideology of emergence, an empiricist construction on the apparent greater sexiness of 
the lads \vhen they reach their teens. Within this I think there is the idea that a person's sexuality is an 
innately formed miniature primed by nature to explode in the hot climate of adolescence. (Wood 1984, p. 
73) 

I see this as relating to a more overarching conceptualization of male sexuality in tenns of what Weeks calls 
the "hydraulic model'' (Weeks 1987, p, 81), There is an image of male sexuality as an "overpowering urge in the 
individual", as "an unbridled almost uncontrollable force" (Weeks 1987, pp, 80-81), Such a concept is related to 
a reverse conceptualization of women's sexuality as passive and receptive (Weeks 1987, p. 83). 

This conceptualization of male sexuality is connected to what Pateman refers to as "the law of male sex right" 
(Pateman 1988, p. 2). Pateman argues that the social contract that is seen as the basis of democratic societies has. 
at its origin, two related contracts. One is the contract by which men as equal parties exchange the insecurities of 
the state of nature in return for the right of participation in civil society as political equals. However, there is 
another more hidden contract that she refers to as "the sexual contract'". It is a contract between men by which their 
ownership of women and their sexual access to women are regulated (Pateman 1988. p. 2). 

~-~ ~ ~~~~~ ~- · ~ .,-The-link·1>etween th""sexual-and-politi<al-rights-GJ'men-i&ot'key~impoitaace,in-understandillg-the-experien~ 
of male adolescence in this society. According to Pateman. the social and sexual contract work according to a 
mythology of the overthrmv of paternal power. The sons rebel against the father to gain access to liberty or polit
ical power, but also ''to secure \Vomen for themselves'' (Pateman 1988, pp. 2, 109) Within the sexual contract, 
patriarchal sex right "ceases to be the right of one man, the father. and becomes a 'universal' right" (Pateman 
1988, pp, 109-11 0). The term "patemalist" is used when the state is acting like a father and is treating individuals 
"like sons who cannot yet act for their own good" (Pateman 1988, p. 33)~ 

So to enter adulthood in this fonn of democratic society is, for men, to be recognized both as citizens with 
political rights and as men with sexual rights. A restriction on these sexual rights is "paternalistic". and this has to 
be opposed to establish one's adult masculinity. In tenus of this analysis, it makes sense that interviewees con
ceived their right to sexual expression as a right owed to them by the very presence of the sexual desire that indi
cated their maturity as men (see also Part 1, Chapter 5 on this issue). 111is too constitutes a reply to the discourse 
of seduction. It is argued that the discourse of seduction and the prohibitions associated with it are "paternalistic", 
and that they refuse to acknowledge the sexual rights of youths. An irony of this discursive position is that the dis
course defining it is established within patriarchy as a basis of men's control over vmmen 's sexuality. However. 
ht::r:~ it i~ ll};;~l(by h0y5 to ~Jg1-1e fox their rights Jo clevelop a homosexual identity_ 

Homosexual Seduction and Replying Discourses 

Tristan. Derek, Twink. and Arnold all create a very similar narrative and discursive point of vie\v in dealing \vith 
these issues. Keith's narrative has many points in common but there are important differences; there is more of a 
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sense that homosexuality is situational and socially constmcted, and that his O\vn homosexual preferences may 
have been influenced by his intergenerational experiences. 

11-istan sees his sexuality as essentially gay before his encounters with adults and, in this, he sees his gayness 
as a condition, as an intrinsic aspect of his personality. Tristan scoffs at the idea that his experiences \Vith men 
influenced his sexuality: 

Int: 

Ttistsr:: 

Int· 

Tristan: 

Some people might think that because of yoW' experience with pedophiles, you've 
been tumed gay 

\vith girls, but l'm not attracted to them, 1 mean, l'd be the first to admit, if a good 
looking girl walks down the street to say she's good looking. Or god, she's ugly. But I 
don't ever think, like ... I never dream about girls. I look at a Playgirl, l mean a Play
boy I think, how boring, umm so I know, I mean if that's. it's rubbish. 

And men? 

Yeah, they fascinate me. 

In this, he adopts a common view of private fantasy as a key sign of sexual identity. Seidler traces this to a 
Christian heritage whereby examining one's desires, rather than one's acts, is taken as a key to self-knowledge 
(Seidler 1987, p. 92). Certainly within these interviews, the presentation of private fantasy as evidence of true 
sexual orientation is very common. 

It is the discourse of homosexuality as an essential inner condition that decisively refutes the discourse of 
homosexual seduction in Tristan's answer to these questions. In statements that may be taken to supplement this 
position, he refers to his experience of sexual games played \vith other boys in his childhood. He talks about the 
-way-that·these·-other--boys-did--not·grmv--up-to be-gay;:-but-that--these--games--had--a-special--significance-to--hirn --in later 
recollection. 

He presents his intergenerational experiences as relating to his homosexual identification in two ways. Firstly, 
these experiences forced him to confront his gayness. Secondly. some of the older men whom he met through 
these relationships helped him to come to terms with his gayness and to meet members of the gay community. 

Tristan sees his first self-recognition as homosexual at the age of 14. He made an attempt to discontinue his 
sexual contacts with men at the gym that he had begun in the previous year. It was the failure of this attempt that 
convinced him of his gayness: 

Tristan: 

Jnt: 

Tristan: 

Yeah, probably just on the edge of fourteen was when l said J \vas gay except, I mean 
1 was having sexual experiences when I was four. So I mean, back then it was just like 
a game sort of thing you know. But about thitieen, fourteen, was when 1 actually knew 
I was different and that I w·asn't interested in girls and that I never \vould be. 

And why was it then? Was it some event? 

Urn. Umm. Well I mean w·hen I was thirteen 1 went through a stage where I \Nent "I'm 
going to stop this!" and you kno\v, go out \Vith girls, and I couldn't. And I mean I knew 
there were homosexuals, but they were people who did it all the time and I was just, 
you know, having fun sort of thing. And when I couldn't that's \-vhen I realized. 

In retrospect, he does not regret this. and he says that he is glad this happened as early as it did because it 
otherwise may have taken him much longer to sort out his sexuality. When Tristan says that he realized he was gay 
and that he would never be interested in girls, he expresses the idea that gayness is a lifelong condition. The sexual 
enjoyment he experienced with men at the gym did not seduce him into gayness. That was already present. 
Instead, when he was unable to stop these relationships, he discovered the truth about himself. 

At various points in the intenriew, Tristan talks about how these relationships helped introduce him to the gay 
scene. In these comments, he works within the discourse of adolescence. These relationships were helpful to him 
in establishing himself as an adult male within the gay community. Speaking of John, with whom he had a brief 
relationship and a long and continuing friendship, he comments: 

If it wasn't for him, l probably wouldn't be where I am now. He really brang me out, which is \Vhat I 
needed. What I mean was, he wasn't a bad influence, anything like that. Not that anything much ever hap~ 
pened between me and John. We were just f1iends and that He just smt ofbrang me out, he got me mixing 
with gay people. 
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In an interactionist account of the development of gay identity. Plummer argues that self-recognition usually· 
comes first, and that it is experienced as a major crisis (Plummer 1975. p. 146; 198 L p. I 0 I). Meeting other gay 
people who can give support follows this. Only after all this are sexual relationships likely·: 

These first tortured stages of coming out can usually be circumvented speedily once the second stage-of 
meeting other homosexuals-is reached ... The earlier doubts-the guilt, identity confusions, se\::recy and 
sexual frustrations can begin to fade once homosexuals are met v,rho, ctuiously enough, are 'glad to be 
gay', living reasonably contented and productive lives. (Plummer 1981, p. 102) 

Plummer also claims that US studies show that identification as homosexual is most likely between late teens 
and early thirties (Plummer 1981, p. I 0 1). In Tristan's case, sexual relations began before a gay identity was estab
lished. but subsequent events confinn the pattern of entry to the gay community that Plummer describes. In fact. 
all the gay interviews depict an entry into the gay community along these lines. This relates to the impossibility of 
young people making contacts with the gay community directly, such as by going to gay bars and discos (Bennett 
1982, p. 90). Plummer's typical sequence of self-recognition followed by meeting other gays followed by sexual 
contacts is not a probable one for gay adolescents. Instead, they are most likely to get entf)' to the gay community 
through sexual contacts with adults. 

Tristan's comments on parental and social restrictions on his sexuality suggest a discourse of adolescence as 
a time \Vhen a person claims a right to self-expression. TI1is is given a most precise fonnulation in a story about an 
event when he was 11 years old: 

Well, for the first, say eleven years of my life I \Vas very sort of covered from \vhat the outside world was 
all about. I mean I wasn "t even allowed out of my street and then I came home from school one day and 
laid down the law and ever since then I've been as free as what [wanted to . 

This discourse of adolescent independence and civil rights is manifest in many other parts of Tristan's inter
view. It is undoubtedly through this discourse that Tristan replies to any suggestion that he could have been the 
victim of child abuse. He was not a child but \Vas a citizen, aware of his own rights and making his own decisions. 
For instance, he argues that he was fully avvare of the legal and social dangers of what he was doing: 

[knew, I knew the risks l was taking but it was worth it. Because it was the only \Vay I could have happi
ness. r t was the only \vay J could be me. 

In a long statement of this point ofviev .. ·. he argues that the fact that he usually initiated sexual contacts shows 
that he was making choices and that he was not being pressured into sex. In addition, he speaks of an equality of 

... -- ... ·- -· decision-making-that-cimplies-that-hewasawepred·as-someonewitl>-equal-rights:- -· - - - ---···-· - ·· - - ·- ··-·· ·-· - - -

I mean ifi didn't want to go somewhere, if I didn't \Vant to be in something, that was fine. With John, you 
know, that was it, the end of it. I mean f \Vas my own person. He used to ask me, "Do you want to go here, 
do you want to go there?" If I said "No'' that was it, if I said "Yes" then we \vent. 

The statement that he was his "own person" sums up this discourse strategy and relates it to a political doc
trine of equal civil rights based in ownership of the person. Another statement that he makes identifies his right to 
sexual expression with other political rights and demands an equality of rights \Vith other citizens. As argued 
earlier (in Part 1, Chapter 5), his analysis invokes the liberal discourse of democracy and freedom. His attack on 
those who would restrict his sexuality is clearly and explicitly a critique of paternalism. As Pateman ( 1988) has 
suggested. it works in tenus of an assumption of male civil rights and male sexual rights. This political discourse 
is easily tied into a description of adolescent sexuality as emergent and active. Sexual desire chooses, demands a 
right to expression, and so on. This picture of sexuality is quite marked in this interview. and it particularly infonns 
the descriptions of his first encounters \Vith men at the gym. fn a statement (also quoted in Part 1, Chapter 5_ page 
65), he explains his first sexual experience as follows: 

Any>vay I, umm got into the spa. He was still there and umm ... he kept looking at me and I was looking 
at him occasionally but still nothing was e,10ing through my mind .. And from memory he got up and had 
an erection. And that was when I realized. I'm not 100% sure that's the >vay it happened but that's the way 
I remember it. Then I thought, "Hey, this is great fun,·· and from then on there was no tum.ing back . 

Although he is not sure of the details, Tristan has no doubt that he must have initiated the sex. He presents his 
sexual desire as something already present and he presents himself as actively involved in setting up the encoun
ter because of his desire. The discourse of adolescence as fearless adventures is also present. ln other places in the 
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interview, he also says that he usually initiated his sexual contacts with men. The suggestion that sexuality is an 
internal urge that demands expression is made explicit in an explanation of the sexual contacts he had with peers 
before he related to adult men: 

Before I discovered men, yeah. Because I was randy and there \vas nothing else. 

This positioning as the essentially gay adolescent \Vho set up sexual encounters because of an internally con
stituted sexual desire is a clear discursive counter to the discourse of gay seduction. Within Tristan's narrative 
framework, the intergenerational relationships are a means through which an essential sexual being is discovered 
and later supported. Secondly, they are relationships that should be defended in terms of the rights of citizens to 
eXpress theif ·essenthl1 beihg; to.bci hit'j:>.py; and to" engage in ·sexual a:ctS. 

Although Tristan's interview presents this position the most thoroughly, Tv·.' ink, Derek, Arnold. and Keith 
share its essence. All refute the discourse of seduction by arguing that their gayness was not produced through 
these relationships. All see the relationships as an outlet for an emergent sexual desire typical of adolescents. All 
see the relationships as helping them come to tenns \vith their gayness, or as forcing them to recognize their gay 
identity. 

Derek provides another example ofthis strateg:.v: 

Int: 

Derek: 

Derek: 

A lot of people would say, you know, it's not good for kids to start having sex until 
they get to 18 because they don't really know whether they're gay. I mean that's one of 
the reasons why the la;v at the moment prevents kids from having sex, gays ... What 
\vould you say about something like that? 

Really! I don't really know. 

-· Well~ .. dQ..Y.Q.U .1Di~. t.hen;. 'sAllY. clumgt:: .. at. .. 1:! .l.Mt!L4at~...ii1.Y. o.J.+f Hft!d' O.Y.' ll.)og_}\:. P.a.c;f .. O..D. 
this time and say, "Oh I made a big mistake when I got off with those guys \vhen I was 
15.'' 

No, not really. I reckon all kids go through that Not all of them. I reckon a few kids go 
through that sort of thing when they're young, sort of I reckon they just go through 
that sort of thing. Somewhere along the line ... Like getting off with somebody 
because they like the feeling. And I reckon like kids about 13 to 14 to 15 to 16 I reckon 
they all get into that stuff now. I reckon it's just something to go through when they're 
young. Well, you have to once in yotrr lifetime. It's got to happen some time I reckon. 
Oh I reckon straight kids do go for that sort of thing too. 

In the last sentence, Derek compares his activities \vith those of heterosexual adolescents between 13 and 16 
who are also are having their first sexual experiences in this period of their life-with people of the opposite sex. 
While the question frames the issue in tenns of the possibility that he might regret his early involvement in sex 
because he might come to believe that he had been seduced into homosexuality, his reply totally ignores this 
framev-wrk. His own experience of his gayness-as something that dates back to his childhood-is so strong that 
the idea of someone making him homosexual through a sexual encounter seems ridiculous. Instead, Derek speaks 
here within the discourse of adolescence. Adolescence is the time when sexuality emerges. If you "go through it" 
when you are young, it just means that sexuality. following its own internal logic, has chosen to announce itself at 
that age. 

Speaking of his first encounter with a man in the park, Derek describes it in this way. He is at the park at 6 
o'clock on the swing. A man rushes towards him and begins to strip off: 

I just sat there looking. I didn't knO\v \vhat to do but sort of thrilling. l looked, gawked, sort of ... I didn't 
mind, I just kept on swinging on the S\Ving. And 1 wasn't scared or anything and he just come up to me and 
said, ''Oh, hO\v are ya?'' and I said, ·'Oh, not too bad." In other words, conning on to me. And he turned 
arotmd and said, "Oh, what's your name?" And I'd tell him my name 'cause I wasn't scared or anything 
because it \vas in a park and it was about 6 o'clock, really early, 6, you know what I mean. And he just said, 
"Would you like a drink?" and I said "No". Then I started b"etting a bit nervy, nervous sort of thing. I kne\v, 
I must ... I knew in a \vay that he'd do something. So I just sat there, you know, and he said, "Oh, would 
you like to come for a drive?" Well I rushed him! So I just went for a drive with him and there we got off 
First time, we got off 
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Later, in a comment that summarizes Derek's attitude to the event, he remarks: 

I \Vanted to try it out. So I tried it It was a really good feeling. Ever since then I kept on going. 

Here the narrative of this event begins with Derek sitting innocently on the swing. A man appears \Vith 
obvious sexual intentions. Derek is instantly thrilled and takes voyeuristic pleasure in seeing him undress. He is 
not scared to go with the man, and in fact he ""rushes" him. The sex is great, he has an orgasm~ and even the anal 
sex. though a bit uncomfortable at first. is enjoyed. All this has happened because he wanted to try it out and, 
having done so, he is eager to repeat the experience. This is typical of the discourse of male adolescent sexuality
spontaneous, adventurous, sexual pleasure is guaranteed, and casual contact is exciting. Derek presents himself as 
an active and initiating party. The events that take place are in response to his emerging self-constituted sexual 
desire. All this works against any interpretation of Derek as a victim of homosexual seduction. Summarizing his 
attitude to these sexual encounters on another occasion. he concludes: 

I mean to say, sex is sex, you gotta, you knmv, well ... The v .. ·ay I feel, ·what \Vould you do without it? It's 
just something normal. Sex is just normal for everybody. Not just for me, for everybody and to do with
out... I reckon it \Vould be pretty hard to do \Vithout it so you're just going to have to think. 

The hydraulic model of sex as an internal urge that seeks outlet and that manifests itself in adolescence, is 
prominent in such comments. 

Arnold:\· interview gives a pertinent example of the \vay the discourse of seduction is heard by these inter
viewees: 

Int: 

Arnold· 

So do you think that these young experiences have made you gay? 

Not really, no, no. t think that umm, well. You get to another extreme of somebody is 
forced to .. I think it's .. the so called rape and all that sort of thing. 

In line with other sections of the interview. Arnold assumes that his sexuality is essential, and that it is ridic
ulous to think that it may have been influenced by these relationships. Instead, he quickly passes on to what he 
sees as the real point of such theories of homosexual seduction; they are an attack on the morality of intergenera
tional relationships. He replies in tenns of that perceived critique; such relationships are good if they are volun
tary. but may be hannful ifthey are forced. 

Twink ~· interview provides a good example of the way the discourse of sexual rights is associated with a dis
~·-------------·----------- ·---· .. ·--·----co-urse-ef--ma:le--adul-t--sexuaHtr.--H---is--beeom·ing-a-man-that-gi-ves-ooe-the--right-t-&-Se-x.ual·wtpressioo--;--... --... ----.. -

Int: 

Twink: 

Most people find sexual relationships between boys and men a real "shock, honor''. 
They can't understand why boys \Vould want to fuck v.ith men. 

Well why do men want to fuck vvith men? That's what I say. [am a man. Look, I've got 
the structure of a man. Jesus look I've even got hairs on my toes and I paint my toe 
nails. Sorry about that! Shit. Look, I've got hairs on my knuckles. As a kid I wasn't too 
sure but now I am. I am a man. I say to myself 1 even shave, I'm a man. And hmv dare 
someone say you are a child. I can't stand it I don't care if they call me a youth. I don ·t 
care if they call me a stupid goddamn fuckwit but just don't call me a child. f hate that. 
I say [ knmv what I want and if I'm wrong I'll tum around and !'tl change. 

Here Twink is speaking as a 16 year old. and he retrospectively claims the discourse of sexual adulthood and 
male sexual rights to cover the whole period of his intergenerational relationships. Although the question is spe
cifically concerned with the whole of these relationships and not just those that followed his sexual awakening, 
Twink's reply ignores these earlier events and concentrates on the signs of his adult male sexuality'. 

Keith is the only one of the interviewees who expresses the idea that his intergenerational relationships \Vith 
men may have influenced him to develop a gay sexuality. fn describing his childhood, Keith says several times 
that he was effeminate as a child, prefen-ed the company of girls, enjoyed effeminate activities such as singing. and 
also that he was not keen on competitive sports. ln view of the discursive association of homosexuality and effem
inacy. all these statements could be taken as establishing an essential gayness before his first sexual contacts with 
men \vhen he was 12. tn addition, he o'fters various examples of sexual and quasi-sexual interest in men during his 
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childhood. Despite all this, he notes that there was a time 'vhen he wondered whether his experiences with men 
had influenced him to be gay: 

I think when I was tl)·ing to come to tem1s with reasons why I was gay, I wondered that. "Was it a genetic 
SOli ofthingT 'Cause I reCOb1J1ized, I thought for quite a while that I probably had more estrogen than other 
men .. These were some of the ideas that went through my head when I was younger. And I also felt that 
possibly because the first sexual thing I was eA'}JOSed to, men \vere available, women \veren't. lfi'd gone 
on the beach and had my first sexual thing with a \VOman, maybe that would have been the focus for my 
sexual fantasies. Because prior to becoming involved \Vith these men it wasn't a fantasy for me, but after, 
it definitely became a sexllill fantasy for me to be involved with men. 

He goes on to consider whether he might have had a dominating mother and an absent father, and rejects this 
as unlikely. In this passage, Keith considers the most typical explanations of gayness that occur within this society. 
The first is that the gay man is genetically effeminate, and the final explanation---which he never found applica
ble-is that of the dominating mother. He was also moved to wonder if his gayness had been the result of homo
sexual seduction. He indicates that he found this explanation convincing at certain times of his life. Nevertheless, 
he now rejects it, and, in doing so, he, like the other intervie\vees. refers to evidence of a gay sexual orientation 
before these relationships: 

Keith: 

lot: 

Keith: 

I don't even know \.vhy I have to think about it. It's just because in tenns of most peo
ple's ideas, something has gone a bit \'>Tong that you must see what is the reason and I 
don't think that now. 

But there was a time in your life that you did, apparently. 

And when I wondered if this was the most important thing, just this one event. But 
then when I look at it and think that I was attracted to men, you know, that I was 
aUraCte'ifto-thCirOOdies·:·: 

In Keith's interview, there is a considerable ambivalence about the possibility that these intergenerational 
contacts had an influence on his sexual desire. On the one hand, he takes the view that his earlier sexual interest 
in men and his effeminacy were signs of a prior gayness that \vas merely revealed in these interactions. On the 
other hand, he looks back to a time when he wondered whether the availability of men and the sexual success of 
these relationships influenced him to develop a gay identity. 

As he goes on to argue, his concern about all this is an expression of a situation in \Vhich most people believe 
that "something has gone a bit wrong" and that this needs explanation-heterosexuality is taken as a product of 
nature, pure and simple, whereas homosexual choice must be explained as the result of some additional factor. 
Rejecting the hegemonic discourse by which heterosexuality is necessarily superior, these questions have a differ
ent emphasis; it may be that experiences with an older man led on to adult homosexuality, but is this problematic? 
As I have suggested, the interviewees of this study hear the discourse of seduction as a discourse that invalidates 
their gay identity and that stigmatizes their intergenerational relationships. Keith is unique in spelling out this 
moral agenda. The discourse of seduction and Keith's worries about his gayness are socially produced aspects of 
the stigmatization of gay men. Their hidden premise is that there is something wrong with being homosexual. As 
Keith says, without this premise, the discourse of seduction has no sting. In this conte>..'t, it seems no accident that 
Keith is also the only interviewee who does not entirely reject the possibility that his intergenerational relation
ships had an influence on his sexuality. 

Homosexuality and Effeminacy 

Since its very institution as a type of sexual orientation, homosexuality has been constituted as effeminacy; "a 
certain way of inverting the masculine and the feminine in oneself'. (Foucault 1980, p. 43). However, why this 
should be so is another matter. Homosexual acts have not, in other societies, been seen as pointing to an essential 
inversion of gender. It may be that in modem societies homosexuality has just in fact been constituted as a reverse 
discourse of both masculinity and heterosexuality. As Butler argues, for heterosexuality to be a distinct social 
fonn, there must be both a "sanctioned heterosexuality and transgressive homosexuality" (Butler 1990, p. 74). 
Connell, making a somewhat similar point in relation to masculinity, maintains that hegemonic masculinity can 
only set itself up as the ideal and proper fonn of masculinity by stigmatizing certain alternative fonns of mascu
linity and by subordinating them. Within contemporary Western society, homosexuality is the chief of these (Con
nell 1987, p. 110). 
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The hypothesis of an original and, in some sense. accidental combination of homosexuality and effeminacy 
makes sense historically. European homosexual subcultures from the seventeenth century \vere subcultures of 
effeminate men who were mostly prostitutes catering to a clientele of men \Vho were not part of the subculture 
(Weeks 1981, p. 11 0). Sexologists solidified this social category by theorizing homosexuality as "inversion" 
(Weeks 1985, p. 93). It is therefore possible to regard effeminate homosexuality as a social invention-an imagi· 
native blending of two different reverse discourses. Such a theory still leaves the association between hegemonic 
masculinity and exclusive heterosexuality something of a puzzle, and various attempts have been made to dis~ 
cover an intrinsic connection. 

One approach to this suggests that contemporary patriarchal relationships are built on an ideology of natural 
differences between the sexes and on a natural complementarity of men's and women's sexuality (Carrigan, 
Connell & Lee 1985, p. 584: Plummer 1975, pp. 119-120: Connelll987, p. 248). Men are innately attracted to 
women and are masculine in their habits, \Vhile \Vomen are innately recipient to men's sexual desire and are natu· 
rally feminine. The complementarity between the sexes is epitomized in the double standard by which men's sex~ 
uality is aggressive and women's receptive; women are sexual objects, and men are not (Weeks 1981. p. 42; 
Carrigan, Connell, Lee 1985. p. 586). This neat ideological package masks power differences between the sexes. 
Marriage. which is an institution through which women are subordinated to particular men. is vie\ved \vithin this 
ideology as a natural product of innate desire. Femininity and masculinity, which are socially constructed patterns 
of gender behavior, are seen as innate; their role as props of patriarchy disappears from view. 

Homosexuality attacks this ideology because homosexual men are those men who are attracted to other men. 
who have other men as objects of their sexual desire (Carrigan, Connell, Lee 1985. p. 586). The easiest way of 
containing this damage to the core ideology is to treat homoseAuality as a fonn of effeminacy; in that way the con
nection bet\veen sexuality and gender role is preserved-men who are attracted to other men are effeminate. This 
strateg)' also perfonns another function--the accusation of effeminacy stigmatizes these men: and it also under
mines their claim to patriarchal power-they are not real men. The attack on the ideology of natural gender roles 
is, therefore, seen as coming from a despised and po\verless group. 

Underlying this approach must be an acknowledgement of the changes in patriarchy that accompany capital
ism. Within capitalist societies, marriage is viewed as a civii contract between equals (Pateman 1988, p. 112). The 
mythology of modern patriarchy is that women are voluntary participants in their subordination. As with capital
ism in general, there is a change from the overt political subordination of feudal society to a covert self-regulating 
subordination (Walkerdine 1985, p. 204). ln this contexi, compulsory heterosexuality, marriage, and subordination 
to husbands are not primarily viewed as laid down by God's la\v, and are not enforced \Vhen necessary by overt 
legal power. ·n1ey are instead seen as the result of what women and men innate(v desire. The complementarity of 
sex roles is taken as a sign of equality, as tv...a partners with an equal and reciprocal desire for each other. This is 
why the concept of an innate heterosexuality is so central to this particular form of patriarchy . 

. .. . ·······-····-····- .... _.There.canbeno.doubtahoutth.e.«onne.ctionsJbatan:.malkbe.ill:.eenga)'.Selmubt)' and~ffemin<JS;x,in.!his.sQ.d::. _ _ _ _ _ _ 
ety, despite the "butch shift" of recent years (Humphries 1985, p. 76). The new masculinized images of gayness 
have not been accompanied by a noticeable diminution in the stigmatization of gay men on account of effeminacy. 
Walker gives a good example ofhO\v these issues are treated by adolescent boys in Australia. In the school that he 
studied, there \Vere three boys \Vho sa\v themselves as friends and who were regarded as definitely homosexual by 
the most powerful group of boys in the school. This was despite the complete absence of any overt declarations of 
homosexuality on the part of the friends. Walker summarizes the causes of this stigmatization: 

The touchstone, often explicitly, \vas sexuality, postulated and perceived, enacted and avowed. The three·s 
e.-..:plicit rejection of heterosexual attraction .. when combined with their rejection of sport and other 
aspects of 'the kid society', their refusal to t,:rrant value to overtly aggressive behavior and their unusual 
ways of dressing, speaking and moYing, tended to be lumped together in the eyes of those for whom they 
were 'poofs' ... The three neither related to females as it was thought a male should (nor aspired as a male 
should aspire) nor were they sufficiently distinct from females in their behavior. (Walker 1988, p. 88) 

Responses to Ej)eminacy in the Interviews 

The discourse of homosexual seduction rests upon the stigmatization of homosexuality. In other words. if homo
sexuality \Vas not seen as a problem. then there could be no problem in boys being introduced to this fonn of 
sexual orientation. In tum. a key feature of the ~iigmatization of homosexuality is the association of homosexual~ 
ity and effeminacy. What is of particular interest in these interviews is that many of the interviewees claim their 
effeminacy as evidence of an essentially· gay sexuality before these relationships. 
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The discursive link between effeminac;r and gayness was evident in all but one of these intervie\vS. Effemi
nacy was often presented as evidence of a gay identity. In this sense, the discourse of inversion is claimed as 
revealing a truth about sexual being. It is reversed in the sense that effeminacy· is something to be claimed rather 
than something to be ashamed of. Effeminacy was sometimes revealed as an identification with \vomen against the 
tyranny of hegemonic masculinity. Even though this was rarely proclaimed in the interviews as an overtly political 
opposition to patriarchy, it corresponds politically to the analysis of the gay liberation movement (Carrigan, 
Connell & Lee 1985, p. 585; Mieli 1980; Connell 1987, p. 233). Finally. a camp style of effeminacy was some
times adopted by the interviewees, and this can be seen as a parody of gender roles and an affront to hegemonic 
masculinity. 

Derek, sayirig that h6 was ahvays the '"shy, quiet type'' at school, claims that his gay identity can be traced 
back to when he started school: 

Derek: 

lnt 

Derek: 

They used to call me "flower'' They'd call me '·flower boy'' Just things like that, 
because I was really quiet. 

Did they actually accuse you of being a poofter, or gay, or anything like that? 

Umm, not really ... 'cause they just used to call me, like "pansy" and things like that, 
·'flower boy" and .. but in a way I think they would have been too, sort of thing, like 
teasing me. 

Through this statement, Derek indicates that, like the three friends of Walker's account, others situated his 
effeminacy within the discourse of sexual inversion, however implicit this was in primary school. Derek goes on 
to say that from when he first started school, he saw himself as different from the other boys. He used to always 
hang around with the girls, and sit and talk with the girls, and he liked them better than he liked the boys. In this. 
hejoins hi,s effeminacy as personalitycc-":the. shy, quiet type" -,with an. identification and so~;iaUntirna~;y with 
women. The same pattern of empathic relationships with women and hostility from men is revealed in his relation
ships with members of his family. His mother never condemned him for his early effeminacy, seeing it as part of 
his essential being and as something that created closeness between herself and her son: 

Derek: 

Int: 

Derek: 

Like, well my mother always told me I've ahvays been like that, s011 of thing. 'Cause 
I've asked them, pumped her for gossip and thinb:rs like that, she's told me I've always 
been like that, really quiet. 

It didn't freak her out, you being like that? 

No, not really, 'cause me and her are really close, just really close. I'm closer to her 
than my father. That's why we don't get along 'cause 1 can't tell him things that I can 
tell Mum. 'Cause he just wouldn't listen-things like that. He's just got no time for 
me. He just reckons I'm an idiot. 

When he was younger. he was scared of his t'llther's violence. He spent a lot of time with his grandparents 
before he was twelve. Later, when his parents split up, he went with his mother. He traces a lot of the conflict with 
his father to his gayness: 

'Cause all my brothers are really close to Dad and l 'm not Sort of thing. Umm, that's \vby we don't get 
along because I've always told him that be treats the rest of the boys different to what I am. He treats the 
rest of the boys better. Because I'm gay he treats them better, you know. He leaves me out all the time, he's 
always been like that. 

In the tenus of Davies's analysis, Derek's father is doing "category maintenance work"; he is sustaining his 
definition of appropriate masculine behavior by aggression against those who act inappropriately (Davies 1989, 
pp. 28-29). The way Derek combines a continuous history-"he's always been like that"-with an explanation in 
tenus of Derek's gayness, reveals an important assumption. His early signs of effeminacy, to which his father 
reacted, were evidence of"gayness". Effeminacy is claimed as gayness and as something that inevitably led Derek 
to place himself in opposition to most men and in empathic relationships with women. 

Derek describes conflicts with his brothers over his gayness, and in doing so, he again conflates events that 
predated his adolescence with events since the time when his gayness has had a sexual expression. 

Derek: And I ahvays got on better \Vith my sister-in-laws and things like that than my broth· 
ers. "Cause all my brothers they don't understand about me. Like they know I'm gay. 
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I've told 'em straight out when I was 14 I told 'em. That \Vas pretty quick but I told 
'em. They just sort of took no notice, they laughed at me and thought twas one big 
joke. They just don't understand. They're really, you knO\v, street fighting sort of 
brothers, you knO\v \Vhat I mean. It still doesn't keep me apart from me brothers. I still 
get along \Vith them, but they just say, ''Derek, wake up to yourself, you dress funny, 
you're far out, you're freaking us all out here." 

What sort of things do you like to dress in? 

Well, mainly l wear really tight jeans, you h.uo\v just dress up really girlish, feminine 
and [ like that. Sometimes eyeliner, mascara ... and I'Ye been mistaken for a girl, been 
mistaken for a girl walking down the street and things like that. 

It is apparent here that Derek came out as gay to his brothers a year before he had any sexual contacts with 
men. and also, if a later comment is believed, before he had developed any interest in sex. His overt effeminacy is 
a challenge to hegemonic rnasculinity-"you're freaking us all out here". In a context where open hostility is not 
appropriate, the challenge to hegemonic masculinity has to be treated as a joke. 

When he was 14, he left school on the North coast and came to live with his mother in Sydney. This was partly 
because the boys used to tease him in high school for hanging roWld with girls, and partly because of conflicts with 
his father. Describing this situation. he again puts himself in alliance with vmmen and in opposition to men: 

I used to get teased in high school a lot. Even if r was still hanging around the girls, it didn't make any dif~ 
ference. Like they'd be so different tmvards me, like \Ve used to really carry on, I used to be one of the girls, 
yeah. But with the boys, they used to tease me a lot because I hanged around \Vith the girls a lot and me 
father up on top of it, the hidings and things like that. 

All of this is still before any sexual contacts with men. When he arrived in Sydney, his mother was living with 
her boyfriend, and Derek instantly began to get into fights with him over his gayness. He makes it clear that these 
conflicts began as soon as he moved to Sydney and before he began having relationships with men: 

He's always called me cat since I first moved up 'cause of the way I talked and things like that 'cause I talk 
really feminine. And I look so much ... and things like that. And I've always been popping around the 
house Hke an old \Voman. 

These conflicts escalated \Vhen Derek started to go over to the park to pick up men at a beat: 

When I'd come home he'd say, "Where have you been?" And l'd say, "With my friends,'" and he turned 
--------ar-eund-and-saict, .. ::Liar.;: __ and-then--t~d--say,_:'_Oh--look.----l-~m -going-outjogging .. tonight,-Nlum.,..o-v.er-t.h,e_pad,:~:~ .. - --- ------- --------- --- ---- ----

!twas the only excuse to get over there and when 1 come back he'd say, "Do you know there's poofters 
over in that park?" and I'd tum around and say, "Yeah, so \vhat?" And he'd tum around and say, ''I think 
you should keep away, they're bad people,'' and things like that. 

TI1is led to fights between the mother and the boyfriend in which the mother would support Derek's account 
of things: 

She'd say, "No he doesn't, he's not a poofter,'" and things like that 

Here Derek's identification with his mother is repaid by her automatic support for Derek against the charges 
being made by her boyfriend. That she did not take Derek's disclaimers very seriously is suggested by her ready 
acceptance when he did reveal the truth. Derek felt quite guilty about his dishonesty to his mother. Eventually he 
moved out of her flat and went down the hall. Titis did not entirely stop the fights: 

He'd be drinking and knocking me door in and things like that. And that's \Vhen I started defending for 

he come down and started singing out, "You cat, you cat," and I'd say, you know, ''Shut your filthy mouth, 
get out" And one day he just went too far and he's broke the door, pushed the door in and tried to get, well 
dragged Mum by the hair and drag her out, sol got the jug, I just boiled the jug for meself to make a cup 
of coffee, so I got the jug and I threw it at him and scalded him all over, scalded him all over. 

fn discussing this event. he draws a parallel with experiences with his ±ather: 
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The aggro-ness and everything, \:Vatching your mother getting slapped up and things like that 'cause I've 
seen that a lot up the Nm1h Coast. All us kids would be in the bedroom and Dad used to bash her and drag 
her up the halhvay nighttimes and things like that, really bad memories. 

Derek places himself and his mother as allies who are on the receiving end of violence meted out by patriar
chal males who cannot tolerate his gayness or his mother's defiance. He generalizes about violent assaults on 
women by men~'Tve seen a lot of that up North." Another example is his narrative of an incident when five 
young men with batons bashed him. They surrounded him when he was in a park waiting for a friend. He admitted 
that it was a boyfriend he was waiting for, and they punched him to the ground and began kicking him. He 
managed to get up, tip one of them over, and kick him in the stomach before running off. Derek sees his life in 
tenns of an ineVitable opposiiion'betw·een ·nimst:lfaml'most bthl!'r men;· an·opposiiion"that is st:ruciumily pardiid 
to the opposition behveen women and men. 

Derek did finall:y tell his mother that he was gay, and he was surprised at how calmly she accepted it: 

Well one night it just really got to me. It bothered me a lot. I'd go to sleep thinking about it, wondering 
what Mum vmuld think and all like that and I thought, no I've got to tell her. It's something I had to tell her. 
If she doesn't want to see me, that's ahight, I'll just pack up and go. Just \valk the street I thought But she 
really, she really understood me 'cause one day I just told her, straight out of the blue. I said, '"Mum, I've 
got to tell you something." I said, "1 'm gay," and I said, "I get it off with guys," and she turned around and 
said, ·'Well dar! in', that's alright It's your life, you've chosen what you want to be," she said, ''You're the 
one that's got to put up with it, being gay,'' and things like that. ·'It's your life, you kno\V, as long as you're 
happy." 

In this passage, the response of Derek's mother consolidates the picture of mother and son in alliance against 
patriarchy. As he says before, she had known all along that he \vas effeminate and she supported him in this. They 
are close and they can talk in a \\'ay that he cannot with his father. He and his mother are both on the receiving end 
of violericeTrol11nerel('sTatherarid from her boyfriend. ShetakesDeieli's.side in ro\vs·\vith lheh()yfriend, arid he 
stands up tbr her when she is being dragged out by the hair. Derek's guilt about deceiving his mother and his 
mother's acceptance of his gayness \\10rk as a fitting conclusion to this narrative. 

In discussing his effeminate dress, his makeup, and his effeminate manner, Derek suggests that this style has 
a point in the sense of marking and proclaiming his gayness. Humphries, reviewing the style of gay clones, makes 
this comment: 

If the position of gay men within the gender system is one of subordinated masculinity, then that is a posiw 
tion which tells us that v,;e are not real meD.., a11d \vhich tries to hide us. So an exaggerated masculine style 
(as also an exaggerated feminine style) is one of a probable series of responses. (Humphries 1985, p. 77) 

Visibility is thus a political tactic for gay men. Derek, discussing the reactions of old friends on the North 
Coast to his gayness, describes their reactions in some detail: 

Yeah, but when I walk do\vn the street with my sister-inwlaw and most of the people I know dO\vn there, 
they just say, ·'Qh wow, you look unreal," and things like that ... ''How's Sydney treating you?"-things 
like that. r just say ''Unreal, you should come down," right, and the people that I do know in a way, they 
just say, "Oh look at your hair, \vhat did you do your hair for?" You know, they say things like that, su·aight 
people I knO\v, they say things like that, from school. They say, "Oh, you've changed heaps,'' they just say 
all that stuff, but I don't take any notice. I even go to the straight pubs up there the \\'ay I'm dressed now 
and evei}'thing. 

In a comment on gay styles, Butler refers to the "subversive and parodic convergences that characterize gay 
and lesbian subcultures" (Butler 1990, p. 66; see also Pollak 1986, pp. 52-53; Weeks 1981, p. !11; Humphries 
1985, p. 72). According to this approach, camp and effeminate styles are not so much an attempt to "become" the 
other gender, but are a humorous assault on the naturalization of gender in this society. This is quite apt in Derek's 
case. When he was about 15, he \Vas invited by his grandparents and the family doctor to have a sex change. 
Derek's description of these events embodies this type of camp humor, and his response to the suggestion indi
cates that he conceives his gender identity as a play on the biological category of masculinity and its social mean
ing: 

Ohh, ahhh .. It had me thinking for a while though. Like, not all gay people are like that, sort of thing. 
They'd say, oh, "No \vayl'' you know. "I wouldn't like to be a drag or anything or have a sex change. I'm 
quite happy the way 1 am," you know, sort of It had me thinking for a while though, I didn't knmv \\'hat 
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to do. Whether it would make me ... I just thought, "Oh wow, I'dhave a pair of tits! Hop around the street. 
Ohh I could really make a big woman out of meself." I just thought that, you knO\v. All the good things. 
And then I looked at all the bad things, you know. Just looked at all the bad things, like "Ohh, \vhat if 
something goes wrong with the operation?" I'd just say I might never be the same. 

As I have noted, Derek sees his gayness and effeminacy as linked and omnipresent aspects of his essential 
being. The sexual aspect of his gayness is conceived almost as an afterthought; sexual desire is a natural accom
paniment of adolescence, and in his case this would, of course, take a gay forrn. It can also be said that he cele
brates his effeminacy, enjoying his intimacy with women, and reveling in the scandal created by his appearance. 
In that \vay. he creates a reverse discourse of gayness and effeminacy, validating that which hegemonic discourse 
stigmatizes. Politically, he situates himself as someone in an analogous position to that of women; like \vomen, he 
is a natural target for hostility from patriarchal men. 

A somewhat similar case study to this is that described by Connell in a recent article on the construction of 
rnasculinit.Y among young working-class men on the margin of the labor market. The interviewee, referred to as 
Paul Gray. creates an analogous response to hegemonic masculinity. Unlike Derek in this study, he cross-dresses 
in order to appear as a v.roman rather than merely to appear as an effeminate man. However, like Derek, he has no 
intention of having "the operation''. As with Derek, his path out of masculinity is appropriately referred to as a 
"spectacular negation" of masculinity (Connell !990 pp. 28-30). It would be a mistake to see the other inter
viewees as identifying themselves as "queens'' in the way Derek does. For example, none of the other gay inter~ 
vie\vees speak of dressing in an effeminate \vay. Nevertheless. parallels to Derek's position are very marked in 
three other interviews. 

Keith also speaks of an effeminate childhood and of his effeminate appearance even now in his late twenties; 
he mentions his curly blonde hair and girlish face. He speaks of his close friendships with girls throughout his 
childhood and the absence offriendships with boys in the same period. He talks about his childhood enjoyment of 
pastimes that are considered effeminate, such as singing and skipping. Like Derek. he reports himself as being 
somewhat distanced from his father. who regarded Keith as a failure in masculine sports. He refers to a history of 
hostility from boys at school for his presumed gayness, well before he began his sexual relationships with men 
when he was 12. In connection with these relationships, he suggests that the men with \Vhom he had sex may have 
regarded him as a substitute for women who were not available at the all~rnale constmction town \Vhere he lived. 

Twink does not in any sense, create the impression of childhood effeminacy: in fact, he suggests that he wa.o:; 
known as one of the more aggressive boys at school and that he \Vas something of a leader. When he began his 
relationships with men, these were kept hidden from his school friends. Despite this. he presents himself as a 
"queen'' at the present time, comparing his situation in these relationships to that of women in relationship to patri-

_ ...... ·1IT'Chal rttett. Speaki:ng-nfthese-eartierretattonshtps-.-rre-says:·-··---·-.. --·-----···-·--.. -----·--.. ---.. ----·------.. - ....... _________ ----- --

Thad to keep a very !ow profile, f trissed around a fair bit with them but not out in public. Slam go the 
doors ... Well, I let them make the first move. I kind of went as the v-mman. The man is the dough 'vinner 
and the man is the one vvho says, "Go and do the cooking!" I was only at his bidding. Then I became a lib~ 
crated woman. So no way! I'm going to be a macho lesbian woman myself Ho ho ho ho, you knovl. 
Wiggle my tits and flap off dovm to a lesbian meeting, stuff like that. 

This passage is a good example of the ambivalence of the discourse of gay effeminacy. From one perspective. 
this comment can be read as patronizing and misogynist-"Wiggle my tits and flap off'-and suggest.;; that gay 
effeminacy is an attack on women. not unlike the disparagement b:y heterosexual men. lltis is the analysis of gay 
effeminacy made by some strands of feminism (e.g. Frye !983, pp. !36-!40). On the other hand, it can be argued 
that the discourse is a parody of gender, or that Tv,' ink quite accurately perceives some of the connections bet\veen 
gayness as a fonn of subordinated masculinity and the political position of women. Another aspect of Twink 's 
position that also suggests an effeminate identification is his treatment of relationships in temts of romance. Tv·iink 
often speaks about the way he fell in love with these older partners and was usually _dropped. often witlJ.out anY 
explanation or furewelis. fn addition, he characterizes himself as someone who is not interested m reiattonships fOr 
sex: he is looking for people with whom he can communicate. He does not pursue men on account of their looks; 
"Ohh, those people with muscles. they've got nice looks but I'm also into \vhat they are as a person." In this atti
tude to romance and relationships, he takes up a subject position normally regarded as feminine. 

ll'istan gives a similar picture of his feelings about his family to that of Derek. He does not get on with his 
father, and he believes the hostility is reciprocal. He is very· fond of his mother. and he expresses the view that she 
is treated badly in her marriage and that she should leave Tristan's father. He \vorries a lot about his mother's reac-
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tion to his homosexuality. He has not told her anything about his sexual preference, but she is clearly concerned 
about it He fears that she \vould be desperately· unhappy if she found out about his gayness; he hides it so as not 
to upset her. AIJ this is analogous to Derek's and Keith's interviews in stressing sympathy and intimacy with the 
mother and distance from the father. While Tristan does not present himself as effeminate within the interview, he 
does make tvw remarks that compare his position with that of women. The first of these concerns the teasing and 
physical harassment he received in high school on account of his assumed homosexuality. Here he compares his 
resentment of this to women's feelings about sexual harassment. In a later comment, he claims that he resents the 
sexual objectification that older gay men sometimes display in discos and gay bars, seeing Tristan as just a sex 
object and not as someone who might want a deeper relationship. Like Twink, he appropriates various items of 
feminist political analysis and applies them to his own situation. 

Arnold is the only interviewee who does not position himself as effeminate to any ex'tent. What he suggests 
instead is that his relationships with older men were an entry into masculinity. These men were role models of 
adult masculinity, and he admired them as such, wanting to become like them as he grew up. He sees no incom
patibility between this desire as an age*appropriate stage of homosexuality and full masculinity as a property of 
adult gay men. As Arnold was much older than the other interviewees (50+), it could be suggested that his gayness 
represents a pattern of working-class homosexuality that existed before the development of gay liberation, and one 
that has only recently been accommodated within the gay community (Bennett 1982, p. 53). 

Intergenerational Sex and Gerontophile Cathexis 

In the discourse of gayness as effeminacy, the interviewees are able to take up subject positions already delineated 
within the gay community to validate effeminacy in opposition to its denigration within hegemonic masculinity. 
There .. is-a more -Specific way.. in.. which thejnterviewees make use.ofa discursi.ve . .structure already .adopted..in . .the 
gay community. This appears in the validation of their relationships as desire for older or masculinized sexual 
partners. Hegemonic ideas about sexuality treat heterosexuality as "natural" and homosexuality as deviant. In 
response to this, the homosexual community makes the point that heterosexuality is no different from gay sexual
ity in being a narrowing of sexual desire from the range of possibilities open to human nature. The interviewees 
make a similar point about their sexual desire for older partners; it is no more peculiar than heterosexuality as a 
narrowing of desire. ln this, the interviewees follow the same discursive strategy as gay men who defend types of 
sexual desire within the gay community; for masculinized partners, for effeminate partners, for S/1v1 sexuality, for 
romantic sexuality, and so forth. 

TI1e tenn "cathexis'' is used by Freud ''to refer to a psychic charge or instinctual energy being attached to a 
mental object, i.e., an idea or image" (Connell 1987, p. 112). What 1 want to examine under this heading is the 
structuring of sexual desire that was revealed in these interviev,.' narratives. In an article on the recent development 
of''"clone" and '"leathennen'' styles, Humphries argues that this change represents a political gain for gay men in 
that sexual desire is focused on other gay men rather than on macho heterosexual men (Humphries 1985, pp. 71-
72). Bennett considers the implications of this situation for gay youth, saying that the dominance of the clone 
image means that many young gays are attracted to older men who embody the adult masculinity of the clone style 
(Bennett 1982, p. 95). 

As Carrigan, Connell, and Lee point out, gay liberationists "attacked sexual "role playing' or concepts of 
oneself as 'butch' or 'femme'" (1985, p. 585). They sa\v this as a colonization of gay relationships by the sex roles 
established within patriarchal heterosexuality. One implication of this critique is that the "femme" puts himself in 
a less powerful position in the relationship, mirroring the subordination of a wife within a heterosexual marriage. 
This can clearly be seen as a relevant critique in the case ofintergenerational relationships. Here, the social power 
of the adult may seem to be reinforced and uncontested in a situation where the cathexis of desire is from a 
younger femme partner to an older masculinized adult. 

Within these intendews, there is a very common acknowledgement of a cathexis of desire based around the 
"masculinity" of the older partner. On the other hand, this cathexis is defended in two ways. Firstly, it is argued 
that it is just as legitimate a narrowing of object choice as any other pattern of cathexis. It is comparable with het
erosexuality, gayness, or pedophilia, and no more problematic than those types of object choice. Secondly, a disM 
tinction is made between cathexis and the power structure of particular relationships. Cathecting desire as a 
"gerontophile'' is not the same thing as wanting to be dominated \Vithin a relationship. Interviewees would 
acknowledge a sexual preference for older and/or more masculine partners. However. they would deny that they 
\vanted to be dominated within a relationship. They did not \Vish to adopt the political stmcture of hegemonic hetM 
erosexuality, even though they positioned themselves within a discourse of sexual desire that gave them the posiM 
tion of femme within their relationships. 
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Tristan often indicates that he prefers older men to age peers, both as friends as \Veil as in tenns of sexual 
desire. He constitutes this sexual preference as a fonn of sexuality in its own right. The most clear~cut statement 
of this point of view is towards the end of the intervie·vv: 

Can you imagine, if I \Vas forced to have sex with people my own age I wouldn't be happy. I wouldn't be 
who I am. And that's ridiculous, people should be \vho they are. 

Tristan here constitutes his preference for older partners as part of his essential being. In this way, he ex-tends 
the popular discourse that takes it that sexual orientation (homosexual or heterosexual) is a core of one's being, 
and applies it to a preference within homosexuality. This is also confinned in a joking discussion where he says he 
has nothing against pedophiles, but he is not one. The interviev.,'er responds with the comment that he is the 
other~a gerontophile. Tristan accepts this analysis. ln other sections of the intervie\v. he reveals that he has 
mostly had sex with men over 30, although his current boyfriend is 25. He argues at the same time that his attrac
tion is to people as "persons" and not just as sexual objects. In other words, his sexLJal preference creates an age 
limit on sexual attraction, but \Vi thin that limit, he makes choices on the basis of personality. He speaks about his 
ideal physical type several times, though he does not say what it is. In addition, he reveals that he has had many 
satisfying relationships and excellent friendships \vith men who were not '"The type of person I would lust after in 
looks". 

Within all this. he denies completely the idea that his older partners dominated him in their relationships. on 
account of their age: 

Oh no, I mean give and take, it's absurd that idea, it's a load of rubbish that just because you're older you 
automatically have authority. It's equal because they don't look at me as being younger. 

He illustrates this. talking about shared decision~making in the relationships he has had. He says his partners, 
except in one relationship. have not abused him. Gary was his first major boyfriend, and Tristan says that he 
believed at the time that he was in love. After their relationship had been going for some time. Gary became 
increasingly "moody and the slightest thing and he'd yell and scream at me, sort of thing". Tristan also realized 
that Gary was having another sexual relationship at the time, \Vhich he was concealing. Tristan says that it was 
hard for him to break off the relationship. as it was his first Nevertheless, he did break it off. seducing a friend of 
Gary's. He describes this decision: 

And then one day t decided, 'This is stupid, I'm going to get out of this \vhile [ still can." 

Tristan's discursive strategy on this topic is typical of the interviews. His "gerontophile" desire is validated as 
-------- a-legitirnate-eathexis-t>f-<lesirec-However,-he-romplerely-rejects-!he-view-!hal-tb.isdesire·impliesa.willingness-tG-be- - - - - -- -

subordinated within relationships. The narrative of his association with Gary illustrates this position. He dropped 
Gary because he came to decide that he \vas not being treated well within the relationship. 

In discussing the nature of their sexual desire. Arnold, Keith. and Derek were quite specific about the "butch" 
type of adult masculinity tl1at tl1ey had found attractive in their adolescence. Nevertheless. Arnold and Keith did 
not see themselves as having taken on a "femme'' role on account of their sexual interest in "butch" men. Derek. 
however, does make this link, and he describes his ideal partner as follows: 

Like \Yhat I mainly want is, looking for, is a nice really attractive guy, not a queen like me. Sort of real big 
built handsome guy you know, but umm, I reckon it doesn't \.vork out 'cause like a group of people right, 
that you know and you reckon that they're all nice and things like that and you get in with somebody and 
you eventualty find out that you can't accept him as a lover . 

What this passage illustrates is that there is no easy fit between cathexis and actual relationships (see also 
Humphries 1985). Whatever Derek fantasizes about his actual sexual relationships depend on his social net\vork 
and social compatibility and do not necessarily t1t his idealized picture of a sexual relationship. 

Homosexuality and Promiscuity 

What one reads about the nature of homosexual lifestyles \Vhich may be a distortion but, it suggests an 
activity of great promiscuity and I suppose the conspicuous thing of looking for social activity aroW1d 
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public toilets is one that is disgusting to people who are heterosexual and is dismaying as a possible area 
that you may see yam children go. (OJJ.i'pring, July 19th, 1990) 

This comment is an example of the way in which gay sexuality is treated as a "symbol of disorder, dirtiness and 
danger" (Connell 1987, p. 248). Such stigmatization focuses on gay men as representatives of an excessive and 
unrestrained sexuality. As Weeks puts it, in the mythology of the 1\.ventieth century, the homosexual man has been 
"the archetypal sexed being, a person whose sexuality pervaded him in his very existence" (Weeks !987, p. I 07). 
A common treatment of this issue within the interviews relied on the discourse of adolescence as a time of sexual 
experimentation and shifting allegiances (Hudson 1984, pp. 35, 47). In this, an early promiscuity was seen as a 
necessary stage in ex:ploring one's sexuality and as something that was to be eventually replaced by relationships 
of a more pennanem narure. 

Tristan was, at seventeen, involved in \vhat he sa\V as his first really romantic relationship. Referring to 
changes in his attitudes to promiscuity, he remarked: 

Yeah. Well when I moved into the gay scene before I met my cWTent boyfriend I went through a changing 
stage where ... probably about the start of '86, where I no longer just wanted sex. It \Vasn't satisfying, I 
wanted to be loved. I \Vanted to mean something to someone, not just a good time, not just a look, kind of 
thing. And I'd go out to discos and guys'd pinch you on the bum and say, ''Oh, you're good looking, how 
about coming home with me?" and that'd used to really shit me because it was only ever my looks, but I 
·wanted someone to Jove me for me. And ·what'd happened was that a week before I met my current boy
friend I went to bed with this guy and \Ve had sex and ... tunm .. enjoyable and then I said, "Am I going 
to see you again?" and he said, ·'No'' and l decided that day aften.vards, "I'm not going to have sex, for just 
sex again," 'cause that cut me. And luckily it was onJy a week before I met my boyfriend and then, you 
know, e\'erything stru1ed to flO\v. But yeah, I really got sick of being a sex object. I mean that's happened 
to me in straight discos and everything, that's happened to me everywhere. So that side of it really annoyed 

· ·me·;· atthe·end. Not·at"flrst, ·because at·first J·needed that; .. l needed .. experience to .. make·me grow. .. But then 
when 1 had grown, when 1 had had all the experience ... it was just straight*out sex, which didn't interest 
me. So I'll never let that happen again. lfl cared for someone but I didn't love them, then yeah, but not just 
meeting someone and going to bed with them, that's it. That happens in all walks of life. 

To some extent, Derek, Keith, and Twink shared this perspective. There was sometimes the sense of a gap 
between .what they would ideally like-a more committed relationship-and what actually happened-a series of 
affairs supplemented by casual sexual contacts.TI1is was particularly marked in Derek's and Twink's interviews. 
A second approach to this issue was also very common in the interviews. It refused to accept the discourse of pro
miscuity as emotionally shallow. Keith gives a very good statement of this position: 

My sexual thing with men \Vas beyond a relationship even though I couldn't ever really explain this to 
Deborah. The things I was having with men-they weren'tjust purely casual because anything can happen 
in that casual situation. You may never see the person again but in those fev.; instances of being with 
another person sometimes it can be really horrible and cold but other times it can be a most intimate sort 
of expe1ience for five minutes. Like a tiny rapture. Like people weep and cry and all sorts of things in those 
casual situations and people just hold on to you in this \vordless, very desperate sort of state. There is def
initely a strong emotional interchange in that time. But it in no way altered, as I could see at the time, the 
relationship I had with Deborah. Totally separate events that were occuning. 

J think I've gone through phases of thinking there \Vas something wrong \Vithjust having casual sex with 
somebody without having an emotional entanglement. And that now I don't think it's necessary to have an 
emotional involvement with someone as welL From what l was saying before, l think quite often you can 
have quite an intense emotional interaction \Vith someone for five minutes without having to build up a 
history with someone. 

Keith maintains that he had always believed that what he really wanted was a committed monogamous rela* 
tionship. However, when he actually began such a relationship with Deborah, he found that there was an emo
tional point to his previous casual promiscuity. In the above passages, he makes the claim that even the most 
casual sexual contacts can be infonned by a deep emotional intensity. Arnold, Twink, Derek. and Tristan also 
made statements that support this vie\v. These statements consider a range of different types of involvement, from 
casual sex with complete strangers, to short affairs, to friendships that included sex, to friendships that may have 
started with sexual contact but became non-sexual friendships. In connection with all these types of involvement, 
interviewees spoke of the emotional intimacy they had experienced in these relationships and of the emotional 
support they had gained through them. For example, Derek believed that he had formed one of his most useful 
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friendships through being picked up by an older man at a beat This man had helped him develop a perspective on 
his gay identity and had given him the kind of practical advice and assistance that he believed had saved him from 
becoming a homeless street kid and prostitute. 

This reply to the attack on gay promiscuity is similar to that adopted by some social theorists who have dis
cussed gay sexuality. Hocquenghem sees gay sexuality as a challenge to the sexual privacy that is embodied in 
monogamous marriage. Sexual privacy, he claims, is one of the main psychological bases for capitalism as a 
system of private O\vnership. He validates gay sexuality as a departure from this emotional individualism: 

It is generally assumed that \vhat \Ve may call homosexual "scattering''-the fact that homosexuals have a 
multitude of love affairs, each of which may last only a moment-expresses the fundamental instability of 
the homosexual condition, the search for a dream partner through a series of brief, unsatisfactory affairs. 
The homosexual pickMup scene may well be experienced in such a way, at least at the level of what 
"queers" tell each other or what they have fmmd about themselves. But instead of translating this scattering 
of loveMenergy as the inability to find a centre, we could see it as a system in action, the system in \Vhich 
polyvocal desire is plugged in on a nonMexclusive basis ... Homosexual encounters do not take place in the 
seclusion of a domestic setting but outside, in the open air, in forests and on beaches. (Hocquenghem 1978, 
p. 117) 

Other authors have made similar points saying, for example. that homosexual intimacy challenges the com
petitive relationships between men that sustain capitalist patriarchy (Carrigan. Connell & Lee 1985. p. 586). Fou
cault says that what is found most offensive about homosexuality is not homosexuality as a sexual essence, but 
homosexuality as a lifestyle. The hegemonic discourse of sexuality dichotomizes, \Vith the total fusion of pure 
love on one side and the emotionless sexual encounter on the other. Homosexual lifestyles challenge this dichot
omy making unforeseen connections between sexuality and friendship (Foucault 1981, p. 4-5). 

As I noted in connection with the discourse of seduction, the subject positions taken up by interviewees 
combine what is available from within the gay community' \Vith other elements of dominant discourses. On the one 
hand, the interviewees' defenses of their non-monogamous relationships are constituted from the discourse of 
adolescence. In that, the interviewees take up positions \vithin dominant discourses of masculinity and adoles
cence. On the other hand, they draw on positions that are available within the gay community itself. In doing that, 
they make use of discourses that are marginal and that are in opposition to dominant discourses. They engage in 
an explicit rejection of the dominant discourse of sexuality and romance; a discourse that sets up casual sex and 
emotional intimacy as opposed and exclusive alternatives. Since this discourse is so often used as part of more 
general attack on gay sexuality as "sordid", there already exists a discursive reply to this charge within the dis
courses that constitute the gay subculture. 

Homosexuality and Jntergenerational Sex 

What is most striking about the interviews reviewed in this chapter is the extent to which the discourse of gay 
identity is readily available to validate intergenerational sexual relationships. Clearly for the gay community as a 
whole. the image of the gay man as child molester is one of the most serious and common fonns of stigmatization. 
However, younger parties in voluntary intergenerational relationships can make considerable use of the discourse 
of gay identity to validate their actions and experiences. 

This was most apparent in answers to questions that suggested that having sex with adults might have influ~ 
enced the interviewees' sexuality. The intervie\vees heard this discourse of seduction in temts of its popular mean
ing: as an accusation that intergenerational sexual contacts are hamtful to the younger party. It was rebutted by 
saying that a gay sexuality' \Vas an essential part of the interviewee's personality': it had existed before these sexual 
contacts, and it was manifest in private sexual fantasies as well as in gay sexual practices. These statements func
tioned both as a response to the causal hyrpothesis of seduction and as a positive affirmation of gay identity. 

The discourse of gay identity was also evident in the way that effeminacy and desire for an older partner vvere 
pi"t:Stiited.1ti the imt:rvitws. Etft.:.:rttinacy and a ctaiain amount ufidt:mliiication with women were affinned as pos
itive and as essential aspects of the personality of most of these interviewees: as part of their gay identity. There 
\vas a tendency' to see hostility to gay men as analogous to male sexual harassment and violence against women. 
The cathexis of desire as desire for an older or masculinized male partner was defended as legitimate using the 
same argument as that which has been used to defend gay desire. 

Finally·, the interviewees rejected the suggestion that casual and often short-lived relationships \vere emotion
ally shallmv. Their reply to this common charge against gay men \Vas a defense of the gay community. The dichot
omy bet\veen a supposedly emotionless encounter and a true romantic fusion is seen as a discursive restriction on 
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relationships. The experience of the intervie\vees was invoked to argue that emotional intimacy and support were 
possible in a variety of types of relationship. 

Within the context of this discourse of gay identity, the most common way of perceiving these relationships 
made use of the discourse of adolescence. Adolescence is properly a time when one experiments with sexuality 
and when one comes to understand one's sexuality (Hudson 1984, pp. 35, 44, 47). For these interviewees. the rela
tionships they had were seen as helping them to come to tern1s with an underlying gay sexuality. They were also 
perceived as an entry into adulthood. Sexual and social contacts with adults who were already members of the gay 
community introduced the intelV'iewees to that community. 

In this use of the discourse of adolescence to defend intergenerational relationships, the gay intelV'ie\vees take 
up a position similar to many of the interviewees in this study. As already argued (Part 2, Chapter 5), it was very 
commOn tOr adciiCSCent gifis illVOlv6d with mCn to v3.Tidate their experiences Within a dfscourse of adolescence. 
Some used this discourse to argue that the relationships helped to introduce them to adulthood and an adult sexu
ality. Others argued that their pragmatic and casual approach to these intergenerational relationships was appro
priate in the context of adolescence. Both of these responses mirror those of the gay interviewees considered in 
this chapter. As Hudson argues, the discourse of adolescence has been constructed in reference to male adoles
cence as a stage en route to hegemonic adult masculinity (Hudson 1984, p. 35). HO\vever, it is appropriated in 
these contexts and is made use of by social groups that are constructing fonns of sexual practice in opposition to 
hegemonic heterosexuality. As a discourse strategy, this is an appropriation of a discourse for a different political 
purpose from that embodied in its initial construction (Foucault 1980, p. 10 I). 

The interviewees often invoked the discourse of sexual rights that is associated with adult masculinity to 
defend their participation in these relationships. The sexual desire that they experienced as part of growing into 
adulthood also conferred on them the right to sexual expression and, in their case, the right to express their gay 
sexuality. Again, this discursive position was easily moved across from the discourse of gay identity, gay libera
tion, and gay rights. It is a demand for the civil equality that is proclaimed as universal within capitalist democra
cies. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Man/Boy Sex and the Heterosexual Interviewees 

There were three interviewees who spoke about man/boy relationships and who identified themselves as primarily 
or exclusively heterosexual: Christopher, MichaeL and Kane. All three were or had been involved with adults in 
relationships, but they had not been involved in any casual sexual contacts \Vith men. In this, they differ from the 
gay interviewees \vho described a range of types of sexual contacts with men. By implication, these singular rela
tionships were constituted as exceptions within the normal sexual patterns of these heterosexual interviewees. 

In one way, there was a great difference between the interviewees who identified as heterosexual and those 
who identified as gay. The heterosexual interviewees did not see these relationships as a path to a gay identity. nor 
,, .. ere they wonied that these relationships exposed and indicated an underlying homosexuality. On the other hand, 
this difference masks a fundamental similarity in discursive strategy. Like the gay interviewees, they responded to 
the discourse of homosexual seduction with a discourse of sexuality as a condition--an underlying and abiding 
characteristic of personality. Only in this case it was heterosexuality that was the condition in question. The inter~ 
viewees established their heterosexuality as something that preceded these gay activities and that was manifest in 
other sexual activities and in private sexual fantasy. 

Clearly then, the discourse of homosexual seduction described in the last chapter \vas relevant to these inter
viewees. They were aware that dominant social discourse indicts man/boy relationships as a threat to heterosexu
ality in adolescent boys. Identi:f).ring as heterosexual themselves. they ans\vered this discourse \Vith the discourse 
of sexuality as a condition. Other discourses that were experienced as invalidating these relationships \Vere those 
that proclaimed man/boy relationships to be immoral. In many ways, such moral discourses were more salient to 
the interviewees than the discourse of gay seduction. The interviev-.'ees themselves suffered a great deal more 

------------------.. ---------- _ .. ____ _J!~xie!Y_ about the possible immorality of what they were doing than about ~he _possibili~y of being. seduced in_to 
hom~se~uality. -- --~--~---~~~ -~-·---- --~·~---~----~--~----- ---------

In addition to the discourse of sexuality as a condition, the interviewees invoked two other validating dis
courses in defending their intergenerational relationships. In one, these singular and long-tenn relationships were 
viewed as mentor/pupil relationships, or at the very least as reliable friendships. In another discursive strategy. 
these relationships were validated as an expression of the sexual awakening of adolescence, and the interviewees 
proclaimed their rights to engage in these activities. 

In these discursive strategies, there are some obvious analogies to intervie\v strategies considered in the pre
vious chapters. Like the romantic narratives constmcted by female interviewees, these accounts see the adult as 
benevolent and as a source of wisdom. as a help in introducing the young person to adulthood. As in Sharon's 
interview (Part 2, Chapter 5). the category "friend" is also available to establish the goodwill of the adult party. 
These accounts also resemble those of the gay interviews in which there are references to adults \vho \Vere benev
olent and \Vho helped the young adolescent establish an adult sexual identity (for example, Tristan, Arnold. 
Derek). Such discursive constmctions defend intergenerational sex from the perspective of the discourse of ado
lescence as entry into adulthood. As I have argued (Part I, Chapter 2), they also effect a minimization of transgres
sion; the relationship is seen as ending up as an adult-adult relationship. 

Tht: tn:atrnt:rit oftht:se rdatiOi1s:hif}s as afi aspect ·of sexual a1vakening is 10minisccni: of the gay intcrvic .. vs 
and, as I have suggested for those interviews, it fits in \vith a liberal political discourse of adulthood and masculine 
sexual rights. Paradoxically, within these interviews this discourse could also be used to negate the homosexual 
identity supposedly attached to homosexual relationships. It was suggested by the intenrie,vees that the adult was 
someone who provided himself as an available outlet for the emerging msh of adolescent sexual desire; that even 
if a male partner was not a preferred option. it \vas the best option under the circumstances. 

ll1e chapter will consider all of these discourses as far as they \Vere relevant to the intervie,vees---both those 
discources seen as calling these relationships into question and those that were used to defend and validate the 
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relationships. Each discursive position will firstly be outlined. then material from the three intervie\vs will be used 
to illustrate the manner in which these discursive positions were taken up by the interviewees. Christopher's inter~ 
viev ... · will receive somewhat more attention than the other two interviews. mainly because it is long and articulate 
but also because, looking back after some years, he is in a position to provide a general overview of a relationship 
that lasted approximately ten years. 

771e Discourse of Homosexual Seduction and Heterosexuality as a Condition 

aware of the way in which their sexual relationships with men inf'ringed against hegemonic masculinity by being 
homoerotic relationships. They were quite aware of the discourse of seduction in tenns of which such relation
ships are feared as a possible route to homosexuality. They \vere also aware of the stigma attaching to these rela
tionships by virtue of their homosexuality. In replying to these stigmatizing discourses, these interviewees 
identified themselves as "by nature" heterosexual and hence not in any danger of becoming homosexual through 
these interactions. Further, they presented various arguments to support homosexuality as a valid sexual option for 
men. Even if they were not themselves homosexual, they were aware that they were involved in homosexual acts 
and they defended their decision. They were also supportive of homosexuality as a life choice for their adult 
sexual partners-and more generally as a type of sexual orientation that should not be stigmatized. 

Two quotations summarize the discursive position taken by the interviewees. One is Foucault's remark, 
referred to in the previous chapter: 

The nineteenth century homosexual became a personage, a past, a case history, and a childhood, in addi
tion to being a type of life, a life fom1, and a morphology, with an indiscreet anatomy and possibly a mys-
.te~_iOIJ.~ g~y-~io_logy .... Yife._m ~-~t JlOt .. ~()Eg~_t .. t.~_at ..t.~~ .. P~ych.iJ.l(lgi~al, ... psyc~_i.tt_tric! .l!l.~~~~~.l ... C:~.~e.g.ory. (>_f_ 
homosexuality was constituted from the moment it \Vas characterized ... less by a type of sexual relations 
than by a certain quality of sexual sensibility, a certain \vay of inverting the masculine and the feminine in 
oneself. (Foucault 1980, p. 43) 

The interviewees can be considered to endorse the complementar): picture of heterosexuality that is mapped 
out by this discourse of homosexuality. As heterosexual people, they were heterosexual by nature, and it was their 
inner heterosexuality that was primary, not their temporary excursion into homosexual activities. Another relevant 
point of view is Seidler's discussion of the relationship between sexual fantasy and sexual acts: 

We inherit a tradition in which se::>.:uality is often defined in tenns of desire rather than activity, and Sennett 
helpfully reminds us that the privilege accorded to desire is a Christian heritage. He argues that both 
medical and Cluistian te;.,.1.s share the notion that examining what one desires rather than what one does is 
what really constitutes self knowledge. (Seidler 1987, p. 92) 

In both these statements, the point is made that sexuality, as an essential condition, is not identified simply 
with sexual acts. So for these interviewees, being involved in homosexual sexual practices was not taken as indic
ative of homosexuality as a condition. Secondly, as Seidler suggests, \vhat is often taken as a key to an underlying 
sexual character is the nature of private sexual fantasy (see also Allgeier &Allgeier 1988, p. 483). ln fact this may 
be quite misleading since people who identif)r as homosexual often have at least some heterosexual fantasy, and 
vice versa (Allgeier & Allgeier 1988, p. 492). Nevertheless, within the tenns of widely accepted discourse about 
sexuality, private fantasy can be taken as evidence of sexual character, and this was a position often taken in the 
interviews. 

The fact that men may engage in homosexual acts without identifying as homosexual has been noted in devi
ance studies of homosexuality. Plummer discusses four types of cases in which individuals may "'neutralize" a 
homosexual label despite being involved in homosexual acts. One case is that of delinquent boys who hustle 
homosexual men for money. Another is that of Greenwich Village "beats" who apparently did not define homo
sexual acts in tenns of a homosexual orientation. The third are prisoners, and the fourth are men who have taken 
part in some homosexual acts that are not taken as defining a homosexual personality. In the latter case, according 
to Plummer, an "'account" is provided which explains the activity as a "passing phase", an "experiment", as 
"broadening one's experiences" or as a "favor for a good friend" (Plummer 1975, pp. 137-140). As Plummer 
points out, a common fonn of"insulation" from homosexual identity is to establish that homosexual acts were not 
undertaken as part of an affectionate relationship. This type of "account" was not available to any of the three 
interviewees considered in this chapter since they all refer to an emotional attachment to the adult partner. 
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In terms of an analysis of discourse strategy, \Vhat is particularly interesting about the accounts provided in 
these interviews is the way the discourse of sexuality as a basic condition has been appropriated from its applica
tion to gay sexuality and used to establish heterosexual identity. Historically, the discourse of homosexuality as a 
condition also establishes a related discourse of heterosexuality as a condition. This discourse can in tum be used 
by boys who identify as heterosexual to validate their experiences of engaging in man/boy sex, and can also be 
used to reply to the discourse of homosexual seduction. The interviewees indicate that there was no danger of their 
being seduced into homosexuality since they were not, in their essential being. homosexual. 

Christopher provides a good summation of his sexuality in his account of how he came to give up his long 
sexual relationship with George. The relationship with George had lasted from when Christopher was 9 until he 
was 19: 

Eventually I got bored \Yith it in that I got-reached a point where t probably decided that I was basically 
heterosexual. 

Here the phrase "I \Vas basically heterosexual" suggests that heterosexuality is a condition, an intrinsic part of 
his personality that was present before the age of 19, and that still continues to the present day. The term "basi
cally'' is used in acknowledgement of the fact of Christopher's homosexual activities, both in adolescence and 
more recently. 

There are a number of ways in which Christopher establishes his basic heterosexuality within the intervie\v. 
The most straightforward is his discussion of his sexual career subsequent to this important relationship. He men
tions a number oflong~tenn, sexually fulfilling relationships with girlfriends. He speaks about his sexual interests 
in women film stars, and so validates his sexual orientation by reference to private fantasy. He talks about his 
current interest in marriage and a family. These statements are all volunteered as part of a general history~ they are 
not specifically presented as evidence of heterosexuality, but they function as that within the terms of dominant 
discourses of sexuality. 

Other evidence of his heterosexuality is produced in discussion of the period of his relationship with George. 
He makes a distinction between his sexuality and his sexual practices in this period. He refers to an incident when 
his mother tried to find out \vhether he was homosexual. She made inquiries through friends, and Christopher 
denied any homosexuality despite his relationship with George: 

She was right, twas basically gay at that stage-in practice certainly. But I never, I didn't feel .. Actually 
there was a distinct difference in my sexual practice in that as a boy growing up in a boy's world I would 
go out and try and score to go to bed with a \voman, not with a bloke, but I would also at the same time 
maintain my relationship with George and Fred but without that seeming to me to be in any sort of contra~ 

------dictirm~¥eabo--·---·-·------·------·-··--·---~--.--.---·------~----·----·--·------------------------------·---.. --------

In this passage, the tenn "practice'' occurs twice. The untinished sentence implies that he \vas gay in practice. 
but that he never felt gay. The "distinct difference" in his practice that he refers to here is unclear. He may mean 
that there was a difference behveen his gay sexual practice and his sexual orientation-he never felt gay. Alterna
tively. he may be pointing to a difference bet\veen one set of sexual practices-"going out to try and score to go 
to bed with a woman"-and another set of sexual practices-maintaining his gay relationship. The phrase "with
out seeming to me to be in any sort of contradiction'· refers to commonsense understanding of the dominant dis
course of sexuality \Vhich assumes that sexual desire and sexual practices are in accord, and are either homosexual 
or heterosexual. ln other words, this discourse dejines Christopher's situation as being in a state of contradiction. 

He goes on to talk about hvo or three girlfriends in late high school, and suggests that these relationships were 
pretty typical for his age group: 

We didn't fuck though. f atways wanted to, but I can't remember-l \Vas probably 15, or 16 when Thad my 
first fuck with a girl but it wasn't with my girlfriend, and my girlfriend and I sort of hung around I don't 
know, there were probably 2 or 3 girlfriends during that _period_you __ ~ow_. But ~1e main one I never fucked 
with, umm, and, I mean I wanted to but we didn't. i ce1iainly spent a tot of rime with her. fused tO stay at 
her house and so forth and all that sort of stuff that goes on-adolescence. 

His description of these fairly casual relationships \Vith girls is very· much couched within the hegemonic dis
courses of masculine adolescence that Hudson describes (1984). He wanted to have sex but she vwuld not. He 
does not describe himself as "in love". There were a number of girlfriends. All this is in marked contrast to the 
serious and quasi~romantic character that he attributes to his connection with George. The discourse of adolescent 
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sexuality was realized heterosexually. Yet, alongside this, another relationship vvas taking place that did not easily 
fit any dominant discourse of adolescent sexuality. 

At another point in the interview, he describes this period as one in which he was "actively bisexual". l take 
this to mean that his activities implied bisexuality although ultimately he does not select "bisexualit;:" as an appro
priate classification ofhis sexuality. Again, this phrasing suggests a distinction between sexuality as "activities" or 
"practices", and an underlying sexual orientation that might contradict these activities. 

Another kind of evidence of his basic heterosexuality is occasioned in his description of himself at the time of 
his relationship with George. He does not present himself as confonning to the popular stereotype of homosexu
ality as a personality type, and it was in tact the absence of this gay gender construction that allayed parental fears 
alJovt .hi~ reJationsh_i.p with George· 

You know, if there had been any suggestion that I \Vas umrn ... I suppose, you know I also lived in a world 
of boys. I went to a boys' school. I \Vas macho in the tenns of I played football and was in the football 
teams, and cricket and s\vimming and all that sort of stuff. I mean I did all the boys' things and if!' d, if l' d 
sort of shO\vn tendencies to heading towards being more of a queen, then they'd [his parents] have got 
really shitty, I'm sure. No way in the world it would have kept going. But I also had a front to maintain to 
my friends as well. I mean l didn't want them to know that r was doing this either. 

Although Christopher presents this here as a front, it is also evidence; these activities are socially recognized 
signs of hegemonic masculinity, and Christopher's success in manifesting these signs is an indication ofhege~ 
monic masculinity, and hence of heterosexuality. By contrast, the previous chapter indicates that effeminacy was 
taken by some of the gay interviewees to be evidence for an underlying homosexuality. 

Given all this, it is not surprising that Christopher denies that he was concerned about whether he might have 
been gay: 

Int: 

Ch1istopher: 

Were _you scared you were .. going_to .become gay? Did you get preoccupied with, .. Oh 
God, am l going to become gay?" 

I don't think so. I mean I could have but not that 1 can recall. J do knO\v at one stage my 
mum was real wonied I was going to be gay. 

Reviewing the situation now, he rejects the discourse of seduction absolutely, introducing the topic of his own 
accord in a quite flippant manner: 

So 1 suppose then, you want to know now if I'm fucked up now sexually because of this terrible trauma of 
my childhood? Well--no. Umm. My main thrust-pun!--is heterose:-.'Llal but ahh, I still occasionally sleep 
with males but when I say occasionally I mean very occasionally. 

Christopher poses this question in tenus of the hegemonic discourse of intergenerational relationships and 
masculinity; that is, that boys become ''fucked up" sexually by these relationships, and that this damage is 
expressed as a homosexual eroticism. He denies that the relationship with George influenced his sexuality. 

There is only one point in the interview where this discursive strategy is departed from and where Christopher 
refers to some concern about the homosexual implications of his relationships with George and George's lover 
Fred. This is in reference to a time when he \vas between 13 and 15, and it is in connection with being the receiving 
party in anal sex: 

Basically the reason why I didn't want to \vas probably because there's a sort of commitment past being 
heterosexual and being gay, when you get fucked. 

Nevertheless, he was willing to try this out vvith Fred because George enjoyed being penetrated and he 
thought he might too. In this explanation, Christopher validates these relationships as physical pleasure. As I will 
argue later, his participation is explained in terms of an adolescent sexual drive, and the homosexual content of the 
activities is not taken as indicating a deeper homosexual orientation. 

One \vay of viewing Christopher's stoty is as an argument against the hegemonic discourse on sexuality. In 
other words, it is possible to combine a variety of sexual practices, associated sexual desires, and personality traits 
and hobbies in a way that the dominant discourse rules out as impossible. Christopher was a sporting boy who 
began the usual adolescent affairs with girls in his mid teens and who continued on with love relationships and 
casual sex \vith women. He was also a boy who had a romantic sexual involvement \Vith a gay man that lasted up 
to 10 years, and he actively pursued gay sexual contacts at that time. In tenns of sexual practices, he was exclu
sively gay until age fifteen, bisexual with a gay emphasis to 19, and mostly heterosexual after that. 
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However, what is also interesting is the way in which. reflecting on these events. Christopher is able to make 
use of a dominant discourse on sexuality to create a moral career that fits this discourse. He does this by making 
a distinction between sexualit:.r-which he sees as a constant (basically heterosexual)~and sexual practices. 
which fluctuated according to availability and contingencies. This is recognition that within the dominant dis~ 
course of sexuality in the West, sexual practices take second place to sexuality, though of course the:y are expected 
to go together. It is sexuality as inner desire that is taken as the key to sexual identity (Seidler 1987, p. 92). 

Michael is another interviewee who identifies as heterosexual. He was intervie\ved when he \Vas 12 years old, 
in the midst of a relationship that was to see him absconding from home to live \Vith his adult lover several years 
after the interview. There are many discursive parallels with Christopher's interview. 

When asked a direct question about his sexual it)', Michael's reply suggests that he has considered this matter 
at length, and that he has developed a position through discussion \Vith his adult lover: 

Int: 

Mchael: 

Int: 

Michael: 

Int: 

Michael: 

Do you see yourself as gay? 

No. f see myself as by nature heterosexual but doing gay acts at the moment. 

That doesn't make you gay at the moment? 

No. 

What is it that makes people gay then? 

Nothing really. If you want to identify yourself as gay then you are gay. It's got to do 
with \vhat you think. 

In this reply, there is the same distinction that is manifest in Christopher's discussion. On the one hand, there 
is the adoption of a gay subject position '\vhat you think". On the other hand there is what you do in tenus of prac
tice at any particular time; "doing gay acts at the moment". In addition, the comment that he is "by nature hetero
sexual" suggests the discourse of sexuality as an intrinsic and central part of the person. Since Michael believes 
that he is by nature heterosexual, he cannot be gay, even "at the moment" as the interviewer \vryly suggests: 
instead he is merely "doing gay acts". As with Christopher, there is a history that is presented throughout the inter
vievv that backs up this subject position. It is first developed in ans\verto a question about his age when he first had 
sexual intercourse: 

Michael: Nine, when t was nine. I fucked with this girl named Samantha and like, I knew a 
friend \vho knew her and twas invited to a birthday pmiy and it just happened. And 
this e,rirl named Fiona. She lived near my Grandmother's house and I fucked with her 

---··-··-·-··-·--··--···-about-eleven-times-or-somethlng-because-her-patettts used-to-travel-ancl-stuff-hke--iha:b--··--·-· .. - ... -. ·-···-·~-· .. ·-·· .. ~ 

Is the tape going? 

Int: 

Mchael: 

Yeah. Were you in love vvith her? 

Didn't kno\v really. I think l was. l think she was ten. I was nine and a half or ten or 
something. l met her dOtvn there because my Grandma moved to Narrogin and she 
lived in the same street. 

He gives further evidence in another passage where he is asked if he is love with Toby: 

Tnt: 

Michael: 

Int: 

Ivfichael: 

Michael: 

Int· 

Michael: 

Int: 

Are you in Jove? 

What? 

Are you in Jove? 

What? 

Yeah. I think I am. 

Have you been with other people? 

Madonna. (Laughs) But umm, only, I think 1 \Vas in love with Fiona and I'm sort of 
mothersly in love with this girl at school 

Do you fuck with her? 
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No, because she only asked me to go \.Vith her the other day, on Thursday arvo. I just 
said, "I'll tell you later.'' Because, one, I didn't know if Toby \.vould agree to it. Even 
though it's my life, but ... don't tell him this but I probably \Vould have done it even if 
he'd said "No''. But he says he wants to hear about it. He goes, "You can, as long as 
you tell me about it in graphic detail." 

Michael's initial hesitation in answering the question may be because he did not hear it, but it is also possible 
that the question creates a problem. Within the discursive option that Michael takes up, there is a distinction made 
between an internal state-"gayness""--and external behavior-"gay acts". This distinction begins to look very 
shaky if the e:xLemal behavior-"gay acts"-"-is also motivated by internal states of gay desire and gay romance. 
1'v1icha~;l has alr.,;ady ad:riiil:ted ~ihat he· ·cnjoy"S ·thdr sc·:"ua:: corrtact;:;; and ·nuT\' ·nc· is·put ·i:ri tile position o:f'havlng tc, 
admit that he is "in love" with Toby. In the interview, he demonstrates his fondness for Toby in numerous ways. 
Yet this need not imply romance. However, the phrase "in love" is associated with deep inner feelings of romantic 
attraction, and Michael hesitates to apply that label to his relationship with Toby. 

In te:nns of discourse, the problem is that gayness is discursively constituted as gay acts, sexual desire for gay 
acts, enjoyment of gay sex, and falling in love v·,;ith men. If Michael admits to all of these, it is hard to see why he 
hangs on to the idea that he is "by nature" heterosexual. Hegemonic discourses of sexuality do not admit the pos
sibility of desire in the fonn that Michael experiences it; the issue is not that Michael is "'really gay" and will not 
admit it, nor that he is "really heterosexual" and has been led away from his true sexual being. 

What follows this interaction is significantly similar to the way that Christopher discusses his situation. 
Although it is presented as a joke, it seems to be no accident that Michael refers to his crush on Madonna in the 
next sentence. As Seidler suggests. it is desire, isolated from the possibility of realization, which is the touchstone 
of one's real sexuality, the key to this inner state of sexual being. In this passage as a whole, what Michael does 
more than anything is to establish that his relationship with Toby constitutes an exception to his usual pattern of 
sexual desire and sexual activities. 

In.this.passage-and. the other earlier.cornments about Samantha and-Fiona, Michael-refers to his sexual--activ .. 
ities with girls, and within this description, he establishes himself within the discourse of heterosexual adoles~ 
cence. He has had a number of girlfriends and had sex with them. Girls find him attractive, and they ask to "go 
with" him. He has sexual desire for girls, and he expresses this through these relationships. Interestingly, he sees 
U1e beginning of all this at 9 years of age, and discursively positions himself as an adolescent from that time. 

Michael's discursive positioning as a heterosexual adolescent presents him with a problem in interpreting the 
sexual desire that goes with his gay activities. Within the dominant discourse of sexual essence, sexual desire for 
gay acts is part of the constitution of homosexuality as a sexual essence. So for Michael to admit gay desire would 
be to call into question his claim to heterosexuality. On the other hand, it is rather difficult to for him to explain 
voluntary and enjoyed sexual contacts without presupposing desire as an accompaniment. Michael's first relevant 
statement on this point stresses the fact that these activities did not arise out of a prior desire on his part, but hap~ 
pened and were found to be enjoyable. 

lnt: 

:tvtichael: 

Int: 

'Michael: 

Did you fliti with Toby before this happened? 

I didn't. 

Did you want to fuck \.Vith him before? 

f smt of did but I wanted to be his friend most and after, I kept on doing sexually with 
him I said, ''Hey, I like this." And just kept on going. 

Later, in a discussion of power in their relationship, Michael mentions the fact that the sex means a lot more 
to Toby than it does to him: 

M:ichael: 

Int: 

Michael: 

But I've got sexual things over him. It's really like he hasn't had a fuck .. be hasn't 
ever had a relationship ever as aped, except when he was a kid. And lUUID, I've got 
pov.;er over him because he wants it to go as far as it can and like he really enjoys it. So 
do I but I've got more power over him because I can just stop fucking \Vith him. 

And that wouldn't bother you? 

Oh it \vould but I could go without it much longer than he could. 

In all this, Michael develops a position that is consistent with his discursive positioning as someone who is 
heterosexual but who is engaging in gay acts. He has discovered that the sex is enjoyable as a result of wanting to 
become friends with Toby, but even so. he is not essentially motivated by a strong gay sexual desire. Characterisw 
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tically, in answer to a question asking him to sum up the best things in their relationship. he puts his sexual plea
sure in last. as almost a humorous afterthought. This is not to suggest that he denies any sexual interest in their 
relationship: at various points he acknowledges that he also desires the sexual contacts. 

Another \vay in \Vhich Michael positions this gay· relationship as something that is not in keeping \Vith his 
basic sexual nature is by suggesting that sooner or later the sexual aspect of their connection will come to an end: 

I'm going to stay friends with Toby, not fucking friends, 'cause I think in a couple of years I might stop 
fucking \Vith him but I'd like to be friends with him as an adult and be his best friend as an adult and stuff 
like that 

This comment suggests that the sexual contact with Toby will eventually come into the category of an adoles
cent sexual adventure. 

Looking at the discursive position offered here by MichaeL it can be seen that there are some marked similar
ities to the strategy apparent in Christopher's interview. Although he does not offer any explicit rebuttal of the dis
course of seduction, he indicates that he does not accept it by showing that his basic heterosexuality preceded his 
relationship with Toby. In addition, he suggests that his heterosexuality is apparent in sexual fantasies and hetero
sexual attractions, and is likely to continue after his relationship with Toby has finished. As well as that. he sug
gests that within his relationship with Toby, he is not motivated by strong sexual desire. although he does enjoy the 
sex. He contrasts himself \Vith Toby: whereas Toby has an underlying sexual nature that corresponds to this par~ 
ticular relationship, the same is not true of Michael himself. He hesitates to apply the label "love'' to his feelings 
for Toby since the romantic discourse implies a consonance between inner sexuality and romantic feeling that he 
does not experience. Within the interview, this a\vkv·mrdness is conveyed as a hesitation before answering, fol
lowed by a ready willingness to provide evidence of an underlying heterosexuality. 

Kane was interviev·:ed \Vhen he was I 0 years old, and when he \vas still going to stay at Simon's place every 
second weekend, although at one point in the intervie\v he suggested they \vere no longer having sexual contact. 
Like Christopher and MichaeL he sees himself as essentially heterosexual. and in the course of the interview. he 
provides various signposts to back up this presentation: 

Int: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane: 

And what do you reckon you're going to do when you e,.rrow up? 

Oh, [don't knmv. 

Do you reckon you're going to have e,..J.rlfliends or boyfriends? 

Girlfriends. 

·-m-rsawareOftheTtKel)"'""fesponses that mlgltToccur 1flils sexuaiCOntacts witllSlmon were reVeafe-OafSCfiOor- --·---
and keeps quiet about them. At another point in the interview, he mentions the fact that his older brother Robert is 
sometimes in the room when he is having sex with Simon, and he would probably be looking at PlayboJ'S. This 
comment led to another set of questions about Kane's sexuality. He was asked if he read Playboy himself, and he 
replied that he did and they were "alright". When asked if he masturbated when he was by himself, he said that he 
did, and had started masturbating after being sexually involved \vith Simon. When asked, he maintained that his 
masturbation fantasies were about having sex with girls. 

As with the other heterosexual interviewees, there is a distinction here betv .. ·een sexual desire as sexual orien~ 
tation, and fantasy and sexual desire as embodied in practices. Despite the fact that some of Kane's sexual prac
tices are \Vith men, he sees his sexual orientation, as expressed in masturbation fantasy. as heterosexual. In another 
parallel to Christopher and Michael, whose lovers \Vere aware of and did not discourage their heterosexuality, the 
adult involved is complicit in this separation between gay practices and heterosexual orientation. As with Chris
topher, Kane is very much aware of a school discourse that presumes heterosexuality, and at school he operates 
comfortably within this discourse. He spoke about an occasion in \vhich he \Vas kissing a girl at school and \vas 
caught by a teacher who said that they \Vere too young to be doing that sort of thing. 

of masculine sexuality. His inner sexual nature is expressed in his masturbation fantasies and in his attempts to 
have sexual contacts \vith girls at school. Additionally, he has been involved in sexual contacts v'o'ith Simon. and 
reluctantly acknowledges tl1e sexual pleasure he has gained from these (see Part I. Chapter 3). 
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Moral Qualms About the Relationships 

In so far as concerns about homosexual identity were not uppennost in these heterosexual inteiV'ie\vees, such con
cerns were replaced by an issue that was much less in evidence in the gay interviews. Interviewees in one wa)l or 
another suggested that they had been concerned about the morality of their activities. There are a number of dis
courses about sexuality and morality that imply the immorality of man/boy sex and, between them, inteJI!iewees 
mentioned a number of issues. 

The first was that these interviewees were engaged in sexual activity before marriage, which, as they were 
aware. was defined as immoral by many. Another was that their sexual activities involved them in an act of dis
loyalty to their parents~ they defied their parents or concealed tht::ir sexu;:~l involvt;:ment frorn their pa~nts. A thjrd 
moral position was that which identifies homosexual acts as sinful in themselves. It is possible to distinguish this 
from the issue that was uppermost for gay interviewees. Gay inteiV'iewees integrated their homosexual activities 
as a sign of gayness, and it was this that concerned them. This did not bother the heterosexual interviewees, but 
they worried that homosexual activities were in themselves immoral, whether or not as part of an underlying gay 
condition. All three of these moral positions can be seen as having their ultimate source in versions of Christianity. 
For both Christopher and Kane, their activities were felt to be at odds witl1 their Christian beliefs. 

Finally, in all these interviews, there was some discussion of the view that intergenerational sex is immoral 
because of the impossibility ofinfonned consent by the younger party. The relevance of this discourse was appar
ent in the detailed consideration given to this issue. 

Christopher, as indicated in the previous section of the chapter, argues that he was not plagued by worries 
about his sexual identity within this relationship. However, he does discuss his concern about the morality of his 
actions. He mentions that he did not reveal the relationship to his parents out of guilt, though the content of this 
guilt is not specified. He also talks about his deep wonies about the morality of sex before marriage and about 
homosexual practices in the context of Christianity as an ethical system. In fact, in a curious parallel and contrast 
to Tiistful's account, Christopher alsdwenfthfotigh a period oftrying to halt his gay activities: 

1 'Jltell you a few things that happened. I went to a Catholic school, right? Catholic schools are very down 
on sex, period. And certainly down on homosexuals, double period. And certainly dov.'ll on sex out of mar· 
riage and all the rest of it. So there was certainly one period, \Vhen 1 . , . I resolved, this would probably be 
somewhere betv;een ... probably 15 or 16l'd say. I decided that this, there was to be no more sex between 
us because this was wrong. This wasn't anything that I distinctly relate to my parents, this \Vas more what 
I related to my religious upbringing in that l went to a religious school and umm, so but, I would hold out. 
You know I'd explain this to him and I'd hold out for a while, umm, but l always gave in. 

Tristan's main concern during a similar incident was that his continued sexual activities with men implied that 
he was homosexual. Christopher's main concern was that his homosexual activities and premarital sex were 
immoral and condemned according to the religious viewpoint that was promoted at school. These incidents led 
Christopher to a long period of discussion within the relationship. Eventually he came to believe that social atti
tudes to homosexuality were mistaken, and that it \Vas in fact immoral to stigmatize homosexuality. Furthennore, 
as a result of these discussions, he came to abandon Christianity while retaining some elements of\vhat he sees as 
a Christian moral position. In none of this is there any sense that he \vas worried about his own sexuality; it was 
the morality or othenvise of the sexual practices that was the issue. Like the other heterosexual interviev·.rees. 
Christopher also spends a considerable part of his interview considering and replying to the moral objections to 
intergenerational sex as a victimization of the younger party (see Part l, Chapter 4 ). 

Similarly for Michael, the concerns about the relationship that are uppennost are moral ones. I have consid
ered the passage (Part 2. Chapter 2) in which Michael speaks of his conflict with his mother over this relationship. 
His mother maintained that she did not mind if her kids became gay, but she did not want them having sex at such 
a young age. Michael replied angrily to this claim saying that kids do have a sexuality and consequently do have 
rights to sexual expression. In describing these arguments in the inteiV'iew, Michael established the moral validity 
of his disobedience to his mother by claiming that she had neglected her children (see Part 2, Chapter 3). 

There are many places in the interview \vhere Michael considers the moral objections to intergenerational sex 
and where he defends his relationship and intergenerational sex more generally. In a first question about the pos
sibility of power inequalities in the relationship, he begins by saying that he has power because he could always 
report Toby to the police. However, he admits that he would be unlikely to do this, and that therefore it does not 
count as a real power. Following this, he talks about the sexual power that he has in the relationship because he has 
less desire for the sexual contact, and so he can realistically threaten to curtail the sexual relationship. In another 
discussion of moral issues, he speaks about the media treatment of pedophilia, and he condemns the glib way in 
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which interviev.rers such as Mike Willessee set up the intervie\v context in ways that prevent any' airing of the pro
pedophile point of viev·;: 

, . , and they cut out all the questions like .. Did you enjoy it?" Well, not like that but all the other questions 
that were a bit to the ped side of things ... I was dise.:rusted because, like, if he molested tvv·o thousand boys, 
all I'd say is he must have had a wallet the size of Mt. Everest. That's just my opinion, but two thousand 
boys. t think they were blovving it up a bit. Maybe they added a couple 

He goes on to defend pedophilia, saying, "You could fuck with cows if you wanted to," and he also defends 
Toby from the accusation that he might use his physical strength against Michael, saying that he knows Toby 
would not act in this way. 

In all these statements, one has a sense that Michael is most aware of the moral condemnation ofhis relation
ship as intergenerational sex, and that this anti-pedophile position is far more salient to him than condemnation of 
his relationship as homosexual seduction. The possibility that his relationship may be stopped by the authorities, 
or that he will end up in court. is quite real. He speaks directly of these fears and the discussions of this that he has 
had with Toby: 

No, Toby's really good about that ·cause he tells me about it ... like he doesn't say that it's just not going 
to happen. He makes me confront it. We're planning to go and see a radicallav.:·er about \Vhat happens if 
we get busted. Or ifi do anything \Hong and get picked up by the police, even though I don't steal. Ha ha! 

When Kane talks about what worries him about his relationship with Simon, the issue of gayness as such 
never comes up. Instead, what is discussed are various moral topics: dishonesty to his parents, being too young to 
have sex, the immorality of sex outside marriage. it is hard to separate his worries about the immorality of lying 
to his parents from worries about \vhat might happen if they found out: 

Int: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Do you ever feel guilty about not telling your parents what's going on? 

Sometimes. 

Why's that? 

I don't know. 'Cause maybe sooner or later they'll find out and then everybody will be 
in trouble ... big trouble and that. 

So when you say you feel guilty is it mainly because you're scared how they'd react if 
they fotmd out? 

, __ ,_,,_,,_,_,_ , ___ , _ _Kane:_ ___ ,__Mmmm, _____________ ,_, ______ ,_, __________ , _______ , _____________ _ 

Int: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane· 

[nt: 

Kane: 

Is it because you think you want to tell them at all? 

Sometimes 1 think that. that I should tell them. 

Because it's a lie, not telling them. 

(Nods) 

Do you ever lie to your parents about anything else? 

No_ 

After this passage. he talked about the way Katie, his eldest sister, knew about these goings on, and that Katie 
herself had lied to her parents about her smoking. As Kane was attending a Catholic school, the interviewer 
decided to ask him about what he thought God might think about these events: 

Int: 

Kane: 

[nt: 

Kane: 

lnt: 

Kane: 

Do you ever \vorry about what God might think about all this stuff'? 

Yean. 

Why's that? Do you believe in God? 

Yeah. 

And what do you think he would think about it? 

! don't knO\v, but Mum reckons that if you're good and that then you'J! go to heaven 
but if you're bad and that you'll just go down to hell. But I don't believe that there is 
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a hell and a devil and all that i believe there's God but not the devil because if there 
was and he came I'd just tell him to piss off--not God but the devil I would. 

But anyvvay, that does worry you a bit, yeah? And you'd do it anyway because you 
want to do it? 

Yeah, but I'd probably stop the sex 

Would you? 

'Till 'm manied. 

views about God is akin to his ambivalence about his own duties to his parents. His mother says that God punishes 
the wrongdoer by sending them to hell, but Kane doubts this. Similarly, in his relationship with his parents, he 
feels he should tell them, but he does not in fact tell them. In a statement ofbravado that also reveals how seriously 
he takes these issues, he threatens to fight the devil if there is one. but hastily makes it clear that he does not mean 
to take on God himself. Out of the various alternatives about what God might find objectionable in his actions, he 
selects sex outside of marriage rather than homosexuality. In all of this, what is very apparent is that Kane worries 
a Jot more about the morality of what he is doing than he does about the implications for his sexuality. Is sex 
outside marriage against the will of God. and is his dishonesty to his parents immoral? 

In this, his concerns are similar to the other older interviewees who identified as heterosexual; both Christo
pher and Michael. 

The Adult as a Loved Mentor or Friend 

In the conte~"t of these moral·-concems, the·presentation of the adult·as a 1oved·mentor or friend was a form of val~ 
idation of these relationships within all three of these interviews. Jt was also a part of the refutation of objections 
to intergenerational sex as victimization of the younger party. In tenns of the discourse of adolescence, the inter~ 
viewees regarded the older person as someone who helped them established themselves as adults. 

TI1e need for children to break away from the influence of their parents and to seek role models for adulthood 
outside the family is something that is often referred to in discussions of adolescence, as is tl1e possibility that such 
young people may fonn an intense affection for such adults--a "crush". Such a perspective is common in popular 
social psychology. For example, a !960 textbook on adolescence includes a study of the ego-ideal or ideal self 
reported by children and adolescents in essays in which they \Vere asked to write about the person they \VOltld like 
to be like. The authors found that the child from six to eight generally chooses a parent or other family member. 
However, in adolescence they may choose either a "glamorous person" or "an attractive, visible young adult" from 
outside the family (Havighurst, Robinson & Dorr, !960, p. 583). The authors see these developments as entirely 
healthy and as part of a necessary growth away from parental influence. Another handbook of advice to parents on 
children and sexuality speaks about the way preadolescents ex1end their sphere of affection from their parents to 
include animal pets, special friends, playmates, and "adult outsiders as well as relatives" (Suehsdorf !954, p. 68). 
Allgeier and Allgeier, in a more recent text for social psychology students, acknowledge the possibility of adoles
cent crushes on adults outside the family. They see the main task of adolescence in tenns of Erikson's view that the 
adolescent attempts to achieve a "solid self-concept", and note that this process involves ''trying out different roles 
and fantasies". Referring to Freud, they suggest that a renewed surge of sexual energy in this period can be 
expressed as "adolescent crushes on older people" (Allgeier & Allgeier !988, p. 420). The same conception of 
adults as role models and as the object of crushes is evident in the Offspring discussion referred to in the previous 
chapter. It was assumed that Navratilova, as a "role model'·, might influence young tennis players (Offspring 

!990). 
The Ojf>pring discussion of this topic is typical in foregrounding the supposed danger of such crushes; 

namely that the adult may "abuse" their position by making a sexual invitation, and that the consequent relation
ship can have an undue influence on the adolescent even if there are not more serious harmful consequences. The 
interviewees of this chapter make use of the part of this discourse that speaks of the beneficial effects of adults 
outside the family as guides to the adolescent. However, they ignore the part of the discourse that goes on to char
acterize sexual relations as a danger in such liaisons. 

In taking up the standpoint that presents the adult as a loved mentor as well as a sexual partner, the inter
viewees could also be understood to be referring to a well-known defense of intergenerational sex by reference to 
the pederastic relationships of ancient Greece. Although only Christopher refers to this discourse explicitly, there 
is an undoubted structural affinity bet\veen this popular defense of intergenerational sex and the position taken up 
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by all of these intervie\vees. A typical presentation of this picture of ancient pederasty is provided in Rossman's 
discussion of man/boy relationships (1985). He lists a number of types of man/boy relationships and seems to 
endorse this type most strongly: 

It may be that nature intended older males to tutor adolescent boys in sex, and W1Conscious or repressed 
pederast or homosexual tendencies are intended to stimulate an interest in such tutoring ... All boys need 
human, companionable, tutoring relationships with men outside the family-be they teachers, Scout~ 
masters, club leaders, employers, priests-as well as uncles and fathers. Both boys and men should be 
helped to see that it can be quite nonnal for one or the other to eA:perience sexual arousal once in a while, 
even for one to develop a crush on the other. If properly understood and interpreted, this need not be the 
occasion for actual sexual contact ... Because pederastic temptations and dangers are repressed by society 
and are kept secret from both men and boys, most males are simply not av,rare of \Vhere a line should be 
drawn bet\veen acceptable horseplay and illegal sex play. (Rossman 1985, pp. 17~ 18) 

Despite Rossman's view that such a line should be drawn, he acknowledges that sometimes men and boys 
stray across the line, and he goes on to consider the resulting relationships as an instance of paiderastia: 

The unintended incident may therefore lead into the type of practicing pederasty which is called 
paiderastia (the tutoring man~boy experience of ancient Greece), a mutual, affectionate sex~play relation~ 
ship between man and boy which is sometimes called "Greek love". In ancient Greece this type of man~ 
boy relationship was idealized philosophically as love for a boy·s soul and was intended to lead the young~ 
ster into mature adult heterosexuality. (Rossman 1985, p. 19) 

As social histol) .. , I find this position misleading on hvo counts. Firstly, it is doubtful whether men and boys 
have any innate sexual tendency to such relationships, a tendency that is repressed in our culture and breaks 
through, as Rossman suggests. Although there may be an underlying sexual potential in people, it would seem that 
it is "polymorphous perverse", using Freud's phrase, and that the actual cathexis of sexual desire is socially con
structed, and differs according to social context (Weeks 1985). 

Secondly, the picture of classic Greek pederasty is somewhat idealized within this modem discourse. Dover 
( 1980), in a close study of Attic vases and Attic literature, compares the relationship between man and boy to the 
ideal of Victorian heterosexual marriage. The boy is involved in the relationship because it is to his social and edu~ 
cational advantage, and undoubtedly there is the possibility of genuine affection on both sides. However, the 
sexual relationship is not constituted as an act of"mutual, affectionate sex-play" (Rossman 1985, p. 19). It is struc
tured according to the duality of active and passive, with the man and boy strictly placed in these roles. It would 
be shameful if the boy were to actually take sexual pleasure from his role as the "passive" partner. It is his youth 
alone that justifies him taking such an unmanly part in the sexual act, and even in this, he is expected to refuse pen-
etratiOn, and only reluctantly submtno tntertemorai'mtercourse·:-vortneaaUff~perrecnyacce-praBTetoteer-~--------- -------
sexual attraction for the boy and to express it by taking the "active" part (Dover 1980; see also Veyne 1985). 

Hmvever. none of this is particularly relevant in coming to terms with the discourse of paiderastia in modern 
society. Within this modem discourse, the boy is expected to be fully involved in the sexual activity, and the man's 
roles are to educate him about sexual pleasure and to be a friend and mentor in a more general sense. It is this 
modem discourse that is articulated by Rossman, among others, and is invoked in the interview material. 

What I also want to argue in this chapter is that this discourse of the loved mentor is structurally isomorphic 
\Vith the discourse of adolescent friendship in these particular intervie\VS. The t\vo younger interviewees (Michael 
and Kane) primarily validate their relationships by using the categol)' "friend'' to describe the behavior of the adult 
partner. In doing this, they make reference to the moral qualities expected of '"friends" within discourses of adaM 
lescence or childhood. lbat is, the friend is supposed to be tmshvorthy. reliable, motivated by affection and gen~ 
erosity, and above aiL entertaining (e.g. Davies 1982; Nilan 1989; Walker 1988; Willis 1983).ln fact, these are 
also the characteristics expected of a loved mentor. The mentor imparts information and shares adult power with 
the younger party because he is motivated by affection and generosity. The mentor is entertaining because he has 
knowledge and ideas to impart. So although the discourse of the loved mentor is not explicit in the interviews with 

.fi--iendship on the part of the adult. 

Christopher. in many places in the intervievv, validates his relationship with George by placing him in the role 
of a loved mentor, as someone who helped him to establish himself as an adult. At one point he makes an explicit 
reference to the discourse of ancient Greek paiderastia that I have described. He refers to an early· period of their 
relationship in this \vay: 
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What he did was encouraged me to spend my Saturdays over there, working in the shop, doing things 
which I did which on, you know, on the one hand was an excuse for him to get close to me, but on the other 
hand I got tons out of it too. It wasn't just him trying to get me in there. I mean I ... he shared his knowl~ 
edge and did take a soli of patron role with me, I s'pose. "Patron'' is not the rightvvord. In that Greek sense 
of, you know, a father figure who's not necessarily your real father but who~there is a word, I can't actu· 
ally think what it is ... He certainly filled a lot of the mles my own father couJdn't for me. 

As in the social psychology texts described above, Christopher relates this mentor role to his need to go 
beyond what was available to him from his parents. He makes it clear that he sees his turning away from his 
parents in this period as "nonnal adolescent disagreements, probably and shifting feelings of closeness, or affec-

beneficial part of adolescence infonns his presentation of the attractions of his relationship with George: 

And it \Vas certainly not a totally, not only a sexual relationship, in that, this is in those early days, in that 
he urnm, uhh, supplied me with something which I didn't get in my family life which was a smi, which was 
an outside existence. In a world that had to do with something that my immediate family and school world 
had nothing to do with at all, like an rui world in other words. Specifically a sort of world of culture \Vith 
a capital C. Which I knew nothing about and had no contact with. In that my parents were poor, \Ve didn't 
go to theatre or anything like that much. We didn't umm, even have school holidays-family holidays or 
anything like that, so umm, he supplied a Jot of that. You know in other words he'd take me out looking at 
antiques or to classic films or he'd take me off to exhibitions of this that and the other or-and just slowly 
over the years introduced me to people, a life and so on that I'm subsequently involved wi1h still, really, I 
suppose. He became a second father figw·e to my own father figure. And for a period 1 certainly turned 
against my family and was in favor of him ifyoulike, but umm, the way that I think now is quite differently 
to that. In terms of .. what! \Vas doing was a classic case of a child rejecting the family and he provided 
an easy vehicle for me to do it \Vith. Which is not to say that he encouraged me to do it at all. Because he 
wa~Vel')' , .. He__kn~w __ myfaplily ¥Jd they k.J1e\yhim, _UI11l11. 1fley li~ecJ_ hi!p andhe)iked ~he~p. 'fhe_re v-:_as 
no. He fostered no competition. This is in my mind, not in his mind. He never. umm. I mean he \Vould 
be sympathetic to my whinges or complaints or whatever but not necessarily take my side. 

In the above statement, the nonnality of this situation is what is stressed in Christopher's account. It was a 
"classic case" of a child rejecting his parents. It is a stage that adolescents go through and, later in life, one comes 
to get a more balanced view of what happened-''the way that I think now is quite differently to that''. To have a 
second father figure, a mentor, is an enriching experience for an adolescent, and it does not imply any fault on the 
part of one'sfirst father. 

As indicated above, Christopher describes the moral dilemmas posed by his relationship with George. His 
discussion of this can also be seen as an example of the v·:ay in which he presents George as an aid to his estab~ 
lishment as an adult. His original qualms about his sexual activities occasioned a long series of discussions with 
George and Fred: 

... about the nature of sexuality, what sexual mores meant, what being gay meant, what umm, you know, 
to do with things like possession, jealousy, umm well cettainly those issues. 

George put these issues into the frame\vork of a basic humanism: 

Along the lines of basically, you know, any1hing non· violent, but caring and loving goes. And the sexes, 
the genders are irrelevant and that, umm, umm, society doesn't see it that \:vay but that's the fault of society 
rather than the fault of the people concerned. 

Christopher attributes his own ability to think critically about such topics to the intellectual training he had 
received from the Jesuits. He describes the way in \Vhich he resisted the anti-homosexual feeling around him 
through a desire to think for himself regardless of social pressure, and also by making use of the ethical principles 
that he had already absorbed from the church: 

There was definitely anti~poofter, sort of poofter~bashing mentality around at the time. And I didn't want 
anyone to know but at the same time that was to some degree balanced against a tendency in me to not nec
essarily want to conf01m to society's notions of what I should be and some sort of inherent sense inside me 
that this \\'as not right, you know ... within the terms that I had been educated in, the Ch1istian ethic, it was 
not right So that's I suppose how I \vould see the relationship no\V and ho\v I instinctively felt about it at 
the time: that sure, despite all my guilts and despite the religion and despite my, you know, the pressure on 
me from peer groups and society in t;--eneral to poofter bash that it just wasn't right, you know. You know, 
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that poofter bashing just wasn't right no matter \vhat individual circumstances might make one \Yant to 
kick shit out of somebody, \Vhether they're a poofter or not, that it just \\'asn't right, you knmv. 

The above comments are readily placed within the discourse of male adolescence-the questing Hamlet 
figure, resisting parental and other social pressures, carving out his own point of view (Hudson 1984); the young 
man becoming a citizen with the obligation to think deeply and come to independent moral conclusions, the dem
ocratic and Christian ethic of equality in opposition to prejudice and stigma. In all of this, Christopher interprets 
his relationship with George in tenns of his need during adolescence to develop an independent and adult political 
position. He takes it that by providing an alternative to the vie\vs \Vith which Christopher was already familiar. 
George helped him to think critically about social issues and helped him establish his own viewpoint. As in the 
previous chapter. there is a link made betvveen adult sexual expression and the rights and duties of male adults as 
citizens. 

Finally, the discourse of the loved mentor is established through reference to the genuine affection that exists 
bet\veen the t\vo parties. This creates something of a problem in tenns of Christopher's description of himself as 
"basically heterosexual". To be engaged in sexual practices may not be a sign of deeper sexual orientation, but 
surely romantic love is the key to sexual being. As Plummer points out, the most common fonn of "insulation'' 
against homosexual labeling is to deny affectionate involvement (Plummer 1975, pp. 137-140). The relevance of 
these issues has already been considered in relation to Michael's account. Christopher deals with these issues by 
stressing that at the time he did not acknowledge the relationship as romantic: it is only in retrospect that he can 
accept that interpretation of it: 

I \Vouldn't have described my relationship with either of them [George or Fred] as love affairs in that I 
didn't consciously feel "in love ... In retrospect I'd say I had a love affair certainly with George ... but I 
didn't describe them as love affairs ... I asked George once years later .. And anyway ... he said, "No, 
you're the only person I was ever really in love with." And then, I think possibly maybe that \vas when I 
realized it was a love affair .. which was him then saying to me years later after it \Vas all finished, ''No, 
[\Vas in love with you."' 

So in these comments. Christopher suggests that as a heterosexual adolescent, he did not see himself as being 
in a romantic relationship. Nevertheless, he now realizes that from George's point of view it definitely was a 
romantic relationship. From his own point of view, he can now acknowledge the deep affection for George that he 
had at the time. In an earlier remark. he describes his early feelings for George as a "'crush'', and again this tennis 
clearly used in hindsight rather than used to refer to his understanding of things at the time. 

These recognitions of mutual affection fit in \Veil \Vith the discourse of the loved mentor and the defense of 
paiderastia that has been described. The concept of George as a mentor and the link bet\veen this discourse and the 

------------------- --<liscottl'Se-(}faOO!eseeneereoomece~pliett-ifrthe-eJ<planatien-efthe-en<ling-<>flhetH<>lali<lnsl>tpc-------- - - - - --

I had spent several years trailing around at1er them, being taken to lots of things and given, you know, lots 
of things and so forth, but ended up having to reject them in the same way any child rejects their ovm par
ents. And yeah, so I sort of moved on. 

The mentor relationship is suitable to a certain stage of growth, as an entry to adulthood, but it is discarded as 
inappropriate once full adulthood has heen attained. 

MichaeL in validating his relationship with Toby, emphasizes their friendship more than anything. As already 
indicated, the category "friend" translates easily from non-sexual peer relationships in adolescence. By using this 
tenn. Michael suggests that the relationship should not be regarded fundamentally as a romance. despite the ele
ments of caring and sexuality· that are acknO\vledged in it. 

This discursive presentation of their relationship is established early in the interview when Michael draws a 
picture of the initial stages of their relationship as a friendship in the context of shared ftm and games (see Part L 
Chapter 3). He also talks of Toby's ge_nuine affection for him. The following statement refers to a joke he some~ 
times plays in which he demands money from Toby to pay tOr their sexual encounters: 

.. but I don't do it for money. Like I don't get paid anything at all. The only thing I get paid is friendship. 
But he gives me stuff, that's because he loves me, not because I'm fucking with him. 

As indicated above. in reviewing the good things about their relationship. he puts "ftiendship'· first and he 
goes on to say that what he would miss most if they split up is the friendship: 
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The f1iendship, probably'. l'd be bored to tears ifl didn't know him. J'd stay at home, sit in my bedroom, 
draw on the \valls, go to sleep, wake up, go to sleep .. come home, dra\v on the walls, go to sleep. 

All this places their relationship in the same category as peer friendships in adolescence. In addition, various 
other parts of Michael's account describe their relationship in tenns of Toby being a loving mentor. For example. 
the following comment generalizes about Michael's experience of relationships between adolescent boys and the 
gay pedophiles that are friends of Toby: 

lnt: 

Int: 

Michael: 

Tnt: 

Michael: 

Are there any other things that you \vant to say? 

.Peds !rea! kids better !han most other :1dnlt.:; 

Is that true? 

Most peds like to be friends ·with their lover/lovers/levee or whatever you want to call 
it. 

All peds? 

I know five or so. Throwing parties for kids and stuff. I know, for Toby being friends 
is just as important, that if you can't fuck with them, you still like to be friends. Not 
necessarily in that order. I'm going to stay friends \Vith Toby, not fucking friends, 
'cause I think that in a couple of years I might stop fucking with him but I'd like to be 
friends with him as an adult and be his best friend as an adult and stuff like that. 

In this passage, Michael characterizes the adult party as benevolent, and as motivated by genuine affection as 
well as sexual interest. He sees his relationship in tenns of a model of maturation with the sexual contact occurring 
at a stage of his growth to adulthood, to be replaced later on by a non-sexual peer friendship between adults. These 
are featUJ:eS_9f!h_e __ di?cO_lJ~.e ()_fthe __ ~dl:llt (lS _l_!le_~to_r. 1!_1 a~di_ti~!_l_, thi~ __ p~ct11!~- is augmented by statements that reveal 
Toby as someone who infonns Michael and who passes on knowledge. For example, the following interchange 
makes a joke of this issue: 

Int: 

Michael: 

Int: 

Michael: 

So he's into it more than you are? 

Yeah .. like he's got a higher libido, yeah. Big words, huh? 

Where did you get that from? 

Oh, Toby told me. 

There are also points in the interview where Michael talks about their discussions about power relationships 
and intergenerational sex, and he presents Toby as someone who makes infonnation available to him. In these 
remarks, he also praises Toby as someone who is unselfish in revealing infonnation that Michael could use against 
him. 

In these ways, Michael's picture of the relationship fits the discourse of the loved mentor exactly. Despite this, 
there is no sense that he works within that discourse through any explicit awareness. Christopher searches for the 
word "mentor" and is clearly aware of the appropriateness of the term within a textually mediated discourse for 
validating intergenerational relationships. Michael merely presents his story in these terms. Within his own per
spective, it is the category "friend" that is most salient; he validates the relationship as a friendship and he under
stands Toby's ''mentor" behavior within that ftamework. Toby is altruistic, generous, and entertaining, as a friend 
should be. Within Kane's interview, there is a similar presentation of Simon as a friend, and there is an emphasis 
on their relationship as a friendship (see also Part l, Chapter 3). 

Adolescence as Sexual Awakening and Sexual Rights 

As with the gay interviewees described in the previous chapter, a key discourse used to validate these relationships 
is the discourse of adolescence as a time of sexual awakening and entry into adult sexual status. Within this frame
work, the heterosexual intervie,vees saw these relationships as an expression of sexual desires that arose naturally 
in adolescence and that were not fully satisfied in the heterosexual relationships that were actually available. It 
was taken that sexual desire can be satisfied through homosexual activities even though one's basic orientation is 
heterosexual. It is the availability of the adult partner that is stressed. In addition, these relationships were seen as 
an entf)' into adult sexuality; a period of sexual discovery in which the adult served as a guide. Far from imposing 
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homosexuality on the younger party. the adult was seen as someone who recognized and accepted the inter
viewee's developing heterosexuality. 

Christopher undoubtedly validates his relationship \Vith George through the discourse of male adolescence as 
a time of sexual emergence. Plummer (1975, pp. 137-140), as I have indicated, argues that "accounts" can be pro
vided that insulate the actor from homosexual labeling. The discourse of emergent adolescent sexuality can func
tion within such an account. It is suggested that adolescence is a time when strong sexual urges break through and 
seek expression (Wood 1984, p. 73). The adult partner is presented as someone who was available to satisfY these 
urges; the fact that the relationship had a homosexual content is explained as arising out of the particular situation 
of the interviewee as an adolescent. 

This discursive position becomes particularly apparent in the following statemen~ which is prompted by a 
leading question along these lines. As both the interviewer and Christopher acknowledge, the idea that a male 
adult takes advantage of the sexual frustration of adolescent boys can be an argument against man/boy sex. The 
critique takes it that a predatory adult diverts the boy from his true sexuality. As in other cases (see Part 1, Chapter 
4). Christopher acknowledges thej(lCtual claims of this attack on intergenerational sex, but he refuses the moral 
point of view that usually accompanies it: 

Int: 

Christopher: 

If someone put to you the view that you were involved sexually with George, not 
because of any sexual interest but (I) because he wanted you to do it and (2) there 
\Vere no se:\."Ua! outlets in women, what would you say? 

Oh, I'd say it's probably true. (Pause) l mean for me that's fine because it \Vas a good 
relationship. But probably that's true, that's the reason it started ... \Vas because 
puberty was arriving or had hit or whatever and thad nowhere to direct it and someone 
came along and either sensed that or wanted or fancied me for his own ends. I mean I 
don't really care if he fancied me for his own ends-that's alright too. 

The discourse of emergent adolescent sexuality is present in many other places in the intervie\v as well. In 
particular, in discussing the various sexual activities in which he was engaged, Christopher stresses the ph;'sical 
pleasures of various acts. and he argues that his initial reservations about particular practices (oral sex and anal 
sex) were broken down as he received physical pleasure from these activities and as he came to feel that it was 
only fair to reciprocate. 

Within Mkhael S interview, the sense that the relationship is a product of an emergent adolescent sexuality is 
somewhat muted. He certainly speaks of his sexual enjoyment in the relationship, but also suggests that his het
erosexuality means that he does not have a strong erotic drive to have sex with Toby. Where the discourse of ado-

-lesc'ence iSffiOSt markeaTSffillfs defense of hrs nght~ toeXpress"1Umse1IseXualty·andin~hts-rejecti-onofpnrentat--~---- ----------
and societal interference in such relationships as paternalism. His views on this have been described earlier (Part 
2, Chapter 2). 

Kane, even though he was only l 0 when he \Vas interviewed, makes a similar claim to sexual rights and, by 
implication, asserts that he is old enough to have sex and that he is a de facto adolescent. Like Christopher, he sug
gests that sex with Simon is available in a \vay that heterosexual relationships with peers are not For example, he 
speaks about an incident (referred to above) where a teacher interrupted him: 

lnt: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane: 

Tvl: 

Kane: 

Int: 

Kane: 

lnt: 

Kane: 

Why don't you have sex with f,rirls at school? 

l don't know. maybe because they're not into it. 

When do you think you'll probably have your first girlfriend? 

!'ve had, I've only had one. 

Oh. I have kissed. 

Oh yeah. 

Teacher thinks it ·s stupid at our age~kissing 

Does she, what does she say about it? How do you know she thinks ifs stupid? 

She caught us once She said, "J'Ou shouldn ~be doing that-----that :1· not right-"• and all 
this bullshit. 
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Kane's angry reaction to this charge that he is too young to have sex also infonns his defense of his rights to 
intergenerational sex: 

Kids should be allowed. 

Nobody should stop you if you want to do it. 

It is significant that the same discourses animate both Kane's terse replies at 1 0 years old and Tristan's lengthy 
and considered statements at 17 years old (see Part 1, Chapter 5, and Part 2, Chapter 6). The discourse of mascu
line sexuality as emergent and masculine adulthood as implying sexual rights is fundamental to political and 
sexual discOurse in mOdem society. 

The category "kids" that Kane uses is significant because it joins together children and adolescents, making 
no distinction between these age categorizations. In addition, the tenn is generally associated with young people 
as rambunctious and assertive, while the term "child" suggests a need for protection. Kane cannot convincingly 
present himself at 10 as an adolescent or teenager, while at the same time his experience of sexual awakening and 
his demand for sexual rights definitely places him in that social category. 

Other aspects of the interview also suggest a discursive placement within adolescence. One is the way he 
joins together rights to sexual expression and rights to smoke, and the other is his annoyance at the restrictiveness 
of school. Asking Kane about whether he tells his parents about his sexual activities \vith Simon, he instantly 
referred to his 13-year-old sister's conflicts with their parents over smoking: 

No, but sometimes if we tell onKaty for smoking, 'cause Mum and Dad don't like us smoking but she does 
and she goes, ··If you tell, I'll tell Mum and Dad about you and Simon and all that," ... But she won't really, 
she's only pretending just so \Ne won't tell. 

He also talks about the way Katy visits Simon and Mick and that she enjoys the freedom to assume adult 
status: 

She thinks it's alright, she comes over sometimes ... She just comes over and goes to the movies with us 
and smoke, watch TV and all that, eat chocolates. 

At another point, he explains that their parents have given up the battle to stop Katie smoking: 

But Mum, but no\v, Mum and Dad don't mind if she smokes as long as she can get them by herself, you 
know and not get money off anybody and not ger other people to buy them for her. She gets about $50 a 
week 'cause she works in a milk bar thing part~time down the road. 

Danielle, their six-year-old sister, is not permitted to find out about the sexual activities that take place at 
Simon's and Mick's. The other children are worried that she would reveal all this to their parents. All of the above 
creates the impression of a camaraderie of kids taking on aspects of adult status and conspiring to hide this from 
parents or to gradually negotiate it with them. In harmony \vith this discourse of adolescence, Kane adopts the 
position of rebel in relationship to school authority. After a number of comments about his difficulties with teach~ 
ers at school, he suggests that he would like to be at a school where it was permitted to fight, smoke and take drugs, 
and says that nearly everybody in his family hates school. 

It consequently seems that despite his age, Kane validates his relationship within a framework in which, as an 
adolescent, he is claiming adulthood, and he is in rebellion against various kinds of adult paternalism (West 1979, 
Willis 1983, Hudson 1984, Wood 1984). His emergent sexuality and his claims to sexual rights are consonant with 
this discourse. Kane is a member of a working-class milieu in \vhich intergenerational sex can occur within the 
contexis of an early introduction to adulthood and early claims being made to adult status. In this, his interview fits 
with those of Angela and Denise even though he is much younger than they were during their intergenerational 
relationships, and even though his relationships are much more strongly prohibited by the dominant discourse of 
intergenerational sex (see also Part 2, Chapter 2). 

Intergenerational Sex as a Moral Problem 

Looking at these three interviewees and comparing them to the gay interviewees of the previous chapter reveals 
similarities in discursive positions as well as marked differences in emphasis. Both sets of interviewees rebut the 
discourse of seduction by reference to an essential underlying sexuality that is seen as unlikely to be influenced by 
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these experiences of intergenerational sex. In this. the interviewees exploit incoherence in the discourse of homo
sexual seduction itself. The discourse of homosexual seduction condemns intergenerational sex as a route into 
homosexualit) ... HO\vever, in this vel)' construction, homose~"Uality is vie\ved as a stigmatized alternative to het
erosexuality; it is not just a set of sexual practices but a whole way of being that offends against hegemonic mas
culinity. This way of being is considered intrinsic to personality. Accordingly, the discourse of seduction is 
vulnerable to the reply offered in these chapters. How can an intrinsic and essential part of one's being be deter
mined by something so external as a set of sexual acts in adolescence? This reply was backed up by evidence of 
intrinsic homosexuality or intrinsic heterosexuality provided by the interviewees. Keith is the only interviewee 
\vho stands back from this discursive field and who examines some of its essential assumptions and interconnec
tions. Nevertheless, there is certainly a partial critique of this discourse in the way that the interviewees discussed 
in both chapters validate and support gay sexual acts and, more generally, gay sexuality. 

The clearest divergence between the t\vo sets of interviewees is in terms of what they found difficult about the 
relationships. For the gay interviewees, the most difficult thing \vas undoubtedly coming to terms with their gay 
identity. The relationships were almost universally seen as forcing them to face up to their gayness. For the het
erosexual interviewees, the most difficult issues were moral ones. The morality or othenvise of intergenerational 
relationships, sex before marriage, homosexuality. and deceiving one's parents_ \Vere the focal points of discus
siOn. 

This focus on moral issues was also relevant to the validating discourses that were adopted by these inter
viewees. The discourse of mentor and friend was a discourse that proclaimed the benevolence and genuine 
concern of the adult party and that morally validated the participation of the younger party. lt also constituted a 
reply to the claim of the discourse that in intergenerational relationships, unscrupulous adults victimize the 
younger parties. It was this version of the prohibitive discourse on intergenerational sex that was heard by these 
interviewees as most stigmatizing, and it was this discourse that had to be answered. 

The other validating discourse was that \vhich perceives the sexual contacts arising out of an emergent ado
lescent sexuality. The interviewees spoke of their rights to sexual expression, and in many cases defended the 
moral soundness of homosexual contacts and homosexuality as a sexual orientation. Again, these are moral argu
ments that were developed to counter conceived and real moral attacks on these relationships-in terms of pre
marital sex, homosexuality as a sin. sexuality in childhood, and disloyalty to parents. 

Even \Vhen there \vere apparent parallels between these interviewees and the gay interviewees, there were 
considerable differences of emphasis. For example, Tristan and Derek were both concerned with the moral issue 
of telling their mother about these relationships. In one sense, this is similar to concerns expressed by the hetero
sexual interviewees. However. Tristan and Derek conceived this issue completely as "letting their mother know 
they were gay". By contrast, for the heterosexual interviev.·ees. the moral issue was the rights of parents to super
vise their children's sexual conduct. 

The validating discourse of mentor and friend. and the validating discourse of emergent sexuality and sexual 
rights, work within an oveniii discourse of adolescence. AmentoriSSOi11eOne \vhOiieTPs to gutde onetlififugh a~ _______ ... _ .... _ ... _ 
lescence to adulthood. The category "friend" is also available within a discourse of adolescence. Its use in these 
interviews is an exact parallel to Sharon's use of this term (see page 142). It constitutes these relationships as 
caring and beneficiaL while at the same time it exempts them from the category of sexual relationships as such. In 
this case, the effect ofthis discursive strategy is to distance these strongly affective, long-lasting ties from homo-
sexual relationships of the kind that express a homosexual orientation and identity. The discourse of sexual emer-
gence and sexual rights is also part of an available discourse on adolescence. T11is vie\V of adolescent sexuality has 
its social origins in a dominant social construction of adolescent masculinity and in an associated program of tran-
sition to male adulthood and its associated political rights. Here it comes to the aid ofinterviev-;ees to validate rela-
tionships that are transgressive against hegemonic masculinity·. 
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CHAPTERS 

The Lesbian Relationships 

In this chapter, l want to look at the relationships between adult women and girls that fonn a part of this study. In 
tenns of the social construction of gender, such relationships can be seen as excluded more than they are prohib
ited. They are excluded in two ways. First, the construction of gender makes it unlikely that adult women will 
become involved in intergenerational relationships. Second. the construction of "emphasized" femininity (Con
nell l987, p. l83) is such as to preclude lesbianism. For both girls and women, lesbian choice is suppressed, but 
this suppression is not primarily couched as a prohibition. It instead tends to be based on assumptions about the 
contradiction between proper or "emphasized" femininity and the character of the lesbian woman. Women are 
invited to take up a subject position in which it can be assumed that they are not the sort of person who might be 
lesbian. 

Within the interviews, it is possible to identify four discourses that feature most strongly in the interview 
material;·- hVO diScOUrSes lluit \~~ere· seen hy iritervie\vees· aS"stigmati'Zirig their relationship~;, and·tw·o main dis
courses that were invoked to validate the relationships. The discourses that were considered to stigmatize these 
relationships were the discourse of women as moral guardians and the discourse of lesbiru1ism as a challenge to 
emphasized femininity. The discourses that intervie\vees used to validate their relationships were of two main 
types. On the one hand, there was the discourse of adolescence. These relationships \vere seen either as fitting to 
a period of growing up and learning about one's sexuality, or as an entry to adulthood. On the other hand, they 
were validated as political solidarity and intimacy bern.·een women. Interviewees described their relationships in 
tenus of a tehiually mediated discourse of feminism and lesbianism. 

The chapter will be in three parts. ln the first, I will consider the discourse of women as moral guardians and 
caretakers for young people. In the second, I shall consider the discourses that stigmatize lesbianism as a challenge 
to emphasized femininity. J shall argue that respondents replied to these discourses by invoking different versions 
of the discourse of adolescence. Finally, I shall consider the discourse that links feminism and lesbianism, and the 
way the interviewees often joined this validation of their relationships to a discourse of romance. 

Women as .Moral Guardians and Caretakers 

In previous chapters, the role of the adults (men) in these relationships has been somewhat taken for granted, 
although the content of their behavior within the relationships has inevitably been a topic of discussion. This has 
been possible because any social pressure that the adults felt in tenus of these relationships did not become a 
central concern of the intervievv·ees themselves. The willingness of the adults to initiate and continue the relationR 
ships was not generally an issue. However, within the relationships considered in this chapter, none of this applies. 
For two of the three respondents, the social stigma feared by the adult party and the internalized sense of guilt and 
shame felt by the adult became crucial concems of the interviewee. 

It can be argued that adult women are unlikely to be involved in intergenerational relationships because 
women in this society are given the role of moral guardian in relation to the sexuality of the young and are 
expected to enforce the ban on child and adolescent sexuality. In addition, and in connection with this, they are 
expected to nurture and protect young people from harm. Because intergenerational relationships are widely 
regarded as necessariZv an exploitation of young people, women's expected role is to protect young people from 
such relationships. 

Women's role as guardians of young people has been referred to in some detail already (Part 2, Chapter 3). 
Here it is sufficient to say that women's social role as moral mothers is expected to be guaranteed by a more 
general concern for the moral wellRbeing of society and a protectiveness towards )''oung people in general, and not 
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just protectiveness towards the members of their own family. Ann Summers describes the role of mothers in rela
tion to their children's sexuality. and this description could also be applied to the expected role of women in rela
tion to young people more generally: 

As the person who bears the major responsibility for 'bringing up' children, the mother is the primary 
agent in their sexual repression. It is she \vho \vill explicitly instruct and restrict, who will urge her children 
a\vay from sexual games and punish them for 'playing with themselves'. As part of what she sees as her 
maternal duties of ensuring that 'the family' reproduces itself, she will generally take particular care in the 
instruction of her daughters, leading them to believe that sex-uality merely justifies its end \vhich is moth~ 
erhood and has little else to commend it. She will teach her daughters that it is their duty to curb the 
'uncontrollable passions' of the boys she goes out with, that the woman must set the pace in any encounter 
since \Vornen are less troubled by such passions. (Summers 1975, p. 188) 

The attractiveness of this puritan role for women is undoubtedly increased by a situation in \vhich active sex
uality is identified with men and in which it has a tendency to cause women trouble (Coward 1982). What is 
important in this contex1 is that a social role as God's police, a role as defender of the asexual status of children and 
adolescents, is likely to make women feel very uneasy about initiating sexual relationships with young people (see 
also Part l, Chapter 3 on the issue of childhood asexuality). 

Feminist theory can address this issue in two ways. On the one hand, the socially dominant view that sees 
intergenerational sexual relationships as necessarily harmful can be endorsed. In such a context. \'-/Omen's reluc
tance to initiate such relationships will be viewed as an aspect of the current feminine culture that feminists can 
reasonably support. It is women's role as guardians of the young per se that is relevant, not their role as God's 
police in relation to childhood asexuality. This is the position taken by Rich when she makes a distinction between 
lesbians and gay men, saying that it is only gay men who support pederasty and that this points to a patriarchal alli
ance of gay and heterose,'Ual men (Rich 1980, p. 649; see also Hennan & Hirschman 1981, pp. 54-56). 

Alternatively, it can be argued that women's role as God's police is patriarchally endorsed, and this role mil
itates against women's own sexual expression. In such a context the blanket condemnation of intergenerational 
sex may be seen as puritan and its endorsement by women is viewed as an aspect of women's subordinate status 
within patriarchy (see. for example Rubin 1981: Califia 1981: Echols 1984). Within this chapter, this debate can 
be sidestepped to some extent. What has to be acknowledged is only the prevalence of the discourse of intergen
erational sex as harmful and of women's widespread acceptance of their role as guardians of the well-being of 
young people. In other words. it is guilt and moral condemnation that the interviewees speak about, but the dis
course that informs this reaction to the relationships in question is not always clear. For both Pippa and Louise, 
such issues became a serious concern to them, although the contex1 in v·:hich each appeared \Vas quite different. 

_______ ·-----·____f'zppa \ rei ati onshi~illt!LGlen.JiS-(.M).hegan_wheJukwasJ.i.arulended..wlli:n_shu'iliSlLllli:yjnijially..me.L_ _ _ __ _ 
through the Charismatic Church of which they were both members. Their relationship finished \vhen other 
members of the church discovered it. Glen:ys dropped Pippa and continued her participation in the Church. Pippa 
dropped the Church and came to identify herself as feminist and lesbian. 

Throughout the interview. Pippa makes a clear distinction between her own feelings and those of Glenys as 
far as the morality of their actions is concerned: 

tnt: 

Pippa: 

And did you feel guilty? 

That's a very funny question because [ never felt f:,'Uilty at all ever She was the one 
who felt guilty. Because we were both in the church .. Umm, she used to get these 
feelings like ['m going to go to hell. .l have to go and confess and ahh, 1 shouldn't be 
doing this blah de blah de blah while I \vas always pushing for a relationship and 
\Vanted to leave the church and I just wanted to be part of the lesbian scene and I 
wanted her to be my lover and I didn't want the church any more but [ stayed because 
that's where she 1vas. 

As in ail the interv-iews described in this chapter, there is liuh; rt'lt:rii:lOfl ofiht: subject position (found in many 
of the heterosexual interviews) in which the younger female parties \Vere concerned and worried about the way in 
which their actions put them in the position of a victim of sexual exploitation (Wendy, I so bel. Maria; Part 2. 
Chapter 4). Here it is the adult 1vho suffers guilt on account of their transgression. Later in the interview, Pippa 
explains that she believes that Glenys first joined the church to overcome her lesbianism: 

Umm, well basically she joined the church so that she cou!d be forgiven her sins for being a lesbian and go 
to heaven and live this righteous Ch1istian life. 
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She argues that Glenys \Vas very· vwrried about going to hell. Pippa mentions various occasions in which 
moral pressure was exerted against their relationship. The first occasion was when Glenys and Pippa went to visit 
an old lesbian friend ofGlenys's. This friend advised Pippa to give up her relationship with Glenys and to follO\v 
the teachings of the church. In another incident. Pippa herself exposed their relationship: 

Well, she'd been sort of touching me one day, probably one of the first times that she did and l felt a bit 
fwmy about it so I told someone. And umm the pastor found out and smi of said, ''Look, you should stay 
away from each other, not see each other and try and work it out and if it happens again we'll have to tell 
the church and humiliate you," sort of thing 

ll.cre rumors of cunduei are j.Ya.ss;;;d upwards to ti'Ic pastor as the tinai authm1ty arid the agcrl.t of COiTifiTunity 
condemnation. The pastor's threat is later implemented \vhen they are discovered having sex in a joint household: 

We were living at the same place 'cause I'd basically left home, having a secret love affair and, we were 
fucking one morning and this friend of hers came barging in and sm:v us and all hell broke out. She said, 
''Glenys,youdidn ~!"and umm, Glenys said, '·Yes, I did,'' or something like that and we just lay back. She 
sort of accused Glenys of being a cbild~rapist and all this sort of stuff which I totally disagreed with and I 
thought, "Fuck you, how can you say that? It's not her fault at all." 

In this incident, a female friend ofGlenys's emphasizes the failure of femininity implicit in doing hann to a 
child, rather than the lesbian nature of the connection. Finally, the pastor did expose them in church, and Pippa and 
Glenys reacted quite differently to this event 

I felt very bright red, ve1y emban·assed and very angry with the church. I think that was probably the last 
time I was there . 

. By contrast Glenys: 

... decided to stay and try and work things out and become a nice straight little Christian, and that 'vas just 
what happened I guess .. Umm, she \-Vas ahvays really scared of going to hell. 

Glenys, it seems, perceived her own lesbianism as a sin. It may be that her guilt about the relationship related 
to the introduction of a young person to this immoral sexual practice. More simply, it might have been guilt about 
her own participation in these immoral acts. In terms of the statements made by members of the Church commu
nity, it is clear that Glenys was condemned as an adult who had sexually assaulted a child. In that condemnation, 
her immorality was characterized according to the dominant discourse on intergenerational sex. Which of these 
positions was actually most salient to Glenys is another matter. What can be noted is that Glenys's guilt about the 
relationship became a serious problem for Pippa, who terminated the relationship. 

Louise is the other inten1iewee who talks about the condemnation of her intergenerational relationship by the 
adult friends of the older party. Like Pippa, she describes this as one of the most serious problems of their relation
ship and as a contributing factor in ending the relationship. Louise's relationships with adult women have been 
discussed to some extent in Part I, Chapter 5, page 65. Louise is the daughter of a lesbian woman who is part of a 
lesbian feminist network. Louise has known many of these women since her early childhood and, in early adoles
cence, she began to feel a sexual interest in various \vomen from this circle. Her first relationship of this type was 
with Roslyn. 

In this relationship, she found the moral opposition to intergenerational relationships to be of considerable rel
evance to her situation. ln the lesbian network's moral condemnation of these relationships. there are many anal
ogies with Pippa's narrative. For Roslyn, Louise's lover, one of the main reasons for abandoning the relationship 
was the reaction of other women in her social milieu: 

Louise: 

lnt: 

Louise: 

They'd just be really umm, "Guess what? Louise is having an affair \Vith Roslyn!" 
They looked at me more as the victim than umm, Roslyn I think. They didn't agree 
with it at all. They just didn't think it was uhh ... right. I mean I felt comfortable with 
it and it didn't Viorry me but I ... It didn't particularly worry me about the gossip or 
anything. But it worried Roslyn. So . 

Was that one of the reasons it stopped? 

Yeah, yeah because Roslyn didn't feel comfortable any more. 
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Shortly after this, Louise indicates that the reaction of the lesbian network to the affair was protective. and 
also that it annoyed her that her affair \vith Roslyn had to become a focus of moral concern: 

Well they're all very .. I mean the \Vomen that \vere there, they aU loved me very much and \Vere very pro~ 
tective over me and what happens to me and they just didn't ... I don't knmv. I mean I felt uncomfortable 
when Roslyn \Vas out as well when I was out. I mean I just felt uncomfortable because I felt like, they all 
knew \vhat \vas going on and it was all kind of ... I felt really pissed off about it that it, that it had to be like 
that and it had to be so, such a thing, you know ·what I mean. 

In these incidents, Roslyn's peers within the lesbian network placed her under pressure. Her actions were seen 
as banning Louise and \vere constituted as immoral within the discourse of intergenerational sex. Louise regards 
this reaction as "'protective'' and sees it as an attempt to protect her from a perceived danger. While she appreciated 
the care implicit in this behavior. she also resented these actions as an intrusion into her life and as interference in 
her choices. TI1e discourse of women as moral guardians and protectors here infonned the reactions of the lesbian 
community and had the effect of stigmatizing the relationship. Although pressure was being placed on Roslyn as 
the guilty party. Louise was also made to feel uncomfortable in this situation and she talks about hmv difficult she 
found it, being seen in public with Roslyn and knowing that she was seen as the victim of exploitation. Like Pippa, 
she totally· rejected this interpretation, and these perceptions made her feel angr:y and outraged. 

It seems from these examples that one of the main prohibiting discourses for the adult female partner in inter
generational relationships may be society's construction of femininity as being concerned for the care and moral 
protection of young people. Since intergenerational relationships are regarded as damaging for young people, 
women's participation in them is in deep conflict with the social construction of femininity. Even if the \voman 
involved does not see her own actions as damaging to the younger partner, other adults will remind her of her 
responsibilities and it will be difficult for her to maintain her membership of a female social milieu while continu
ing the relationship. 

Clearly, one might be making too much of a few examples in drawing this conclusion. However, it may also 
be that this is one of the factors that accounts for the small proportion of adult women involved in intergenera
tional relationships. whether in negatively experienced abuse of children or in the kind of positively experienced 
relationships described in this thesis. (For the best available survey data on this, see Finkelhor 1981.) In the 
context of this thesis as a whole, \Vhat is particularly interesting is that the interviewees who describe relationships 
with adult men hardly ever refer to these men being under any social pressure from their peers to withdraw from 
the relationships. It is not completely clear whether these men hid the relationships and were under social pressure 
but ignored it, or moved in a social milieu that accepted their intergenerational relationships. However, there are 
some indicative pointers. 

For those respondents who identif)' their older partners as gay men or as gay pedophiles, it seems that these 
.-.. - .. -----lllell-Were.members..ofsociaLnetworks._that.accepte<Ltheir-sexuaU:ontacts-wit~lescent-bo;ys-(Clu:istopher.-.. - .. -. ·-·····-·--

Arnold, Tristan, MichaeL Kane. Derek, Twink). For instance, Christopher points out in his interview that George, 
his adult partner, had been charged \vith soliciting adolescent boys in toilets on several occasions, and that these 
charges had rendered his career in the business of antiques problematic. He also indicates that George's long time 
lover, Fred. was aware of his interest in adolescents and that he condoned and participated in his relationship \vith 
Christopher. As Christopher points out. both these men moved in a circle of gay adult acquaintances who \vere 
also aware of these activities and who did not condemn them. To take another example, Tristan indicates that men, 
whom he identifies as pedophiles, introduced him to the gay milieu. The implication is that their friendships 
included other gay men who were not pedophiles but who were aware of their pedophilic activities. Twink is 
another example. He became a member of a gay choir at 17. He had met other members of the choir in the years 
preceding this. when they were introduced to him as friends of his adult lovers. These accounts suggest that the 
gay community' is to a degree tolerant of voluntary relationships between gay men and adolescent boys. 

fn cases where the J'ounger party was a girL there are some interviewees \Vho suggest that adult friends may 
have been aware but did not make an issue of their suspicions (I so beL Joanne). [sobel speaks of a close male friend 
of her adult lover who \Vas always suspicious that she might be having a relationship \Vith Martin and who \vas 
himself attracted to IsabeL He himself attempted to seduce her when she turned 17 .. He did not at any stage alert 
is'obei's mother, who was a fi'iend Of his. Nor was Tsobei aware of him placing any pressure on Martin to end the 
relationship. She describes him as envious and as taking a vicarious interest in the situation. 

In other cases, it is quite clear that adult friends \vere aware of the relationships and that they accepted them 
without moral qualms. Wendy's lover Paul \vas one of a group of friends \vho visited Wendy's seaside town eve!}' 
year to stay with a couple who were also friends ofWendy's older brother. All of the members of this group \Vere 
av.;are of Wendy's relationship 'vith Paul. Significantly. it was the \Voman in the couple 'vho was the only one of 
these adults to call their relationship into question. Even this was not to suggest that Paul was guilty of exploiting 
Wendy. The vvoman told Wendy that she should make up her mind whether or not she wanted a full and committed 
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relationship with Paul, because her ambivalence was hurting Paul. lt might be suggested here that women do not 
expect men to operate within the moral discourse of guardianship of the young, and they do not pressure them to 
do so. Alternatively. it may be suggested that Paul's friends did not see the relationship as transgressive because it 
was heterosexual and because Paul was the older party. Denise and Angela both refer to relationships \vith older 
middle-aged men who were members of a definite social group. Angela says that she or her girlfriend might pick 
up one man one week and another from the same social circle a few weeks later. Denise reports a similar pattem. 
It seems that both these circles of men must have been aware of and condoned the relationships. 

In other words, \vi thin tlle voluntary relationships that make up this study, it was almost never the case that the 
adult friends of an older party attempted to put an end to the sexual contact on the grounds that it was an immoral 
assault on the :younger party. The fact that this occurred in t\vo of the three lesbian relationships seems no accident 

The Discourse of Compulsory Heterosexuality and the Discourse of Adolescence 

In the case of the gay male interviewees of this study (Part 2, Chapter 6), it was argued that the discourse of homo
sexual seduction was an important dominant discourse that was heard by interviewees as stigmatizing their inter
generational relationships. It was being implied that their gay identity was determined by these experiences of 
intergenerational sex and that they were being seduced into homosexuality. As I have pointed out, the intenriewees 
replied by indicating that they regarded their homosexuality as intrinsic to their personality. However, \vhat they 
did say was that these relationships helped them to face up to their gay identity or helped them to establish a gay 
identity. I have maintained that this makes sense in terms of a discourse of adolescence as sexual self-discovery 
and as the establishment of an adult sexuality. 

The discourse of seduction is not foreign to the issue of woman/girl sex. The Ofj~pring discussion { 1990; see 
Part 2, Chapter 6) soon moves on to the topic of gay male sexuality, but it is at least initiated by the issue of 
Martina Navratilova's possiblejnfluence on __ the,sexualit)rofyoung women tennis players. There is another,parnl
lel to the previous two chapters. Like male homosexuality, lesbianism is socially constructed as a departure from 
dominant versions of femininity; what Connell has appropriately called "emphasized femininity" (Connell 1987, 
p. 183). In this stigmatization of lesbianism, it is constituted, like male homosexuality, as an inversion of gender 
and as an affront to the seeming naturalness of socially constructed gender roles. 

For all these reasons, it might be supposed that the interviewees reviewed in this chapter might have been con
cerned by the discourse of seduction and by the discourse of emphasized femininity as heterosexuality. What 1 \viii 
argue is that all of these intenriewees were aware of their transgression against emphasized femininity, and they 
validated their relationships by characterizing opposition to lesbianism as prejudiced and narrow-minded. On the 
other hand, their responses to the discourse of seduction were quite different. As I have argued in the previous 
chapter, both sets of male intel\liewees answered this discourse by refening to an essential sexual nature that was 
unlikely to be affected by such experiences in adolescence, whether this essence was homosexual or heterosexual. 
This was not the only position taken up in the three interviews reviewed in this chapter. None of the three inter
vie\vees saw themselves as having been in any danger of being seduced into lesbianism. However, the way they 
saw their own lesbian sexual activities was quite different 

Pippa is the interviewee whose responses are most analogous to the gay interviewees described in Part 2, 
Chapter 6. Like them, she sees her relationship with an adult as helping her to face up to and establish a lesbian 
identity. Like them, in reference to their homosexuality, she suggests that she was initially reluctant to acknowl
edge a basic and underlying lesbianism that preceded her intergenerational relationship and that stretched back to 
her childhood. Like them, she tends to constitute her lesbianism as gender inversion and, like them, she speaks of 
a definite cathexis of sexual desire for older partners. Overall, she validates her relationship in tenus of two dis
courses: that oflesbianism as a condition, and that of adolescence as a time in which adult sexual identity is estab
lished. 

By contrast, neither of the other two intel\liewees seems to be the least interested in the topic of their essential 
sexual orientation. In one way, they are similar to the heterosexual male interviewees who denied that their same
sex relationships were seducing them into homosexuality. However, unlike these interviewees, they do not rebut 
the charge ofhomosexuality or homosexual seduction. They do not present themselves as essentially heterosexual. 
Although Sharon refers to herselflightly as "bi" and Louise speaks ofher "tendencies" towards lesbianism, they 
do not present their sexuality as an inner condition that will determine their sexual orientation for all time. 

The subject position they take up is firmly \vithin the discourse of adolescence as sexual discovery. What they 
emphasize is the idea that they are trying out lesbian relationships and lesbian sexual practices to see if they are 
enjoyable and worthwhile. Their experiments with lesbianism lead them to the conclusion that lesbianism contin
ues to be a sexual and relationship option for them. In tenus of the discourse of seduction, this is a refusal of the 
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discourse. They constitute themselves as open to seduction: if they had found lesbian relationships satisfying and 
sufficient, they would have continued with them exclusively. They also refuse the discourse by refusing to consti
tute their sexuality in tenns of an inner sexual essence. 

As has been suggested, all three interviewees validate their lesbian intergenerational relationships in tenns of 
a discourse of adolescence. Pippa presents her intergenerational relationship vdth Glenys as an entry to adulthood 
in the sense that the relationships helped her to develop and acknowledge an adult sexual persona as lesbian. 
Louise and Sharon constitute their intergenerational relationships as adolescent in another \Vay. as sexual self-dis
covet)'. The discourse of adolescence as self~discovery and as autonomy from outside pressures is reminiscent of 
the accounts offered by male intenrie·wees. 

Pippa validates her relationship with Glenys in terms of the discourse that sees sexuality as a lifelong condi
tion. In various \vays, she reveals that she sees herself as essentially lesbian and that this relationship helped her 
to come to tenns with her lesbianism and to establish herself as lesbian. There are a number of,vays in which 
Pippa suggests that her choice of a lesbian relationship was an expression of lesbianism as a personality charac
teristic. She indicates that her sexual response to Glenys \vas dramatically different to what she had experienced 
in relationship to men. In other words. her immediate and unmistakable desire for Glenys functions in her narra
tive as a sign of an inner lesbianism. What backs up this account is her presentation of herself as being swpr1sed 
by the appearance of this desire. ln the first stage of their relationship, she fell in love but felt disgusted by the idea 
of them having a physical relationship. She told Glenys this. So at this point in time she \Vas functioning according 
to an automatic and socially dominant discourse of presumed heterosexuality, with lesbian sexuality seen as intrin~ 
sically disgusting. At that stage, she experienced her love for Glenys in exclusively emotional or spiritual tenns. 
Despite this declaration. she found herself masturbating and having fantasies about Glenys. Their first sexual 
encounter was provoked by someone else's comments about their friendship: 

Well, it started off like she'd give me massages of sorts \vhich I found vel)' nice. And then, tunm, that went 
on for quite some time and then, one evening after church she took me over to a friend's place who was a 
lesbian and this woman tried to tell me hmv wrong it all was and to stay away from it, you know, to get 
back to church \Vhere I should. where I was wnm ... And I didn't agree with her one bit and I thought she 
was a hypocrite for saying that because she was a lesbian, really, and I was not impressed at all by that. And 
then Glenys and I went for a drive and she kissed me and I just literally went through the roof. I just 
thought it was quite amazing, you know, fireworks and the whole lot. 

As she explains these events, her resentment against an attempt to control her sexual behavior led her to 
engage in a rebellious adolescent sexual adventure. The result is that she discovered her true sexual identity 
through the experience of lesbian desire. Here there is a very similar structure to that of some of the gay interviews 
(such as Tristan's) \Vhere a discourse of adolescence suggests that this stage of life is a time in which you discover 

-------- ..... ----youF-Sexualitr-This-must-l>e-<k>ne-regar<l)ess..gj:pressure~d-by-.lhose-whQ-.would.trrt<>reJ>res~oo . ..!fl..tiJ.is,--------
as in other passages (see above), Pippa is dismissive of attempts to stigmatize lesbianism in tenns of moral verw 
sions of the discourse of compulsory heterosexuality. In this case. the proponent of this point of view is presented 
as a cowardly hypocrite who cannot defend her own lesbian identity. 

Like Tristan, Pippa treats discovered sexual desire as a true key to sexuality. In Pippa's account there is a 
combination of the discourse of adolescence with the discourse of sexuality as a condition. In adolescence, one 
undertakes a process of self-discovery. a key part of which is rebellion against hitherto respected social authorities 
(Hudson 1984. p. 35). Sexuality is a condition that can be revealed through the experience of sexual desire. Ado
lescence is a time when sexual desire emerges and declares itself (Wood 1984). 

In another passage, Pippa deals more directly with the question of whether her lesbianism has always been a 
part of her personality--donnant and waiting for adolescence to find sexual expression: 

Well I was a tomboy since the day I was born. J'ye thought long and hard about whether it is something that 
developed as l developed and I've never rea!ly sort of.. ft's very very hard to ans\ver. Because I mean, 
you can look back on certain things in childhood and say, .. Oh well, because of that I was a lesbian then,"' 
which I could do. But .. I could say that because I didn't want to wear dresses and 1 dido 't like dolls that 
I couid thinK that made me 8. lesbian. But' there' fu'-e Other gitls that didn't tlke thOse thiiigs that areu't gay. 
Umm, it"s very difficult to say realty. I meanT don"t knov.' al! the medical data about hormones and genes 
and at! that sort of stuff ... and it seems odd that if 1 had've been born a lesbian that l didn't want to jump 
straight into bed with this \Voman. And it seems odd that I didn't have any sex"Ual attraction to these women 
that J formed friendships \Yith \Vhen [was younger, if I \Vas in fact a lesbian. Maybe it \Vas just that I 
hushed up my sexuality and didn't acknov,rledge that it existed. Possibly, l can't really say. 

The ambivalence of this statement allmvs Pippa the possibility that her lesbianism has been an enduring 
feature of her personality that \vas eventually destined to find sexual expression. This passage treats sexuality as 
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a condition, an enduring aspect of deep personality that has both sexual and non-sexual aspects. In its presentation 
of the "personality of the lesbian", it works \vithin the discourse of inversion that has been described in earlier 
chapters. Lesbianism is identified as a sexual choice tOr women; that is, part of a package of masculinized gender 
behavior. 

Although Pippa is ambivalent in this passage, other parts of the intervie\v add up to an endorsement of the 
view that she has ahvays been essentially lesbian. One type of evidence that she provides is that revealed in the 
reactions of her stepmother. Pippa reports an incident \Veil before her relationship with Glenys. Her stepmother 
suggested that she should watch a program on homosexuality that was on television, suggesting that she might 
find it interesting. Pippa reports this in such a wa:y that it suggests that her lesbianism was manifest and evident to 
her stepmother well before she herself ,vas aware of it. Her stepmother's reaction to her relationship .with Glen:ys 
is another piece of evidence. Far from being outraged, which was what Pippa had expected, her stepmother 
accepted the situation calmly. She did not agree with Pippa's defensive suggestion that her lesbianism \v·as just a 
stage. She instead said that Pippa had to take this path if it made her happy.ln Pippa's account of her stepmother's 
reaction, she suggests that outside observers could see that she was lesbian well before she could admit it herself. 

Looking back on her relationship as a whole, Pippa validates it as a necessary stage through which she has 
come to acknowledge her lesbianism and has become a part of a lesbian feminist community (see next section). As 
I have argued, neither Sharon nor Louise validate their relationships in those tenns. They do not see their relation
ships in tenns of a growing awareness of an essential lesbian condition, as an inversion of gender. Additionally, 
they are both aware of the stigmatization oflesbianism as a depa11ure from emphasized femininity. They validate 
their relationships within a discourse of adolescence as sexual adventure and discovery; as experimental. 

Sharon met Marianne on a beach while she was on holiday. They had a good talk during \v·hich Marianne 
revealed that she was bisexual. Soon after, Marianne, who was staying with a friend near Sharon's house, phoned 
her, and they began their sexual relationship. At the end of two weeks, Marianne left suddenly, without saying 
goodbye. Sharon went to the friend's house and found that Marianne had gone. 

The disCoUrSe ofadolescen·ce fs a:·ke)'1o Sharon·s presentation of this relationship, as it is to her understanding 
of her other intergenerational relationships. She attributes to Marianne a set of ideas about youth and relationships 
that could equally apply to herself: 

She was talking to me once. She said, wnm, I don't 'Nant to have any kids, I've got the world to see, I've 
got friends to meet and l 've got places to go and, you know, I don't want to be tied down ... So J think 
that's probably why she left without saying goodbye, she didn't want to be tied dov.n. 

In explaining her own involvement in the relationship, Sharon relates it to a more general statement that she 
"wanted to try everything". She says she felt some initial hesitation about their sexual contact, but she thought 
about it and could not see anything wrong, so she decided to go ahead: 

Umm, but then she told me that she was bisexual and 1 said, ''Oh really.'' You kno\V it sort of came as a 
shock to me at first. And then back down in Sydney when she rang me and asked me if I'd like to get 
together with her and I said, "That'd be great, that'd be really ... " because I wanted to hav·e a lesbian expe
rience umm, mainly to find out what it was like. And to find out whether or not I thought lliked a woman 
or a man but I can't really decide it so I guess I'll just have to stay bi. 

In these statements, Sharon rejects any kind of analysis of this relationship in terms of an underlying lesbian
ism. She sees various fonns of sexuality as options that may be tried out, and she sees her instigation of a lesbian 
relationship as a process of sexual self-discovery. This analysis of the relationship as a learning experience appro
priate to adolescence also infmms other parts ofher narrative. She says that Marianne taught her how to make love 
to a woman, which was "useful", and she also talks about the way their discussions helped her to formulate her 
ideas about sexual politics: 

She kept telling me, "It's not 1ight, it's not right," and l agreed with her all the time. Everything she said to 
me got through. I mean it really meant something. She was really quite incredible. I think, I think she was 
a gift from somebody to make me SOI1 of stop and think because that's what happened. 

This passage also invokes the discourse of adolescence in a way considered in previous chapters. The older 
person is valued as a guide and mentor, someone who introduces the younger party to adult wisdom, and in that 
way helps them to come to terms with adulthood. Although I have used the tenn "mentor" in connection with 
interviews with heterosexual boys involved with men (Part 2, Chapter 7), this general strategy is common in many 
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interviews (see Part 2, Chapter 5: Part 2. Chapter 6). It minimizes transgression against the discourse of intergen
erational sex by characterizing the relationships as entry to adulthood (Part l. Chapter 2). 

The discourse that Sharon experienced as most significant in condemnation of her relationship \Va.'\ the dis
course of compulsory heterosexuality. What she speaks about is people's narrow-minded opposition to lesbianism. 
In describing her sense of transgression in her relationship with Marianne, she refers to her school friends' "imma
ture'' attitude to lesbianism (see Part 2. Chapter 4). She refers to an incident in which other students at school stig
matized a teacher who \Vas suspected of being lesbian. It was for this reason that she did not tell any of her school 
friends about her relationship. In her analysis of this, Sharon works \Vithin a discourse in which lesbianism and 
homosexuality are valid sexual choices and in which people who cannot see this are prejudiced. This is a liberal 
discourse in the sense that it assumes that different fonns of sexuality are alternatives and that one should be free 
to choose without being discriminated against. She did tell about the relationship to her younger sister, who 
reacted very supportively. Her current boyfriend also knows about it. As with her other intergenerational relation
ships, Sharon does not give much sense of having been greatly concerned by the possibility of social condemna
tion of her behavior. She places her behavior in the context of self-discovery and friendships. She carried out a 
strategy of managing social stigma by infonning only those friends \Vho she expected would be able to understand 
her own point ofvie\v. In comparing this relationship to her relationship \vitll Jeffrey (Part 2, Chapter 4), it seems 
tl1at in this relationship. it \Vas the lesbian content that she saw as transgressive, while in the other case. the inter
generational content was more salient. 

Louise. as has been stated in earlier chapters (Part 1, Chapter 5), is the daughter of a lesbian feminist. Her rela~ 
tionships with adult women began when she was 13 or 14. Like Sharon, Louise does not position herself as essen~ 
tially lesbian, essentially heterosexual, or even as essentially bisexual. Her relationships are contextualized as a 
discovery of sexuality and as experimentation with sexual options. Like Pippa and Sharon, she is aware of the 
stigma attached to lesbianism but reacts to it with hostility or amusement. 

Louise validates her relationships in the interview within two discursive frameworks, both of which can be 
related to the discourse of adolescence. In one discourse, she identifies herself as a young person who is entering 
adulthood. She divides her life into two periods. In the first, before she \vas 14, she had unrealistic romantic 
crushes on her mother's adult friends. More generally, she sa\v herself as inferior to the adult women of her 
mother's social circle. This all changed when she \Vas 14. She decided that the women she had worshipped as "big 
wonderful women": 

... \Veren 't as grmvn up as they thought they were, or as I thought they \VCre really, and it just struck me and 
I've realized that they're not perfect, you knO\V. 

From this point on, she constructed herself as a fellmv adult, as just another woman in relationship to this 
--.. -·-----resotan sc·en:e:-wttnintntsctisi;cmrse. sh"tn'::hanrcten.._zesnersexualretatinnshtps with adutrwumerr'as ntatme mrcr---·-.. --·--·-

reasonable friendships. This is a discourse of adolescence as entry to adulthood. She characterizes this period of 
relationships \Vith vwrnen in terms of a discourse of learning about herself Referring to a recent decision not to 
have any more sexual contacts with women for the time being. she remarks: 

[mean I'm only 14 and I've got a lot more time to decide and just because ['ve experimented now doesn't 
mean I won't try later. 

The tenn "experimented" sees these relationships as part of a path to sexual self-discovel)'. (n describing her 
major relationship of this period, that with Roslyn. she refers to it as a friendship and indicates that there was no 
strong romantic feeling or sexual passion on either side. Like Sharon. in describing her heterosexual relationships 
as 'friendships", she takes a category of importance \-Vithin adolescent subculture and uses it in an unfamiliar way·. 
It refers to a sexual relationship not marked by· romance but nevertheless one in which there is caring and considM 
eration. This categorization becomes apparent in her narrative of their first night together: 

Ar:-!! Ll::e!!! 'Ye!J.thcme 'Hitb Rcs1yn.~-and '..1.!!Ltn1 it '.'!ES really g<_::oo£L 1. l:!l~<'J::L it '·"-3S __ gorvt tb~t i_t_ bapp~nf!d wit_h 
her because she was a friend and umm, she said to me, you know if you don't like this, if you don't like that 
then tell me. You know, if you don't fee! comfmtab!e, if it hurts or anything just tell me. And I mean [ did 
and it was fine. It was really good and then we started a umm, mini affair after that. And we saw each other 
about tv..-ice a week and fucked periodically. And spent nights together and chatted and chatted. We were 
both Gemini you see so we get on really vvel\ together and have a lot in common. And umm, and then we 
decided that .. you see t .. umm. We both decided that we didn't want that any more because she liked 
this other person. Well, I mean, she \.vas fucking people in the middle of a!l this and I was kind of spending 
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time with, who was it .. Oh, l \Vas kind of flirting on the side and l mean it just \vasn 't a really umm, put 
dovm pat relationship 

It ·wasn't a relationship at all and l mean l felt really tine about that. It vvasjust like \Ve \vere f1iends who 
fucked and it was really comfortable and stuff like that and umm, \Ve both decided that we didn't . 

Louise also makes use of the category "friend" in her reply to the discourse ofintergenerational sex as child 
abuse. She resists the suggestion that there was any possibility of abuse by Roslyn by indicating that the category 
"friend" implies an eq.uality of status combined with care and consideration on both sides: 

Louise: 

no danger of you being pushed into something you didn't want or what? 

(Sighs) Umm, with Roslyn I never, I didn't feel like I \Vas being pushed anywhere. I 
mean I had the choice and there was no ... And I didn't feel like there \Vas power or 
control or stuff like that. I mean it just didn't click that there would be, it was just 
totally, seeing as \Ve were fiiends we didn't even have to voice that, you kno\v \vhat I 
mean? 

As with Sharon's accounts of her heterosexual relationships, this is part of an overall strategy in which there 
is a minimization of the significance of age category differences (Part J, Chapter 2). These features of Louise's 
account function as a package. She has grown up, matured, and no longer has an unrealistic awe of these adult 
women. She no longer has unrealistic romantic crushes. Her relationship with Roslyn is fitting in the context of 
this maturity. It is between two people who are already friends and, consequently, equals in status and power. 

Shortly after this, Louise explains that she was not very enthusiastic about the sexual side of their relationship. 
although she elsewhere describes Roslyn as a very good lover compared to the boys she had known. From her 
point of view, this was one of her main reasons for ending the relationship: 

At that stage I'd decided that 1 didn't really get off on it that much. I still didn't get off on sex that much 
though I really enjoyed the touching and the fondness and just cuddling someone and stuff like that. So we 
both decided to end it there. Oh \vait, and in that affair one of my friends, umm, I stayed at her place one 
night and sat up talking to the woman she lived \Vith all night, ohh until 2 in the morning. And umm, we 
ended up going to bed together and l mean she wasn't really. Umm, I don't .. , I thought I'd give it one 
more chance and see if I enjoyed it. Just give it one more chance and ... it didn't work and that's why I 
decided that 1 didn't really want to spend time with Roslyn any more. Like, I mean in that way. But I still 
wanted all the kissing and the touching and stuff like that thaf went along with it, so . 

This passage suggests that she was trying out sex with women and, finding that she was not enthusiastic, 
decided not to continue, at least for the time being. She adds to this by saying at the end of the interview that she 
may well have relationships with women in the future, even though she is not at the moment. Like Sharon, she sees 
her lesbian intergenerational affairs as an experiment, a passage to self-discovery, and she does not come to any 
definite conclusions about her sexuality through these relationships. 

The calm rationality and lack of passion that she indicates here is absent in the other discourse with \Vhich she 
validates these contacts. In this other discourse. the excitement of transgression and sexual adventure is given pre
eminence. This, the second discourse Louise employs, spans the period before and after the maturity she speaks of 
in the first discourse. I have referred to Louise's use of the discourse of carnival in Part 1, Chapter 5. Here it will 
be argued that this discursive approach is fitted into a discourse of adolescence as casual sexuality and as sexual 
adventure (Hudson 1984). Her first night with Roslyn must be included as one of these adventures, involving as 
it did a casual encounter with another woman and the evasion of her adult friend Jan's protection. Jan \vas attempt
ing to save Louise from seduction by one woman, whom she knew to be interested in Louise. To prevent this, she 
arranged for Louise to go home with Roslyn, who was one of Jan's friends. Louise went into a back lane to kiss 
the first woman, and tlten went home to Roslyn's place to spend their first night together (see Part 1, Chapter 5). 
Her account of this incident suggests an adolescent \vhose sexuality will not be restrained by the attempts of adults 
to curtail it, the girl who resists a feminine positioning and embraces "fire" and "passion" in defiance of social 
expectations. As in Angela's and Denise's accounts (see Part 2, Chapter 5), there is a link made between the dis
course of adolescence to a more overarching rejection of emphasized feminine sexuality. 

Later Louise refers to another incident that is also discussed in Part I, Chapter 5. She is at a disco and, hiding 
behind a pillar, has a passionate session with a woman whose girlfriend is also at the disco, and who almost 
catches them in the act. Earlier on. this woman, who was into S&M, asked Louise if she would go home with her 
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but Louise refused. These events are also described with verve and they similarly position Louise as the adolescent 
in search of sexual adventure and as undeterred by the potential disapproval of relevant adults. 

Loise describes a similar occasion \vhen she was 13 and had a brief flirtation with an 18-year-old woman. 
Here again she foregrounds the excitement of transgression and she refuses anyihing that might suggest a romantic 
commitment 

.. we'djust had this fashion parade and I, we started dancing together and being very erotic together and 
stuff like this, and I had to tell Joshua [her boyfriend] that .I was going home with this woman and he just 
hit the roof totally. I mean he just went uhh.' and felt like punching me but he didn't. I mean he just was so 
angry and he just kept on saying, "Get out, get out,''you knO\V, "t,ro a\vay, I can't cope, go away.·· So I went 
home \Vith this woman. 

We, it was, she had a 27 year old girlfriend at that time and we just spent the night together cuddling and 
kissing and touching and stuff like that and then she started to go really ... And she grew really attached to 
me and she came home and \Ve spent the day together. Like she wore these big boots, like these really big 
working boots and I felt really intimidated. I just felt, "Oh god, yuck, I hate them." I was really into, kind 
of clothes and stuff like that. And I didn't like the way she dressed and (sighs) so I just told her to fuck off. 
I mean I really did tell her to fuck off, and I felt very guilty about that. And a few months after that [ really 
wanted her back and stuff like that and just recently we've been seeing each other. not sexually. We \Vent 
out to this friend's birthday party last week and we sat at the table and \Ve just kissed and kissed and kissed 
and it was just really ... She said to me, ''Can I come home with you?" you know, and I said ''No!" I didn't 
want to get back into that with her. I don't knmv, I like the kissing and I didn't ... Ohh, but she was going 
out with another woman at the time and I would have felt so 10\v, l felt lov,r enough sitting there kissing her, 
let alone going home with her. 

In describing all these incidents, Louise positions herself\vithin a discourse of sexual adventure. Within such 
a position, she avoids romantic relationships. In this context. her relationship with Roslyn is a fairly safe departure 
from this pattern; she and Roslyn \vere always more "friends" than romantically involved lovers. 

Louise. like the other interviewees. acknowledges the social stigma oflesbianism, and she first mentions this 
in connection with her own misgivings about her mother's lesbianism. The fact that her mother and her mother's 
friends \Vere lesbian meant that Louise certainly did not approach lesbianism as something unheard of or surpris
ing. In addition, at the time of the interview and for some years before that. she had attended an alternative high 
school in which some teachers were lesbian and in which the school \Vas quite accepting oflesbian relationships 
among the pupils. Despite this, one of Louise's lesbian peer contacts caused some hostility at school: 

The first time I slept with a woman was with one of my very dear friends who was my age and we both 
-··-·---·-------·--decided-w~vantedlo...tl:y_itout.and.umm.-:wedid..it...a..couple.o£times.and..then..we.had-a..threesomerm.y. .. fn:st...-.......~--... -._··- .,_ ... _ .. _ 

threesome. And it was with this girl \Yho \Vas really super straight, \vho you could never ... Marsha and l 
got really, really dnmk and just decided that we wanted to fuck and this other girl joined in. I mean it was 
just really amazing, totally off the planet. But that was my first real sexual experience \Vith a woman . 
That was good, that \Vas. f mean I was ahvays, everyone knew that I had those tendencies, like eve!)· one 
kne\v that I kind of liked \VOmen and stuff like that. But when it carne around to her, eve!)' One \Vent, '"Oh 
no! Really, Marsha. Gord, what have you done to her, Louise?" You know, you kno\v stuff like that. But, 
the way people reacted to her. Her boyfriend \Vanted to kill me, totally and utterly wanted to kill me and it 
was all my fault and it only takes one to do these things ... Though Marsha \vas the one who really had a 
crush on me and had started the whole thing but her boyfriend was really resentful and stuff so that kind of 
died out. And \ve just became really good friends after that. 

Here Louise describes the full weight of her peer group's condemnation oflesbianism. She indicates that she 
herself\vas placed in the role of the real lesbian person, with Marsha portrayed as the innocent girl diverted from 
her true heterosexuality. However. in explaining this narrative. Louise obviously takes the fuss she caused as 
something of a joke. It can be suggested that the lack of power of the anti-lesbian discourse is related to her own 
p!H.ce jn theJ0<::bi~l'!!1 .neb?·rmk f!.nd.~JS.Q to th~ extent afgenemL s~hool supportJor lesbi.nnis.m. TheT~e. ~,_vere. 0thexs !n 
the school who would have taken her side in this dispute. Like Pippa and Sharon, she treats the supporters of com
pulsar}' heterosexuality and emphasized femininity as prejudiced and narrow-minded. 

In this account Louise takes it as a fact that she has "lesbian tendencies''. but this is the closest that she comes 
to suggesting any underlying lesbian condition. This passage is also contradicted by many places in the interview 
where she puzzles over the failure ofher lesbian sexual experiments to generate the kind of sexual passion that she 
might have hoped for. She sees herself as unsure of her sexuality and as neither definitively lesbian nor defini
tively heterosexuaL In another contradiction to any positioning as essentially lesbian. the first part of her interview 
is taken up \vith a description of her heterosexual relationships. Although she describes these as unsatisfactory for 
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various reasons, she also acknowledges a considerable sexual investment in some of these connections. She is 
very far from interviewees such as Pippa or Tristan \vho epitomize a position in which alternatives to their true 
sexuality are lackluster at best. 

Feminism, Romance and Femininity 

In considering the reasons why male homosexuality is constructed as effeminacy and opposed to hegemonic mas
culinity, I outlined an elaborate model linking capitalism, patriarchy, and hegemonic masculinity in the modem 

bianism can be much simpler. Rich maintains that what she calls "compulsory heterosexuality" is enforced 
because lesbianism is a threat to men's power (Rich 1980). There is a systematic silence surrounding these possi
bilities that makes heterosexuality seem to be a natural choice for women: 

... the issue we have to face as feminists is, not simple ·'gender inequality,"' .. but the enforcement of het
erosexuality for women as a means of assuring male 1ight of physical, economic and emotional access. 
(Rich 1980, p. 647) 

So it is no accident that lesbianism is suppressed in patriarchal societies. Heterosexuality is an aspect of men's 
rights to control women in a variety of ways, sexual and otherwise. Rich goes on to say that lesbianism is one 
among a number of fonns of intimate alliance between women that confront patriarchy: 

. we can say that there is a nascent feminist political content in the act of choosing a woman lover or life 
partner in the face of institutionalized heterosexuality. (Rich 1980, p. 659) 

I rriean the tenTI lesbian c0nthni£im ·to 'inClude !'£ra-nge.........: through e-ach woman's life and throughOut 
history--of\voman-identified experience; not simply the fact that a woman has had or consciously desired 
genital sexual experience with another woman. If we expand it to embrace many more forms of primary 
intensity between and among women, including the sharing of a rich inner life, the bonding against male 
tyranny, the giving and receiving of practical political support ... (Rich 1980, pp. 648-649) 

It can be argued that this picture generalizes the situation across widely differing fonns of patriarchy. The 
issues presented in Part 2, Chapter 6 are also relevant to the modern situation. Women's supposedly voluntary 
entry into marriage is a cornerstone of modern patriarchy and it is founded upon the concept of women's natural 
sexual orientation. Women's innate sex_-uality is thought to be heteroseAl.tal, passive, and, in general, subordinate to 
the requirements of maternity. Lesbianism as a sexual relationship between women confronts this structure. 
Lesbian relationships are seen as fmms of intimate connection and solidarity between women-as kinship rela
tionships-that are alternative to heterosexual maniage. Lesbianism, as a sexual choice, also confronts the domi
nant discourse of feminine sexuality by putting \vomen in the position of sexual initiators. It is lesbian sexual 
initiative, and not just female intimacy, that is suppressed within emphasized femininity (Echols !984; Hollibaugh 
& Moraga !981; Wilson 1983; Nestle 1981). 

All three of the lesbian interviews reviewed in this chapter can be analyzed in terms ofthis link between les
bianism and feminism. The intervie\vees validate their relationships as political solidarity and intimacy benveen 
\Vomen. In taking note of this, it could be said that the discourse of lesbianism and feminism is an available and 
textually mediated discourse tbr the interviewees, or that the experience of the interviewees is an instance of the 
truth of this discourse. At the very least, along with adolescence, it is the feminist interpretation of these relation
ships that is the second major validating discourse for the interviewees. 

Two of the interviewees (Pippa and Sharon) speak of their lesbian intergenerational relationships in highly 
romantic terms-as intimacy and fusion, the breaking of boUildaries, or as sexual ecstasy and transformation. 
These claims are frequently linked to the feminist discourse described above. In Part 2, Chapter 5, I argued that the 
younger party often validates man/girl relationships in tenns of a discourse of romance. It was also pointed out 
that such a discursive construction of intergenerational relationships fits them \vithin hegemonic discourses of 
emphasized femininity. As Hudson (1984) predicts, romantic relationships with older men were validated in com
parison to immature and less emotionally intense relationships with peers. Within these lesbian narratives, a 
similar discursive pattern obtains. These intimate relationships with v.;omen are seen as mature and romantic in 
comparison with potential alternatives. There is a paradoxical link between a discourse of romance, which is part 
of the construction of emphasized femininit:y, and a feminist discourse, in which lesbianism expresses the poten
tial for intimacy and closeness bet\veen women. 
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The feminist discourse also provided an answer to the representation of these relationships as child abuse and 
as victimization of the younger party. The interviewees were able to argue that the older partner did not abuse them 
as a child because both parties were allies as women within patriarchy. 

In Pippa:\' interview, the predominance of the romantic discourse is very marked. Her relationship \Vith 
Glenys began when she was 15 and ended when she was 17. At the time of her interview, Pippa still described 
herself as being in love with Glenys, and had made a number of unsuccessful attempts to get Glenys to leave tbe 
church. In accord \Vith romantic discourse, Pippa put the sexual aspect of their relationship secondary to the 
romantic aspect (see Part 2, Chapter 5). Additionally, the transcendent quality of their sexual connection \vas a 
sign of romance: 

I get really pissed off these days being part of the lesbian scene and I just feel that these \Vomen get into 
relationships or have flinb:rs onvhatever they do and it just doesn't, it's not on the same level at all. Like 
that relationship I had with Glenys: 1 was really, really in love with her and it didn't sta!i out as sexual and 
v.:e didn't see each other as lesbians; \Ve saw each other as a person that we strongly admired and loved and 
felt all these thlngs for. 

When I was in Coffs Harbour I had a couple of boyfriends and \Ve sort of did everything but fuck \vhich 1 
wouldn't do .. I wouldn't fuck, that is. But, T mean the level that we reached in ow· se:\.-uality, the extent 
that v...-e \Vent~it was just really boring to me, it didn't tum me on at all. Whereas I mean I just had to kiss 
this woman [Glenys] and twas right through the roof. 

Pippa is very open about the way in which her relationships or friendships with older women were based on 
her emotional needs for care and nurturing, and she includes this as part of her attraction to Glenys: 

I did form friendships with older women because they \Vere nurturing and kind and loving and I needed 
that. 

Here, a discourse of femininity in which romantic relationships are ones in which the woman receives emo
tional support (Part 2, Chapter 5) fits in \veil with an intergenerational relationship with an older \Voman. 

At another point in the inten'iew. another aspect of femininity is also mentioned in connection with Pippa's 
attraction to older vwmen: 

Basically 1 still only relate to women older than myself 'cause ['m still developing emotionally and intelw 
lectua!ly 1 think, I feel, at a different rate to people my own age, so I connect with older people. 'Cause I 
find them very .. rnmm! .. very, ohh ... mrnm .. spunky! And plus, I'm so shy ... it's usually people that 

-----·-·------·~on.terthan you mlt!ate any sexual contact orfnentlSlftp or Srof'f1tRetl'rnfSOtliat mat<es 1t easterrorrne~--··~ .. _ .. _ ... _____ _ 

'Cause they initiate it. at the moment 

Here Pippa presents her interest in older women in tenns that fit Hudson's comments about the attractions of 
relationships with older people for adolescent girls ( 1984, p. 47). As Hudson indicates, for an adolescent girL a 
relationship with an older person is more likely to penn it the kind of romanticism that is seen as appropriately' 
feminine. By contrast, peers are more likely to viev-: relationships in terms of a casual adolescent sexuality. 
Hudson. in her discussion, compares two types of heterosexual relationship and, within this interview, Pippa sug
gests a similar approach to relationships with older women. She sought to escape the childishness of adolescence 
and sought to relate to others through a more mature femininity; a deeper emotional and intellectual connection. 

This passage relates to the discourse of romanticism in yet another way. Pippa places the older partner in the 
position of initiator-the position reserved for the man within hegemonic constructions of romance. Pippa herself 
takes up the position of the one who waits for an initiative, and traditionally this is the position reserved for the 
vmman. In this \vay, she constmcts her romantic relationship with Glenys and other older women through analogy' 
with hegemonic ideas of heterosexual romance. 

lesbianism as political solidarity between v.;omen and as rejection of the feminine role assigned to women within 
patriarchy·. In these passages. she also explains her actions in tenns of a discourse of adolescence as the acquisition 
of new knowledge, learning about oneself and society through an exploration of one's sexuality. In ans\verto a 
question about whether it has been good for her to begin having sex before she was sixteen, she replied: 

Umm, umm .. (tong pause) Well, I guess when I look at it as compared to what [ could be doing now, 
\Vhich is going to church and not planning to fuck anyone until I was mani.ed, yes, it's been good for me 
'cause it-s liberated me I guess. Umm, it's also like through coming out as a lesbian I learned about femi* 
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nism and the way that \Vomen have been treated by men and that's developed my awareness a hell of a lot 
and it's ... I'm very glad of that. And I'm not in the environment anymore, especially Christianity, \vhere 
women are put dO\vn by men and that's been really good for me. And J guess in the fact that I'm not, I kno\v 
\vhat my sexuality is and I know ... 1 mean I don't get half as embatnssed talking about it any more and I 
guess just the fact that I'm not embanassed or ignorant about my own sexuality is very good for me ... I 
think, well! ahvays Jearn from e:-..-perience so that experience taught me something basically 

ln other parts of the interview, she stresses the way in which the Charismatic Church, of which she was a 
member, enforces heterosexuality, and she relates this compulsory heterosexuality to various other institutions of 
patriarchy: 

l guess I knew that I \Vas a lesbian and that I \vas sick of having to push it under the carpet and I was sick 
of, you know ... like I'd bad relationships with men and I knew that that wasn't going to work out 'cause 
they hadn't really vmrked out before and I just wasn't prepared to stay somewhere [the church] where that 
was what \Vas expected of me~ get married and have a family, 1 knew I didn't want that. 

ln all these comments, Pippa presents her lesbianism as a political alternative to the type of heterosexual rela~ 
tionships endorsed by the church. She sees the latter as patriarchal and she believes that her conversion to lesbi~ 
anism saved her from this fate and led to her eventual entry into a feminist lesbian community. Her relationship 
\vith Glenys is defended as a romantic relationship and is also validated in tenns of its feminist political implica~ 
tions. 

Sharon is another interviewee \vho spoke about her lesbian relationship in romantic and feminist tenus. As 
indicated in other chapters, she also reported her intergenerational relationship with Jeffrey, a forty-year~old man, 
and her relationships with her two older boyfriends. One of the most characteristic aspects of her depiction of 
tl1ese heterosexual relationships is the non-romantic discourse she employs. The men involved were "friends", and 
she does not speak of herself as "in love". However, within her narrative of her relationship with Marianne, the 
discourse of romanticism is invoked constantly and is joined to a feminist reading of the relationship as intimacy 
between women within patriarchy. 

Sharon describes their intimacy as women in response to a question about whether Marianne was a good 
lover, and she relates this to a reference to their shared feminist insights as women: 

Yeah, yeah she was. She was ... I don't know. She knew, \vhat to do and she kne\v how, what you were 
feeling umm, and she was friendly and ... But the strange thing about our relationship ... We laughed 
together so much about really stupid things and things that we'd bot!, experienced, boyftiends and tl,ings 
like that. And we ended up rolling around on the floor in laughter and saying that men are really fucked, 
you know. But we both finally reached the decision that not all men are really fucked. I think she is really 
crazy. I think about her sometimes when I lay in bed and my mind stru1s to wander and I can see her face 
and think about her and all that sort of magical stuff. 

1l1e above passage relates lesbianism to solidarity between women as an oppressed stratum within patriarchy. 
In tum, this intimacy and sharing is linked to romance. In the next two passages, she explicitly relates the roman
ticism of their encounters to the intimacy they had as \Vomen: 

l was distressed when she \Vas gone and I was sort of wandering around in this daze thinking, "God, Mar~ 
ianne, where are you. I need you, I want to hold you." And 1 wasn't in love with her the same way I'm in 
love with Brian [her cun-ent boyfriend]. lt's easy to love people, umm, but she was special. She was much 
more special than maybe ... because she was a she and the rest have been he's, 1 don't know. 

The first time that we sort of cuddled and held one another it was just the most amazing expetience. I was 
just really lost in holding my 0\\'11 lover and it's sort of seeing myself in her because she was seeing that in 
me. 

When, earlier in the interview, I asked her why she had said it was the best of the relationships that she dis~ 
cussed in the interview, she also talked about their common experiences as women: 

I think just because it was \Vith a woman. I could lll1derstand her more than I could understand a male. 
Umm, she'd had problems with her parents and she'd had a boyfriend who wanted her to get man-led and 
have children and she said "No way" and that's why she was on her way around the place. Umm, we got 
talking about relationships and it so11 of got heavier and heavier. 
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Sharon also suggests that her own bad relationship with her father was one of the reasons why she decided to 
have a lesbian relationship: 

1 found him so hard to cope >vith and maybe that's why 1 wanted to have a lesbian relationship. 

ln this comment, Sharon stresses her own experiences of the ills of patriarchal society; a parallel to Mari~ 
anne's bad experiences in sexual relationships >vith men. In answering questions about possible inequalities in 
their relationship due to age, it is this discourse of identification as women that Sharon refers to in rebutting any 
suggestion of unequal power: 

She never \Vanted to use any sort of physical power against me to make me to do something I didn't \Vant 
to do. She always understood hO\v I felt. Maybe it \Vas because she was a woman. Umm, she, she never 
tried to dominate me umrn .. And once again probably because she was a woman and umm, men sort of 
have this dominance and it's umm .. Men think they're sort of overpowering sometimes but she didn't. 
She didn't believe in dominance and she didn't believe in this, these blokes who treat women badly and 
fathers who interfere \vith daughters or whatever. 

I didn't see her as an adult. I just could not see her as an adult I didn't see her as an adult and [didn't see 
me as a child. Umm, we vverejust women with each other and that was the really good thing about it. There 
was no pressure, no judgment, no nothing like that. It \vas great 

In comparing this with her heterosexual accounts. it can be noted that Sharon dwells on the romantic side of 
this relationship, whereas talk of romance is almost entirely absent from the other narratives. It is as though there 
is nothing to fear in this relationship \Vith an older woman, there is no need to keep a certain distance from roman
tic commitment. While in many of this study·'s man! girl narratives there is a stress on the romantic behavior of the 
man and on the reserve of the younger partner, this is not the case here. Instead what is emphasized is the degree 
of openness and closeness that can be achieved by women together. There is a similar lack of reserve in Pippa's 
account of her relationship wit11, Glenys. Within the study as a whole, these two narratives most embody the dis
course of romance. 

Within Sharon's account, it is the shared identity as women that is invoked to account for the intimacy she and 
Marianne achieved. fn confirmation of Rich's argument, this intimacy is given a feminist political content. This is 
joined to the discourse of adolescence through the presentation of Marianne as someone who helped Sharon to 
come to understand the political implications of being a woman within patriarchy. So, she was a teacher of femi
nism, a mentor. However. the suggestion of unequal pmver that might go with this teaching role is opposed by the 
same logic-\vhat was being taught \Vas that women were allies in relationship to male power. It is men who are 
responsible for dominance relationships in society, and this w~~omething they_ were able to discover together. 

Louise can also be seen as linking her lesbian relationships to a feminist discourse in which heterosexuality is 
compromised by patriarchy. Unlike Pippa and Sharon, she does not describe her relationships with older women 
in tenns of a discourse of romance, so this interview does not link romantic intimacy and feminist solidarity. 
Louise describes a number of her relationships with boys \vho were her school friends when she was 13 and 14. 
She was not entirely happy with any of these. at least in retrospect. In general, she sees the relationships as either 
being fairly boring (in those cases where her boyfriends were considerate) or as unsatisfactory because of a lack 
of genuine concern (in those cases where she herself was more involved). A typical comment on the latter type of 
relationship is this: 

1 'd never, ever got what I \vanted out of the relationship. [ ahvays felt totally inadequate, totally. He never 
told me he loved me. We never ever talked about sex. We never, like we used to spend days just fucking. 
you knO\v. Lying around in bed fucking. Eating, fucking, smoking, having showers together, taking drugs. 
Like it was just .. There was no communication whatsoever. None at all. And he didn't care, he didn't 
care. I don't knov,·. He \Vas just really .. 

She also argues that these boyfriends were not very good sexually. This critique is combined with a self-cri
tique in which she claims that her relationships >vith these boys were dominated by a desire for their approval and 
a desire for excitement for its o·wn sake: 

I was in there because I liked the drama and I liked having these boys around me that l could pick up the 
phone, '"Mwnble, mtunble, you want to come over?" You knmv it was convenient for me too. I never ever 
wanted to be alone. T couldn't cope with being alone iVith myself at the time and umm .. I wanted their 
appro-val totatly and utterly and ! \Yanted them to like me and love me like a person and stuff. 
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Here Louise casts herself as the victim of romantic ideology· and compulsory heterosexuality; she is falling in 
love with men and seeking male approval even though it is not in her best interests to do so. She later links these 
dissatisfactions with relationships with men to her decision to try lesbian relationships when she was 14: 

1 hadn't been having sex for ages and ages and ages since I had this miraculous change and became to 
respect myself and umm, in that time I went back to one of those boys, which I hadn't done in a long time. 
And I took some pills and it was just horrible, it was one of the \vorst experiences I've ever had. And sol 
suddenly turned round and decided that 1 didn't like boys anymore and wanted to be \Vith women. 

Looking at the above, there are some links to a feminist discourse of lesbianism as a sound political choice for 
~v;;'mTi.en. Her ·Jrrte1view ci"ea.tes a. f.;;rnJnJst critiqu.;; uf rdativrr.ships Tv·ith buys-··-they urt ·~i.il(;frl·ing and"prufbs lovt: 
in a manipulative way, they are emotionally detached, sexually inept, and are more concerned about their macho 
image than about intimate relationships with women. Following these unsatisfactory· relationships, she goes into 
a period oflesbian relationships and, as I shall indicate, she certainly describes the chief of these in tenns of caring 
and concern for her welfare. As with Rich's theoretical argument, this narrative strategy links lesbianism to a fem
inist critique of patriarchy. 

Louise also puts her dissatisfaction with boys and her choice for women in another discursive context. The 
key to this is that in much of what she says she does not present these boys in the role of powerful men who made 
her life unpleasant. Instead, they appear in the interview as "silly boys" who were really no match for her. In these 
comments, she implies that her decision to prefer older partners is a decision related to a desire to establish an 
emotionally mature relationship and to escape from the inconsequential shallowness of adolescent sexuality. The 
following comments are typical of this kind of discourse in her interview: 

And I love being in that situation where I, I had these two boys, you know, one either side, kind of pulling 
the strings and you know, doing that kind of stuff. lt was real manipulating yucky stuff and I could have 
\vhoever I wanted you know. Everyone in the school adored me and 1 was just a cherished little thing. 

They respected me so much and it \Vas just a phone call away, you know \vhat f mean. And it was just easy 
and it was yud.;·. I don't know what 1 \vas looking for. 

In this, she describes these relationships as immature in the sense suggested by Hudson (1984, p. 47). They 
represent a discourse of adolescence as a time of experimentation and casual promiscuity, but they were not mean
ingful as romance. The last remark, "I don't know what I was looking for", is couched in tenns of the discourse of 
romance as involving deep and meaningful relationships. 

While these relationships with boys were taking place, Louise was also experiencing strongly romantic 
crushes on adult women who were friends of her mother. However, except in one case, the adult women were not 
interested and they responded with friendly care and consideration. She also characterizes these crushes as obses
sive and as occurring before her more rational mature period. There is no doubt that she experienced these fanta~ 
sies and the proposals made to such women as exciting. Reviewing these crushes, she makes some general 
comments on them: 

It was always a real intensity with these crushes but I \Vas totally and utterly devoured by them. Not totally 
and utterly I mean, but I \vas just really obsessed by these people. 

They \\'ere really intense feelings. They \vere something 1 couldn 1 have so they became really, really, 
really intense for me because I couldn't have them. They became a lot more harder and I mean I had to tell 
these people. It just got to me where l just couldn't keep it back any more. l had to tell them but it was a 
lot. 

All this was going on at the same time as her relationships with male peers that I have described above. Con
sequently, it becomes possible to interpret her dissatisfaction with these boys as arising from the fact that it was 
these adult women (and not the boys) who stood in as objects of romantic fantasy. While the discourse of romance 
can be seen as an aspect of emphasized femininity (see Part 2, Chapter 5), Louise adapts this discourse by placing 
adult women in the role of the aloof heroes of romantic fantasy. It was these women who were considered in the 
possible role of "my ultimate person", as she says at one point. So, Louise can be seen as living her sexual rela
tionships at this time through two contrary discursive positions: as adolescent ex"Perimentation in connection with 
boys, and as deep and unrequited romantic involvement with adult women. While this can be regarded as contra
dictory, it can also be seen as a strategy of emotional self-protection. Sexual relationships with boys were quite 
safe since Louise never was deeply enough involved to be badly hurt. Crushes on adult \Vomen were safe since the 
deep romanticism that she felt was unlikely to be exploited or reciprocated. 
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In describing the second, more mature period of her interest in adult women. the discourse of romance is 
entirely absent. She characterizes Roslyn as a friend and, as I have shown. abandons the relationship partly 
because she is not in love and because it is not passionately exciting. On the other hand. in conformity with the cri
tique of patriarchy that informs her discussion of her male boyfriends, she describes Roslyn as caring and consid
erate. In this way. there is a partial support for a feminist interpretation oflesbianism as female solidarity, but this 
is not linked to romantic fusion and transcendence as in the other t\vo interviews: 

lnt: 

Louise: 

But Roslyn was a pretty good lover in comparison with some of the boys you've been 
out with? 

Oh, yeah, ten million times better. I mean the mere fact that she cared about me was 
plus number one, you know vvhat I mean. That was one oft he main things over every
thing else, of someone caring enough to say these things and be gentle and stuff like 
that. I mean her knO\ving that [was, I am 14 and that it was like that, you know what 
I mean, that I did feel that \vay. 

Louise's position suggests a complementary linking between two discourses of femininity. Roslyn, as the 
older woman, is seen as operating within the discourse of femininity as concerned about the care and nurturance 
of young people. In complement to this, Louise herself operates within a discourse of femininity in which roman
tic relationships are signified by the display of care and protectiveness by the other partner who is, of course, nor
mally expected to be a male. At the same time, in her narrative, this care is not seen as part of a passionately 
exciting romantic relationship. 

In all three of these interviews there is. then, some link made between lesbianism and the feminist critique of 
patriarchy. In two cases, this analysis is joined to an endorsement of these relationships as romantic~ they are able 
to be romantic partly because of the intimacy possible between women. This position is most marked in Sharon's 
intervie\v. Louise's intervie\v reveals a much more complicated interconnection bet\veen feminism, lesbianism, 
and romance. While on the one hand she endorses the vie\v that women treat other women better than do men (or 
in her case boys), she does not describe her actual intergenerational relationships with women in heavily romantic 
terms. The relationships are friendships. and the nearest discursive analogy is the way Sharon speaks of her het
erosexual relationships (Part 2, Chapter 5). 

Lesbianism and Femininity 

----- ~~This..chap~r..llas-s!IDwn-thal-lhere-.were-~disrour-se&lhatcweflH'"perienO<ld"'!HiligmatYing-these-rolatienship'""~-~---~

The one that was experienced by all the interviev.;ees was the discourse of emphasized femininity as compulsOiy 
heterosexuality. The interviewees felt they were under pressure to define themselves as exclusively heterosexual. 
and that peers. parents, and other authorities had to be evaded or confronted over the lesbian choice implicit in 
these relationships. This discourse of compulsory heterosexuality is an important part of the construction of 
emphasized femininity in this society and I have considered various ways in ,·vhich this might be explained. 

All respondents experienced this stigma to some degree, although Pippa is the one who gives this discourse 
of appropriate gender behavior the most salience. In her case. this is linked to her own ident!fication as lesbian and 
to the strong moral opposition of her church to lesbianism. As I have argued, the other two interviewees were 
unique in the study because they refused to describe themselves in terms of an inherent sexual orientation. They 
contrasted most definitely \Vith the male intenrie\vees involved in same-sex relationships who replied to the dis
course of seduction with a discourse of essential sexual orientation. 

The second discourse that \Vas reported as opposing these relationships applied to the older parties; this was 
the discourse of femininity as moral guardianship over the young. Both Pippa and Louise, concerning completely 
different social contexl:s, report that their older partners were stigmatized as abusers of young people. This stigma· 
tiz_atiorJ caQ1e Jrom age peers of the older pa.r:t.ner !Pld~ _in both ci:Jses, ~·as Gffe_c;tive a.s a. forrrt nf soG.ial contmt 
putting an end to the sexual relationship. I have argued that the discourse of moral guardianship is part of the con
struction of emphasized femininity in this society, and it is one of the discourses that makes it unlikely that adult 
women will be involved as older parties in voluntary intergenerational relationships. It is also clear that the 
younger partners experienced the operation of this discourse as a stigmatization of and impediment to their rela
tionships. 

The discourses used by respondents to validate their lesbian relationships were of two kinds. One was the dis
course of adolescence. For Pippa. her experiences \vith Glenys were a path to acknowledging herfundarnentalles· 
bianisnL In that approach. there is a combination of the discourse of adolescence as self·discovery and the 
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discourse of sexuality as a condition, which exactly resembles the strategies of most of the ga:y interviewees. The 
discourse of adolescence as sexual self-discovery and learning was also apparent in both the interviews \Vhere an 
essential inner lesbianism was nor postulated. Both Sharon and Louise saw themselves as trying out lesbianism as 
an option. Adolescence \Vas taken up in other ways as well. The discourse of adolescence as rebellion against adult 
authorities was present in Pippa's intenriew (in relation to the church) and in Louise's interview (in relation to the 
lesbian network). Adolescence as casual relationships and sexual adventures was also a position sometimes 
adopted in Louise's interview. Sharon most strongly invoked the discourse of adolescence in which the adult is a 
mentor who introduces and guides the younger party. In a slightly similar way, Louise and Pippa also sa\v their 
experiences as introducing them to adulthood-to membership within an adult feminist lesbian community. This 
position was analogous to that of many of the gay interviewees. In all of these positions, the interviewees made use 
of a discoun:;e of adolesc·ence whose·poini of soc'ial· origin is in ihe cortstmcd6n ofhegemonic miisculinit)'. Tnis 
discourse was appropriated and used to a different effect within the context of power and gender relations. 

The second major discursive strategy linked romance and feminism to lesbianism. Romantic love \Vas 
invoked in one way or another in all three interviews. 1n Pippa and Louise's interviews, it seemed that the dis
course of romance had been adapted to fit intergenerationallesbian relationships by placing the younger party in 
the female role. The pO\ver and knovdedge of the adult women placed her in the role of"hero".ln all three inter
views, a relationship with a woman was seen as satisfying the romantic requirement that relationships be emotion
ally intense and serious. It was seen as satisf)'ing the requirement that the other partner be caring and considerate. 
In all these ways, these three intenriews were reminiscent of those heterosexual accounts in which younger female 
partners validated their relationships in romantic tenns (Part 2, Chapter 5). The accounts endorsed the intergener
ational relationships in tetms of available aspects of the discourse of emphasized femininity. 

Additionally, these very indications of romantic involvement were frequently couched according to the fem
inist discourse in which lesbianism represents alliance, intimacy. and solidarity between women. The older partner 
was presented as a teacher of feminism. This discourse was also used to rebut suggestions of inequality in the rela
tionship by saying that the fundamental experience was not one of age inequality, but of solidarity as women 
within patriarchy. This feminist-discourse oflesbianism was unique to these interviews in the study, and its appear
ance can be seen as indicating both an available tex1ually mediated discourse and a comfortable subject position 
from \vhich the interviewees were able to talk about positive features of their relationships. 

As I have indicated, the romantic narratives of this chapter are distinguished by the lack of reserve of the 
younger female party, and this also applies to sexual matters, with both Sharon and Pippa being enthusiastic about 
the sexual elements of these romantic connections ( c.f. Part 2, Chapter 5). It may be that within these relationships, 
the younger parties were not forced to be on their guard, either in tetms of real fears of sexual exploitation by the 
older partner or in tetms of dominant social discourses in which older men are seen as exploiters and despoilers of 
young girls. The silence which is the main fotm of suppression of lesbianism also creates real options for the 
younger parties involved in voluntary relationships of this type. 

What all the validating discursive positions had in common was a rejection of emphasized femininity. TI1e 
discourse of adolescence as sexual self-discovery and rebellion against authority was pitted against the require
ments of femininity. Lesbianism was presented as an opening to feminist consciousness. In Pippa's interview, les
bianism was described in tenns of gender inversion and the opposition to emphasized femininity. Even romantic 
love was wrested from its discursive point of origin and was linked to feminist alliance between women. Addi
tionally. what most of these discursive positions entail is a use of popular discourse in a novel context; the material 
for these subject positions was readily available in common discourses of adolescence, gender inversion. and 
romance. The connection made between lesbianism and feminism is unique in the sense that its textual point of 
articulation is an explicit critique of patriarchy, and this critique canies over exactly in the intenriew material. 
linking the appropriation of more popular discourses. This discursive strategy can be considered to be very likely 
in situations where an action is taken that is constituted as a major transgression against dominant discourses. A 
new and marginalized discourse (feminism) is combined \Vith other popular and dominant discourses lifted from 
their original context and used to a new eftect. 
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CHAPTER 9 

The Devouring Woman and the Reassertion of Masculinity 

There is only one interview in this study that deals with a relationship between a woman and an adolescent boy. 
David was 15 when he began his relationship \Vith Diane. a teacher in her thirties. It seems quite possible that the 
uniqueness of this case within the study reflects the rarity of such relationships at large. This may seem surprising 
since little overt social condemnation is directed at such relationships. I will argue that, as \Vith lesbian intergenR 
erational relationships, such relationships are better construed as excluded by the social construction of gender. 
rather than as prohibited. It can be suggested that there are t\vo discourses related to the construction of gender that 
make these relationships unlikely. The first is the hegemonic discourse of romance and heterosexuality that places 
the male in the role of the more powerful and independent party in the relationship (see Part 2, Chapter 5). This 
assumption is contradicted within woman/boy relationships by the age and consequent social power of the 
woman. It can be argued that for a \VOman, involvement in such a relationship is in obvious conflict with the 
requirements of emphasized femininity, and that the boy suffers a complementary problem in that his masculine 
power is called into question by such a connection. I will suggest that the experience of emotional threat that may 
be felt by the boy can be related to the social construction of masculinity as independence from women. The adult 
party can seem to be emotionally "devouring" and dangerous. 

The second discourse that makes these relationships unlikely is the one referred to in the previous chapter, 
which is also referred to in Part 2, Chapter 3: the discourse of moral guardianship and femininity. As indicated in 
those chapters, adult women are particularly likely to be restrained by the dominant discourse of the inevitable 
hannfulness of intergenerational sex to the younger party. Within this interview, both of these negating discourses 
can be seen to be relevant to David's understanding of the relationship and to the actions and concerns of Diane. 

In validating this relationship and in the strategies employed by David within the relationship, we can see t\vo 
sorts of discursive reply to these negating discourses. The first is the strategy by which David asserts hts pm,;er · 
and independence in the relationship. ln doing this. he reconstructs the relationship in tenns of hegemonic con
structions of romance and masculinity. He explains that. despite appearances, he has in fact enacted a masculine 
role within the relationship. The second strategy involves David defining their relationship as primarily a friend
ship. and accordingly being exempted from the requirements of the hegemonic discourse of romance. In doing 
this, David works within the discourse of adolescence in t\vo ways: firstly by appropriating the categol)' "'friend'' 
from this discourse, and secondly by indicating that as an adolescent he cannot be expected to treat this relation
ship as a serious romance, but could be expected to regard it more casually. As I have shown, either or both of 
these discursive strategies are used by a wide variet:Y of the interviewees within this study. Before beginning to 
explore these issues in the interview material, I shall outline a perspective of the construction of hegemonic mas
culinity that helps to e:\.-plain why the woman in woman/boy intergenerational relationships may appear to the boy 
to be emotionally and sexually devouring. 

The De-:w:ntri~:Jg lt1other and .Heterosexual Relationship.£ 

In considering the deep emotional structure of heterosexual relationships in this society, Eichenbaum and Orbach 
(1983) make a number of points that are relevant to this issue. Their position is premised on the view that people 
of either sex depend on the emotional support of others to sustain their emotional stability. and that these emo
tional needs are most usually met through relationships with parents and lovers. However, there is a marked sexual 
inequality in this arrangement. In relationships with vvomen. men's dependency needs are in fact continuously 
met. ln this way. men are emotionally supported by such women as mothers, girlfriends, and \Vives. Additionally, 
the emotional dependency needs of men are allowed to remain hidden so that men can present a front of indepen-
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dence and strength. In other words. women are required to collude in men's presentation of themselves as strong 
and autonomous, and they do this by serving men's emotional needs without talking about them: 

Men are brought up to display their independence and separateness. But >vve discover, in fact, that men are 
quite hesitant, even afraid, to disclose that they feel emotionally dependent They \Vill often resist such an 
idea or retreat from an examination of their inner needs with vehemence. A basic protective mechanism is 
at work here. People develop a defensive stance ·when they fear, (unconsciously) a threat to their concep~ 
tion of self, the loss of something felt as important, or as a protection against a painful or W1pleasant idea 
... But behind the display lives another self A self who is vulnerable, dependent and capable of being tre
mendously hwi. A person who counts on a woman-be it mother, a lover, a wife or a girlfriend~to be 

relies on for a certain kind of emotional caretaking and nurturance. (Eichenbaum and Orbach 1983, p. 20) 

Eichenbaum and Orbach relate this psychological pattern to the process by \Vhich men are wrenched away 
from an original identification with their mothers. Patriarchy requires boys to give up their emotional identifica~ 
tion to their mothers and to identify as men \Vho will eventually be in control of women (see also Chodorow 1974; 
Ryan 1985, p. 26). For this change in identification to be effective, boys must deny their dependence on their 
mothers. Mothers collude in this process by encouraging boys to see themselves as strong and autonomous, while 
at the same time they continue to provide emotional support: 

Internally, as v,·ell as eA'ternally, there is a camouflaging process taking place. The internal camouflage is 
the denial of mother-a denial of men's 01iginal dependency on a woman to survive. This internal camou~ 
flage is aided by the psychological defenses which aim to maintain the masculine sense of self. The exter~ 
nal camouflage is the ideology \vhich states that women are dependent, weak and helpless whilst men are 
independent, strong and autonomous. Here there is a camouflaging of adult men's continued dependency 
on women emotionally, sexually and physically. (Eichenbaum and Orbach 1983, p. 59) 

As they point out, men define themselves as independent by reference to an ideology that portrays \Vomen as 
needy and dependent. They also argue that women are generally stanred of emotional support, both as children and 
in adulthood, so that the reality is that women do have to achieve emotional independence. Nevertheless, women 
act as though they are dependent, and these authors explain this as deferential behavior. Clearly, such behavior 
helps men to maintain their own self*image as the ones to be relied upon. These basic features of male and female 
psychology create typical problems \vithin heterosexual relationships: 

The development of a masculine psychology has at its roots the need to differentiate and separate from a 
woman. This poses psychological problems for men when they get close to a woman. They W1Consciously 
fear a loss not just of a separate identity but of their masculine identity. They may perceive the echoes in 
the merger in intercourse as a regression, and fear re~incorporation with their mother. This unconscious 
fantasy prevents many men from getting close or sustaining the intimacy that is in their heterosexual rela
tionship. (Eichenbaum and Orbach 1983, p. 123) 

As this quotation suggests, sexual connection is a particular problem for men, since the emotional openness 
involved is reminiscent of original closeness to the mother-an emotion men have had to violently discard during 
their childhood. As they go on to point out, the result is that women's sexuality is particularly problematic for men, 
especially when it involves women taking on a powerful and initiating sexual role. Such power is an all too wor~ 
rying reminder of the power that mothers have over one in infancy (see also Dinnerstein 1978). In a comment that 
is of particular relevance to this thesis, Eichenbaum and Orbach speak of the sexual danger associated with mature 
women whose sexuality is completely under their own control: 

Men and women are feruful of female sexuality. The very idea of it is so threatening that, even now, a 
woman in her t\venties to f01iies, \-vho is not attached to a man may be desexualized as the spinster or over~ 
sexualized as the nymphomanlac. A middle aged woman interested in sex can still be the object of em bar~ 
rassment; a young divorcee or widow seems to ignite seA'Ual fears and fantasies in a well established social 
group. Female sexuality is mysterious, unknowable and must be contained. (Eichenbaum and Orbach 
1983, p. 124) 

If these ideas about men's personality are accepted, it is not hard to see why it may be that intergenerational 
sex with women is an unlikely option for male children or adolescents. It might be supposed that the combination 
of social power, independence, and sexual initiative vested in the older woman would cause the younger partner a 
great deal of difficulty; a fear of being emotionally overwhelmed, a fear of dependency, and a fear ofloss of mas
culinity. There is too much in what is going on that might imply that the younger party is emotionally dependent 
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on a woman and so is not a real man. On the other hand. these real reasons for avoidance of older women cannot 
be readily admitted \Vi thin patriarchal ideology. To do so would also be to reveal men's emotional precariousness. 
This inability to face some of the real difficulties of such relationships is reflected in popular m)thology. Intergen
erational relationships bet\veen women and bO)'S are ridiculed as a kind of joke. with the younger partner as a 
brave lad and the older woman as a failure in femininity. 

We can readily see that such features of the construction of gender are likely to rule out intergenerational rela
tionships between women and boys. In addition, \Ve can see \Vh.Y a prohibitive attitude to these relationships is 
unlikely. To prohibit them would be to suggest that they could hann the younger parties, and this would be an 
unconscionable affront to adolescent masculinity'. It is also possible to suggest that such relationships are fre
quently understood outside of the dominant discourse ofintergenerational sex; they are not perceived as transgres
sive in tenns of that discourse. Consequently. it may well be that both this study and the survey research 
underestimates their true extent. In addition, it seems possible that the influence of feminism is creating an 
increasing degree of acceptability for such relationships, at least \vhen the younger party is an older adolescent. 

The Reassertion of Hegemonic Masculinity and the Discourse of Adolescent 
Friendship 

David presents negative feelings about the relationship from hvo discursive positions. In one. he positions himself 
as someone ensnared by a powerful devouring woman. As I have argued, this positioning makes use of elements 
of the dominant discourse ofintergenerational sex (Part 1. Chapter 4). Here I am going to examine this position 
from the perspective of the social construction of gender. In this contex1:, the position can be interpreted in tenns 
of the psychoanalytic framework developed by Eichenbaum and Orbach. In a second discursive strategy. his com
ments are framed more generally in tenns of what is considered appropriate or hegemonic masculine behavior. His 
relationship with Diane puts him in a difficult position in tenns of dominant discourses about masculinity and het
erosexuality. 

Much that David says in the interview suggests a fear of being trapped in his relationship \Vith Diane. For 
example, an early comment suggests that he is sorry that he was treated as an adult: 

Yeah, I'm sorry now, because [know that I"ll never get out of this relationship unless I do something that'll 
hurt both of us. 

In a similar comment (also quoted in Part 1, Chapter 4), he uses the discourse of child sexual abuse to say that 
he really' had no choice about his involvement in the relationship: 

But you don't have an opportunity [to say no] because they, because they mesmerize you, you know like 
1.vhere they shine a light at a rabbit before they're going to shoot it, kind of thing. 

This comment combines a discourse of child abuse \Vith a man's discourse of romantic love. In the latter. men 
jokingly acknowledge the obsessive and scary quality of romantic-sexual feelings about women. He creates an 
analogous image in describing his feelings about the sexual beginning of their relationship (see also Part 1, 
Chapter 4): 

She l-Yalked past me, turning the lights out, walked up the conidor, this long corridor and I just sat there 
waiting. She put her head outside the door and she said, "Are you coming?" I thought, '·Oh shit, this is 
it!'·~--what you read about in Pi:\: and that. So! followed her up the corridor. .. packing death. 

He goes on to say that she took her clothes off "without a shred'' of embarrassment and that he realized how 
much she wanted to have sex with him: 

i >"tasr;;aliy U<;iv"iJU5, 1 cvi..dilil 't come aud a:il that artd didli "trealiy e!y'vy it ... She was going -Aaah.~'":ih'<, she 
was making all these noises and she was screaming her head off and 1 was thinking, "Shit, what am l 
doing?" This \\'Oman's really getting off on it and I couldn't come because I \vas so nervous. 

He points out that later on, as he got more used to the situation and more secure in the relationship, these 
fearful feelings left and he enjoyed the sex a lot more. However, the above account certainly indicates the kind of 
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fear of women's sexuality that Eichenbaum and Orbach refer to. David makes a similar statement about his 
attempt to seduce another teacher the year before his relationship with Diane began: 

And I thought in the back of my mind, ''Oh shit, something's gonna go wrong here~if she says 'Yes', I 
hope she doesn't,'' .. I thought "If she says 'Yes' l 'm going to freak out because I'll do something that's 
stupid.'' 

In this example, he relates his fears directly to anxiety about perfom1ing adequately as a sexual partner, 
whereas with Diane the anxieties were more wide ranging. 

The above comments can be interpreted psychoanalytically as an expression of a fear of adult women's sex
u.Miiy and sexual J)li\,·cr.· 1-h:i\\)C'i/Ct, they t:<if1 also Oc scci'l 'il'16f~ :;:iinpiy hr kti(tS ufitiT<ictlcs abut1t adt.rptJirg a rule 
that goes against the grain of the social construction of gender (Davies 1989). The latter interpretation readily 
accounts for many other comments in the interview. For example, he refers to incidents where statements of 
Diane's make him feel that he is being treated as a child and, by implication, that his masculinity is not being rec
ognized. He is speaking generally about intergenerational relationships and the possibility that the adult may want 
to have a sexual contact but also expect the young person to be submissive to their adult authority. He was asked 
if this ever happened in relationship to Diane: 

lnt: 

David: 

And Diane lays that on you a bit? 

No .. she does ... Well, I think she has, but ... if she ever does anything . Nothing 
She hasn't really laid it down the line, but if she ever does anything remotely like 

that I just say, "Oh, OK, pretty boy will do as you please," and things like that, and she 
gets all shat off and says, "Oh, how can you say that?" and stuff, you know. It's 
nothing really like that, it's nothing heavy. 

David's reaction to this question suggests that he is very aware of this possibility and that he wants to make 
quite sure that nothing of this kind actually happens. The tenn "pretty boy" is particularly significant in that it sug
gests that the '"natural" power relationships implicit in heterosexuality are being undermined in a situation where 
the male partner is both young-a boy and not a man-and sexually objectified-the tem1 "pretty" usually being 
used to refer to girls or women. Elsewhere he mentions his anger that she did not have the courage to reveal their 
relationship at school although, as he knows, this would have resulted in her losing her job or worse. He expresses 
his satisfaction that her friends accept him aud at least nowadays they acknowledge the relationship. On another 
occasion, he made her apologize to him tOr sleeping with her ex-husband and so forced her to accept him in the 
role of her boyfriend with the associated rights over her sexual expression. Making this strategy even more appar
ent, he reveals in the interview that he did not actually feel jealous about this event but enjoyed the power implied 
by her apology. 

In all these incidents, David indicates that it is important to him to have the status of being her lover, of being 
the man in her life. These incidents can be understood in tenus of the social construction of male desire \\o"ithin 
hegemonic masculinity. It is important to the man in a heterosexual couple that his independence, pO\ver, and proR 
prietary rights are acknowledged within the relationship. This masculine status is at risk when a relationship takes 
place between an adolescent boy and an adult \Voman. 

There are relevant discourses here: the discourse of the devouring woman and the discourse of the heterosex
ual couple and hegemonic masculinity. In dealing with these concerns, David takes up a position within a rnascuR 
line discourse of romance; he proclaims himself to be the more powerful and independent party and the one who 
is less romantically involved in the relationship. 

To begin with, their relationship began only after he made it clear that he \vas interested and available; to that 
extent he initiated the relationship although she made the first moves sexually. The first signs of their relationship 
arose when she started teasing him in class about his supposed affair with a history teacher the year before: 

And she used to tease me about her in class, saying, "Oh, we all kno\v about you two," and all this kind of 
stuff and she used to tease me a lot because I was very stem and quiet, so ... but intelligent, and she used 
to stir me in class and stuff ... And then I told her, we had this convo, and I told her that I'd almost screwed 
this woman and umm, she was really amazed, she was freaked out. She couldn't believe it. 

As she told him later, it was this revelation that opened her eyes to the real possibility of a relationship with 
David. David encouraged the idea: 

So she used to do that in class and we used to always go on excursions and stuff and I always used to hang 
armmd and she used to take me and pick me up ... I think she thought I wanted to have an affair with her 
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or something .. And she used to say, "Oh, we can't have a relationship like that," and rd say, ''Oh yes we 
can,'' and then it \Vas about August, we went to see this movie, then aften.vards she took me home. She 
thought I \vas having problems with something and she was going to talk about them to me. Any rate 1 
kissed ... She kissed me actually, I remember, she kissed me first. 

So although she may have made the first sexual step, David certainly indicated an interest before this hap
pened and in that sense he initiated their affair. In other ways. he suggests his power in the relationship: 

It's good. I've just come from being \Vith her and it's alright, it's good. I'm not too hassled. She is. She ·s 
really hassled about the relationship. When I didn't see her for a fev-i days I used to get, I used to really 
hang out to see her, but I don't any more. And ·when she hasn't seen me for a week or something, and she 
sees me, she gets really depressed and I don't knmv why she"s depressed. And then she says, "Because I 
haven't seen you for so long." And she's really into the relationship, she's really and I'm not. She ·wants the 
relationship forever: kids and a house, flowers in the garden kind of. 

Whether this is a realistic picture of their relationship or not, Diane's open statement of dependency needs 
makes it easy for David to see himself as a pO\verful and independent person who does not need the relationship. 
In a similar remark. David suggests that he is the more mature party in their relationship: 

She's given me situations, not deliberately, that have matured me, but I don't think she's done that herself 
because she's so insecure herself and she's so breakable, that she doesn't have that kind of thing to do that 
with to mature me. She's too worried about ... she needs maturing too much herself 

He also implies a masculine role in their sexual connections. Talking about their first time he says: 

[really SWlJrised myself, I was ... I think. She's kind of malleable, you can just do what you like with her, 
more or less, just goes along with more or less \Vhat you do. She was taking the passive role all the time. 

Along with these indications of David putting himself in a more powerful position in the relationship, there 
are also suggestions that he holds back from romantic commitment: 

I kno\v I'm holding back, I wasn't before but I am now. (know now that l never really loved her from the 
start but I thought I did. But I do, I do love her, but I'm not in love with her, I just have a really deep affec
tion for her. 

I'm really angry because tvhen I'm \vith Diane she says I'm cold but when I'm with Rosie [a friend from 
---·---_____ __.SOIJJJ.OJl]....she..sa):SLm.JAU....w.eak So J'm in bet}\:een I'm bqth l'ye got a really callous sid¥ t.lmugb uot 

cruel, and I've a really very, very emotional side, but I don't show it too much to people any more because 
I J:,'Dt scared of doing that because you get your soul sucked out of you if you're too open with people. 

In this as well as in the other examples, we see David taking on an independent and emotionally distant posi~ 
tion, and it may be supposed that in doing this he alleviates the concerns that he also describes about being emo
tionally overwhelmed and trapped. It can be taken that the discourse of the devouring woman is a discourse that 
generally precludes intergenerational relationships bet\veen boys and v:omen. It is certainly relevant to David's 
experience ofhis relationship with Diane. As a reply to this discourse, David takes up a position within a discourse 
of hegemonic masculinity. He is the powerful and initiating partner in the relationship. He is the one who initiates 
and takes control in their sexual activities and he calls forth a sexual response from Diane. He is not dependent on 
the relationship for emotional support; he doubts whether he is really in love although he is sure that Diane is. 
Although the age difference suggests that she would have pmver in the relationship, this is misleading since he is 
actually the more mature party in the relationship, if maturity is defined as emotional security and not mere chro~ 
nological age. 

There is another strategy that also has the same effect. and that is the way that David emphasizes their equality 
of status as-· frietids. hi 'this h£: distanCes Jiii115cif ft.:.Orn· th£: ·eihOticiiiaf 'irii~m-siiy Of a rCnTiffi.1tiC'fe1iitidTISfiiP. In airriost 
every context where he is unreserved in his positive feelings, it is their camaraderie that is extolled: 

We always say the sex is a big part of our relationship. It is, it really is, it's not funny. But we do other 
things, we go and see movies all the time, vve see plays all the time, \Ve go out to dinner. Dinner"s never 
really a success, I don't know \vhy. But movies are, and plays. We do all that, we talk about books, writing. 
We talk about the future; whatever is interesting at the time. We really get on \veil. She's a, she's a perfect 
mate 
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It's been really good. Actually 1 am pleased the \:Vay our relationship has been, not specifically as a youth, 
but at any time, because she's such a nice person. 

Discursively, what fits exactly with this are the parts of the interview where David emphasizes his maturity in 
comparison to other people of his own age, and he consequently suggests that he and Diane are \Vell fitted to be 
comrades: 

Well the thing is with me, l 'm a bit ... l 'm a bit conceited, because I view myself as more mature than the 
average person my age, or not so much no\v ... you know, at 17. But t\vo years ago, I felt that I stood out 
like a sore thwnb. I felt that, J felt that l \Vas mature, and stufflike that. 

In all this, David fits his experiences into the discourse of adolescence as a time when one is engaged in 
friendships and dating without serious romantic commitments. Again, this places him in the position of a free and 
independent agent and places the responsibility for the more romantic and emotionally intense aspects of their 
relationship upon Diane. It also functions as a discursive strategy that replies to his perception that other people 
might see their relationship as child abuse, with Diane construed as the dominant party. Speaking explicitly about 
this issue, he makes this strategy quite apparent: 

If people ever found out, like last year when 1 \vas 16, they'd say, .. Oh that horrible \voman, that poor boy," 
and they'd say a lot of horrible things about Diane which weren't true and they'd say a Jot ofhonible 
things about me which were untrue. Like the things about me they'd say is, \vhat I'd mentioned before 
about me only being good at history because of her and me only doing this because of her and about her 
they'd say, ··Qh, she C0111lpted me," and '·She's only using me for sex," but it hasn't been like that, it's been 
a really good, like friendly relationship. She's been a great friend that 1 can always rely on. 

Clearly, the discourse of intergenerational sex as victimization of the younger party is seen as the most likely 
fonn of opposition to their relationship. When the details of this are examined, it is relevant that the shameful 
aspects of the relationship can mostly be read as departures from the accustomed power relationships of hege
monic heterosexualit)'. Firstly, that she is an intellectual superior and has a dominating role in her boyfriend's 
intellectual career. Secondly, that as an adolescent male, he has been ''conupted" by an early introduction to sex. 
Here the discourse of childhood asexuality and adult corruption appears and has no clear relation to affronts to 
masculinity. But in fact there is an affront in the mere fact of the male being the one who is corrupted and not the 
other way around. As in Eichenbaum and Orbach's account, the prospect of women taking the sexual initiative is 
constituted as a threat to masculinity. The final charge against their relationship, "She's only using me for sex", is 
one that also appears in his comment about being seen as a "pretty boy". The affront to masculinity is that the male 
is seen as a sex object and is not admired and looked up to for wisdom, power, and social prestige. 

In answering these charges, David constitutes their relationship outside of the usual discourse of romanticism 
in which active and passive sex roles are assigned according to gender. Instead it is constituted as an equality by 
being placed within a discourse of adolescent peer friendships. As quoted above, he refers to her as a "perfect 
mate", and this verbal hyperbole merely spells out the implications of the discourse of "friendship" in this 
instance. As mates, they are equal, and the camaraderie of their relationship is the same as if they had both been 
of the same (masculine) gender. In addition, this discourse suggests that age is not important. It is not "specifically 
as a youth" that he is having this friendship. It could equally have occurred "at any time". 

Interestingly, \vhereas many other accounts validate the relationship by putting the adult in the position of a 
mentor, David refuses to place Diane in this role. Other people may think he is good at history because she is a 
history teacher, but he denies it. Other people might think she has matured him, and he admits that he is less of a 
rowdy troublemaker since his relationship with her. However, he claims that it is not actually Diane who has 
matured him. She has exposed him to situalions that have matured him. 

As I argued in the previous chapter, there is a conflict between emphasized femininity and the role of the 
\Voman as the adult partner in an intergenerational relationship. In terms of such an analysis, it is useful to examine 
\Vhat can be gleaned of Diane's feelings and actions within the relationship. Firstly, it can be noted that, according 
to David, Diane always treated him as an adult. It can be suggested that David, on account of his age, was not 
easily fitted in to the male role within hegemonic discourses of romance and heterosexuality; the greater social 
power was assigned to the '\vrong" gender. In minimizing this, Diane let the age difference fade from view, and 
she constituted David as an adult; she did not position herself as an adult relating to a child. Secondly, it seems that 
Diane was initially very hesitant about involving herself with David on account of his youth. It was various actions 
of David's that made her feel that it would be morally acceptable to do so. We can argue that David estabhshed lm 
credentials as an adult male. In doing so, he relieved her of her moral concerns about the relationship. Finally, it 
seems that Diane originally hid the relationship from her friends, but they ended up by accepting it. So. like the 
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adult women partners described in the previous chapter. she was concerned about \vhat her peer group might make 
of this departure from emphasized femininity. 

Some of the evidence for this analysis has been mentioned above. Other passages from the interview are also 
relevant. At many points of the intervie\v, David makes the comment that Diane always treated him as an adult. 
The following is typical: 

I suppose I did tempt her, I did entice her, but the trouble \Vas, she thought of me as an adult when f wasn't, 
I was only a kid. But she thought I was an adult and she acted accordingly. 

As \Ve have seen. this statement accords with many other features of their relationship in which David plays 
a stereotypically adult and masculine role. It could be suggested that in this way, Diane was actually able to have 
a relationship with a 15-year-old boy but still able to work from a subject position within a hegemonically con
structed feminine romanticism. She put David in the position of the pmverful male hero and she acted accordingly. 
I do not want to give the impression that her action here \Vas unrealistic. that she did not see David as he really 
\vas. since clearly David played the part \Veil and he was happy to be in that role to a large extent. The convention 
that adolescent boys of 15 are not real men is a social construction and not a biological necessity, and it is possible 
to experience reality through a different discursive placement. As an indication of David's positioning in the adult 
male role, nothing is more apt than his description of his demeanor in school: 

She used to tease me a Jot because I was ver:y stem and quiet, so .. but intelligent. 

Additionally, there is considerable evidence that Diane did not initially find it easy to overcome some moral 
scruples about what she was doing, however attractive she found David. Eventually she placed herself in a posi
tion where it would have been immoral not to go ahead: 

She said to me once, that if I hadn't done it with this other woman [another history teacher a year earlier], 
1 think she thought I did it with her, she \vouldn't have done it with me because I was too young or some
thing. 

In other words, she acted as though David's earlier supposed relationship with an adult had given him adult 
status. This is a typical discursive strategy in relation to the intergenerational sex prohibition--those who break it 
must really be adults and not children (see Part I, Chapter 2). 

And she used to say, "Oh, we can't have a relationship like that," and I'd say, "Oh yes \Ve can." 

______ .J.JTno..u1"hlliss,,..JDUJ<a'VJdiU-d ':s..actions..placedhim..in..the..role-of.tbe man wbo..mrercomes the woman's reluctance_Ry:_doing..~·-·----.. -
this, he undermined a conceivable interpretation of their relationship as intergenerational sex with an active adult 
seducing a passive child. At school after the first time \Vhen they kissed, she passed him a note: 

"See me on Saturday if you want to." She reckons that \Vas a choice of mine, I had a choice. 

This reference to \Vhether David had a "choice'' is undoubtedly informed by dominant discourses about the 
hannfulness of intergenerational sex. These relationships are considered immoral on the grounds that the younger 
party does not have a real choice and cannot give informed consent. The use of the terminology of''choice" sug
gests that Diane \vas vel)' \veil aware of this moral discourse. She saw herself as setting up a situation in which 
David could make a real choice. By deciding to accept her invitation, he constituted himself as an adult with adult 
responsibilities and exempted their relationship from the moral discourse ofintergenerational sex. In this dilemma 
and her "testing·· of David. it is apparent that Diane, like the lesbian women described in the previous chapter, 
placed herself within a discourse of femininity as protection of the young. Influenced by dominant ideas about 
intergenerational sex as victimization of children, she found it difficult to be involved with David for these moral 
reasons. 

The foil owing account of their first sexual contact suggests that she overcame her qualms only by setting 
them against another powerful moral perspective that she allQ\ved to take precedence: 

She said before, ohh, "I put up all these barriers and you plucked them off one by one .. , I probably did, but 
that doesn't mean that she had to do it. Anyway I saw her on the Saturday and I wanted to stay, l \Vanted 
to stay with her. And she said, "We can't, \ve can't, we can't, we can't." We went to the beach and \VC had 
a big pash session, for want of a better \VOrd or description, and then ! thought, "Ohh, she's going to send 
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me home," but then she said, ··No f"m not going to send you home, I don't do that to people on the beach 
and then send them home.,. 

Their first sexual encounter followed. A feature of these events is the way that Diane and David were over
come by passion, and kissed and necked on two occasions. On the second, Diane took these events to create a 
moral obligation to go on \Vith their sexual encounter. So she put what had happened under the description "lead
ing David on", and the moral implication was that she was bound to follow up with an offer. This moral obligation 
overruled her moral qualms about the intergenerational prohibition being broken. In addition. we can see that she 
consoled herself with the knowledge that David had continually attempted to persuade her to have sex with him: 
he was taking the role expected within adult masculinity. 

W'htm:as in the l!adier examples of woman/girl sex. We adulfs female peers often acted to oppose the rela
tionship, we tind in this case that despite Diane's initial fears of exposure, her friends of both sexes came to accept 
her relationship \Vith David: 

I was in the house and this \Voman came over-this has happened a few times-and we were naked as jay
birds. Umm, she had to hide me behind one of the doors and she just \Valked past. We've had tons of esca
pades like that. But a Jot of her friends knO\v no\v and it's just ... she's got one friend, this guy, he's a 
doctor, he's just t,:rreat, he's just tenific. He's a great mate, he comes over with a bottle of beer and stuff and 
we talk about all kinds of shit. It's really good. A Jot of ... It's funny, they all seem to think it's great, none 
of them seem to think, "Ohh, she's a diny old woman," or anything, they think she's tenific. 

The timing of all this may be of major importance. When they began their relationship, David was 15 and 
Diane was his 33-year-old history teacher. Now he is 17 and no longer her student. At 16, their relationship would 
have ceased to be illegal. But, in addition to all this, I also argue that adolescent boys are expected to sow their 
wild oats. They are not seen as being endangered by early sexual experiences, especially when these experiences 
are heterosexual (Part 2, Chapter 3). Hegemonic discourse about masculinity does not allO\v men of any age to be 
under threat from women's sexuality and, of course, this discourse serves to mask the very real insecurities that 
men have in relationship to women's sexuality. As I have suggested before, these relationships are not so much 
prohibited as excluded by the hegemonic construction of sexuality for the relevant age and gender categories. 
Accordingly, Diane's friends found it easy to accept the relationship by taking David as an adult. 

The Relevance of the One Instance 

Clearly it would be a mistake to assume that all the unknown examples of positively experienced \voman/boy sex 
have these same features. However, as with the other chapters, what my analysis can achieve is to demonstrate that 
intergenerational relationships occur in the context of the social construction of gender. The discourses that are 
experienced as opposing the relationship or causing problems in the relationship are discourses arising within the 
social construction of gender. Similarly, David makes use of a variety of available discourses to validate the rela
tionship, and these too are drawn from popular discourses of age and gender. 

In so far as woman/boy relationships contradict dominant assumptions about power and gender in romantic 
relationships, it seems that an available strategy for both parties is to focus on and emphasize the masculine role 
and the power of the younger party; to reassert the hegemonic discourse of romance and gender that the relation
ship contradicts. An alternative strategy is to construe the relationship outside of the discourse of romance, as a 
friendship. As indicated in other chapters, this is a very common discursive validation of intergenerational rela
tionships on the part of the younger party, and iti is apparent in examples of all of the four gender combinations. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Conclusion: The Prohibition on Intergenerational Sex 
and the Social Construction of Transgression 

The second part of the thesis provides ample illustration for the view that positive experiences of intergenerational 
sex must be understood in tenns of their location in reference to socially constructed discourses of gender, the 
family, and age categorization. This part of the thesis has shown that the discourse of intergenerational sex is 
merely one of a number of relevant discourses that stigmatize intergenerational relationships. It is apparent that 
discourses of gender, the family, and age categorization also imply the prohibition on intergenerational sex. More
over, it is equally apparent that the interviewees were also able to validate their participation in these stigmatized 
relationships by drawing upon a wide variety of discourses of gender. the family, and age categorization. 

Stigmatizing Discourses 

Looking at the first of these issues, I have ar:gued that there are a great variety of relevant sUgmatizing discourses. 
In each case. a dominant discourse of age, gender, or the family can be seen to imply the prohibition on intergen~ 
erational relationships in the context of particular types ofintergenerational relationship. I have also demonstrated 
that these discourses were relevant to the interviewees' experiences of positively valued intergenerational sexual 
contacts; that is, to their own understandings of these events. 

To summarize these issues in the context of the thesis as a whole, it can be argued that every type ofvoluntal)' 
iotefi.Jeneratjonal relgtjonship_ as well asintergene.ratjanal sex per se is transgressive jn terms of some maj.ouliS=----~---·----
course of age, gender, and the family. Intergenerational sex involving children under t\velve transgresses against 
the discourse of childhood asexuality, man/girl sex transgresses against the discourse of emphasized femininity as 
it applies to define appropriate sexuality for adolescent girls, and man/boy sex transgresses against the discourse 
of hegemonic masculinity in tenns of the issue of homosexuality. Similar arguments can be put in relation to 
emphasized femininity and woman/girl relationships and to hegemonic masculinity and \voman/boy sex. I also 
ar:gued that intergenerational sex transgresses against the discourse of privacy and sexual control in the context of 
the discourse of the nuclear family. 

Validating Discourses: Discourses of Resistance 

In looking at the second of these issues, the discourses that interviewees used to validate their intergenerational 
relationships, I have identified a great number of relevant discourses of gender, the family, and age categorization. 
Some of these discourses are discourses of resistance to hegemonic discourses of gender, the family, and age. In 

age, and they made use of these to validate their transgressions. I will review each of these strategies in turn. 
In many cases, the interviewees \vere able to defend their transgressions in tenns of discursive positions that 

announced an explicit repudiation of dominant discourses. In particular, the discourses of feminism and homosex~ 
ualliberation were available discourses for the intervievvees. These discourses are \Vhat Weedon refers to as marR 
gina! in the sense that they oppose hegemonic discourses of gender and sexuality' ( 1988, p. 35). The following 
discursive positions were taken up to validate inter:generational relationships through the use of marginal or resis~ 
taut discourses. 
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Conclusion: The 1-'rohibiiion on Jnrergenerationa! Sex and the !:J(>cial Consrruclion of Transgression 

In reference to the discourse of the moral mother, it was argued that some mothers and daughters colluded in 
a feminist critique of the discourse of the moral mother and its applications to enforce the double standard in ref
erence to adolescent girls and to prohibit intergenerational relationships. Similarly, I argued that the rejection of 
romance and emphasized femininity was an aspect of subcultural practice in some girls' peer groups, and I showed 
that this resistant subculture provided a moral framework for validating intergenerational relationships.ln validat
ing intergenerationallesbian relationships, intelV'ie\vees were able to take up a position within the feminist dis
course that links lesbianism to feminist politics. In all ofthese instances, it was the discourse of feminism that was 
available to validate the actions of the interviewees. J have argued that this makes sense in tenns of the way that 
emphasized femininity is an implying discourse that stigmatizes intergenerational relationships in a variety of 
ways. 

The discourse of gay identity was an available discourse from the gay subculture for interviewees \Vho iden
tified as gay. and I argued that this discursive position was employed to defend the intergenerational relationships 
in which these interviewees had been involved. Even the male interviewees who identified as heterosexual made 
use of a discourse of gay liberation to some extent; they opposed unfair discrimination against homosexual men 
and the prejudice against homosexual practices. They made use of these positions to defend homosexual practices 
within their intergenerational relationships, and to validate the role of the older parties in these relationships. In 
both these cases, it was the discourse of gay identity, and associated political positions from within the gay sub
culture, that were available for interviewees to validate man/boy relationships. 

In all references both to feminism and to gay identity, interviewees validated their transgressions against dom
inant discourses of gender by invoking alternative and resistant discourses of gender. TI1ey used these resistant dis
courses to validate their intergenerational relationships and to negotiate the stigmatization of these relationships in 
tenns of dominant discourses of gender and the family. 

Making Use of Dominant Discourses to Validate Transgression 

The material of the second part of this thesis also reveals that these resistant discourses were merely a small pa1t 
of the stock of discursive positions that interviewees took up to validate their experiences. The great majority of 
subject positions that were taken up drew heavily on dominanr discourses. Even when marginal discourses were 
taken up, they were combined with other dominant discourses, either used in their unadorned dominant fonn or 
reversed to construct a defense of transgressive practices. In what follows, I shall review the uses that were made 
of dominant discourses. 

The use of the discourse of adolescence was the primary example of a situation in which dominant discourses 
were conserved by changing the discourse. Moving away from the issue of transgression in tenus of the discourse 
ofintergenerational sex (or dominant discourses of gender and the family), the interviewees validated their 
conduct within the tenns of the discourse of adolescence. This discourse featured in a great variety of contexts. 
Within the romantic man/girl relationships, the discourse of adolescence was used to distance the interviewees 
from a fully romantic subject position. Within the anti-romantic subject positions, the female interviewees vali
dated their intergenerational experiences as equivalent to the casual, pragmatic, sexual experimentation thought 
appropriate to male adolescents. 

Within the gay interviews, the intergenerational relationships were validated through a combination of the 
discourse of gay identity and the discourse of adolescence. Given the fact of gay identity, they argued, these rela
tionships indicated a nonnal adolescent explosion of sexual desire, a discovery of sexuality through experiment, 
a casual promiscuity typical of adolescence, and an introduction to the adult gay community. They could be 
defended in tenns of the sexual rights appropriate to the development of adult masculinity and to adolescence as 
a stage of initiation into adulthood. 

The male interviewees who identified as heterosexual saw their sexual relationships with men as motivated 
by a sexual emergence typical of adolescence in general. Sometimes they saw the older partner as a mentor. This 
related to a discourse of adolescence as a time in which young people inevitably have to learn to be independent 
by developing relationships with adults outside their family. Like the gay interviewees, they claimed a right to 
sexual expression that they considered to be appropriate to adolescence. It was the discourse of adolescence as 
cutting the apron strings that was used by both gay and heterosexual male intentiewees to validate their engageM 
ments in sexual relationships that would have been opposed by their mothers. 

Within the interviews that described lesbian relationships, there \vas an analogous use made of the discourse 
of adolescence. In one version, adolescence was a period in which it was necessary to come to tenns with an 
underlying lesbian identity. ln another version, lesbianism was a sexual experiment appropriate to adolescence as 
a period of sexual selfMdiscovery. These interviewees also validated the intergenerational relationships within a 
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discourse of adolescence in other \vays: either as rebellious defiance of adult authorities, casual relationships and 
sexual adventures. or as an introduction to an adult social network 

Finally, in several intervie\vS. the discourse of adolescence as peer friendships was employed to remove these 
relationships from the provenance of dominant discourses of romance and sexuality altogether. In this contexi. the 
relationship was placed outside of the tenns of the stigmatizing discourse of heterosexual romance. 

In all these strategies, \Vhat is involved is a changing of the discourse. The discourse of intergenerational sex 
and the various discourses of gender and the family stigmatize these relationships. Instead of taking up the subject 
position implied by these stigmatizing discourses, the interviewees took up a subject position within the discourse 
of adolescence. Like the discourse of intergenerational sex itself. the discourse of adolescence is a dominant dis
course in the sense of being popular and influential. At the same time, one hesitates to describe it as hegemonic. 
because it is a discourse whose social implications are heavily contested. 

In its most conservative version, the discourse of adolescence is a discursive position available only to male 
adolescents. It is invoked to support a double standard of sexual morality in which adolescent boys are encouraged 
to engage in a period of sexual experimentation at the expense of their female sexual partners. In addition, it is jus
tified in tenns of a discourse of male adulthood as independence, autonomy. and citizenship that is not on offer to 
women. Within this conservative reading of adolescence. the great danger of adolescence is that it will spill over 
in one of t\vo \vays. On the one hand. there is the danger that adolescence~as lack of responsibility, hedonism, 
and opposition to the vwrk ethic-will be maintained into adulthood. On the other hand. there is the danger that 
the discourse of adolescence will be e:-..iended to girls and to categories of relationships that are considered inap
propriate~such as homosexual relationships. The interviewees of this study exploited these possibilities in the 
discourse of adolescence, extending its provenance to include relationships that are definitely seen as transgres
sive in tenns of other dominant discourses. 

Another way of framing the issue of adolescence in this thesis is to note that conservative readings of adoles
cence are often centered on the extension of a parentally supervised childhood into the teenage years. As I have 
suggested, this version of adolescence is much less popular within working--class families. Instead, \vorking-class 
families adopt a version of adolescence as a period of initiation into adulthood, a de facto admission into adult 
privileges that is won by teenagers and is pragmatically accepted by parents. When respondents in this study laid 
claim to adult sexual prerogatives, demanded rights to sexual expression, or refused to constitute their actions as 
intergenerational sex. they frequently· spoke from within this vwrking-class version of the discourse of adoles
cence. 

The strategy of reversal was also common in these interviews and was used in a variety of contexis to validate 
intergenerational relationships by making use of elements drawn from dominant discourses of the family and 
gender. This strategy was employed in reference to the dominant discourse of the nuclear family and intergenera
tional sex. According to this dominant discourse, it is the responsibility of the parents to supervise the sexual 
conduct of children, and children are expected to reciprocate their parents' love by obeying them. Interviewees 
reversed this discourse by charging the parents, or the mother in particular, wtth a failure to adequately love aria--------
care for their children. This context justified the interviewee's involvement in a relationship that was, or would 
have been, opposed by the parents. 

The discourse of emphasized femininity as romance "~-Vas also reversed to validate certain of the intergeneraM 
tiona! relationships described in this study. Four of the man/girl relationships were conceived to have been roman
tic. The age and social power of the adult man fitted the romantic picture of the male hero. The caring and 
benevolence expected of such a person was exemplified in these relationships and its presence was noted as a 
reply to the discourse of intergenerational sex as exploitation. These romantic relationships were contrasted with 
the shallmv relationships that had been experienced in heterosexual peer contacts. This strategy was a reversal of 
the discourse of emphasized femininity in that the interviewees used that discourse to validate relationships that 
are nonnally condemned as departures from appropriate feminine conduct. 

The lesbian relationships were sometimes conceived in a similar \vay. Romance as deep emotional intimacy 
and sexual transcendence was claimed for the experiences of Pippa and Sharon. In addition to this. Pippa's underM 
standing of her intergenerational lesbian relationship invoked the romantic appeal of an older and more sexually 
assertive partner and, to a lesser extent, Louise's descriptions of her romantic cmshes on adult women did the 

of her intergenerational relationships with both Marianne and Jeffrey. In all these examples, the discourse of 
emphasized femininity and romance was used to validate relationships that are usually condemned within that dis
course as unfeminine. 

Another reversal in connection with the discourse of romance used elements of this discourse in a very differ
ent \Vay. Instead of taking up a romantic subject position. interviewees appropriated elements of romantic texts in 
which a space of narrative excess is created by the unfeminine behavior of the "other girl" of such novels. Some 
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interviewees took up this anti-romantic subject position. presenting themselves as the "other girls" \Vithin the dis
course of romantic texts, and morally validated the position that is stigmatized within these texts. 

A central use of reversal in the case of the man/boy relationships was the reversal of the discourse of sexual 
essentialism that is normally part of the stigmatization of gay sexual practices. Interviewees \vho identified as gay·, 
and also those who identified as heterosexual, both used this reversal to reply to the discourse of seduction. This 
discourse was refuted by arguing that the interviewee's sexuality was an essential part of their being that was not 
likely to be affected by a brief period ofintergenerational relationships in adolescence. Most of the gay inter
viewees, and Pippa-one of the lesbian interviewees---also reversed the discourse of sexual inversion. The dis
course of sexual inversion stigmatizes same-sex practices in terms of an assumed association with gender 
inversion. Within these interviews, this gender inversion was celebrated and accepted as part of the essential per
sonality of the interviewees. 

In addition to the strategy of reversal, dominant discourses of gender \vere also taken up in the context of a 
strategy of minimizing transgression. This was the case in David's defense of his relationship \vith Diane. David 
minimized his transgression against the dominant discourse of heterosexual romance, the discourse according to 
which the male is the more dominant party and the female is the more emotionally dependent party in the relation
ship. 

In constructing a moral career in this context, David emphasized ways in which his intergenerational relation
ship fitted the hegemonic heterosexual model. Within the relationship itsel( David acted to construct their con
nection so as to minimize departure from the dominant model of heterosexual romance. 

The Conservation of Dominant Discourse in the Context of the 
Construction of Gender 

Concluding the review of the second part of the thesis, I have argued that the interviewees validated their trans
gressions against dominant discourses of gender and the family by making use of discourses of resistance as well 
as dominant discourses of the family, age, and gender. The strategies by which dominant discourses \vere 
employed were found to be the same as those discovered in the first part of the thesis: changing the discourse, 
reversal, and minimizing transgression. 

In comparing the findings of the two parts of my study, it is notable that the hypothesis of the conservation of 
dominant discourse receives most support in the first part of the study. When the interviewees positioned them
selves in relation to the discourse of intergenerational sex, they constructed a subject position out of the discourse 
of intergenerational sex itself, or out of some other dominant discourse. I noted that the most common position 
was minimizing or denying transgression against the discourse of intergenerational sex. Even when interviewees 
acknowledged and defended their transgression directly, the most commonly articulated position was a variant of 
another dominant discourse: the liberal discourse of individual rights to self-expression. 

By contrast, in the second half of the study l examined the manner in which intervie\\'ees positioned them
selves in reference to stigmatizing discourses of gender, the family, and age. ln reference to those dominant dis
courses, existing and popular discourses of resistance are readily available. The discourses of feminism and gay 
liberation were obvious sources of validation, even if the context of their use was novel. In the context of gender, 
interviewees were thus able to position themselves in tenus of marginal and resistant discourses. TI1ey did notjusr 
draw on available dominant discourses. 

In reviewing these findings, it seems possible that this difference reflects the difference in social standing 
between the dominant discourse of intergenerational sex and the hegemonic discourses of gender. The discourse 
of prohibition of intergenerational sex is almost universally dominant in Australian society. There are very few 
milieu in which this discourse is openly contested. There is no resistant subculture fonned around opposition to 
the dominant discourse ofintergenerational sex, and neither are there resistant subcultures in which such opposi
tion is taken for granted as an aspect of a broader political platfonn. The political gay movement constitutes only 
a partial exception to this picture, and it is the only exception. 

In the context of this vel)' widespread opposition to intergenerational sex, taking up a subject position that 
validates an intergenerational sexual contact or relationship is most likely to involve a modification of the domi
nant discourses that already exist and that are readily available. I have shown that a reversal of the discourse of 
intergenerational sex itself is one option. The more likely option is to minimize or deny transgression. Finally, 
another tactic is to legitimize these experiences within the framework of an already existing dominant discourse. 

The status of hegemonic discourses of gender is quite different. They have been contested vel)' strongly for 
the last centul)'. There are significant resistant subcultural milieu and a number of available discourses of resis
tance. Consequently, when the interviewees in this study were dealing with their transgressions against discourses 
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of gender, it \vas quite possible for them to make use of available discourses of resistance to the hegemonic con
struction of gender. At the same time, \vhat they \Vere doing in taking up these positions was to make use of these 
discourses of resistance in a new context. Feminism is not generally used to support intergenerational relation
ships. The liberation of homosexual people is not a discourse that is generally used to support intergenerational 
relationships. ln the resistant subcultural milieu that are the heartlands of both of these discourses, there is quite 
strong support for the prohibitive discourse on intergenerational sex. 

Consequently, what occurs again is that the interviewees make novel use of a great variety of dominant dis
cursive positions. These create a bridge between the resistant discourse and the validation of an intergenerational 
relationship. It is the discourse of homosexual identity, the discourse of adolescent self~discovery, and the dis
course of male sexual emergence and civil rights. that add up to a defense of intergenerational relationships in the 
case of the gay interviewees. lt is the discourse of lesbianism as feminist solidarity, the discourse of adolescence 
as self-discovery and autonomy, and the discourse of romance. that add up to a defense of the woman/girl relation
ships. Such combinations are the context in which discourses of resistance are taken up in defending intergenera
tional relationships. 

Another reading of this same material might be based around a feature common to many of the interviev,rs in 
this study, being the primacy of issues of gender and the minimal sense of transgression against the discourse of 
intergenerational sex. The strategy of minimizing transgression is the most common approach that interviev .. ·ees 
take to the discourse ofintergenerational sex. As I have pointed out. this is both an interpretation of these experi
ences and also a strategy implicit in the relationships themselves. It could be argued that many of the relationships 
described in this study did not constitute major transgressions against the discourse of intergenerational sex. The 
younger parties were almost always adolescent and, in quite a few cases. sexual contacts were fairly minimal-at 
least within the tenns of dominant discourses of sexuality. 

Given the somev .. ·hat marginal nature of their transgression, it is not surprising that many of the interviewees 
of this study minimized their transgressions in relation to the discourse ofintergenerational sex. As [ have argued. 
many of these interviewees did not find their transgression against the discourse of intergenerational sex to be the 
primary issue in their interpretation of these events. This was most clearly indicated in the strategy of denial of the 
relevance of the discourse ofintergenemtional sex. However, it was also mar1ifest in the intervie\v accmmts in a 
great variety of other contexts. 

By contrast, it may be argued that the interviewees' transgressions against the hegemonic discourses of 
gender construction were major, and it was these transgressions that were seen as most salient in the accounts of 
many interviewees. The intergenerational experiences were very often interpreted in tenns of the transgressions 
against dominant discourses of gender that they implied, and it was these transgressions that the interviewees 
talked about. In that contexi, discourses of resistance were readily available and were made use of by the inter
viewees. 

To take the extreme case, Denise and Angela denied that they had construed their relationships as intergener
ational sex. On the othef hand, they were extremely well aware of the fact that these re1atioriShips were aspects or~·---· 
a broader pattern of resistance to emphasized femininity. Consequently, in describing their relationships, it is this 
issue that became the most salient. Similarly. the gay interviewees suggested that it \vas their development of a 
homosexual identity that was their most transgressive action. They presented their intergenerational experiences 
within the framework of that transgression against hegemonic masculinity. A similar analysis is apt for the inter~ 
vie,vees' descriptions oflesbian relationships. Again the interviewees' sense of transgression against the discourse 
of intergenerational sex is minimized, but interviewees speak at length about their transgression against dominant 
discourses of femininity. 

TI1is analysis does not apply \Vith equal force to all categories of intervie,vees. Those who were under twelve 
at the time, those adolescent girls \Vho \vere involved romantically \vith men, and those adolescent boys who iden
tified as heterosexual, did not see their gender transgressions as primary, although they clearly were significant. 
They all identified the transgression against the discourse of intergenerational sex as extremely important. It can 
also be said that in most of these cases, the intergenerational relationships were nor contextualized as aspects of 
major departures from the hegemonic construction of gender. 

These comments touch on the context of this thesis within sociological studies of deviance. The great variety 

situationally located value positions was available to the interviewees. The value position that characterizes the 
interviewees as deviant within the discourse of intergenerational sex is only one of a number of discourses that 
were relevant to the interviewees. On some occasions they took up subject positions in reference to this discourse, 
and on other occasions they found other discursive positions to be more apt. Similarly, different interviewees bal
anced these perspectives in different ways. There \vere those V.fho found their transgression against hegemonic dis
courses of gender to be the most signiticant, and there \vere others \vho found their transgression against the 
prohibition on intergenerational sex to be the most signiticant. 
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This Research in the Context of the Sociological Study oflntergenerational Sex 

This research is one of the few studies to explore the experiences of the younger parties in voluntary or positively 
experienced intergenerational relationships. So far as I am aware. it is the only study to examine such experiences 
when they involved types of relationships other than man/boy relationships. Consequently this research goes 
towards an understanding of the kinds of experiences that are, at the present time, merely represented as numbers 
within existing survey data on intergenerational sex. My research indicates that existing interview studies of neg
atively experienced intergenerational sex are a very poor guide to the nature of voluntary and positive experiences. 
On the other hand, like instances of child sexual abuse, these positive experiences can only be understood in tenns 
of dominant social constructions of gender, age, and the family. 

Regarding usetlll directwns tOr fUrther research, my thesis indicates several areas that are not adequately dealt 
with in the existing literature. To begin with, as I suggested in the introduction, there is no existing survey data that 
allows us to get a useful sense of the extent of positive experiences of intergenerational sex. To remedy the defi
ciencies of Finkelhor's and Russell's research, it \\o'Ould be necessary to design a research methodology that 
offered people the opportunity to report positive experiences in a context where they believed that such experi
ences would be validated within the research. The best method would be to ask for a sexual history of the period 
up to and including sixteen years of age, merely requiring that people report on any experiences in this period that 
they thought might have had a sexual aspect, and asking them to include both negative and positive experiences. 
In my view, a sympathetic anonymous interview study of the kind Russell carried out would be most appropriate. 
The sample would have to include a representative portion of working-class respondents, and intervie\vees should 
be of the same sex, age, and preferably also the same class background as the respondents. Even in this context, it 
would be likely that all types of stigmatized sexual contacts would be considerably under-represented, and the 
degree of under-representation and its distribution over positive and negative experiences vwuld be impossible to 
estimate. 

Another area for further research is the extension of interview data on the topic of positively experienced 
intergenerational sex. An investigation of the experiences of adults involved in voluntary intergenerational rela
tionships would be a logical next step. My research suggests that it is quite mistaken to assume that such adults are 
merely the fe\v who identif)' themselves as "pedophiles" in tenns of a generalized and exclusive attraction to chil
dren or adolescents. However. while it might be relatively easy to interview a sample of adults who had taken the 
step of identifying as pedophiles, it is difficult to see how it would be possible to gather a sample of adults who 
were not so identified. Probably the most useful and practical area for further interview investigation would be to 
continue and extend the research carried out in this study. 

The Conservation of Discourse and the Issue of Social Change 

The hypothesis of conservation of dominant discourse that I have explored in this study leads on to some more 
general questions about social change and transgression. If, as Kristeva argues, a dominant discourse is a bit like 
a language, and neologisms can only be accepted in small doses, how does society ever change, how do people 
make sense of transgression against dominant discourses, and how do new discourses develop? The short answer 
must be that major changes in dominant modes of thought do not happen ovemight. Nevertheless, this thesis does 
allow some more concrete suggestions. 

Firstly, transgressors may affinn the discourse against which they have transgressed and they may deny or 
minimize their transgression. It is only in cases \vhere this defection becomes widespread and hard to ignore that 
it begins to call the discourse itself into question. In a slightly more overt assault on a dominant discourse, trans
gressive practices can be validated and social change can take place by a shift in the provenance of a dominant dis
course. A social practice that is transgressive in teims of one discourse may be validated within the framework of 
another discourse, without either discourse becoming radically altered. A whole class of social practices may in 
this way be moved out of the provenance of one discourse and come under some other one. 

Another way in v·:hich transgressions can be validated is to adapt or reverse a dominant discourse. This is a 
frontal assault on a dominant discourse where and transgressors begin by refusing the discourse in its original 
fonn. However, they go on to validate their transgression by acknowledging some aspects of the original discur
sive structure and rejecting others; it is a piecemeal or refonnist alteration of the original discourse but its political 
consequences can be quite profound. Finally, it may be suggested that the discourse of carnival mounts a subter
ranean attack on dominant discourses. In selected social conte~..1s, it undermines the application of dominant dis
courses through humor, tone, and narrative structure. It opens up a space in which other, more articulated 
strategies of resistance might become acceptable. 
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